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Summary
From Tennis Corurt to O]rera House
The thesis is divided in three volumes. Volume I contains the 
narrative relating the reconstruction of three theatres, the Dulc’s 
Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, the New Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields and the Queen’s Theatre in the Haymket. Volume II contains 
the graphic maerial, the plates tint illustrate the narrative, and 
the Appendix. Plans and other relates. drawings are placed within the
text in Volume I.
Volume I is in three parts and includes the bibliography.
Volume I, part 1, contains a projected reconstruction of the Du^t^’s 
Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, (LIF I and LIF II), which existed from 
1661 dovm. to 1714.
Volume I, part 2, contains a reconstruction of the New Theatre in
Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 1718-1745*
Volume I, part 5, contains a reconstruction of the Queen’s Theatre 
in the Hoyraaket, 1705-1709*
In each part which is devoted to an individual theatre, the plot 
on which the theatre was built is established. This is foioovred by a
limited discus si on of the raaangetial difficulties encountered by the 
entrepreneurs against the background of contemporary theatrical activity.
The section then concludes with a projected reconstruction of that 
particular theatre in the light of an analysis of graphic and textual 
evidence. The theatre is described verbally and in graphic form, each 
reconstruction being accompanied by plans and elevations of the theatre
under consideration.
XIX
Part 1 traces the conversion by Sir Williem Davenant of Lisle’s 
Tennis Court into the Du^^’s Theatre, Lincoln's Inn Fields^ which is 
considered to be the first modern theatre in England. A reassessment 
of the land leases for the plot on which the theatre stood shows that
it was considerably larger than had been thought. On this revised plot
the reconstruction is projected.
Part 2 presents new evidence that establishes the site and
structure of the third theatre that was bmlt on the site of Lisle’s 
Tennis Court, the New Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, (LIF III), built 
by Christopher Rich. Within this structure a projected reconstruction 
is offered of the theatre that operated between 171-4 &nd 1745*
Part 5 contains an analysis of designs by Sir James Thomhiil.
This pictorial evidence provides maerial allowing a projected recon­
struction of the original theatre, the Queen’s Theatre in the Haymaket, 
bmlt by Sir John Vanbrugh. The account and reconstruction of this 
theatre is limited to the years 1705-9/ for these were the years during 
which it retained its original form. The state of the theatre foil owing 
the alterations of I709 is already well documented. This section 
concludes with a brief account of the influences upon Vanbrughs theatre
architecture and assesses his achievement.
This collection of reconstructions can be read in two ways; either 
as an account of theatre arciitectslke arranged. historically, tracing the 
development through Lincoln’s Inn Fields I and II and then diverging by 
two paths foil owing first that pursued by Thomas Betterton and the 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields Company who moved into the Queen’s Theatre, and 
then moving on to study Lincoln’s Inn Fields III; or alternatively, 
one may trace the series of theatres built in Lincoln’s Inn Fields and 
then return to the building activities of 1705 and the Queen’s Theatre.
The box Vol. HI contains the large scale dtteitgs showing 
the reconstruction of LIF I, LIF III and the Queen's Theatre in
the Haymaaket. Figures showing the reconstruction of LIF I 
LIF HI an figs. 16, 17, 25, 29, 30 & 31. Figures for the 
Theatre in the Haymman figs. 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 
43, 46 & 47-
and
Queen's
42,
im
Volume II contains the source maerial, graphic and literary, 
that reflects the developments of the theatre, the reconstruction of
which is undertaken in Volume I. The plates show mips, paintings and 
engravings of the vestiges of the theatres during the 19th century, 
stage designs, theatre plans and elevations. The Appendix contains 
transcriptions of the principal documentary evidence employed in the
several reconstructions.
Note regarding the transcription of documents
In the text the lacunae in the quotations from transcribed
documents are the result of omiting irrelevant ies. In the 
Appendix the lacunae that occur in the transcriptions are due
to illegibility in the original document.
1Lincoln*s Inn Fields: Lisle’s Teranis Cornr-t;
Lisle’s Tennis Comrt - The Du-^e's Theatre in Lincoln*s Inn Fields
The Site: 1656 - 1705
2Lisle's Tennis Court - The Duke*s Theatre in Lincoln*s Inn Fields.
The second tennis court to be converted into a theatre at the
Restoration was Lisle's Tennis Court in what became Portugal Street,
1
Lincoln's Inn Fields. This conversion, carried out by Sir Williem
manager of the Dune’s Coi^]^n;y of ComeSiaalS, was of the greatest
significance, for it was in this theatre that changeable scenery was 
first introduced into the public playhouse. That innovation placed the 
D&e’s Theatre at the beginning of new developments in British theatre 
which were to influence theatre architecture down to the present.
Immense as its contemporary influence must have been, little is known 
of its actual dimensions and internal arrangements. Although this study- 
produces considerably more evidence regarding the site on which the tennis 
court and theatre were built, it is not the final word on the theatre's 
interior. What is offered here is a mmre solid foundation upon which 
speculation may be built.
Three theatres operated on the site of the original Lisle's tennis 
court; the first two theatres were conversions of the tennis court, the
third theatre was built upon the same site but the former tennis court
was dseolished and the new theatre raised on new Voundationsu Lison's
tennis court was built in 1656 and ccnverted by biS William eaveIusvt in 
1661. This first theatre, the Dune's Theatre, remained in action until 
1674, when it reverted to its original state. In 1695 Betterton's 
seceding company re-tunned to the restored tennis court, whereupon it 
was reconverted to a theatre until 1705• After several years of disuse
Christopher Rich demonisied ihe tennis court-theatre and built on the 
same site the New Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, which functioned
5.
from 1714 to 1756. The theatre after that date was rtld for nearly a 
century as a dweeiing house, offices and warehouse. Finally in 1848, 
while in the hands of Messrs Spode and Copeland, it sold to the 
Royal College of Surgeons of England. The College dlmotisted the 
building and extended their premises, which already occupied the 
neighbouring site.
Much has been witten upon this subject in recent and not quite 
2
so recent years, especially by Leslie Hotson who speculated upon the 
3
scope of the tennis coutt-playhtrtet’ and by Paul Sawyer' who, in The 
New Theatre in Lincoln1s Inn Fields, projected a reconstruction of the 
third theatre. Together, both HDltson and Sawyer srtvlyld the same 
ground as is covered by this research, but neither of them availed him­
self of all the maerial presented here. Consequently neither draws
as accurate a picture of the theatres as is afforded by this present work.
To state the case briefly here and examine it at length below’ the 
present evidence shows that the tennis court theatres wen considerably 
larger than the 75’0* x 80’0,’ described by Hotson, and the third theatre 
definitely larger than the 69’0" x 48’0” discussed by Sawyer. The first 
two theatres wen probably at least 108’0" x 42*0", and documentary 
evidence proves that the third theatre was 115*0" x 49’6". Both theatres
possessed additional adjoining premises.
This study re-examines the documents studied by Hotson and Braines,4 
(upon whom Hotson depended), and those more recently found in the Public 
Record Office, London County Ball, the British Library, and the Weet^mneter 
Public Library. Particularly valuable are the title deeds of the site and 
detailed plans drawn up by Sir CihairLes ^rry, held by the Royal College 
of Surgeons of England, which relate especially to the last theatre on 
the site. Considerably more graphic evidence than previously published
4is employed to support the legal documents mentioned above, all of 
which allow the presentation of a corrected and more certain evaluation 
of not only the events and characters involved in the building of Lisle’s 
Tennis Court but also the tennis court itself, which was to become, under 
Sir William Davetolnt, the Dice's Theatre, and fifty years later it was 
d^odahed to make way for Christopher Rich’s New Theatre in Lincoln’s
Inn Fields.
In spite of the abundance of evidence dating from the years in 
which purchase was made of the site, there are still periods for which 
little information has been found. The most important facts upon which 
all this doc•uInmtOation fails to enlighten are the most crucial. The 
problem is that although the early documents explain the site on which 
the theatres were subsequently constructed, they do not describe those 
tennis courts or the theatres. Furthe:mcre although the documents record 
the events which gave rise to the scope of the site in 1648, there is no 
evidence to confirm that the vestiges drawn in I646 represent the theatre 
built in 1714* Finally whhlst it will be shown that the 1648 drawings 
indicate, with minor moifj^c^^-tions, the 1714 structure, no evidence has 
been found that wouLd enable one to conclude that the 1656 tennis court 
was of the same dimensions as the 1714 theatre.
The purpose of this research is to set out and clarify first, the 
comm^el'ties of the development of the actual site as it changed over 
the years from its initial purchase in I656 down to its sale in I646. 
Having established the bo■uocd■lrits of the site at different periods, (this 
will be considered in two phases, 1656-17C5, and 1705-1844 the second 
objective will be to reconstruct the tennis court built in I656 according 
to the limitations imposed by the site and thirdly, the theatres placed 
within that tennis court. Finally a reconstruction of the purpose built 
theatre of I7I4 will be projected.
5In order to present as briefly and as fully as possible the 
evidence provided, by the documents cited it is necessary to give 
certain background, information regarding the characters involved, in 
the development of Lisle's Tennis Court and its environs, for reference 
is constantly made to these in the deeds studied below. A short bio­
graphical account of the owners of the tennis court, foioowed by a 
description of Lincoln's Inn Fields as it was in I656, will therefore 
introduce the discussion concerning the purchase of the land on which
the tennis court was built.
The Ownrs and Builders of Lisle' s Tennis Ccout, 1656, - 1737.
Because those who purchased the land on which they built a tennis 
court pursued their differences by litigation, we know a considerable 
amoornt about them, their activities, and of course, the object of their 
claims, the site upon which three theatres woouLd stand. This under­
taking was primarily a family affair and due to maorrying, remarrying 
and subsequent children, the names of characters change and their 
relationships one to another become confused. To simplify the mtter 
reference may be made to the Momr-Lisle-Reeve family table. The 
table shows in a highly comppessed form the dates of births, deaths 
and mrriages within the famuly, the towns from which they haled, their 
careers and where known, their wills. A slightly more extended bio­
graphy of the principal characters is provided in the appendix.
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The Moore - Lisle - Reeve Faimiies
Richard MOORE = ?
( ? - 16^2) J
Hatfield, Hampshire
Will, 10 Oct. 1662
? TYLER = Anne , ? = Thomas LISLE
1655 (d.l&0)
London
Horatio (l) =
1622 - 1660" 1652
Maric. 8. 6. 1658
B-lliol Coll. Oxon.
Grad. B.A., 11. 2. 1640/I 
Student Temple I64O.
Called to Bar, I65O/l.
Anne TYLER
? - after 
1714
= Richard REEVE
1662 ? - 1702
Daggnll, Bucks 
Executor, R.Moore will. 
Will proved by widow,
25. 6. 1702.
Property - Lisle’s T.C., 
New Windsor, Bicks., 
Wal?'eckkht^e, and 4
houses in Sermon tene, 
London.
Horatio (II) - Anne ? Frances 
I658/9-I7O8 d.1708 9
Reversionary grant,
Royal Court,
25 Nov. 1676.
Meter of His M-1esty’s 
Temnis Coouts, 23. 8. 1698, 
P.C.C. Acdnins. 17IO Aiug ,
Prob. 6/86, f.166.
1705 Mottgtgld interest 
in Lisle’s Tennis Coout, I705
Thoms = A^Topha^ Olivia ? Cockshed 
1673-1757 ? ? 9
Maric. 23. 11. 1688
Trinity Coll. Oxon.
Grad.
Called to tor, Inner Temple, 1698.
Middle Tem^e, 1713.
Klnj’s CotueCllor, 1718,
Sergeant-at-Arms, 1723,
Treasurer & Attorney-general Duchy 
of tanaster, 1728.
Judge of Common Pleas, 1733-36.
Kt., 25 Jan. 1736.
Lord Ch-ef Justice of the Court of 
Common Pleas, 1736.
P.C.C. 20 Jan. I737.
Bequeathed interest to Thoms REEVE 
son of late cousin John REEVE.
7.
The Site - Lincoln's Inn Fields defined; the site and early illustrations.
Before considering the internal characteristics of the theatres it 
is necessary to clarify the precise limits of the site and by deduction 
the overall proportions of the buildings, as owiex and lessee succeeded 
one another, each developing the original site according to his particular 
purposes. Sometimes this entailed the sale of part of the property, on
other occasions the acquisition of additional land.
The description of several fields which constituted Lincoln's Inn 
Fields which follows is given not only to facilitate the reading of the
title deeds related to the purchase of the land but also because it is
necessary to establish correctly the site of the tennis court which was 
5
previously inaccurately determined by Leslie Hotson.e Further this
reconstruction shows that the original site of the tennis court was
only slightly reduced in the I646 plans. The differences between the 
first and last plot are not the result of any realignment or the result 
of any additional purchases of land in 1714*
The tennis court, the New Tennis Cojut, later jn^d more familiarly
called Lisle's Tennis Coou?t - first mention of this tit’e is -to be found
in Daveenait’s indenture, dated 7 March lGGO/l1 - was bui.lt during 1656-7
on i plot of ground situated in Lincoln's Inn Fields. It is represented
in two contemporary mps, Faithon!’ and Newwoout, pl.I, 1658; and Hodar,
pi.II, 1656. The most concise and informed historical account of Lincoln's
Inn Fields and its development is to be found in the Survey of London,
8vol. Ill, pt. I, ’St. Giles in the Fields'. The portion of Lincoln's Inn
Fields with which one is concerned straddled the parish of St Giles in 
the Fields and the adjacent parish of St Clement Dues. Unfortunately 
the latter has not yet received the same attention in that Survey as the 
former. A brief explanation of the environs follows, miking reference
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g
to pi.II and fig.l. This is to make more readily accessible the
argument and the recitation of excerpts room hhe documents relaieng 
to the plots ww^h are discussed lb low.
The Hollar mp, pi.II, affords the clearest visual representation 
of the site. Although usually dated 1658 it mist have been drawn 
earlier since by that year further developments which are the subject 
of this research had already taken place. Nevelthelett the map does
show Lincoln’s 1tt Fields almost comppetely developed, on the west and 
north confined by buildings; on the east Lincoln’s Inn Wll made the 
third side of the square Wti.ct’ on the fourth side, though competed on 
the south-west corner, was open on the south-east, all owing the fields
to flow into the area labelled ’Lesser Lincoln’s Inn Fields’. It was
here that the tettit court was situated, shown in the detail of pi.II, 
pi.III.
In the deeds to be examined Lincoln's Inn Fields is described in
teams of its three connsituent feelds , mrse Field on the west. Cup 
Field on the east and Fickeets FieM on hee south . W.W. Braines, in 
his introduction to vol.Ill, Survey of London, suggested that the 
boundaries between these fields, which seemed to be vague even to 
conteoplttaies, were lef:itel,(see fig.1% by, on the wes-t. Purse Field 
bounded by the Sewer on the south and the Ditch on the east, Gup Field 
by the Ditch on the west;, Lincoln's Inn WH on the east and the Sewer 
on the south, and both fields terminated in the west and north, respec­
tively, by the boundary created by the new building. Ficketts Field
extended south of the line described by the Sewer which traversed the
fields on the west from the Essex Strut Sewer eastward to the bridge 
at the south end of Lincoln's Inn WaH. The precise course of the
sewer is not known but it seems that it did not follow the same l::nie as
10
that indicating the parish boundAries. Consequently there are frequent 
aobbig.ities or unintended confusions in the descriptions of plots, for 
it would seem that they overlapped both field. ioA parish bouncAries so 
that literary precision is lacking when defining exactly the field or 
parish in which the land was situated, to the north St. Giles io the 
Fields or in the south, St, Clement Dines.
In addition to showing these boundaries within Lincoln's Inn 
Fields, fig.l introduces, in a simplified form, the area under dis­
cussion at the time when preparations were being made for the building 
of Lisle's Tennis Coout. By the year 1654> the first moves towards the
development of the tennis court are recorded. All that southern portion 
of the land bounded by w]hit were to become known in the north as 
Portugal Row and in the south as Portugal Street was developed, on the 
west, as far eastward as the house which was later to be numbered 41*
This whole area 'I' is coloured blue. It was to the south of Purse
Field, ani ran south over the parish boundary into Picketts Field to 
Portugal Street (sometimes called the Causeway or Playhouse Street).
It extended to the east as far as the boundary between Purse Field and 
Cup Field - the Ditch. No. 4I Portugal Row was built for Sir Bail
Brookes on a plot he hai bought in 164O from Willim Newton^ and in 
subsequent land transactions it was in relation to the eastern wall of
No, 41» then in the hands or cccupltioo of Lord Brudennei, that measure­
ments were made defining the dimensions of the eastern parcels of ground. 
The line indicating the eastern will of No, 41 is marked more heavily
than the others ani extended north ani south to make clear the function
that the will performed.
Cup Field.
11On 50 December 1652 Sir Willim Cowper bought from Judith Hll, 
his widowed sister, for £190, a large portion of Lincoln's Inn Fields,
11
’all that fi-el^d. with anurtainances commonly called and known by the 
ttoe of Copfield or Cupfield situate lying and being it the parish of 
St Giles it the Fields or St Clement Danes containing by lttiolatiot 
six acres’. It was in the later years of the I65Os that Sir Willem
Cowper and his associates developed the southern part of this property, 
breaking it up into smllet plots which they either sold independently 
or developed themselves. Fig.l, area II, coloured telia’ shows this 
field. The precise area of the Cowper holding as shown in fig.l is
determined by later transactions to be liscrtsel below.
Cup Field and Ficketts Field.
By reference to lvilence lraet from three documents it is possible
to determine the narrower etunda^ils that confined the area of Cup
Field and Ficketts Field that contained the tennis court-playhouse and
its assocdated euLllings; first, an agreement between the Society of 
12Lincoln’s Inn isI Sir William Cowper and his confederates. This
covenant arose out of a long battle between the Society and the would-be
developers in wlh.ch the Society attempted to resist any building on the 
1 1Fields. The agreement defined the eastern boundary of the si'te.
Secondly, there was an agreement ^de between Sir Williem Cowper and Co.
and Richard Kirby, 14 doftnt:g the scope and style of the development of
two double houses that Cowper was erecting adjacent to, or in close
proximity to, those built by Hooatio Moon I, which in turn abutted on
No. 41 Portugal Row. Of particular importance are two items in that
agreement which help interpret the meaning of the descriptions of the
various plots found in the Close Rolls.
The third document is that wthLch has already been noted above, namely 
15the indenture of sale of the plot No. 4I Portugal Row, ' for this pro­
vides part of the information required to measure the western boundary, 
the wall and its length ttrtt and south, on the eastern side of this plot.
12
Recalling that on the south side of the ground in question, 
running west to east, was the Causeway, one can proceed to the eastern 
extremity of the Cowper/Newton land ani note that the Society of 
Lincoln's Inn and Cowper agreement - ani probably Newton was party to 
another similarly woried - states that all building conducted by Cowper 
should terminate forty foot from the Lincoln's Inn WaH.^ The broken 
lines, figs. 1 and'2, show this boundary on the east of the combined 
Cup Field and Ficketts Field plots. On the north, the broken lime is 
derived from the projection eastward of the lime fodwei by the posts 
ani rails before the houses to the west of No. 41 Portugal Row. These 
rails are to be seen clearly in the Hodar map, pi.II, and follow almost 
exactly the lime of the kerb shown on the 1874 Ordnance Survey map of 
the district. Justification for this step in the reconstruction rests 
upon Items 5 ani 9 of the agreement between Cowper and Kirby which 
state respectively.
That the said Richard Kirby his executors aAoOnOstratcrs 
ani assigns shall and will and sufficiently with stones 
pave all the breadth of the street alloted and appointed 
from the front of the two said houses hence to the rails 
in range with the rails standing on the north side of 
Portugal Row aforesaid ani in length along ani so far as 
the saii paved off ground doth extend ani shall raise or 
take lower the same if need be.
and Item 9,
That the saii Richard Kirby his executors admOnOstrators 
and assigns shall ani will enclose one piece of ground 
all the front of the saii two houses with a brick will 
containing the thickness of one brick ani a half in 
thickness and in all ways in equal and ^:c2^3.1el proportion 
ani range with those already made in Portugal Row afore said 
ani with like ani proportionable great grates of freeze 
stone and pavement and two great doors at the two several 
gates belonging with the said two houses with brick and 
stone and he the said Richard Kirby his executors 
aAmmnnstrators and assigns shall make two such arches
1%
and vaults of brick it equal height aed breadth mder 
each of the aforesaid to be enclosed courtyards of 
the said two torsls and buildings with those mide by 
Horatio Moore Esq with iron grates to give light into 
the said vaults.
These two articles clearly show that there was a considerable plot of 
land standing; before the facades of the houses. Item 9 indicates that 
there was a forecourt wlh.ch was to.11i1 about, and item 5 allows for a 
paving before the forecourt posts and gates; eounlld in turn by a 
range of posts aed rails that indicated the northern extremity of aty 
plot to the east of No. 41* These are the posts atd rails mentioned
in the dose Rolls. Wiet the plots of No. 41 and all those to the west
were set out, their measurements were described according to a line
staked out on the site which showed the position or line on which were 
17to be built the facades of the houses. The measurement was not
according to the lieie described by the posts and rails, which possibly
were not thee in existence. Consequently there is the sleoitg dis­
parity in the lengths of site found it the ltcuoentt which is clarified 
once one applies, as it were, an old style/new style mode of surveying. 
The eastern wll of No. 41, wh-ch is the important westerly boundary of 
the Moore I property and marked more heavily in the figures, is there­
fore all of the 129’ - 152’ north and south of the dose Rolls to be 
liscrssel and additionally, on the north, the toHiI forecourt is. space 
gives over to a wide pavement. It will be seet that there is reasonable
foundation for suggesting that overall, north to south, the length of 
this property could approximate 186’, atd it is on this understanding 
that the figures used to describe the land transactions and developments 
are employed it the present reconstruction.
14
The Site - Land Purchase; Background.
In 1659 Willism Newbon leased to Sir Davii Cwoniogtam for £1000
for a term of ninety-seven years a plot three hundred and sixty foot 
18long ani one hundred foot wide, fig.l, area III, on which Sir David
19C■luoningtam was granted a licence to build on 5 December 1659*
The Newton ground fig.l is labelled ’HI* and coloured pink. It 
was bordered in the north by the Cowjper land; on the east, by the 
Lincoln’s Ioo will but reduced by strictures similar to those imposed 
upon Sir William Cowipr; on the south, by the Causeway, the namt given
to that highway later to be called Portugal Street; on the west, it 
was bounded by the eastern will of No. 41» Lord Brudenell’s house. The
northern boundary shown in fig.l for the Newton plot clearly does not 
permit of the three hundred and sixty ffot by one hhiO^ed foot mentioned 
above and in the detis, but the Cionaary is arrived at by compilation of 
the smlltr plots into which this was later divided showing that, it is 
argued, the property never was in reality a regular rectangle 56O’ x 100’, 
but that these two dimensions describe only two sides of an irregularly 
shaped piece of Iio-A. This state ef affairs held doow to 1654 when all
that land which had remained open fields began to take on the more
famliar features that are still recognizable today.
The Site; Land Purchase by Horatio Moore I.
The principal sources from which information is drawn concerning 
the early building activities art the bills, ani Answer,
arising from the dispute between Horatio Moore II ioO Anne his wife 
against Anne Lislt (his grandmooher), Richard Reeve (his step-father),
Amt Reeve (his oooher), and Thomas Reeve (his half-brother). This cast 
occurred in 1669 when Horatio Moort 11, whose father, Horatio Moore I, 
haA built the tennis court, claOied that he was being deprived of his
15
inherited, right and title to the tennis court and the land on which
it was built. That there were two Horatio Moores seems to have eluded
Leslie Hotson when he read the documents; for had he recognized this
fact he my well have paid mere attention to other bills he listed in 
20his Appendix and yet never used in his argument* Where possible,
evidence will be drawn from additional supporting documents that have 
been read more recently, and reference will be made to transcriptions 
to be found in the appendix*
With regard to the specific plot of ground with which one is 
concerned, it is not necessary to pursue its history earlier than 1630, 
for it was in that year that the land passed into the hands of the man 
from whom Horatio Moore I made his purchase. In the deeds of that 1630 
lease, the dimensions that defined the site that ultimately contained
the tennis court were set down.
On 19 December 1639 Willem Newton leased to Sir David CultnitLgham
for £1000
from the first day of All Saints last past before the date 
thereof for and during and unto the full end and term of 
four score and seventeen years . • • all that and so much 
of a field called Picketts Field extending from a field 
called Purse Field west unto or towards Lincoln’s Inn Wall 
east as did contain in length three hundred and three score 
foot of assize or thereabouts and in breadth all along from 
the north part of a field, called Cup Field southwards into 
Ficketts Field as aforesaid one hundred foot or more there­
abouts with such licence liberty privilege and authority to 
build upon the said premises as was in any wise granted and 
authorised unto William Newton by virtue of one licence 
granted under the Great Seal of England bearing date 5 
December 1630*^^
This area is indicated on fig. 2, as ’III*, and coloured pinko
Nothing of any great moimnt seems to have happened to this site until
after the death of Williim Newton when, in the process of executing the 
will of the deceased, Hurnpihrey Newton agreed on 12 Aiugust 1644 to
16
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lease to Sir David Cuml:iogtlm, for £1732 for the team of ninety-seven 
years, all that ground previously mentioned, $60* x 100*. This was on 
condition that Sir David was to reAeoist or convey one hundred foot 
square of the 360* plot to ^^0!^:^ Hewton and Thomas Newton, who 
wouLA grant and release to Sir David the freehold of the remaining 
260*. This ea;^titConiog of the area 'III* is marked in fig*2 as
Illa^. and IE&g.
Nearly ten years later, 22 February 1654/5, Sir Da-vid C'^unnioghlo,
by leasing 'for all the tint and team of years to coot and unexpireO
which he the said Sir David CuoninLgtaao then haA right *, to Anne Trier
of Fetter Lane in the parish of S^Dunst^ in the Wet;, London, widow,
for £65O, set in notion the development oo the sste on which was to bt
built the tennis court, that is,
so much of the said field called Picketts FitlA before 
mentioned extending from the foresaid field called Purse 
Field west and doth contain in length two jtuodrtA and 
three score foot of assize ani in breadth all along from 
the aforesaid field called Cup Field southwards into 
Picketts Field aforesaid one hundred foot of assize 
together with all aep^irtainahces whatsoever thereunto 
belonging and all such licence liberty and authority to 
buili before oenticoeAq23
This plot has been referred to in fig. 2,
The nature of this transaction waw dOipuued by Horatio Moort I1 in
1669, claiming that Arne Trier held the ppooprty in trust for Sir David 
24,
^^nn:in^lam and that no money was exchanged, but the Harris Bill of
2S 261662^5 and the C oower-Moore indenture of 1658 wouLA seen to support
the Lisle statement, though in the last document the real situation is 
confused by the nature of the exchange of the property involved ani the 
fact that search has failed to product its counte^pirt.
18
It was in that year, 1633, that Arne Tyler married Thomas Lisle, 
and it was clamied that thereafter all the ensuing transact irons under­
taken by Horatio Moore I were not for himself but were in trust for
27the Lisles. This state of affairs Horatio Moore II disputed. It is
to these purchases that attention now turns.
In 1656 Horatio Moore I and his associate James Hookerr began to 
purchase the freehold of several • plots of land, the first of which was 
to contain the tennis court; but the descriptions of this particular
plot require some unravelling. The dimensions are given first and the 
placing of the plot within the whole site discussed after introducing
the variant directions. It should be mentioned that searches in the
Close Rolls for the indentures related to these sales have not been
successful and therefore one is totally dependent upon the information 
provided by the 1689 documenns. _
•Sir David Cunningham now [ 1656] become well and lawfully seized
in his demesne of the two hundred and sixty foot by one hundred foot*
for the sum of £240 sold, ‘one hundred and thirty foot in length and
seventy-three foot in breadth part of the said two hundred and sixty 
28and one hundred foot*, by wy of one moiety for £120 to Horatio Moore I,
and the other for the same to James H^^1c©3?. This division of the area 
IXOg is indicated in fig.2 as III ’b*.
As the Clhincery documents describe this plot in different ways some 
confusion has arisen which needs clarification before proceeding further, 
for it ws on this plot of ground that the court was built. Hotson
fd-Oowed the directions given in the Reeve and Lisle Complalnt but it
seems to me that this does not define the area in question but combines
I
it with others purchased subsequently. On the other hand the Answer of
Horatio Moom II seems to be not only more helpful, but clearer in its
19
delineation of the plot, btcause Moore II dealt with each subsequent 
acquisition of ground in turn, relating tach plot to its uLtmute 
function. The descriptions as found in both the Comopaint anA Answer 
art given here and subsequently discussed. The first, from the Commeaint 
of Arne Lislt and Richard Reeve, is that
piece or parcel of ground being part and parcel of ground 
being part anA parcel of the said fields called Ficketts 
Field Purst FitlA and Cup Field or one of then adjoining 
on the east side to a great messuage or tenement stables 
and other buildings there then or then late of Sir B,sil 
Brookes Kt wherein Thomas BunueOenell inhabited or dwelt 
anA which said piece or parcel of docuoA contains in 
breadth from west anA east on the south side of the great 
messuage or building seventy three foot of assize or 
thereabouts all along from the said great house stables 
and buildings by the verge or edge of the causeway leading 
from New Market Place towards Lincoln’s Ioo ologi^d froon 
west to east on the north side from the front of the said 
great messuage towards Lincoln’s Inn WaH seventy three 
foot also of assizt or thereabouts ani extending in length 
or depth from the edge or verge of the aforesaid causeway 
to the front or verge of the said Sir B.sil Brookes house 
and all ways paths and passages then used or thereafter to 
be used as well on horse back as on foot.29
The description of the same plot extracted from the Hooatio Moore II
Answer instructs that it
be construed anA aAjuigtA to be of the saiA one hundred 
ani thirty foot of land io length and to be accjoop'fceO 
from Purst Field in the bill mentioned west unto or 
towards Lincoln’s Ioo WaH east all along by the verge 
of the causeway leading from the building aoi stables or 
outhouses then or then late in the tenure of the Lord 
Brudenell or his assigns towards Lincoln’s Ion WaH aoA 
from tht verge of the said causeway south aoA north 
seventy three foot io breadth.50
It Hl be noted that each description of the property gives rise to 
different interpretations of the plot. AdOOttedly these statements 
refer to events which took place otarly forty years earlier, but 
reference mist have been made to the original indentures, aoA ont 
cao only suggest that there was error oo the part of the clerks or 
wilful confusion intrcdhiceA by oot of the pities. According to tht
20
Lisle-Reeve (2011^^1^ the plot was seventy three foot wide in the
north and south and extended all along from north to south the eastern 
wll of Lord B:mdentel,s house, No. 4I, this dimension tos,
for it was never given within these documenns. It has only been
arrived at by reference to the indenture of the sale of the plot No. 4I, 
the agreement between Cowper and the Society of Lincoln's Inn, and sub­
sequent land exchanges, all of which have been crm]parnd with the Barry
31plan of I848 showing the whole site in order to justify the conclusion
drawn here.
The Moore Answer, however, does provide both dimensions, length 
and breadth, more precisely, namely seventy three foot north and south 
along the southern end of the eastern will of No. 4I» and all along the 
Causeway in the south from the toII of No. 41 towards Lincoln’s Inn Wall 
one hundred and thirty foot. The principal difference in the two 
descriptions is that the Lisles clamied that the ground ran in length 
from north to south alongside No. 4I, whereas the Moores stated that it 
ran from east to west along the Causeway; clearly only one can be
accepted.
The evidence would seem to support the Moom statement for it will 
be recalled that this plot of land was part of the original 260’ x 100’ 
acquired by Cunningham from Newton and therefore, since that plot tos 
only 100’ wide north and south, the division of this plot when part of 
it was sold to Horatio Moore I and James Hooker could only permit the 
130’ length to run east and west. By reference to the plans of the area 
in question, fig.2, it will be clear that if this plot had run along the 
eastern to!1 of No. 4I» north and south, for 130’ it have encroached
upon land owned not by Sir Da-vid C^untinghlp but by Sir Williim Cow^r and 
his associates. These factors argue in favour of accepting Moore II’s 
statement and further evidence drawn from later developments maces for . 
additional support.
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From the graphic evidence it is quite clear that the tennis
court, as illustrated by both Faithorne and HoOlar, occupied a plot
length ranged from west to east towards Lincoln's Inn WaH. In 
32order not to labour the point hem, pis. IV, V, VI and Vtl support
this solution to the documentary evidence. All subsequent maps of the
area in the intervening years tOww tee amtie orientatOnn and Barry’s 
plan of the site provides the ultp^alte confimiatOon.
In conclusion it is clamied that the plot of 1$0’ x 73’ was 
situated on the northern verge of the Causeway running from the eastern 
will oO Ho. 41 towards Lincoln's Inn WaH for I30’ and northwards, from 
the southern corner oO the eeasem wall oO No. 44, 73’« Tte plot is 
shown in this position in fig.3, ’b’, wltere its relationship to the 
larger piece or parcel of ground from which it was divided is apparent.
Two further plots were bought by Horatio Moore I and James Hookezn 
which came from the remaining 130’ x 100' that Sir David Cutningtle 
still possessed in I656. Again these two plots are described as being
’all of this part of1 tte said parcel of goound of two huuidred and sixty 
foot in length and one hundred foot in breadth’ • With regard, to this 
transaction there is no dispute in the Bills and both the Moore II 
Answer and the Lisle-Reeve Cormlaint confirm that on 25 July 1656 Sir 
David C^unting,tae conveyed to Horatio Moore 1 for, in total, £178, by 
way of two separate moOeties in,
another parcel of ground lying; next to the said parcel 
of ground last before mentioned [that considered above], 
containing in breadth towards Lincoln’s Inn forty five 
foot and in length from Cup Field aforesaid into title said 
field called Ficketts Field one hundred foot and also a 
moiety of another parcel of ground lying next the last 
mentioned parcel of ground containing in breadth towards 
Lincoln1 s Inn aforesaid twenty two foot and in length 
from the north part of Cup Field aforesaid into Ficketts 
Field aforesaid one hundred foot witt ap3portlinlnces•33
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On the same day Sir David C■unttngta.p conveyed to James Hooker for £90 
the otter moiety of the said parcel of ground of twenty two foot. The 
positions of these two plots of laan are indicated on fig.3 as ’o’ aiid 
’d’, leaving an area ‘e’, of the oritt.aa1 200’ x 100’ still in the hands 
of Cunningham tut apparently leased to Anne Lisle since 1655*
The Portugal Row Plot Adjoining to the North.
Two years after purchasing the 150’ x 73’ site, and when the tennis 
court tad been built, Horatio Moore I entered upon an exchange of land 
with his neighbours to the north, Sir Williem Cowper and Co. Tte
importance of these negotiations is that first, tte exchange wtict 
folOowed provided Moore I with direct access to Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 
second, the deeds recording the re-sale of land, when divided into 
smLU.er plots, provide information relating directly to the tennis court.
The transactions that resulted involved the exchange of the two
previous purchases by Moore 1 and Hooker, along with a portion of the
larger plot acquired earlier, for a plot of land 72’ wide by 115’ in
length which was part of Cup Field; the area belonging to Sir WilHam
Cow^ur and his associates, fig.3, II, to tte north of Ficketts Field.
There is confusion over the precise area of the ground which Moore I and
Hoolcezr exchanged, but it is possible to suggest a solution by reference 
54.
to the Cowper and Moore indenture and later developments.
The description of this plot to the east of the now erected court 
is drawn from an indenture of 26 February 1657/8* On that day the 
exchange of land was recorded by two indentures, one of two parts. Sir 
William Cow^r, Captain James Cowppr, Robert Henley and William Cowper 
of the first part and Horatio Moore 1 of the second part, the otter a 
tripartite agreement between Horatio Moore I and Anne Tz^-er of the first 
part, John Henley of the second and W1L:^p Cn^]^:r of the third.
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Urnortunately only the first indenture appears to have been enrolled 
amongst the Close Rolls, and no search has uncovered the second, which 
would undoubtedly be of greater value hern. Howwver, the descriptions 
of the plots to be exchanged are as follcws. Moore I was to exchange
for and in consideration of a certain parcel of land 
being part of Picketts Field in the parish of St 
Clement Danes in the county Middlesex by the said 
Horatio Moore and Anne Tyler tidct or one of them 
granted and conveyed or mentioned and intended to be 
granted and conveyed by several equal moOeties or 
half parts unto John Henley of the Inner Temple London 
gent and his executors adp.nti’;:rators and assignes and 
unto the said W±H±^p Cowper his executors admin.strators 
and assignee.
John Henley and Williim Cow^r exchanged a plot which was described as,
all that or so much of a certain field called or known 
by the name Cup Field otherwise Copp Field lying and 
being in the several parishes of St Giles in the Fields 
and of St Clement Danes or within one of them in the 
said county of MdcdLesex beginning or extending on the 
west part from the outer eastern post of the rails 
before the brick house now or late belonging unto or 
now or late in the tenure occupation or possession of 
the Lord BIOldetnll sltndtng at the east end of the 
southern Oong ooe or range of bulLldtngs in the field 
copppnly called or known by the :tape of Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields in the said county of Middlesex and from thence 
in front extending seventy two foot of assize straight 
on eastward from the said post of the said rails to­
wards Lincoln’s Inn aforesaid and from the aforesaid 
front running southward hence unto tte said field 
called Ficketts Field containing by estimation one 
hundred and thirteen foot of assize or thereabouts 
north and south by the same more or less.
The first description is not very informative and has to be augmented by 
information found elsewhere but the second gives about as much information 
as is required. 3Bu mth regard to the land LLef-fc in the possession of 
Moore I upon which tee eeimis court sOood , one must uune to the 66Q9 
bills which, in places, recite accurately the above mentioned indenture, 
and elsewhere, one hopes that that which is now lost is repeated with the
same accuracy, even though what is is not always clear.
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Both and Answer give the sooi rendering of the plot
that was acquired by Moon 1 but concerting the plot exchanged, when 
the CoInolaiLet only says’ ’for the consideration therein mentioned’, 
the Answer, which might well be drawn from the original comternart, 
is confusing,
in consideration of the conveyance hereafter mentioned 
to be made by Sir Willism Cowjur James Cowper Robert 
Henley and Williem Cowiur and oee hundred ptunls paid 
to Horatio Moore and part thereof to Ante Lisle and set 
over to oee John Henley and the said Sir WilliEm Cow^r 
... a parcel of ground part of Ficketts Field aforesaid 
one hundred and eighty eight foot in length from the 
house thee in the possession or tccu]latitn of the Lord 
Brudenell eastward and from the utmost south bounds of 
Cup Field aforesaid to the jples then Tbfore the said 
tennis court oee hundred foot being part of the said 
two hundred and sixty foot in length and one hundred 
foot in breadth so demised by the said William He-wtoe 
to the said Sir Dandd C•trttingtam• 35
The confusion of this direction has beet compounded by the fact that 
56Hotsoe transcribed 188’ as 180*. 1t is suggested that there is here
at error of omission in the original indenture wh-ch can be rectified
by the foilowing argument.
The czxix of the ^l.tet^ i s taat i t woud d semin taa t this clause means
Moore I t o ec^h^^e a considerably larger plot of land tian. he either 
possessed or was to gain. Ie this respect I suggest that only the 
67’ x 100'’ part of the 260’ x 100*, plus an additional mused section 
of the 75* x 10O’ site ws-s exchanged: the size of the sites then 
becomes to^^la.rabl e oor nuth a tranaattion. 0f, as I suspect, tot much 
more than 5*0" was tlltlqnLished from the 77’ x 11O’ site, enough to 
allow Cow>er to give a straight north south wll between were to
become 06 aed 55 Portugal Row, the area exchanged was approximately 
72’ x 100’ in Picketts Field for the northerly 72’ x 110*. It this 
case Moore I was gaining square footage atd, if Aene Tyler/Lisle aed 
Moore did ^iciLvi, in addition, £100 they mist have drives a hard
26
bargain with the Cowpprs. The reason for the apparent disparity 
could be explained, thus: first, the £100 was buying out Anne Tyler’s 
lease on the property; secondly, there is the elaoe Which Cowper and 
Co. attached to the need to have stable access in Portugal Street for 
tie houses they were to build in Portugal Row. Further it is argued 
that Moore I had already built his tennis court A the land to the north 
of it had depreciated in two respects, first, Moore could clam right
of access to the northern side of the tennis court from Lincoln*s Inn
Fields and secondly, the i^]ooosii^bi^;it^y of providing stabling at the 
rear of any houses built upon Portugal Row directly north of the court. 
There is of course another point that may have been considered, the 
’nuisance factor’ that the tennis court must have presented for the 
’quality’ who tLShnd to build their Town houses in wltat had become a
desirable address.
Clarifying the meaning of the above quotation from the Moore II 
Answer, 1 suggest that here again one has a Bill wtict only gives 
dimensions in one direction whilst appearing to give them in two. The
suggestion is tint the 188’ is the length, north and south, of the
property held by Lord Brudennm, and that the 100’ dimension was the 
100’ north and south of the plots that Moore 1 and Hooker tad purchased 
from C■tuttingilm, for the wording reverts to that famliar in those 
indentures. There is nowhere in this apparent recitation of the missing 
indenture a measurement giving breadth east-west, except in the vaguest 
terms, east of the pales before the tennis court. What is avoided is 
the difficulty of stating clearly the dimensions of that strip of land 
between the tennis court and the previously documented plots, which 
alone had a legal description. Any otter interpretation of these inden­
tures fails to answer for the maerial evidence on the ground.
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What is also of importance for determining the dimensions of
the theatre and its use is the plot of land that Moore I and Hooker
acquired it the lxctlnge with Cowper and Co., who
ie consideration of assignment aed conveyance last 
mentioned , , . did grant sell aed convey « . • part 
of Cup Field aftteslid extending from the uttermost 
eastern post of the rails before the Lord Birudeniei’s 
ttrsl eastward toward Lincoln’s Ien seventy two foot 
or thereabouts aed southward into Ficketts Field 
aforesaid oee hundred aed thirteen foot or thereabouts 
as ie the bill is alleged.17
or described as,
extending on the west part from the outer most eastern, 
post of the rails beOore the brick house them or then 
late belonging unto or then late in the tenm occupation 
or possession of the Lord Brudenell standing at the west 
(sic) esd of the southern long roe or range of buildings 
is the field called Lincoln’s Its Field and from thence 
it frost extend-eg seventy two foot of assize raig^tht 
on eastward from the said post of hhe said, rai’s towards 
Lincoln’s Ien aforesaid aed from the aforesaid front 
ruesisg southward hence into the HLdd feeH caHni 
Ficketts Field containing by estmltion one trsdted 
and thirteen fooo oo alaaze oo thereabouts north ord 
south by the ssho mort or less.78
There is nothing ct]t'fLict:tg in these descriptions, which delesl upon
the Cowper aed Moore indenture, and this wording is also OoIogt/iI it 
59the Richard Moore Bill " although he gives the date of the indenture as 
29 not 226 February 1657/8, but two points arsee Hut are of interest. 
First hhe rails that are mentioned in the indentures are to be siis in
the Hooiar drawing, pL.1I, and they, oe the lvideece ltaes from the 
Cowelr-Kirby agreement, elSaleiBh the northerly extremities of He 
plots with wheth one is invotvel. Tih.s line of posts and rails* accor­
ding to the measurements of the 1874 Ordnance Survey Map, woild sum to 
have bees later srlplanSed by the kerbs before the houses is Portugal 
Row, and this line Ins been used in all the reconst'r«:tttins of the site 
to be fosnd in the n,lrlolous figures and the aarger scale drawings. The
4
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second point to be noted is that the previous descriptions of the 
plot 150’ x 75’ could not have had its length oriented north and 
south, for it was part of the Cowper property and, even if that had 
been the case, it woiu.d have meant that Moore I had bought the sip:
land, twice o
The area under discussion, 72’ x 113* is shown on fig.4, ’f’» 
and coloured pink. Its relationship with the pink area *b' is clear.
The importance of this site, *f’, and the development of it, to 
thn theatre that folOwed the tennis court is that it helps to establish 
several features: first, the location of the passage that led from 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields to the northern side of the tennis court; secondly, 
thn position of the two adjoining houses at the north side of the tennis 
court; thirdly, the encrcacimenti mtde by Daveltaltt upon the property to 
the north of the court in order to give himself a scene dock; fourthly, 
the position and width of the western passage that connected Portugal 
Street to Portugal Row; and finally, those buildings which were developed 
adjacent to No. 38 Portugal Row, i.e., 37 and 38 Portugal Row, thn latter 
of which was contiguous to that plot later numbered 20 Portugal Street 
and therefore defined the eastern boundary of the tennis court site.^ 
Pig.5 • shows that the tennis court which was initially surrounded on 
three sides by open fields was now becoming absorbed into a housing 
development, sandwiched between Portugal Row on the north, Portugal 
Street on the south, extensions to houses on Portugal Row to the east 
and Lord Brudenell ’s property on the west. Contiderattot wll now bn 
given to each of the points raised above.
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The houses 40, 59 and 58 Porttual Row, built on tie plot to the north 
of the tennis court.
Having acquired this plot on Portugal Row, fig*4, ’’’» Horatio 
Moore I lost no tme in developing it. The rncnnt Windin'lni in this 
area contradict those of Hotsonaa md wll therefore be necessary
to deal at some length wtt establishing the changes that were wrought 
upon this plot standing to the north of the court, which, it wll be 
remembered, ^s already standing by the t:me boLadtng operations 
started on those houses subsequently numbered, from west to east, 40,
59, and 58 (sen fig, 5),
The futd.lmental point at variance between the facts and Hotson*s 
interpretation of them which is to be found graphically in his plan 
of the site of tie first Drue*’ Theatre, pl.VIII, is that on thn plot
72’ x 115’, there were indeed three houses built each with a frontage 
of 24*; but Horatio Moorn I built two houses, not one, the first for 
himself, the other in tiust for Thomas Lisle, and it was the third, not 
the second, that he sold to Join Ermine. Thn ownra, if not occupiers, 
of tin three houses or plots 40, 59 and 58 at the close of 1658 were 
respectively Horatio Moore I, Thomas Lisle and Join Ermine. Richard 
Adams, who Hotson suggested occupied the site of No, 58, possessed or 
occupied the adjacent site to the east, i.e., No. 57, wtict built
on Cowjpr land not sold to Horatio Moore I. This house. No. 57, had
an important part to play in the history of the theatre in the late 
years of the foil owing century, and thn land it occupied is already 
tpport^ant, for it backed on to the northern, side of the tennis court* 
Thn importance of the owtrshil of the houses is not to establish that 
there were three houses, but the relationship bntwnnn Emine*’ house 
or plot and those of Moore I, for it w,s through Emine’s land that it
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was agreed the passage way should pass from Lincoln's Inn Fields 
to the tennis court. In consequence it is shown now, fig.5, twenty 
four foot further to the east than given by Hotson. Additionally 
£^^6’’ plot, when later in thn ownrship of onn Wiiherings, was 
subject to further encroachment which relates to Davenunt’s e^oi.ldinLg 
an extension north and westward over this ground. One should therefore 
be prepared to find both the scnnn house and the theatre larger than 
has hitherto been projected.
1t is not easy to understand the reason for Hotson’s ignoring 
this fact, for it is mentioned it two documents he found in the Public 
Record Office; first, the bill of Join Harris and Richard Haris,
29 January L.661/2^h‘ ani secondly title bill of Horatio Moore II on 
4 February 1661/2,^ which was the first t:me Horatio Moore II defended 
himself against thn Lisles who attempted to deprive him of his inheri­
tance. In this instance Horatio Moore 11 ^s of course but a few years 
old ani his case was pursued by his grandfather Richard Moore.
Thn nature of thn first bill, that of the Harrises, wll be better
understood if one considers first the Moore claims found in the second
bill. Tte burden of Richard Moore’s comp Hint ^s
that wereas Horatio Moore your orators late father 
deceased on or about 29 February 1657 • • • did for 
a eaaulele consideration purchase to him ani his heirs 
of Sir Willism Cowper L&ti Co.] ... a piece or parcel 
of ground being part of Cup Field ... of which piece 
of ground so lurciaied by your orators said father your 
orators said father sold to Join E^l^e_-yt44 [sic] and on 
the other part he iii ernct two several houses thn 
interest of ani to one of wtict houses did enaotg to 
Thomas Lisle Esq and your orators said fathers tame 
was only used in trust for the said Thomas Lisle which 
the said Thomas Lisle hath since sold ani conveyed the 
said house to William Wfiherings Esq ani your orators 
said father reserving to himself the third house did 
likewise reserve the original deed of purchase to him­
self ani to his heirs for thn mintenancn of their 
title to the saii third house.45
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Xi 1662 Thomas Lisle had seized onder r«e ^’efckirtt ani h<n
was, it was feared, attempting to sell thn house as iis own. Perhaps
he was trying to claim that both houses were in trust for him and tow 
that he had soli his ow house was trying to move into his deceased 
son-in-law’s house. Waaever the background to this affair was, later 
events siow that he iii not succeed; but of morn importance here is
the fact that this document clearly de]portirates the existence of three 
houses, of which two were built by Horatio Moore I. Furthermore this
confirms that shortly after the initial building operations William 
Wiihe rings was the owner of two, one purciaini from Lisle and thn other 
from Eimine, while the Moores retained rwltrs]tip of only me.
If this were not enough proof one can turn to title Haris Bill.
This is a long story in which the Harises were the executors of thn 
wll of Edward Haris and were trying to collect the assets of the said 
Edward. Years before, Sir Da-vid Cunningham iad raised a loan of ’600,
the principal and interest of which hn iad not repaid, even, it was 
clamed, after a judgement iai been successfully sought against him.
He iad since died. In 1662, therefore, thn Harisns were attempting to 
recuperate this lrinctlal and interest from those who iai derived their 
estate from the purchasers of the land in Ficketts Field soli to them 
by Sir David Cunningham, i.e., that plot 5a0’ x 100’. The result of
this action has not been pursued, but the important mtter is that the 
Harises listed the names of those holding property related to that 
held by Sir David Culntingtlp*
The Haris Bill sets out this roll as follows:
Thomas Lisle and Anne his wife and Anne Moorn widow are 
tenants of two messuages and William Withering's is tenant 
of two more and that RoToenrt Henley Esq ani James CowBr Esq 
arn tenants of six other messuages or tenements all of which 
said ten messuages or tenements are lately built upon the 
said piece of ground of which the said Sir David C^uutingtap 
ws • • • possessed.
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Liter the document proceeded to be a little more explicit:
the above plotting and contriving how to hinder Harris 
& Harris confederating with William LutHll Esq [John]
Carew Esq Lord Morley Richard Adams Esq Sir Richard 
Faeshaw Earl of Weetmorlasd Lord Strangford Lord Coventry 
Horatio Moore and divers others*&
The names presented here are those who occupied all those houses built 
along Portugal Row to the east of Lord Brudenell1s house, as well as the 
tetsis court. The Lisles tried to avert asy immeHate actios it the
case by claiming that it would have to wait until Horatio Moore I1 was 
come of age and succeeded to his inheritance.47 it is interesting that 
the Lisles were claiming Horatio Moore II had some right it the title
of this property asd nearly thirty years later Horatio Moore 11 was in 
Court defending his claim to this very same property. Both documents 
corroborate therefore it showing the eumber of houses built by Horatio 
Moore 1: the two messuages of the Lisle/Moore group refer to the 
tennis court and No. 40 Portugal Row, and the two houses owned by 
William Witherings were respectively Nos. 59 aed 58•
There are further documents that support the fact that Horatio 
Moon 1 divided the land as set out above. These documents relating 
to the houses Nos. 59 asd 58 are in the keeping of the R.C.S. of E.^® 
aed were evidently sot sees by Hotson. The contents of these will be 
dealt with in the appropriate place.
The plot oe Portugal Row - its houses and the passage.
it is sot clear to what extent Horatio Moore 1 encroached upon 
that ground, previously bought from C^uenisghtm, on which he had erected 
the tennis court with two houses adjoining to the north, when he set the 
southern boundaries to the two houses he bui.lt oe Portugal Row, i»e.,
No. 40 asd No. 59, fig.5* But two documents set out clearly the scope
of the plot Moore 1 sold to Eimine. The first indenture sets out the
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plot size and states reservations, the second recites the previous 
description tut adds information as to the marner in which the 
reservations were carried out. First, thn indenture of conveyance 
iy Moore I to Join Emine^^ on 12 November 1658, for £110, of
all that piece or parcel of ground situate lying 
and being in the north part or range of buildings 
and ground in Lincoln’s Inn Fields in the parishes 
of St Giles in the Fields and St Clement D^ies or 
onn of them in the said county of Mddlesex and 
containing in length from north to south one hundred 
and twenty seven foot of assize or thereabouts and 
in breadth in front from east to west twenty four 
foot of assize or thereabouts abutting upon a piece 
of ground of one (Richard) Adams on thn east part 
upon a brick built messuage or tenement of Horatio 
Moorn on the west part upon the said fields called 
Lincoln's Inn Fields on the north part and upon the 
blew pales within four foot of the house on the north 
side of the tennis court there on the south part 
together wLth all ways passages • • • except and 
always reserved out of this present deed and grant 
unto the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns 
or tenants occupiers and others coming and going 
from t;tie said tennis court the use and liberty of 
a wy or passage to be left at the east or west of 
the saii piece of ground hereby granted to contain 
three foot and three inches at least (between) within 
the wlls and the height of the first storey of thn 
building’' intended upon the premises and to go through 
the same buiading’ as far as the saii blew palns.
A year later the same plot with a new house was sold according to an 
agreement of 24 November 1659 £or £650 by ininn turn dated 5 December 
1659 between Join Emine and William Withering’ and described as follows,
all that part or parcel of ground lately purchased by 
him thn said Join amine of Horatio Moorn Esq and situate 
and lying . . • in Lincoln’s Inn Fields • • • containing 
in length from north to south onn hundred and twenty seven 
foot of assize or thereabouts abutting upon a piece of 
ground of Mr Edwnd Greene mentioned to be the ground of 
one Richard Adam on wtict there is a massuagn lately built 
by the said Edw.rd Greene on the east part upon a new brick 
messuage or tenement of Mr Thomas Lisin or late of the said 
Horatio Moorn on the west part upon the fields called Lncoln’s 
Inn Fields on the north part and upon the blew pales within 
four foot of the house on the north side of the tennis court
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there on the south part upon WtLot said parcel of 
ground hath been bargained anA soli there is a 
messuage of brick newly erected winch together with 
the said ^rcel of ground were lately mortgaged for 
£500 by the saii John Emlioe to ooe Robert Plunkenett 
Gent always reserved ooe of the parts granted unto 
the said John Emline his heirs aoi assigns and the 
tenants aod occupiers aoi others coming to aod going 
from the said tennis court the use aoA liberty of the 
way aod passage on the west eni side of the saii piece 
of ground as alley to pass into aod from Lincoln’s Ion 
Fields*50
Several important facts emerge from these indentures wh-ch relate to 
the land surrounding the teonis court. The evidence drawn from them 
is represented io fig.5» First, that since the original plot io
Portugal Row was only 115' north aod south along the eastern wa.ll of 
Lori Brudenell’s house, No. 41» there must have been ao encroachment 
of 14 ’ upon the 73* north aoi south plot wltiict rangeA 150 ’ along the 
Causeway aoi upon winch the teonis court was built. Secondly, it is 
known that the pales upon winch the Eimine-Witherings plot temina-teA
were 4* from the house on the north side of the tennis court. There
were two houses adjoining on the north side of the tennis court but
since the documents under consideration here io not say which holBl*
east or west, it is not clear whether this is the house later occupied
by Davenant or the one that he converted into his scene house. Various
possibilities arise which vo.ll be ccnsiOenli later when further eocnoaot-
ments upon No. 58 are discussed. Third, informed by the last mentioned
inAlnturl that the passage from Lincoln’s Ion Fields was oo the western
side of the property, No. 58, it is now clear that it was about 48’ east
of the wall of No. 4I» the house of the Lord Brudenell, oot 24* or 
51thereabouts as Hotson suggested. The phrase ’or thereabouts’ is
iotroducei here oot io imitation of the wording found in the AeeAs but 
to draw attention to the fact that on occasion the breadth of aoy given 
plot was not necessarily the same in the south as it was io the ooryt
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from which it surveyed, and that a formlisnd drawing of the area
can lead to omsiderahle error, for Portugal Row iii not ani does not 
run parallel to Portugal Street ani the eastern wall of No. 41 was not 
at right angles to either roadway, and furthemore the houses which 
were built on Portugal Row were not square to the lime of ratings 
set before them. The point is clarified in thn illustratOons used as 
figures to show the development of the site and also the larger scale 
plans of thn tennis court and its environment, fig.25.
The fourth and last detail to which attention wll be drawn at
this stage is that since there are no iends to indicate the depth of 
thn houses built by Horatio Moore I, one for himself, No. 40, and the 
other in trust for Thomas Lisle, No. 39» oue should not necessarily 
assume that he restricted himself to the depth of the original site, 
113*. 1t is likely that if he sold to Mine a plot 127* deep there
was precedent in the size of his own plots - assumng that the pales to 
the north of thn tennis court ran in a straight line east to west and 
that both houses there adjoining were of equal projection. The plots 
of Nos. 39 and 40 my have extended as far south as is shown by the 
dotted areas in fig.6. This point vdll be considered further when 
consolidating the development of the pathway to the west of the tennis 
court which in the earliest years, before No. 40 was built, must have 
alOowed passage through from thn Causeway to Portugal Row and the 
fields beyond. Part of the pathway is shown in fig.6. The pathway 
north ani west of the tennis court is indicated here in a form-lised
marner, a heavy black lime, on thn assumption that it might have bann 
used as a link with thn passageway through No. 38 Portugal Row.
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^^•y^io^i^~t ' -s Scen House aod his Encroachment on 38 Portugal Row.
ReImanied on the north side of the tennis court, there are
several documents Wh.ot relate to the conversion, io I66I, of the 
teonis court ioto a theatre undertaken hy Sir William Lavement. The 
documents concern the land at the rear of No. 38 Portugal Row which 
was still io the owershie of Wi.l^ Withering^ hut leased, ’late to 
ooe Carnw aod nov/ io the occupation of Walker*• The hills arose out
of ao action of waste taken by iitherings against Carew and La^^ioa^^ 
aod which involved Walker as the curnot tenant, who wished to enjoy
the rent paid by Lavement to him for the liberty of using p^t of his
gardm when Lavenant extended the house to the north of the tennis 
court to do duty for a scioi house. This lncrcaohment is indicated, 
fig.6, by hatching on the eastern ^rt of the southern projection of 
No. 38.
The area Lavement acquired was described as,
all that ^rt of theAo*®£feO will ... on the east eni 
of the then garieo aoi backside of the said John Carew 
in Portugal Row . . . aod four foot of dncuoi from the 
saii wall westwards ioto ani ^rt of the saiA garden or 
backside with free ingress egress ani regress for ... 
Lavement . • . his workmen and assigns to enter ioto the 
same ^oden or luck side oo buili upon the same wall aod
four ooot of gouund and at the end of the said lease . • »
again to puLl down the same iso hho OnennO oe re-erect the 
saii will ani to make it as it was ... yieldOng jnod 
paying every year . . . Laveioant . . . should use 
representations io the saii theatre to the saiA John 
Carew ... £4 annum.53
This encroachment has bun indicated io fig. 6, aoi will be seen also 
oo the large scale ground plan fig.25. Of the two intrusions ioto the
plot of No. 38 that; ot ofe pe, spage demnimed eor oany ymaos , eersaicey 
as long ao ththo wws eetheh a tenons coout or a theatre to the south of 
it. Thh duration of that oo the eastern sOIo of it so by oo mesons clear,
for even if Lavenant did retire from the groxoid- which seems unlikely,
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Richard Reeve might have ione so wheo rebuilding the house, io 1675 > 
after the short lease to the King’s Co, There are oo deeAs of 
conveyance to support the proposition, but at some point the owners 
of No. 38 Bay have soli to the tennis court owiers the fourteen foot 
of drcuei that haA buo reduced oo both sides, for by 1712, when 
Christopher Rich rebuilt the theatre, he was able to utilise the 
whole space at the rear of No. 38.
Hav.og established that the eastero house behind the tennis court 
was to be useO as a scene house, eecncactieg 4* upon the donden of 
No. 38 from an easterly direction, it must follow that the double house
oo the western side was that to which reference was made io the Famine
deeds for No. 39* This fact affords some duiiaeoe therefore as to the
breadth of the double house wheo the rlocnstructioo is attempted.
No. 40 Portugal Row and the western passage beside the tennis couOi.
To locate the western, extremity of the tennis court attention will 
be tuooed to the passage way that lay between the eaeylre wall of No. 4- 
aoA the western will of the tennis court, pL.IH aoi fig.7, numbered 
40 Portugal Row. Initially this lane would have proviAeA access to aoi
fro, through the ternis court grounds, between Lincoln’s Ioo Fields ani 
the Causeway. Possibly it was still in existence when the bulliiog was 
fuectiooind as a theatre of the first alteration, but its duration is 
uncertain. It mist have been blocked up aod built over by 1675 when 
reference is made to No. 4O, which was then io the occupation of Sir 
Philip iaarw.ck, as having stables aod a coach-touse.AA Between 1675 
aoA 1689 it was still owo by the Lisle-Reeve ccnfeOeraoy*A’A but by 
an iodmture of sale dated 28 aoi 29 Lecember 1692 for £850 Anne Lisle, 
Richard Reeve anA Aone his wife, Horatio Moore II aoA Anoe his v^fe* 
aod Tho^s Reeve conveyed to Sir Edward Abney aod William lOisemore the
Fig, la
1333, R.C.S. of E., Engineer’s Office, 92. 36/7.
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'said, capital ms^smge’. This iedentune was oot produced when Josiah
SpoOi bought the enem.see io 1802 aod then only the burden of the
ioieoture was recited. The extent of No. 40 is set out during the
occup-foo of Lr Hobbs aod at his death, 1698, w.lh ao ieveetcry of 
56its contents. This information is fcuei in the reply by Kitherioe
Hobbs, widow ani executrix of Thomas Hobbs, to the bill of Comppaint 
57filed, io the High Court of dhancery io 1699- The stables aod coach­
houses with other out-buildings were maided and their position on
the site cao be estimated.
The early mention, 1675» of the stables aod coach-hcuel might oot 
refer to thcel at a later date, I698, but from the description it is 
unlikely that out-buildioigs of the nature described could have been 
contained within the confines of a plot that was restricted, to the 
supposed 115' depth or even that of the projected 127*. It is thought 
most probable thenercnl, that at the very latest, I692, aod possibly 
twenty years earlier, the site of No. 40 Portugal Row ran io depth the 
whole length of the two original plots, i.e., 186*. My unsubsteootiateA 
opinion is that it became ^:rt of No. 40 when Horatio Moore I built the 
house io the first instance. Even if the house, No. 40» were rebuilt 
during the 18th century, as Braioes sugdesls,^^ hie actual plot remained 
the seme end was divorced from that of the tennis court playhouse site 
until the premises were purchased, quite independently of the playhouse 
site, by the Royal College of Su^decee io I85O. Then the stable area
exhibited ao irregular plan which was about 12' wide io the south eoi
narrowed to about 10' on the north.
This cao be seen clearly in the Charles Bamy proposal for the 
59extension of the College io 1855» pl.Xa. The drawing suggests all 
the problems that Barry was coping with when he attempted to abut his 
builiinLd on to that which had been long established, fig.7a.
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There are six illustratoons of the theatre when it was io the
cccu]ea,tsoe of SpoOi WtLoh show this stable more or less accurately.
It is on the left or west of the warehouse. Probably the most precise
neeierieg is that aeoeymoue aoi uodatei view of the theatre from the
west which shows the adjacent builOiods, pi.XIII. A preparatory
irewiog or a pencil copy of this wter-colouo is in the keepsed of the
Scmelset County Arocivev hhe second illustration is another, though
less delicate aod more colourful, witer-colour, pi.XIV, anonymous,
dated (1801) aoi unpublished. Thought to be roughly contemporary with
the p^'evious picture, it is a straightooward elevation of the front
of the building eoi the ref on pays less attention to the stable io
question. Io spite of that theoe is eotheog shown that radically
contradicts the first sketch. It does oot give the impression that
the Onaudhtsmae was dependent upon the first for ioformition. TtLe is
quite ao important point, for the next two engravings, eis•XIX eni XX,
seem to have ooe common aoi much earlier source from which the engravers
worked without cneAit:iolg the original. Consequently their work is oot
eo accurate representation of the scioi at the date of publication, but
must refer beck mny years. These two illustratoons are from the eastero
side of the warehouse, the first by *0J* or ’JO’ aoi used by Walford,^
1874, aod this appends to have been copied by Alfred Beaver in '95» i.e. 
621895, for HeeOelhoho, who published his work io 1896 when the theatre
was oo longer etaedinLd. The most obvious difference between these two 
illustratoons is that Beaver has supplied his own lay figures io the 
place of those supplied by ’OJ’, but otherwise they show ectting io 
conflict with either the first engraving or the more primitive water­
colour. The work of *0J’ anA Alfred Beaver is here reproduced es pi.XIX, 
eoi pi.XX, nleeectively.
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In conclusion, it is suggested that the south end of the passage 
way became this stable and coach-house, and that there was no additional 
ground utilised on the western side by the lessees of the tennis court/ 
playhouse, either in the remaining years of the 17th century or during 
the more extensive alterations to the theatre during the 18th century. 
Consequently the eastern wall of the stable was upon, if not in common 
with, the western wall of the tennis court or playhouse. Hotson esti­
mated this passage as about 5*0" wide, 4 but now it is shown to be 12* 
wide in the south on the Causeway or Portugal Street and 10’ to the 
north where it entered the yard at the rear of No. 40 Portugal Row.
For the larger scale drawing of this area see the plans fig.16 and fig.29, 
which follow Claries Barry's proposal plan of 1855 in this critical area.
The Tennis Court on its eastern side.
The termination of the original tennis court site in the east is
less well documented. There is the conveyance of 1658 which is ambiguous,
and there are the later plans of CBarles Barry which are more precise,
pl.XIa. The confusing description found in the conveyance referring to 
65this area of the playhouse site has been discussed above and a solution
offered which reconciles the evidence available from documentary sources
and actual building operations that took place. It will be remembered
that it was from this extract that Hotson deduced the length of the tennis
court as approximately 75 ’ for he smrtly subtracted the two figures given
there, 188’ and 100’, as deno-ting length east-west along the Causeway or
Portugal Street. Accepting the error in transcription, the subtraction
of 100’ from 180’, minus the aioowance for the passage on the west side
of the tennis court, 5'> gave him an overall length of 75’ to the 
66building. It is here proposed that a different solution provides a
more acceptable answer to the problem. It has been shown above that 
the overall length of the 15O’ site was reduced by 5’ to 125’ at the
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time of the exchange of land. 1t is shown in fig-7 adjoining No. 20 
Portugal Street or the rear premises of No. 56 Portugal Row. Tins 
interpretation gives the tennis court site the overall length of 125 ’ 
minus the width of thn passage, which was ihott above to be 12’ leaving 
it approxim-tely 115 ’ long, not 75 ’ •
If the iends do not satisfactorily determine the eastern wall of 
the tennis court or any erun<dary eirked by railing’, the only remaining 
nvtdetcn to locate the termination of tha premises is to be found in thn 
diaries Barry plans of 1848, showing the warehouse ani its neighbouring 
plots. AcdaPttedly this is nearly two hundred years after the exchange 
of land, but as wil be seen from thn survey plan and the deeds supporting 
subsequent development of the site north and south, once building took 
place in the 165Os and early 1660s, thn principal boundaries were establi­
shed that were to remain until the 1850s* There were minor changes to
thn north but to the east tier: sene’ to iavn bann little or no alteration.
By reference to the Barry R.C.S. plan of the whole site, 1848, it wll be 
notni that the warehouse, i.e., thn third theatre, LIF III, extended 125’ 
from Lord Brudental’i wll, or from the rear of No. 40 Portugal Row, 
eastward towards the house at thn rear of No. 55 Portugal Row, i.e.,
No. 20 Portugal Street, 112/5’. ¥hat is suggested, tiereWrre, is that 
the plan of 1848 refers to a situation that iai existed in 1714 when 
Rich built the theatre ani that the site remained unchanged on the east
until the R.C.S. rndnvnlolei the whole area in the 1950s, after extensive
bomb daeige. Thera is no doc'upeatary eviintcn to suggest otherwise and 
the surveys support the theory. The late 18th century ani early 19th 
century sketchns of tie thnatra, when it tad become the Spoil warehouse, 
also lend support. Sen pis.XIV, XTIII, XX, XX.
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ConsequenHy, it is argued that although the transfer of land, 
part of the 260' x 100’ to Cowper and Co. in exchange for the Portugal 
Row site, is unclear, the evidence on the ground would suggest that
the Moore I - Lisle group retained in length all that ground along the
Causeway eastward from the stables of No. 4I to the western wall of 
wlhit was to become known as No. 20 Portugal Street. The plot they 
exchanged in 1658 was 67 * x 100’ mde up of the two plots 45* and 
22’ x 100’, purchased in I656, as well as a strip, 5’ x 75’» encroaching 
upon the original 75* % 150’ plot on which the tennis court was built. 
Y/hether or not the tennis court eastern to.11 actually stood upon this 
extreme end of the site will be argued below, but at present one is 
determining the overall dimensions of the site and then placing the 
tennis court within it. The strip 5* x 75’ is shown as a hatched area
in fig.7.
The House on the Eastern Side, No. 20 Portugal Street.
The architectural style of the little house to the east of the 
67
warehouse can be seen in the sketches, pls.XII, XIII, XIX, XX.
These sketches must have been drawn prior to the building of the rear
portico of the R.C.S., This was designed by George Dance, pls.Xb, c,
d, e, and establishes them as before I8O9, those with the Dance elevation 
68after I8O9 and those before the 1855-5 development by Baanyr The
house stylistically is of an earlier provenance than the earliest sketch, 
and could have been built before the 1714 playhouse, though there is 
nothing specific about the brick work that wouLd place the house more 
precisely than the first quarter of the eighteenth century. Reference 
is made here to the brick relief panels, window arches and short and 
long brickwork around the doorway. Uinortumtely there is no corrobo­
rating information to be drawn from the date of rebuilding that was
 48.
carried out on the min touees oo Portugal Row. There is no ivSOioci
to suggest that this house could he so early as to have been occupied 
69by the Earl of Roc It eter. ' It might relate to the building activities
70undertaken io 1754 at No, 36 Portugal Row aod is certainly likely to 
have occupied the site of the crideoal stable to No. 36 if it was oot 
itself the original. Clh?istopher Rich io I7I2-I7I4 was buildield, there­
fore, to the uttermost extent of the laoi oo which the teonis court had 
stood. That is to say that he was limited by the stables oo the west
belonging to No, 40 Portugal Row, aod oo the east, by this house, 
probably part of a stable, at the reer of No. 36 Portugal Row, sub­
sequently numbered 20 Portugal Street. The western boundary of this 
property. No. 36, was determined by the exchange of land negotiated 
between Cowper eoi Moore I io 1658.
Crawing together the overall dimensions of the site at the close 
of the first period iuri^od which the teonis court operated as a theatre, 
oo the basis of the mOerial discussed above, the site io 1675 presented 
the picture as illustrated io fig.7, ani cao be described as follows; on 
the south side along Portugal Street, about 112*0”; on the east side 
68*0” along the boundary of 20 Portugal Street and 36 Portugal Row; on 
the north siAe, 48*0” at the rear of Nos. 36 aod 37, turoinig south 8*0”, 
then west at the boundary between the teonis court/play house eoi Nos. 38
ani 39, 48*0”, tumeold south adaio 16*0”, end 16*0” towards the west to
the comer ooi the boundary of No. 40. Finally, oo the western side the
boundary between the theatre aoi No. 40 is about 43*0”.
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The North Side, of the Tennis Court - Playhouse, 1674-1705*
The reconstruction of the teoois court sheds light oo the first ood 
second theatres.
The only changes of aoy sedeeficael.ce are those wh-ch occurred 
oo the north side, for there are no rlocris or iodeld aoy sedos of 
chaegle taking place on the other three eiils during these years.
The north side of the playhouse site presents the most difficult 
problems, (see fig.S), for here it iB likely that changes were 
wrought over the forty years before the tennis court/playhouse was 
iemoCishei to mike way for the purpose-buHt structure erected by 
C]hristoeten Rich.
Io November 1671 the Luke's Company left the theatre for their 
newly constructed playhouse io Lorset Garden. Their place was swiftly 
taken by the King's Co, who remained in residence from January 1672 
until March 1674* Their occupation was due to the fire wh-ch had 
destroyed the Theatre Royal, Lrury Looe, aoA they stayed until that 
theatre had been rebuilt. It is unlikely that Killigrew undertook 
aoy alterations of a major kehO* since his tenancy was understood to 
be of a temporary oatum from the very beginning.
Following the departure of the King's Company, theoe was obviously 
oo possibility, unless another iieasylr befell ooe of the ccmpelLees, 
that the building would be able to continue io business as a theatre, 
ani so the oors, Thomas Lisle, Anne LLsle, anA now Richard Reeve, the 
husband of Anoe Moon I, took steps to mintain its ccmlernCal viability. 
Their decision was to return. it to its e;revecue state ani operate it as 
a tennis court again. This they seem to have done. The theatre reverted
Iso a teoois court until 1695, wheo Thoms Betterton brought his eeoeii.og 
company bock to the teonis court aoi proceeded to reconvert it once more 
to a playhouse. But the conversion io 1675 was not effected without 
controversy.
51
The substance of the conflict between Reeve and Lisle focuses
around the fact that an agreement had been made between the holders
of the two mooeties in the property to invest in its reconstruction,
but the terms had not been adhered to. Reeve, acting for his wife,
had expended £500, but nothing had been forthcoming from the Lisles,
and Reeve was becoming anxious about the repayment of the principal
and interest. The Ctemcery Proceedings which foioowed are recorded 
71in the Decrees and Orders, Hilary Term 1674, and quoted in the 1689 
72Bills, CompLaint and Answer. The outcome of the various hearings
of the case was that it was considered a good idea to spend money on 
the tennis comrt, though clearly those who were to inherit the premises 
wooxld gain the most by any monies laid out at the tineo Richard Reeve, 
it would appear, had already expended a considerable sum. Whheher or
not more was required is not certain, but the Order of the Comrt was
that he was not to recuperate the money he had laid out until the death 
75of his wife*" Consequently Richard Reeve never received his £500 and 
interest, which was at six per cent per annum, for he died before his 
wife. However, apart from this internal intriple, the importance of
the affair is that it records that Richard Reeve claimed to have re­
furbished the building and rebuilt one of the houses adjoining to the 
north of the tennis cornet. This occurrence is detailed in the 1689
Bill of C 011^13^^. 74
With regard to setting out the geography of the north side of the 
tennis court in 1675, pieces of information from this case permit the 
proposition of the foilowing outline. Recaaiing that the house, No. 40 
in Portugal Row, by that time probably extended all the ^y through to 
Portugal Street, and its stables were built on the former passage wy, 
and noting that the western adjoining house to the north of the tennis
court according to Hooiar, pi.Ill, was set well towards the centre of
52.
the hack w,ll of the comet, it can he suggested that the garden area 
of No. 40 ran as far south as the wall of the tennis cornet, and 
as wide as the frontage of that house, i.e., about 24’. On its eastern 
side, therefore, it wouLd abut the western w.11 of the double gabled 
house seen in the Hollar engraving, pi.III.
Although this may seem a rather hasty conclusion, the suggestion 
is not without some support from evidence coming forward at a later 
date, and although undocumented in the form of specific conveyances, 
it has its basis in agreements concerning neighbouring pn^rties in 
1714 &nd the ground plans of the site in 1855-1848. 3? 01? t hs seke of 
clarity discussion of these data must be deferred.
Moving further eastward on the northern side, there is the larger
of the two houses, which seems to have retained its domittic function 
78throughout the years; it was certainly lived in by the Davenants,
and by Betterton when he was tenant of the playhouse, but there is 
nothing to say categorically that any of the Lisles or Reeves nhoabieed
the place. In fact, since they had other addresses out: of Lolnol, it 
might well be that the house was reserved for the manager of the court 
when it was not in use as a playhouse. Evidence in support of these
statements comes from the St. Clement Danes rate books. The width of
this house can only be surmised. It would seem to have been over 24’ 
wide, and therefore wouLd have run across the rear of No. 59 Portugal 
Row, and also across at least part of the rear of No. 58 Portugal Row, 
for it is likely that the house on the north side of the tennis court
mentioned in the Emine and Witherings indentures was this house and
not the smaier one, at the extreme eastern end of the tennis court, in 
the HoHar engraving, pi.III. How wide it was is impossible to say 
except that it did not extend so far eastward as to meet the rebuilt
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house io the east when Lavement eoc:r,oactld upon the eastero will of 
No. 58 Portugal Row. Certainly its boundary on the northern oiAe must 
have bun not less thin 4*0” from the roils, described as 'blew poles’, 
that had Oei^^rmi.oeA the southward extent of No. 58’s plot, 127* from 
the lime io Portugal Row that fixed its front. The distance the house
projected from the will of the ylenis court cao only be deduced from 
notions of how w-ie the tennis court itself wis, aod the morner in 
which it was placed oo the site; these variables will be discussed 
when the first teoois court is considered wthio the defined space
available.
Moving still further eastward, ooe cao consider the house at that
eoA of the court. It would appear from the Hodar eograleeg that this
was a single house, but whether or oot it was half the size of the
westerly house is impossible to say. It was oot large enough for 
77Lavement who, os has already been noted, totally ilmoCieted it or
extended it. Two theelde are clear from this act; tersy, irrespective 
of wihit hei gone before, the western limit to which Lavement built, 
elccod, since the houses to the north on Portugal Row at this point 
ware on lano outside the original plot aoi never p11"! of the Moore 
estate, they were confined within the boundaries of the Coweel/Henlly 
property. The depth of these houses was thlmfcre 115*0't.
It is ujercrtuoatl that the length of No. 57 is never cited in
the title OiiOs heli by the R.C.S., for that would heve afforded the 
OccumenOary iv-Aioci required. Howwver it is possible to reconstruct 
yhes area without much controversy, for it is clear io the Barry plans 
they the southern terminations of No. 57 ani eartioularly of No. 58 io 
msy (IIS’ front to rear), more or less upon the line wlh.ch ieye:mieeO 
the ecrtheno limit of the original Moore site of 75* % 150*, fig.8.
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In teams of the overall shape of the northern side of the tennis
court it is therefore suggested that it follows the line indicated in
fig.8, and could be described as, from the eastern stable will of No. 40
along the northern wall of the tennis court, the 14’ (about 14’ - 16’) 
residue of the 24’0" to 26’0" of the same property, then northwards 
along the depth of the house on the western side of the court which 
possibly terminates 151*0" from the Portugal Row frontage or 4*0" from 
the toII of No. 59 which stood upon the ’blew ', turning eastward
along the front of this house for an unknown length, possibly more than 
24*0" but less than 40*0", then turning back southwards the depth of 
the house to meet the wall of the court. Homing due north from the 
front of this house was the passageway, 5*5" wide, which led through to 
Portugal Row and Lincoln’s Inn Fields. The north mil continued there­
after due east for an unspecified distance until meeting the wall of the
eastern house adjoining the tennis court. The house at the eastern end 
of the court, once it had become enlarged to do duty as the scene house 
broke through the southern toII of No. 58 at a point 68’0", more or 
less, from the eastern wall of the Lord Bmudeeeei’s house, i.e., No. 41* 
It is considered that, even if the house did not extend northwards to 
the full extent of the original plot, there was available for development 
all that land to the north of the tennis court bounded by the rear mils 
of Nos. 57 and 56 Portugal Row. In other words, the northern boundary 
of the tennis court in this area ms 115 *0" more or less from the 
Portugal Row posts and rails, and extended further eastward along these 
mils as far as the western mil of No. 58, as it described its course 
towards Portugal Street in the south. The northern part of the site is 
clearly delineated in plan, fig.25, and fig.8 gives the general con­
figuration.
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When the theatre oo longer tuoctionei as such, ofter the with- 
ioowal of the King's Com]:eaey* aod Reeve undertook to return the building 
to its former state, it is possible that changes took place on the 
ecrtheno side of the tennis court, the erlcisl nature of which mmiios 
uncertain. It will be remembered that when Lavooant encroached upon 
the danieo of No* 58, then io the occupation of ooe Walker, but owned 
by Willism Witheriogs, hei, io the agreement, contracted to
mike good the wll he hai knocked down which had been the subject of 
the action of waste taken ogaiost Carew. Richard Reeve stated, that he 
had rebuilt ooe of the houses oo the north eiOl, aod it is presumed 
that it mist heve beeo this ^j^-ticulao house, for there ore oo more
actioos in court nedariiod it. Them is, however, oo record of this 
rebuilding being to port at the charge of the Bruce's Company. But to 
1689, wheo Horatio Moore II was e'ursuiod hts rights io the property, 
two tolsle adjoining to the north were still recorded as being ^jrt of 
-tin premises.
The problem that arises over this statement that the house that 
Lavenant hei converted was rebuilt by Reeve, is that ooi ids oot know 
the extent of the Reeve reconstruction, for there is oo reference to 
Betterton eocncacttog io the same mioier es Lavenant wheo he took over 
the yennis court aoA converted it ooci ageio to e theatre. Plainly he 
imide it function as a theatre with scenery for another ten years, ood it 
couli heve gone oo longer hoA the company oot become involved with 
Vanbrugh ani moved to his Queen's Theatre to the H^maket. If Laiver^nt
required the extension to the ortgtoal eastero house to make the court
function as a theatre, it is difficult to know how Betterton made it
operate without a semiler building for sclneny ani dressing rooms. I con 
only think that Reeve mooifieA Lavenoon’s sceoe ho^jse, ani that his mooOfi-
cation iii not inhibit o later reversion to its former function. .
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Problems concerning the houses on tte north side of the tennis court.
Wat is difficult to know for certain is which of the two houses
the deeds refer to, for if thn house which before seemed to be entirely 
devoted to dometic purposes was still in existence, Reeve couli tavn 
been referring to that westerly house. On the other hand if, as sub­
sequent plans indicate, the area on wliich that house had stood ^s in 
tie possession of thn Tasbiurghs, ttnre is no document as yet to sat any 
date on the conveyance of its plot.
Onn additional piece of information rnglrding this point can ba 
gleaned from an abstract of title held by the R.C.S. wtlch, though it 
doe’ not clear up the difficulty, adds porn fuel to the fire. TIhLs
particular part of the abstract relates to the two houses 59 and 
Portugal Row which, it will bn r^e^peet^^i^^d, be1otnni to Williem Witherit.gs. 
By 1702 these two houses were in tin possession of Henry Tasburgh, No. 59, 
and Sir Robert GuldeWord, No. 58. They had each come by this property 
through their wives, lM,ry Prances and Clara, respectively. These laiies
were tie daughters of Anthony Monson but thnir pother a Withering’,
niece of Wi-1:^ Withering’, ani they had inherited the houses in question 
jointly. 1n 1702, ttnre ^s a partition of the property eadn between the
two parties, each taking onn of the two houses but ’thn two houses not 
being of equal value’ the one allotted to tie Taseurnhs was charged with 
an annual rant of &8.10.0. payable to Sir Robert Guideford and heirs.
It is quite clear that an inequality had existed between the two housas 
from the moment of their erection, the passage through No. 58 and title 
later encroachment upon the eastern side of its garden. From evidence 
drawn from a 1714 dead of sale eete^ent Taseurnh ani Join Rich and 
Christopher Mosyer Rich78 of a sell patch of ground, the details of 
which will bn discussed more fully below, it would seem that the
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inequality mentioned here in 1702 was due to the encroachments
considered above and that both houses adjoining the theatre remained 
in existence down to that date and probably until 1705 when Betterton
left the theatre.
In pursuit of the houses to the north of the theatre one has 
necessarily moved beyond the scope of this chanter but the transactions 
touched upon above will be returned to at a more appropriate mommnt in 
the history of the site. Here it is necessary to include the evidence
regarding those houses found in the rate books.
Reference to Betterton’s occupation of the playhouse is to be 
found in Richard Reeve’s will, 11 My 1.698 i
all that my messuage or tenement situate and being near 
the Playhouse in Little Lincoln’s Inn Fields in the 
parish of St Clement Banes in the county of Middlesex 
now; in the tenure of Mr Thomas Betterton. 79
Here it is clear that the playhouse and the adjoining house are two 
distinct entities. A solution my be found in the way in which the two
buildings are rated separately. Over the years down to 1714, there were 
two entries against the playhouse or tennis court. The fact that Richard 
Reeve owned the westerly house as a property separate from the playhouse 
and the house at the east end of the playhouse adds to wMt ^y be deduced 
from the final court ruling of the 1689 suit. Reeve made this will when 
the tennis court was once more a theatre, and it might well be that after 
that Cou?t ruling, Richard Reeve was given the westerly house because 
that vwns the house upon which he had, in 1675; spent most on mking 
habitable after Killigrew left, and not on that house to the east which 
did not have a separate existence, for as the result of Davennnfs 
alteration it vas subsequently considered part of the theatre. Pother 
than clog the miter in hand an analysis of the returns recorded in the
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QOvarious rote books is to be fouod in the appped^. What emerges
from these nlocrOe is that ooe may ieduce the e;nlseoce of both builisoigs 
iowo to 1714 wheo only a single entry covers the new playhouse. This is
tme also for those years Ourt^ng which the theatre was dark and awaiting
destruction.
The South Side of the Tennis Court aoi Shops.
Returning to the outline of the tennis court site, one con conclude 
by moving to the south side which stood upon the Causeway or Portugal 
Street. This side is seen in the Hollar eod:raling, pi.Ill, and by
reference to fig.8. Over the whole history of the site this is the side 
most frequently the subject of illustratoons. Here there are few com­
plications. To the west there is the will of Ko. 4I Portugal Row aod 
the passage wiy which has beeo discussed above eod, as stcwn, shortly 
of ter the Hollar engraving was mole ani the houses to the north OelelcelA, 
was built upon, prcviOiod the stables ani outhouses for No. 40* The 
breadth of this passage way was shown to be about 12'0" at the Portugal 
Street gateway. Proceeding eastward along the Causeway, the site roo as 
far os the little house that was built partly on the ortdtnol 15O* x 75* 
plot aod partly upon the 45* % 100' plot that hed been exchangei for the 
northerly plot 72* x 115*. VVlteher or not the court occupied the whole
of this length wll be discussed below.
In front of the tennis court, standing adjoiotog the south side oo 
the court and probably as much on the tennis court laoi as upon the 
public highway, were some shops, or huts that sened os such. They ore
sotd to tele existed to the days of the first teonis court onA e®rtaes
to heve been removeA during the p^soi of the first theatre and, if ec* 
they were replaced during the second priod when it was o court. One 
presumes that they were removed OurtOd the occup-tlon of Betterton. But
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the last mention of them is in the 1689 Bills, when both Comppaint and 
81Answer refer to them as shops or huts and it seems likely that their
reappearance was due to the Reeve renovations. Their purpose was
possibly to serve refreshments to those visiting the tennis court.
Though the main entrance to the court was on the northern side, it is
likely that there was a path at the eastern end of the court allowing
way to the rear; this is supposition and will be discussed below.
However there were these shops which came and went, but their imper­
manence suggests that they were slight structures.
The Site of Lisle1s Tennis Court, L.I.F. I and L.I.F. II, Entire.
At thn end of 1705 when the Betterton Comu^^ finally left the 
tieatrn in Lincoln’s 1nn Fields for ttn Quean* s Theatre the former 
remained dark until C^t:?istOltnr Rich pulled it down to make wy for 
his Hew Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields. Due to the loss of assign­
ments carried out at that date and the absence of any recitation of the 
contents of the tennis court-playhouse, there remains only repetitions 
of previous deeds. These need not necessarily be accurate accounts of
the building and iurrooniitg land as it was in 17O5-1712,‘ here 1 allow 
at least two years for the planning and construction of the theatre 
erected to open in November 1714* A’ far as is known the description 
of ttn site in 1705 > taking into account all that ta„s been reviewed 
above, wouLd be as follows: (sen plan, fig.25 and fig.9),
East, all along the western wall of No. 20 Portugal Street, north and
south, from the southern wall of No. 56 Portugal Row to the Causeway
or Portugal Street in the south, 68’0".
On the south, all along the Causeway from the stable or little house
at the rear of No. 56 Portugal Row, No. 20 Portugal Street, west to the
eastern wall of the stables belonging to No. 40 Portugal Row, 112’ - 115*0**
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OO the west, oil along the eastero wall of the stables/coach house of 
No. 40 Portugil Row north end south, 45 * 0H, plus the depth of the 
origtool westerly house adjoining on the north side of the teeoie court 
which was 4*0" short of the 'blew pales' 127’ south of Portugal Row, 
that is, 5910">
On the north stie* possibly all elood the pales at the north side of the 
tennis court occomnoCoOind' the original house on the west, the eaeeode 
way through to Lincoln's Ion Fields between No. 59 and No. 38» to the 
eastero house which uoAeowent several ctaeges but probably stool upon 
land which hed the full depth of the site to the rear walls of No. 57 
ooi No. 58 Portugal Row, i.e0, the full depth of the original plot,
73' % 150” and bounded on the east by the w.11 of No. 56 Portugal Row 
or the wall of No. 20 Portugal Street. These boundaries to the tennis 
court and the theatre site are extracted from the plao, fig.25, and 
shown here io detail fig.9» aod the measurements indicated.
Thus stood the theatre aoi its environs io I705 when not only itd 
the builiiog cease to operate as a theatre but it also oheed,eA haois io 
terms of owne'ship ani lease.
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8 The first tennis court converted, to a theatre in London was Gibbons’ 
Termis Coout, Killigrew’s Theatre Royal in Vere Street.
Lo Hotson, The Cowionnealth and Restoration Stage, 1928, pp. 114-120.
E.A. ’Conjectural Reconstructions of the Vere Street and
Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatres’, Essays in Theatre, vol.l, No. 1,
1982, pp. 14-26.
G. Barlow, ’Gibbons's Tennis Coourt: Hollar v. Wilkinson', T.R.I.,
N.S., vol.8, No. 2, pp. 150-146,19#3*
2 Hotson, op. cito, pp. 120-127.
8 Paul Sawyer, The New Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1979»
also see: E. Scanlan, ’Reconstruction of the Ddce’s Playhouse in 
Lincoln's Inn Fields, I66I-I67I’, T.N., vol.10, 1956, 
pp. 45-50.
E.A. Langhans, ’Notes on the Reconstruction of the Lincoln's 
Inn Fields Theaares’, T.N, vol.10, 1956, pp. 112-114, and 
’Conjectural ^^c^onntir^c'ti.ons of the Vere Street and Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields Theaares’, Essays in Theatre, vol.l, No. 1, 1982, 
pp. 14-51.
8 Ed. Sir Lawrence Gowoe, The Survey of London, vol.III, pt.I, 1912.
5
Hotem, op. cit., p.±2j5.
r
P.R.O., 010/257/65» Comolaant. Moore leased to Lisle, 29 Apr. 1658, 
the court and houses at £80 p.a., the ’New Termis Couut’.
7
' Hotson, op. cit., p. 4O1. Transcription of B.M. Add. Ch. 9296. Also
see Parish Poor Tax Registers in which the title reverted to
the New Termis Court in 1674.
8 The Survey of London, vol.III, pt.I, ’St. Giles in the Fields’, pp. 5-22.
9
The Ordnance Survey wap of London, 1874» has been used in all the 
figures illustrating the reconstruction of the site, scale line 5’ =
1 wile or 1/52" = 2.75
10 Newton to Sir Bisil Brookes, 18 Mar. 1659» 16 Chas 1 (4), C54/5229/
The messuage doth and doe abutt east upon other ground of the 
said Newton lying upon Cup Field west upon a house of
Richard Ellis carpenter lately built north upon the open field 
called Purse Field south upon the Causeway leading from Lincoln’s
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Ion to Louches building with 4I tccy of assize upon Purse 
Field aod from the front to the eoi of the stable ani couch 
house oo the eaey 128 tcct ani on the west I52 tocy ani 
bearnth to breadth upon the sati Causeway 4I foot.
Sir B.sil Brookes to John Waemn Esq., 18 Chas I (15), 854/5297/
for £160 ... the house . . . and piece and parcel of drcboO 
containth so breadth from the wall of the said messuage 45 
tcoy aoi in length from the eveo line of the said front south­
ward 129 PooI • . . which sail plot of ground doth abutt on 
the north upon the residue of Purse Field oo the west side 
upon the wall of the seei other house lately built on the 
east side upon a piece of ground of ooe William Newton Gent 
so the saii field called Picketts Field aoA oo the south upon 
the way leading from Lincoln's Ion to Lowches building anA 
containth full 45 foot io breadth oo each eni oil which saii 
premLslS are situate lying aod betog io the said Purse Field . • •
John Warren Esq. to John Hervey of Lincoln's Ion, I5 June I649, 
C54/548O/18.
for £400 . • • 45 foot wide . . . 129 tocy in leodtt . . •
ffill to Cowper, 50 Dec I652, CR I652 (46), C54/5686/22.
Indenture, Judith Hill widow of ’hos ffill lete of Fulham and 
Sir William Cowper of Ra-tling Court, Kent dateA 50 Dec. 1652, 
for the sum of £190 Judith ffi.ll sells to Sir WlliOm Cowper 
Bart 'all thet field with aee1u]rteinancle ocmeeoly called ooi 
known by the oami of Cop Field or Cupfield situate lying eoi 
being to the parish, of St Giles so t^he Fields ani of St Clement 
Danes ccntayoted' by estimation six ocms . . • abutting upon 
the brick will of Lincoln's Ion walkis towards the east aod all 
singular edifices buildings stables yards chambers shops cellars
Chancery Proceedings, Bridges XXII (lO),
From this case it appears that Judith ffill was the sister of 
Sir William Cowper aoi that this sale was contested by ooi John
on the dncunOe that J. ffill hei mode e previous agreement 
to sell to J. Hooker, but subsequent actions show thet he failed 
io his claim.
Cowper, Henley aoi Cowper and the Society of Lincoln's Ioo, Agreement. 
The Block Books of Lincoln's Ioo, vol.II, p.469.
1001011X1 I9 June 1657 . • • to proceed with continue carry oo ood 
ernct in and upon thi soil field a certain row or rows of new brick 
buildings immeldately ani directly from that part or row of housis 
or buildings thee lately erected celled or known by the name of 
Portugal Row toward thi outermost will of the Walkes of Lincoln’s 
Ion afonleaii but oot within 40 foot of the seei wall which said 
oew building's ooi to carry eoi bear equal aoi parrallel proportions 
so thi front to thi so id. buildings called. Portugil Row oow fronting 
on the southwest side of e certain piici of dncunO called and known 
by thi nami of Copfiili or Cupfiili hereafter mentioned ani whereas 
they ori ... to bigio pncolli with continue carry on ooi mect So
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and upon the said field a row or range of new brick buildings
from a certain alley called Partridge Alley opening into the
said field on the north side thereof toward the said utmost
wall of Lincoln’s Inn Walk aforesaid but not within forty foot
of the said wall which said new buildings are to continue all
along the north side of the said field in even and equal
parrallel proportions in the front with the buildings lately
erected by one Newman or his assigns thereby making the said
new buildings to be as aforesaid and the buildings upon the
next adjoining piece of ground called Pursefield into three
sides of a quadrangle the outmost wall of Lincoln’s Inn Wall
aforesaid making a fourth.
Recognitions of this contract, H.C.J., VII, 563.
Whereas there is an Agreement or contract made between the
Society of Lincoln’s Inn and J. Cowper and Richard Henley Esq
and other owners of certain parcels of ground in Lincoln’s
Inn Fields for the erecting and finishing certain houses and
new buildings on three sides of the said fields; and for the
conveying and assigning the rest and residue of the said field
unto the said Society.
13' Instances of attempts to prevent building in Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
The slow development of the Fields was also to some extent due to 
Government or Crown intervention; see:
4 Nov 1613, A letter from the Lords of the Privy Council to the 
Justices of the Peace for the County of Middlesex to restrain 
and forbid the buildings in Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
20 Feb 1613/4, The Benchers, Barristers and students of Lincoln’s
Inn . . . that not withstanding the previous Lordship’s letters
there was going ahead building in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Signed
by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of London, J.P.s of Middlesex,
Benchers of Grays Inn, Lincoln’s Inn, Middle Temple, and Inward
Temple.
Regs of Privy Council, vol.Ill, f 45, 1656 Cap 24: Enacts that
every building on a new foundation built within 10 miles of the
walls of London since March 25 1620 and not having attached four
acres shall pay one year’s rent or year’s value ... a commission
is appointed to administer the Act. For the prevention of burning
and firing of houses it is enacted that all built in the future
shall be of brick and stone . • • any new erection built after
29 Sept 1657 failing to comply with the new reflations shall 
forfiet £100 for the use of the Conmionwealth and £20 to the poor 
every month • . • various provisos including that for Lincoln’s
Inn Fields.
C.S.P. Bom.. 1656-7, vol.CCXm, 122, pp. 70-71.
C.S.P. Pom., 1657-8, vol.CLV, pp. 17-18, Act for preventing 
multiplicity of building in and within 10 miles of London
exception in favour inter alia of building in Lincoln’s Inn
Fields before Oct. 1659.
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Instances related, specifically to the building of the tennis court: 
drawn from The Black Books of Lincoln's Inn, ed, W.P. BaHdon, 1898, 
vol.H.
p.414, f. 629, 5 Nov 1656; It is ordered that the Stewards doe
take care to have an information drawne against James Hooker and 
Anne Tyler for new buildings in Lincoln’s Inn Fields intended for 
a rackett court e0
f. 630, 18 Nov 1656; Tteat the inf miration ordered at the 
last COTuncel to be drawne against James Hooker and Anna Tyler for 
the new buildings in Lincoln’s Inn Fields intended for a tennis 
court, be proceeded in by the Steward and prosecuted with effect 
not withstanding their petition to this Coouicel. (See petition 
below)o
p.415, f* 633, 4 Feb 1657; A cnw^Ot^ea is appointed for receiving 
propositions from l8r Henley and Mr Cowp**? concerning the building 
in Cup Field and from James Hooker and Anne Tyler concerning the 
new building in Lincoln’s Inn Fields intended for a tennis court, 
p.416, f, 634, 12 Feb 1657J The Cornell accept propositions made 
by Mr Henley and Mr Cowper and are aHowed to proceed with the 
building with the consent of the Society. A CoiwiOttea is set up
to deal with the conveyance - Sir Lislebona Long, (Recorder of 
London), and six Benchers. The mtter of the proposed tennis 
court is referred to the same comaOttee.
p,417» f* 635, 50 Apr 1657 J The conveyance respecting the buildings 
in Cup Fields is drawn. Ordered that it shall ba executed. Tha
master of the tennis court is adjooed.
pp.465-6, regarding the petition against further building I656,
’that now of late one Horatio Moore and James Hooker Gent claiming 
under the said W].l^ Newton and colour of tha said latter patent 
being now (as your Petitioner humbly conceive) enforce have pre­
pared a great store of bricks and other oo.a erials for the erecting 
of wore new buildings upon the said field • . «
C.S.P. Bom., 1656-7, vol.CXXIX, 127, pp.70-71.
Petition . . • That now of late one Horatio Moore and James Hooker 
Gent and diverse other persons unknown to your petitioners, claiming 
under the said Williem Newton by colour of the said Letters Patent, 
being not now (as your petitioners humbly conceive) in force, have 
prepared very great store of bricks and other oaerials for the 
erection of more new building upon the said Fields; and in pur­
suance thereof have lately set up and posted diverse printed bills 
in the most public places of this city, thereby to invite wen to 
take leases of the said Fields, and to raise naw houses upon the 
same, to the great prejudice and damage of your said Petitioners in 
their liberties and privileges aforesaid; they take advantage of 
the Lords the Judges being in their circuits, whereby the ordinary 
courses of Justice for preventing the same is for the present 
obstructed . . •
5 Aiugist 1656 His Highness referred this petition to the CoiuiscI,
15 August 1656 the Coiuicil ordered a stay of further building, See,
House of Go]moons Journal, VII, 563» 19 June 1657» debate on a Bill and
fine. pp.535 and 538 for reading of leaseholders in L.I.F. Petition.
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14 Cowper and Kirby Agreement, B.M., Ms Cart Cotton XXIV (47)«
Items 5 and 9 froom 1659 Cowper and Kirby Agreement.
Item 5 That the said Richard Kirby his executors administrators 
and assigns shall and will and sufficiently with stones pave all 
the breadth of the street alloted and appointed from the front of
the said two houses hence to the rails in range with the rails
standing on the north side of Portugal Row aforesaid and in 
length along and so far as the said parcel of ground doth extend 
and shall raise or take lower the same if need be.
Item 9 That the said Richard Kirby his executors . . • shall and 
vill enclose one piece of ground all the front of the said two 
houses with a brick wall containing the thickness of one brick and 
a half in thickness and in all ways in equal and ^^zmiullel proportion 
and range with those already made in Portugal Row aforesaid and with 
like and proportionable great grates of freeze stone and pavement and 
two great doors with brick and stone and he the said Richard Kirby 
... shall mike two such arches and vauLts of brick in equal height 
and breadth under each of the aforesaid to be enclosed courtyards of 
the said two houses and buildings with those made by Horatio Moore
Esq with iron grates to give light in to the said vaults.
Newton to Brookes, CR 16 Chas I (4), 054/3229/
See transcription n. 10 above.
16 For transcription see n. 12 above.
17' dose Rolls noting the staking out of sites in Portugal Row,
P.R.O., C54/3224/4, Newton to Murray, H.rdbourne & Monism, 10 Sept. 1640
ibido, 054/3172/9» Newton to ^nke, 15 Aug I638.
ibid., 054/3172/10, Newton to Plunkett, I7 Aug 1638.
ibid., 054/3172/11, Newton to Goode, 17 Aug 1638.
ibid., 054/3172/23, Newton to Hops, I5 Aug I638.
18 ibid., ClO/237/65, Complaint cites indenture to Cunningham, 1639*
19 ibid.
20 Hotson,
21 P.R.O.,
22 ibid.
23 ibid.,
24 ibid.,
op. cit., Appendix, p.
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Lincoln’s Inn Fields; Lisle's Tennis Court
Lisle’s Tennis Court - The Duke’s Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields
A Reconstruction
1656 - 1705
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Fig. 12
Covered Termis C courts and their Internal Dimensions
Length Breadth Height Type
St. James's Field 1619 100'0" 33*0" 20 * + Kuaaree
Merton College 1629 93’0" 31 *8 " 26 *0 "
Gibbons', Vera Street 1633-4 108*9"? 38* + ? Dedans ?
James Street, East. 1634 100'0" 40 *0 " 9 Qurrea ?
Sydserf, Holyrood 1647 ho'O" 33*0" ? Dedans ?
Lisle's, Portugal St. 1656 102*4" 38*4" ? Quarrea
Y/hhielnll Palace II 1662 118*2" 59*9* 31'5n Dedans
Hampton Court Palace M ti w
James Street, Wei;. 1673 110*0" 40 *0" 30 *0 " Decbans
De Garsault 1767 108*9" 38*4" 9 Dedans
102 * 4" 38*4" ? Quuaraa
liar shall 1878 108*6" 38*6" ? Dedans
Y)
Lisle * 3 Tennis Court - 'a Tennis Quarree Court*
On the site discussed above was built Lisle's Teittis Court which
was to house Daveetnt's Duee's Theatre Comjpuny* Tennis comets in the 
16th atd early 17th centuries varied considerably it size, but whet the 
game had become more carefully regulated atd whet circumstances allowed, 
they seemed to cotform to a regular pattern of dimensions. These 
dirnensiots differed accorditg to the type of court that was constructed. 
The court could be of either the dedats or quarree variety. TJy-ther 
figs. 10 atd 11, atd the tv/o pis. XXL atd XXII, provide visual expla- 
tatiot of the dimensiots atd cte.racteristics of the two types of court. 
The followitg comppaative chart sets out the pritcipal dirnensiots of
the two courts.
Length Breadth
External Ittertal External Ittertal Ht to Eaves
Dedats 112»9" 108*9" 42*4" 38*4" 30' +
Quarree 106»4" 102'4" 42 * 4" 38*4" 30* +
The differences toted betweet the internal atd external dimensiots it
each case are due to at estimated 2*0" thicktess of the walls of the
court. But it is the distinguishing feature of the dedats court that 
accounts for the difference it the ittertal letgths of the two courtso 
If a court possessed both the closed penthouse atd the dedats penthouse, 
it ms styled a dedats courtj if it contained only ote penthouse, the 
closed penthouse, it was deemed a quarree court. Both forms of court 
had the lotg gallery penthouse. It both itstances the width of the 
court remitted the same, but the dedats was lotger than the quarree 
court by the depth of its dedats penthouse. Fig.12 provides at 
historical comppaative list of tettis courts built during the period 
it which Lisle's tettis court was constructed."
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It is therefore possible in some respects to account for the 
variations of these tennis courts built once the game had become 
conventionally regularised. Irregularities nevertheless occurred 
in spite of builders’ and players’ efforts to conform, and it is 
suggested that one of the principal problems that bedevilled con­
temporaries, and has continued to trouble more recent researchers, 
is that of translation from French to Einslish,
Julian liarshill in his detailed history of tennis, The Armais
2 3of Terrnis, referred extensively to the work of de GarsauLt; but
Maslmll inadvertently misdirected subsequent theatre historians who 
turned to his pages and illustratoons for guidance. The crucial point 
is that de Garrault in 1767 explained the plans of the two courts,
dedans and quarree, which illustrated his work, pi.XXIII, in terms of
the French measurement of ’uieds’. The error that arose subsequently 
was that the pied was translated directly into English as a foot 
imperial measurement. The French pied however was not twelve inches 
long but 12.79".4
Martiall, abstracting from all the information he had gleaned, 
suggested an ideal dedans court having the internal dimensions 108’6” 
in length and 38*6" in breadth. His plan is redrawn, in fig.11. His
ideal quarree court might well have been 101*6" long had he envisaged 
a dedans 7*0” deep.
The height of the lower side walls seems to have been subject to 
variation, as was the height of the ceiling. On average the side walls
offered a height of about 17 ’0”, and the ceilings about 30’.0'‘.^
Applying the requirements for each type of tennis court to whit is 
known about the Lisle/Moore site, it is clear that had they wished they 
could have either the dedans or the quarree court with at least
one house at one of the ends. On the other hand it has been shown that
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they reduced the length of the site by allowing a 12 ’ passage on the 
western side of the plot and placed their service houses adjacent to 
the court on the northern side; decisions which woould nevertheless 
have allowed then to build a dedans court if it conformed to the pattern
described above, Hoowver, Cibber described the court as *a Temiis
* 6Quarrea Court, which is of the lesser sort*.
Laying amp^eis on the second part of this description, Hotson
pressed it into use to support his theory that the court was smUer
than that Harshall had suggested was appropriate for a quarraa court,
and further, such a sno.ll court would be possible on a plot only 75’0”
7
in length. Having shown that the site could accomodate a full sized
quarrea court I would suggest that Cibber reported it accurately, and 
was consciously distixg^iishing the one type of court from the other in 
his description, He was n,king it clear that the court was a quarree
court and that; it was smUer than the dedans court*
Ip the light of these considerations I have reconstructed the 
theatre in a quarrea court having the external dimensions 106’4" x 42*4" 
and the walls 2*0" thick which in turn provide an internal space 102*4" x 
38*4" x 31*6*. 31*6" is the estimated height of the court deduced from 
various courts and the recquirenents demanded in the reconstruction of
the theatre.
Lisle’s tennis court vas drawn by Faithorne and Newccrnut, pi.I, and 
by HoHar, pi.III, a few years after its construction, but neither of 
these drawings gives very detailed accounts of the structure. This 
deficiency my be rectified by reference to a near contemporary court
Q
built in James Street for vJ^ich there is graphic evidence of a com­
prehensive kind in the form of photographs, pis.JXV and XXV; water 
colour sketches, pls.^Xdl and XXTH and precisely drawn plans, section
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atd plat, pis.XXI atd. XXI. From all this informatiot it is possible
to form some impressiot of the coiurt that housed a theatre.
The exterior of the court, a lotg tarrow building, was p^robahly 
built of brick, perhaps retdered. The lotg side walls had a thick­
tess of about 18" to 24" atd they rose to a height of about 17'0".
Above these side walls were set posts which rose to support the roof, 
the ceiling of which might have beet about $0*0" or a little more from
the groutd. Alotg the two side walls would have beet the outward
projecting galleries. The posts supportitg the roof were quite light 
timbers it order tot to obstruct too much light from ettering the court. 
The etd walls would vary accorditg to whether or tot the tiled roof 
were gabled or hipped. It the case of Lisle’s tettis court, according 
to Hollar, both etds were hipped, pi.III. Uncontenttonally this tettis
court had its ancillary buildings ot the mrth side, atd tot adjolting 
0
at ote of the etds.
To supplement the itfoimatiot givet by Clhoabbes’ sectiotal 
elevatiot Charles Hidpeau’s Parisiat court of 1633, i'l.XAYIII,affords 
a more lively rna:rnsnniatiot of the interior of a typical tettis court. 
The rather primitive perspective of the etgravitg emphasises the letgth 
of the court. The same wall structure as previously mted is ot both
sides atd through the openings above these walls there are to be seet 
the gallery supporting posts where the tets atd blinds would hatg, 
similar to those showt at the gable etd of the courfcj a feature that 
is idiosyncratic of this cnur:. The joists it the roof are left exposed 
it the etgravitg but a ceiling is shown it pi-HC. It is believed that
more lavish courts were usually provided with ceilings, for a ball ws 
out of play it this area atd could easily become lodged amoigst the 
joists atd difficult to retrieve. Both the nagrae■itg atd Chambers*
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section of the James Street show the penthouses running along the far 
wall and. along the wall to the right. The particulars regarding the 
dimensions of the English penthouses are indicated in pi.XXII. The 
difference noticeable in the two far penthouses is not fortuitous, 
for each illustration shows the variation in the possible arrangement 
of the penthouses which is the major cause of the difference to be 
found in the length, but not the widths, of the developed tennis court.
The far penthouse in the French engraving, pl.XXWII, would be teamed 
a ’closed penthouse’ and that in the James Street tennis court a dedans, 
pi.XXI.
To conclude the description of the structure of the tennis court
consideration must be given to its functions, for this area too has
important implications when a tennis court is converted into a theatre.
The engraving of Hulpeau’s court suggests in a simplified form the stone
flags that were used to surface the playing area. There are several
descriptions of courts in England that support the use, indeed the need,
for such stone flags rather than any other maerial. ’The whole area
of the court is paved with nags of Caen soone, each one foot square,
making ninety rows of faags’, was the translation of the description of
de GuaraHt.^ Hrambers directed that the markings on the pavement
should be not chalked or painted but more permanently inlaid with un- 
12polished marble. The flags at James Street, when that court was being
converted, were considered by the Earl of Warwick in 1886 for his court
at YTarvick Castle, but on their being raised it vas found that they had
been worn too thin to bear moving and relaying. HoorHo /oore, (II),
Easter of the Kiin’3 Tents, at a meeeing of the Hawton Court Board
of Works on 7 May 17OO, argued that, ’without [a stone floor] no Ball 
13can give a tme bound’. ' But what is of interest is that the instruction
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noted by beneath the section of the Janes Street cm-t,
The pavement of the court on ski1;l arches, abt wide
and high wthlch wll keep it dry and is better for
the Play than if lay’d on the Earth.
Unfortunately, when writing his notes, he had not dona all his researches 
and left blanks where precise information would be welcome, but the note 
stresses that the ground beneath the court should, be excavated, in order 
to build soma kind of vaulting beneath it to ensure a circulation of air 
and avoid risznig; dampo
Thera is mention at Janes Street and elsewhere of cellarage that on
occasion was leased out to brewers. The builders or owners were thus
using to soma financial advantage a technical necessity. To provide such 
a storage facility as well as keep the court in the desired condition, it 
is suggested that beneath the floor of most tennis courts there was a six 
foot deep cellar, or if not a cellar, a shallower void in which tha 
vaulting was constructed.
ReconsSruction of LIF I
Before proceeding to a detailed description of the interior of the 
theatre certain assumptions that have been made in the selection of 
possibilities in the reconstruction of the first Dudce’s Theatre need to 
be explained, Those related to the auditoruiw. wll be discussed immedi­
ately; those concerning the stage vdll ba considered wore appropriately 
at a latar point.
The first assumption is that Davenant built the stage and auditorum 
on the existing floor of the tennis court rather than adapting the 
probable vaulted cellar beneath the flagged floor. Initially it might 
seen an attractive proposition to utilise the previously excavated area 
at the stage end of the court for stage mdhnery, and thereby gain on­
stage height in a building that was not specifically constructed to 
accommodate flying; space.
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Tkis possibility has beet rejected, for several reaslas. The
height of the forestage / jfirst, the level of the first row of 
A
the pi’ atd. its subsequent rows of betches, atd secmdly, the level 
of the first range of boxes. All three of these features have a strict 
relationship ote to the other. The eye level of the audietce it the 
first row of the pit should be about level with the forestage, i.eo, 
about 4*6" off the pit floor level. But it order to have clear access 
to the pit by way of, at the lowest, a 6' doorway, such at ettrance 
would rise to at least 1'6“ above stage level atd so prevett the building 
of the floor to the surroutditg side boxes level with the stage. This 
obstructiot is removed if the joists sapportiag the frott row of boxes 
are built at a level to allow access to the pit atd also level with the 
forestage. Bit it this itstance if the forestage were 7*6", (the height 
obtained by additg the joist depth to the workitg height required for 
traps beneath the stage), atd it were it part set below the existing 
floor level of the court, thet the pit area is eelf would similarly have 
to be set it at excavated space.
Howeevr, presuming that the mm door ot the torth side of the 
theatre was the principal ettrance and hatt tt was at gouund eevel, i.e., 
more or less court level, there seems very little space it which to 
provide a staircase dowt to the pit as well as space for the other 
pa trots movitg’ to other p^rrts of the house. At alternative assumptiot
woidd be that ±he floor level of the court was the floor level of the
boxes atd stage. This would require the total exc^-vi-tiot of the stage 
atd pit area to provide trap space utder the stage atd a circulating 
area utder the boxes for the excavated pit.
If all or aty part of this exca'reititg had to be dote by Daveitrnt 
before he started to erect the boxes atd the stage, presuming that there
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was a vauLt -’basemsi^'t to the court, 1 wo-iuld consider it excessively
expensive on the one hand and difficult to reconcile on two further
grounds. First, Thomas Reeve reconverted the theatre fairly swiftly
hack iso a tennis court for some £500.44 There is evidence that he 
15’rebuilt* one of the houses on the north side, ' but he would have, 
by necessity, also opened up the windows, reconstructed the penthouses, 
repaired the vaHs and roof, as well as redecorated the wlls in their 
customary black. But there is no mention in his Mil that he had to 
rebuild the vauLts or relay the floor; a significant and necessary 
part of the court and far more important perhaps than the rebuilding 
of the adjoining house. Secondly, Betterton and his seceding company 
appear to have reconverted the tennis court back into a theatre equally 
swiftly; at cost and in what style is impossible to say. Although
wlratever was done, as a theatre, it was capable of use for ten further
years and if the need had arisen, even longer. However it was a risk
that may not have succeeded and it might have been an expensive failure
if Betterton had undertaken extensive alterations. And again, there was
the possibility of the building gaining a frresh lease of life in 1705
16and when it was put up for tender in 1708.
My conclusion is that Davenant could work speedily and less expen­
sively on the conversion by erecting the theatre, stage and auditoriim, 
within the tennis court without disrupting the basic structure, i.e., 
doing no more than remove the penthouses and fill in the upper, approxi­
mately 10*, open wall space. Additionally the building could revert to 
its former function with the same speed and lack of expense, for clearly 
Davenant had no intention of staying in a converted building longer than 
was absolutely necessary.
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I assiwie therefore that the floor level of the tennis court was
the foundation on which the stage and boxes were set. This scheme
raised certain but not insurmountable limitations with regard to the 
size, both depth and height, of the boxes, But primarily the reper­
cussions would have been economic, for it reduced the possible number 
of rows of benches that could be ranged in the gallery. Here as else­
where in this building it would have been the width that was the greatest 
deficiency.
By keeping all measurements to a practicable minOuw it has been 
possible to place the pit, boxes, middle and upper galleries within an 
estmated 31 *6" height, which is reasonable for a tennis court, without 
resorting to excavations.
The second assumption is that if the events surrounding the 
conversion were as discussed above, Davemnt employed the same procedures 
as those adopted when, in the past, theatres had been erected within the 
Banqueting House or the Great HU in White HO. 1, These were conversions 
which had been undertaken by Inigo Jones and John V/ebb, both of whom 
Davemnt had worked with previously. Further, it is very likely that he 
was advised by Webb in this present undertaking. In this particular 
there was no innovation but there were dissimilarities which gave rise 
to innovations which had lasting influences.
The principal amorist these was the way in which the stage and the 
auditorum were combined in an organic whole. Formerly in Court pro-
duclions of msques and plays there was certainly the integrating force 
of the laws of perspective creating a strict relationship between the 
stage and the auditorim or, more specifically, the prosceniiwi arch and 
the royal dais. But in those performances of msques or indeed plays at 
Court the need of the actor to mke his entrance on to the forestage did 
not seem to emerge; the actor, except when moving into the body of the
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hall, played ‘behitid or withm the prosceniim arch, of. Muutapha,
1663, pis.XXX atd FOX, desi-gted by Webb at Wit^]ellSL^'F Ftt-thebnre, 
the side pew4" seatzmg rebained against the walls atd separate archi­
tecturally from the prosceniim arch. With the emergetce of the public 
theatre arid its adoptiot of Ccourt theatre practices came the teed, the 
pressure, to ittegrate the two parts of the house by means of more 
seatirng atd boxes which, whet Hiked with the prosceniim, absorbed its 
separating atd decorative functiot whilst providing the facility of 
entrance doors. It retained its ’pictorial1 fsnctiot. This aHowed a
fusiot of the styles, the Elizabethat thrust stage combined with the 
19prosceniim arch atd its perspective scetery creating a totally tew
form. Newrtheless, regardless of the architectural features that 
combined the stage atd auditoruim, it was still geometry that controlled 
their relationship atd pnportiots<,
Of the few architects atd met of the theatre with whom ^¥6X1-^ had
had a lrng workitg experietce there was trne who could so readily lead 
20the theatre itto the future as Jltt Webb atd perhaps it was his design
that the Duke of York was discovered studling whet he was visited by
Antigo Salvetti it Jatusrl 1661. It a dispatch home, dated 27 Januarl
1660/1, Amrigo Salvetti, the brother of the Florentine agett it London,
recorded his ^^e^i’itg with the Diuee:
Thet he showed me the desist of a large room he has 
begut to build, it the Italian style it which they 
ittend to put ot shows as they do there [in Italy], 
with scetes atd mchines; but it will hardly be to 
the taste of those who have seet the designs of 
Cardital Giat Carlo.21
Sir Willism Daveirant had taket the leasethe ternis court it
, G? P Cl.
March 1660. He S'cb^i(9 July 166O, atd lpened the theatre 
it Jute 1661* l-e SdcJ
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The plans for the conjectural reconstruction of LIF I are the 
ground plan., fig,16; and the longitudinal section, fig.17*
This reconstruction therefore observes the basic design principle 
which Jacobean-Restoration architect-designers seemed to apply when
conditions were favourable. Ths two basic requirements of an auditorum
and stage with perspective scenery were fulfilled by the equal lengths 
of the stage, proscenium arch to back wall, the principal vanishing 
point, and ths proscenium arch to the royal or centre box, the principal 
point of vision. In the theatre this became respectively the distance 
between the proscenim and the termination of the vista and the distance 
from the proscenim to ths front box or the rear of that box, i.e,, 
within the box arsa. A conpprism of ground plans suggest that the 
critical distance, proscenim to back wall was determined by the possible 
breadth of the hall. Thus a double cube structure, with additional 
working space at both ends, was the ideal. (See comppaative chart, 
fig.13, dovm to the building of Covent Garden). 7Yith the advent of the
forestage and ths rise of wider custom built theatres the breadth of the 
theatre determined the total depth of the stags, including the forestage, 
and the proscenium arch position was plotted by the required proscenium 
door and box measurement encroaching on the forestage. In each case the 
remaining depth of the stage, proscenium to the termination of the vista/ 
back wall, determined the distance from the proscenium arch to ths front 
centre box. Diag}ramttcally this could be shovm as two squares over­
lapping by as much as is required for the forsstage.
These theories I have adopted and adapted in the reconstruction 
projected here. They are slightly modified in each case by factors that 
cannot be avoided and finally their influences have been reconciled.
Of
Consequently it is for these reasons that I suggest that because 
the tennis court was 58'4" wide Dj^^^mc^Sj’s stage was about 58'4” from 
proscenium arch to the back will, and 58*4" from the proscenium arch 
to the centre box, with a forestage 16*6” deep providing a stage box 
and dur of entrance, Mora specific points of design will be discussed 
under separate headings below*
There are two md-ifying factors that have been considered in 
adopting this proportion. First, the length to which Davernnt increased 
ths adjacent scene house on the north side of the theatre, and secondly, 
the projected placing of the min entrance into ths theatre somewhere 
between ths scene house structure and Daverstnt*s house, at a point at 
which it would not encroach on the back stage area and yet give adequate 
entry to the front of house corridors leading to the win foyer/staircase 
at the rear of the auditorum at the west and, had located his
scene house, dressing rooms and a<dmOm.stration on the eastern side of the 
building, Therefore I an assuming that that was the most logical and to 
place the stags in the tennis court, and consequently tha auditorum and 
the win staircase were in the west end of tha building.
Unless it were necessary for Davernant to relate this extension
functionally in some particular way to the stage area it would seen to
oe unnecessary for him to have gone to such extremes as to knock down 
22Witherings’ wall, even if initially he had not envisaged court pro­
ceedings ensuing as the result of his action. He could have built up to
the wall and not involved hinself in difficult legal transact! onso
The position of the win entrance is conjectural and dapends on tha 
acceptance of DaTven&n-t*s scene house taking up 42* from east to west and 
the Davenant house being sons 52' long, The first point has been dis­
cussed above but dth regard to the second, I suggest that thia eastern
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side of Davenant's house came a significant way across the rear of
58 Portugal Row, for the deeds relating to the house cite the pales
to be 4' from Davenant*s house rather than the tennis court^ thereby
suggesting that the house and not the court was the dominant building
at the southern end of the Witherings plot.
Auditori-urn, Foyer and Corridors
The main entrance on the north side at tennis court floor level
gives access to a corridor at the lowest 7*6", at the highest 8*, and
about 6*6" wide, which leads round underneath the boxes to a foyer 17*
wide and 58*4" long at the rear of the pit. The corridor continues
round behind the pit to another entrance to the pit on the southern side.
The stairs to the boxes, middle and upper galleries are situated in each
corner of the foyer. Access to this corridor and foyer is gained possibly
by doors in Portugal Street on the south side, one sited to give on to
the foyer at the western end, and the other, close to the doorway into
the pit. There is no evidence for the former probability but for the
latter there may be. It rests on an interpretation of two separate
entries in Pepys* Diary, the first for 28 December 1666 and the second
for 6 February 1668. On the first occasion he noted,
From hence to the Duke's House, and there saw Macbeth
most excellently acted, and a most excellent play for
variety. I had sent my wife to meet me there, who did
come and after the play was done I out so soon to meet
her at the other door, that I left my cloak in the
playhouse, and while I returned to get it she was gone
out and missed me.
This could mean that they both left the pit by two separate doors and
missed one another at the north side entrance. But he did write that
he had gone *out* and left his cloak in the 'playhouse* rather than the 
'pit', which suggests that he had left the building before he realised 
that the cloak vas missing. However, it would seem difficult if there
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were only ote exit from the theatre ihsi they should have totally lost
each other evet if hhere were two doors out of hhe pit. On hee cuond
occasion P^]p^J3 teid aga^in loBh his wife for he recodded hlrnt after a
performance of She WoiuLd if She Could,
The play being done, I itto the pit to look for m 
wife, ie betng dark atd ratntng, but could not find 
her; and so say/dd going bet^wem the two doors and 
through the pit at hour ohO a half, I think, after 
the play was dote.
It is conceivable therefore that these totes refer to the main dn:r to
the theatre and the 'other door’ itto Portugal Street. Evet if this
were tot the case atO it could not be accepted ot this evidenoe, it
w^iuLO seem more natural snd safer to hove at least ote other entrance
ot the Portugal Street side of the theatre for the use of patrons. If
patrons did not congregate on this southern side of the building there
seems little point it having 'shops’ there, which I presime were a kind
of hut or market place booth for the sole of refreslments, perhaps 
23tickets, playbooks, prologues and epilogues. '
Auditorium
The desigt for the audit orum has been bused ot the description
by IMaglooti. This description. from his I669 Journal whhlst it the
. 24entourage of Cosmo dt Meddci has recently beet reascribed by O.'rreZLl. /
3
to the Dihe’s Theatre rather than the Theatre Royal, Bridge^/Street as 
hod previously beet thought.
Msg-dti refers specifically to the circularity of the auditorum:
The theatre is pjractically round it plat, surrounded 
within by separate olbJartbents it which there are 
several degrees of seating for the greater comort 
of the ladies and gentlemen who, according to the 
liberal custom of the colUItrl, shore the same boxes.
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The reconstruction attempts to reconcile the anbbigiity of incompleteness 
suggested in the phrasa 'practically round in plan', by setting out the 
central and principal boxes in a circular fashion and by linking them 
to the proscenim forestaga with boxes running parallel to the dlls.
It is hoped thereby to realise ths qualified roundness of tha description.
Boxes
At the first floor level the boxes are alprlachad by the foyer 
staircase wlhLch gives on to another 10'6" promenade and through a 
separating curving partition into ths 5'6" box promenade and two, ona 
on each side, 2*5" passages. Tbis partition is intended to separate 
niddla and upper gallery patrons from those in the boxes as well as to
form a sound barrier.
Tha placing of the boxes within the auditorum is determined by
the theory discussed above wlh.ch requires that the distance of tha
furthermost and central box from the proscenium arch is dependent on
ths dimension of ths proscenim arch to the back wll or termination of
vista, and that in turn is related to the width of tha theatre stage or
building, Consequently I have set the boxes 58*4” from the proscenium
arch, the radius for the arc, 12'1-g4', is derived from the width of tha
pit, 24*5”* The width of tha pit is, of course, determined by the depth
of the side boxes and the side passages. Here, whilst the depth of the
boxes has been kept to a WnWuw, I have rejected the possibility of
splaying tha side wills of ths auditorum and prosceniiwi in order to
mantain a reasonable width for ths box passages and tha widest 
25proscenium opening possible in a narrow building,
In practice this permits five boxes to ba set out in a semi-circla 
which answers tha roundness of MlaatlOti*s description and the moodf!-
cation to that roundness is reflected in tha one box on each side running
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parallel to the wll, thus linking the 'round' auditors■m to the
straight llrestage boxes nnd prosceniim, In all there are seven boxes
encircling the pit, each divided by columns at 8' centres. Those on
the curve are 8’ deep and those at the sides about 4’6". The centre
box is 21'10" from the front of the flrestage. Each box could have
its own door, which is speculative, and each would be separated from
its neighbour by a low partition as lhl^n^lolti mentioned. The three
central boxes each have a capacity of 24 seated on four benches. The
outer two boxes each have a seating capacity of 16^ atd those adjacent
to the stage boxes 10 on two benches. The total estimated capacity 
%
would therefore be I24.
With regard to the phrase ’several degrees' found it the five 
circular boxes, this has been interpreted, as meaning more than the usual 
provision of two benches in the side boxes. It this case four rows, 
more or less complete according to the shape of the particular segment, 
are suggested, each stepped 4" from front to back. Although there is 
depth in the audit©^^ space to afford more rows than four, there is, 
acting as a controlling element, the constraint of height, in which three
tiers are to be ordered.
The benches are 10" wide and the spaces I’?'! at the rear the bench
width has been increased to 18", because of the will behind the seat 
27restricting the patron's posture. '
At the front row it all tiers the height of the box is 7’0".
The Middle Gallery
The middle gallery is reached by continuing up the main foyer
staircase to a 17’ wide prlmeIta(Oe. Thereafter this gallery follows
identically the description of the boxes but for the stepping of the 
28benches. 9" has beet sHowed here.
4: Ir s'komid ha- ttict It alC-p—re3 «*»-€. ^5'H^al.lso( $. tihU Hvtj .
H^u/d/hot he s’nfarpmted h-o n<\xe /ho more / goi4e.,
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To provide greater height in this promenade, if the upper gallery 
floor were to follow ths height of the gallery at its highest point, 
i.e., at the rear of the upper gallery seating, it is suggested thct 
ths gallery is aplrlachai on each side by a balustraded bridge. ThLs 
gives at least 6' head room into the gallery and 15'6" for the middle 
gallery patrons in their promenade. Capacity of the middle gallery is
estWated at 124.
Upper Gallery
Oily two rows of benches have baan provided in this gallery.
Again, height prevents more in an area in w]ti.ci more steeply rakad 
seating is requiredo Even if it were suggested that the existing 
ceiling could have been raised in this region to afford greater
height, there would have been the omlm joists of the mf to contend
with.
In spita of ths several criticsms one finds from Pepys when he
sat in the Wddls gallery, of the upper galley hie had no clmplaintsi
16 December 1661 ... To hhe Opera ... Gutter of 
Coleman Street • . . and it being ths first time, the 
pay was doubled, and so to save money, wy wife and I 
went up into tha gallery, and there sat and saw very 
wll.
Whhaher or not these gallery benches went round the sides of the auditorum
I am not altogether sure. This point will ba considered along with that
of the forestage booces and galley boxes - balconies which also served as,
on ona side, the mouse room. Access to these balcony boxes seems to have
been achieved by 'passing through the scenes’, a mater CiLCi needs fuller
examination below, On balance, wy opinion is hiah these gallery boxes did 
29provide a third tier to the house. The estimated capacity in tha gallery
and its boxes is 80. There were possibly 8 further places over the balcony.
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Pit
The pit is 21*8" deep atd 24*3" wide. It is reached by two 
30entrances, ote ot each side beneath the side boxes, adjacent to the
stage, and up steps. The raked pit has 10 rows of benches 10" wide 
with 1*3" spaces, except at the front next the stage where 2*0" has 
beet allowed. The capacity of the pit is estimated as about 124 but 
with the addition of 16 more seats if hinged seating was used at the
ends of the rows.
The pit benches have been placed parallel to the ^raGtage for
Mgglooti’L, when referring to the pit, noted that,
Down below there remains a broad space for other 
mernmers of the audience.31
Since the impression gained was of a 'broad space* and it had no special 
feature worth commuting upon, such as that it was curved to follow the 
shape of the boxes, or that it foHowed the curve of the forestage, the 
broadness expressed would seem to indicate lines of benches stretching 
from one side of the house to the other across the pit ebpptsisiag its
width.
The rather short bench set at the rear of the pit beneath the King’s
box has been introduced to satisfy Pens* remark.
By and by the King came; and we sat just under him, 
so that I durst not turn m back all the play.32
The least desirable seats in the pit were probably those imnbdOatell below
the forestage and it is here that Pepys was sitting probably on 8 January
1663, at a perfomonoe of ITDe's The Adventures of Five Horns,
and though early, were forced to sit almost out of sight 
at the end of one of the lower forms, so full was the house.
I do not presume that it ^s a regular practice but it ^s possible 
to Hy actors over the pit. During the Kind’s Corimaon,s residence nt the
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theatre during a perfomanca of Bufetti’s farce, Mcbeth, in the
Epilogue tha stage directions required that
55
Three Witches fly over the pit. Riding upon Beesones.
The Fore stage
The forestaga measures from wall to wall 24*5" uud is 16'6" daap 
from the proscenim arch to the front of tha stage, At the foot of tha
stage there was a rail of sons kind, either like that; in wood drawn by 
Inigo Jonas at tha Cockpit in Court, or a wrought iron spiked deterrent 
in the style of those frequently seen in 18th century illustrations.
That there was such a rail is clear from the Epilogue to Davernant *s
Tha Mci' s tha Maser,
Others are bolder, and never cry, shall I?
For they make our Guards quail,
And 'twixt Curtain and Mil, ...
Oft ao^t^^ing their hair, they dLlk in Fop-Allay.
MooVng up-stage a few inches into ell-alley there wo’lUli most probably
have bean a cut for the footlights which way have been flexible, rising
and falling, and operated from a winch below. The ramining surface area
of the fore stage would probably have had more traps than are shown on the
plan but ona can be certain that; there was ona single ^^<3Jha^:Lsad trap and
a double, grave trap, which way or way not have been wdnnisad. Tha
single trap was used in at least two plays as the stage directions s^ow,
Then is heard a noise with Thunder and Lightning at 
which tme Ben Johnson personated rises from below.
Edward Howard,
1st Prologue, The Women*s Qonquust, I67O.
and again in the saiopd prologue,
The Second Prologue personated like Ben Johnson rising 
from below.
And later, in Thomas BiuffSt's, Tha Empress of Monono, the trap was in
use. The stags directions for the prologue note that the ghost of Labas 
36ascends and at the end of his speech descends.
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Hom.et was frequently perfumed ot the Diuk’s Theatre and it is
not unlikely that a double trap, a grave trap, was used in the pro- 
37due tin.
One reference to traps in use during Betterton’s t^e at LIF II 
comes from stage directions in the text for W* Morntfut’s The Life 
ond Death of Dr Faustus, Act I, scene i, (15 M.r 1697), iu which 
•MepholtophoOis under the stage1 rises through a trap as from Hell, 
and a few lines later, 'Spirits ascend’, which suggests more than one 
trap on the llrestage.^8
The Side Walls: Fore stage Boxes and Doors
Ot each side wll at stage level there is a stage box having the 
internal breadth of 8’3" and 7' in height. Each has two rows of benches.
On each side upstage of the stage box there is a stage door, 3*6" x 7’*
The capacity of these two boxes is 20.
At the middle gallery level, over each door, probably projecting, 
there is o balcony furnished with flexible doors or windows in an opening 
3'6" x 7’O'*. Over the stage box in continuation of the middle gallery 
there is a box adjacent to the ealclal. Above and over each section of 
this second tier, according to the height of the prosceniim arch, there 
were possibly two further boxes, each would fora o continuation of the 
gallery boxes in the audit orum.
Dividing the boxes from the doors there are pilasters WtLct also 
serve as a frame unifying these fen tuns on both sides of the stage and 
lead to the prosceniim arch proper,:, There is no graphic or literary 
slurcl for these pilasters or their design and they are totally conjectural
I have made provision for only one door at each side of the prosceniim 
for I am unconvinced by the evidence that there were two dn:rs on each side 
of the forestage in all Restoration theatres, and resnve discussion on 
this controversy for separate consideration below. '
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Proscenium B^conies over the Entrance Doors and over this Stage Boxes*
Balconies over the Entrance Doors
The reconstruction of the stage door balconies takes into account
the demands reflected in LIP texts. A balcony that projects seems to
be indicated in Boyle's Guzman, performed 16 April I669, which in both
speeches and stage directions mentions action taking place 'under the
Balcony'. In Digby's Elvira, a door on to the balcony is required by
actors who are directed to be 'peeping out of the door into' a balcony.
And Camilla and Co. have passed through this door to appear in the
balcony, Act III, scene i, in Truce's The Adventure of Five Howes,
PerL■Laps the 'door' is latticed and can also do duty as a window or the
door is replaced by a window in Davenant's A Playhouse to Let, Love and
Honour in which Evadne and I.Iellra are seen at a window above, and again 
50in The Man's the Master and The Rivals.
The Balcony Boxes and Music Room
After a performance of Shadwdl's The Sullen Lovers on 5 May 1668, 
Pepys noted that,
He and I up to the balcony-box, where we find my Lady
Castlemayne and several great ladies; and there we
sat with them.
On 7 November I667 at the Dryden-Davenant version of The Tempest Pepys
was,
forced to sit in the side balcone [sic] over against 
the musique room at the Duke's House, close by my Lady
Dorset, and a great many great ones. The house mighty
full, and the King and Court there.
For The Roman Virgin, Weester-Betterton, 12 May 1669, he was again 'in 
the side balcony, over against the musick', where he Mid hear, but not 
see . . . but the trouble of my eyes with the light of the candles did
almost kill me'
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Locating the music room and these balcony boxes which were
obviously in close proximity presents several problems that remain
unsolved, Langhans was not absolutely certain when he wrote, referring
to the seat from which Pepys viewed the play, 'In ona of ths galleries,
close to the stage, and partitioned from gallery spectators, perhaps?
In his latest reconstruction he avoided tha debate altogether.^ But
tha above ex-tracts from Pepys do partially help. First they suggest
that ths balcony boxes are at middle gallery level and therefore nicap-
table as seating for the nobility rather than in the upper gallery
region. Secondly, they were large enough to iild at least seven or eight
with cnWort, Thirdly, on tvfo occasions Pepys was in a box adjacent to
ths music room, on ths ona hand, and on the other, an ordinary gallery
(middle?) box. On the first occasion, 5 May 1668, he would have bean in
a box on the opposite side of the theatre facing the music room. Finally,
the balcony boxes were closa and high enough to the chandeliers over tha
apron for them to irritate Pepys*s eyes, hhether or not the music room
could accommodate the nina or tan mliiciaps and their instullmtepts that 
42
Killigrww*T could boast about at his Bridge Street theatre is also diffi­
cult to determine. Ip this instance ona does not know if this number
was housed in an orchestra pit or split between two boxes on either side 
of the house, If the latter then Davemmt could have matched Killigrew
when tha occasion arose. Howwer on no date does Pepys record having 
passed through tha scenes in order to take his seat.
Yet aciats to these balcony boxes, probably for both ths audience 
as ^^^3.1 as the ouitcians, seems to have been through the scenes rather 
than from tha staircase at the front of ths house, for there are references 
to passing through ths scenes to the balcony, Davennan’s Epilogue to 
The Man's the in 1669,
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Kay often you swear, whet places ore shown ye,
That your hearing is thick,
An so, hy a Lowe trick, 4,
You pass through our Seems upto the Balcone*^
Provision for this I can only make hy suggestion and on no authority. 
Clearly the balcony, both music room and the place above the stage
door had to be easily accessible to both the actors and the muicians 
since they were moving in and out of these areas frequently, and ob^eLos!5ly 
freely, during the course of the action, but with regard to the patrons it 
y/ouIO seem that Davenant thought it a liberty, cozened or extracted, 
that patrons went through the scenes to their alaols in the balcony boxes. 
To reoch these boxes I tnee drawn very acute steps or a ladder rising from 
the stage to a perch on both sides. This would also give on to the balcony
as well os the box beyond. But I do not think this entirely satisfactory 
though adequate for actors moving swiftly from stage level to the balcony; 
it seems today hardly appropriate for patrons to go by this route, and yet, 
however undignified, the 17th century patron my tsee done. I suggest 
therefore that first, there might have been a doorway through from the 
adjacent 'scene house’, or secondly, the audience approached these boxes 
by way of a staircase in the up-stage corner which was connected to the 
perch or floor above by some kind of bridge like the fly floor. Perhaps
the fly floor was used (though unlikely), unless there were internal 
steps down to the balcony level from the gallery tiler; but oil this 
seems rather tortuous. Of all the possibilities I favour nt approach 
through from the scene house but that would not solve the problem for 
those patrons siting in the stage left balcony boxes. Perhaps they 
could also take their seats, ot both sides, from the front of house.
Total House capacity is therefore: pit 124; boxes and stage
boxes 144; middle gallery and balcony 144; upper galleiy 80; in all.,
492. (j3%, Wth * TW& OM
A fat , On
jo/r&g5 Ctk h? J
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Before crossing from the apron stage to the upper stage 1 should 
interrupt the description of the reconstruction to explain the reasons 
for my rejection of the possibility of there being two doors on each 
side of the stage giving actors entrance on to the apron. This is
crucial to the whole reconstruction and to the acceptance or rejection 
of the four door theory.
The Apron Boor Controversy
1n 1913 when —amiton Bell published the ’playhouse’ drawing he
realised that he was ’reopening a question which one was disposed to
regard as settled’.^4 hint question was the controversy that remains
dovm to today concerning the number of doors on the apron of the
Restoration stage. 1n his own tmie R.W. Lowe, interpreting Cibber*s
description of Rich’s alterations at Drury Lane, claimed that there 
4.5were two doors on each side of the apron of Wren’s theaare. &i the
other hand Lawrence had demoonsrated tint four doors were an exception 
and that two, one on each side, as in the older Elizabethan platfomi 
were the rule.**
This present discussion neither attempts to refute the work of 
those who have made reconstructions of the ’Wren’ ’playhouse’ drawing, 
pl.XXlX, nor to enter the developmental debate. 1t is however a defence 
of the suggestion that the ’playhouse ’ drawing does not show the 
Royal Drury Lane as it was actually built. perhaps the drawing was a 
project for that theatre, in which case it is of course useful as a
reflection of contemporary thought on theatre architecture and con­
sequently it may show features that are exceptional and unconventional.
This drawing hov/ever has been steadily accepted as both conventional 
and ascribed to Drury L^s, in spite of all its inconsistencies, since 
Bell’s first tentative attribution. Those grappling with Colley Cibber’s
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rscillechion of Cli’istopier Rich’s alterations have attempted to 
reconcile the two descriptions, verbal and visual, to their mutual 
satisfaction.2^ Tins is particularly relevant in the area of tha
cintrivarsy relating to the forestage with its doors of entrance and 
stags boxes. The ’Playhouse’ drawing undeniably tiiws two doors on 
the apron stage but no boxes - thus persuading historians reconstructing 
not only Drury Lane but other 17th century theatres that two doors on 
the apron before the proscenim arch on both sides, was the convention 
adopted and developed at the Restoration to accommodate tha fusion of 
former and contemporary forms. But Cibber's words do not necessarily 
require or imply that there were either two doors, or two doors and a 
stags box on each side of tha stage on tha apron of Drury L^ne.
Cibber noted that,
the area, or platfom of the old s'taga projected about 
four feet forwarder, in a sami-oval figure, parallel to 
the benches of tha pit; and that the former lower doors 
of entrance for the actors were brought down between the 
two foremost (and then only) pilasters; in the place of 
which doors, now tha two stage boxes are fix’t. That 
where tha doors of entrance now ars, thara formerly stood 
two additional side-wings, in front of a full set of 
scenes, which bad than almost a douhls affect in their 
loftiness and mgnsfiisnce, By this original form, the 
usual station of the actors, in almost every scene, was 
advanc'd at least hsn foot nearer the audience than they 
now can ba; because, not only from tha stage’s being 
shorten'd in front, but likewise from the additional 
interposition of those stags boxes, the nchlrs (in 
respect to the spectators that fill them) are kept as 
much more backward from the main audience than they 
us'd to be.48
A reading of this description unprejudiced by influences IDoo tha 
'Playhouse' drawing seems to convey that Rich substituted on each side
of the stage a box for an entrance doora This door had been set; between 
two pilasters the upstage one of which was probably part of tha pros- 
ceniiw arch, Previously this door and its corresponding door on tha
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Drury Lane Alterations
according to G, Cibber,
Skcedied on R, Lea.croft's recontruction of
the Wren ’Playhouse' section.
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other side of the apron had been the lower doors of entrance without
any other doors further down stage on the apron. Now Rich placed the
lower door on each side of the stage upstage of the proscenium arch#
1n order to support these doors he removed the first set of grooves
and replaced them with a false proscenium. This false proscenium was
architecturally coordinated with the existing architecture by providing
it with a pilaster on each on-stage edge thus increasing the number of
pilasters from two to three on each side. By introducing this frame
upstage of the proscenium arch in the place of the first set of grooves
the opening was automatically reduced to that previously presented by
the flats and borders operating in the first set of grooves. The laws
of perspective relating to scenery would consequently have imposed the
very conditions that Gibber lamented, namely that the new false pros­
cenium caused the diminution of the scale and effect of the remaining
scenery since the first set of grooves now ran in what had been the
second set of grooves. At no point did Cibber mention any more than
the substitution of one box for one door and the subsequent loss of one
groove position to accommodate the dislodged door. He never mentioned
the loss of any number of entrances, only the changing relation of actor
and audience once the actor was forced to work further upstage after the
apron lad been cut back.
The influence of the ’Playhouse* drawing has also led textual
researchers to visualise the authentic stage directions derived from
prompt copies or printed texts showing evidence of prompters’ notes, in
terms of this drawing which provided four doors of entrance - two doors
on each side. In those instances where six doors, three doors on each
side, seem to be required, the assumption seems to have been that these
entrances would have been made through the two entrances on the apron
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and between the prosceniim arch and first set of wings, or, as seme
have suggested, through three doors all of which were on the apron.
E.A. Langlhans, the most authoritative voice on this tadty problm* 
30has bernee less d^O^ia^nt tn thi s oonnt down the esars. tn his thesis,
it 1933, he cited ass proof for the existence of four doors at LIE I n 
stage direction it Etter0ge*s She Woodd If She Cmid, produced 6 February 
1668, ■
Enter the Women and after 'em Ccurtail at the lower Our, 
and Freeman, nt the upper ot ih,coatrarl side.
Act II, i.
But more recently he argued against his inner conviction that this wis 
31still an open question. In his thesis, he interpreted the stage
directions from Call's The Eatg-ish Princess, LIF I, 7 March 1667, in
the light of his previous deductions related, to She WouLd If She CouLd,
citing two stage directions,
Enter Catesby, atd Rad^aH ot ote of the Doors bellrl 
the Curtain,
and
Enter Lovel at the other Door before the Crurtain.
Here ^nghans thought that there were two curious stage directions Wtiot
at first seemed to be evidence of only two doors, me on each side, but
in view of the previous proof related, to She Would If She Could, it might
be better interpreted as meaning two doors in front of the curtain lime 
52and another two eetiaO it. Clearly, os he oOrntted, Langlhans was
influenced here by the prejudice fostered by his reading of the Ether-ge 
stage direction, but, by itself, it does not require more than one door
on each side.
Subsequently whet discussing this problem it the light of leidltcl 
for Dorset Garden (the successor to LIF i) , Langhans felt unable to
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defend ths four door thaoiy on tha grounds that about seventy five per
cent of the plays written specifically for Dorset Gtriap between I67I
and 1682 required no more than one door on each side of ths stage, and
he clammed the sane more recently in as wany woiri.2’ All this fora-
stage space was sooeiow to be found in a theatre thah was smUer than
Dorset ^^dan and before the prassnh work silws tlmt the theatre was 
ca
larger than that projected by nooson upon whom Scanlan. and Ianghans
depended,
56Robert D, Hune defended views when criticising Spring's
reconstruction of Dorset Garden, succinctly stating the casej ’Dispute
about hhs number of doors at Dorset Garden is idle. No published play
text or extant prompt book for a Dorset Garden pCit c.early requirss
more hinn onr door on each side of the stage. V^re more tlmn wvo such
entries are required (in all) the actors could use wing passageways and
scene doors.' Spring relied iea^vLll on the ’Playhouse’ drawing and an
interpretation of Cibber that was wade to conform with the visual evidenca.
57Langhans himself returned ho the debate in I98I,
In front of ths min curtain was a forestage oar apron 
... flanked by proscenium doors, at leash one if not 
two on aach side of the stage.
But in no known prompt script of the early Restoration period is 
there any marking of the specific placss of entrance. Lutsi’ in the century
definite entrances are dis tp:lgui shed by hhs annotations,
L.D.O.P., U.D.O.P, and L.D.P.S., L.D.P.8* and
U.D.P.S., or L.D.O.P., O.P., U.D.O.P., and L.D.P.S., P.S. 
and U.D.P.S,
In ths second instance no distinct middle door is nD^d^d 'Since Drury
Lane after 1696 had only one proscenium dur on enci side of the forestage, 
the references to upper doors must have been to entrance vays between the
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59wings or doors in the wing units.* " Again one finds this adherence
to the ’Playhouse' drawing when interpreting Cibber's lines. Inciden­
tally, there is no date for the introduction of the terms ’prompt side’
or ’opposite prompt’•
But could it not be that the l.l.C.P. or L.D.P.S. means either
that one door on the apron, or after 1696, that one door nov/- above the
proscenium arch at Drury Lane to which Cibber referred as the Lower
door regardless of date? All the other entrances mentioned would there­
fore necessarily be upstage of the proscenium arch and made between the
wings.
There is, 1 would suggest, an earlier text, that for The Female
Rebellion,^ a manuscript which shows signs of stage directions probably
emanating from a prompt copy or a writer conversant with contemporary
stage practice. This text has been variously dated and attributed.
Allardyce Uicoll attributes the play to Henry Burkhead, but undated, and
the editors to 1678,but 1 would place it nearer the end of the period,
after the Monmouth rebellion and the battle of Bedgemoor in July 1685.
62The epilogue suggests internally a connection with Dorset Gaaddn. hhe
variants on the places of entrance on each side are as follows,
at/from ye/the Left at/from ye/the right
at the inner part of the/ye Left at the inner pt/part of the Right
at/from the outer/outward part of the left
A general place of entrance/exit is nominated,
from the bottom of the scene.
What emerges from this terminology is that entrances were effected from
three points on each side of the stage and no distinction was made
specifically, in these cases, to any door on the apron part of the stage
- all the entrances/exits whether through proscenium doors, doors erected
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between the prosceniim arch ond the first set of wings or between two 
sets of wings with or without doors, were deemed doors of entrance.
Unless there is specific reference to practicalities such ns
knocking, pushing, locking or re la Hons hips vith balconies above the
entrance/exits any entrance could be mode through one of two Ooors if
there were such, or, ns I am inol:nLeO to believe, one only d-OHr oo 
63any of the spaces between the first three sets of wings.
A reappraisal of Langhans* interpretation of the stage direction,
Enter th•. V/omen, and after 'em Courtall at the lower 
Ooor, and. Freeman at the upper on the contrary side.
might suggest that there was only one Our on each side of the apron at 
LIP I. This is on area of personal directorial res,ding of the text and 
wlhlst it cannot be conclusive I wouLO suggest that there is an alter­
native plotting of the scene which wouLd not necessitate more than one 
door on each side of the apron; indnd I wotuLO go further and clam that 
directions do not moke the position clear enough to support any categorical 
statement, only that one door rother than iwo is the most likely.
First, there are few stage directions that can be considered in 
isolation and in this particular instance preceding directions wil be 
taken into account. All stage directions to left and right stage are m 
own of course, and could be reversed without detriment to the basic 
plotting movement suggested in fig.15o
Act II, scene i, She WouLd If She Could is set in The Muuberry Garden, 
a full stage set sandwiched bltevlea two interiors, and the section is 
initiated by Couurall and Freemn. It imtters little at tie moment hoo 
they get on stage but there are five stage directions to negotiate lllore 
the critical direction in question.
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1. I assume Oouutall and Freeman are upstage of the proscenium arch
in ths scenic area so that the women Ariana and Gatty my pass between
then and the audience, i.e,, Cout^l,! and Freeman do not havr to turn
upstage to note the presence of the girls,when
Enter Ariana and Gatty with vitaris, and pass nimbly 
over the stage,
For argument's sake I suggest that they enter stage left and exit stage 
right. Perhaps they enter through an apron door, perhaps upstage of tha 
proscenium; there is no clear direction in hhr text.
2. Ths men decide to follow and the direction is,
They go after the Oornon.
Consequently they too exit ah the sane place as ths women on stags right. 
5* 1wnodiately hhe women ra-rntar, lresumc'bll from t^^e right,
Enter Women again, and cross the stage.
The comic business seS up hers requires hrs girss os enter from stgge
right and cross to saggs Seft . Clearyy hayy could nos owes on from tha
same point ah which they made their exit for they would have met the men
- thus es•tailishLislg that there were two entrances on stage right. Here
there way well be tfo apron ilirs stage right or perinpt the actors wade
their previous exit above the proscenium arch stage right and now make
their entrance through a proscenim apron dur on stage right crossing
hha stage to stage .eft preparatory oo another exit.
4* The tone go out, and go about the scene to the other
door,
Enter CouifalI and Freeman.
Taking the first part of tha stage direction first, because the direction 
is that they ars to go out and rush round upstage behind the scene to the 
other door I presume that the women are to go out at ons door and fe-entgf
through hhe other door on hhe opposite side of the stags. This direction,
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if there were two doors on each side does not indicate wt_ct of the two
Ours on stage right t^tiey are to use, and. neither does it distinguish 
between the exit Ours on stage left. AddOiiomlly it is also possibly
an indication that there are only two doors on the apron, one on stage 
left and the otter on stage right. HoY/wer, the women go off down stage
left through the door on the apron and circle the stage in order to re­
enter on the other side of the stage right on the apron. (This does
indirectly point to the fact that there was no staircase in either down
stage corner wtict would have sHowed the actresses to cross under the 
stage by a met easier and swifter route).
The second part of the stage direction orders Couutall nnO Freeman
to enter, simply providing the instruction,
Enter Couutall and Freeman.
I nsswe that they enter on stage right by the same entrance as the women,
i.e. the apron stage door on the right side, Ih'’ they went in ctase of
the girls and are following then ot stage by the sone entrance the girls
tad used. They, the girls, leave the stage empty for a and the men
follow, Couutall first and Freeman after tim. Freeman directs the scene -
5. Freeman: I’ll follow directly. Do thou turn OoeaL the
cross-walk onO meet ’em.
How Freeman stands breathless in the middle of the stage and Couutall goes
off in wltLch direction? - ’down the cross-walk’ with the intention of
meeting the women. He cannot go back down stage right from whence he tas
just come, that would spoil the comedy and reduce the sense of the ctase ; 
quite apart from ruining the women’s entrance two ncmOs later wrtict we, 
the readers, Luot/ about but the audience does not. Again, te cannot go 
down left and exit through ttat Ooor because te tas to cut the girls off, 
not foiow them. So through which exit/door does Couutall go to ’turn
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dovO. the irlss-walk’? Because I Believe that all these entrances and
exits would not he carried out around two doors adjacent to onr another
on each side of the stage, tha movement Being almost impossible fi^giret
of eight on the apron without w-king either choreographic or comic usa
of the whole scenic stage, I suggest that use was made of two further
exits Between the scsnas up stage in the wings. But I have absolutely
po idea of where Courta11 mazes his exit, or Freeman aehef hie. Perhaps
a possible answer would aeerge from a consideration of hhe critical
stage direction itsrlf, recalling tinh there is hardly any tea betwran
speeches and exits and re-eptrancas.
Enter the Y/omen, and after ’em Courtall at the oowar 
door, and Frawmcn at the upper on the contrary side.
Certainly Freeman could have wade his exit through the lower door on stage 
left ready to appear ah the upper door stage left iwloriatell on cue, but 
iifectorialll- this seems to me to lack the cloLi possibility in the scene, 
I hiefeeore suggest an alternative plotting of tha scana which seems eora 
in tune with hhe comic situation and also does not require two doors on 
hhe apron.
We are told that the women enter by the lower door and I have 
suggested that it is on stage right. Before they have gons very far on 
stage Cowrtall enters swiftly beiipi them from hhs sane door, this he 
does so swiftly on his exit that I tw led ho believe that the previous 
exit oust have been to the stags right between apy one of the wings on 
that side but not the lower door or if it should have been tha upper door 
why are we ot t told ? 0^1^11 verr ext t ge took he was not told to nun 
round the scene from stage left to stage right. I thPnc an upper door/
exit iatceep hhe wings on stags right w^iuld have served to have takap m 
’down the irlts-calk’ to meet ths women, Howwevr, aovurtnll accosts the
women causing attention ho turn to stage right and the women to turn about
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in their tracks. Immediately Freeman enters, up left, at the upper 
door on the contrary side ani sw.tch.es attention to the left. The 
women turn about again to find themselves trapped between the two men. 
Certainly this could have happened and a similar effect achieved had 
this entrance by Freeman been made through the supposed upper door on 
the stage left apron but the element of surprise in the entrance both 
from the women and the men for the audience is surely part of the comic 
business of this scene, I do not presume it to be a modern convention 
that one utilises the whole space of the stage in an exterior scene 
to gain effects and here the diagonal movement over the stage would
gain expression by use of all the possibilities open to the actors. At 
the same time the expectancy of the audience would be shattered to comic 
effect, for if the audience can anticipate the entrances in this scene 
the comedy is diminished considerably.
Even if my plotting of the scene were not acceptable, it nevertheless 
shows that the distinction found in this text between upper and lower
doors does not necessitate these doors being placed on the apron. I see 
no reason for there not being a lower door on the apron and an upper door 
upstage of the proscenium arch. In other words one door, the lower door 
placed as Cibber described below the proscenium, arch, and another upstage 
of the arch, the place to winch Rich removed the former lower door of 
entrance at Drury Lane, and yet another door/entrance further upstage 
between the wing flats. In this mamer one furnished the stage Wth the 
three entrances on each side of the stage identified in the later prompt 
scripts, But in all probability they existed at LIF I from its very 
inception. In both cases, the Ether&ge text and Cibber's Apology, there
is only one reference to one door on one side and one on the other.
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The Prosceniim Arch
Tte prosceniim arch according to its styling cnuLcd if arcteO, 
rise to about 22’0”, springing either 6*6" from the top of the pilaster 
capital, or if a- oompalrte arct ultimately rise over all to about 22*.
It could of course taee been square framed and the lintel supported at 
any point above the capital of the pilaster according to the ordering of 
the decoration. But I favour a height greater than 13*6" for lttl2wirl 
much of the sagged curtaining would tave hung in an ugly fashion beneath 
the architrave impeding the vision, rather than forming a valence to the 
frame when in the raised position. Tte arct I envisage would not be 
unlike that rtlen in tte Bumey skettc, 4 pl.XCIII. Tte width of the 
arch, not including any decorative profile produced by the framing 
pilaster would be 24*6
The Curtain
There seems little doubt that the usual practice was to draw the 
curtain up in festoons rather than take it up into the flys straight, 
for which there was no height at LIF I, or draw it off stage by means of 
a traverse track. I presume that then was a decorative valence tanging 
elhia.O the prosceniim arct behind which the curtain was hung, and when 
it was drawn up it provided a decorative frame to the stage as is found 
in the Burney sketch and, at the risk of being unHstorical, lnl might 
refer to Hogaath’s 'Beggar’s Opera* paintings for an example,66 pi.XL.
The curtain seems to have been mii^^ged in the sabl way in Betterton’s 
period of occupation as formerly.^
Lighting
I envisage at least three chandeliers tanging over the fora stage
area and probably as many tanging over the pit augmenting the sconces 
67attached to tte box front panels or dividing columns.
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The Stage
The reconstruction of the stage area is based upon two presumptions.
First, that Davemnt was working in conjunction with, or with the advice
ofjJc^hn Webb when he planned the DiAe's Theatre, LIF I. This probability
is based on the fact that Davenant had worked closely with Webb on masques
before the Civil Wan, and that it was Webb who designed the settings for
Davermnfs Siege of Rhodes at Rutland House in 1656. Furthermore it is
not beyond the bounds of possibility that it was Webb who adapted his own
earlier designs to fit the stage at Lincoln’s Inn Fields when the theatre
opened with that play in June 1661. Webb himself clamed that he was one
of the few, if not the only person, capable of designing not only the
settings but also the necessary architectural environment required for 
68this new kind of thea-are. This claim came after his conversion of the
Great HU in WriteHll into a permanent Corut theatre in 1665. The 
extant drawings, plans and sectional elevation for Mstapha, performed 
in that theatre, after opening at Lincoln*s Iii Fields in 1665, are shown 
in and XXX. The presumption is therefore that if Webb worked
with Davenant early and late, Webb would have been the man Davemnt relied 
upon when it came to architectural and scenic maters. That allowed, it 
was in all probability Webb who originally designed MustaphB. at the Mce’s 
Theatre. Consequently whatever was initially required wouLd have been 
transferred, where possible, into the Court theatre* A comppaison of 
the two stages, or more precisely, a compaaison of the possibilities 
offered by the two buildings, leads to some interesting similarities 
which support the deductions made here', the second presumption, that the 
designs for Musttaha at WritelhaLl reflect with certain moditications the 
staging facility at Lincoln’s Inn Fields. It w.11 be recognised that 
Mjuitaph^ was designed in the masque tradition exe]eealfied by Jones designs 
for Salmaai^ Spolia» Caveman’s masque of 1642. ‘
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The most important similarity ip the two buildings with regard to 
staging is that tha Great Hll was 39*8” wide and the tennis court 
38*4”? thus revealing a virtually insignificant difference of 1*4”*
The depth required by Webb at 0^6^1.11 was, from elrestage to back 
wall, pot back cloth for practical reaslPt, wcs about 30*6", and at 
Lincoln's Ipp Fields it is clear that even allowing for a genuine 
elrsstage of 16’6", it wcs still possible to provide a stage depth 
from proscenim arii ho back wa.ll of ah least 38*4"’ In this instance 
LIF I stags was, or could be, deeper than that nt Whitelhdl by nearly 
8’0". With regard to height, there is po definite information except 
that nt 011^61^11 Webb could raise on a 5'0" iigi flrastage an arch 
with a 23’0" opening topped by a 5*9" architrave, which was boarded ip 
over the top to feaci hha joists. This gives a clear working height 
of ah least 51’9”* I have estimated hhs clanr working height to the 
joists ip hhe hspnis court as being about 31’6"( If I were to calculate 
the working height of Lincoln's Ipp Fields not from beneath stags level, 
aico^inting for trap space, but from the level nt WtiLci the pit joins the 
elrettage, the dimension would be about 28*6". Thus revealing the fact 
that the difference ip practical working height is caused by the naed, 
at LIF I, to provide trap mchinery, ltiarwisa the area devoted ho the 
stags in both buildings is wore or lass the same, although it is
probable that the height to the joists ip the Great H.11 wcs greater 
than that thought lriiabls for a tennis court, At LIF I the height, 
stage ho grid, ah ths proscenim nrch is 24*0",
Within this space there are cerhaip moiiiications ho be considered 
in the application of the Wiie]h,ll design to the situation ip Lincoln’s 
Inp Fields. First and foremost Webb was not called upon to provide n 
forettage and the corresponding stage doors and boxes. Attention is pot
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drawn to this point in order to discuss the wi-der issue of the
differences between Court and public theatres but to note ’00’ in
not providing stage doors onO boxes, Webb could take greater advantage
of the width of the building to give a wider prosceniim opening titan
wouLd be possible in the alternative circumstance. Tte two most
important repercussions of this fact is ttot first, any adaptation of
the Whitehall design would require a slightly reduced prosceniim
opening in order to accommodate the required forertage laoilitlee5and
secondly, a decision tss to be made os to whether or not to increase
the distance between the prosceniim arch ond the first set of grooves
so that it becomes a wiOe enough space through wtict an entrance my be 
69made, i.e., 1*9” increased to say 3*6”, 7 and consequently increase the 
stage Oeptt by 1’9'S or reduce the full set of wings from four to three, 
thus sacrificing either, or both, decoration and stage space. I tave, 
because there is adequate stage depth, adopted the former possibility.
MoHOfying the 1665 plan for Mustaato accordingly, I have drawn up 
the plans and elevations for the reoonsttuoiioa stowing the Muutapta 
setting reduced in width, increased it Oeptt ond reduced in height.
With regard to the height of the Great Hll in WhttehoSl, there is 
no record, but WId's longitudinal section for Mustapta stows that it
was possible to take the prosceniim arct to 31*9" and rake even higher, 
to at least 7*0” at the up-stage end, his temporary grid. In addition 
there was n boarded off area topping the prosceniim, it is presumed, to
the lateral beams in the rool. Having set the mnmum requirement for 
the height of the auOitoruim at LIF I at 31 ’ 6”, and stowt the nnO to 
accobmolo,tl a trap beneath the stage, the working height would be 
slightly less than that enjoyed by Webb in the Great HS1. On the other 
hand rather than improvise o temporary grid it would seem to me that the
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joists of the original building would have been used to serve this 
function in the tennis court. The height on stage at the prosceniim
arch is therefore 24*0”. Within the space 38*4" % 38'4" x 24*0° the 
scenic possibilities have been disposed.
Adjusting the layout of the wings and the shutters to the public 
theatre I have retained the four sets of wings provided by Webb in his
design for Muutapha, but moved them up-stage so that by setting the 
first set of wings 3*6" up-stage of the prosceniim arch, the first 
opening on both sides can be used as an entrance. In this space the 
curtain would also operate.
The following chart sets out the ordering of the wings, shutters
and relieve scene, the differences that will be noted when comppring 
these figures with those on the plans are due first to the
modiiications that take into account the reduced size of the LIF I
prosceniim opening because of the need to provide boxes and doors on 
the forestage, and secondly, to the reduced height of the grid. The 
repercussions of these alterations cause first, the narrowing of the 
openings between the wings, and secondly, they reduce the openings in
the vertical dimension, stage to border, as they progress up-stage to
the back cloth.
Whiste!! LIF I
wth ht wth ht
Prosceniim 30 *8" 23 *0" 24 *6 " 22*0"
1st wings 29 *6 " 20*3" 21*6" 16*0"
2nd wings 23 *8" 17*9" 19 *0" 14 *0"
3rd wings 17 *0" 14*9" 15 *0" 12*0"
4th wings 13*0"? 12*3" 13’0" 10*6"
Shutter 15*0" 11*0" 15*0" 9*6"
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Following WeWb’s practice of raking hhe stage to ths shutters 
and then building; it horizontally to meet ths rear will, I have raked 
the stage, - 1*, over the first 18*4" up-staga of the prosceniw
afii and hiareafter aHowed it, over 20*0”, to run parallel with tha
floor below. Beneath the stage ip this area I imagine the space ^^y
well have bssp utilised, as dressing rooms apd store rooms that would 
be required by not only ths stage wapcgseent but also those who tended 
hhs candles and laptarns throughout the theatre.
Before moving op to discuss tha other facilities required ip the
on-stage area, it is perhaps at this point that it is nlpro;p:rinte to
state ey attitude towards the controversy concerning iisparsei shutters
and the reason for w not including them ip this reconstruction.
70Richard Southern projected hhe possibility of dispersed shutters
ip grooves, above and below, as a othod of presenting and withdrawing 
large scenic elements thah filled the stage from wing to wing, rising 
from ths stage to the borders, down stags of the w-in shutter system.
Such large units moved by these weans he claimed, offered the possibility 
of bringing dowistage on a grander and wore mgnPficept scale, the 
shutter nnd its relieve scenes that had previously bean kept upstage of 
ths fourth sat of grooves. Southern applied himself particularly to an 
analysis of hhe structure and heiinicue of mewing ThoifPilI’s design for 
’The 1st Great flah Scene*, pl.LVII. Hs suggested that this vast piwca 
of scenery was constructed ip four parts, divided in half vertically, 
apd .1^ half then divided again horizontally, and thnt it was drawn 
off stage into the wings when not required. He thought it would have 
been set upstage but dowistaga of tha principal shutter system.
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This same piece of scenery, together with another of simlar 
proportions, will he discussed ot length below, in relation to tteir 
attribution to the Queen’s Theatre in the Haymarkt, consequently in 
this place the argument my be kept to basic principles.
Obviously large scenic pieces suct os 'Tte 1st Great flat Scene'
were employed but that they were all of this size is another mSter,
Begga'dless of tteir size the problem revolves around the definition of
a ’flat scene’. Was it technically possible ’o operate in grooves large
framed out soeaes, i.e., large Hats divided vertically at the centre
and possibly divided again horizontally, if they were dispersed at any
point downstage of the principle shutter? Or, if it was not possible
to present such large canvasses in this matier, alternatively, was
another technique adopted, for example, was there a method for flying
out suct sctats? And further, regardless of the technique employed,
were all suct Hats termed 'flat scenes'?
71Langhans first challenged Southern’s proposition and recently
72Spring tos ignored L^Ltjglt^io^' caveats and adopted Southern’s position
76
wlhlst HoHand'7 tos totally bLsunderstooO the whole problem.
unaware of ^ngrtms' work, I tad come to the same oonclusOan7'7 and sub­
sequent research woiuLO suggest a bolOficatioa, if not a 
with regorO to Southern* s theories. VWitli working on another aspect of
Tholn.ntll,s work I found additional evidence ’tat ’hi ’flat scene’ did 
76not necessarily tun in grooves but was flown in.
In his ’Diary’ kept during tis visit ’o Paris and more particularly 
to L’Hotel Oe Bourgogne in 1717, Thorrntll noted ’tot 'the Hat sctne of 
a Pavil Onpt down easy’, and tint the theatre tod a 'Front clott well 
painted w^ goldn foliage’.^ Talen together, thist notes on rolnic
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details help to clarify the mtter. The technical problems of maa- 
puLating large scenic pieces that w^iuld comppise the Southern 'flat 
scene* in grooves and the evidence from Thonnhll persuade me that 
the ’flat scene* was invariably flown in and out and possibly, hut 
rarely, in the 17th and early 18th centuries run off in grooves.
The technical difficulty resolves itself around the arac'fcicability 
of moving flats of'the dimensions involved in particular theatres of 
the day. Mlttouverability presents the ulteelate problem.
Should it be thought that ’The 1st Great flat Scene’ at the Queen’s 
Theatre is an unusually large piece of scenery for a singularly large 
theatre, one might suggest a ’flat scene* which was designed to sit 
behind the prosceniim arch of this present projected LIP I. It would
be 24*6" wide and 18*0*' high at the very least. If it were divided in 
half vertically, for it would be unnecessary to cut it horizontally, one 
could neither withdraw it fully from sight, nor extract it from its 
grooves for the width of the house is 34*8" and 48*0" wouLd be required. 
Further, in this instance, as in others, when such a piece is placed 
behind the wing groove positions 1 and 2, no actor could move freely 
about the stage or approach the apron entrance doors. A particular case 
in point is the scene discussed above from She WouLd If She Could w^ch 
presents this very problem. The interior scenes are withdrawn to show 
the Muuberry Garden which will change to an interior tmnediately after 
Act II, scene i, and yet in that scene the actresses are asked to exit
from one door and run round the scene to the other door on the other side
of the stage. They would surely have been trapped down stage by the 
withdrawn, interior * flat scene *. It is not meraly a problem of moving
the shutters on and off, there remains the problem of removing them and
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stacking them off stage once out of their grooves should this need to
be done during the course of the play. Certainly an experienced stage
hand could ’run* one of these flats, or two men would not have difficulty
in handling one part of the shutter, but the space available off stage
in which to operate and stack the flat is denied them; apart from the
additional likelihood that they might bury flats that are to be placed
in the wing grooves at some later moment. The dimensions set out below
illustrate the problem at LIF I.
At prose, opan:big, 24*6" shutter requires 49f0"; width of stags, 38*4"
U/S of 1st groove, 21*3" " ' ' 45»O' •; " " ' ’ 38>4”
U/S of 2nd groove, 19 ’0" " ' ’ O' ' 38 *4",2 ’4" +
In this last instance there would be 1’2" available on each side for a
passage. But I think this would be reduced by several inches for each
half of a shutter would be probably at least 9" larger than the opening
it was to fill. The extension would be required for central masking over­
lap, and off stage masking. This does not account for that part of the
flat that would have to remain in the groove in order to secure it in its
off stage position. The figures show the degree to which this technique
is a rather limited practical proposition. If of course these shutters
were required to operate at some point between two sets of wings rather
than immediately behind the down stage groove as noted in the figures
above, the width of the shutter would be considerably larger the further
it was placed up stage.
Alternatively if, as Thornhill claimed, the flat scene dropt down
easy’, it might be more reasonable to consider the manner of flying these
pieces, whether or not they had practicable elements built into them. I
suggest that they were flown either on a drum, where there was no height;
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77or taken out in sections,. -%■ or Y 5 or, as might he possible in some
up stage position, taken out in one piece. The ’flat scene’ could
therefore be a cloth or even a framed out cut cloth according to require­
ments.
For these reasons I have not considered it appropriate to introduce
dispersed shutters in this reconstruction of the stage at LIF I. I do
not, of course, reject the operation of dispersed shutters elsewhere, or
at a later date, I only reserve judgement in the case of these early
theatres.
Flying Facilities
Apart from the flying required for the raising and lowering of the
curtain, the borders and the possibility of flying in and out ’flat
scenes’ at any interval over the stage as discussed above, there are
instances recorded in the texts of the use of chariots. Whether or not
the grid was a conversion of the original joists or a grid was set up
higher in the roof space it is impossible to say with any certainty, but
somehow it would have to be equipped with catwalks that would have allowed
the actors to climb into these machines hanging over the stage. Also
from practice, it would seem that it would have been necessary to build
fly floors, probably on both sides of the stage, from which the flying,
regardless of its complexity, would have been managed. The fly floors
could also serve to support the upper grooves of the flats. It would
also seem advisable to operate the flys from a gallery rather than the
stage floor when there would have been scene changing in progress during
a performance. Stage hands would have been feeding the grooves from
scenery stacks resting against the walls. With lines trailing around,
even when tied off to cleats, lines going up to sheeves in the grid would
have been a positive nuisance and prohibited the stacking of scenery.
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Langhans tas observed that,
AnO if Davemsnt was unable to reconvert thi flys to 
suit his own purposes, we can understand why so few 
LIF plays ask for much in thi way of flying machines; 
indeed it was Killigrew at Bridges Street wto alsrlrslO 
f^sncy muUnery, and Davemmt a’ LIF who lavished 
attention on rceneiy.78
True as this statement '^y be, ’he activities of thi King’s Company were 
not inhibited by suct limitations when they took over the theatre, onO 
although my not tave useO them frequently, ’hey my well tavi
bttn built into the capability of the flys before the Kung’s Company
strivedo
In 1674 when thi Kung’s Company performed Buffett's farct parodying 
Davernat’s tosbeth, it tos ’Prrfomud with new and costly tochines -
which were inventid ond mmged by the most tngenlsus Operator Mr Henry
Wright' o TTOsj mmsh wws claimed on tie tttle page a*id the sSage directonns
abpaify the eflec’si
Three Witctis fly over the pit. Riding upon Beesomes.
Hecc&'il descends over the stage i n a doriou s doriot, 
adorned with Pictures of Hell and Devils, and made of a 
Wicker Basket.
and later Heccate tas the lints,
In a Basket Cloriot I will wont,
*Tis tme I know by m count.
Thunder and lightning accompanied the singing flight of Heocate.
This would not, it siims to me, overtax ’he overage flyman in any 
79theatre equipped to Oo thi basic flying olbbon to most plays.
Earlier, torch 1664, in Flecknoe’s Lovt*s Kingdom,’hi Prologue
spoken by Venus was delivered from thi clouds and the spectacular entry 
•i'the clouds’ by ’he OesctnOing Castor and Pollux, with ’he later descent 
of the four Continents in ttiir own clouds 'in which thi ropes art con­
cealed', all convince ont ’tat the Duce's Theatre possessed the ability
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80to mount a spectacular flying show if and when they wishhd® Cavnndish
in his The Lovers, 28 Mrch 1667, required a cloud michlne for
the descent and ascent of Venus and Cupid.
A^ain, when the Betterton Company occupied LIF II, 13 March 1697, 
flying was required in Montfort’s The Life and Death of Dr Famustus,
Act I, scene i,
A good and had Angel fly down,
indicating a flying system equal to that initially installed in LIF I, 
and six lines later, after speeches from each angel, according to the 
stage directions the ’Spirits ascend’. This has been dealt with under
the heading of traps, but perhaps these spirits were at stage level and
81flew.
In the Roof
In the roof space in the east end was the grid and the catwalks
which provided access to the flying machines. Access to the grid itself
was probably effected by will ladders from the projected fly floor.
Towards the west end of the roof space there was machinery which 
need have been no more complicated than winches placed at appropriate
positions to raise and lower chandeliers that were used to light the 
house. It is thought that when the witches were flown over the pit
advantage was being taken of the existing machinery previously used for 
lighting. The possibility of this suggestion is derived from the example 
of the lighting over the pit at the Quuen’s Theatre and also that used
today, still extant from the eighteenth century, in the Royal Court
Theatre, Copenhagen.
Although this area over the auditori-imi in theatres built later in 
the 18th century was used for the wardrobe, wigimkers, barbers and painters, 
it is not thought that this practice was developed as early as this first
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w-jor conversion into a ’modem' hieatre, but they could well have besp 
aicoeIneidted^ otherwise these activities were probably carried op in
hhs wdp scene house,
It would be difficult to claim that hhe thunder run later introduced
ip this part of the theatre, was installed ah LIF I at this early data.
Ths thipdef that is called for ip ths stags directions may well have been 
provided back-stage by means of a thupier sheet or by tha orchestra,
Os Stage Lighting
Equity difficult to claim with any csrhaipty is the sclla of lzLg^htJiPg
equipment in LIP I and LIF II. Certainly, like the thunder rup pltai nbove, 
82thsrs were works published explaining ■techniques by which atmospheric
iinpget could be achieved, Amongst hhs early plays produced at LIF I 
Tiuce’s The Adventures of Five Hoous, particularly Act III, scenes i and ii, 
require flexibility ip lighting. In both scenes reference is wide to the
darkness of the pighh and the rising moop - but no stars are to be seep - 
as if stars usually nciie]pnsisi stage mooiPit scenes. W^i^zLPg from dark 
ho light, on the other hand, in DavennnP’s A Playioisa to Let, the sup 
rises. Further, as noted above, thunder, lighting and flashing fire was 
used in Boyye’s Guzwcn, Act II, scape iv, ths latter two elements only
seep to their best advantage on a darkened stags, though of course tha 
stage could never have beep totally blacked out during these or apy other 
night scene.
Hone of these effscts is nsw whether achieved by tha use of trans­
parencies during the night, Hell scenes with their flashes of light from
ths contemporary version of tha lycopodium pipe, or aqua vitaa cn^^In- 
grations, for much was traditional either to tha Elizabethan stage or 
that of the Court w,sque. Eleanore B^^T^eS^l in The Restoration Court Stage,
records the clphemporarl lighting equipment ranging from chandeliers over
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the stage area, sconces fixed behind the flats and borders over the
whole stage as well as behind the relieve scenes. All of which could 
probably have been dimmed either by the method advocated by Sabbaatini, 
the cylinder lowered around the light source; or the cupboard door 
method employed by Motta*
Consequently one can project a basically simple technique of lighting 
by candles and oil lamps which was both unwieldy and dangerous. Together
with the lights on stage noted above, there should be included those
beneath the stage for Hell and those which iiuiminated the divinities who
descended in clouds.
The ’Scene House *
The estimated floor area of the scene house is 42’ x 17*6". This 
building was Caveman's extension to the original house at the west end 
of the tennis court winch is presT-med to have served as changing rooms
and refrehlment rooms. In its original form it is estimated to have been 
about 18*0" x 17 *6" in plan and about 17*0" high, topped by a roof hipped 
on the tennis court side and gabled on the north face. It might well have 
had attic rooms. The reason for suggesting this height and shape to the 
roof of this extension, and it applies equally well to the *Dave]ntlt 
Horne* to the west of the tennis court/playhouse, is that it is unlikely 
that the side walls of the tennis court were constructed any higher than
about 17’0". Above that height there were the open spaces which were
provided to allow light to enter the court. Any obstruction to the light
on the north side of the court effected by the two adjoining houses would 
surely have been a defect in the design and serviceability of the court. 
The problem therefore arises with regard to Davennnn’s building and re­
construction of the smller house as to whether or not he built above this
17’0" limit when he extended the building to cover an estimated 42’0" 
along the northern wall. Related to the above point is wither or not
12b
built tis extension in brick or wood or n clmbeinatiln of ’ttse
mSerials.
Several facts assist the saecusLatioa. First Baveinant wo^ld stem to 
tave mOe an intrusion on to Witherings' property from which te could 
easily withdraw. Secondly Reeve's repairs were concentrated in this area 
according ’o tis Bill. Thirdly, there are no known agreements with the 
owners of either $8 or 37 Portugal Row with regard to ony eiaOles that
Davenant might tave v/isted to place in these new north and west walls. 
Finally^ wltatever Reeve did to ’his house when ’he tennis court reverted 
’o its former function, Betterton was able to use ’hie resources of the 
rlclnversion as a theatre without very met trouble.
AggoLnst these facts my he planed wlwt is dorlnately knnovi about the 
extension. First, it contained the box office ann front of louee anoares's
lfliol; evidence is drawn from two notes. Bavenant was to appoint 'three 
aerslas to receive money for the said Tickets in a room adjoining to the
said Theatreg witt actors appointing ’wo or three 'watchers' of the money
, , . 85taking.
Tte Epilogue to Love and Honour, by Baveinant, 1673 > teips to explain 
’he whereabouts of the box office and an additional detail with regard to
thi yard behind ’he theatre between this extension and Daven^t's House; 
’tot it was paved!
Troth Gentlemen, you must vouchsafe a while 
T'excuse ray mirth; I cannot choosi but smilel 
And ’tis to think, how Hik a subtle epie,
Our poet waits, ’o hear tis destinie:
Just ith1paved Entry as you pass; the place 
Were first you mention your dislike, or grace.
Pray whisper softly, that he may not tear;
Or else, suct words, as stall not blast this Ear. 4
Apair-t from the public entrances ho ths theatre there was also n back­
door, according ho tha Prologue to The Siege of Rhaies, part II, line 12,
We have your Money, and a Back-Door too,
This ’iack-dlor' I presses was the stags dur situated at the rear of 
the building, probably hhs original back door to the changing rooms of 
hhs hsppis court, that gave op ho the narrow passage way at the sastarn 
side of ths building, It is probable that hhsfs was also another door to 
this extension adjacent to the box leeics giving on to the yard ns an 
alternative for hhs patrons collecting their tickets hiroigi n pigeon 
hols in ths western will, It my have been through this door that patrons 
were able to pass through the scenes ip order to rsnci their seats in ths 
stags boxes nnd the balcony swats, possibly taking a detour vin the 
dressing rooms, but I think that hhe door, tha ’back-door’ wcs the stags
door.
It was probably this door that Pepys mentioned when ha, on 29 April 
1668, 'went out ho see Haris' when he hnd gone to the theatre ho sea
Ths Tei-mpst. And again, 11 My 1668, ’After tha play dopa - I stepped U£
ho Haris’s dressing room where I never was', V/Haher or not hs went out
or through the scenas on this occasion is not recorded, but it seems that 
there was no easy access to hhs backstage from the w,in body of ths
auditorum,
Taking into account tha abova considerations, the Scene House con­
version is thought to have replaced ths old cinpgipg rooms ns tha theatre's 
w,ip block of dressing roams. There wcs room for mors nccoweeiitiop beneath 
the stags if required; and Davenanp’s extension, probably built is brick 
and wood, measuring nh the largest 24’ x 22*, (outside dimensions),
my have hnd doors knocked through where necessary ho tha theatre. Op
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the ground floor the area would have been divided, up by partitions to 
serve for ai]eentstration offices and the box office. If the ceiling 
were at about 7*6" the floor above would be the scene dock which, in 
the region of some 19* up stage, the height of the raked stage would 
allow the 7*6" height to the rooms below and be a reasonable point up 
stage at which to have an opening into the dock from the stage. A door
in the old tennis court will could be knocked through at the required 
height, or rise to the height of the fly floor, i.e., some 16* off stage 
level. I estimate that the highest flats used down stage would have been
about 16' even if the prosceniim opening rose to 24*. The scene dock 
itself need not have been any higher than 17 * in which to manoeuvre the 
flats into their stacking place once inside. Further, below at floor 
level, doorways may well have been knocked through to allow connections 
between the adjacent house and the under stage area. Ajart from providing
the dressing rooms and offices, the adjacent building would also have 
tccomeoddted the green room, wardrobe ana wigimkcrs.
Bayexnan * s House
Little has been found with regard to Davennan's house. Previously 
Lisle's house provided accomleerition for the manger of the tennis court, 
now the domestic accom]eeritiot of the Davenant family and guests, as well
as the actresses in the com]^^. This house was situated on the north 
side of the main building towards the western end, plan fig.16. It was 
indicated by Hollar, pi .HI, in which it is seen to have a double gabled 
roof. It was referred to in two conveyances of the plot and the house
No. 38 Portugal Row where it was noted that the house was 4’ beyond the
blue pales that divided the tennis court property from that of the 
northern plots, and again in Richard Reeve's will when it was in the
 !2y
occupation of Thomas Betterton. By estimation the depth of the house 
hos betn drawn ’o measure 10*6" and its length, deduced from otter 
indentures related to ’he houses on the plots numbered later 39 and 40?
about 32*0",(plnn fig.16), Witt regard ’o its height the same strictures 
would apply as those mentioned in cllanectioa with ’he single house at ’he 
east of the crnct, ’tot is, ’tat thi original height of the house Wert 
it abutted ’tie tennis cour’ would not tave been any tigter ’tan about 
17*0", On this long side of the house, which ^s divided into two gables 
in the mf according to Hollar, the ruf was probably tipped to allow
light to enter ’tie clsr■t. Whither or not there were attic rooms at this 
level, Wtict wouLd tave been the second storey, is probable but impossible 
’o claim with any certa.inty. No documents rtfer to any eitLOIwr placid in
the northern face of the house tho’ might tavi offended the later owners 
of ’he properties to the north, that is, numbers 40> 39 und 38. But it
will be remembered that the tennis court house was built before ’te houses
to the north were developed, and again, in the first instance tlnsi houses
were owned by the owners of the tennis court and they may well tave ’akin 
steps to glnzi the windows in such a way as to msntain ttiir own privacy
in the back aa■rOea.
The entrance to this house could tave been either on the north sid.i
at any point along ’he whole length if the 4*0" passage lay between 39 
Portugal Row and the ’eaair court house, or perhaps just ’tat part that 
fronted thi passage way from Portugal Row; or again, at the side on the
eastern end. As tss been discussed obove it is unlikely ’tat there was a 
door into this house on thi western end since ’tie plot of No. 40 Portugal 
Row extended the full length of the plot, 186*0", from the rails in 
Lincoln's Inn Fields to ’hi Causeway or Portugal Street.
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The western side
There is pltiip.g' ho note of apy practical inheres' on the westers 
side of hhs building except that is HoHar’s engraving there ssees to 
have bssp originally ap archway built over tha passage between the 
stablas of Lord Banders Sl ’ s house, 41 Portugal Row, and the south west
comer of hhs teppis court. It has been siicn above thth soap after
Hoiatil Moors I built his house ip Portugal Row thint this tret had 
become part of hhs premises belonging to No, 40 apd stablas were built 
upon it*
South side
Ths only details on the south side exterior are the doors into tha 
pit and hhs huts or shops that have beep noted above. The shops received 
attention is the title deeds, There ecy hive been a dock door on to ths 
stags or a ioir at stags level hilah had a trap above it that would serve 
hhs purpose when flats were got in apd out of the •theatre, or perhaps such 
a dock door was placed op the east side and alproacisd by hha passage op 
that side. Such a door would seen ho ba necessary but where it wcs placed 
is impossible to say,
The East side
Os the east side of the building 'here would have bssp space for a 
5* - 6' passage way which would lead from Portugal Street, along between 
the east will of hhs hiaatrs and No. 20 Portugal Street, to hhs stags
door in tha scans housa built to ths sorth of this passage. WhSher or
pot 'here were also entrances ho the theatre - dock doors, for example - 
from hhis path is entirely conjectural.
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Notes. pp. 71-130.
Recent studies of the dimensions of tennis crsc'tt include,
S. Roserrfeld, ’Sites in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Answers and 
Quurres*, T.N., vol.I, No. 3» 1946, po35°
E. Scanlan, ’Tennis Court Theatres in England and Scotland’,
T. N., volX, No. 1, 1955, pp.10-15, T .N ., vol.X, NOo 2,
1956, pp.48-50.
K.Mo Cameron, ’The Edinburgh Theatre, 1661—1682’, T.N., vol.XVIII,
No. 1, 1963, pp.18-25­
2
Julian Masti^,tl, The Aranls of Ternis, 1878.
n M. de Garsault, Art de Pa'^ueeir-Raquutier et de la Paume. 1767.
The pied, 1 pied = 12.79”
The scale of measurements used in France was 12 pouces to 1 pied 
and 6 pieds to 1 toise. It will be realised that although it 
might at first seem that the argument is over an unimportant 
•79” or f" difference in.the two scales, when the overall dimensions 
of a building measuring either 102 pieds or 96 pieds are under 
consideration, and a dimension is translated directly into English, 
the resultant imperial measurement would be respectively 6*9” and 
6*4” shorter than the French. The two dimensions given here as 
examples are the internal lengths of, respectively, the dedans and 
quarree courts as illustrated in Marshm, and refer to de Garsauut’s 
illustratoons provided here, pi.XXIV, and converted in fig.10. The 
internal width of the dedans and quarree court, according to de 
Garsault, was 36 pieds which when converted is approximately 38*4”«
It is the internal dimensions that are critical of course to the
measurement of the building, for they are determined by the rules
of the game. The overall size of any court will vary according to
the thickness of its walls, the materials used for the construction
causing slight further differences, and the placing of the adjoining
houses for those using it and those serving the patrons. The thick­
ness of the wall suggested by de Garsault was equivalent to 2'1-g-”
and Chambers recorded the thickness of the James Street court at 18”, 
pis.XXI and XXII.
5
Plans of the Macon dedans tennis court, 1772, in the R.I.B.A. Library,
J4/2I (I-5), show further interesting crmppaisons. This court 
was surveyed in order for Sir William Chambers to build one 
similar at Wilton for the Earl of Pembroke.
Internal measurements, converted to imperial scale,
Length 107*9"? Breadth 35*6”; Waal thickness 2*3”; height to 
ceiling 37*9"? lower will height 17*1"? ceiling-ridge 21*9”.
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Note over plan J4/2I (l), regarding 'hs vault:
There must he nrches for under air eor pavement ns in 
plan X of the London court & these afihet, should not 
he hurried hill ths building is covered is.
A C. Cibber, An Apology for the Life of Mr Colley Cibber, 
ed. RWo Lowe, vol.I, 1889, pp* 314-315*
n
Hotson, op, cit., p, 123,
Q
For further discussion of tha Janes Stresh tennis courts see,
David Clay Jenkins, ’The Janes Street Theatre ah the Old 
Teisnis Cut’, T.N., vol.XXIII, No. 4 ? 19&9, pp* 143-150”
n. 5 in this article draws attention to a Janes Hooker and 
Partner who were the rate payers for the Janes Strsst tennis 
court in 1659* It way well bs that this is tha
associate of Horatio Moors I, ip which case the 'partner* 
night have bees Horatio Moore I. I have also sotad other
Hookers, Tiiwlt (163I) apd M,ry (I646), engaged at ths St,
Jaws's Field Tennis Court.
C.S.P. Dorn., 1625/1626, p.577*
P.RoOo, Index 17344? 7 Car I, 12 Aug ug3I; the King 1eased to 
Tios Hooker rhe t eisiin c curt anP dwe^ing in St, James’s Fieli 
for 80 years in reversion. P.RoO., 09/4/21. (I646)
Survey of tha tennis court, E. 317? Mdx 42, I65O,
Demolition of the court, poRo0., 09/31/67? 31 Oct I664.
Q
7 David Clny Japkins, op, cit., p, I46 asd plans p. 147*
G. Barlow, ’Gibbonsss Teosiis Couut} HoHnr v. Wiikinson’,
T.R.I., N.S., vol.8, No, 2, pp. 131-1467 IW-
This is a good e 2wmpOl o f f th translation raHie r tlnei the c onve rsosv 
of data from da Garsaru.t.
11 Mnr^lnll, op cit,, p. 36.
Transcription from dhuoObrs’ DrawLsg, R.I.B.A., J4/2I, f.6.
The best proportion for a tennis court 40* x 110* from wall 
to wall within and the height should be 3O’ is the clwar from 
hhe floor to the ceiling, tha court paved with Portland stone. 
The ceiling iicfdei and coved os thr side but not at ths snd. 
Ths walls should be plastered with the best plaster of paris 
and the join's of the bficlwlrk must bs left open about 0-" 
deep to afford a bond for the plaster which wouLd otherwise
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bi sun loosened by the Urd of the balls s’ricking against 
it. Tte dwarf walls of ’he dedans, long ^lltry and clost 
pentt!ure must be done in ’he some manner ond all the walls 
when ’tie plaster is dry must be blacked. Tte side walls of 
the court are only l6'9” in height onO plate laid, on them 9* 
tigt and on the plate stand upright pieces of timber 10' tigt 
which support the ruf on thi sides. Tte whole length of thi 
court is divided into 10 openings before Wtict is placed nets 
to keep thi balls from fulling out of the court. There are
little galleries tunning along the sides of thi court without 
2’ wide for the claeenilnoe of Oroeinla or undrawing these nets 
and curtains Wtict are placed betinO them ’o keep out the sun. 
Tte penthouses, or the dedans, long gallery, close penthouse 
which run round the three sides of the court toee tteir roof 
sloping inwards nnO the height from the pavement ’o the 01^^ 
of the roof must be exactly 10*. If the court is properly 
finished tie ceiling and all ’hi timbers must bt painted riO 
’tie curtain green and the walls blacked. In seme courts thi 
lines onO figures marked on ’hi pavement are either painted 
or ctomed but it will be best if they are in laid of marblt 
(black) not polished far Wien marked with chalk they mist be 
doni every 3 or 4 games because it ruees off and painting lasts 
but a month sal most in courts that are frequently ustO. A 
gallery for spectators should be contrived which must tave 
wire work or nets before it ’o prevent the balls hitting the 
olb]pa^. An apartment for the persons taking care of ’he 
court*
N.B. It will be well to tnee a recess at 3' t^iie centre of 
’he couirt on tte 'long gallery side for the mut to stand in 
’ta’ marks tie play.
There is an additional note beneath thi section elevation,
Thi pavement of ’hi court to bi supported on 0^11 arches about 
. . . wide and . . • high, which W.11 keep it dry and better for 
the play than if laid, on ’he earth.
St, James’s Field Tennis Gourd, P.RoO., E 317 MLx 42, 165O.
A rarell of o certain tousi called the tennis court houst with 
the appurtananoes situote at St James and neer aOjoiniig; oo 
the mansion touse and in thi jurist of Sit Martyns tn tie FieOds 
July 1650.
All that -tenement built With brick and covered with tyle consis­
ting of one Kitchen and one siller 10 steps in descent and over 
the rabe oni fair parlour wainscotteO ono one Lodging Rume and 
above stairs in the first story two fair Chambers and llu^ 
closetts ’hire ond in ’he second story two fair chambers and 
over the sami two ^a^^re’tts also one otter range of buildings 
ah joining on Pell Ml^L field consisting of one parlour oni 
washhouse and above stairs two fair ctabberr and over the same 
two ga^retts Also one otter toure called ’hi ieanir cour’ built 
with brick and covered with tyle and poved with tyle well fitted 
and jointed containing by ond measurement 100 fn’ of assize in 
length and 33 fn’ in breadth also one Teanto or walk lyeing on 
tte east side of ’hi said Tennis court consisting of thi length 
allrlsaid Also one garden belonging ’o ’hi rabe inclosed rounO 
with a strong brick wall of 20’ tigt now in the occupation of 
John Hooker gent and worth p.ao £48.
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Wien this property was finally demoOisiei,
’The expense of filling up the ceelars ccearing -fcthe ground 
and paving amornns to the sum of £325 14s 4N'.
P.R.O., Tl/331, Office of Wooks, 8 Nov 1748
Colvin, H.K.W., vol.?, p. 166.
Wen Soc., vol.^^V, ^mpton Corut, Correspondence of the Office 
of Wooks, 9 Jan l169/l7OO, Po 69. This letter also refers to the 
cost of repairs to tHe temiis court and its two houses at Ihnmton 
Coout. For contemporary costing of comurable repairs with those 
at Lisle’s Tennis Couut, except the removal of all theatrical 
equipment, the estimated cost of repairs at Hampton Corut were 
£525, cf. Reeves* £500 for Lisle's Tennis Corut. In this letter 
H. Mon^ II is referred to ass Caapain Monr.
14 P.R.O, ClO/237/65, Reeve k- NT).
15 ibid.
16 P. Sawder, The New Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1979? PP» 10-11, 
does not share this opinion, the imaerial over which the differences 
arise wll be discussed infra p. 191, n. 23,
The debate arises from an interpretation of,
1. That Ptaket]mat and Rich, singly or jointly held the lease 
of the theatre from I7O6.
2. The advertisement in the Daily C ourant, 7 Sept 1708,
The Playhouse in Little Lincoln's Inn Fields is 
to be Let for a Tennis Corut or for any other use,
(except a Playhouse). Enquire of Mr John Hll next 
Door to the Sign of the Angel in Little Russell street.
3. Tint the exception cited in the above advertisement was 
conditioned by the inhibition on the performing of plays 
0outi in a document belonging to Vice C]haneartain Coke,
Vice Chamberlain Coke's Theatrical Papers, 1706-1715, 
ed. J, Milhous & RO. Hume, , pp . 3-9•
and hhe retatid document,
4» The Union Order o, hhe Lord Chamberlain , 3, Dee 1707,l-C,o,lNi/lSj;apAq,--te^;7 
B.M, Add. Ms. 20, 726, f.26, published in an article,
Philip Olleson, ’Vanbrigh and Opera at the Queen's Theatre,
Haymarket', T.N., vol.XXVI, No. 3? 1972, pp. 95-6.
Coke's j 44. Vu ,
17 ~ Z
For discussion of Wib's relationship with Daveiant and the designs 
for both The Siege of Rhodes and Muutapha,
MG. Keith, ’John Webb and the Corut Theatre of Claries II*,
The Architectural Review, vol.LVII, 1925? pp. 49—55.
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•Designs for the First Movable Scenery on the Public Stage',
The Burlington Mt^ag^z^jj^e, vol.XXXI, No. 175, PP- 29-55, and
No. 174, pp. 85-98.
E. Boswell, The Restoration Court Stage (166Q-17Q2), 1952, 
pp- 28-51.
Boswell, op. cit., plan op. p. 140,
Ground plan in Westminster Great Hall, Florimene, pl.XXXII.
19' J.R. Spring, 'Platforms and Pictorial Frames: A Conjectural 
Reconstruction of the Duke of York's Theatre Dorset Garden,
1669-1709M,N,, vol.XXXI, No. 5, 1977, pp. 6-19.
20 W.G. Keith, 'John Webb and the Court Theatre of Charles 11', 
The Architectural Review, vol.LVII, 1925, p. 49*
J, Orrell, •Filipp Corsini and the Restoration Theatre', 
T.N., vol/XXOT, No. 1, 198O, p. 7, for the translation of 
B.M., Add Ms 27962, Q fol. 55.
PoRoO., C 7/IOO/68, Witherings v. Davenant, Action of Waste./A^p- 
25 E.A. Langhans, 'Conjectural Reconstructions of the Vere Street
and Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatres', Essays in Theatre, vol.I,
No. 1, p. 21, and plans pp. 19 and 20. Langhans suggests an
entrance on the west side of the court, but it has been noted
above that this western side of the theatre was probably the
property of No. 40, Portugal Row, and consequently the western
alley absorbed into that property, thus making an entrance on
that side impossible, certainly during the Betterton period of
LIF II if not during the first period of LIF I.
24 Orrell, op. cit., p. 6.
25J Pepys, Diary, 2 Oct 1662, makes reference to the narrow passages
at the Theatre Royal Drury Lane, which suggests that those at
LIF I were reasonably comfortable by comparison. Compare L'Hotel
de Bourgogne, devis et marche ; and le memoire for the Marais,
Paris. The dimensions are converted to imperial, depth of box
from wall 6'9"; depth of box 4*6"; wall passage 2'5".
26 If such a box were divided internally it would produce a box that
would accommodate 8 persons to fulfil Davenant's commitment to the
King's ChiMpAhj.
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Comparative seat spacings, bench and void;
R, Leacroft, The Development of the English Playhouse, 1973, P* 84,
cites the seating in the Wren theatre project, pl.LXIX, as 2’0u
after the Wren Section, pi.XXIX, for ’The Playhouse', which is
widely accepted as a design for the second Theatre Royal Drury Lane.
See also R. Leacroft, ’Wren’s Drury Lane’, Architectural Review,
vol.CX, pp. 43-44. His reconstruction is followed by E.A. Langhans,
’Wren’s Restoration Playhouse’, T.N., vol.XVIII, No. 3, 1964, PP« 91­
100, especially p. 94, Langhans’ benches are 10" wide and approx.
1’5" apart.
Survey of London, vol.XXXV, po 40 and p. 43, adopts their findings.
See also further reconstruction by D. Mullin and B. Koenig,
’Christopher Wren’s Theatre Royal’, T.N., vol.XXI, No. 4, 196?, 
pp. 180-187, for similar opinion.
For Covent Garden,
Survey of London, vol.XXXV, p. 87, interprets the Dumont, pl.XLIV
plan as showing the benches and void at 2’0", and this is agreed by
Leacroft, op. cit., p. 84. But Saunders, A Treatise on Theatres,
1790, (Reprinted 1968), pp. 83-84, recorded that the Covent Garden
seats then were 1*9" for both seat and void, and further stipulated
that,
though a moderate-sized person cannot conveniently sit in
a less space than that of 1’lO" from front to back, nor
comfortably in less than that of 2’0".
He adopted 2’0" for bench and vood in his ideal eheatre, p. 87.
See also ^Donaldson, ’New Papers of Henry Holland and R.B, Sheridan’,
T.N., vol.XVI, No. 3, 1962, p. 92, for further comparative notes on
the seating in Drury Lane and Covent Garden.
R. Leacroft, op. cit., p. 110, for notes for Goodman’s Fields Theatre
after notes by Capon, where the pit seating provided benches 1’O"
wide and a void of 1’6". The rear bench was 1’6", pl.XLV.
Additional notes describing the middle gallery, the 18d gallery.
Notes from Pepys, Diary,
6 Feb 1667/8, because the house was full Pepys left his wife
and went up to the 18d box . . . the King was there, bni 1 sat 
mightily behind, and could sse but llitle, and hhar not at all.
8 Dec 1668, supporting that the middle gallery was boxed similar
to that below in ■the Boxes, Pepys noted after a performance of
Boyle’s Tryphon, ’got into a hole in the 18d place, above stairs,
where we could not hear well’.
16 April 1669, Pepys was again in the middle gallery but mentions
hrth after the play or at an interval, ’Then once again into the
pit to chat’.
From which 1 infer that this was by means of a staircase providing
ready access to and from the middle gallery to the pit.
Potson, op. cit., p. 207, Articles of 5 Nov 1660 (3s), refers to
Davenant reserving a six seater box to KHUgne?. Whether or not
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this was a box containing only six seats or a box in which
six seats amongst others were reserved, is difficult to prove.
If it were a small six seater box it may perhaps have been a
balcony box or a box at gallery level, although this does not
seem much of a privilege to extend to the King's Men from Drury
Lane. But it should also be noted that these articles were
drawn up possibly before the construction was finally determined.
29 Reference to three galleries and particularly the ,.. upper gallery. 
Davenant, A Playhouse to be Let, Aug. 1663,Prologue,
'Least malice in the Upper Gallery'.
A. Behn, The Forced taarjage, 20 Sept I67O, Prologue,
'th'upper Box, pit and Galleries . . .*
Shadwell, The Sullen Lovers, 2 Mar 1668, Act III, several 
references to eighteen pence gallery and the upper gallery.
(The Complete Works of Thomas Shadwell, ed, M. Summers, I927).
For general notes re, boxes and galleries see Langhans, T.N.,
vol.X, No. 4, 1956, p. 112-114.
Pepys, Diary, 6 Feb 1668,
Orrell, op. cit., p. 6.
Pepys, Diary, 26 March I667/8 
55 ed. R.E. di Lorenzo, Three Burlesque Plays of Thomas Buffet, 1972, p.29.
Davenant. Works, 1673, P* 383*
35 Edward Howard, The Women's Conquest, I67I.
Di Lorenzo, op. cit., pp. 7-8.
57 E.A. Langhans, 'Thesis', pp. 273-2785, and examples from Stapylton's
The Slighted Maid.
Enter Aurora in a black veil below.
Boyle's Guzman, Act II, scene iv,
Francisco rises up with his wan on a sudden . . .
which is followed by the prompter's note.
When Francisco rises flashes of fire.
Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, p. 45*
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38' Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, 1981, p. 71.
Further examples of the use of traps on the forestage of L1F 11
are to be found in,
Granville's The Jew of Venice, 1701, The Prologue, in which
the ghosts of Shakespeare and Dryden arise, crowned with laurel.
And in the prologue to Denis's 1phigenia, 1699, the Genius of
England rises and sinks.
For clarification of technicalities related to traps and other
machines see graphics in,
Leacroft, op. cit., for traps, figs.131-133; for the thunder run,
fig.79; for the developed upper and lower groove, fig.112. See
also R. Southern, The Georgian Playhouse, 1948, pls.l, 30 and 31, 
for respectively, grooves, traps and thunder run, and Changeable
Scenery, pls.36-41 and 50-52.
39 Boyle's Guzman, Act 1, Act 111, scene iii, and 1V, scene vii, action
takes place 'Under the Balcojny'.
Tuke's The Adventures of Five Hours, ed. van Thai, n.d., p. 52.
Davenant's Works, 1673, see A Playhouse to Let, p. 78; Love and
Honour, p. 265-6; The Man's the Master, p. 237; The Cruel Brother,
p. 483, Act V, scene i, for musicians above, and The Rivals,
Celania and Leucippe enter ’as at a Window’, Leucippe says,
This window, Madam, looks into the taras where they are
walking, you may over-hear all this discourse (the Curtain
being clos'd) Without discovery.
Caryll’s Sir Salomon, 1671, Act 11, and Act 111, have scenes employing
the door and the balcony above as well as tumbling down stairs from
the balcony to the front door to contrive comic effect.
Shadwell, The Royal Shepherdess, 1669, Act V,
The King watches the execution from above.
40 E.A. Langhans, 'Motes on the Reconstruction of the Lincoln's 1nn 
Fields Theatre’, T.M., vol.X, No. 4, 1936, p. 113°
41 E.A. Langhans, ’Conjectural Reconstructions of the Vere Street and 
Lincoln's 1nn Fields Theatres', Essays in Theatre, vol.l. No. 1,
1982, pp. 21-22.
42 Pepys, Diary, 12 Feb 1667.
4343 Davenant, Works, 1673, The Man’s the Maater, Epilogue, pp, 382-3.
44 Hamilton Bell, ’Contributions to the History of the English Playhouse’, 
The Architectural Review, vol.XXX111, 1913, PP* 359-368.
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R.W. Lowe, The Life of Betterton, I89I, pp* 27-28, and pp. 49-52.
4 Bell, op. cit., pp. 567-8.
Richard Leacroft, ’Wren's Drury Lane', The Architectural Review,
vom.cx, 1951, pp. 45-6.
E.A. Langhans, ’Wren's Restoration Playhouse', T.N., vol.XVIII,
1964, pp. 91-100.
D. Mullin and B. Koenig, ’C3eristopear Wren's Theatre Royal', T.N.,
vol. XXI, 1967, pp. 180-7.
Peter Holland, The Ornament of Action, 1979, pp. 28-51.
G.C.D. Odell, Shakespeare from Betterton to Irving, voa-I, I92I,
pp. 102-106, came to no firm conclusion hut seemed to sway towards
accepting two doors not four on the apron stage.
A. Nicoll, A History of English Drama, 166O-19OO, vol^, 1955, 
pp. 51-54•
A Q Cibber, ed, Lowe, op. cit., wol.II, pp. 84-5*
John Lacy, The Old Troop, (I665, Vere St.), has stage direction.
Enter twelve Troopers at six doors; two at a door.
The first production of this play was at Vere Street, c.I665,
ptd. 1672. It was later performed by the King's Men at LIF I.
The stage directions found here could therefore apply to Vere
Street, Bridge Street or Lincoln’s Inn Fields I. Consequently
as evidence it is poor material.
Nicoll, op. cit., p. 52, noted a similar stage direction in J.
Howard's, I672, All Mistaken, Act II.
50 E. A. Langhans, 'Staging Practices in the Restoration Theatres
1660-1682', Ph.D. Thesis, Yale University, U.S.A. 1955, p. 269.
51 E.A. Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, I98I, p. 40.
52 E.A. Langhans, 'Thesis', p. II3.
53 E.A. Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, 1^§1, p. 40.
54 E. Scanlan, 'Reconstruction of the Duke’s Playhouse in Lincoln’s
Inn Fields, 1661-1671', T.N., vol.X, No. 2, 1956, p. 48-50.
E.A. Langhans’ reply to the above article, 'Notes on the Reconstruction
of the Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatre', T.N., vol.X, No. 4, 1956, pp,
112-114.
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55 R.D. Hume, ’The Dorset Garden Theatre: A Review of Pacts and 
Problems’, T.N., vol.XXX111, 1979? PP* 5-6.
56 J.R. Spring, ’Platforms and Picture Frames: A Conjectural 
Reconstruction of the Duke of York’s Theatre, Dorset Garden,
1669-1709’* liN., vol.XXX1, 1977, PP* 6-19.
5751 E.A. Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, 1981, p. 40. 1n a still
more recently published article he reverts to an acceptance of
the four doors at L1F 1,
’Conjectural Reconstructions of the Vere Street and Llncoen’s
1nn Fields Theatres’, Essays in Theatre, vol.l, No. 1, 1982, 
pp. 18-2’.
58 E.A. Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, 1981, p. 80.
5959 P. Holland, op. cit., p. 31*
60 Anon., The Female Rebellion, n.d,, (published in a limited
edition, Glasgow, 1872}, from MS, Glasgow University Library,
Hunterian Collection, T.5.21.
/-l
A. Nicoll, A History of English Drama 166O-19OQ, vol.l, 1955,
P. 394.
Nicoll classified The Female Rebellion as a tragi-comedy and
noted the MS in the Bodleian, Tanner 466, and that in the
Hunterian Collection. Whilst the play is certainly a tragi­
comedy it also contains many contemporary political tllusdfde
hrah could quite as easily place it in Nicoll^ political
play category. Nicoll also refers to articles in the T.L.S.,
8 Nov 1934? Alfred Harbage who is responsible for the attri­
bution to Burkhead, and another, 4 Oct 1934? Ny B.M. Wagner. 
’Harbage suggests that the author is Bulkhead., author of Cola’ s
Fury’. The entry for this play, The Tragedy of Cola’s Fury, or
Lirenda’s Misery, 1643 (Kilkenny), Nicoll classified as a
political play. There is nothing to prohibit an author writing
plays at an interval of 33 years, (l would suggest 40 years)
ap^art, but this fact does raise doubts regarding hrle attribution.
62 Epilogue, The Female Rebellion,
Since the same fate doth stage and state befall,
That who dislike White fryars hate Writerale;
Wid’ning with Calumrys this double breach,
Drawn by the nose thro’ which their brothem preach.
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65 The practical function that is never referred to in the discussion
of this problem with 'apron doors’ and entrances is that concerning
entrances and exits that are made by actors in 'chairs' which would
affect both the height and width of the doors, as well as the off­
stage space.
64 The Burney Sketch, pl.LX111, B.Mo, Burney Collection of Theatrical 
Portraits, vol.1X, No. 101, p. 6$. See below in part 111, the
Reconstruction of the Queen's Theatre, for further discussion of
this drawing.
655 V/. Hogarth, The Beggar’s Opera', pis. XXX1X and XL.
66 Early stage directions and observations on the curtain, 8 Mar 1664 
Pepys noted at a performance of Heraclius,
’the drawing up of the Curtaine’.
References in stage directions occur in Davenant's.The Siege of Rhodes;
Boyle' s, Henry V; Caryl’s, The. English Princess.; Dryden ’ s. Sir Martin
tfeirAAJj Settle's, Cambyses; Behn’s, The Forced Marriage and The
Amorous Prince.
For L1F 11, P. Holland, op. cit., p» 5, quotes the Earl of Ailesbury's
note, June 1695,
'it being before five ... 1 discoursed with Mr Bettertin
(sic) until the curtain was drawn up'. Memoirs, 189O,
vol.l, p. 556.
Odell, op. cit., pp. 128-159, discusses the use of the curtain during
the course of the action of the plays produced during this period,
e.g., Boyle’s Henry V, and Act 11, Behn's The Forced Marriage.
Langhans ’Thesis', pp. 27O-1, covers the same ground noting Boyle’s
Henry V as an example of an instance when the curtain was used not
only at the beginning and end of a play but also during the action,
e.g., stage directions call for the curtain to rise in Act 1V, to
fall in the midale of Act V after which it is drawn up again.
7 For lights over the forestage consider Pepys' remarks regarding
light in his eyes when sitting in boxes close to the stage and the
plan drawn by Sir James Thornhill, ’Diary’, p. 6l, which is reproduced,
G. Barlow, The Hotel de Bourgogne According to Sir James
Thornhill', T.R.1., N.S., vol.l. No. 2, 1976, pi. 11.
688 Webb’s petition for the place of Surveyor-General.
C.S.P.. Pom., 166O-1661, Charles 11, vo1.V, 74, 74*1, (p»76).
A Breife of Mr Webb's case (June? 1660)
also see,
C.S.P. Dorn., 1668-1669, Charles 11, 251, 120. (p.152).
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69 This is the minimum width I consider possible, but I would prefer
an opening of at least 4'6" which eould be provided equally well.
70 R. Southern, Changeable Scenery, 1952, pp. 177-182 ff.
711 E.A. Langhans, Thesis’, p. 290). Langhans cites the ’cut scene' in 
Digby's Elvira as fanciful, but it seems to me that this is fairly
straightforward if it is considered as a 'relieve' scene. On pp.
293-294, he argues the case for 'Drops' in the upstage area backing
the shutters. I consider that if it is possible to furnish the
shutter/relieve scene with drops it would not be unreasonable to
apply the same technique further down stage. This also obviates
the problem arising from large flats that are withdrawn into the
wings. Langhans further argued, p. 295, for the possibility of
shutters having the appearance of a 'cut cloth' both down stage and
up-stage of the shutter, but a shutter in either position must have
a centre or on-stage edge to the style; again I would claim such
settings to be either cut cloths or where necessary framed out cloths.
The example of such a setting according to Langhans is that of the
columns in Act IV Elvira. There is also the additional problem found
in Stapylton’s The Step Mother, Act III, (Nov. I663) where it seems
obvious to me that one is dealing with a framed out practical Hawthorn
Tree which would have been a set piece of scenery.
In conclusion Langhans considered the 'flat scene' tentatively
correcting Southern’s definition, p. 319, 'It would make good sense
to call a flat scene one which had no cuts in it, but it would also,
be reasonable to apply the term flat scene' to a shallow scene. I
strongly suspect that Mr Southern's conjecture is right, but without
further evidence the matter cannot be definitely settled'.
It is worth noting that the inventory studied by R. Southern,
Changeable Scenes, pp* 193-203, the Covent Garden Inventory, 1743,
obviously many years later but nevertheless useful, that there were
only two cloths mentioned and yet there were probably several amongst
the forty-three items termed ’back flats', as well as plain flats.
Covent Garden had an upper and lower fly floor, which I cannot believe
were constructed for the adjustment of borders and the flying in of
heavenly bodies alone, nor that the settings were of the traditional
divided and framed out shutter variety as described by Southern.
72 J.R. Spring, op. cit., pp. 13-15*
7373 P. Holland, op. cit., pp. 31-36.
74 G. Barlow, ’Sir James Thornhill and the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, I705', 
The Eighteenth-C entury English Stage, 1972, pp. 186-188,
75 G. Barlow, The Hotel de Bourgogne according to Sir James Thornhill'
T.R.I., N.S., vol.l, No. 2, 1976, p. 96.
76 ibid., pi.VII, showing p.64 from Thornhill’s ’Diary', 1717, V. & A. 
Museum Library.
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77'1 Cloths in the Drottningholm Court Theatre are still flown in the
original manner of the 18th century. They are flown in an^out
at y of their total drop height. This technique is still practised
widely in many theatres that have limited flying space.
78 E.A. Langhans, ‘Notes on the Reconstruction of the Lincoln^ 1nn
Fields Theatre’, T.N., vol.X, No. 4, 1956, p. 114*
7919 Di Lorenzo, op. cit., pp. 29-33; for the King’s Co- at L1F 1, see
also Duffet’s Mock Tempest, Act 1, scene ii and Act V, scene ii;
di Lorenzo, pp. 72, 108 and 11^, Settle’s Cambyses also required
cloud and flying machinery.
80 E.A. Langhans, ’Thesis’, p. 280, notes hrat the text may not record,
for Love’s Kingdom, actual practical staging but hhth the text was
’corrected’. This 1 believe refers most likely to the lines rather
than the action. Where one finds reference to technical matters,
such as the ropes being concealed, the practicalities of a stage
production were indicated. Fleck^e^ Love ’ s Kingdom, 1670, p. 21.
81 E .A. Langhans, Restoration Promptbooks, 1981, pp. 70-71°
The Renaissance Stage, Documents of Serlio, Stbbtttidi, and
Furthenbtcr, ed. E. Hewitt, 1958,
E. C. Motta, Trattato Sopra la Struttura De’ Teatri E Scene, (L676),
1ntroductlfd E.A. Craig, 1972, p. xxx.
Odell, opo cit., pp. 139-132.
Summers, The Restoration Stage, pp. 194-201.
Boswell, op. cit., p. 43, pp. 90-98 and 159-163*
G.M. Bergman, Lighting in the Theatre, 1977, PP* 44-169*
F. Penzel, Theatre Lighting Before Electricity, 1978, pp. 3-25*
83 Hotson, op. cit., n.2, p. 308, or p0 207, Dtventdt’e Articles, 5 Nov
1660, Article 3a, Daven^t is to appoint three receivers or treasurerso 
Two or three of the Company are to act as a control.
Daoedtnt, Works, 1673, P° 245°
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The Site: Part II
1705 - 1848
Several documents record events surrounding the building of the
New Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. One has to use them with some
care for they are only obliquely useful because litit^le in them, relates
specifically to either the site or the actual building of the theatre. 
However there is considerable evidence surviving from that period 
during which the theatre functioned as a warehouse, of both a legal
and graphic nature, of which the architectural survey carried out by
Sir Charles Barry in I848 is of the greatest value. The early and
late information wll now be brought together and examined in order to
establish first, that the site of the warehouse in I848 was essentially
that on which the third theatre had been built; and secondly, the
extent to which the warehouse retained vestiges of the former theatre.
having cleared this ground the reconstruction of LIF III will be des­
cribed. The period under immediate consideration is that between the 
last performance on 20 October 1705 of The Old Troop, and the first 
night, 18 December 1714, of the New Theatre which opened with The 
Re c mi ting Oficer?
Betterton’s company left the tennis court theatre on 30 April I705
for the Queen’s Theatre in the Hoymrket. It seems that their intention
at that time was never to return. Unfortunately for the actors the
Queen’s Theatre was not all that was expected; this fact is elaborated
2
upon elsewhere in this study. Consequently from the end of Aiugist,
26 Aiugwt to 20 October 1705, they returned to their old theatre giving 
only occasional performances. After that date neither they nor any 
other company performed in the old theatre.
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Acting swiftly upon the exodus of the Betterton company the moiety 
holders, Anne Reeve, Horatio Moore II, and Thomas Reeve entered into 
negotiations with Williim. Penketlman for, on 5 December 1705, he was 
granted a lease of the theatre. The term was not stated in the 1755
indenture^ from Which this information comes but, referring to the 
earlier I705 documents, states that it was ’for a term of years therein 
mentioned and not yet expired and which said premises are now in the 
tenure of or occu3P^.tiot of John Rich Esq as tenant and assignee’. John 
Rich’s lease was for thirty-nine and a half years as from 24 June 1714» 
and had been originally taken by his father Christopher Rich. Wheeher 
or not the term stated in the I714 lease was the residue of the original 
lease taken up in 1705, or a completely new arraignment is not clear. 
However Penkethman, together with Christopher Rich, negotiated a lease 
of the old theatre in December I705. That Christopher Rich does not
appear by name in the 1753 recital of the 1705 document may or muy not 
be an omission for the I705 lease is not to be found. But his involve­
ment is clear from the rate books.^ The rate books reveal that though
William Penkethman was the named lessee and paid his dues in I706, there 
is a blank for 1707» and it ws Christopher Rich who paid them in 1708. 
Penkethmm’s name reappears for 1709 and 17IO but thereafter, until his 
death in 17I4» the rates were paid by Christopher Rich. Yfahtever the
term of the I705 lease it seems from this evidence that William 
Henketh!^ and Christopher Rich were the joint lessees from December
1705 until midsummer 1714»
Possibly, in the beginning, under cover of Penkethman and regardless 
of any interest in mounting a company in the theatre, Rich was mdcing 
certain that he held the monopoly of playing places in order to compete
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with Vanbrugh. Perhaps he thought that the Queen's actors wouLd. have 
to return iso the Lincoln’s Inn Fields theatre whether they liked it or
not. it will be remembered that it was he who held the old Dorset Garden
Theatre as well as the Davenant patent. Under that licence he was able
to raise not only a new company but also a new theatre after he had 
5
finally broken with the Drury Lane company in i709• it was an extra­
ordinary mixture of craft and astute entrepreneurship, which proved a 
valuable insurance policy for himself and his family. Even Colley Cibber 
found these actions of Christopher Rich fairly opaque.it is unlikely 
that Penkethman intended to play in London for he had no licence, later
the Union Order would have inhibited him, and when he did manage a 
company of his own, it played outside central London, at Greenwich and 
Richmond, and there is no evidence of his partnership on a business
footing with Ctoistopher Rich other than wHat has been found here.
At the same time as the negotiations were going forward with regard
to the finding of a new lessee Horatio Moore ii was busy selling his 
moiety in the property. Hiving settled with Penkethman, on the following 
day, 6 December i705, he sold his interest in the property to Thoms 
Hiccocks for £1723* The Moores thereby withdrew from the venture created 
by Horatio Moore i, having sold the house in Portugal Row in i692 for 
£850, and now the playhouse for £172’; clearly Horatio Moore ii had 
been well advised to defend himself against the practices of his grand­
mother and stepfather, although he did not live long to enjoy the fruits 
of his labours. He died in i7O8.7 it is from an indenture of 1776
that this information regarding the sale comes, and that document does 
not record any other specific details concerning the premises in 1705» 
merely stating that the sale was of ’his [Moor’s] moiety of the 
messuages therein described’. How long Hiccocks held the moiety is
uncertain.
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This sale by Moore II of a moiety in the property wotu.d suggest 
that he was allowed to over-ride the ruling of the Court after the 
1689 dispute^ which stipulated that the mooeties would be held by Anne 
Reeve, and only on her death were they to pass to the two half brothers. 
Howver, between 1705 and 1714 Hiccoces sold his moiety to one Deocd-tus 
Champion. This is deduced from the indenture of the covenant between 
Christopher Rich, Rupert Clarke and the subscribers to the New Theatre.^ 
In that covenant there is an extensive recital of an indenture of the
lease drawn up between Rich and Clarke on the one part, and on the other, 
Anne Reeve, Deodatus Champion and Thomas Reeve. The conclusion drawn 
from this document is that while Anne Reeve still nnmm^].ly held the two 
moieties, Horatio Moore II*s interest was held by Champion. The date of
Anne Reeve's death has not been ascertained but Thomas Reeve inherited
his moiety and held it d^m to his death in 1737- Champion maintained
11his interest at least down to 17’5 for the Rich accounts show that a
’Mr Champion’ was in receipt of payments from the playhouse. In these
accounts Champion is linked with one William Welchman. In 1773 a, John
12Welchman was in possession of half the Moore II moiety. Perhaps
W. Welchman and Champion bought the Hiccoces moiety or Champion sold
half his interest to Welchman at an unknown date, but it is surprising
that it was not referred to in the 1776 indenture.
Before proceeding to the mtter of clarifying the site of this 
13theatre attention is drawn to the schedule showing the Moore and Reeve
mooeties in reversion. This schedule details the several owners of the
site down to 1783^ when the two shares came together finally in the
hands of Joshua Scrope alias Peart. After some years in the ownership 
15of Josiah Spode and the Copeland family the whole property was purchased 
1by the present owiers, the Royal College of Surgeons of England, in 1848*
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It is principally from the documents in the keeping of the College 
recording these transactions that the informition comes revealing the 
changing form of the playhouse.
Returning nov/ to the documentary evidence of 1714, the indenture
of 3 September 1714 records the progress of the C Jurist ©pher Rich and
Rupert Clarke partnership in setting up the financial structure of the 
17new theatre comp^^. On 3I Au^gust 1714, this document states, Rich
and Clarke took the thirty-nine and a half year lease, in trust for tjhie
shareholders therein named, of
All that great and lately new erected Messuage Tenement 
Theatre or Playhouse upon the ground and the rocme of 
all that great messuage or Playhouse and building which 
before such new erection was comm>rt.y called Lisle’s 
Tennis Ccourt or the Theatre or Playhouse in Little 
Lincoln's Inn Fields and the same is intended hereafter 
to be called the New Theatre or British Theatre Together 
with all Erections and Buildings thereupon and on the 
North side thereof and upon any part or ja-rcell hhereof 
all which premises are situate lying and. benng or near 
Little Lincoln's Inn Fields.
Toother with the new theatre are also mentioned the passageway to 
the north of the theatre linking it with Portugal Row, the vaults, rooms, 
yards, pumps and dressing rooms. Unfortunately one can deduce little from 
this description; only make provision for the various features in the
reconstruction. Of greater interest is the fact that at this stage in
the proceedings Rich had already built his theatre, and some fourteen
weeks before its opening was finalising arrangements wth-ch must have taken
him several months, if not years, to prepare. First, he made an agreement
with the orners, the Reeves and either HLccocks or Clhunpion, to pull down
the old theatre and build anew; of these deliberations nothing has been
found. One may aake Cibber's word for it tlo.t Rich did build hhe thaatre
18’at his own expense*, oor probably until hhe SeptmEiber 1714 covenant 'was
signed and sealed his shareholders did not pay anything into the funds,
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and, interestiigly enough, the moiety holders showed no interest in 
the Company, apart from their agreed annual rent of £100. Additionally 
it will be noted that at the time of the indenture not all the thirty- 
six shares had been sold. The building of the theatre was probably 
therefore a private comnercial undertaking on the part of Rich alone.
As the cost of the building and the setting up of the company is not 
known it is impossible to say whether or not Rich made any money from
the sale of the shares in his theatre. Some guidance as to the likely
funding of the construction of the new theatre might be suggested by 
reference to various transactions undertaken by Christopher Rich in the
years 1710-1714* There is absolutely no way of claiming categorically 
that the money raised in these instances was used upon the theatre, but 
since Rich would have needed money dwring these years it is of interest 
to know the m^nn^^r in which he raised certain capital sums.
Following his exit from the Theatre Royal Drury Lane in i709 Rich
started to realise money on certain assets. On 1 March i7iO Christopher
Rich mortgaged to Rupert Clarke for £2’0 the eight acres of pasture land 
19known as Gravel Pit Field for a variable teim. Three years later,
2025 April 1715, Clarke sold this same property to a John Metcalf for £400.
On the same day, 25 April, Rich and Clarke sold to the same Me’calf
21another of the properties they jointly held, a house in Gray’s inn lane.
This sale brought them jointly £’00. On 6 January 1712 Rich mortgaged to
Rupert Clarke two shares ’in the Theatre (part of thirty-six)1 in con- 
22sideration of £2’0 for the teim of fourteen years. At this date i am
considering these shares as in Drury Lane and not the New Theatre. From 
these sales he gained, from the Gravel Pit Field property probably £’’0, 
the Gray’s inn house £1’0, and £2’0 from the shares; over the three years
he needed and raised about £750.
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yj 1
- LIF III, 1716-1713.
A Extension on plot from Ta.sbu.rgh
• Nov. 1718,
= = = =• indicates projecting floor*
7 R.C.S. of E. extension 1834 ,
see pi. IXa (Barry) & 
pl.-*X. (Hardwi.ck), - -
The numerals represent the houses in
* • . *
Portugal Row c. 17lo.
corner of LIP III 
development. •
Figure showing the N.W.
f ' • V’
'a.t. .-three stages in
C
*4
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This is the only hard evidence of the activities of Ctuistopher 
Rich from the taking of the lease in 170’ down to his death, on
4 November 1714* There were also notices in the press and commits
in autobiographies regarding his enterprise, all of which can be pressed 
into service, but they too should be treated with some care for these 
forms are ideal vehicles for spreading rumour and opinion*
Wien Christopher Rich died the theatre was not complete for soon
after his death, and before the theatre opened, alterations were put in
hand. The sole remaining document recording any information directly
concerned with the erection of the new theatre is the agreement,
29 November 1714» between Henry Tasburgh and John Rich and his brother 
24Christopher Mosyer Rich. This agreement was confirming that TasbLurgh
would convey a strip of land ’’7" x 24' or 2’' to the Riches for the
better iompleting of the New Theatre lately erected by the late Christopher
Rich. The vestiges of this encroachment into the back yard of 39 Portugal
Row are, it is claimed, still apparent on both the 18’4 detail of that
corner of the warehouse by Hrdwick, pl.X, and the later Barry plan of
the whole Copeland property in i848, pl.XIa. This extension to the 
2’northern side of the theatre is shovm in fig.18. it will be seen that
it rests on the ground that had previously been occupied by the westerly
house attached to the tennis court. A detail plan of this part of the
26site is given in fig.19* That the building had gone forward up to
three weeks before its opening, when suddenly an extension had to be 
built, does reflect rather badly on the planning and designing of the 
theatre, for this new construction appears to have been to provide a 
staircase linking the ground and first floor, it is probable that the
redesign in this area had been under consideration for some time before 
the date of the agreement, but on the other hand, as Rich died on 4 November
154
it might have been an alteration put into effect entirely on the 
decision of the two brothers. the reason, it does seem late
in the day for morihications that relied upon the l^eciaase of additional 
land; land that must only a few years earlier have been sold to
Tasburgh. This purchase was made for forty guineas in gold and certain
conditions to WaLca reference will be made when the actual structure and
its interior are considered□
That the Tasburga-Riia agreement is the only indication that any 
new ground had to be purchased for the building of the new theatre is 
perhaps difficult to accept. But it will be recalled that attention has 
been drawn above to the sale of the land wh.ch had held the westerly 
house adjoining the theatre to the north and sold to Tasburgh at some 
unspecified date, for in the agreement Tasburgh affims his right to 
convey this ground, declaring it free of all encumbrances, and parti­
cularly of the annual rent charge of £8. 10, 0. payable out of his house
to Sir Robert Guideford, Bt. > his neighbour and brother-in-law. At the 
same time it was noted that Sir Robert had sold to the moiety holders, 
again at an unknovm date, the plot 14’ by approximtely 16’, that lay 
to the south of his garden and which had previously been encroached upon 
by Davemnt. This tidying up must have been conducted by Reeve and 
Hiccocks, or Reeve and dhampion, before Rich began work or, at the very
least, with his advice. But with regard to any other extensions to the
original site there is no evidence, and it does not seem that this is
due to any loss of documentary evidence for, as all the surrounding 
property now resides with the Royal College of Surgeons, one is fortunate
in having all the title deeds together and none of the deeds of these 
formerly independent properties mention any such loss during the period 
under discussion. indeed, as the plans and figures bear witness, the
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plots to the west, north and east of the theatre remained virtually 
u^altered from i705 down to 18’4 when the College began its gradual 
absorption of the site by purchasing No. 40 Portugal Row, (fig.20),
This patch of ground from Tasburgh was therefore the only piece 
of land in the whole site that the Riches leased independently, and 
that only for the tern of thirty-nine and a half years from midsummer 
1714, or as long as the theatre functioned as a theatre, but with the 
possibility of an extension of the term should the building remain a 
theatre beyond that date, i.eo, midsummer 17’3» As has been discussed
above that situation did not arise.
VWen Cluistopher Rich died he left to his son John three-fourths
of his interest in the Davenant Patent and the 'profit cloathes scenes
etc. arising therefrom'; to his other son Christopher Mosyer he left
the remaining fourth part of the same. The residue, real and personal,
27was divided between the two* This presumably included his shareholding
in the company. The lease of the playhouse was the only other item in 
their possession for it was noted that John Rich, in the indenture of 
1755 above, was tenant and assignee, but the lease was of course held in 
trust for the shareholders and not solely hiso
There are several documents that explain the financing of the New
Theatre company and provide the names of the shareholders involved in
the project. For a consideration of this aspect of the theatre's 
28management reference should be mde Iso Savgee's examination of these
documents for they do not reveal any information directly concerned with 
the building or structural details which are the subject of this study. 
it is observed in passing that not all shares in the theatre were taken
up at the time of the death of Chh’istopher Rich or at the opening of the
theatre.
n.r«, « i ■LJ I
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Fig.20 therefore shows the site on which the new theatre was
built. Fig*21 shows the theatre site in isolation. Both figures show
the plot in pink. Fammiiar features will be recognised; to the south
Portugal Street, with wtat appears to be a three foot encroachment upon 
29the pavement; this feature is apparent in ^ps and later drawings and
persists in the Barry plans of 1848, pl.XIa; to the wes±, the stable of 
ho. 40 Portugal Row; to the north, part of the garden or yard of No. 40 
Portugal Row and the extension into the yard of No. ’9 which has been 
discussed above. Here the second dotted line represents the extent of 
the projection of the first floor over the ground level; and moving 
eastwards, there is the passage leading to Portugal Row; the reduced 
plot of No. ’8; the plots of Nos. ’7 and 56 remaining the same as
previously represented, fig.9; on the east there was the whole length 
of No. 56 Portugal Row extending to Portugal Street. The most vital
point conveyed by these drawings is that Rich built his theatre on almost 
precisely, the same plot as had been employed by Moore i and James Hooker 
in 1656 for their tennis court and adjoining houses, that is, Rich was 
working within the confines of the original plot of 73’0” x 150*0" which 
had suffered contractions on three sides. The significant growth areas 
as far as the theatre was concerned were first, in the east where Rich 
built over wtet had been, i conjectured, a 3*0" passage way running along 
that side of the tennis court; and secondly, on the south, 3*0" along the 
length of the new building over the previous pavement.
The more precise dimensions of the Rich site, LIP iil, are as follows, 
and they are also shovm in fig.211
All along Portugal Street west to east, 112*6’*; the eastern 
wall, 70*0*; along the northern boundary abutting 56, 37 & 58 
Portugal Row, 72*0”; turning south 14*0" to the 2’’" projec­
ting extension then west 25*0" along the extension to 15’0" 
of t^h^e main building; and finally, 48*0" along the western 
w.11. .
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1745-1848
50In this form the site remained, until Spode in 1802^ came into 
full possession of both the warehouse site and No. 57 Portugal Row, 
when he took steps to weld together the two buildings on those sites 
by simply constructing a bridge between them at first floor level. It 
was in this state when Barry drew up his plans in I848. Prior to this
event there are several interesting plans of the warehouse wJhich, though 
they are not all drawn with the same accuracy, afford a picture of
the changes wrought upon the basic structure and the interior of the now 
old playhouse. These drawings show neither acquisition nor considerable 
sale of land, thus verifying that the site of 1714 remained virtually 
unaltered dovm to I848,(fig.20).
The three drawings are plans that come from the following sources;
51first, a plan drawn in the indenture of 25 June 1794 leasing a ^rt of 
the warehouse to Josiah Spode, fig.22a. The second drawing is a rather 
scrappy affair sketching the plan of the whole warehouse as it stood in 
1806 and then entirely in the hands of Spode, pi.XXXIV. This sketch 
plan was made by the surveyor acting for the Sun Fire Office when he
used an elastic tape measure. The third drawing is that by Hardwick in
1852 when contriving an extension to the Rojyil College of Surgeons which 
wouLd skirt the north-western corner of the warehouse, pl.X.
The partial plan of the warehouse as it stood in 1794 &nd as des­
cribed in the lease drawn up between Joshua Scrope alias Peart and Spode 
is shown in fig.22a. The dimensions which are added to the plan are 
drawn from the description in the indenture. The surrounding properties 
have been drawn in fig.22b, so that a picture of the whole area may be
realised and comparisons made when placing it beside previous and sub­
sequent drawings. Fig.22b shows the resultant division in the property
 23
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wHlst m,king clear the relationship between the warehouse and Noo 57
Portugal Row, a connection that was to become firmer in future years
when Josiah Spode owned both properties. With regard to the westerly
part of the old theatre it is clear in this drawing that no change had
been suffered in the overall size of the property although there my
have been alterations to the structure. The dimensions given on the
plan and detailed in the deed do correspond fairly accurately with those
on Burry’s 1848 plan. The only other point that emerges here and which
will be discussed more fully later is that it was then possible to divide
the building internally on its eastern, side in such a way as to mike a
tidy partition between the property of Scrope and that leased to Spode,
Fig.25 shows the area of the warehouse leased to Spode in the colour grey.
32It will be noted that Scrope retained an area of about 48’0" x 21*6’’. 
Perhaps it should be observed that among several conditions to which
Spode bound himself in this lease there was the article that he should
not undertake any structural alterations to the building.
The Passageway
It wll be noted that the passageway that had previously run north­
ward from the playhouse to Portugal Rovz does not appear on this plan, 
fig,25. The deeds are not particularly helpful in this mtter. One can
safely say that the passage was still in existence in 1755 when the lease
of the theatre was still with John Rich and the building, according to
the attested copy of the indenture recording the sale of the ’Reeve*
55
moiety by James Mead to Edmund Browne, on 12 October 1755» was described
as ’the said great messuage or playhouse , , „ with the entry way or
passage from Great Lincoln’s Inn Fields to the said messuage or playhouse’**
54
Twenty years later, 25 and 24 June 178%, there was effected the amalga­
mation of the two mooeties by Joshua Peart, later Scrope, and the
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indenture confirming this act recites the descriptions found in earlier
documents including the reference to the northerly passage, but the
words concerning this passage were scratched out. Prom 1789 there is
35another deed that recites the familiar description of the playhouse,
now warehouse, and that omitted any note of the passage. But in February
1802, when Josiah Spode purchased the warehouse entire, the deed states
that this was 'together with the ground heretofore used as an entry way
or passage from Great Lincoln's Inn Fields to the said messuage or play- 
36house but now built upon'. Again in 184-8 one finds the same description
when Copeland, successor to Spode, sold the property to the Royal College 
37of Surgeons, including the words 'but now built upon'.
In a separate bundle of deeds related to No. 38 Portugal Rci held
by the Royal College of Surgeons there is a deed of conveyance dated
70
i837? but in the description of the property no mention is to be found
relating to this strip of land reserved to the orner of No. ’8 since the 
days of Horatio Moore I and Emline. PlditzLon^lly there is no suspicion 
of this passage in B,rry’s drawings of the whole site in I848, neither 
Joes it appear in the 1794 document ani plan discussed above, nor in the 
Sun Fire Office plan, but in this last instance this is harily surprising. 
Brry's plan of the properties to the north of the warehouse shows in 
detail the state of No. 57 Portugal Row ani Nos. ’8 ani ’9 are clearly 
divided by one brick wall giving each house a baclcyard 24' wide. The
passage way of 3*3" hai disappeared.
Taking this evidence into account 1 suggest that the passage way
that lay within the limits of No, 38 Portugal Row was absorbed into that
property soon after the playhouse ceased to operate as such. The 1783
deed in which the deletion was made recognised this fact. Where in
subsequent deeds reference is found to the passage vay there are two
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solutions; first, there is idle repetition of earlier deeds by scribes 
who recorded ancient history rather than the current state of affairs, 
or secondly, it is possible that reference is being made to that specific 
part of the site that had previously been used as the entrance to the 
playhouse, i.e., the 1714 equivalent of the original 4* that lay between 
the tennis court and the rear wall of No. 38 Portugal Row. Certainly 
where one finds outcrops to the north of the warehouse in the 1794 plan 
and again in the Sun Fire Office plan, but absent from Barry’s plan 
because it is at first floor level, in the place that once wotd-d have 
been the entrance from the passage into the theatre there are buildings 
that perform various functions including that of w.cs, In conclusion I 
suggest that the passageway through No. 38 was reclaimed by the ovwiers
of that property very soon after 1753•
The North Side of the Site
Turning attention to particular aspects of the Sun Fire Office plan 
pl.XXXIV, one finds roughly indicated the area to the north of the ware­
house as it was in 1806. The yard and w.cs. on the north-west corner 
are shovm to be upon the earlier entranc e plac e from Portugal Row and the 
enclosing line to the east of these outhouses is inconclusively finished 
off. In the same mumer is indicated the link with No. 37 Portugal Row 
which had been built by Scrope on the ground level and noted as a 'covered 
way’. This new passage between the warehouse and Portugal Row is seen to
extend as far as the rear yard w.11 of No. 37 and one presumes that this 
was later superseded by Spode * s more elaborate bridge to be seen in the 
Brry drawings of 1848, The Srni Fire OfOice plan in this area is not -to
scale which is the mi^n fault with the whole drawing if it were to be
relied on as the principal source of information. The consequent problems
that arise from this fact will be more obvious when examining the internal
ibb
structure of the building. One serious omission is that of the dressing-
room. house to the east of the covered way. One finds allusions to this
area in all the deeds before the date of this insurance survey and it is 
difficult to believe that they were contained within the scope of the 
building shown here. The plan of I848 gives a truer representation of 
the adjacent house even though it has suffered alterations effected by 
Spode. The only reason that can be offered is that the ’house' was not
to be included in this insurance policy which was concerned primarily 
with that part of the building that functioned as a warehouse and stable
ani not as iornee1^:ic accomllCiticn attached to No. 37 Portugal Row. This 
is suggested by the notes 'Room belonging to the Dvwll.ing House’ and 
'Flat* which are written over this particular area of the plan. Con­
sidering the source of this document it is disappointing that it Joes 
not appear to give as accurate an account of the building as one might 
expect ani indeed wish. But within its limitations it Joes support the
basic thesis that the warehouse was contained within the original site 
plan of 1714 ani consequently can be related back to t^hie tennis count 
site. Hoowver, admitting all its imperfections, the Sun Fire Office 
plan is the earliest extant plan of the theatre albeit as warehouse?
The North West cocoer of the SSte
The third drawing t obe eexmiiee beeooe gath.treng all togeHiee in 
the Barry plan and elevatioo oo 1884 is that of of3i« It arose out of 
the purchase, or at the time oo the propooed pu.rohash, ef a a itin patati h f 
land roughly 3’3" x i0'3" on the north side of the warehouse by the Royal 
College of Slurgecee from Copland in order to provide themselves with 
sufficient ground to put into effect Barry's designs for the new lecture 
theatre, pl.IXa, i833?
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There are three drawings on this sheet, pl^oX, two of which will be 
returned to when discussing the elevation of the theatre-warehouse, but 
the third is a plan of the ’north west angle of Ms^;rs Copeland’s ware­
house on the level of the ground floor shewing the proposed new walls 
of t;tie College of Surgeons tinted red, and the space of ground to become 
the property of the College edged with yellow*. This purchase of land is 
the only loss recorded on behalf of the playhouse property from I714 down 
to 1834« Here one recognises the loss of part of the ground that Rich 
had acquired from Tasburgh in 1714» TluLs plan also provides a very clear
indication that the western wall of the warehouse was in common with 
that of the proposed extension to the Royal College of Surgeons. The 
area in question is seen in both pl.IXa and the 1848 plan by Barry, 
plt^XIa. By 1848 even those vestigial elements of the playhouse drawn 
in the 1834 plans and elevations were no longer in existence. These 
details of the we stern and north-western comer are the only drawings 
that have been found of those si.des of the building.
Suimarising therefore the information derived from these three
drawings from 1794 dovm to the final state of the building in I848 it
can be stated with some degree of confidence that whereas there had been
considerable alteratoons to the interior and shell of the playhouse, the
site on which it stood was virtually the same as that deduced in I714•
The changes that did not radically alter the site were first, the loss of
the passageway from Portugal Row running between Nos. 37 and 38 which one 
suspects occurred at some time between 1753 and 1756; and secondly, the 
sale of the p^tch of ground 3*3" % 10*3" in 1834 to the Royal College of 
Surgeons. Neither of these can be claimed as really significant losses
to the actual plot on which the theatre had been biuHt.
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The state of the site of the warehouse as it stood, in 1848 is 
sho—n in fig.24. In that plan are noted all the above mentioned
alterations with the addition, of details from the Barry plan of 1848.
The outline of the warehouse has been included to show the overall use
of the land. The theatre or ^rehouse is coloured grey as is No. 57 
Portugal Row to which it was tied at that time, both being in the owner­
ship of Copland. To the east ' in sepia are the p^roperties that were 
once in the hands of Henley. On the western side Nos. 58 and 39 are 
shown in yellow and without the familiar passageway. All that area 
coloured blue represents the property belonging to the Royal College of 
Surgeons vho now possessed No. 40 Portugal Row and would shortly extend 
their college to the east and absorb not only Nos. 39» 58 and 37 but 
also No, 36. The ^lter extension of the R.C.S. absorbed No. 59? No. 38 
et seq. remained separate houses until after bombing, pL-^^LVjC, in 194I.
This fig.24 should be studied in conjunction with the copy of the 
plan of the warehouse drawn up by Barry in I848 which defines more parti­
cularly the specific dimensions of the various parts of the building.
The plan, fig.25, shows also details drawn from the 1794 indenture, the 
intrusion into No, 39 Portugal Row around the north-western angle of the
warehouse. The Royal College of Surgeons had already acquired No. 40
Portugal Row with its stables on Portugal Street, It will be seen that 
the whole warehouse is quite comfortably contained within the original 
73’ . 130’ plot bought by Horatio Moore I and James Hooker. The overall
dimensions of the site are therefore, fig.25, on the southern Portugal 
Street facade, about 112’6”, 12’3" the opening that had been the stable 
of No. 40 Portugal Row but now College buildings, and the remaining 
419" - 5’0" on the eastern side had become *b!e frontage of No. 20 Portugal 
Street, pl-XId, On the western side of the warehouse the depth was about
170
48’0". Turning east along the northern side, the rear w,ll of the
warehouse abutting the yards of Noso 40 ani 39 Portugal Row was about
40’0", then moving north along the warehouse ani rear wall to meet the 
back w.11 of No. 38 Portugal Row, about 25'O". Moving east again there
is the uneven line created by the rear yard wlls of Nos. 37» 38 ani 39 
Portugal Rov; which collectively give a distance of about 77’O". On the 
eastern side the distance north ani south is drawn from the original plot 
line to the I7I4 - I848 front giving 76'0", but it will be noted that 
from the rear of No. ’6 to the front of the warehouse the depth was 7i’O’'o 
Hoovwver a glance across the plan will reveal that those properties to the 
north had various depths. The depth of the property consequently increases 
in places, to 75'8" north and south in the region of No. 38 Portugal Row. 
The hnlvenneee of the vestigial rear walls of the houses to the north of
the warehouse is of course the result of various sales and resales and
encroachments that hai taken place over nearly two hundma years, ani it
is not surprising therefore that there is a certain untidiness here. It
is probable that the only original w.11 is that of No. 36. In spite of
these irregularities it would seem that they are not significant enough
to cause a rejection of the basic thesis that all tennis courts, theatres
ani warehouses were built within the original I636 site of some 75*0” x
130’0", ani that this plot by 1714 was reduced in length to about ii2’6"
ani in depth to about 48*O" on the west ani to 30*0" on the eastern side.
It then supported the theatre, auditorum and stage, with the additional
plot of about 23*0" x 72'0" adjoining to the north that contained the main
staircase ani dressing rooms of the theatre. It is within this plot,
taking into account the keoe/n exchanges of property in the area of Nos.
39 and 38 Portugal Row, that one can place the tennis court as well as
the first and second theatres that 'stood as the first chapter in the 
39history of the modern stage *."
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The final description of the theatre when a warehouse is derived
from the indenture of 1848^^ reads as follows:
a playhouse called the New Theatre with dressing rooms
coffee house and other buildings . . • formerly known
as and described as all that great messuage . • < used
as the New Theatre and all that house or tenement here­
tofore used for dressing rooms adjoining to the north
side of the . . o playhouse and therewith usually occupied
and enjoyed together with the ground heretofore used as an
entry way or passage from Great Lincoln's Inn Fields to
the said playhouse but now built upon and also all those
buildings rooms and appartments formerly used as sheds or
shops or coffee houses and the shed heretofore used as a
passage into the said playhouse adjoining to the south
side thereof all which said premises situate and being in
Little Lincoln's Inn Fields in Portugal Street . . .
Having isolated the site and traced its formation from 1705 down to
1848, before reconstructing the theatre within the warehouse and its
adjoining buildings, a brief account of the alterations suffered by the
theatre in its several conversions will be necessary to determine that
which remained of the original theatre and thus act as a guide in its
reconstruction.
A brief account of the interior and exterior alterations, 1745-1848
Although this period, over one hundred years, is that in which the
building no longer functioned as a theatre it is the period for which most
evidence survives in the form of artists' impressions of the exterior and
more accurate architects' plans and elevations of the exterior and interior,
of what had become a warehouse. Over the same period there are several
deeds that describe the contemporary state of the interior and outhouses.
All these documents serve to explain the final and most comprehensive set
of drawings, those by Charles Barry; the result of a survey of the ware­
house carried out in 1848, pls.XIa, b, c and d.
172.
Diming the coutel of this extlimtice that wh-ch is vestigial of 
the playhouse will be detlnieei. After all the alteratoons carried 
out over those one hundred years have been erased from the Barry plan 
a reconstruction of the olayeohsl as it stood between I7I4 ani 1732 will
be projected.
At the close of i732 the new theatre in Covent; Garden w^s ready ani 
John Rich moved his company westwards across Drury Lane. Rich maintained, 
his interest in the Lincoln's Inn Fields theatre down to i7’3 hut appears 
not to have paid any rates after i748»6^ In those seventeen years inter­
vening the theatre was used intermittently by various scmote^^e including 
his own from Covent Garden. Other cammies of note that played the
theatre during those years were Giffard’s company coming from Goodman's 
Fields; Haidle's Opera Company playei several seasons and there were also 
a number of miscellaneous troupes and benefit performances. A full
catalogue of the occupants over these years is to be found in The London 
42Stage, ani neeis no repetition here. The last recorded theatrical per­
formance at the theatre was that of Love and Folly, produced as a benefit 
for GaHiard on ii December i74i* It is not thought that these somIrtei.ee 
would have altered the building in any significant way since they only
rented the theatre for short seasons.
The next inhabitants of the theatre were a com^ny of Guards, a 
military force larger than usual to keep order in the theatre, but their 
presence was precipitated by rhmOIhte ani fear of the dreaded Scot. There 
are three nliS]rlper reports of this incident,
Yesterday morning a Colonee’s Giuari (by order) marchei to 
the Playhouse in Lincoln's Inn Fields, where they are to 
continue, in order to be ready to quell any iistm?bancle 
that my happen from the adherents of the Pretender and 
the enemies of our present Happy Establishment.43
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Sawrer44 noted another which was unclassified and seems to be a more 
elaborate version of the above. It is not supposed that the Guards
were established long in the theatre and were soon recalled to barracks 
without leaving a very deep impression on the theatre0
A military presence in the theatre was again noted several years 
later but there is some confusion as to the precise date; the extent of 
the occupation and the alterations were mentioned in the following notice*
The Workmen are getting ready the old Playhouse in 
Lincoln’s Inn Fields with all Expedition, in order to 
make Barracks for fourteen hundred Soldiers that are 
to be kept there. Provision is already made at 
Sommrset House for fifteen hundred Men that are also 
to lie in Barracks there.45
Th:is quotation comes from a cutting in the R.C.S. of E. Scrapbook,
’Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Etc., Hstorical Cutting ’, but the news .paper and
date has not been traced although the archivist has noted that it came
from ’1750’. Hoorewr, the same information is recorded by both Heckethorn48
47and Clhncellor but without their source. Both date the incident as
occurring in 1758. Without supporting evidence from a more authoritative 
quarter it is not thought that this inform Pion should be treated too 
seriously for if a great deal of work was expended on this conversion to 
house a regiment of soldiers, it is unlikely that they were withdrawn 
after only eighteen months. There is no note of this in the ratebooks
and a search in the Ordnance records of the P.R.O. has produced no sup­
porting evidence.
Also contradicting the possibility that the theatre became a more 
permanent military establis]ment is the anonymous note describing a
visit to the theatre before it became a warehouse. ThLs record is a
A Q
mnuscript'4' in the theatre collection of the Garrick Club and is ostensibly 
dated 1757 but internal evidence shows that it was written after 1783. The
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writer recalled, that the theatre was in a fairly chaotic state reminding
him of the scene at Covent Garden after the half price riots which.
49occurred dwring January and February 1763^ This might well have been 
the state in which the array left the building after providing themselves 
with, sufficient space to bed down for a day or two, by clearing the stage 
and removing the benches in the pit and lodging them in the boxes around 
the same. The date of that visit to the old theatre by this comnentator 
must have been after 18 November 1755» the date of the riot at the per­
formance of the French dancers at Drury Lane, and before John Bones, the 
subsequent tenant, took up his lease in 1756. ?/hat exactly Banks did to
the theatre is not altogether clear but the rateable value of the theatre
50was suddenly raised to £200 and that for the dressing rooms/house to £60. 
There is a note in the mrgin beside this entry stating that an appeal was 
to be made against that assessment. In the following year when Messrs 
Charles Simth and Go. paid the rates they did so on a revised nominal
figure of £150 for the theatre.
It wordd seem that if anybody made any radical alteration to the 
theatre it was John Banks who, having realised the commrrial possibilities 
that lay in the theatre, converted it and leased it at the earliest oppor­
tunity. Charles Smith and Co. took up a twenty-one year lease as from
5124 June 1758. Those involved were entered in the ratebook for that
year, John Trotter, George Simth, Bradshaw and Claries Smith.
All that can be said with certainty is that between 1745 and 1756
the theatre was ’dark’ and in a dilapidated state giving only a livelihood
to the carpenter-caretaker and his wife who hung her wishing in the
•clouds’, and that they lived, in rooms which had previously been the 
52dressing rooms. Thereafter the converted theatre functioned as a ware­
house, offices and domeetic accommoation. The tenants who were recorded
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above were later joined by others, a fact that is dram from several 
leases that were taken up before i794 when Josiah Spode leased a large 
part of the o;temiels for his own use*
In addition to the four businesses carried on by the men named
above was that of the Six Clerk's Office, which in i744» w^s 'to be
removed to the old Playhouse in Portugal Street for three years till
their office is rebuilt in the same spot of ground, with some additions,
34where it at oreeent standsc' By i782 the warehouse had become a
veritable warren providing both doralltic accomlllCdtion and ccmllrcsal
facilities. IleLe partitioning eecomee clear in both the indentures of
the period ani visible as late as i8O6 in the Sun Fire Office plan,
pi.XXXIV. From this plan it is possible to deduce partially the remniee
of the iomlleis acsomIllCdtion which was built into the western part of
the old theatre ani described in the indentures. The larger remaining
portion was employed as office erasl ani various workshops. A deed of 
33i782 provides the elmle and descriptions of several people then in 
occu]r-tioe, Joshua Peart, Edmund Estcowrt, John Miller, Daniel Pike,
John Foulkes, HumPrey Bowwes, Turner and Gallimon, celel mminu-
Oacthrere; taris, china-man; William Garth, upholsterer; Trotter, 
upholsterer; ani additionally of course were the vaults belovr that were
rented out, at that time to Meaux.
Such was the state of the theatre when Josiah SpoIi came on the
scene in i794 when Joshua Scrope (formerly Feart) leased for twenty-one 
years at £2iO por teehm a large part of the warehouse. The ieieeture of 
2’ June i794 included a lengthy description of the oremiees and particularly 
that part leased to Spode. Scrope imposed severe restrictions on the uses 
to which Spode could put the building and on any alterations that he might 
wish to effect. That deed also reported on the changing occupants of the
warehouse down to that date when Messrs Thomas Turner and Ambrose GalHon
hai become Turner and Shore. John Miler, attorney, whose room had
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previously been used as the clerks’ office, was nov/ used by the Society 
for the Improvement of Naval Architecture. Messrs Stevenson and Co. 
had also moved in. The full description of the premises taken up under
the 1794 lease by Spode can be read in the Appendix.
The plan that was drawn in the mirgin of this deed is reproduced
in fig.22a. It was not until 1802 that Spode bought the freehold of the
- . 56
whole warehouse and the house in Portugal Row, No. 37. But in 1795 
Scrope leased to Spode not only the remining area of the warehouse that
in 1794 he had reserved to himself but also this house to the north of
the wewarehouse in Portugal Row. The 1794 plan from the lease and the Sun 
Fire Office plan, respectively fig022a and pi* XXXIV, therefore provide 
interesting maerial for compaaison reflecting changes between those 
years and before the later alterations made by the new ov^r Spode, no 
longer suffering any inhibitions upon his own designs.
During the 1820s and early 30s the Spode company prospered and later 
there was a merger effected between the Spode family and that of the 
Copelands; both engaged in producing the fine china ware for which they 
are still famed. The resultant company operated under several permCa^’tiocs 
of the two family names. In 1833 it was the Copelands that were madding 
the comp^iny. Willism Copland occupied No. 37 Portugal Row and made the 
conversions that are to be seen in the Barry drawings of the warehouse 
and adjoining properties that were shortly to be acquired by the Royal 
College of Sturgeons. Although it was suggested that Spode may have made 
the alterations to the warehouse seen in this plan there is no factual 
evidence to support any precise dating, for it may well have happened in 
the time of the Copelands who it is believed, constructed the enclosed 
bridge between the two properties.
±77.
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There is one other very important plan, that of the north-west
corner of the warehouse, drawn hy Philip Hardwick in 1834» pl*X. The
importance of this sheet of drawings is that it records changes that
were to be effected in that area and in doing so reflected changes that
had been made at an unknown date on the small plot of land that John Rich 
57had purchased from Tasburgh in 1715° The drawing indicates old and new 
windows that were placed in both the western wall and the northern wall
of the old playhouse thus allowing a clearer impression of Barry's later
plans as well as the possibility of relating details in that area to the
Sun Fire Office plan.
The Copelands occupied both the warehouse and the house, No. 37 
Portugal Row, until Aldn. Willism Copeland conveyed the whole property 
to the Royal College of Surgeons on 16 February I848. Following the 
purchase by the College the old theatre was demooishea.
When the college bought the building the only parts of
the theatre that remained were the outer walls built
on an arched cellar, a large Queen Anne staircase, a
saloon on the first floor, and an attic, lighted by 
windows in the roof, which had been probably the scene 
painting lofto
58This description of the building prior to demolition comes from Timbs 
59upon whom D’Arrecr Power deppnded when writing her article v in 19OO. This 
late notice of the theatre may not be totally accurate but in its iimiedd 
way details the existence of specific features that must be accounted for
in the final reconstruction. Of special interest is the allusion to the
Queen Anne staircase for there are two drawings in the collection of Mr
Robert Eddison which, although anonymous and undated, claim to be authen­
ticated sketches of the grand staircase that was 'the grace' of the ground
floor entrance and continued to rise with equal splendour to the roof,
figs.26a and b.^
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There seem therefore to have been possibly three main periods 
during which alterations could have taken place, first the Banks
conversion of 1757? secondly, Scrope .'may have made alterations the 
effect being set out in the 1794 lease to Spode. This document, however 
confusedly, fixes the state of the theatre at that date. Thirdly, those 
alterations effected by the Spode-Copeland a?nrtnerih.ip after 1802 which 
are finally reflected in the Barry survey of 1848. Because the Y/.P.L. 
note adds little to the information already produced above it wll only 
be shown here in fig.27, but used in evidence whenever necessary. Taken
together, this plan and the accompanying notes, reveal that not only was 
there little remaining of the theatre in 1825 or possibly 1851,^^ but 
also that Spode could not give certain help to the writer.
From the details in the Barry plan, pi.XIa, it would seem that the 
Copelands swept away all the domiltic tccomriOation that Banks had either 
bid It or adapted from the theatre, that is, that area in the western ^ort 
of the warehouse that Scrope had originally leased to Spode. It is ini 
this area that one might assime the saloon had been set. It is equally 
clear that in the eastern end of the building Scrope had either converted 
or retained Baifcs’ introduction of stables and a coach house; they may 
well have been retained by Copeland. Tins is not definite for Barry’s 
plan is at first floor level. How-lvr, the many illustratoons of the
building from this late period would suggest that this function was
retained at ground level in the eastern wing of the warehouse dovm to 
1806, pIXXXIWo
Throughout the whole period.the central body of the warehouse seems 
to have been used on all floors as large or partitOoned storerooms, 
offices or display showrooms, at-*XXX1V and pls.XIa and Xlb.
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One of the mjor problems that arises is that of determining 
whether or not the floor levels that are shown in the Barry section of 
the whorehouse are of post-1802 provenance or stem from an earlier period 
and possibly relate to the theatre. This mater affects the placing 
and/or any alterations to the staircase at every storey. There are 
staircases noted in the Sun Fire Office plan that do not correspond with 
the description in the 1794 deeds, neither are they present in the Barry 
plan. It will be noted that staircases occur in similar but not identical 
places in the W.P.L. note, fig.27.
Early floor levels and their related staircases are extremely 
difficult to assess from the plans, and indeed, the fenestration on the 
south side of the theatre affords little help, for in theatres floor 
levels are singularly difficult to read from the exterior as they are 
raked and accompanied by complex' adjustments usually achieved by compen­
sating steps. Additionally I believe that much of the familiar southern
wall of the theatre was probably filled with blind windows and served,
more than anything else, as a decorative screen front, thus presenting a 
fashionable stylish facade. Some of these ‘windows' may have been opened
once the building became a warehouse.
In addition to the difficulty raised above with regard to the floor 
levels and principal staircases, there are also the discrepancies between 
the statement of Timbs and the drawings of Barry which compound the 
problems. The evidence to be reconciled is that which is provided by 
the Eddison undated sketches, figs,26a and b; the Barry plans, pls.XIa 
and Xlb, and what seems to be a sound record in Timos of 'a large Queen
Anne Staircase'•
First, Barry's drawing is the only unimpeachable evidence of the 
min staircase in I848 when the College bought the building. Secondly,
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one cannot be certain as to whether or not Timbs was familiar with
either the staircase when it took the form in the Eddison drawing or
that shown by Barry. There are considerable differences in these two
staircases and, though the Barry drawing does bear some similarities
with the staircase in the Sun Fire Office plan and the Eddison drawing,
it is possible that the Eddison drawings come from an earlier date, i.e0,
before 1802, or the date of the insurance survey, 1806. On the other
hand the accuracy of Timbs is to be doubted for he did not provide his
sources and he was writing twenty-eight years after the building had been
demolished, Gordon and D'Arcy are not supporting evidence for they merely
lifted verbatim Timbs' description. My conclusion is that Timbs is un­
reliable, and that the Eddison drawings depict the original Queen Anne
staircase that was 'the grace' of the entrance; the staircase extant in
1848 in the Barry drawing was a reconstruction of the original staircase,
adapted to do duty in a reconstructed theatre. Two features confirm me
in this opinion, first, the great window on each landing on the north side
occurs not only in the deeds but also in both drawings of the whole struc­
ture; and secondly^, it would not have been impossible to reconstruct the
Eddison staircase when it was decided to divide the theatre internally,
for access to the upper floors was initially reserved to those who leased
or owned the western part of the warehouse ana partitions were set up that
would have required such a cannibalisation of the staircase. It should
be noted how awkwardly the arch straddles the main staircase in the Sun
Eire Office plan, though it is admitted that this may be due to the
inexpert surveyor.
There is no evidence of a saloon on the first floor existing in 1848
that had any connection with the theatre. Indeed, it would be difficult
to claim, for it was never mentioned in any title deed, that any part of
the domestic accommodation in the western part of the theatre was derived
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from a period of earlier glory. Such a chamber wouLd, it is thought, 
have been noted in the lease to Spode in 1794? but there is at no date 
any reference to a saloon. One assumes that if there were a saloon it 
would have been in the western part of the building since all evidence 
points to the stage being in the east. From the 1794 ieei one gains the
impression that the first floor was divided in much the same manner as 
that shovm in the ground floor plan from the Sun Fire Office, and from
the number of doors that were glazed one infers that there was little
natural light entering the building. If this were true the Barry plan 
indicates that further alterations had taken place by 1848 for all the 
small rooms in the west end on the first floor had been taken away to 
afford one vast room running the length of the building with another,
though smaier, to the north side, running in the same direction. Fire­
places had been installed at all levels in such places as one might
imagine previously the western box or pit promenade had been as well as 
half way up the rear wall over what had been the stage, and on the ground 
floor, another in a position that might have been centre stage. Some
early illustratoons show the stack to this system of flues.
With regard to Timbs' observation concerning 'an attic, lighted by
windows in the roof, which had been probably the scene painting loft’
there is nothing to contradict the statement and it is not other than one
might have expected. This is also true for the commeets found in the 
W.P.L. note, that
There are a number of small Rooms above and a few years 
ago there were some Portraits on canvas on -tlae Walls - 
but so decayed wwre pulled down . . .62
There aar no . lights shown in the Barry plan actually set in the roof but 
such windows are indicated in sketches of -tlie south facade which might help 
date the point at which alteratoons were made. A^gain, from the Hardwick
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plan of 1834 one is given a long rectangular window in the western vail
at attic level, and two on the same level on the northern side.
The Barry section does not show an arched cellar bit this need not
be interpreted as a negation of the Timbs information. The sectional 
drawing passes through that part of the theatre that is thought to have 
been the pit area which would not be raised on an arched cellar if the 
depth to which the theatre was excavated was no deeper than the 9*5” 
indicated. This does not rule out the possibility of vaulted arched
cellars at both ends of the theatre or beneath the pavement, for cellars 
in the latter position are mentioned by both Rich in his Comiaatnt, 1735? 
and by Shepherd in his Answer, 1734« '
Related to the cellars but presumably in a more central area vhen
the pit had stood there remained the original walls that surrounded the
pit. It was during the de]ioOitioc that when more recent partitions were
removed there was discovered an original doorway over which there was an
alcove in which was recovered, though damaged, a terra cotta bust of
Joc^o^c^o This piece has been lost but a companion, that of Shakespeare,
6zl
is now the property of the Garrick dub. No reference has been found
to any other internal decorative eeaum dow to 1848.
A further adjustment to the Baryr paan ss He remoova of the fire­
places. Reference has already been made to the two fireplaces situated
in the eastern and ww^em sides of He warehouse. (O the western side
in the hHadwwck elevation, pl.X, He ch^inley saack haf feve psts suggeining
that there vas a firepiece on each level from basement to attic. The same 
may well have been true on the east side. These hearths, it is suggested
were introduced won the theatre became converted to domettc and other
comQircaal functions. The remaining collection of fireplaces that has to
be erased is that at the west end of the north w.11. In the Hardwick
drawing there are thne pots to this stack. The fireplaces are referred 
to in the 1794 lease and although the fire insurance plan omits them the
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reason might he that the surveyor was confused in this area as may he 
deduced from his representation of the flight of stairs in this quarter*
The impression gained from a comparison of all the drawings is that this 
flue was set up, probably as early as 1758, in the now disused staircase 
that had been built on the extra piece of land bought from Tasburgh. For 
some unknown reason the land was never reclaimed by Tasburgh*s heirs and 
it was a section of that plot that the R.C.S, was concerned to acquire 
when they comniisioned Hardwick to carry out the survey that gave rise to 
the drawing, pl.X* This was to allow the comppetion of the Barry extension 
to the College as set out in the 1855 plans, pl.IXa.
This drawing also makes reference to old windows that would have to
be blocked up and they will be taken into account in the reconstruction
which follows.
CHanges other than those recorded in the Hrdwick and Barry plans
for the north west corner occurred on the north side of the theatre. A
comppaison between the Sun Fire Office plan and the Barry 1848 plan 
reveals that the Copelands had reorganised the sanitary arraignments
and the general use of the yard on this northern side that had once been
the means of entrance to the theatre through No. 58 Portugal Row, Howeeer,
apart from the redeployment of this yard, the returning' of the passageway
to its owiers, and the bridge over the rear yard to link the warehouse 
with No. 57 Portugal Row, very little seems to have been done that would
alter the basic structure of the original building. Even with the extant
plans and descriptions of the north side, of the dressing rooms that
became a flat or house linked to No* 57 Portugal Row, little can be said
with any certainty. That the dressing room block was on four floors with 
windows on the eastern side and a fireplace on the western side of every 
room on each floor is very likely. If there were an alteration effected
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by the Copelands when they yoked this block with their Portugal Row
house, it is suggested that they hacked away a considerable amount of
brickwork from the northern leg of the very thick internal wall when
they bridged the gap over the yard. Some support for this suggestion
may be found in the manner in which the roofing of this part of the
building was carried out, pl.XICo
On both the east and wwes sides the Baary plan, pl.XIa, shows that 
no large scale alterations had taken place to the main fabric of the 
building since it had been biu.lt. On the east side there is the proba­
bility that the window was an addition once the theatre ceased to function. 
It is highly unlikely that it was in the original construction. The only
other addition on this side of the building is that of the fireplaces and 
that has already been tououch upup nbavo. Moving go O tie wwst side the
only alterations that are certain are those that are noted in the Hardwick
drawing of 1834 which help to explain the state of that side of the 
theatre before the Barry development according to the 1833 plans by Barry 
proceeded. VWet is made clear in pl.IXa is that on the removal of the
coach house and stables to No. 40 Portugal Row, the Barry extension
shared the western wa.11 of the warehouse in common. WleHer or not there
were other round headed windows on that side of the theatre as shown in
the Hardwick elevation is not certain. The position. of the single window
does suggest that there might have been three, but on the other hand the 
position of the fid in this wll, according to its date of introduction, 
would have prevented such a design. Additioinally, there is no record in 
the correspondence between the College and Copelands with regard to the 
Barry extension taking the light of the warehouse, fig.28.
The south side of the warehouse is shown in the Barry elevation
pl.XId, and in many illustrations of the theatre once it had become a
warehouse. There is only one illustration of the exterior, south side, '
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from the time when it operated as a theatre and that is the partial
rendering by Hogarth, pi.XXXIII. There had been a more elaborate central
entrance, it is thought, which only remained in the form of the mutilated 
65porch in the centre of the facadeo The entrances on the eastern end
have already been touched upon above when the stables and coach house
section was discussed. These entrances cannot be considered with any
certainty as post theatre alterations. The doorways to the warehouse on
the western end of the front can be related to the state of the building
when it had been converted to domestic purposes but whether or not that
conversion was carried out with regard to already existing doorways is
similarly undocumented. The only qualifying note to be introduced in
this area is that drawn from the Hogarth engraving in which the audience
is seen to be entering through a rusticated archway which bears every
resemblance to that shown frequently in later drawings. This archway
may have been subsequently blocked up as all other drawings of this show.
I think it is possible that the original entrance, or one of the original
entrances, was that shown by Hogarth and that when the building was con­
verted this arch was blocked up, a window set up in its place and the
entrance to that part of the building that seems to have been primarily
domestic, was through a more modest door that is represented in the later
drawings and water colours bearing the label ’Spode’.
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Notes, pp. 144-188.
Contemporary reports, The Weekly Packet, 18 Dec 1714»
The Patentee had ‘been at vast Expense to make this Theatre 
as convenient for the Reception of an Audience as any one 
can possibly be.*
JoH. Wilson, ’Theatre Notes from the Newwigate Newwletters*,
T.N., voloXV, Noo 3, 1961, po 83, entry for 18 Dec 1714,
This day opened the New Playhouse in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 
they stile themselves the comedians under the letters patent 
of the late King Chhtrles II. The House is the finest and 
most Convenient of any ever Erected here. H.s IMjesty was 
this Evening at the opera and the Prince and Princess at the 
Theatre in Drury Laneo
C. Gordon, Old Time Aldwych, Kingsway and Neighbourhood, 19O3, p. 335«
John Rich 'opened the theatre on 18 1714 and spoke
the prologue of the opening play (Farquthr’s Recruiting Officer) 
dressed in mourning*, quoting from Davies, Dramtic Misceeianies, 
1784.
G. Barlow, ’A First Night Prologue for the New Theatre in Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields’, T.N., vol. (-awaiting-^
ywa/in, pp.
2
infra, pp. 309-310 Queen’s Theatre in the I-Haymaket.
R.C.S. of E., indenture, 12 and 13 Oct. 1753, {Ar^-
refers to indenture 5 Dec 1705 lease to W. Penkethman and confirms 
the conveyance of Sir Thomas Reeve’s (l) d* 1737, moiety via his 
trustee James Mead to Edmund Browne as trustee for James Mead and 
John Locke who are trustees for Sir Thomas Reeve (ii).
^W.P.L., Churchwardens’ and Overseers’ Accounts, Bo 35/A135*
q
Repercussions of the Union Order, related matters are recorded and 
documented in,
J. Milhous, Thomas Betterton and the Iyfean-gement of Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields 1695-1708, 1979, PP* 207-221.
J. Milhous and R. Hume, Vice CJhl.mberlain Coke ’ s Theatrical Papers, 
1982, pp. 116-118, I23-I26, et passim p. I46.
' H16 Si 1 & neint| d(- £) iv. I7 o *7, TL tQ
Cibber, op. cit., vol.II, p. 100.
Horatio Moore II, d. 9 Feb I7O8, PROB 6/86, f.166, P.CoC* Acdm.ns,
1710 (Auugst).
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R.C.S. of E., indenture, $0 May 1776, referring to the indenture 
of 6 Dec 1705, Moore II to HLccocks the Moore mooety, that moiety 
to Joshua Peart.
9 P.RoO., C53/276/7Ol, the ruling of which was that the litifeoants 
should resolve the problem amongst themselves; that resolution 
appears in the manner in winch Sir Edward. Abney Kt and Willism 
M,semore acquired. No. 40 Portugal Row, 28-9 Dec 1692. This 
indenture is in the keeping of the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England.
B.M, Add. Ch. 9303, 3 Sept 1714» cites indenture of Lease of theatre 
by Anne Reeve, Deodatus Champion and Thomas Rjeve to Chuistopher Rich 
and Rupert Clarke, 5I Aug I7I4•
Rich Account books, B.M, Egerton 2265 & 2266, 1724-1727•
8 Feb 1724/5, Paid M Welshman in full B-Lance of
Ground Rent for Mr dhaipion's moiety Dec to Xmas last - £79* 12s Id.
23 Sepp 1724j Daily rent charhe, eheatre, 
Chocolate Rooms
9 Scpp 1726, Dai1y rent entrce, geeatre 
Chocolate Rooms
£3. l£s oa. 
8s Od.
£4- 12£ Od. 
8s.Od.
12 R.C.S of E., indenture 30 May 1776, ( /M>p. t- «3t).
John Welchman at his death 1773 ovmed half the Moore II mooety.
13 Schedule of Title Deeds etc. relating to the premises purchased of 
Mr. Aldn. Copeland by the Royal College of Surgeons of England, 
Appendix^ Hr-
14 R.C.S. of E., 23 & 24 June 1783, indenture tidying up conveyance of 
the warehouseetheatre to Joshua Peart prior transactions of 22 & 24
June 1782 left uncompieted due to the death of Dame Reeve Feb I783
who died intestate. ( Ayy. k 1^3/>
R.C.S. of E., indenture 26 & 27 Feb 1802, -p- 1V^>.
Joshua Scrope conveyed freehold of the warehouse to Josiah Spode.
16 R.C.S. of E., 16 Feb I848, conveyance of ^rehouse and 37 Lincoln’s
Inn Fields from Aldn. W. Copland to the R.C.S. of E. iJAG-f).
17 B.M. , Add. Ch. 9303, see Appendix^ 'of.
Cibber, op. cit., vol.II, p. 100.
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19 G.L.e., M.L.R.
20 ibid., M.L.R.,
21 ibid., M.L.R.,
22 ibid., M.L.R.,
1712/6/111. (Avp-P* l0*).
1715/2/1. OfrPT * 06). 
1715/2/2. (Ayp. p, hb)
L712/5/113. r>'L°S'
23' Press ^^£^3:
Typical of such deceptive press notices, wlnich, without adequate 
support from other sources, it wwoud. be ditnilouc to acccpp oo. theer 
face value, are those found in the Dai Ila CouuanC. The first of 
these advertisements is dated 7 Sept L7O8,
The playhouse in Little Lincoln’s Inn Fields is to be Let 
for a Tennis Court or for any other use, (except a Playhouse), 
Enquire of LLr John Hill next Door to the Sign of the An^^l 
in Little Russell street.
Plausible as this noticc might seem the lease of tHe theatre was held
at this time by Pehkethmma ann Rich. In tint yeea Riih patd the rates
and these were regularly paid thereafter by him. Since the reason for 
Rich’s interest in the theatre is unknown - except that he currently 
held the monopoly of alternative theatres and no alteratOons had yet 
been made to the Queen’s Theatre - it wouLd be difficult to suggest a 
reason for Rich wishing to relinquish control of the building. Sawyer 
deduced that the Lord 01x11^11^,11 had prohibited its use as a play­
house from the parenthetical ’(except a Playhoucil*. Lt is unlikely 
that the moiety holders had any longer an interest in tennis or would 
have been prepared to gut the old building once again to its former 
shell so that it could revert to a tennis court. On the other hand 
it is certain that the Queen’s Theatre and the Theatre Royal were 
still in an unsettled state and their functions misapplied. Rich 
had not yet been evicted from the Theatre but he was not the
most popular theatre maana^r. Adddttonally the Drury Lane share­
holders were not enamoured of the manner in which they considered 
themselves robbed of their dividends. Ln this prevailing atmosphere, 
wnich showed no si gnu of abating, one cannot imagine Rich had any 
intention of releasing control of any part of London’s theatrical 
michinery.
A more obvious satirical puff was published 12 Aug L709 ia the 
Daily Coiuant,
Ary persons who have a mind to be concerned in or to rent the 
playhouse in Little Lincoln’s Lnn Fields are desired to meet 
Mr Porcino and Kir Sniff at Nando*s Coffeehouse within Temple 
Bar, upon Tuesday next the l6th instant, at 4 o/cL^ock in the 
afternoon; who will be there to make very reasonable proposals 
relating to the said house, which may be seen in the meantime. 
Lnquire of Mr Colley, next door to the Scovrerers under the said 
house, or at the ^^7.
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It is difficult to believe in the characters involved, or to 
accept them or the whole advertisement as other than a mocking 
of Rich with a parody of the previous day's genuine advertise­
ment announcing a meeting called by Swiney to meet the Drury
Lane ownrs. Their theatre had been silenced since 6 June.
Rich had probably removed their scenery by that tme and per­
haps stored it in Lincoln's Inn Fields. Twelve weeks or so 
were to pass before Wi.1:^^ Collier forcibly gained access to 
the theatre on 22 Noveimer.
Of the same category of rumour is the notice of John D^owne', 
in The Tatler, No. 193, 1 July, 1710, in a postscript stated that 
he was,
credibly informed, that they design a New House in Lincoln's 
Inn Field, near the Popish CHpel, to be ready by Michaelmas 
[29 Sept] next; wlhLch indeed is but repairing an old one 
that has already failed.
24 R.C.S. of Eo, Deeds of 39 Lincoln's Inn Fields, (Parcel D), 29 Nov 
1714, Articles of Agreement between Henry Tasburgh and John Rich and 
Christopher Ivlosyezr Rich, 9 June 1715, conveyance of plot subject to 
above agreement. Appendix^
25 In this part of the reconstruction of the site the basic plan used in 
part I, ioe., O.S. 1874, for the figures has been supplemented by 
Barry's 1848 survey of the Warehouse and 37 Lincoln's Inn Fields.
26 Plan redrawn from the Hrdwick plan, 1834, pl.X, and the Barry survey 
plans, pi.XI, I848.
27 Christopher Rich, Wil, 5 Nov 1714»
PROB 11/541, f.228, PoC.C. 228 Aston, proved 26 Nov I714 by John 
Rich and Christopher Rich.
28
Paul Sawder, The New Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1979, pp. 12-20.
29' Plates, showing projection of the theatre on the south side, Mp, Rocque, 
1746, pi.VII; plans, Barry, 1833, plolXa and 1848, pl.XIa; and 
sketches, pis.XIII and XIV.
30 R.C.S. of E., indenture 26 & 27 Feb 1802,
Joshua Scrope conveys to Josiah Spode both the wrehouse and 
37 Lincoln's Inn Field. Appendix^ p- 1(Ur's-
The precise nature of the bridge is shown in the Barry plans, pl.XI. 
But there is the note of some covered wy in the 1806 plan by the 
Sun Fire Office surveyor. At wlhit date, and by whom the construction 
shown in the I848 plans was carried out is not certain.
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R.C.S. of E.. indephhre oo lease, 25 June IuIP , fp.Bsu I/+4-).
Joshua Sccope to Josiah SSpoeo
Joshua Scrope leased only part of the warehouse to Josiah Spode 
in 1794°
P. Sawner, The New Theatre in Lincolnfs Inn Fields, p. 13 & p. 26, 
refers to another indenture of this same deed, W.P.L®, Deed 114/l/l794, 
stating that this transaction was first a sale, p. 13, and a lease, 
p. 26. He appears to have misread the document. The 1794 indenture 
is for the lease of part of the warehouse. Scrope retained part for 
his ovm use. Nearly a year later, 25 tlay 1795, (R.C.S. of E., 37 
Lincoln's Iim Fields), Sccope leased, in addition to ppode the previous 
exception from tthe waaehoous as well as the house, 57 LinooLn’s Inn 
Fields. (Saw/er was not to know that Sc^pe was formerly Peart).
32' Cf. fig.23 and Harry plan, pl.XIa.
33 R.C.S. of E., indenture 12 Oct 1753, Mead to Browne, Appendix*
34 ibid., indenture 23 & 24 June 1785, Reeve -to Peart, Apppndix^ 153,
The Reeve moiety to Peart/Scroir.
ibid., indenture 13 & 14 July 1789,
Darby paid debts of Peart, i.e., Peart mortgaged to Darby.
ibid., indenture 26 & 27 Feb 1802, ’140.
Scrope conveyed to Spode the warehouse and 37 Lincoln's Inn 
Fields. There is also following the indenture of 24 & 25 March 
1802 which states that Spode has paid off the Scrope mortgage 
on both properties.
ibid., indenture 16 Feb I848,
Copeland conveyed to R.C.S. of E. both properties, the warehouse 
and 37 Lincoln's Inn Fields, Appendix* y>, U4G.
ibid., indenture 28 Apr 1837,
N. ^fcup.eton conveyed to R.C.S. of E. 38 LincoIn's Inn
Fields.
39z Hotson, op. cit., p. 120.
40 R.C.S. of E., indenture 16 Feb I848, conveyance of warehouse and 
37 Lincoln's Inn Fields to R.C.S. of E., item 40, Bwndle *E'.
f. lA-T.
W.P.L., St. Clement Danes Parish Rates, Shire Lane Ward, 1748,
B 159/A38.
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The London Stage, ^;rt 3, 1729-1747, ed. A.H> Scoutm.
The General Adraetiser, 7 Oct 1745*
Sawyer, op. cit., pp- 24-25*
About One in the Mooning, a Detachment of the third 
Regime nt of Foot-Guards, under the command of Lord 
dearies Hay, and several Officers, consisting of up­
wards of 100 Men, march'd from the Palace to Lincoln’s 
Lnn Fields Playhouse; and a Party of the same Number 
was to mount Guard there every Day till further Orders, 
to be ready to quell any Disturbances that may happen 
from the Aiia^l?e:l^•fci of the Pretender.
A further advertisement explained that,
On Sunday mooning early a party of Guards were detached 
from W/eLteeaLl to the New Playhouse in Lincoln's Lnn 
Fields, of which they took possession; and soon after 
it was rumoured that his Mjesty’s Principal Secretaries 
of State had received intelligence that a great quantity 
of ammuLtion and ams were secreted there for the use 
of the Pretenders and his Adherents; but whether they 
were found we know not; however a company of the 2nd 
regiment were on duty there that night. Penny London 
Post, 7-9 Oct 1745°
The London Stage, pu^rt 3, xxvii, notes that,
Rich, ovmer of the vacant playhouse at Lincoln's Lnn Fields, 
loaned it to tin Government as a garrison quarter for London.
R.C.S. of E., ’Historical Guttings’, p. 26.
C.V. Heckethorn, Li^<^Lnn Fields, 1896, p. 156, ■
47 e.B. 01x1^110^ The Romance of Lincoln's Lnn Fields, 1932, p. 203.
Sawder, op. cit., p. 25, notes this incident but doubting his 
source quotes, H.B. Wieitliy, London Past tnd Present, L89L, 
vol.LL, pp. 397-98.
A Q
The Garrick Club, LiS in ’Playhouses, theatres and other places of 
public Amusement in London etc.', vol.IL, p. 90*
49 For riots on the London stage see.
Sir St. Vincent Troubridgi, 'Theatre Riots in London', Studies in 
EngLish Theatre in Memoery of Gabbielle Enthoven, 1952, pp. 84-97* 
L.S., part 4» PP* Lxi, clxxxvi, and pp. 89-91*
Duke of Devonshire Lib. Cleatsworth, Rich Reegster 1750-1775*
Note 1762/3, A Great riot at Covent Garden Theatre Last Feb* 
by Reason the Audience call'd out for a Farce 
every night after the Play. Five nights no 
plays Acted.
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50 W.P.L., St. Clement Danes Parish Rate Books, SJhLre Lane Ward, 
1756, B54/A49.
R.V. £100 Jolm. lanhk Empty Ass’d. £<„ 0. 0. Rec’cL. £3.
Poor Relief Rate, 12 May 1757, B171/A58.
To be raised.
to £200 John Bank. Paid £4. 5, 0.
£ 60
B173/A38 1758
£200 £9. 5° 4" • (Warehouse)
struck out and Charles Smith & Co. Paid
£150 inserted £5. 0. 0. (Elat)
5^ R.C.S. of E., Indenture 24 June 1758.
Lease between (l) John Locke (2) Sir Thomas R5eve et al. and 
(3) John Trotter, George Smith, Bradshaw & Claries Smith.
52 Garrick Club LS., op cito
53 R.C.So of Eo, Leases 
wirehouss/theatre.
between 1758 & 1794, and the occupiers of the
24 June 1758, Joshua
George
30 May 1776, Peart, 
Smth.
1 June 1782, Peart, 
Bowles 
Garth,
23 June 1783, Peart,
Down to
25 June 1794, Reart,
Peart, Edmund Estcouct, John Trotter,
Smi-fch, Bradshaw & Clhirles Smith.
Estcouct, Trotter, Smith, Bradshaw &
Estcouct, Mllar, Pike, Foulkes &
Meesrs Turner and Gallimore, H.rris,
Trotter, Smith, Bradshaw & Smith.
Estcoisct, Miler, Pike, Foulkes & Bovw.es; 
Turner & Gallimore, H.rris, Garth & Trotter.
Thomas Turner & Shore,
Mo? John Millar Attorney used as a clerk's office 
now Society for the Improvement of Naval Architecture. 
Other areas now Messrs Stevenson.
54 - J. Timbs, Ctuiosities of London, 1876, p. 54*
55 R.C.S. of Eo, Indenture 1 June 1782. j>-
56 ibid., Indenture 25 IMy 1795* b l^0)-
57 RoC.So of E., Tasburgh - Rich Agreement, 29 Nov 1714 and 9 June 1715*
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58 J. Timbs, op. cit®, p. 688.
Clh<rles Gordon, Old Times Aldwych, Kingsway and Neighbourhood, 
1905, p. 356, recites Timbs' note.
59 M. D’Arcy Power, 'The Centenary of the Royal College of Surgeons of 
England', The Physician and Surgeon, vol.I, 19OO, p. 1054*
60 Robert Eddison, Private collection, figs.26a and b, note over sketch, 
Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre Stair-case. These sketches were purchased 
at Mr Burn's sale and are reliable.
61 The alternative dating 1823 or 1831 recognises that the reckoning 
could have been from either the year of the first lease 1794» or the 
year of purchase, 1802.
'Theatre Royal Lincoln's Inn Fields Collection*, p. 23.
The notes accompanying the plan are as follows,
1 think 1 was the Gallery entrance perhaps the pit also -
2 Box Entrance - the first landing supposed to be the Stage Level. 
The Ceiling there I4 feet high 2 landing 8 feet high the third 
landing into the Roof - the East mist have been the stage end.
There are a number of Rooms above and a few years ago
there were some Portraits on canvas on the Walls - but so decayed 
were pulled down - on 9 Dec went to Spode about a drawing for 
Pantomime for DL and obtained the above the building about 110 
feet in length Spode there 29 years.
62 ibido
63 PoR.O., Cl/2662/1, Cornplaant, 15 Mr 1735: Answer, 3 My 1754*
64 R.C.S* of E., 'Historical Cuttings', p. 38,
A Mautsrr.pt noting that,
Wen the china warehouse of Messrs Spode and Copeland 
was purchased ... on taking the warehouse down parts 
of the old walls of the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre 
were discovered and in a recess over the box entrance 
was found a terra cotta bust of Shakespeare, dovm the 
Pit entrance one of Ben Jonson - the latter was unfor­
tunately destroyed - the former however was preserved 
entire and became the property of the late Duke of 
Devonshire who gave £150 to the College for it and 
whilst President of the Garrick Cub presented it to 
that institution.
see also note in Heckethorn, op. cit., p. I56.
63 Pls.Xd, XII, XIII, XIV & XVIa; also noted in R.C.S. of E. indenture 
16 Feb I848, Copeland to R.CoS. of E. as the 'shed on the south side'.
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Lincoln*s Lnn Fields HI
Reconctruction of The New Theatre
or
The Brittish Theatre in Lincoln's Lmn Fields
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Christopher Rich, builder and financier
Before entering upon an involved reconstruction of Christopher
Rich’s New Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields the uncertainty concerning
its architect must be discussed. There has been the ass^laption, pre-
su^bly based on the later collaboration of John Riih and Edward
Shepherd when the former extended his interests nnd. moved to the new
theatre in Garden in 1732, thht John Rich resorted, to the min
he lmew, an architect his father had employed and one therefore who had
experience iu designing a building that presented problems not found in
the normal course of an architect's experience. Since the Restoration
only three purpose built theatres had been constructed; the third only
five or six years earlier, the Qi^ei^'s, that was widely held to have
been an expensive mistake. Toe ether two, both of which Christopher
Rich had intimate loiowledge , werj the Theatre R^aa Drnuy Iaae, built 
1k Dy Co *vvpu 'J
in 1674» Pooret Gaaden, buuit for ; y in I67I and now, 1709,
it was depoOishen.
Little is known for certain of the Drury L.ne theatre aud yet it
would bv difficult to maintain other than that Rich wished to build
LIF III with all the benefits of thv Theatre Royal and none of its 
defects. One is of course concerned hire with problems regarding archi­
tectural influences. Unfortunately knowing nothing for certain about 
Drury Lane at that time, one cannot make those necessary copppaisous
that would bv useful either in thv reconstruction of LIF III or in thv
developing of theories about the evolution of eighteenth century theatre
architecture.
Whst lit^'ble is known about LIP III does suggest that Christopher 
Rich rejected Vanbrugh’s notions of what a theatre should be. This turns 
ouv back to Drury ^ane aud Dorset Garden, both of which are thv subject
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of controversy. Consequently it woiuLd be unwise to raise the recon­
struction of the LIF III on the uncertain foundations of specuLations 
regarding those two theatres. Precedent therefore cannot be depended 
upon in this case. EqiuLlly dangerous, it might be argued, woiuLd be 
too heavy a reliance on its successors, that theatre built in the Great 
Hall at Hampton Count Palace, 1718, and those theatres that were biuLlt 
by Shepherd, one for John Rich, Covent Garden 1732, and the other at
about the same tme for Giffard in Goodman's Fields. In the case of
Covent Garden it could be claimed that Rich demanded of Shepherd a
bigger and better LIF III and that Shepherd studied LIF III in order 
to satisfy his patron, and when commssioned to build Goodman s Fields 
on a site as similarly limited in scope as that in Portugal Street,
Shepherd i^mmeii^t^^ly employed all he had learnt fifteen years earlier.
But there are obvious simlarities in both Covent Garden and Go<xdmn's
Fields and wHat seeem callee for in the reccustrusCion of LIP III. One
my be accused of working backwards wlthouS suffficent authority but on
this particular point, one can turn for asport to the documents arising
out of the 1733 controversy betwwen Rich ann Sheeperd cortemtig the 
2
defects in the building of Covent Garden.
These documents refer back constantly to LIP III as the exemplim.
for both Parties and consequently describe that theatre in some detail, 
pointing out differences between Covent Garden and LIF III. On these 
grounds the Bills in the case are of importance but although Shepherd
refers to LIF III as his guideline in his defence, to deduce from his 
argument any proprietorial feelings he mLght have felt regarding LIP III 
is to offer a very subjective deading of the iohumenns. One cannot
press from the ComiOaint or Answer a categorical assert:!on that Edward 
Shepherd was responsible for, even in partnership, the theatre in Lincoln’s
Inn Fields.
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dlamis that are made in favour of the attribution of LIF III to
Edward Shepherd are a:ri-ma?ily due it seems to information provided by 
Robert Wilkinson in Londina Ulustrata, 1825, which has been subsequently 
plundered by many nineteenth century local historians who took over much
of his mterial as well as his errors and inconsistencies. Wilkinson
was probably never morn confused than when trying iso mike sense of the 
history of London theatres.
Lf it is accepted that Che:,istoaher Rich had time to consider and to 
learn the architectural hack work as he went, it is feasible that he did 
it all himself, providing that he employed an experienced draughtsman 
and builder. Two documents lend weight to the arobabblite that Rich’s 
builder-bricklayer was a man named Evans who was partnered by another 
bricklayer one BoswwH. First, the Rich-Tasburgh agreement of 1714^ 
states that the extension to be bid It on the lately acquired land was to 
project about two feet four inches at the height of ten foot. Rich was
to build a 'Handsome coveing under such projection and paint such coveing 
prettily as LIr BosweH and Mr Evans bricklayers shall direct'. Several 
years later when John Rich was attempting to recover a certain amount of 
money which he clammed to have overpaid to Evans, it is clear that Evans 
had been involved in building activities about the theatre for many years 
and, on tie evidence offered above, from its very foundation. The
amount that the Riches had originally owed Evans would suggest that they 
wen paying for more than odd repair work about the theatre. They had
entered into a bond to pay Evans by way of setting over to him the rents
of certain houses until the debt had been settled.
But Shepherd’s name is not mentioned. A bricklayer directed the
work, not a plasterer-surveyor or architect. Perhaps Rich built the
theatre with the expertise of John Evans and Boswell. Perhaps Rich
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instructed. Shepherd who contracted Evans to build the theatre. Until
definite proof comes to light it might be more accurate to use the
phrase ’built by Rich' to mean that both the designing and financing
was at the direction of Christopher Rich.
The exterior and the entrances on the south side, Portugal Street
The facade on Portugal Street, unlike any other theatre at that
time - with the exception of the now defunct Dorset Garden theatre - had
an exposed front which allowed its architect to give it an imposing
appearance. Both Drury Lane and the Queen’s were surrounded on all sides;
Vanbrugh could only build his Piazza on the Haymarket to advertise the
splendours that were within.
At the very outset there is the basic problem of relating the
graphic representations of the exterior of the theatre to those of the
interior, and relating them in turn to supporting literary descriptions. 
The difficulty arises because the external features of theatres do not
necessarily, as is more usual in other forms of architecture, relate to
the functions of the interior. I refer particularly to the guidance that
might be afforded by floor levels, fenestration and doorways, not for­
getting that the roof and chimneys also reflect important internal details 
Although the exterior was most frequently represented in late eighteenth
century and early nineteenth century sketches, they do not show great
changes in the facade. There are changes indicated in the roof details
but, however unreliable they may be, unfortunately not all of these
details can with any certainty be related back to 1714 o£ even 1753•
Having recalled this obvious and general hazard elaborated upon
above, one can turn attention to the reconstruction of the theatre,
starting on the outside and then moving inside according to the needs
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of the argument, hut at the same tmiv drawing together the whole
building aud relating thv various parts one to thv other. All refer­
ences will bv made to thv reconstruction plan and elevations, figs. 29,
30 aud 51. tuy.
Thv interior of thv theatre will be divided into three parts, 
paying attention first to the auditorium, and eecrudly to the prosceniim 
arch which links thv auditorium to thv third element, thv stage; although 
it will not always bv possible, uor indeed desirable at all times to keep 
thv three areas distinctly separate iu the discussion.
There is nothing vestigial in the Barry drawings of I848 or the Sun 
Fire Office plans, 1806, pla.XIa, Xlb, XEo, XId and XXXIV to suggest thv 
point at which thv line dividing thv stage from the auditorium was struck. 
Thv eamIleVry of thv Portugal Street facade does not help to distinguish 
the internal disposition of its parts. With regard to the Portugal Street
elevation, pl.XId, thv information supplied is only partially helpful.
Thv problem is that of identifying the entrances to thv stage and the 
audit orum. The sketches of thv theatre after 1756, the earliest 1795» 
pl.XH, show a doorway at the extreme vast vud, m^hOLng west the next bay 
also shows a doorway, the centre bay sports a more imposing portal, the 
uvxt bay a domeetic front door, and finally the west bay, a window where 
ouv might expect another door to correspond with that ou the extreme 
eastern vud. At this point speculation enters into the reconstruction
and the foilowing suggestions arv mde and indicated on the reconstruction
plan, fig.29.
First, the eastern doorway was, it is proposed, the original stage 
entrance on to Portugal Street, not to be confused with the stage-door 
which was on thv north side. The architectural styling of the freestone 
decoration and the importance given to this end of the building suggests
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that it was conceived in the original design. Moving immediately to
the western end of the building the window seen in the archway is, I
think, a modification effected in 1756 when that part of the theatre 
became converted to domestic quarters. The structure of tile building 
and its symmetry strongly urge this approach. In place of this window
therefore I suggest another doorway and that would do duty as an entrance
for patrons proceeding to the upper reaches of the auditorium and the pit.
This leads one to conclude that the auditorium was in the western end of
the theatre and the stage in the east. Hogarth’s engraving, 'The Bad
Taste of the Town’, pi.XXXIII, may be used as supporting evidence on this
point.
It has been shown that earlier theatres on this site had the stage
at the eastern end and it is suggested that Rich for similar reasons 
placed his stage in the same posotitn. The proposal rests on two parti­
culars other than precedent, first the relationship of the dressing rooms
to the main shell of the building^and secondly, the manner in which the
building was subsequently altered. There are also other supporting
factors which are more or less useful, some possibly beg the question.
The most powerful argument for the eastern location is that the
dressing rooms and managerial offices were all at the eastern end of the
building, adjacent on the northern side. The earlier house on that part
of the site had also done duty as dressing rooms and scene room on the
lower level and consequently it is likely that this relationship was main­
tained. To have placed the stage at one end of the building and the
dressing rooms at the other would not have been the action of a well
experienced theatre man. With regard to the relationship of stage to
dressing rooms in contemporary theatres attention is drawn to the plan of
Vanbrugh’s Queen’s Theatre, in which one finds a similar placing of these
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rooms, pl.XLIX. Shepherd’s Covent Garden, before the alteration to
be seen in Dumont’s plan, pl.XLIT, had dressing rooms placed adjacent
to the Stage, and on the rather limited site in GGodman’s Fields Shepherd 
built the dressing rooms to one side next to the ssage, pl.XLl. The only 
variant in these theatres is that the dressing rooms were not always on
what would be considered today as the traditional prompt side, for the
site was not necessarily sympathetic to sush subttley.
When in later years LIF III was btbletemd oo lagee scaee dheerheonns 
it seems that the western end was most lmlnabdl to adaptation to mlmestic
purposes, giving teael floors, which it is suggested were approximately
the original landings of the circle levels redahem to the principal stair­
case, whereas the eastern part was used for stables and coach houses. When
divided between S'crope and Spode it was mlnheonem that the dividing wall
should be built to the roof. This surely coulS happen only in the stage
area for there the possibility would exist to build a parheteon from stage
to grid without having any intervening obstructions.
There is also evidence to be drawn from the placing of fbnchelnad
windows which are indicated in drawings and mentioned in the deeSs, empha­
sising that there were several in the western and northern walls but none
on the eastern wall. When considering similar features provided by sketches
of the southern facade it will be realised that the symmetry of the design
gives no help and it is suggested that those windows which were on the
stage wall, which ever that was, were blind and only built into the facade
to give it a handsome unified appearance; to have had them all practicable 
7would have been a positive nuisance.1 An interesting comparison is afforded
by the side wall on the street that Shepherd designed for Giffard in
Goodman's iields. This presents a much more economical design which really
does show its internal structure from the outside. Clearly, in that instance
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Shepherd was not concerned with tryirg’ to i^mpz?ess the audience attending 
the theatre that they were entering anything less tian a theatre, iut
Goodmans Fields was not Lincoln’s Lnn Fields.
Add-dttonally persuasive is the evidence from Hoogrth’s engraving of 
the exterior of the theatre, 'The Bad Taste of the Towi' , Feb. 1723/4-* 
A<initteily he could have juxtaposed the east and west ends of LIF LU to 
satisfy his ollvl compaoitio]nal values but this is arguable. PL.XXXIIL 
shows the Queen’s Theatre to the left and LIF LLL on the right. With
regard to the Queen’s Theatre, this is a fairly accurate rendering of the 
Piazza as seen looking up the towards Piccadilly, tie theatre
would be on one’s left; looking up Portugal Street in a westerly direction 
tie theatre was on the right and Hoogrth siows v/eat appears to be a doorway 
into the projecting bay at that end. The drawing shows the same details 
as those sketched by artists later in tin eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Lt is therefore clamied that the window in the rusticated.
archway after 1795 was a late 18th century conversion, probably aoiiLni 
into existence about 1758 and that it replaced the doorway into the theatre 
shown by Hoegrth when it was iiumrinated by two splendid lanterns. The
two doorways tn the receding bays might Leave been alteratOons perpetrated 
by later owiers of the premises when it no longer functioned as a theatre.
The door to the west, the domiltia front door, may or may not have been 
particularly useful to the theatre for it is not far from the western door 
or that in the centre of the building, unless it was specifically used to 
segregate the audience. Lt was certainly the front door to the ’house'
that was built into that end of the theatre later tn the century. But 
the eastern doorway, a larger double door, woed-d have been useful on to 
the stage for scenery and large properties, in other words, it may have
g
been the theatre’s dock-doors. Certainly they disturb the elegance of
the design but, as wi.11 be realised, there was no possibility of providing
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such an entrance on the northern side of the theatre and it was enclosed
on the other two sides. This double door in the east end adds further
we eight to the theory that the stage was in the east and this was later 
taken advantage of by subsequent oners of the theatre when deciding on 
areas that could be easily converted into stables and coach house.
The principal and central doorvay is considered to have been purt 
of the original stiuhtude. The design seems to call for such a door in 
the centre of the projecting bay. When the building functioned as a theatre
it is probable that this entrance, having more importance if not elegance, 
led into the pit and first circle of boxes from the Portugal Street side.
It will be noted, of course, that there was a public entrance on the north 
side, the Portugal Row entrance, giving on to that side of the auditorum;
this entrance will be discussed below.
Several documents describing the Portugal Street side of the building
repeat that it had a 'shed’ before the entrance, 'and the Shed theretofore
used for a passage into the said Playhouse adjoining to the south side 
Q
thereof. All the extant drawings show more or less consistently the 
hoist hinged to the eastern edge of the doorway ready to unload and load 
Copeland's packing cases, but there is no sign of this ’shed1. The door 
is provided with a rather minima! arched porch or hood of meagre propor­
tions which does not belong very happily to the building. It is probable 
that this hood is all that remains of a more elaborate porch which pro­
jected some few feet over the pavement to the road and this feature m.gh't
have been deprecatingly described as a ’shed'. But there is no graphic 
evidence to help visualize this object mentioned in the indentures.
The plan shows the five doorways proposed on the south side, one at 
each end of the theatre in the oroj/cting bays, that to the east on to the 
stage area and that west into the auditorum or rear foyer; between these
in the centre a more imposing entrance into the pit and boxes; on either
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side of that, to the west, possibly another entrance to the auditoruim
but not certain, and to thv east a large doubli door giving on to the
stage as a dock door.
Ou the basis of the evidence discussed above the stage has been
placid at thv vast end of the building and the auditorum. towards the 
western end and accordingly they are she™ on the reconstruction plans.
Thv entrance ou the north side
Advertisements like that appevaUug for Fevcmnando, 9 Februaiu' 1734,
distiiguiished clearly between the evUranccon the nohth and south uor
they suggested to the patrooi tlh!,
Coaches are desir'd to coim on the Linicon's Inu Fields 
side and Clh.irs on Carey Street side. It is desir’d 
that all Persons would bv pleased to order their Coaches 
to wait within the toils in Lincoln's Inn Fields, which _
will entirely" prevent any stop at the Door of the Theatre.
The passageway, 3’3" wide, that had previously aioowed patrons to 
enter the tennis court aud LIF I and LIF II, was mintlinld throughout the 
life of LIF III. No graphic evidence has been found of this entrance in 
Portugal Row.H The passage is shown in the figs. 18-20 drawn to represent
the state of the site during the years 1714 doom to 1744 during which time 
the building functioned as a theatre. It is also shown passing between
No. 39 and No. 38 ou the reconstruction, plans as it enters the yard on the
north side of the theatre. Reference was mide to the passageway in au
advertisement for tondel’s Opera Company, 22 Nov. 1739, ’The passage from
the fields to the House will be covered for the better crnvei^rivncy’ of the 
12patrons. toving negotiated this passage patrons passed a collection of
13outbuildings, wcs, a pump in the yard, ' and the miscellaneous huts, ’all 
those buildings or apartments theretofore used as sheds or shops or coffee
houses ’
Thv location of the main entrance on the north side into the theatre
has been determined by reference to several factors. First, the projected
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scope of the scene rooms and dressing room block to the east of the 
rear wall; secondly, tie relationship of any entrance into the building 
with the main staircase well situated on the north side of the theatre; 
and thirdly, the relationship between all these parts, the scene room, 
the principal staircase, main entrance and the projected scale of the 
stage itself.
The Basement
The whole fabric ^ s raised on an extensive basement. The full scope
of the basement in L848 was drawn by Barry, iis section, pt.XIb, shows a 
basement running the whole breadth, and one as^Lmes length, of the ware­
house. The depth was 9’5"« There are repeated references to this basement
15and cellars when the theatre operated as a wanhousee At times part of
16it was used by a carpenter, ^ort as a private w:i.ne cell-a, nnd at times
it was leased to Meaux Brewery. The Sun Fire Office plan, 1806, indicates
steps iliclnding to it in the west end of the building. Lt is fairly safe 
to suggest therefore that the basement, though subject to some partitioning, 
existed in 1756; the date of the change of function from theatre to vare-
house. Prior to that date there are several references to cellars wIe.ch
argue in support of accepting tits basement as being the foundation upon 
17which tjhie theatre was built. Lt is thought ■unlikely that in spite of 
the alteration effected in 1756 further excavations on the site were
undertaken.^
Li was noted above with regard to LIP L and LIF H that it is probable 
that the original tennis court had a basement, not necessarily as con­
siderable as thart found in LIP LU, but nevertheless a basement. Now it is 
suggested that tn 1714 this tvs further excavated in every direction. Ln 
the Rich v. Shepherd Commpaint and Answer concerning Covent Garden in 1735, 
one finds reference back to LIF LLI and its basement. Additiinalle it was
noted that there were cellars not only under the theatre itself but also'
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beneath the street, Portugal Street.
By reference to the basement attention is drawn to the possibility
that the ground floor level given in the Barry plan was more or less the 
level of the stage in the up-stage area and of the rear auditorum foyer 
or passage leading to the first range of boxes, thus allowing the recon­
struction of the pit to be placed below ground level and afford adequate 
space beneath the stage for any stage mchinery that might be required.
This w^^uld also provide access from beneath the stage to the orchestra 
pit. Support for this comes from contemporary practice at the Queen’s 
Theatre, pl.XLIX; Drury Lane, pi.XXIX; and Covent Garden, pl.XLIV.
This same ground floor level has been adopted in this reconstruction.
The Auditorimi
The guiding principle determining the division of the house into
auiitors^ml and stage is that set out in the reconstruction of the first
Lincoln’s Inn theatre, i.e., that the width of the theatre determined the
depth of the stage, thereafter the same dimension was applied to set the
position of the boxes which was estimated from the location of the p^os-
cenirm arch. The position of the prosceniim arch on the stage is related
to the depth of Woreutag/ required by a stage box and one door of entrance.
This rule seems to have been adopted at the Queen’s Theatre by Vanbrugh;
at Covent Garden by Shepherd; at Hampton Comurt by Thornhill*, and Drury Lane 
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by 1748, and consider Goofomri’s Fields, plsXLIX, XLV, XIJII and XLV
respectively. At the same time consideration has been paid to the position
of the dressing rooms and scene rooms, the mi in entrance with its principal 
staircase as well as the suggested entrance into the building from the 
Portugal Street side. Consequently the fore-stage has been drawn 43*6" 
off the eastern wll. Tthis procedure also allows the ranLntenatce of the 
strict germierih relationship between the audience in the centre box on
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one side of thi prosceniim arch and, on the other, thi perspective
scenery.
The area devoted to the auditoruim is therefore 43 *6" wide hy 
64’9" long. Within this space ari set up the pit, the boxes, middle 
gallery aud gallery. The pit at basement level is surrounded by the 
ranges of boxes which have bevu organised in relation to thi floor levels 
indicated by Barry. The adoption of these levels follows from thi con­
sideration that all alterations to the- theatre maintained thi staircase
on thi north side of the building iu, more or less, its original state.
That staircase related also to iuotiet built within the I714 extension 
which in turn led ou to the floors iu thi west end, all of which rosi to
equal heights, i.e., arcrreing to Barry and supported by the 1757 V.P.L.
21note, from ground storey to first floor, 12*1”; from first floor to
the second or upper storey, 15’9*'» and from upper storey to beneath thi 
main joists, 7*9”.
The terrnsttu.ction of the auditoruiw has been influenced by three
main sources of information, first the Hogarth engraving, 'The Beggar’s
Opera Burlesqued’; eirhndla, estimations of seating capacity that have 
22been dvducid from the Rich Account books; and thirdly, thi Bills iu
the case that Rich brought against Shepherd. These sources are supplemented 
by other contemporary records to fill in a more detailed picture.
Thv Pit
Thv raked pit measures approxim-tely $2*0" deep from the foristage to 
thi boxes and contains thirteen rows of benches, 10" benches with 1*3” 
spaces. At the rear beneath the box fronts the bench is 1’6" diip to
follow contemporary practice and allow a little easi. The benches follow 
thi arc of thi box front. An alternative to this styling would be to follow 
that adopted at Covent Garden and though the same arc would bv used the
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seats would be biuLlt in straight segmental sections. The seme quilL^L^i- 
cation could be applied throughout the whole reconstruction. The capacity, 
estimating 1*3" for each person, wouLd be approximately 294» but additional 
seating could be provided if hinged seating were installed, in the two 
aisles. ThLs would allow a further 44 places, thus giving a maximum capa­
city of 538. Lt was these benches that were found removed and piled in the
Club
boxes in 1757 according to the Garrick/lB. Also noted tn that memorandum,
was the orchestra pit. Here it is shown to be about 22*0" Long and 4’0"
at its widest point in the curving orchestra rail. The orchestra pit
would have been reached from a ioir-ay set tn the fore-stage beneath stage 
level. The muuicians’ room might well have been under the stage at the
rear. Access to the pit for the audience would have been up steps from 
the surrounding basement corridor through doors at the front of the pit 
beneath the second box on both sides, i.e., not the stage box but tie next 
one moving into the house. The corridors, 2*5" wide, were approached from
two directions. First, it is suggested, that having entered on the north
side of the theatre access to the pit could eave been gained by desaenitni 
the staircase that was a continuation of the principal staircase wletch, 
from an entrance under the first landing at ground floor level, led to the
basement. This is suggested by the Eddison sketch of the ground floor 
flight of steps, fig.26. The staircase has been reconstructed in the 
elevations if the north side of the theatre, figs.29 and 31. The second 
point at which descent to the pit corridor could have been made was tn
tin north west corner of the auditorium. This would be of use to those
entering the house through the rusticated arch on the Portugal Street side 
of the building.
The depth of the pit shown in the reconstruction is determined by two
factors J first, the distance proper for boxes from the proscenium arch 
according to the theory developed above; and secondly, the estimated
25seating capacity according to interpretations of the Rich Account books.
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The Boxes
The pit is uudrost].i/d hy boxes set out in a fan shaped design.
This style has been adopted after consideration of the alterations put 
in hand at the Queen's Theatre 1708/9, pl.XLIV, the subsequent develop­
ment of Covent Garden, pl.XLIV, and remarks made in the Bills John Rich 
Vo Edward Shepherd, the Goocilmn,u Field Theatre and late plans of the 
Drury Lane theatre, ’ 1775*
The main body of the boxes at the rear of the pit, the first row in 
the boxes set 45’8" from the proscenium arch, contains nine steps (4") 
in the 20’6" depth, with the possibility of a few 1'6H seats set against 
the rear nil between the doors. TIhLs would provide an approximate 
capacity of 270. The bench spacing here is the same as that in the pit.
The only difference is that 1’6” has been allowed for each body rather 
than 1’5" everyLjeere else in the house except this first range of boxes 
and side boxes. Access to these boxes is through five doors in the rear
partition. Set within the front row of benches rise six columns supporting 
the middle gallery. They are set at 7’0” centres. The height of this
first range is 8’0" at the front. The area is partitooned into five
. . 26 sectronS.
Linking these boxes with the frreutage boxes are four boxes on each 
side of the house. The columns dividing the boxes are at 7'0” centres and 
at the apron are 8T0” high. Tvm benches are possible in each of the first 
two boxes on each side close to the stage, but only one bench in those 
remaining towards the rear. This would provide a capacity of approximately 
24 on each side. Not including the stage boxes there0or/, the total capacity
of the boxes is estmiated at 318.
The boxes are approached at ground level. On the north side there 
might have been a partition separating the main foyer from the box corridor.
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Through a doorway in this partition the audience could pass to the
entrance door to their respective box on the north side, or continue
along the 2*3" passage to the rear of the house and the doors set in
the partition there. If necessary they could pass on round to the south 
27side along a similar 2*3" passage way to the boxes on the south side. 
Access to the boxes and the pit possibly could also be made through the 
principal porched entrance on Portugal Street.
Reference has been made above to the terra coota busts of Shakespeare
and Jonson and it is suggested that those busts were bonusd bn recesses 
28over the entrances to aOe boxes and pit entrance door respectively, on
the north side. It is also possible that thtre ebeer osaiiaa brec^se ot 
every box entrance, each sporting the head of a plafweeghO.
The decorative styling of the auditorium and ranges of boxes as drawn
in the elevation, fig.30, is derived from Hogarth's engraving, 'The
Beggar's Opera Burlesqued', pi.XXXVII. The argument for the acceptance
of this drawing as a true representation of the interior of the theatre
is set out below with the discussion of the forettagr and proscenium arch
after concluding the description of the remaining galleries.
The Middle Gallery
This tier follows the general lay-out of the boxes below and the
reconstruction of this area is more clearly seen in the longitudinal
section, fig.30. The side boxes in the middle gallery follow precisely
those in the first range of boxes. The difference arises in the gallery
at the rear $f the auditorium. The depth of the gallery is 24'0", con­
taining eleven rows of stepped benches which together with the boxes at
that level provide seating for approximately 4I6. The benches and spaces
are organised in the same manner as the pit, but here where the rake is
increased, each range of benches is 1*0" higher than that before it, this
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stepping would be assisted by 6" steps at every riser at either side 
29of the gallery in a passageway at the wall, ' This would also lead
on into the boxes in the middle gallery. It is also suggested that
access to the middle gallery would be possible from the main staircase
on the north side, the staircase built into the Rise-Tastbagh extension,
and the stairs in the north west corner at the rear of the auditorium.
Again, as in the boxes below, the columns supporting the galleries pass
herluge the front row of benches. In this range the columns give 8’0"
head room at the front of the gallery.
The Upper Gallery
Proceeding up any of the staircases mentioned above one enters into
the upper gallery. Due to limitations on the height of the building it
is estimated that there could be no more than eight rows of benches con­
tained in the 16*0" dlphe of the gallery. The benches here would be set
out and raked in the same manner as below except that the stepping is
increased to about 1’6", thus requiring an inteamldiahl step of 9"* Such
a gallery coulS probably hold as many as 24O, but we.lteea or not the usual
48 could be pressed into the side boxes at this level, and still see the
stage below, is another matter for the segetlines would have become more
critical. However there would be space for accommodating at least $2 more
patrons. The slips above, reached by a corridor from the gallery floor,
would probably only give room for 32» giving a total capacity in the gallery
and slips of, at the minimum, 272 plus 32, 304» There could on occasions
be a few more pressed into this area on popular nights.
The front of house ranges of boxes, galleries ana pit, along with the
staircases that served them as described above, will now be related to the
central dividing feature between the auditorium and upstage area, the fore­
stage, its proscenium arch and stage boxes with their balconies, which taye
determined the style and to some extent the proportion of those parts of
the house considered above.
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The Proscenium Arch, Stage Boxes and Balconies, and the Forestage
Discussing the interior and prosceniim arch of LIP HI, in tie light
of the various versions of ’The Beggga’s Oppra*, Sa\yer, the most recent
commnCator on the theatre, concluded,
Just how aca■luratlIy Hoegrth represented the interior of 
LIP LLI Ch his maiy painiiggs of the second, scene in
Act HI of Ths Beggar1 s Opera is debetabel, buu I thine
we cannot unhesitatingly accept acy of his versions as 
literal truth. The stage takes on a breadth and elevation 
in later versions that it did not have originally-50
How-vwr, because Sawrer misconstrued his evidence found in the 1794 deed,
and did not take into account all the available representations of the
LIP LLI prosceniim arch and its forestage, it is necessary before going
any further to reassess the evidence he produced as wwII as additional 
31ma;eri?tl, some of which ta.s been previously miiattteCueid and the rest
not hitherto recognised.
Having resolved tie prosceniim arch problem and therefore also the 
authenticity of Hoggarh’s ’The Begggr’s Opera Bulesqu^c^’, thus allowing 
as reliable and acceptable evidence drawn from Hogarth for the style and 
proportion of the forestage and boxes, those boxes and balconies will be
related to the auditorum that has been reconstructed above.
The Proscenium Arch
There are five illustrations that depict the prosceniim arch of the
theatre tn the 1720s and early 1750s. Ody one shows the prosceniim arch
in its entirety. The others record selected elements and emphasise
different aspects. But of these five representations it is only necessary
to com]paare three for two are duplications in which there is no marked 
32variation. The earliest sketch, probably dating from L724, is a pen and
ink drawing with water colour wash, of John Rich playing Hrlequin Dr 
Paustus, plOOXV. The artist is not knowi. The second representation,
Cl728, ’The Begggr’s Opera Bluilsqued,, exists in two forms, one a pen . 
and ink wash sketch, pl.XOXVI, the other an engraving of the latter tn
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which the only difference is that the engraving is morn worked up than 
the drawing, pl.JKXTII. Thi third source of evideuce is that provided 
by Hoggarh’s 1728-1730 more elaborate version of 'The Opeia',
that is, thi Tate Gallery picture which is a copy of that iu the Mellon 
Collection. Then is a fourth piece of lvidvurv in a vignette WhLci 
shows a prosceniim arch which, it is suggested, is drawn in part from a 
knowledge of the one w]iLci is now argued to bi that of thi Theatre Royal, 
Lincoln's Inu Fields. Because it seems to depend heavily on Hognath’s 
drawing, this last illustration, Bigham's 'A M.sque at the Old Home’, 
pl.XLI, will bi discussed separately after consideration of the first 
three major examples.
First the common features in each representation mil be discussed, 
secondly, thi differences; thirdly, the problem relating? to thi accep­
tance of each version as being independently ’authentic’; and finally, a 
projection of the prosceniim itch. The only drawing that provides an 
uni^mip^ii^id view of thi prosceniim arch is 'Harlequin Dr Faustus’, there­
fore compaaisons will bi made iu relation to that sketch.
All three renderings show; on each side a pedestal upon WiLci crouches 
a satyr on its haunches supporting, like Heracles, a mssive weight. Thi 
decoration ^y be divided into three parts, thi the satyr and
superstructure.
The Pedestal
’Harlequin Dr Faustus’, pl.jXXV, sirwe a bombe pedestal standing, 
in relation to John Rich, about 5’&" to 4*0" high. The pedestals in the
Tate ’Beggtr’s Oipia', pi.XL, ari partially m,sked on both sides by thi 
audience but it could have thi same profile as that iu ’Harlequin Dr 
Faustus’. The only special decorative feature in the Tati 'Begor's 
Opera’ is that on the stage right pedestal there is a large acanthus leaf
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design to be seen behind the shoulder of the down stage lady. There is 
nothing mutually incomponible in either the heavy morSLditLg or the 
acanthus monf, in fact, the contrary is more than likely. The height 
of the pedestal in the Tate picture could be approximately 5’0" to 5’8". 
There is a considerable amount of cheating in the proportions of the 
figures, actors and audi/tce, as well as the furniture in this area. The 
pedestal in the Tate picture seems to project well into the scene rather 
than belong to the prosceniim arch which is hidden behind the heavy draped 
curtain. In ’The Begggm’s Opera Burlesqued’, pl,..^!!, the pedestal is 
masked totally by Lucy, the sow, and Laoheath, the ass. But the satyr is
placed as if it were raised on a pedestal such as that found in either of
the other two drawings. One my th/r/fode suggest that the lower division 
was a pedestal possibly of the bombe variety, as in the ’Harlequin Dr 
Faustus’, with or without the acanthus decoration of the Tate ’Be^^gg^ar’s 
Opera’.
The Satyrs
All three designs show the satyrs clearly. The differences that 
occur are in the postures of the beasts. In the ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ 
the stage right satyr supports a corbel with its left arm raised over its 
head whhlst revealing its face. Its right arm is lost; possibly the 
anatomy was too confusing or the work is unfinished, which is certainly 
true of the soffit of the arch and the scenery. The stage left satyr 
supports Hth its left arm and consequently msks its face. The right 
knee of this satyr is higher than its left and the beast does not squat 
quite as low as that on the other side of the stage. One could argue
that in this drawing the stage right satyr witches the action, and that 
on the stage left side turns away.
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In the Tate ’Beggar’s Opera' the stage right satyr almost ttraddlrt
the top of the plinth; resting on its right arm it supports tOr mass
above with the left arm and looks up-stage* That on the stage left
however looks down into the scene and at Polly. It sits well down on
its haunches under the weight of the stone work, supporting it with the
left arm and resting the right arm on the left thigh. This is a reversal
of the postures seen in ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ and could be explained
away on compositional grounds or simply coincidental and depended on the
way Hogarth transferred his original sketch to the canvas. The argument
would satisfy those questions asked regarding the composition of both
pictures, but it would leave the facts relating to the proscenium arch
still in doubt. Precisely the same dilemma arises from the information
provided by the ’Beggar's Opera Burlesqued’, for here again the satyr
adopts a posture which is only a slight variant of that seen on the stage
right side of ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’. Once again it could be that the
satyr is looking into the scene to serve a compositional function rather
than representing faithfully the figure on that side of the stage.
Although there are two drawings which show the stage right satyr looking
on to the stage, one of them, The Beggar’s Opera Burlesqued’, does not
show its corresponding figure looking either upstage or on stage. The
problem is that two representations are satirical compositions in which
any artist, and especially Hogarth, would take advantage of a decorative
feature found in reality and use it to his own ends. Consequently, since
one does not know the artist of the ’Harlequin Dr 1^^^', one does not
know to what extent or in what capacity he also was using the satyrs. It
does seem, however, that though unfinished, the ’^Harlequin Dr Ftustut’
drawing is of a different character compared with the other illustrations
in that it is a theatre genre piece not attempting to do any more than
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depict authentically a moment in the harlequinade. The Beggar's
Opera Burlesqued', as the title suggests, is a blatant piece of extrava­
gant satire upon The Beggar's Opera in particular and opera in general.
But in the final paintings in the 'Beggar's Opera' series Hogarth seems
to have painted a naturalistic not satirical representation of the stage
action. The extent to which Hogarth has exaggerated the existing features
might be related more to compositional rather than satirical considerations.
Turning attention now to the third division, the upper section of the
proscenium arch, one gleans little from the Tate 'Beggar's Opera' for,
whatever it is that these satyrs support, much of it on the stage right is
in shadow and on the stage left, the spherical form is shrouded behind the
curtain. However the satyr on the stage right side in The Beggar's Opera*
is seen to grasp some kind of spherical corbel, although the engraving
does not define it clearly. Above this corbel is a shapely urn set within
a shell alcove. What appears to be an elaborate decorative feature in
The Beggar's Opera Burlesqued' is reproduced in a more mundane and less
exuberant manner in 'Harlequin Dr Faustus*. In this drawing both sides
correspond showing the corbel as square and imperfectly drawn, and above,
a tall elegant urn within an undecorated alcove, no shell or keystone.
The remaining features of the proscenium arch, the adjacent Corinthian
pilasters, the soffit and curtains are each shown in the three principal
representations under discussion. But no drawing or painting shows two
of these items in conjunction. Only The Beggar's Opera Burlesqued'
sketch and engraving describe the pilaster that linked the proscenium
arch with the front of house boxes. Both show the shaft of the pilaster
rising to the height of the second circle of boxes before terminating in
a Corinthian capital. Only the engraving suggests that the pilasters
were fluted. The ordering of the bases or pedestals is obscured; as
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also is that of the capital to cornice and soffit. This engraving
shows the gallery box front running into the capital in order to allow 
those in the gallery some sight of the upper reaches of the Worestage.
But this would not be supported by the evidence prrvii/i by the
’Harlequin Dr Faustus’, for in that work the soffit traverses the stage 
almost imm/iitely above the alcove. The soffit is shown, sketchily, 
to have been coOfered. Oily the Tate ’Begggr’s Opera’ shows the swagged 
curtains, the Royal arms and the house mooto. Certainly this would have 
been out of place in ’The Beggga’s Opera Burlesqued’ in which the lettering 
and clouds provide an inner Orme to a homporit/ picture. Finally one 
should recall that the ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ is an unfinished work which 
could accommodate the swags and drapes at a later stage.
The position from which the cur tains were hung seems to be imm/iitely 
down stage of the satyrs and pedestals, sandwiched between these and the 
pilasters. The valence swags and arms appear to be attached to the down 
stage edge of the soffit which would seem to be deeper than that suggested 
in ’Hn^'lequin Dr Faustus’, otherwise the curtains would not have obscured, 
in the Tate ’Beg^gr’s Opera’, the alcove and urn, and draped themselves 
over the satyrs - unless this is because Hogarth preferred to give a
srOtetL/i and baroque frame to his picture and avoid the squareness of the 
proscenium arch running into the actual freme of the picture. Be that as 
it may, neither of the twm illustratoons shows the curtain in any position 
up stage or down stage of the prosceniim arch.
Proportions of the Proscenium Arch
Approximate measurements of the proscenium arch estimated by relating
the heights of the characters depicted to their surroundings:
’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ aaoPdr. 16’6” x 12’0”
’ The Beggaa ’ s Opera*, Tate n 2$’O" x 15’0" ?
’The Beggga’s Opera Burlesqued’ it ? x 18’0”
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Drawing together all elements of the prosceniim arch as variously 
described in the several illustrations one is able to suggest a destin 
for tin prosceniim arch of LIF LU about the years 1724-1730. Finally
the following description will be related to the width and height of the
reconstructed theatre.
Collectively the ira-ingi show that tie sides of the prosceniim arch 
were divided into roughly three equal sections, the pedestal, the satyr 
and the alcove with urn. The 'Harlequin. Dr Faustus* drawing alone shows 
an uninterrupted view of the objects, but with regard to the pedestal 
shown in the drawing, there is nothing to negate its existence in the
other two illustrations.
Concerning the satyrs and urns., since they occur throughout, there 
is every likelihood of their authenticity* The only point at issue 
arises over the variations found in these features. With regard to the 
satyrs it was shown that these variants could occur for two reasons -
either the comppoitional requirements of the artist or his satirical 
intentions. But whichever reason seems most acceptable there is no good 
argument for the rejection of the satyrs. The same holds time for the 
third order of detail, the urns in their alcove.
The arguments for the apparent difference between the Hoegrth and 
the anonymous ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ might be based upon the ability of 
the artist and tin nature of tie work produced, ’Harlequin Dr Faustus*
is 'ucitnishei but nevertheless shows signs of being a very literal and
pedestrian and therefore probably more acauratl representation of the
scene* Lt exaggerates nothing with a view to create a theatrical or
dramatic atmosphere, on the contrary, its handling suggests that the 
parts are shown but naively proportioned and contracted slightly* This 
my be for reasons of the drawucg’s ultiilate purpose when possibly
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reproduced in oil or engraved; one does not know. Therefore by reason
of its appearance of actuality and fact, I am prepared to accept this
’drawing as representing the LIP III proscenium arch, seeking for support
that evidence provided by Hogarth.
This leads one to accept that Hogarth was not inventing the proscenium
arch but only exaggerating and possibly embellishing that which was already
there and readily identifiable by his patrons as specifically LIP III. In
satire or burlesque, a form which relies essentially, for its immediate
success, upon its symbolic or emblematic shoeaOtnd, it would have been
pointless for Hogarth not to have shown the mota characteristic and indivi­
dual element of the theatre - its proscenium arch. Since therefore the
Tate ’Beggar's Opera’ and The Beggar’s Opera Burlesqued' jointly show
similar elements to those represented in ’Harlequin Dr Paustus’ one
suggests that all ahere illustrations corroborate each other to give the
decoration at the sides of the proscenium arch. Additionally, upon
similar arguments it is suggested that the corinthian pilaster, coffered
soffit and heavy swagged curtain should all be accepted as authentic.
The Royal arms in the Mellon and Tate pictures present difficulties
for the first quarter of the arms is inaccurately drawn unless George II
55changed them.' The extraordinary fact is that the first three versions
of The Beggar's Opera’ show, the correct marshalling of the arms, i.e.,
England and Scotland not England quartered with Prance and Scotland.
With regard to the theatre motto, Vrluti in Speculum Utile Dulce,
it is not unlikely aOat such a decoration was placed around the arms; a
similar motif is thought to have existed at Drury Lane - Vivitur Ingenio.
Whether or not the arms and motto were placed in the theatre in precisely
the same position as that shown in the pictures is discussed below.
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Having clarified the position with regard to identifying the
LIP III prosceniim arch there rimiiins for attention the vignette, ’The
M,sque at thi Old Horns’, pl©XiI. This arrives at uo useful conclusion
hut that all ividence has been thoroughly examined. Published iu 1738-9,
this engraving exhibits certain elements of thi prosceniim arch that have
bieu discussed above and uow clamed to bi that of LIP HI- Thi plate 
34has received little or no consideration iu the past*
Before examining this engraving it should be mentioned that it was
reproduced in a much tedurle state by Desmond Shaw-Taylor in Govent 
35Garden." Thi drawing was not considered in that place but by implication 
it was thought to bi a tearesentatiou of an event at Covent Garden aud 
therefore depicted the prosceniim arch of that theatre* Howwver, thi plate 
when used iu that work omitted to show the song to WiLci thi picture 
related and also the title, 'The M,sque at thi Old Home*, which is, oue 
woiulO argue, the title of thi scini and not of thi soug which began ou thi
previous page. Iu 1737 the ’Old Horne' was certainly not Covent Garden 
but more likely to be LIP III, rather than even the older house Drury Lane.
The only other place in which oni has found this Bickinm engraving
is amongst the notes on LIP III compiled by an unknown Victorian theatre 
36historian who iae visited the theatre iu 1823* The most that one can
clam is that this historian laiiw something of the theatre, or periais 
that some well informed person ietsuaeld him that it was crncltuld with 
thi LIP III thiatri, and consequently he included this single sheet in 
his collected no-tis, not for the song, but for thi illustration*
Ou compiaieou, ’The M,sque at the Old Horns’, pl.XLI, with ’The 
Beggga’s Opera Burlesqued’, pl.XXXTII, it becomes clear that all the 
architectural details ou stage right of the picture are the work of 
Bicld'iam. Upstage of thi prosceniim arch pilaster is au enormous doorway
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that is inaccurately drawn. Although Bickham's engravings were considered
highly in his own day most of his scenes, Watteauesque pastorals, did not
include, to any great extent, architectural features and those vignettes
showing architecture or interiors are singularly clumsy because of the
lack of application of quite simple rules of perspective. Other decorative
features on that side of the stage must also be considered with some sus­
picion for they are not to be found in the sketches considered above.
Additionally there is some inconsistency on Bickham’s part when relating
one side of the stage to the other, for neither the bases of the pilasters
nor the box fronts are the same.
Another of Bickham’s contributions is the free handling of the
audience in the stage and circle boxes, particularly the manner in which
he has related the scene to the song by introducing Pulchinello and
Columbine in the stage left box where they fill the space that elsewhere
accommodated six persons.
The differences in the box area are first, 'The Beggar's Opera
Burlesqued’ shows a decorative arch to the boxes, The Masque at the Old
House' boxes are square; The Beggar’s Opera Burlesqued’ shows the box
fronts of the circle tongue and grooved, those in The Masque at the Old
House', turned balustrades; thirdly, the profile of the stage boxes in
The Beggar's Opera Burlesqued.’ is obscured, but in The Masque at the
Old House' Bickham has to complete the scene himself and the shape of the
box front seems to be determined by the profile of the rococo frame
rather than reality.
In spite of these inconsistencies the scene is important for the
representation of the satyr supporting the corbel, um and shell upstage
of the stage left pilaster. This satyr fills what would have been a wide
open space in the composition on that side of the picture.
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But whilst it is agreed that Bidcti^ shows some tnienlcLte he also 
reveals his dependence on Hoegrth and ignorance of the actual theatre 
for with regard to the satyr etc, he only shows as much as Hoegrth had 
drawc, thereafter he is at a loss. Further, he shows himself not exactly 
sure of waat Hoegrth had drawn for the whole decorative feature is not
placed wltain the prosceniim arch will as Hoegrta drew it, hut it appears 
to be a profile flat projecting on iii the stage without a base or pedestal 
of any kind. Lt is this unacceptable structure that forces one to con­
sider the engraving tn relation to the prosceniim arch of tie LLF HI but 
at the same time to reject it as not adding acy more to our knowLedge 
already gleaned from those ira-icgs itscussli above, it wouLd be difficult 
to show that BL^c^k^lam was drawing upon acy personal experience if tats or 
acy other theatre when executing the design. This is particularly evident 
in his treatamt of the two main characters in the scene which again 
depends on Hoegrta.
One is guessing at the characters involved in the satire depicted 
when suggesting that the strutting ass braying on stage right is Farinelli 
and tin roaring bull to the left centre, Senesino, for although these opera 
singers at the King’s Theatre are mentioned in tin text, tin figures are 
extracted from Hoogarh’s 'The Beggar's Opera Bnlesqued', The labels that 
the actors carry are either indecipherable or unhelpful..
The figure on stage right stands in the posture of the parodied 
Peachum in ’The Beg^a's Opera Bcrllsquli’ where he has a woOLfs head, but 
aickeain has provided him with Mac heath's head from the same Hoegrth work 
and reversed it. On close inspection the head is badly joined on to the 
body; tie decapitated head does not grow out of the stock at the neck.
The hands hold the same pose as given in the original but Bicjk^n^ replaced 
the account book under Peachum's arm by the box tn wlalca are aIacli two 
puppets, the significance of whici eludes me.
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The stage centre ch£nr^ac•fc/r one suggests is a re presentation of 
Senesino but without his height for the figure is taken fron Lockit in 
’The Beggaa's Opera BLuclesqued’ with, very minor alterations. The 
costume is altered, only about the footwear winch from boots and leggings 
Bickham changed to the theatrical boots and spurs of the operatic hero. 
Tteat Senesino* s right leg and foot do not cmao!! this leO't may be accounted 
for by suggesting that in Hooarth1 £3 drawing Luuy's dress hid that leg 
and Bickham was forced to supply his on. TTh keys that hang at Lockit*s 
left side are replaced by the label winch is tacked on to Seteuino. The 
label is difficult to read but the letters seem to be ’Ila . . , of ye 
Hous/w*o The glowering bull’s head of Lockit in ’The Beggg,a,u Opera 
Bm?le squed’ has been replaced by a roaring head in ’The Masque at the 
Old House’, but this is not an original contribution of Bickham for the 
head is also taken from Hoogrth.
In sumim.ng up this analysis of ’The Masque at the Old it is
concluded that the evideth/ found here cannot be used to support the 
conclusions reached above regarding the prosceniim arch of LIP III for 
this drawing, wlhlst superficially appearing to provide evidence from 
another hand in 1737» ii depends so hea'vily upon Hoggadh,u drawing and 
engraving of 1728 that it cannot be considered an original work but a 
reworking of the already ten year old Hoogrth drawing without contributing 
any new information; neither does it afford any basis for confidence in 
Bihkhnm,u personal knowledge of the theatre.
Due consideration has been given to all the evidence deduced from 
the graphic evidence analysed above in the drawing of the projected re­
construction of the prosceniim arch and fodeutage. Account has also been 
taken of the mltheIm)nical relationship between the audit^oriim and the 
scenic stage as well as the physical requirements that seem demanded by 
the scope of the site#
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With regard to thi site, it to.11 be observed that the theatre was 
not built absolutely square on the plot. This is obvious iu thi plans 
provided which have been redrawn from Barry’s survey plan. It woiuLO 
seem that this discrepancy could be due to the theatre having bein 
biu.lt, in the north western corner, upon thi s^e lime of thi old tenuis 
court. This may be the reason for thi west side being slightly shorter
than thi east eud... But, striking a mean for this reconstruction it was 
deciOiO that for all practical purposes the width 43*8" wotuLO serve.
The width of thi prosceniim arch was thin determined by thi subtraction 
of the estimated depth required in thi stage boxes aud the passage 
serving them. Consequently rn squaring up the site thi longitudinal 
centre line was struck 21*5" from the south wall ou thi inside. Having 
allowed 2*5" for the passage and 6*0" for the depth rf the stage boxes, 
this produced a maximum figure of 25*6" for the width of thi prosceniim 
arch including the thickness of my pilasters decorating the arch. The 
pilasters shown in the drawing reduce thi opening to 24*6". The distance 
of the prosceniim. arch from the edge of thi foristage vras calculated by 
estimating thi width required for thi stage boxes, thi lirnn intranci 
donr anO applying the control of 43*8" from the first row of benches in 
thi boxes to the arch. Also cnnsiOireO was thi orderly arraignment of
the division, of the side boxes.
57Reconciling all these forces led to providing a f onstage 15*3" 0:^. 
The width at the front of the faristagi measures 27*5" aud thi total width 
at the false prosceniim is 24* 0". The width of thi stage boxes has been 
estimated at 8*0" which allows 7*3" for the aprrn dnors. Seriating, 
slightly overlapping aud linking these two features is thi pilaster, 1*6" 
wide, of the prosceniim arch, winch has its upstage idge 43*8" from the 
circle of benches in the front boxes. The disposition of the traps and
footlights has also been taken into account. This arrangement has bieu
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influenced by the manner in which they were set out on the forestage 
of the Hampton Court Palace theatre, 1718, pl.XLIII.
The height of the prosceniim arch has been deduced from the Hoegrta 
engraving, the need to provide three ranges of boxes in the auditorum, 
and the proportion and ordering of a pilaster approximately 1*6" wide.
The height suggested is 22*3"* There is no evidence for the design of 
the arch spanning the opening. L would suggest that a sarIlo- three 
centred arch would be in plral here, rising to about 24*0" or even 
higher over the centre of the stage. From the ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’
drawing one could infer that upstage of the arch there ^s a coffered 
soffit connecting overhead the apron doors. This soffit seems to have 
been about 19*6" high, set over the capital of the pilaster. The 
painting around the prosceniim is considered below.
The Forestage
On the fore stage itself at the very front there was a spiked rail
protecting the actors from the audience, and these were still in place tn
1757, 'many of the spikes which separated it [the orchestra pit] from the 
38stage were still reminjnt^'* Provision has also been made for foot­
lights which are thought to have been flexible, rising and falling through 
a cut, according to need, by means of a winching system operated beneath 
the stage. Five single traps and a double ’grave trrap’ have been intro­
duced tn the same ao]niiicration as teat in the Hampton Court theatre 
foreitagl in the belief that that theatre was designed to ^00™^^^ 
productions from both the Lincoln’s Lnn Fields and Drury Lane cimipaCLes 
and therefore reflected contemporary stage practL.ce and requirements. Lt
is thought that the five single traps would have been meciarliili with a
simple counterweight system, but whist tie double trap may have been 
59
similarly operated it is not certain. x
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The Stage Boxes
The stage boxes are shown to be slightly larger than those else­
where in the house, 8*0" wide, and woould hold with ease eight persons
in each. Boxes of the same dimensions are shown at all three levels
and /vii/tce for this comes from Horandh'u ’Beggga's Opera BxulesquecL’.
In both the preparatory drawing and the engraving Hoogrth clearly indicates
the three tiers liking the proscenium arch on the one hand and on the
other, the corresponding ranges of boxes in the body of the house. This
drawing and engraving have also been used to supply the decorative
features applied to the boxes, the light square columns dividing box from
box and supporting the gallery above; the box fronts, divided by the
columns as ordered pilasters, appear to be painted tongue and grooved
pine,^ set behind the columns there is a decorative arched frame to which
were attached swagged draperies. The internal height of the stage boxes
is estimated at 8’0".^ As the boxes move out to connect with the
galleries their height incr/au/s slightly. Tins height has been adopted
in consideration of the evidence that the Hoogrth engraving provides, the
capital of the pilaster is at the same height as the upper gallery front 
42panelling. Each box was divided from its neighbour by a partition.
The Stage Doors and the Satyrs
Up-stage of the prosceniim arch pilasters, according to the evii/nc/
set forth above which dates from 1724 to the 1728 Beggar’s Opera craze, 
there were set the satyrs on their plinths. This is the decoration, it 
is thought, of the foreutage after 1720. According to the accounts of 
the theatre after 1720 John Rich was as busy about his theatre as his 
father had been previously about minor alterations and decorations to 
Drury Lane. It is therefore suggested that wlrat is shown here was not 
necessarily the original design of this upper section of the 0or/stage.
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Although this late state of the proscenium arch is considered authentic 
it must be admitted that this evideuce only exists in graphic form and
that earlier and later records fail to mention what would seem tn be a
highly original decorative feature. To resolve this question two equally 
possible answers are offeree. Thi first is considered the more acceptable.
The notion is that thi satyrs appeared about 1724 during a period of 
renicoration. Origimlly in the place where they stood there was a door 
of entrance for thi actors on to the stage. Above this Oonr there was a 
balcony equipped with the usual 0nor and window. These functional features 
are indicated in the longitudinal section, fig.30, by a broken line. The 
reason for this design initially is that most of thi plays in thi reper­
tory had been written with the knowledge that these facilities existed iu 
the earlier theatres, either that ru the same site or that at Drury Lane*
In future productions, an0 whether or nrt all the plays required doors 
or balconies in that position, it would bi a very useful permanent piece 
of apparatus. AddOtinnally it will be noted that theatres constructed 
later show thi continuing use of this facility, e.g., Hampton Court 
Theatre, Covent Garden and Goo<0:nii's Fields. Howwver, it is argued, that 
on some occasions this door and balcony were not required in which event 
against these doorways were placed the three dimensional sculptured plinths 
anO satyrs. It might be, for example, that rn occasions such as perfor­
mances rf The Beggar’s Opera when the audience were alOowed tn sit on the 
stage, that actors could uot enter from these dooroJays and were rrmpilll0 
to inter through the wings further up-stage. This argument is not so
easily applied to ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’, when thi same pressures were 
uot operative. The problem in this case is that thi date of the drawing 
of the scene is not known. Therefore although ’Harlequin Dr Faustus' was
first performed in 1723, the actual time at which the sketch was made
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could be much later when the satyrs were then in place, either permanently 
or occasiornally.
The second possibility is that the satyr pieces are profile flats
set up behind the proscenium arch urn-sking the actual doorways that were 
45permanently operativeo The reason that they were not represented in
this way in any picture is that the resulting drawing might have been 
confusing and hrmpOicated in this area and the satyrs took o;d/cedetce 
over the doors as far as the artists were concerned, since they had no 
interest in providing evidence for future theatre historians. Consequently 
they were given the full trompe I’oeil treatment. This second possibility, 
though feasible, is not adopted in this reconstruction. Hoorever, it is
recalled that the 1757 visitor to the theatre aid note the existence of 
the door,44 and one is presuming reference here to a proscenium door, but 
failed to note an object of much greater interest - a satyr sitting on 
his plinth supporting an um. This leads to the possible crnclusirt
that these decorations were mobile and Rich could well have carried them
away with him to Covent Garden. Vhe/her they were three dimensional or
not, the uoah/ they and the proscenium arch doors would have occupied on 
the foreutage is that indicated in this reconstruction. Discussion of 
the relationship between these entrances and those on the scenic stage
wll be reserved until the stage facilities are described below.
The impression gained from the ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’ sketch is
however that these forms were three dimensional for the soffit framing 
45this p&rt of the stage would otherwise be unnecessary. ' It is from this
false ceiling that lights could have hung over the Oorestage in addition 
to that other more conventional position, the ceiling over the Ooreutage 
from gallery box to gallery box. The decoration of this ceiling is dis-
husu/d below.
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The Curtain
The Hoegrta paintings waLci supply the evidence for the curtain in 
the theatre suggest that up-stage of the plinths and satyrs, or the 
doorways, the curtain was hung. Prom the maccer tn which it is gathered 
up one nay conclude that it was not flown out but was drawn up to the 
corners of the prosceniim arch in great swags. Vith regard to the Royal
Arms depicted by Holgrth and the theatre moOto, it would seem that they
are ieo-n in a very unpractical position. The suggestion is that they 
eave been removed for artistic pcraosls from their more usual place at 
the head of the prosceniim. arch where they would not be tn any position 
to foul up the curtain as it was raised and lowered or obscure the up­
stage action for those seated in the galleries. There is every reason 
to suppose that the curtains were the dark green colour painted by 
Hoegrta and were decorated with the heavy golden fringe.
Before moving further up stage earlier descriptions of the decoration 
of the prosceniim and front of house w.11 be considered in order to give 
an impression of the spectacle that was, at the opening of the house,
much admired.
The Front of House Decorations
Lincoln’s Lnn house was finely decorated. The scmes 
were new. The stage was more extended than that of tie 
rival theatre aca superbly adorned with looking glass 
on both sides of the stage, a circumstance w]leLca Quin 
said was an excellent trap to catca actresses who 
admired their persons more tian their profession of 
acting.47
Davies' point here about tie extent of tin stage aomp^3rld with that at 
Drury Lane has been noted above, but the looking glass on the iorlstage 
is one that is most often commuted upon by contliparrries, although it 
provoked no commut from the 1757 visitor to the theatre. Hoe/seer, the
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earliest notice rf the theatre that Rich had ’been at vast expense to 
make this theatre as convenient for thi reception of an audience as any
A Q
one can possibly he’,4 does uot help confirm whether or not this glazing 
on thi stage was set up in 1714 or was introduced later. Gibber does not
mention it and Quiis recollections my have come from the 1720s. But
thi glass did receive specific attention in au advertisement of 1725 w^Lch
coiniltld upon alterations to thi interior design:
The gilding, Painting, Scenes and Columns of Pier 
Glass, rais’d for the better iiuiminating the Stage 
and other Parts rf the House, gave a general Surprize 
and Satisfaction to thi Spectators.
Perhaps the surprise was elicited, uot only by thi repainting but more 
49especially the glass or mirrors. Thi surfaces on the stage that coulO
have been covered with glass would seen to bi the pilasters and that
surrounding the entrance doors. On balance it is thought that it was
the shafts of thi pilasters to which thi glass was applied, not only ou
stage but also around the auditoriim an0 the coL^lins supporting the
galleries. This is eiduciO not only fa?on the notice quoted above but
also from Lord Dappei's speech. Act I, scene i, of Fielding's fam,
50The Historical Reggster for the Year 1736, ptoeured in 1737* Clearly, 
from this scene, it was uot only the actresses that found their ooi
images of greater interest than thi play but tjhn audience as well. How
long this decoration remained in place is unknown.
In 1725 the theatre was repainted and gilded but probably there
remained the richly painted ceiling, probably not as eligaut as that at 
thi Queen's Theatre but nevertheless in a similar style aud judged to bi 
well executed, but by whom remains a mytery;
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On Saturday several of the most eminent Painters met 
at Theatre Royal in Lincoln’s Inn Fields to take a 
Survey of the Ceiling, the House being thoroughly 
Lighted for that purpose: over the stage is rep­
resented Apollo and the Muses; over the Pit, a 
]mlgatficent Piece of Architecture; where is seen 
a Group of Figures leaning over a long Gallery, vis.
Shakespeare, Johnson, etc., from the Originals. They 
seem in conOedence with Betterton, the most celebrated 
Tragedian, or English Roscius of his Time. The 
Artists have given their Opinion, That the Performance 
excels anything of the Kind, both as to Design and 
Beaauty .51
This description reads like many works of the o©rL^od and especially
those of Taorr^hil, but it is extraordinary that no artist has d/c/ivei
credit for his labours. A Mrs Cornwvll executrix of Mr Cornwall painter
was paid in full for the ceiling £13- 13° 0. in February 1724/3 according 
32to the Rich Accounts. It would not be unusual that John Rich was still
paying artists two or three years after they had finished the work, and 
these thirteen guineas is a part payment of a larger sum. Nothing further
lias been Wound about this Coomwall that would allow one to claim the work
as his.
The Sculpture about the House
Already mention has been mide of the terra cottas set in r/heuues
over the pit and box entrances and the suspicion that there were probably 
more than those recalling Shakespeare and Jaraon. The other imposing 
pieces, if indeed they were three dimensional, were the satyrs discussed 
above. If they were mcddlled they were probably made in pa pie1’-mac he.
Little has been found that would allow attribution of these works. The
information from the Carrick dub regarding their Shakespeare bust is
not helpful. The only record of Rich employing a sculptor is in the
Accounts for the years 1724-5« There are three entries noting payments
to Mr Verhuyck over the period December 1724 down to 3I March 1725, the 
53last entry suggesting that the work was not yet ho^mlot/d.s hhree
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generations, possibly of this seme Verhceck famL^Ly, have been traced 
54
but the findings are far from conclusivee w-
Front of House Lighting
Over the stage ’Rich’s Lincoln’s Lnn Field theatre (1714-31) had 
55six chandeeiers, aaaare:|ntIe iron rings hung on chains’. The source
of this statement L do not know, but it raises a question that requires 
clarification. Lt is that the stage may refer either to the whole stage
or the scenic stage or the forestage. Lt is not clear. By reference to 
illustratOons that seem to indicate the general practice one may suggest 
that at LIF LLI Rich ari chandeliers hanging from the arch over the iore­
stage, plreaai three or five; these, of aouril wouLd be supplemented 
once the curtain rose by chandeliers hung over the scenic area. Additio­
nally there vere probably two branch candelabras or sconces over the 
stage entrance doors on to the apron. Similar scinces would hrwl been
set around the house, at all levels, either on the columns round the
boxes or on the panelled box fronts. Lf they had been alaced on the
columns then advantage would eave been made of the mirror glazing.
Without -moving more precisely the design of the ^111^, and later 
the architectural compaoStion painted thereon, one can only suggest that 
there was either one large chandelier lighting the auditorumi or that
there were three as suggested by the compaoSi;ion of the ceiling design
by Thornlh.il attrbbuted below to the ’Qlcen's Theatre, pl*LX.
Support for these suggestions my be gained from several illustra tOons 
56of contemporary or later eighteenth century theatres.
The Scenic Stage
The scenic stage is 28’0" deep from the false prosceniim arch to the 
rear and eastern wall, and approxim-tely 45*0" - 48*0" wide. The possible 
variation in the width is due to whether or not there might eave been a
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corridor mde by partitioning thi stage from thi north wall and the
scene house-dressing room block. This need not interfere with the
scene dock door WiLci is 3'8" x 10’9”« Thi width is suggested by the
Barry 1848 plan and thi height is drawn from the Dumont longitudinal
elevation of Covent Garden. Reference to this door was made in the 
57Rich v. Shepherd Comiiaint and Answer. Shepherd illustrated, the diffi­
culties he had with John Rich by stating that thi scine room aud door at 
Coveiut; Geardeu was as large as that at L3P III, in fact, Shepherd clamed 
that he haO made that at Covent Garden larger but Rich had disagreed anO 
wanted it to be just as at UP III. I estimate, converting Dunioi,s 
ieas■^trleents from pieds to thi imperial foot, that thi scene dock Ooor 
of the ’ancient scene ronm’, at stage level, was about 4*0” x 10*6”.
Who won the battle is uot clear from a rompiaisou with thi Dumont plan, 
pl.XLIV, unless there were later alterations to this room which seems 
unlikely, for thi scene room measures aiiroximtely 17*5 pieds x 16.5 
pieds which converts to 1Q’6” x 17*6". But thiri is indicated a 2’3"
staircase to one side reducing the overall functional atei of thi room.
This staircase could have been a later alteration at thi time the stage 
58was lengthened. If I am right in thi location rf thi scine room at
LIP III it wouLd have been 15’0" x 13 ’0" and at thi s^e level as the
stage, and there was no other room that wouLd have provided, this kind
rf space. The dimensions compare well with those from thi Dumont plan
rf the scini room and those from thi John Inigo Richards' plan of Covent 
59Garden at pit level WiLri shows the ’musicians’ sittnig room’ beneath
the old sceue Orck. The other comppaieon that is worth noting is that 
at Gooc0mi'e PielOs the larger room, 11’6” x 15’0", wouLd suggest itself 
as being thi scene dock, pl.XLV.
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The stage was in its whole length and extent tolerably 
perfect, the traps would still operate. Some of the 
wings were standing and one of the doors.60
Taking each of these commits in turn one can account for the stage in
the reconstruction. The length and extent of the stage, 28’0” x 48*0”,
was explained above. The traps that still operated over this scenic
area cannot be drawn, as those on the fodeutage, with any certainty.
Howwver, in a house that nhcomm<rlatei John Rich’s pantomimes it is lkely
that the stage was extensively meclhaiised vtith cuts and traps across the
playing area. I can only refer to the possi'bility that its mcihnery
was not unlike that existing until recently beneath the stage at the 
61Theatre Royal Bristol.
The wings I have disposed on the stage as found in the Hampton Comet 
62Palace theatre, pl.XLHI, i.e., four sets of wings giving on to two
shutters. This would have been backed by cloths hung in the remining 
5’0” flying space; presuming that 3’0" would have been avowed to walk
behind the scenes and that the fly floors wrsLi have been linked by a
catwalk 3,O** on the rear nil.
The deminitg door that was mentioned may have been set in the space
between the false proscenirm and the first set of wings, or the commnt
might have referred to one of the side door/balcony structures with its 
stairs or ladder. Such ladders or steps to the balcony perch positions 
I have not included in the drawing. On the other hand it may indicate 
that the doors of entrance were definitely set far upstage and that the 
space occupied by the satyrs was indeed decorative and thus accentuating 
that the frr/stage projected well into the house.
With regard to the wings and the controversy over doorways there is 
evidence from three sources, the Hampton Cornet Palace plan., pl.XLIII; 
Hoggadh,s preparatory drawing Wor the Beggga’s Opera pictures which gives
2)6.
a rough impression, aI••XXX^I1I: and ’Harlequin Dr Faustus’, pL.xXQV 
shows a shaLlcw scene utilising three grooves on each side terminating
in either a cloth or a shutter.
Finally there is evidence to be drawn from texts. There are three 
prompt-books of plays produced at LIF LU that shew notations made by 
the prompter. The texts come from the years 1714-1726. y The stage
directions indicate that there were three doors or entrances on each
side of tin stage, or, as was discussed above, the wings were spaced to 
allow entrances through them. These entrances were noted by the prompter 
as, L:D:P:S, MxIDPsS, UfD:P:S, and L:D:O:P, MxDxOxP, and UsDOsP.
Langleans’ discussion of this evidence does not shake one in the
opinion that there were three entrances or 'doors’ on bite sides of the
stage bei—lln the wings. Once again it wouLd seem teat the term ’door’ 
was mintainei into the 18th century and its meaning was place if entrance.
or not tie down stage door or lower door on either side was on the
ioreitage or upstage of the false proscenim is not clarified, by the
extant evidence.
The distance between the wings, according to the width of grooves
used:
False proscenium. to 1st wing approx. 3’6"
1st wing to 2nd wing 4'0”
2nd wing to 3rd wing 3'0"
3rd wing to 4ta wing 2 *6"
4th wLcg to 1st shutter 2’3"
1st shutter to 2nd shutter 2*3*
There is ample storage on both sides of the stage for scene chrnili and 
furniture and properties standing by.
There could be staircases or Ladders to the flys tn bite upstage 
corners of the stageataircsses as drawn in the reconstruction Lead 
also to the basement storage areas and mchinery.
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The Flys aud Fly floors
Then are two significant references to the fly floors.
The flys wen tolerably perfect, aud even thi thunder 
trunk, although probably broken in consequence of 
elementary concussion (which it had long inOuriO) 
might bi traceO.65
and
No reason to lower at thi northern end of the upper 
flying at C.G. as by his Rich’s last litter that thi 
upper flying was made of thi same highness as the ✓ ,
upper flying at the theatre at Lincoln’s Inu Fields.
Using again Dineoi’s plan and converting the measurements, I have set up 
the flys. The upper fly floor at Govent Garden was about 37’6" immel0ately 
upstage rf thi false prosceniim and at LIF III iu thi same place was 38’0”. 
The reconstruction takes advantage of appears to iaoe biin the original
joist level. At the rear will the height, arroin;ing for the rake is
37*4” from stage to fly floor landing. The lower flys at LIF III in the
recinstruction is 20’0". At Govent Garden they wen at 20’3”.
The mention of ’higher’ supposis that thiri wen lower fly floors.
At Govent Garden the higher fly floor I interpret as being that WhLci is
cc^m^^ciLy now called the grid, for there seems no substantial joistinig at
Govent Garden above the upper fly floor to take thi purchasi rf scenery,
unlike the modern Govent Garden which has been equipped with two fly 
67
floors since Simrke’s building of 1Q08-9* Therefore similarly at LIF III,
I suggest that the higher flying floor is also thi position rf the grid for 
there is, according to the Barry plan, pi.Xlb, nr support higher within thi
roof structure.
Doubbless there was not flying over the whole depth rf the stage for 
thiri would have been impeding cat walks from which flymen would ilel
attended the cloths and borders aud actors and actresses would have moouuteO
their chariots and cloud cars
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Weeier or not the thunder run was partially over the auditorum 
or the proscenim arch it is impossible to calculate. Clearly access 
from the fly floor must have been possible for the stage management or 
flimun to load and unload the catn.ot balls from the tmrnking. I imagine
that there were ladders from the fly floor rising into the grid which 
may well have been on the east rear wall. Additio2tally there might well 
have been a doorway off the torthedt Wly floor which would have led into 
the dressing room block which would have the advantage of allowing actors, 
as well as the stage staff, ease oW icc/ss to the catwalks and staircases
in that block which rose to the rooms in the attic.
Additional Facilities in the Fly Floor Attic in the Roof
. • o third landing into the roof . . . There are a 
number oW sm^a.! rooms above and a few years ago there 
were some portraits on canvas on the walls - but were 
so decayed were pulled down.68
These portraits my have been on the nils of any of the rooms as deco­
rations that might well have been painted in the paint shop and need not 
have been of great artistic value or specifically acquired by Rich as 
special coImlisuions. Possibly they were the work oW’ the scene painters 
and used as properties, ending their life stuck on the nils of the 
barber’s shop or wardrobe.
That there should be two rails and a skirting board 
round the area over the stage between the painting 
room and the wardrobe as at Lincoln’s Inn Fields
and
as in the roof ... two rooms in the roof for a 
barber snd tailor with chimneys in each - partitions 
in Lincoln’s Inn Fields whole deal wlmle in Covent 
Carden were whole and split deal grooved.^
There is ample space in the roof to accommodate all the staff mentioned 
in the above quotations. The space in the reconstruction has not been 
divided for there is no specific evidence, but the rails around the upper
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flys or grid aave been drawn in the longitudinal section. The windows 
that are saowc there are those found tn the Ha^i—ick pl.X, and those of 
Barry, pis*XIa and Xlb. The scene fainting and carpenters’ area must 
eave been easily accessible from the fly floor in order to facilitate 
the raising and lowering of the scenes prlparli tn the paint shop. These 
were probably flats as well as cloths which must have been fainted flat 
cnleii there was a paint frame on the rear wa.11 of the theatre at lower 
fly floor level but about which there is nn evidence.
The construction of the roof suggests that there were three smll
rooms at roof level over the northern side of the roof at the eastern
end, pl’^XIc, huC no ffreplace it sseon. Such oomis could have been
reserved fan the berbel anO taaiorr
The design of the balustrades ^s also criticised by Rich during
the building of Covent Garden. He wished that all the balustrades at
G^e^^a^-t Garden oc the staircases and elsewhere should be turned as at
Lincoln’s Loo Pields. TlhLs my have applied to those in the fly floor 
as well as the ariocipal staircase aod others about the building.
The rem icing facility in the roof must have been the ability to 
raise and Lower the front of house o]arldieier(s) by means of a winch.
They would either have been lowered to the pit for attention or raised 
into the roof through vents. Tints would depend to some extent oo the 
design of the ceiling decoration as at the Queen's Theatre in the 
Hteerket, pi. XLIX.
The Dressing Room Block or Flat
Wen the theatre was visited in 1757 the dressing rooms were occupied
by the caretaker and his wife, additionally it was noted that,
at the time tie Green Reem ani daodsong rooms weme 
still to be seen and arbelieve for the-reception iflled 
the matted room ... ior t/ceurecep-cion of
figure dancers, pan•tomimitts, etc. . . •
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Thi internal area rf this block rn the north vast side rf the building
measures 15’ x 15’* Each floor was probably furnished with a fireplace
rn the west wall. Three wLu^O^cws iu each room rn every floor were Waited 
to the east will thereby not overlooking to the north thi prrjpsrties in 
Portugal Row. Access coum have been either on the south side, or ou thi
north. Thi doorways on each floor on thi north side are more conjectural
than those rn the south for the Barry plans Or uot reveal clearly that 
which was vestigial as opposed to the recinstruction in this area carried
out by thi Copelands when bridging the gap bitwieu thi theatre aud 37 
Portugal Row and converting the dressing rooms into thi flat.
The reconstruction plans, fig.29, and the longitudinal section, 
fig.30 and 31> show thi possible use of this block 0:0^10 from Barry's 
1848 e1roey plans, pls.XIa, Xlb and Xlc.
Iu Barry’s ’Section from Front to Rear’, he suggested that there 
could have been five floors in this block. It would appear that it was
excavated to thi same dipth as the theatre, thus providing a basement 
9’5” high, which might have been inhabited by thi muicians as at G ovent 
Garden. At ground level I havi already suggested that the scine dock was
located adjacent to the stage. Beside this dressing room block there 
coulO have bieu acc 0^000^:0 the Box office as well as any one of the
rooms given a specific function in the Garrick Club note cited above.
This area measures approximately 10’ x 9*6". Ou each rf the rimining 
three floor levels over the scine dock thiri could have been Orissi.ng
rooms. According to thi size rf the adjacent area this could also have
been used for further dressing rooms.
The possibility of this number of dressing rooms together with those 
that my have been situated in areas partitioned off bilow the stage would 
indicate that thi theatre was well served with arcoimehoiion for its actors,
singers, p■antimimeste and mm solans. •
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71The saloon to which Timbs referred could, well have been one of
these rooms which remained in the ’flat’ and to seme extent because oW
that preserved. I would suggest that the reference was to the green 
room, not an elaborately decorated reception area in the front oW house 
area on either the middle or upper gallery level.
The Staircases on the North Side of the Theatre
The Principal Staircase
This is a projected reconstruction oW the principal staircase on 
the north side of the building. The floor levels suggested by the 
drawings of the staircase have been instrumental in establishing the 
floor levels throughout the rest oW the house, the boxes, galleries, and 
by deduction the level oW the pit and stage in the mjor reconstruction
of the whole theatre.
There are four drawings oW the staircase in the projecting bay on 
the north side oW the playhouse. The first is in two parts. It consists 
of rough sketches of first; the staircase rising from the ground floor, 
’This staircase piece the entrance the grace'; and the second, of the 
staircase from the first floor landing rising into the second floor.
These sketches, figs.26a and 26b, are in the ^possession of Hr Robert 
Eddison. Their authenticity is vouched for by the note on the first 
sketch, ’The sketches were purhensei at Mr Born's sale and are Reliable*.
Howwver, a staircase of the proportions indicated in these drawings
could have been built in the stair well oW the theatre. The c^tOiguratiot
of the stairs and landings can be accommodated in the length and breadth
of this projecting bay and the floor levels achieved by a regular riser
oW 6" - 7”« This would accord with the floor levels noted in both the 
72anonymous Weesnmnster Library c(oll/htiot of theatrical notes, fig.27,
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and the ilctLLon of the ^^nreaouse drawn hy Claries Barry in 1848, pl.XTb.
The Weli^enster note only provides the measurements, first floor to
ceiling - 14’0" and second floor to ceiling - 8’0**, in which Barry’s
alaos concur, hut he goes i-crther and gives the remining ground floor
to first storey 12’1”, and the basement at 9f^’' wnich Maswreienti
include the depth of the floor joists* Further points whici help prove
the authenticity of the Eddison ira—ings are that the w.11 is saovm to
be the ’North Wai’, and the windows shown are indicated in Barry’s plan.
These windows were also frequently mentioned in the indentures as ns-
trictOons were placed on the owiers of the property with regard to tie 
75
manner in which they were glazed.''
The date of the Eddison dra-ini,s is admttedly uncertain but all the 
other drawings, roughly or accurately measured, from 1806, including teat 
from the Sun Fire Office, shew staircases in this well. They are all, 
more or less, of a simiar design. Although the staircase in these three 
last places is not teat sh^o^TCn tn tie Eddison sketch, it is suggested that
the original staircase was dismantled and reconstructed to suit the
requirements of a less ilteorous future.
The staircase is not mentioned to the Spode lease of 1794 but it 
could have been in that portion of the stair well area as indicated in 
fig.26, 25’3”» Although tie reassembled staircase could not erwl been as 
splendid as formerly, wlaat remained was noted as being a ’large Queen 
Aooi Staircase’ wheo the Royal College of Surgeons acrahrsed the property. 
Even in its depressed state it probably mintained some of its style.
Accordingly it may be allowable to accept the floor levels given by 
Barry for they relate not only to the prtnaitrl staircase but also to the 
fenestration nn the south side of the building, whether or not tie maority 
of those -inil—i were bltmd. Additionally tie first floor level established
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here relates to the floor level that would have existed at the point 
at which the projecting extension over the Tasburgh land allowed a
wind in that staircase. Both staircases have been reconstructed in
Wig.51• The windows in this second northerly staircase ene/ been drawn 
75from the Ha,rdwick plan, pl.X. The floor levels on this side oW the
house are as follows,
Basement to ground floor 9’5” 
Ground floor to 1st floor 12’1" 
1st floor to 2nd floor 15 *9* 
2nd floor to attic 9*7”
The only decoratier/ feature to be noted with regard -to the staircase 
is the nono arisinn ouo of the Rich v. Shepherd case in which mention was
made that the banisters should be turned as those at Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
The staircase was also furnished, as indicated in the Eddisan sketches, 
fig.26, with a handrail on the north nil to correspond with the stair rail
on the other hand.
The Huts in the Yard to the North of the Theatre, the Portugal Row Entrance
Within this yard encountered by the patrons entering the theatre from 
Portugal Row there seem to have been many chnng/s over the years. These 
are noted in the documents already cited but none of them provide specific 
information. It is assumed that they were Wairly insubstantial structures, 
erected to serve such functions as toilets, coffee shops and even possibly 
advath/i booking facilities. In spite of the fact that this was the 
entrance from Portugal Row it nmght at best be described as having atmosphere.
In conclusion several points have been i/duced*, first, that LIF III 
was built upon the original tennis court site; secondly, that C]h‘istoph/r 
Rich was in all o:drbabblity the designer-arclitect; thirdly, that in 1718
the styling of the theatre reflected a moodYied version oW Drury nni
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in the 1750s it was thi 1x1^1^ for John Rich when briefing Shepherd 
for Covent Garden. In iina respects there ari to bi sieu similarities 
between these two theatres. ^^<g3a^(^:Liss of what has beeu said of thi 
depreciated state of LIP III by 1752, it is interesting to note that 
the initial site in G ovent Garden was not very much larger than that in
Lincoln’s Inu Fields*
With regard to capacity it was shown abovi that thi estimated 
capacity, without seating on the stage, could havi bieu as high as I424, 
which compares favourably with previous estimates aud is noteworthy when
coeTPlarv0 with Horry Pedicord's estimated capacity of Covent Garden, about
771556* Perhaps thi move to Covent Garden was moOivated by the desire 
to rebuild with all thi latest equipment rather than renovate, to move
further west to what was to become thi theatrical centre anO select a
site on which it was possible to vxpaud if the venture flourished. Then 
seems little doubt that thi theatre, only fourteen years old, was still 
in good working order.
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Notes, pp, 197-246.
Goodnmn’s Fields Theatre opened 2 Oct 1752.
Covent Garden Theatre opened 7 Dec 1752.
2
P.R.O., Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd, CompPaint and Answer,
15 March 1755 nnd 3 My 1754.
z -
5 Edward Shepherd, (d. Oct 174*7), little is known of Shepherd’s early 
activity. Colvin does not attribute KEF III to Shepherd. For work 
of Shepherd, A Biographical Dictionary of British Arckhteots* 1600­
1840, ed. H.Mo Colvin.
4 R.C.S, of E., Rich-Tasburgh Agreement and Conveyance, respectively, 
29 Nov 1714 and 9 June 1715.
5 P.R.O., Cll/2661/12, C35/57O/pt II, 1758-1759. rP- *0 -
J. Rich & C.M, Rich v. Sadier & Evans.
Sawyer, The New Theatre in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 1979» p. 20, notes 
that Rich in earlier years had paid Evans £121 but I can find no 
reference to this payment. However, in these Bills and O-trcLenrs,
Rich was claiming that Evans owed Rich £70. 15* $5. due to over­
payment by Rich to Evans by way of paying for work done by allowing 
rent on houses in Playhouse Passage Drury Lane and Russell Street. 
The document goes on to detail work done by Evans about the theatre 
in 1721 & 1724 amoouiting to £17. 18. 0.
5 R.C.S of E., Scrope to Spode, 25 June 1794.
7
ibid.
8 Coj^Xp^are Gooddma's Fields Theatre pls.3LVa and XLVb with pls.XIa and 
Xld, for LIF III.
5 R.C.S. of E., Indentures Peart to Mllar, 1 June 1782. iSri),
W.P.L., ’At the Theatre Royal in Lincoln’s Inn Fields’, n.p.
11 E.A. ^ighans, ’Vere Street and Lincoln’s Inn Fields Theatres in 
Pictures’, Educational Theatre Journal, 1964, f.n. 3, refers to the 
Lodge drawing, B.M, Prints and Drawings, 1866-II-141678, as showing 
the entrance to this passage. I fail to recognise the entrance in 
this drawing and believe there is no justification for the claz^ms 
mde by Knngthans.
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Advertisement, 27 Nov 1739, stated that, 'Particular care will he 
taken to have Guards placed to keep all the passages clear from 
the moO’. London Stage, part 3, P* 805*
15 B-M., Add- Ch. 9303*
R.C.So of E., Indenture Peart to Milar, 1 June 17O2./Ag?f3/pr 3n).
The Rich Accoirnts show that the rental of these 'Rooms' was 8s- 0d-
ihido
T 8 /
R-C0S- of E., Scrope to Spode, 25 June 1794* CMp-1- 1 <35).
17 B-M., Add. Ch- 9303- (/Hp. lof- log).
18 P.R.O., C33/37O/pt II, refers to paving and the vaiuLts and other 
repairs in this area-
P,R.O., 011/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd, Complaint and Answer, nfl-a) ,
'because the cellars unsatisfactory at C.G- [Rich] still 
has to melt his taioow at LLF'-
and
•There should be as mny vaults to the out passage for 
coals and melting of taioow and stores as made under the 
street in LLF'-
20
21
22
23
G^co^'s Fields Theatre, Capon's drawing, pl.XLVa, note that although 
the building is not as long as LIP III, yet the stage is as deep as 
the breadth of the house­
R- Edison, 'Capon and Goocdmn,s Fields', T-N-, vol.XIV, No- 4, I960, 
pp- 127-132-
W.P.L., 'Theatre Royal Lincoln's Inn Fields Cooiection', p- 23-
The first landing supposed to be the stage level the ceiling 
there I4 feet high, 2nd landing 8 feet high, the third landing 
into the roof- [I823]•
B-M- Eg- 2263 & 2266, I724-1727-
See n- 27 above, Reconstruction of LIF I and II.
24
Garrick Club, ivS., op- cit-, p- 90.
The benches in the pit were removed, the front and side boxes 
seemed to have suffered more than any other part of the house, 
they were indeed filled with lumber consisting of old scenery, 
planks, etc., The orchestra was except the seats perfect and 
many of the spikes which separated it from the stage were 
remaining-
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25 Two estimates of the capacity based on an analysis oW the Rich 
Account Books, 1726-1728, in the Harvard Theatre Coll. arrive 
at a variety oW results.
P. Sawyer, Notes and Queies, N.S., vol.I, July 1954» P* 2^0.
(including the stage boxes), 378? Pit 302; Slips 65;
1st Gallery 443; 2nd Gallery 200; total - 1403 *
Avery, London Stage, pp. xxxiii-xxxiv, nveragitg first 20 nights 
of The Begggr ’ s Opera.
Boxes 321; stage boxes 81; Pit 302; Slips 87; 1st Gallery 
443; 2nd Gallery 199» total - 1433*
Definition oW ’slips1, Avery, L.S.. xliii, extensions of the 
galleries towards the stage. Avery also mea’ions, p.lix, the 
pigeon holes in which three guards sat on 24 Oct 1726.
Estimated capacity in above reconstruction,
Boxes 3I8; Stage boxes 48; Pit 294-338; 1st Gallery 4I6;
2nd Gallery 304. (This includes slip seating and stage boxes 
are those in the proscenium not those on stage.) Total - 
maximum I424*
For estimated capacity at Covent Garden, Scoute’, L.S., p. xixxii, 
total - 1400-1413.
H. Pedicord, The Theatrical Public in the Time of Garrick, 1954» 
pp. 6-9, total capacity - 1356.
P.R.O., Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd, US' u).
That there should be a plint on the fronts of the side boxes 
to raise them higher as at LIF, as also a capping on the 
partitions of the boxes.
That there should be a partition to divide the centre of each 
box on the right hand and the left hand of the King's front 
box as at Lincoln’s Inn Fields.
R.C.S. of E., Rich & Tasburgh Agreement, 29 Nov 1714* l2c>' lx.
In addition to the 40 guineas in gold to Tasburgh Rich granted,
Rich agreed to give Tasburgh and his wife (or any future wife) 
free entry to ’Plays Operas and all other Theatrical represen­
tations’, to sit anywhere, ’Except in the King's Box or the Box 
so called or on the stage or in the Boxes thereon or behind the 
scenes’, on all except the first days of new or revived pe^for- 
mnces or on Subscription or Benefit days; if Tasburgh does 
not make use of the privilege, his wife can take another with 
her; iW he moves to the country, whoever is the new mster oW
his house in Portugal Row has his rights of free entry, these 
rights to last for 39g years from midsummer 1714 and if Riches 
renew their lease on the theatre these rights will be extended 
accordingly.
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27 P.R.O., Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd. if-»r)
That the partition at the back of the side boxes to be 
parallel with the walls and that there be as many benches 
in each box as Drury Lane.
28
R.C.S. of E., 'Lincoln’s Inn Fields etc. Historical Cuttings', LIS p.38.
When the China warehouse of Messrs Spode and Copeland were 
purchased and ... on taking the warehouse down parts of the 
old walls of the Lincoln’s Inn Fields theatre were discovered 
and in a recess over the box entrance ^s found a terra cotta 
bust of Shakespeare, down the Pit entrance one of Ben Johnson 
- the latter was unfortunately destroyed - the former however 
was preserved entire ana became the property of the late Duke 
of Devonshire who gave £150 to the College for it and wlhlst 
President of the Garrick Club presented it to that institution.
29 Garrick dub, MS,
The first and second galleries both of which were by the by 
most admirably calculated to command a view of the stage 
were (except that many of their benches had been removed) 
in a tolerable state . • .
Steps in circle at Theatre Royal Bristol, circa I766.
zC
a"—
30 P. Sawyer, The Hew Theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields, 1979, P* 15*
I. Mckintosh, The Georgian Playhouse, pi. I, note states similar 
opinion.
31 R. Fiske, English Theatre Music in the 18th Century, 1973, pi.Ha.
The Georgian Playhouse, Ezsdubition Catalogue, Iain IMckantosh, 1975, 
pi. 14 and related notes.
Attributed Anon., Drury Line, Thurmond playing Harlequin Dr Faustus, 
26 Nov 1723*
32 Harlequin Dr Faustus., first produced at LIF III, 20 Dec 1723.
Corroborating evidence, Hogarth, 'The Bad Taste of the Torni',
Feb 1724.
33 The quartering oW the Arms.
See Wig.45 helow, pt.III. Reconstruction of the queen’s Thce.tre, 
and on the theatre motto see n. 46 below.
34 Pl.XLI, ’The Masque at the Old Oouss,.
The Entertainer, vols. I and II, engraved George BlcHnm, junior,
1737/8. (B.M, K.lO.Tb.12).
VoolII, p. 67, ’The Masque at th/ Old H^uus’, is the continuation of
the song, score nni lyric. The Taste of a Dialogue, music by Handel, 
index, ’0 ray pretty Pwlchentelo’, p. 66.
Several Bickham engravings take scenes from Hoogrth, /.g.,
The Darling Topers, after ’The Rake’s Progress’, p. 22,
Poor Children These, after caricature of Senesino, p. 20.
The Merry Gregs, after ’Rehearsal of an Orrtorio’, p. 64.
35 Desmond Shaw-Taylor, Govent Garden, 1948, P* 9*
36J W.P.L., ’At the Theatre Royal Lincoln’s Inn Fields’, a collection 
of Portraits, Scarce Musick Early Guttings to illustrate History 
of the above Theatre of the 17th and 18th Centurys. Of.792-9421, f.112.
37 Gaurick Club, MS, op. cit., pp. 90 & 90v.
p. 90, The stage was in its whole length and extent tolerably 
perfect, the traps would still operate. Some of the L'VLngu 
were standing and one of the doors; the stage Boxes were still
to be s//n,
P.9Ov, In size altho’ it is difficult to judge of an empty theatre 
it did not seem larger than the p^r/sent in this Hynmaket but it 
was built upon the plan of the old Drury so much commended by 
Cibber - that is to say that the stage stretched itself to nearly 
to centre of the house gr/atly to the diminution of the pit but 
still more to the advantage of the audi/nce and actors.
38 ibid.
Spik/s on apron similar to those depict/d by C Rules Mool/y,
’The Modern Duu/’, 1747, C.G., pi.245, Th/ Georgian Playhouse, 
Exhibition Catalogue, ed. Iain ^,Ulhintosh, 1975*
39 For scenic requirements at LIP III see, especially in pantomimes,
S. Rosenfeld, Georgian Scene Paint/rs and Scene Painting, 1981, 
pp. 16-18, 51-52 and 65-70°
40 P.R.O, Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd, for crmppaisot oW the treatment 
of panelling.
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4 P-R.O., Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd, for reduction of Balcony and 
Boxes over the stage boxes to be lowered to 7*0" and the pigeon 
holes in proportion [at Covent Garden] - • • the partitions at the 
back of t;tie side boxes to be parallel with the walls and that there
be as mop benches in each box as D.L* and that they are not arranged 
to see the stage properly.
42 ibid., that there should be partitions to divide in the centre of 
each box in the right hand and the left of the King’s front box as 
at LIF-
43 'CoIm|lrrtive representations of prosceniim arches with decorative 
figures as profile frontispieces,
for Drury Lane, Hoggath’s 'A Just View of the British Stage’,
for Covent Carden, S- pf L., volXCXV, pis 41b, (Vanderggucht),
41c, (Fitzgiggio Riots)".
Also see Hogan's, 'The Indian Eim^or', 1731, pUILEI-
44 Carrick Club, !©•, op- cit-, p- 90, in 1737 one door still standing*
ip - '4-a),
43 I realise that it might be arrgied equully well tint tins pmr of the 
drawing, as well as the fi^gnes, couud bb representing a trompp l’oeil 
frontispiece oo false prltoenium, cf. 1760 engraving by Vandergucht 
noted above, nn43, °o Govent Gacded.
46 UTILE DULCE VLLUTI III SPECULUM Derivation of this motto, 'Oeois tulit 
punctura, quae miscuit utile dulci', Byron, Don Jjann CcoSo XIII, 81,
8, ed- T.Co Steffan, E- Stsffan and Y/.M Pratt, Penguin Books, 1977, 
p- 722, note for this quuUatntn frorn Horace, ’Eppssooa aa. Bissons’,
Ars Poetica, trans. H.R. PFai^c^loiu^ii, 1192, p. 478-9, as 'He has won 
every vote who has blenndd pproit and pleasure1. I am grateful to
Dr Charles Mooris for this nntt.
P- Sawyer, The Hew Thea,Sae in Linsctn's Iiss Fields, 1979, p*15 refers, 
f.n-18, to ’To Dnenelonlomsnsn ecc.’, 1723, Citeen, Booth & Wilks, but 
I have not been able to trace this werki^1'lh,2 ,
47 Thomas Davies, Dramtic Miscellanies, vvl.l, 1174, p. 247*
48 The W^^y Packet, 18 Dec 1714
C- Barlow, 'A First Night Prologue for the New Theatre Linn0Inns
Inn Fields’, h-N-. vol, (awaiting publication).
49 Advertisement 1723, h-. JfPrndJ - d7 nXS!
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50 The Complete Works of Henry Fielding, ed. T. Roscoe, 1888, p, 1051,
The Historical Register for the Year 1736, Act I, scene i,
Sourwit, during a break in the action, turns to Lord Dapper
and asks for his opinion of the play so far. Lord Dapper who,
not watching the rehearsal, had passed the time surveying the
auditorium, replies,
Dapper, Really this is a very bad house.
Sourwit, 1t is not indeed as large as the others, but 1
think one hears better in it.
Dapper, Pox of hearing! one can't see - oneself 1 mean,
here are no looking-glasses; 1 love Lincoln’s Inn
Fields for that reason better than any house in town.
51 The Weekly Journal, 22 Sept 1722.
52J B.LI. Egerton 2265 & 2266, Rich Accounts. An alternative possibility 
might be the painter John Hervey. Appendix. P.R.O., Cll/2661/8, 
Compla3jit and Answer^ . u/f.
55 ibid., Mr Verhuyck 
Mr Verhuyck 
Mr Verhuyck
Statuary on account £5 (2nd Bill 28 Dec 1724)
9 days 15s Od. Sat. I3 Feb I724/5
Statuary on account £10. 0. 0. Wed. 31 Lar 1724/5
54 G. Beard, Georgian Craftsmen and their VAn^ks, 1966, 182.p
Verhuyck, early 18th century, carver. Elizabeth Verhuyck clammed 
£134 in 1709, on behilf of her late husband for the work he had 
done at Boiughton, Northants, and Montagu House, London. (Boughton 
Archives, Executors Accoxmt, 1st Duke of Mots^agi).
D. Green, Grinling Gibbons, 19&4,
Anthony Verhuke mentioned along with others from Antwerp brought 
over by Grinling Gibbons to work with him at Y/indsor Castle.
N. Blakiston, 'notes on British Art from Archives IV’, Brurlington 
Laggzine, 1957, P# 54* Refers to Privy Council Register, PC 2/68, 
pp. 29 and 42. 12 and 21 Lay 1679, Order to acquaint the IMyor
of Windsor 'that his MJesty’s late Proclamation is not intended 
against such Popish Recusants as, being strangers, are now imployed 
in his MJesty's works there . • . including one Anthony Verhuke 
• . . servant(s) to Grinling Gibbons carver.
Young Verhuyck, Tom Thumb the Great, a little hero with a great soul, 
something violent in his temper, which is a little abated by his love 
for Huncamunca, Young Verhuyck. The Life and Death of Tom Thumb the 
Great, Fielding, Works, p. 872.
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The Oxford ComIOlltLon to the Theatre* ed. P. Hrtnoll, 1967, p. 561.
56 B. Gascoigne, ’Shuffling the Schouwberg Scenes’, T.R.I., vol.IX,
No. 2, 1968, pis. 8 & 9; or Hrtnoll, op. cit., pi. 20.
G. Barlow, ’The Hotel de Bourgogne According to Sir James ThornM!!’,
T.H.1., NS., vol.I, No. 2, I976, pl.I1,,
Rich Account Books, Eg. 2265-2266, show payment on 17 Dec I724 to 
Mr Grimldi for a pair oW Glass scmces for Mr Ch. Rich, £1. 4* 0°
Covent Garden, engraving, ’Fitzgiggio Riots’, I765.
P.R.Oo, Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd. GMt' H9- 115- ui).
58 Survey of London, volxXXV, p. 88, suggests that this development was 
undertaken between 1740 and I76O.
ibid., pi. 43b.
60 Garrick dub, MS, op. cit., p. 90* f’f”
61 For meclhnical equipment se/ R. Southern, The Georgian Theatre,
1948, pl* 50, and for th/ thunder run, pi, 3I*
For a description of scenes, particularly in pantomime, see 
So Rosenfeld, n. 39 above.
62 For discussion oW the P.S.A., Thoms Fort Drawing, see G. Barlow, 
’Hampton Couct Theatre, I718’, T.N, volXIXX^VI, No. 22, 1983, pp.54-63.
65 E.A. Langlhns, ’Three Early Eighteenth Century M»atsuhipt Prompt Bookk’, 
Modem Philology, vol. 65, 1967-I968, pp. II4-129. Langhans discusses 
the notes in the promptbooks probably prepared by John Steed, for the 
following plays at LIF III,
L. TheoTbald, The Perfidious Brother, 1716; E. Settle, The Lidy’s 
Triumph, 17I8; and T. Southerne, Money the Miitress, 1726.
64 Goodman’’ Fields Theatre, pl.XLV, iraem by Capon, 1802.
Garrick dub, MS, op. cit., p. 90° i2Sr^- 14*0,
66 P.R.O, Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd.df-117).
Survey of London, vol.JXXV, pl. 53a.
68 W.P.L., ’The Theatre Royal Lincoln’s Inn Fields Coll.’, p. 23, also 
fig.27 above.
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P.R.O., Cll/2662/1, Rich v. Shepherd* S'^d-11F - 117.3,
Van?rick Club, MS, op- cit-, p- 90- (App-)p- IA€ - IAd),
71 Timbs, op- cit-, p- 668; cited by D’Arcy Power, op- cit®, p- 1034 
and Cordon, op- cit-, p. 336­
72 W.P.L®, 'hhs Theatre Royal Lincoln’s Inn Fields Cool.’, p- 25»
75 R-C-So of E., indentures of conveyance dated 1794, 1793 and 1797* 
Similar restrictions were placed on the windows built into the 
extension on to the Tasburgh land in I7I8- See conveyance and 
agreement in Appendix- I’- >x \,
74 Timbs, op- cit#, p- 688­
75 R-C-So of E., Rieh-Taseutge Agreement 29 Nov 1718,^Up ir-o - (m).
TaBbu^’ allows Rich 'to open two lights that have been mole’ 
by the late Chuistopher Rich 'and ars now stopt up in ths 
stairs’ of ths New Theatre, looking towards Tasburgh’s back 
house, but so as not to overlook or be offensive to him, by 
use of 'Blinds curled or crjmp Class.’ and only for as long 
as the new 'Fabriche shall continue to bn a playhouse’-
76 P-R-Oo, Cll/2662/1, Rich v« Shepherd- us- (17).
77 See n.23 above-
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The Queen's Theatre in the , Hgymaket
1705 - 1709
By Beauty founded, and by Yit design’d. 
Your own m^,ggnfiketce you here survey, 
Mjestic col^umns stand where dunghills lay, 
And cars tri-mpha! rise from carts of hay.
Garth.
A L.y-stall this, Apollo spoke the Word, 
And straight arose a Playhouse from a Turd.
Defoe.
Harmonious pair! Wll were you pointed out, 
To bring wth art ye wondrous work about
Anon
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Ths Queen’ s Theatre in ths aaymnl^^^
Land Purchase, Subscribers and C controversy
In this section introducing the Queen’s Theatre in ths Hymaket 
discussion wll bn limited to a reappraisal of first, the purchase of 
the plot on which the theatre vas built? secondly, the raising of
capital by subscription and the atmosphere of 'frenndly* rivalry or 
animosity mmanting from the press and from ths stags of ths Theatre 
Royal Drury Lane- These details will be drawn together finally in the 
events surrounding the first night of the new theatre, giving cleared 
this ground the architecture of the theatre will be considered- Several 
^10X0^^00^ have touched upon these aspects individually and to varying 
depths but none has gathered the background maerial together to enable 
an overall reassessment--
Ths Land Purchass
Them has been probably no theatre built without some difficulty,
but the years 1703-3 seem to have been fraught with problems on all sides
for Vanbrugh- The earliest mention of the venture comes from corrsspon- 
2dence between Vanbrugh and Jacob Tonson, two letters of confident 
excitement which though introducing ths subject, neglect to give any 
information as to ths months of planning that had preceded the negotia­
tions for the site. The first letter is dated 13 June I703 and the second,
13 July of the same year- It vdll bs noted that at that this Tonson was 
in .Aooterialm and it appears, from the news that Vanbrugh provided, that
Tonson was not very well infomed as to ths business in hnni. This fact,
3
in itsslf, should have alerted some doubts in the minds of etoaonSatort- 
as to the role of Tonson as treasurer for the undertaking- In ths first
letter Vanbrugh wrote,
Fig. 32, Plan showing the divisions of Phoenix Yard, 1703,
Woone.y Property
Holford Property.
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I have fwished my purchase for the Playhouse, and all 
the tenants will be out by ^,■Iidsimircl-day [24 June "J; so 
then I lay the corner stone; and tho’ the season be 
thus far advanced, have pretty good assurance I shall 
be ready for business at dhcistmas.4
Two points emerge in this letter, the first is that Vanbrugh would soon 
be engaged in the actual building of the Playhouse and he would have 
cleared the site and excavated sufficiently to start laying foundationso 
The second point is more important with regard to the scope of the site 
and the proposed theatre to be built upon it. Indeed the first line gives
the lie to theories that Vanbrugh had to tailor his theatre to a smder
plot than he would have wished because he was prevented from achieving 
5
all the land he required in tin first instance.' It is suggested that
though the business would have proceeded more smoothly had Vanbrugh 
purchased the whole of Phoenix Yard in one transaction, the initial
purchase referred to in this letter was sufficient for his theatrical 
needs. The plot and its divisions are shovm in pl.XLVIIla, and fig.$2 
respectively. This fact is borne out in the follcwing letter to Tonson
who was still in Amterdam,
Mr 7/ms has finish'd all the writings for the ground for 
the Playhouse they will be engross'd and I believe Sign'd 
on friday or Satterday; wch done, I have all things 
ready to fall to work on the Mundy. The ground is the 
second Stable Yard going up the Hy-maket I give 2000 
for it, but have lay’d such a Scheme of maters, that I 
shall be reimburs'd every penny of it, by the spare 
ground; but this is a Secret lest they shou’d lay hold 
on’t, to lower the Rent. I have drawn a design for the 
whole disposition of the inside, very different from any 
Other House in being, but I have the good forttrne to have 
it absolutely approv’d by all that have seen it. Howwver 
I'll willingly be at the expense of a draught of that 
where you are if you'll give yourself the trouble to 
order it. The book you mention wch I wanted you'll 
oblige me to get. Tis Palladio in French, wth the Plans
of most of the Houses he built, there is one without 
the Plans, but 'tis that wLth’em I would have.6
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Useful insights to the workings of Vanbrugh are revealed in this reply
to Tonson. Here, in confidence to Tonson, he stated his true intent;
something that does not always come through the litigation to which
reference will be made below. Apart from the same keenness to build
mentioned in the earlier letter, Vanbrugh did not at this stage anti­
cipate any problems regarding the actual purchase of the land lease.
At the same time he related that he was not being entirely honest with
his confederates, intending to use part of the land on their behalf and
the rest for his own private benefit. ’They', the future residents of
the theatre had obviously agreed to the rental before Vanbrugh undertook
7the development.1 Here Vanbrugh revealed that ’the spare ground' was
already part of his own private overall plan and was therefore never
intended to be part of the theatre.
Other inferences that may be drawn from this letter concern the
architecture of the theatre. First, at this date Vanbrugh had already
designed his theatre and it was 'very different from any Other House in
being*• One may assume that there was not only a drawing but also a
model of this unusual theatre. Secondly, although he was obviously
pleased with the praise and approval this new; theatre had received in
draught form, he was not averse to modifying it should there be anything
in the plan of the Amsterdam Schouwberg that he found worthy of imitation
9or inclusion. This point will be elaborated upon during the discussion
of the influences upon Vanbrugh's theatre architecture when attention
will also be given to his use of, or interest in, Palladio at this stage
in the development of the theatre. The third point touches on that
already indicated above regarding Tonson’s involvement with the building
of the theatre. Clearly if Tonson were engaged with others in this
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operation it hardly seems liksly that Vanbrugh would have divulged to 
him secret financial mnSpuUatilns, or, if hs had been, he was sur­
prisingly ignorant of that to which hs vas a party- In fact it w.J.1 be 
shown that there were three separate parties involved in this project,
each with their own individual interests, first Vanbrugh as 'Under- 
10taker*; second, the subscribers, as patrons with no financial interest;
and thirdly, the future company of actors m^a^ged by Betterton, Vanbrugh
and Congreve, who were to rent the theatre
Attention will now turn to that ' second Stable-Yard going up the 
12Ho^]o.rket' that was to become ths Queen’s Theatre in ths Haaymaket- 
The purchass of the leases of this plot, Phoenix Yard, pl.XLVUIa, and 
fig,32, was not without its difficulties and they are recorded in sur­
viving Chancery Bills cited bslow-
That part of the Haymaket upon which the Queen’s Theatre stood and 
upon which Her Mjesty’s Theatre stands today, was and is Crown land* In
the early 1700s this particular plot, Phoenix Yard, was held on lease from 
the Crown by ths Earl of St Albans, and his trustees had in turn assigned 
leases to others- This fact was the root cause of Vanbrugh* s early
problems when entering upon ths purchase of the leases mentioned in the 
letters to Tonson, hhs events discussed there did not work out smooohLy,
for the inn yard was held by two lessees- Wiliam WooHey and Thomas 
Halford- Wiliam Woooisy presented no difficulties and V£a'betuge, s 
negotiations with him seem to have proceeded apace to both partins’ satis­
faction, The date of ths transfer of this assignment, 4 Auggist 170$, 
accords fairly well with the Vanbrugh-honson correspondence, sud it will 
be noted that Mr Wiliam Williams’ signature is among those who witnessed 
the transaction- Ths assignment recites previous leases down .from 169O
through various hands until 169$ when WoHey had acquired the remainder
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of the team of thirty-nine years. This part of the inn yard was the 
larger of the two plots into which the yard was divided and it was upon 
this site that the original play house was biui.lt. The actual area of the
inn yard and its constituent parts are shown in fig.$2, where the plan 
shows that by this transaction Vanbrugh acquired a plot more or less 
square, 1$l'O" on the west side along Mrket Lane, on the north side 
adjoining the WuIji Horse Stable Yard and on the south adjoining UrnLcom 
Yard the length was overall 145'6", and on the east side the H;ymaket 
dimension was about 1$2’U". But excepted out of this area was that land
on the ^ymaket side that was held under lease by Thomas Holford who,
realising his importance in Vanbrugh's scheme of things, held out in 
order to obtain the best price he could.
This transaction will be considered after noting two points of 
information from the Woolley-Vanbrugh assignment, first, the involvement 
of Vanbrugh’ s brother, Carleton; and second, that b^wksmo<^or was to act 
as trustee. It v/Jll be found that in the Holford controversy Carleton 
Vanbrooke alias Vanbrugh was rejected as a fit person to stand security 
for John Vanbrugh since Holford clamed Carleton Vanbrugh ’was a single 
man and noe house keeper and no more than a lodgerWooHey did not 
find these factors a disqualification. This mention of Nicholas Hwksmoor
is the only occasion on which his name is associated with the theatre, but 
it will be argued below that his hand can be seen in the styling of certain 
parts of the building, and it should not be forgotten that it would have
been difficult for Hwksmoor not to have had some influence upon Vanbrugh 
at this time since they were both colleagues in Sir Cih?istolier Wren's
office.
The thorn in Vanbrugh's flesh during this building period was Thomas
H^lJCord. Several documents show that this irritation remained active for
some months but it did not cause any real worry for the future of the •
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15theatre although Vanbrugh did make some pretence to that eWfecto 
The burden of this rather tedious battle between Vanbrugh and H^liWord, 
the opening shot coming in Auugust 170$, is as follows,
Vanbrugh having a design to erect a fabrick or 
building on the ground called Phoenix Yard in the 
Oalmnket • • • did enter into a treaty with William 
Woooiey, citizen and haberdasher Wor the purchasing 
his interest in the said yard but your orator per­
ceiving that the said yard was not large enough for 
the buildings which your orator intended to erect 
upon the same yard and being inW?ormed that Thomas 
HolOn^ citizen and baker d Lo:rtir m possessed of 
an interest in foo a long term oo yeaas oW certain 
houses and buildings and grounds between the said 
yard called Phoenix Yard and the Onymaket . • • and 
finding that the said ground was convenient for the 
design Vanbrugh in or about the month of IMy last 
past entered into a treaty with Halford for taking 
an assiinment or purchasing a lease off H^liWords 
interests the same promised a certain rent and did 
deffer entering into any agreement with Villzami 
Wooley for his interest in the ground called 
Phoenix Yard until Vanbrugh should come to a perfect 
agreement with Thomas Halford. . .
This agreement was dram up by a Mr John HouH. on the 7 June 170$.
Vanbrugh further claiu^ml ttha he hail, e/’tred into various conditions with
Hooford’s undertenants in order to facilitate the transaction as swiftly
as possible. Yet HDo^LWord had refused to stand by this agreement, raising
many objections, and finally tale he would not 'perform the same unless
Vanbrugh will pay some extravagant and unrelurnable sum or sums unto the 
17unid Hooford.' Additio]nally Vanbrugh explained tane he 'hath not only
been prevented beginning his building upon the premises this season and
by that means has lost one years rent oW his said intended building which
Vanbrugh doubts not to prove but to a moddrate compupatiot will amouurt to 
18the sum of £1000.’ Vanbrugh then proceeded to ask wihat he was supposed 
to do with the Woooiey property and the old ruinous houses thereon tane 
were absolutely useless if he could not acquire the whole inn yard.
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Vanbrugh was obviously painting as black a picture as he possibly
could in order to persuade the court to act favourably on his behalf and
in doing so drew a veil over his true intentions. This bill relates that
Vanbrugh's early advances into Phoenix Yard date from May 170$. The
business with Woolley was satisfactorily concluded by August that same
year and Vanbrugh did, contrary to his statement recited above, proceed
with his building programme. This is clear from the Holford complaints
that followed down to 20 September the following year, 1704•
19Holford's Answer to Vanbrugh's Complaint 1$ Oct 170$, claimed that
he, Holford, agreed to lease the premises to Vanbrugh at £80 p.a. on
certain further conditions, namely that Vanbrugh should guarantee making
up the term of the lease to 99 years, or if in default, he was to pay
Holford £200, but he wished Vanbrugh to enter into a covenant that Vanbrugh
would keep the existing premises 'in tenantable repair' for he denied that
they were ruinous. Apart from creating a further difficulty by not
accepting Vanbrugh's brother as security, he claimed that Vanbrugh intended
to pull down a great part of the buildings and convert them into part of a
playhouse and thereby alter the nature and estate of the buildings which
ought not to be done. 1t would seem that Vanbrugh vzas not willing to
comply with these demands and nothing appears to have happened until the
following year when the story was continued by Holford defending his
houses and stable against Vanbrugh.
1n his petition, 21 June 1704, Holford described the progress of the
playhouse particularly that Vanbrugh was confederating with Thomas Yeomans 
20and Richard Billingshurst, brickmakers and builders, and that they
have lately begun to erect and build a certain great
building of brick of a very excessive largeness by
which all the said Phoenix Yard is taken up and filled
• . o if the building is erected to intended dimensions
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ths light of the four houses will hs obstructed ... 
the houses become totally useless • • , the inn will 
be utterly useless and no longer continue • • - they 
havs threatened the tenants causing one to leave his 
house which has stood empty for a year aaS oohhr 
tenants say they wll leave • • • Vna"bigg rrnf.use 
to undertake to keep the said messuages in repair and 
intends to demoHs’ them • • • Vanbrugh has prolonged 
ths negotiations and meanweele hastens oo hhe erectoon ff 
the building • • • if Vanbrugh does not agree oo hhe 
repairing lease the sarly agreement to bs cancelled 
and that the existing building bs demoOithed and the 
yard thrown tlss again.
Halford clammed that since the building of the playhouse the right of 
way across ths yard from the Baelo.nket to Mrket Lane had been obstructed 
and therefore lost, along with certain other privileges held in common by 
the tenants of Phoenix Yard, namely ths use oo the yyad foo ’puttsng 
thsir dudU ana d saies on S he duduSill there* aaS th’ ppon aaS pump and 
house of office situated is the yard- Clearly Ho^ord had a point, and 
Vanbrugh miust have been mking life very difficult for HoOfo:!ri’s tenants, 
asd is spite of Hooford's delaying tactics, he was proceeding steadily 
with the conssruction of his playhouse; hSe oowdLatosn tosse was laid 
with some ceremony on 18 April 1704-
Howwer there was a hearing of this dispute between Vanbrugh and
Hjldford is order to settle maters asd os Wednesday 3 July 1704 the old 
22arguments were recited for the last time- Judgement of ths court was
in Vambbrugh's favour for he was not ordered to withdraw from Phoenix Yard 
as Halford would have wished asd requested, but the court ordered that if 
ths parties could sot settle the mater themselves, the court
would settle and apportion the value of Hooford’s whole interest in the 
ptsOLses asd Vanbrugh wouLd pay according to that ruling, whereupon Halford 
and Bust, Hooford’s trustee, would convey thsir title to the premises to 
Vanbrugh or who ever he appointed-
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On 20 September 1704 Thomas OolO'rrd conveyed to John Vanbrugh,
the said four messuages one oW which divided in two 
and a stable . . • for £1120 down for the whole terni 
granted by the Lord of St. Albans Trustees without 
reserving aty• rent for the same, so that the premises 
in the petitioner's [Vanbrugh] possession doth contain 
a regular piece of ground of 152'0" in front and about 
145'0" in depth as the petition mentions and 8’6" more 
next the Hiijym^l^^-t formerly railed, in and now paved 
with stone . . @ 25
TIhLs site is illustrated in fig. $2, and it will be discussed more fully
below in connontion on th the actusa cornstrrctidu tf t ho thea trh. FItfUi,
nWeer an eighteen month struggle with HiliWoird, Vanbrugh ani now acquired
the site he ald originally sought, paying no more than he had expected
when writing to Tonson, £1120 to Hjl^ord, £750 to Woooiey as well as
£50 p.a. rent on the latter. This sum and the building costs, for
taede are no figures, he expected to regain from the rents derived not 
24only from the theatre but also from the houses in the Han^kar. In 
the event he was not to make a fort we from this venture but probably, 
in the long team, as a result of his determination to encourage a taste 
for opera, he actually lost money. But he did anve th■enty-titLe sub­
scribers, each contributing their one hundred guineas to the building 
fund which must aaee oWW-set the initial charges considerably, in fact 
by £5117* 10s, and it is to these gentlemen that attention is now turned.
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The following observation comes from The Luus’’ Mercury, December 1707, 
p. 187.
For the msters and performers employed for the stage 
anee at last prevailed, that the house in the Hlueaket 
should be taken up wholly Wor operas and that in Drury 
Lane for plays. At that in the Hlyeakkt, operas will be
performed twice a week for nine months in the year, and 
plays as usually at the theatre in Drury Lane. Perhaps 
the distance of the house in the Hansaket from the scene 
oW business in the City was to its disadvantage. For ’tis 
very certain, thiat a very good part of the audience for 
plays cis/ from thne p^;rt of the Torn, where Mr CoHier's 
arguments prevailed most, as for operas, the expence of 
that diversion is a little too great for such as declare 
Wor exact economy; and as the Great chiefly etcournge 
them, they are now nearer than ever to their Protectors.
Before this argument was made, eaere were divisions among 
the performers, which prevented any operas being played
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till 'twas late is the season- But now 'tis hoped 
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maslgemont, and is sow in a fairer way to live than 
sver-
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Vanbrugh and the Subscribers
There are two documents that provide information a11owing a more 
perfect judgement of the contemporary kritCcsmm levell^ed against the 
building of the Queen’s Theatre, those who subscribed to it, and the 
terms to which they set their hands. As in other matters this area is 
not without certain confusions but an attempt is made here to clarify 
the situation. First there is the covenant drawn up by Vanbrugh which 
is undated but internal evidence would suggest an earlier date than the 
second document, another covenant, dated, signed and sealed by Vanbrugh 
on 8 Hay 1704* 1t is the first of these coveraants that lists the names
of those who, it would appear, had agreed to subscribe to the building 
of the theatre but the t^^ims of this contract were quite different from
those of the later bond that Vanbrugh undertook with the Duke of I^wc^Ii 
The two 'docunguis are given in full below and discussed subsequently. At
some later date this first covenant ^s entitled, in secretarial hand,
’The Names of the Subscribers to the building a New Theatre in the
Hcyprkit’,
We whose Names are underwritten, do Promise to pay One 
hundred Guineas each, towards the building a New Theatre 
in or near the HyLiaaket, at four equail Payrnenns. Vizt: 
the first, upon the Signing the Lease for the Ground;
The Second, when the Y/a.lls are Twenty Feet high; The 
Third, when they are carry ed up to the Roof, and the 
Fourth, when the Building is Cover'd, And we do cmsent 
and Agree, That if any One of us, Shall fail to make the 
said Payments accordingly (or at farthest, within three 
months after the time mention'gJ Hi shall lose his Claim 
of Seeing all Plays and Operas Gratis & which by an 
1nst:umt: deliver'd to him by the Undeetaker, he is 
Otherwise entitl’d to.
Somprset, Devonnhin, Richmond, Newaacile, Lindsey, Bolton, 
Carlisle, Darwennwaaer, Kent, Cholmonteeey, Bedford, Hllifax, 
Essex, P. Bertie, l.MntkilSer, Edw. Coke, Kingston, Grafton, 
Cornwallis, Edmd Punch, Hervey, Hartington, Convrcay. VA/haton, 
Abingdon, Ormond, Wooletock, Kildare, Edm. Denton.*
2
The second and later covenant was addressed to the Duke of NewhalSle,
WOhe-eas 1 John Vanbrugh oW Whielhall in the C^xu^’fcy of 
Middlesex Gent, aaee purchased a certain piece or parcel 
of ground in the Parish of Sto Jams's Yfeetimnster with 
intent upon the saia ground to Erect and Build a Theatre;
And whereas . . .His Grace John Duke of Newhnltlr . . » 
hath agreed and subscribed to the payment of one hundred 
guineas to me the said John Vunb^rugh towards the building 
themf, 1n consideration of which said hundred guineas 
He the said . . . Duke of NesTCnltle . • • is intitled to 
ye liberty of the House when built (Wor himself only) to 
see all Plays and Opera’’ gratis, that shall be p/rfomiri 
on the account of the Company of Players or Muuicians vho 
shall rent it of the Undertaker or his assigns.
And it is also agdrri upon the aforesaid condition of one 
hundred guineas, paid to me the said John Vanbrugh, That 
the said House shall br apply/d to aty• particular use oW 
Ent/rianm/nt by Lluuick or otherwise, Wor thr space of ten 
Liis eaca year, to be disposed of as by the lM.loriey of the 
Subscribers (or nty number appointed by tant maority) 
shall be directed. Notice bring given to me the saii John 
Vanburga or si assigns ten days before they shall have 
occasion for the said Theatre. 1n pudsuntcr of w^ch saii 
agreement and condition 1 thr saii John Vanbrugh do for 
mselW my Executors Ac:dintsSrators and assigns promise and 
agier to and with thr said ... John Duke of . • .
That 1 Hl not let or d/mL’/ the said Theatre to any person 
or persons whosoever vth out reserving to the said . • .
John Duke of NesYhnlSlr . . . The liberty of seeing plays and 
opera’s gratis as above mentioned, and thr aOrr/snii liberty 
to the subscribers or the Mloriey of them, of the ten days 
use each year of thr said theatre.
And Wor the True performance of all the covenants aereit 
contained on if part 1 dor hereby bond mself si heirs 
Executors and Acdinissrators to the said . . . John Duke of 
NewhnlUlr ... in the penal sus of Two hundred pounds 1n 
witness whereof 1 anv/ hereunto set sy hand and seal thr 
. . . Eighth . . . day of . . . My . , . in yr . . . third 
year oW thr Reign of our Sovereign Lady Anne by thr Grace of 
God of England, Scotland ani France 1reland Queen Defender of 
the Faith Anno Dorn 170 zj.
J oh’ Vanbrugh Seal
Sealed and delivered (this paper being 
stamped with two sixpenny stamps) in
the presence of............................................Joat Tiicombr ) ,z Signatures
Wills Congreve )
On the verso there is the acknowledgement oW the Druce’s first payment,
May the 9th 1704, Rec’d Five and Twenty Guineas Wor the 
first Payment of the within munion*. subscription
Pi Join. Vanbrugh
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The secretarial note os the document is as follows,
Mr Vanbrook’ s Article Whereby hs grants M Lord Duke 
of NeweanSle divers privileges in ths intended Theatre 
to be built is the Baemaket
Is Consideration of 100 Guineas
hhs document is duly stamped and sealed, though I do not know if this is 
Vanbrugh's seal at this date, however, this is clearly a mors formal 
covenant than the first. The first is throughout is Vanbrrgh’s hand?- 
the second is ths work of a clerk but all the additional particulars are 
in Vanbbrugh’s hand as ’well as ths note regarding the signing and sealiing 
asd the verso sots of receipt of the first instalment--
The clam mdn above that the first document (NUL) given hers is the 
earlier rests upon two facts. First, the payments mads by ths subscribers 
did sot follow ths pattern set out in that covenant but accorded to another 
which was not included in the second (BL), whereas the second (BL) covenant 
bound Vanbrugh to preserve ths subscribers' privileges should he sell or
mortgage ths theatre - The first had nothing to say on this account and
vet when Vanbrugh made over the theatre to his brother dhLrles, 13 Oct 1720, 
3that assignment included ths following exception,
and saving and reserving also to and for such of ths siss 
and twenty subscribers toward building ths said House or 
Theatre who are still living and also for the Honourable 
Albemarle Bertin Esq to have receive asd enjoy the benefit 
of Entry and seeing all plays and operas Gratis in the said 
House and of enjoying all other privileges during their 
respective lives Se as fulS manner as by the articles agreed 
on between them asd ths saitd Sir Jobs Vanbrugh they are to 
have - -
hhe fact that the BL document is dated, sealed and stamped, does add con­
siderable weight to its being the final agreed contract between Vanbrugh
asd the suUecritest rathes than a dram of such a covenano sSash wouch
seem to bb the caas o’ the first, tTOL d oitellumt'
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1f the NUL document serves any purpose at all it is that it provides 
the only source that has yet copi down for the actual persornaities 
involved in the subscription. Previously one relied on the apparently
7
erroneous 1tf,ormatilt given by Cibber that there were thirty subscribers, 
and the fortuitous discoveries of payments made by individuals concertlg. 
Further, even if the payments were not made according to the program 
anticipated by Vanbrugh this early covenant does not lose credibility with 
regard to the list of subscribers for not only is it written by Vanbrugh 
but the subsequent document of 1720 clearly states that there were twenty- 
nine subscribers. 1t must be admitted that the twenty-nine persons named 
in the first document nnd not have been the same as those who ultimately 
paid their dues, but since only those v/hose names appear on the list have 
been found to have subscribed, one must accept that list until it is 
proved inaccurate.
There is another aspect in which this NUL covenant is important. 1t 
reveals the expectancy Vanbrugh entertained regarding the building operation 
and possibly indicates delays and his disappointments in the progress of 
construction. Addetional1y, it shows that Vanbrugh had to cotcldl to his 
subscribers more than he has initially considered necessary to obtain their
money. -
Although it is not possible to place a precise date upon Vanbrugh*s 
first proposals it is possible to narrow down the time within a few months 
during 1703, indeed a full ten months before the BL document of 8 LMy 1704. 
From internal evidence, it can be show that the NUL covenant drawn up 
after March 1705. This is dlgiked from the fact that it was not until that
date that Edward Seymour took the name of Conwy. Edward Seymour-Conway, 
born 28 Mty 1679 and iekltd son of Sir Edward Seymour, Bt., was heir to 
Edward, Earl of Conwy in 1683, but he was not created Baron Conway of
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Ragley until 17 March 1703, and Baron Conway of Killultagh on 28 June
81703 • Vanbrugh competed his negotiations with W].l^ Woooiey for
the lease of that part of Phoenix Yard that was to bear the theatre on 
4 August 1703, and the first payment was, according to the covenant, 
payable on that date. 1t might be objected that Vanbrugh had not com­
pleted his negotiations with Holhorg until 20 September 1704 and that 
therefore that date might be the relevant occasion, but it will be found 
that the MJL covenant was drawn up at some point between 17 March and 
4 August 1703 and, whale for some unknown reason the articles of the 
covenant were rejected, the subscribers remained faithful to the cause.
Certainly under the terms of the BL covenant they were to gain morn than 
was offered in the first. Consequently it seems that their payments were 
to be regulated by the calendar rather than the progress of the construc­
tion that was set out in the NUL covenant. Since Vanbrughs letter to 
Tonson is dated 15 June perhaps one should limit the period still further 
if one were to believe that Vanbrugh had everything tiled up by that date.
There were in the press reports covering the activities of the pro­
jectors of the new theatre several allusions to the fact that the sub­
scribers were slow in honouring their part of the bargain and these 
reports, along with others, will be treated later. But here it might be 
sufficient to show that although one payment might have been late, those 
that have come to light occur with a certain regularity.
Of the twenty-nine subscribers evidence is available for only four 
that paid all or part of their subscription. Two other subscribers have 
been found to have paid Vanbrugh fifty guineas within the time under dis­
cussion but there is no certainty that these sums were for this purpose.
1t must be observed however that it is fortunate to find any formal 
evidence, for wteLtever the form of the receipt, of the instrument, given
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to the subscriber to allow him access to the theatre, this token was 
only valid for him alone during his life, and therefore since it was
sot heritable it was liable to destruction osce he died-
The four subscribers for whom there is incontrovertible evidence
of having paid are as follows, the Duke of IeweanSle, the Earl of Carlisle, 
Baron Hervey and the Marquis of Bl,rtisgton. 10^^^. received, as dis­
cussed above, a formal bond along with his first payment of twenty-five 
guineas- This is the only recorded payment on his be^lf to have coms to 
light at the mommst- That portion of the hundred guineas was acknowledged 
os 9 My 17O4, three weeks after the laying of the foundation stose on 
18 April* Laurence WesSlst noted a similar payment of twenty-five guineas
^<ds by Carlisle entered is the Castle Howard accounts but gives no date 
9
or the form this entry takes. If it is as account book entry pure and
simple then it takes its placn with those entries in the diary of Hervey-^0
Hervey provided ths most tsioroatios of all subscribers for his
entries are accomjpanied by useful notes.
30 IMy 1704» Paid Mr Vanbrooke ys first payment of my
subscription is money for building ye ssw 
Theatre is ye Ifeaymaket (ye whole being 
ons hundred buineas) for which I am to 
have the privilege of ys House gratis 
during my life, £26- 17- 6­
13 Jan 1703, Paid Mr Vfiasbrooke my 3^rd payment, w^ch
with ye 2sd paid Mr Vice CiemOestain Bertie,
23 Aug 1704 by Chaiimbrs is £33- 13. 0-
Bter thas ths payment of NeweanSle but nevertheless in IMy I704, 
Hervsy made his first payment 'in mons.’, the second was os 23 Auggust and 
ths third I3 January 1703 which sequence of payments would take the final 
instalment up to Mach-Appll, the time of ths public first night. This 
would provide, for Hervey, if no ons else, a quarterly scheme of payment- 
hhe entry for 30 My 1704 does not add anything ssw to ones’s knowledge of
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the terms of thr covemnts, but neither does it negate them. Th-ia run 
of payments does ’how tane the first scheme of Varnbirugi1 s was rejected 
and the payments OolOhw/i the laying of the foundation stone, not upon 
the signing of the ..ease for the ground.
The Marquis of Hartington seems to ene/ held out paying his iurs 
until 7 May 1706. This seems a long time nOe/d the event ani one wonders
about the iatr. Perhles Hartington had paid ^rt of his contribution in
the accustomed way and did not pay his last instalment until some trne 
after the closing date and that payment was not acknowledged ismsAdatply 
by Vanbrugh. Thi’ information comes from a note in the Claatsworta 
Correspondence,
IMy yr 7th 1706. 1 Acknowleig to aaee r/c'd one hundred
GuLneas from sy Lord Marquis of Hr ting ton in full for 
hi’ subscription toe/aris building the Few Theatre in the 
Hansaket.
J. Vanbrugh.
The two subscribers for whom payment’ have been found of fifty guiteas
to Vanbrugh are Edmund bunch ani Sir Edward Coke and although the eeidetce
is slim it has some support. Both bunch and Goke banked with Thomas Childs
12and their account’ show these paymenns. For bunch the 1698-1705 ledger
gives one payment to 'Mr Vahbrugg' on 16 June 1704 of fifty guinra’ and in 
the debit column this is translated to £53* 15* 0. Although there are
similar amoruttu paid out of this account to several people, including 
Oerery and Devontbare, taere is no other payment of rny description to 
^^brugh down to 30 October 1707. Since this entry occurs at the right 
time and couli possibly be Edmund D'lunch's first and s/cond paymen’s, or 
second and third paymenns, and that is the sole entry of any payment to 
Vanbrugh, it is suggested that this was inde/i a subscription to thr 
building fund. The alternative method of payment, tane is other than by
the crneemporary foam of cheque, would be by cash ani it is suggested taat
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when Hervey paid 'dn. money' that was exactly the mumer in which he paid. 
Consequently where there are not the expected corresponding entries in 
the hank accounts the alternative method of payment may have been used
instead.
With regard to the payment by Sir Edward Coke the situation is
similar. There occurs in his ledger the entry,
Jan 27 1704/5 Pd Mr Vanbrugg G £0....................£55* 15- 0.15
This is the only payment to anybody of fifty guineas over the period in 
question and there are no other payments to Vanbrugh in the account that 
was closed in 1708. A^gain for the same reasons as given in the case of 
Bunch, it is suggested that this entry might be considered as a payment to 
Vanbrugh honouring the kov'ean^i^l:. To attempt to discover whether or not 
this payment should be considered as the second and third, or the third and 
final one is, of course, in the circumstances, a fruitless exercise, for 
the Hiking of both the Duncd and Coke payments to the routine set by 
He^ey does not come to one's add.
Tlhat all the subscribers did ultimately : seems to be borne
out by the above quotation from the 1720 cisil!npent to Cha^jL’s Vanbrugh^
but at the mommnt it is suggested, on h’s basis of the six patrons dikuusled
above, that there wws not necessaaily a stesiot ooms oo be foiowwed and if
there had been, this collection of individuals preferred to do it their 
15own way.
1n 1707 Devonthire, Kildare and Sir Edward Coke died and therefore
these subscribers did not live to reap the full benefit of their contri­
bution.
One general point emerges from the little that is known about the 
payments by the subscribers, who were mocked in the press^ for not paying 
their dues, and that is the day of the, laying the foundation stone was the
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signal for ths first payments asd not asy earlier occasion* When purses 
were opssed on that day they were honouring thsir covenant with Vanbrugh- 
I suspect that all who were present paid Vanbrugh thsir
guineas is gold- If the subscribers were abroad, as some were, another 
form would have been adopted of course, but all twenty-nine received 
similar tierei, sealed asd stamped bonds from Vanbrugh and later a token 
instrument, in respect of their ose hundred guineas* They were the sub­
scribers. Vanbrugh, alone, was 'the Undenrakes*-
Mr Vice ClhaIlOestain Bertis is a strong contender for the early post
of treasurer rather than Tonson, for not only is ths post of treasurer
suggested as beisg amongst the ranks of the subscribers according to the
puff considered below but also on two further eo■!unts* First, it will be
recalled that it was to Bertis that Hervey paid his secosd instament,
which might be more than a coincidence, asd secondly, it vas Bertis and
Vanbrugh who, three years later, were 'now the Sole AdvenSueers and Under- 
17takers of the Op^a’- Clearly Bertie, the Vice C]emlOertain, had identi­
fied himself with ths mnagsmnt of ths theatre in a considerable way, and 
this might not have been a recent decision is that he had a responsible 
interest from the very beginning- It is for this reason that one suggests 
his younger brother, Albemarle, had ths liberty of the house in 1720 in 
the place of his lately deceased brother; a privilege extended to no other
subscriber- There were also strong connections outside the theatre between 
18the Berties asd Vanbr■ueh•
With the aid of the two covem^:n'fcs discussed above, the Tonson-Vanbrugh 
correspondence asd the land leases, it has bses possible to build up a 
picture of the sarly events surrounding ths Queen's Theatre project based 
upon facts without recourse to contemporary jouriralists who were, for ths 
most part, prejudiced is their reporting. Their periodic notices certainly
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helped to add colour to the proceedings, hut they were frequently
inaccurate; although they confuse the specific issue, in some respects
they illuminate the wider political and theatrical controversies that
surrounded the building of the theatre.
Theatrical, Political and Journalistic. Controversy
It is due to such reports, supported by Colley Gibber, that the now
long held opinion that the Whig Kit-Cat Club was the prime mover behind
the venture arose, but this view needs modification after an analysis of 
19Vanbrugh’s subscribers list. ' The Kit-Cats were a powerful and probably
very vocal group, but they were in the minority, a fact that should lead
one to reconsider the evidence surrounding the advent of the new playhouse.
Reports that previously had been treated as historical fact should now be
included in the acrimony that was not only a manifestation of party poli­
tical in-fighting but also camouflaged theatrical warfare. It has been
20 _ suggested that Christopher Rich at the Theatre Royal, hrury Lane hardly
raised a hand in the direction of the Haymarket during this period and yet
during the preceding years had been waging war against the Lincoln’s Inn
Fields company. For the moment perhaps it is sufficient to suggest that
he could keep his powder dry and observe the developments when others
were conducting the battle on another front in order to achieve the same
end, or perhaps Vanbrugh and Co. would over reach themselves and go down
under the expense. Rich could afford to bide his time.
Of the twenty-nine subscribers, the Vhiggish Kit-Cat Club members
were thirteen, Carlisle, Cornwallis, Dunch, Essex, Grafton, Halifax,
Hartington, Kingston, Manchester, Newcastle, Richmond, Somerset and
Wharton. It must be readily admitted that this thirteen to sixteen
weighting is not a true reflection of the real situation for there were
probably considerably more Whigs in the twenty-nine than is reflected by
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the Kit-Cat grouping. Additionally one must include as influential in 
any policy mking, the adchieect himself Vanbrugh, and Congreve who was 
obviously linking himself with Vanbrugh as early as the NewhnlUle (BL) 
covenant of Lay 1704, several months before he ani Vanbrugh appear as 
the joint holders of the licence Wor thr Quuen’s Theatre 14 December 
1704° Both Vanbrugh and Congreve were miSers of thr Kit-Cat Club, as
was John Tiicombe, the Weioow witness of the BL covenant, although with 
regard to the last, no further information is available on his closr 
involvement, other than taae act, reflecting the intrrese of the Kit-Cat 
Club. 1t woiuLd be truer to say thereOode teae although thr Kit-Cats were
not in the maority, the division of subscribers, if mde on wider party 
ldfies, wcnuld show a errdomitance of YhLgs over Tories, probably something 
in the region oW three to onr in favour of the Whigs.
21By reference to the biographical ’^0’ in the appendix, it Hl br
found that this collection of Wh.g peers ani OeUow travellers was by no 
means an insignificant group in the goeednment of the nation. 1nierd iW 
they dii not hold office at any given time then their influence and 
interests could be wielded through either relatives or friends in high 
places, and at this particular time their Party was in thr ascendancy. 1t 
will be realised, tardrOore, tane Vanbrugh was not only coping vith the
trials of building a new theatre but also he was caught in the cross fire
from the Wings and Tories as well as being snipsd at from the stage of 
Drury Lane. Thr theatre, thedeOore, atd Vanbrugh’s theatre in particular, 
took on a significance beyond that of the purely theatrical, giving rise 
to additional critncUsm from those who would rather enve no theatre at all, 
let alone another ani nrw one, that was preparing to deluge society wEth 
further profanities. 1t is against this background tane consideration oW 
the contemporary reports of Vanbrughs p^ogr/s’ Hl br mde, sorting fact 
from fiction, truth from lie or rumour.
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1t is not intended to moke an exhaustive analysis of these koin'licts
for this is primarily an architectural study but merely to introduce
examples from the several areas mentioned above. The subject is too large 
22to be undertaken here and the field has been covered elsewhere.
When V£atbrigi decided to build his theatre on land that had previously
been utilised for an inn, the Phoenix, with its court yard, stables and
dunghhil, it is unlikely that he anticipated that his enemies and friends
would seize upon this fact with such enthusiasm for there was good pre- 
25
cedence for such a choice. HOT/rewr, apart from Defoe’s obvious relish
in this inadvertent gift on the part of Vanbrugh, thm was another author, 
anonymous, who ^s equally grateful to him. This writer, when sketching a
satirical portrait of a member of the Kit-Cat Club, A KLt-Cat C—b 
Described,1705, could not resist alluding to this fact also,
He subscribes largely to the Building of the New Playhouse. 
to shew his Aversion to Prophateis and XmIlp:lllolity. . . He 
imagines no ltr wll doubt his Conversion from a Gentleman 
of 1ngihferett Abilities into a Statesman, after he has been 
a Principal Gcontributor towards Transforming a Stable into 
a Theatre.
The references here to the pretentions of the Kit-Cats and their immPlaCity 
are recurrent themes developed by the opposition. Xt will be noted that 
this particular puff is a swift reaction to the building of the theatre 
for, to be printed in 1703, it must have been witten soon after VMtbrrugh,i 
acquisition of the land and around the time of s drawing up the
subscribers’ list.
Similar treamment was served out to memPirs of the Kit-Cat Club
individually and probably Tonson as a publisher and bookseller attracted 
particular attention from men of his own profession, but also he not
an aristocrat and ob■oLOisly he presented physically easy game for the 
satirist. This first piece concerning Tonson makes only oblique reference 
to the theatre, but it does help to reconstruct the atmosphere and explain
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the allusions. This Advertisement supplies the date I704 within the
25text hut it was probably written in 1703 N.S.
The game style of mocking and ridicule came from William Shippen
in 1704 in his lengthy set of verses, Faction Display'd, described as
'A Tory verse against the power within the State of the Whigs and especially
the Cabal of the Kit-Cats’. The lines work their way through each member
of the Club in turn and after dealing with Somerset and Devonshire turn
26their attention to Halifax before moving on to Tonson. hhilst creating
a most unflattering image of the Club and its members these excerpts main­
tain the criticism found in the earlier examples and serve as an intro­
duction to this next Advertisement; at this point the theatre was still
under construction towards the close of I7O4*
The New Hospital in the Haymarket for the Cure of Folly
being near finish'd, the Undertakers now think it proper
to raise a further Fund to encourage 'em to serve the
Fublick; this is therefore to Certify that any good
Christian who shall subscribe a Hundred Guineas, shall
have his name inscribed just under Vivitur Stultitia
and that all Parents and grave Relations may be willing
to send their children or others they bave suspicion off,
they have provided a pair of critical scales to weigh out
Bawdy and Blasphemy into equal proportions, that every
Play may have a spice, they intending no more to Cram it
all into one as formerly. There are also easie chairs
erected in the Pit and the Boxes on the purpose to keep
Men and 'Women from coming to near one anothers plackets.
And to please their republican Friends they design to
bring no King or Queen upon the Stage who (with Songs and
Dances included) shall Reign above three Hours and a half.
Places under the Goveem-iours to be disposed of
I. Ciyer of the Rehearsals .... fit for a Herald [Vanbrugh]
II. Playcur-t-fcex .... fit for an Exhausted Poet [Congreve]
III. Engrosser of good parts . . . fit for an old proud actor
[Betterton]
IV. Warden of the Chandlery . , . fit for a Booksellers KJsomasl
[Tonson's son]
V. Midwife to the Women . . . Proper for a Superannuated Actress
VI Her Deputy .... fit for a Surgeon [Garth]
VII. Quality tickler in dead times . . . fit for a Barren actress
VIII. Chaplain............ fit fornn cccosnora 1 fsnfOmfoist.
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Treasure is designed to be kept in their own Hands,that the Subscribers may he sure their Money is put 
to a private use. Subscriptions will be taken in
till Lady-day next, at the sign of the two left legs, 
near Gray’s Inn Back Gate, and at the Fools Hospital 
in the H^nm^^e/^27
28It was reference in this piece of nonsense that led lynch to suggest
that Tonson was the treasurer for the subscribers but that notion has
been disposed of above, What is of interest is that unless they were 
singularly lucky in their anticipation of the public opening of the 
theatre, the authors' closing date of Lady-day, 25 March, suggests inside 
knowledge of Vanbrugh's plans for April 1705 as the time by which he would 
be able to open the playhouse to the public.
Informed by these scurrilous articles in the public press and having
an idea of their content and style, one can move on to consider an example
of the same kind of protest and mockery that came from both the stage and
the press. The play was The Quacks or Love’s the Physician, Whitten by 
29Owen Swiney late 1704. Simultaneously he attacked the new theatre, the
joint authors of the Lincoln's Inn Fields play, Squire Trelooby, Vanbrugh, 
30Congreve and Vfalsh, and the Kit-Cats in general.
The Preface, Prologue and opening scene of the published version of
The Quacke tll1 ff hhe bacgrround oo the suppression ff the peefirmanee
of The Qw-cks and tlh rather oTovioiu reason for that prohibition on 22 and 
5128 March I705,f although it appears that upon publication Swiney was not
subject to the same scrutiny. The Diverting Post, Thursday 22 March,
carried a notice that,
the Quacks, being forbid to be acted Thursday, 22 Iarch.’Which cites Kent [Lord Chamberlain and Kit-Cat] had said 
Nay, for it reflects upon J [acob] T [o]ns [oj n.
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This notice was ho^0aT^ee by another on title same subject, Saturday
7 April 1705,
On the obstruction given to the Farce called the Quacks * • •
Ye Sons of Parnassus, that filch for your Bread,
No Plot you oust steal from Living or Dead,
'Till first you consult and know wh^-t to do 
of the Stage’s Reformer da [re] n [c] aux.32
Collectively these press notices supporting Swiney follow the pattern 
already encnuatered. The slurs on Vanbrugh as writer and darenkauLx 
Herald, and Tonson, and the references to Kent, the Lord CliamirOain, 
as a supporter of the Queen’s but prejudiced against the Theatre Royal, 
are repeated in the Preface to the published version of the play.From 
the stage, no doubt, other allusions would have been recognised as referring 
to p2i^P^€^i:s of the Queen's Theatre party. 1n two short extracts from the
54play the characters that meet in the opening scene are easily recognizable. 
Freckle could not be other Han Tonson, and KeeHey, a Club poet and a 
doctor must allude to Garth. The duplicity found would seem more a 
characteristic of the author, Swiney, whose lines are more like □quotations 
from, the press reports discussed above than original lines, to whikh there 
is the support of the line,
You must know 1 am klnceoned in the lampoon, and could 
not forbear commnUing it.
But Swiney was then working for C]h,istolher Rich at Drury Lane and had not 
yet taken over the direction of the Quea's Theatre, the compaty that he
here derides.
1t is obvious that Vanbrugh's activities were closely watched and
use was made of every opportunity to bring into disrepute all that was
done. Clearly, vhile so many people were prepared to attack the new 
35venture, Rich aid not have to do very much about it liirnEel:h, or at least,
reveal himself as the instigator, particularly when he had somebody like
do? *
Swiney withis his ovm theatrs. There were other instances in v/]hi.ch
Rich could and did mks life difficult but they were less public and
those occasions will be illustrated below- But to return to the theatre
asd consider reports upon its progress that again reflect partisan
attitudes.
There are two versions of ths ceremony that surrounded the laying of 
the foundation stone of the i^u^n's Theatre1 - hhs first appears to mintain 
ths opinion held by soms clntvmpotaries as to ths frivolous and extravagant 
saturs of ths undertaking, asd the seelsd throws a more sober light on the 
occasion- Indeed osce the evidence for the second report has been con­
sidered the first T^y be thought some™]’^ dubious- Hcorever, when all the 
reports and the new evidencs ars brought together I would suggest that 
both notices are complatble, each version revealing ths partisan attiuudes 
held by differing groups towards the theatrs, not just the ’tfiuen’s in par­
ticular, but the theatre is general.
Before proceeding further, it should be pointed out that neither of
these reports imloVeatele foioowed the svsnt of 18 April 1704-5 that from 
36the Rehearsal of Observator- appeared a full month after the opening of 
37the theatre, and Collsy Cibber wrote is 1738. This maerial will be
considered out of chronological order for the laying’ of the founciition 
stone is here brought together with ths public opening of ths theatre in 
1703• Ose may thss revert to the reports from the intervening years.
hhe author of the notice in thv Rehearsal of Observator, 12 Lay 
1703, recounted that,
Ths Kit-Cat Cub is now Famous asd notorious, all over 
ths Kingdom- And they havs Biu.lt a Tempi. for their Dagon, 
ths new Play-Houss in ths Biemaket. The Fuuscd.tion was 
laid with great Solem'ite by a Noble Babe of Grace# Asd 
over or under the Foundation Stons is a Plate of Silver, on
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which is Graven Kit-Cat on the one side, and Little 
Y/higg on the other. This is in Futures rei n/moriam, 
that nOeed Ages my Loin by what 'Yortay Hands, ani for 
w^-t good Ends this Stately Fabrick was Erected. And 
there was such Zeal ’hewed, all Purses open to carry- 
on the Y/ork, thne it ms almost as soon finished as 
begun.^S
Recalling the occasion some years later, Cibber stated in his Apology 
not only that he ms ere’ent on that ^;cti^cular day, but tant the first
stone laid
was inscrib'd The little V/hig, in Honour to a Lady oW 
extraordinary Beauty, than the celebrated Toast and 
Priie of that Party.59
IJalbana doubts Cibber's pre’etce at the ceremony suggesting that he gleaned 
his information from the first source mentioned abore•/^, But give’ simLlad 
occasions today 1 do not doubt that nernbbsr’ of the R.S.C, attend festivi­
ties set up by the National Theatre ani vice-eerua, whatever rivalry there
my exist between them.
The second piece of evidence to cone to light ivas the corner stoma
itsrlf which was discovered when the walls of the theatre were being
repaired. This Wind was mnade in 1825 ani was foioowei by a notice in the
Tines, Saturday 19 Larch 1825, which stated that,
1’ removing tane portion of one oW thr walls of the 
1talian Opera House innsdiately adjoining the cellars 
of L!r VYiglhfc, on Saturday last, tha wDorlin/’ discovered 
tha first stone of tha building laid in 1704. The 
stone was in perfect state, and in the cavity formed 
for the purpose of receiving them were found several 
coins of the reign of ^een iVne; a bras’ plate which 
covered the cavity bore the following i’sndie:)tion^
'April 18, 1704. 1’ the 5rd year of our Sovereign
Lady Queen Anns, this cor’er-’tone of the ^uese*’ Theatre 
ms laid, by HLs Grace, CHrld’ Buice of Sornsaset, Easter 
of the IHorse to her most sacred Lajesty'.41
This was a remarkable discredry when one considers the circumstances. 
M^^rs Smirke and Soane ani been asked to survey thr north wa.ll oW
thr theatre n0edr report’ that it ms unsafe. As the result oW their
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inspection not only was the north wall olb^i.lt hut considerable re pairs
were made to that on the south side, and it was during these works that
the foundation stone was found. Additionally surprising is the fact that
'tho stone was in perfect state’, for it should be recalled that since it
had been laid in 17O4, the first theatre hci been altered in 1782 by
Novooseski, burnt down on 17 June 1789? and totally rebuilt, on a much
larger scale, by Novooseski, to open again in 1795* Further polifications 
4.2had been made to the outer shell by Nash and Repton in 1818. 1t is
surprising, in these circumstances, tint any evidence of the original 
theatre remained to be hoini, let alone be found in perfect condition.
Nor is it beyond the ioitis of possibility that since one stone has been 
exhumed that there vas another that Load been lost in either the fire, or
the subsequent rebuilding, bearing the inscription reported by both The
4.3Rehearsal of Observator and by Cibber. y
Even allowing for the disapproval of the author, Cha^LLes Lslie, in
his statement in the ObselroLtor., the scene depicted is not improbable, 
inilei it fulfils one’s expectations, if the relationship between the 
theatrical partnership, Vanbrugh and Congreve, and the influential although 
not exclusive involvement of the Kit-Cat Club is taken into account. Though 
the inscription on the brass plate foiti in 1825 stated that Charles, Duke 
of Sh^pi^<^'S was I,Mater of the Queen’s Horse, it does not explain why it 
should have been he that laid the stone. This is not so surprising when 
it is recalled that Somme'set was a leading, if not the senior, member of 
the Kit-Cat Club and a powerful VVHig. He was the first Kit-Cat to present
his portrait to the gallery of the m^r^t^^3rs given to Tonson, he had held 
official posts such as Clhaicceior of the University of C^mbidge, 1689; 
Speaker of the House of Lords, 1690; Lord President of the CouiccI, 1702; 
Hater of the Queen’s Horse and ranked as second peer of the ream and in
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this capacity represented ths Queen- Pdditionalle, it was he who headed
ths list of subscribers to the building fund, although there does sot 
seem to be asy precedence observable throughout ths list. Yftien these 
iaeot are taken into account, it imloVeately becomes clear that the 
dedication of the theatre was more thas a great Kit-Cat celebration; it
must also have appeared as a great political gesture of the Y/h.g ascendancy- 
Such an occasion, of necessity, would have been celebrated in a truly Kit- 
Cat fashion, asd without the presence of their ’Toast’ the day wouLd have 
lost its style and lustre, a style never appreciated by political opponents* 
Consequently ons reads of ths decorative element of the proceedings, the 
presence of 'a Lady of extraordinary Beauty, then the celebrated Toast 
and Pride of ths Party’, 'a Nobis Babe of Grace’, all describing thv 
young, nineteen year old daughter of the Duke of Maleoro■ueh, Asse, Coouitess 
of Sunderland, although a contemporary broadsheet clammed that it was her 
sister, Harriet
Howwer, it maces little difference to the basic interpretation of 
the reports of the incident who the lady was, but the svidssce to be dis­
posed of seems to arise from a publisher’s error We^ce confused the sisters 
and in doing so underlined the animosity of this Tories and the sensitivity
of the overtly non-pooitical Mrleotouees asd of the commited Godolphin,
- 43Y/h.g Lord Treasurer, father-in-aaw to the .Lniy Harist- This problem
has now bess resolved for recent evidence leads one to the conclusion that 
the 'Babe of Grace’ was definitely the Countess of Sunderland-"^
There are lines other than those contributed by Garth"" which support 
Lady Arnie’s presence asd contribution, 'Lises on the Lady SunSiVland’t 
laying of ths first stone of Her Moesty,t Theatre in the Baemaken’,
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V^-fc pompous scans’ and lofty columns rise,
TI^'O strike with artful stroke our wondering eyes,
And ’size the raptur'd, soul wLth sweet surprise;
01 Wi^ii a stately dome 'w admiring view.
Whose chief found-tions owL’g still to you. 48 
These limes without doubt credit Lady Sunderland with a ennd in thr
dedication, of the theatre, although the eerse’ do suggest that the author
knew sonething of the finished building, and vns writing sone noottas 
after the event. But thr line from Garth’’ prologue on thr first night 
is sure eeidence of thr participation of Lady Sunderland, for it is highly 
unlikely thae one of thr nembbrs of the Kit-Cat Club should wish to per­
petuate a myth created by the opposition at the vary moment of the fruition 
of tha enterprise. Further, it is equally unlikely thmt the other literary
gentlemen in the dub, of which there were mf, would aaee nccde0ed ’pca 
an historical inexacti-ude coupled with the nrnse of the nrcaitect• 
Additionally, it is oot ayrtnd the bounds of possibility that, even
though Garth was not a subbundber, he was present on the occasion along
with his Weioow Kit-Cats on 18 April 1704*
Although taade is no evidence regarding members of the audience on
the first night, it is likely that the Lady Sunderland was present - as
was ’hove when discussing tha Marlborough-Godplpth.’ Correspondence - such 
a reference would thddeOrre have been almost obligatory upon Garth, and 
would doubtless have made a grrd impression o’ the npdie’Cd and they be/’ 
aioowdi to hear it. Of course, it is not ieniei that such limes could 
re0dd to any beauty sdnOed in the House, but had the initial ceremony bee’ 
other than that described, such a reference would h-vd been, by thr same 
token, found objectionable.
1n conclusion, 0hede0rrd, the two divergent records do not appear 
to be so totally incomra-ibld. The dedication oW the building could quite 
easily accommodate both sources if one ine-gines thut the 'Proud Due’,
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Sommese-t, was accom■latili by the ’Noble Babe of Grace', lady Sunderland, 
when laying the foundation stone; the v/hole ritual being thus mde into 
a glittering social occasion by the poisi'ci of the noble and emnent men 
of political and literacy society, accompanied by their ladies. Mny of 
them were of course V/lags, and many of them also p^t^I^^ios of the Kit-Cat 
Club. To this gathering, it is likely that one should add -the pemPbrs of 
the company of actors, certainly Betterton, leader of the company at the 
Lincoln's 1nn Fields Theatre, for this was to be theio new home. Although 
doubts have been raised regarding this point, 1 thini: it is still valid 
and w.11 discuss it below. 1f, as he claimed, Cibber present, it is
also possible that he was accompanied by his colleagues from the Theatre 
Royal, Drury Lane.
With regard to the plate with its 'Kit-Cat Little Wthgg' inscription, 
this might indeed have been a party political jibe and its existence a 
fabrication, for, as discussed above, although the instigation of the 
project was inspired by the leading pembbrs of this 'notorious' club, many 
of the subscribers were not either YVhgs or Kit-Cats. The conclusion to be 
draw from this situation is that probably Leslie, like Defoe, was henda- 
pennally averse to the theatre of the day, regardless of its political 
affiliations, consequently those Tories who participated were tarred with 
the same brush as those Wigs who were subscribers.
1n the same class as these jouttnaListic carpings, squibs or salvoes
that under inspection reveal themselves to be at best only half-traths and
more frea_ilnt1y blatant lies, should be placed the notice in the Diverting 
49Post, 25 November - 2 December 1704« Judith IMLliois^ clams that this 
notice has been overlooked, but it may be due to a certain lack of credi­
bility that the advertisement inspires,
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Segalon Sconianoe, a Famous I fra, lias Singer, who lately 
came from those Parts, had a few Days since the Honour 
to Sing before Her Maesty with great Applause, upon the 
First Opening of the THEATRE is the Hay-mrket, erected 
by the ConSributioss of ths NoOetiOy. She is to Sing 
several Italian Songs, sever Sung is this Kingdom before,
by the most Celebrated of the Modern Italian
Maters®
Miss Mlhous seems to veil her owm doubts about this 'First Opening’ by
suggesting that ths musical concert was far mors acceptable fare for the
Queen, asi probably mors to her liking, than a play or opera- After
admttisg that she can not trace 'Seenilra Sconiance’, she goes on to
suggest that if, as it clearly was, the theatre was far from bvisg finished,
and the theatre had lost the opera Arsinoe, Queen of Cyprus, to the Drury
Lane company, a concert wouLd 'havs been perfectly feasible even if the
interior of the building were unfinished and the stage area essentially 
30only a shell’. This concert is supposed to have taken place in the last
week of November 1704? thv theatre did not opes to the public until the
following spring, four months later. Eves then however the theatre was not 
co]oplLtely finished for on 19 July 1703 the Daily C ourant carried the 
following advertisement-
Never Acted thnrn before, at ths Theatre Royal is Little 
Lincoln’s Iss-Fields, fro Morrow beisg Friday the 20th of 
July, will be pretested, a Comedy call’d, A.mletryon: or,
The Two Sosias- Witten by Mr John Dryden- With the Proper 
Enfrertairmsnfr of Singing asi Dancing in and between the Acts- 
Nofre, That the Company will continue to act there till her 
IMiesty,t Theatre is the Hy-LMaket be intirely finish'd.
For several reasons ose is suspicious of this ’Scosiance’ advertisement- 
First, I io not believe that Segniora Sconiascs ever existed- Perhaps the 
was a sewly imported singer but ons doubts it. hhe planned operas that 
would opes ths theatre required ths services of several singers vho had 
recently been brought from Maly; those operas were advertised in the 
Diverting Post, 28 Oct I7O4,
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The Play-House in thr Hy-Maket (the adnhitecO being 
John Wanb;dpgh Esox.) bu^lO by the Subscription Honey of 
most oo oou Hobibity, is almeos finish'd, i’ tha mean­
time two oppras translated from the Ha linn by good 
Hands, -re setting to Musick, are by Mr Daniel Purcel, 
wajich is called Orlando Furiosr, and the other by Mr 
Clayton, both Oppra's are to be pdrforn’i by the best 
artists eminent both for Vocal and 1’stiumental Musick 
at thr Opening of the House.
But the lady’s naami heo7hver distorted by the Englihh publisher, reu s not 
ring true. Thera is the possibility that the mere ss an invention, /rested 
by a puff writer anxious to rebarrass Vanbrugh. Sconiare, to spoil, mar,
Oo iis-arrangd; or Sconiarse, to miscarry, to strain, to sprain;
Sc onia turn, a ms-carriage, a thing iond badly, an abortion; Sconcio? in­
decent, obscene, impious, heinous, all suggest the root upon which the 
author grafted a fictitoous naea for an imaginary Malian opera singer. 
Further, if any actress ald in truth the msOrrtut.a to bear this mne, it 
is sore than likely that ’he would hmvd fount herself ntrtadr by Wh:Lca to
be Lulrwn e;doOessirnally.
Secondly, one io/’ not invite the Queen, vith all talO a royal visit 
implies, to a concert in an unfinished theatre in the middle of vinter, to 
sit amongst the scaffolding, sawdust ant plaster. Anyone ^jho has see’ a 
theatre four months beford it has been finished, dve’ in this age, woiuLd 
realise the orderly confusion in which it lies. To clean up for a Royal 
Gala opening vould alee put back soma two weeks or sore the whole progresse 
tent ivas already suffering. Certainly it is -sizing the seeed with w^ch 
everything is suddenly ready on the night, but there is good reason to 
believe thut the theatre was not finished. even when it finally op/net Wour 
months later as is apparent from the advertisement cited above. The WacO 
thaO no other notice oW this pirTicular opening als come to light when 
tha Queen was involved, although it Hl be noted taat she takes a vary 
minor part in the advertisement, is another factor that atcouragau
suspicion. '
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That the theatre was in a chaotic state at this time Congreve’s 
51correspondence can supporo. His letter to Kelly shluli make one wary
of the advertisement,
London, December 9 1704*
. . 0 Here is nothing in Tovm worth your knowledge; 
only 1 can tell you in general terms, that affairs 
begin to look as if they would mend. Rowe vrit a 
foolish farce called Biteo, which was damOd. Cibber 
has loodicld a play consisting of fine gentlemen and 
fine conversation altogether; which the ridiculous 
tovm for the post part liike; but there are some that 
lo^c^w better*
Here, a week after the supposed opening of the theatre, the joint manager 
of the Queen's ^s informing his friend of the latest events in the 
theatrical world, and all he has to talk about ^s a disaster at the 
Lincoln's 1tn Fields Theatre, another new play at Drury Lane that had the 
signs of a success about it, and that affairs at the Queen's were not all 
that could be wished. Amoigst all this theatre gossip he fails to remember
the Queen's visiti 1t seeps to me that once again this was another scurri­
lous rumour put about by Vanbrugh's opponents revelling in his msfortutei. 
Before drawing to a conclusion this review of antagonistic obser­
vations on the progress of the Queen's Theatre perhaps a voice of an 
admirer should be heard. Thih is an hitherto unpublished verse found potiig
the Portland (Holies) r-mtclneikipts in the keeping of the university of 
52Nottingham. 1t is of uncertain authorship.
To Hr Co•nrrevl and Vanbrugh upon ye building of ye new play-house 
in ye iky-make’:.
Touch’d by Amhion ye attractive lyoe
Did List'ring stones with living’ souls inspire;
The heavy flints obey'd ye magic call,
Forgat their weight, and nimbly iancei into a wall.
Now VLtt and harmony gaatn combine
To raise cit; Toophys to ye sacred nine;
Again ye stones in beaiteoii order place,
And rising building wth rich fancy grace.
The puses view ye work with ravish'd eyes, 
iltd their long lov’d Pierian grove iispiie;
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ho thsir new Temple with glad haste repair,
And fill’! with pleasure shsi thsir influence there,
Harmonious pairi Y/eSl were you pointed out, 
ho bring wth art ys wondrous work about:
No Artist but ys tos of mighty Jove,
Can :maks apartments fit for th’King above 
Noss but the muses tunefull sons car raise 
A worthy Tempi. to ys muses praise,
Deck’d with ioaoltall witt, are never dying eays.
Heaving considered these various reports oss car turn to their subject,
that 'Stately Pile’Hospltal, or ’Temp's' wLth its columns asi dome
inspired by ths muses- hid-combs wrote from London to Ormonde is Dublin,
Their ssw playhouse opsst next Monday with os Italian 
opera; it is very good of its kisd asi very good voices 
to perform ito>3
The theatre opened with the pastoral opera- The Loves of Srgasto- on
9 April 1703-
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Notes, pp- 270-295-
University of Nottiuhham Library, Portland (Holies) MS- PH 2-571, 
f-64- This document was first notsi by
K- 3ysch, Jacob Tonson Kit-Cat Publisher, 1971, P* 38, ari 
discussed by J- Milhous, ’Nsw Light on Vanbrugh*s Hiymrket 
Theatre Project’, Theatre Survey, vol.XVII, No- 2, pp- I43-I6I.
B.L., Cavendish Loan, 29/237, f.71. Ses also
H.M.C-, 13th Report, Appendix, Part II, Portland MBS II, 1893, 
p- 185• This is a very abbreviated sotics, not giving all the 
details regarding the terms of the payment and Vanbrugh*s 
additional acknowledgement of ths first payment-
See Appendix for transcription ani seaa,j>.. (Si-i^a.-) _
3
Mlhous, p- 145, considered that the NUL covenant vas ’a scribal 
copy' but suspecting that this was in Vanbetlgh*s hand throughout I 
asked V7.A. Philip, A.I.S.T. to examine the document and he coriimlsd 
my identification, Kerry Dowses supports this attribution, Vanbrugh, 
p. 41, f*n» 5*
4 B.L. covenant, ths underlining of the details filing the blank spaces 
in the document is mine- Milhous, p- 146, notes that these additions 
are in arttesr‘ hand, but I would claim OeaO they ars in Vani^bru^i^ * s 
hand-
5 P-R.O, LRl/282/190 verso. (9­
9 Albemarle Bertis, fifth ard youngest tor of Robert, 3£d Earl of
Lindsay, brother, 2rd son, Peregrine, vics chaoO>evlain to Queen Arse, 
d. 1711. l.i.P- for County of Lincoln, 1705 ani 1707; borough of 
Cokermouth, 17O8; Boston, 1734-3* He was auditor of the Duchy of 
Cornwall and died, unmaried, 23 Jar 1742, leaving his estate to his 
grand nephew- Lord Brownlows Bertis, Collins, Peerage of England, 
vol.II, 1812, pp. 20-21­
7
Cibber, op- cit-, p- 319*
8 Boh’ hers and is the Subscribers Biographical Notvs in the Appendix 
ths following have bess consulted,
DSbeSttLs Peerage, Brnrke' s Peerage, ani CoHins' Peerage of England.
q
L- Whstler, Ths Im,agLS■tton of V&tnbrugh, 1954, f*n-, p- 38-
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10
J. Hervey, The Diary of John Hervey, 1688-1742 . . . First Earl 
of Bristol, 1734, p. 157.
L. Yiihtler, Vanbrugh tha Architect and Drarntist, 1938, P. 104, 
mentions only the first payment, see also Survey oW London, vol. XXIX, 
pmt 11, p. 223, W.n. 4*
Wlli^ Cavendish, Misc. CorresernOa’ce, C]a,tsworta, 51*30,
J, Milhous, T .S., vol.XVII, p. 157, suggest’ father not so’ Hrtingto’.
12 Edmund hunch Account, ’Willems and Glyn’s ^ank Ltd.,
Childs Banc Ledger, 1698-1705, f.93*
Sir Edward Coke, ibid., dhlis Bank Ledger, 1698-1704, f.449*
14 P.R.O., LR.l/282/190. p- ^0-
13' OeIgtiee resulOs oW senrca oW subscribers’ ledgers in Chiids IBa’ Archive,
Bedford, Ledger 1688-1732, Jeryle/ts oo Jolm Reynolds Esq.,
secretary ? Oo note to Vanbrugh.
Bolton, Ledger 1689-1713, the account Wor hhe critccal perood 1703-3 
is not entered i’ this ledger or -my other, 
-nt there are no ’amed payees, all the pay­
ment’ -re recorded by date oW bill and its 
date oW payment.
Convay, Ledger 1698-1715, nothing dnterdi Wor the years 1703-1704•
HHWix, Ledger 1688-169O, taerefrrd of no it0ede’0.
Hrtingta’, Ledger 1698-1715, account but no details.
Kingston, Ledger I698-I715, account 1703—1705 bout no details for the 
style adopted in this account ’e the sana 
as th-t for Bolton.
Lindsay, Ledgesr 6988-7115, account but no entry for ehUe perood 1703-3
OewhaaUle, Ledger 1707-1713, but not Wor earlier period -nt contains no 
late payments to Vanbrugh.
Because Joh’ Tioconbe, as - witness, signed tha Oewmatld BL covenant 
and was a nemeear of the Kit-Cat Club, although not mentioned -s a sub­
scriber, his account was searchet but that held at this bank was only 
Wor the period 1709-1712, Ledger 1709-1726, -nd taerdWrre not appropriate 
for this particular question, but even so, it revealed nothing oW any 
theatrical interest.
16 C. Le/sie, The Rehe/lsal oW 00bsrvelor, No 41, 12 IMy 1705*
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Vanbrugh V/poks, ed. Vebb, p. 17, see also
J.C. Hodges, William Cooigsce-ves Letters and Doc•tinprCs, 1964, 
letter no* 22 to Kelly. Coitgreve resigned at the close of 1705, 
after the first season. With regard to Tonson acting as treasurer/ 
secretary see lynch, op. cit., p. 58.
See Appendix for Biographical Notes on the subscribers, with regard 
to the comcectioos both private and architectural between the Vanbrugh 
and Bertie family see Doiwies, Vanbrugh, 1977, pp* 6-7.
19 J. Milhous, T.S., vol.XVII, 1976, p. 147-
20 ibid., pp. 147-8
21 Appendix^ 1^3- l$T.
22 J Milhous, Thomas Betterton, pp 129-188.
23' D. Defoe, 'On the New Playhouse in the HatP•aket, 
Affairs of France, vol.11, to. 26, 3 Lay 1705*
A Review of the
R.J. Allen, 'The Kit-Cat Club and the TherCre,, R.MS., vol. 7, 1931, 
p. 57, quotes A Kit-Cat C—b DescriTb.d, 1703, pp* 2-3.
Advertisement N: 166.52, B.L., 816 p 19/34*
Whhreas sopi Persons have mCikioii1y Reported, That the famous 
Booliseler was on Thursday the 4fh of January, in the year of 
our Lord 1704, infamously expelled a certain’ Society call’d the 
K-t C-t Club; And that the said Bookiselrr for his ill timed 
freedom with some of the Principal 1x61^13, at the Reading of a 
Late Satyr ipot his Parts and Person, was beaten to an Ungentlepan 
like degree ; and is sitice k1api up it a Mai-House. This is to 
Certify that the said bookseller did of his ovm free Motion 
valiantly withdraw himself from the said Society, in scorn of 
being their Jest any longer: And that he vas not Beaten (v/h-t- 
ever he had Reason to fear) nor ever had the least iislrdlr (upon 
that akco-int) it his Xntellekis, but at this very day walks the 
publick streets without a Keeper and to satisfy aty Gentleman's 
Cliiosiiy is still ready to talk as sensibly as ever,
Subscribed Jacob
Jurat corap pe
nosnoT bocaJ
There is now it the Press, and will be speedily published a poem, 
call’d Jacob’s Revenge. Being a comical akkoutt of the Grounds and 
Reasons of the Bookiirlers quitting the K-t C-T Club. To be sold 
by Bookiirlers of London and WelSsPncier*
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9 A
° V. Shipper, Faction Display'd, 1704, pp- 13-15-
Two examples of the text satirising meimbsrs of ths Kit-Cat dub,
Do you perform ths politicians Part,
I'll [Uifax] bring" taasstsasnce of the Insss Art 
The Poet tribe ar. att my Devoir
Aid writs as I Commas!, as I inspire, 
c[on]g[rs]v[sj for ms Pastora’s Death did Mooum,
Asi her whits name with Sable did adorr.
R[ow]s -oo is mine, ari of ths iiegise Train,
Twas he that sung tmoontal Tamortane,
Tho' sow hs iwinSieSsto a^humble strain.
I help'd to Polish cLarjtLhJ’s rough, awkward lays,
Taught him is o-uieful Lisst to Sound the Party's praise.
V[aa]sh votes wLth us, who tho hs sever writ,
Yet passes for a Critick and a wit.
Van’s Bawdy, Plotless Plays were orcs our Bo^^i;,
But now the Poet’s in ths Builder lost.
Shipper then moved or to draw a portrait of honson,
Now the assembly to adjourn prepar'd,
When Bibliopole from bsetrd appear’d, [Tassos]
As well iescrib’n by th’old Satyrick Bard; [Dryden]
YYLth issrine' Looks, Buifac'd asi Freckled fair,
With two Left Legs, asi Juias colour'a hair,
With Frousy Pores, that taint the ambient air.
Sweating asd Puffing for a wixLls hs stood,
Asd thss broke forth in this insulting mood,
1 am ths Touchstone of all Modern Wit,
'without my stamp in vais your poets writs. 
heoss only luraeass everlasting Fame,
That is my Miscellany plant thsir same.
Nor therefore think that 1 cas bring so Aid,
Because I follow a Mecih,nick trade,
I'll prist your pampphlts, and your Rumours sptsne.
I am the founder of your lov'd Kit-Cat,
A club that gavs eirsaOion to ths Stats.
Twat there we first instructea all our Youth, 
ho talk Prlleass, asi Laauh aa Suacre Touuh.
Ws taught thesi how to To sis aaS Rhine aaS Bite:
To sleep away ths Day, and Drink away ths Night.
Soms this Fantastick Speech anrov’d, some Sneer’d,
The wight grew Chooerick, asi disappeared.
B.L. Advertisement, 819 m 19/39* The names inserted, in square brackets 
are suggested by this writer. The number of actresses who might have 
bess able to fit these toiss is too great to make ary definite eastLn.e> 
but I pressum that th’ author hha in rnmn^S ladies who wo wt Shat tiim 
employed at the Lincoln’s Inn FiiScis Theatrr aaS associstta 'wti'fcli Cohgreve 
and other me^oOers of ths Kit-Cat dub- I know rot who the Non-ConSoirmst 
might have been.
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lynch, op. cit., p. 38.
29' 0. ■ / Swiney, The Quacks or Love ' s the Physician, 17O3.
30 Squire Trelooay has a crmpeicatet stage history of H^ch only cdrOain 
aspect’ are relevant here, see W.Go Ward, Sir Joat Vanbrugh, 1893, 
pp. 1-lii, the piece was a translation of lioliire’s Mooinieur da 
Pr^urcd-pg:nac, hlica accorting to the Daily C ourant vas pl-ydd on 
30 March 1704, the resO of the story concerning tha origin of the 
work cones from Conngeve ’ s letter to J. Kelly, 20 My 1704,
This translation you speak of is not lltogdtadd mine; for 
Vanbrugh and M^sh ‘nd - part i’ it. Each did ona act of a 
French W-rcd. Mine, ant 1 believe theirs, was tone in two 
mornings; so the re can be no great mater in it. 1t was a 
compliment ee-te to the people of quality at their subscription
music, without teaper design Oo have it acted or printed
fprtadd. 1t ’-0/ peopld laugh; -’0 srmsardy thought it worth 
while to translate it agai’, and print it as it was -0060; 
but iW you meet ’poa a thing, 1 assure you it was ’ond oW ours; 
which 1 don’0 think will appear after next week, when our 
neighbour Bracegirdle is to have it acted for her benefit.
51 P.R.O., LC 7/5, 98 and LC 7/3, 35.
Congreve Letters ant Doc^uIs/ts, letter 14, p. 29.
32 z-h/Q., V, L.S., 1958» pp. 393-396, Wor adtLitionial note on this 
inhibition.
33 Preface to The Quacks or Love' 3 the Plhysici-’, as it was actei (aWOdr 
being twice forbid)' at the Theatre Royal Jrury Lane.
The Town were - little surprised, to Wini an Fntert-inment 
forbid upon the Day it waa to be Represented, it seens, the 
better to Divert 'en, this Play was to be stiffled, beolpse 
the other House were to act one upon the same subject! 1t 
proved - very unlucky Reason, and 1 aaee heart oW but one 
Wise Mn of talt Opinion; however the harm that was intended, 
rather turn’d to ey account, and 1 shall say oW this Person, 
as Corneille did upon occasion oW Cardinal Richelieu, who ‘-0 
Published - Critick on hi’ Play call’d the di, (voz) talt he 
‘-0 done hie to mmuh Geoc^L to speak any US of hie, ant too 
much 111 to ’ay ai’T good.
A’ for the Gentleman of the Other House who are to r/fom 
the stage, purify our Diversions anO Naturalize all the Ht 
oW Monere (Wor Beginners should have - Font) 1 shall only say 
of ’en That they are tha p^operest Persons in the World to 
reform the Stage, having known so well w^-t it is to corrupt 
it; as those Physicians they say -re Ohe best, who have felt 
the aiueasas they -re to cure.
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The toise of these iketei Alarm'd the Licenser, who generally 
destroys With as much distinction as the old woman it Dot 
Quuxooe's Library, and aou'd a sav’d to pore of '^m, if it wen 
not, that he is pay'd for tolerating some; however they are 
heoe ittere, and if 1 beleiv'd any Body aas unacgiu^zinted with 
his good Judgement, 1 shm'd mark out the Retrenchment he made 
cti shew, that the edge of his Justice was turn'd upon the 
1ntocent, atd that he rather Disfigures than Cmoes.
Perhaps it is worth noting that the constant reference it these attacks 
oo the vuier's Theatre to the reforming taiire of their theatre is 
probably due as much to the wording of the Liceon, P.R.O., LC 5/154, 
p. 55, 14 Dec 1704, as to aoy other influence. The prologue to the 
play turns its attack from one stage to another, directing its attention 
to the qqueen’s Theatre, its mangers atd the company,
The slow Productions of yon Rival Stage,
On deep Designs the coupled Bards have hit,
And wisely aou'a Engross, all Foreign Wit,
And think the surest wy to gait the Town 
V/ou’d be to shew, but little of theio ov/m.
1n Arts of War ae’ve still Superior beeo,
And starv'd the Garrison of Lincoln's 100.
The new made Port, from the thin Remnant gleams, 
Their Tater'd Mornorchs, and their aged Queens! 
Wish Force cni Fraud they threaten from afao, 
And big with Promis'd Aid, renew the War.
54 1^., pp. 14-15 Act 1, skete i, Enter the Stationer.
Medley Ha dear Freckle . . .
Freckle Servant, Doctor, Servant. about wiping his fcrr)
Medley Wha ’ s the mtteo7
Freckle 1 don't knof - 1 can't tell - but if Person must be
treated so, aod a1lthct, only for serving geoilepln and 
men of quality - 'tis very hard.
Medley YWnt any rupture it the Society?
Freckle Have tot 1 iocorlorcied you, made you ao order of Poets,
aod mamg'd the things so gravely that out of this Body 
of Scriblers have been kioslo Heralds, Reformers of 
Manors, aod deep Physicians!
Medley Who has had the impudence to affront you7
Freckle Hv't 1 brought you from Garrets to build Palaces? you'd
any of you been heaod of, if it had not been foo pi - did 
not 1 find you out the Secret to become Famous, by miking 
you Praise one another against the opinion of the whole 
Town! and brought the Club to that Reputation, that those 
aho only listen in it, are Wits every where else, are not 
py Lord Clack, and Coloa^^l Silent reckon'd wits only for 
being of it?
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Medley But the Grief . • . SI^i Grief . . .
Freckle Here, Read this . . . (Gives hip a copy of Verses)
Now 1 have made Wiss, oou’d mkke me c Fool.
Medley Hai Some very good Lines.
Freckle Your Servant. (Going in anger).
Medley Dear Freckle . . •
Freckle Look’e Doctor, hut one word ... if this Lampoon
spreads, 1'11 Unpoet you di, and Shea the Wold vlh^-S 
Miserable Tools I waok wTth • • Yornuo . . . ’exit).
NoovLci You took a vray to shoot him hence . . •
Medley V/ty. You must know 1 was cotkernei in the Lampoon, aod
kould not forbear commprdinr it.
1bid* Act 11, p. 16. 
successful physician.
Medley instou.cis Novice in hoa to become a
Medley By what means do you propoee oo govTs a Famous Physicatn?
No-Vice By. suudy and Observation in Physick.
Medley Ha 1 Bai Hai Who do you hinnk oo he Employ’d as a Doctor,
because you know Physic? . . . IHirk' s, cao you talk of 
Horses, Polliticks, whores. Building and Poetry?
Novice Not much . . •
Medley Then Study ’em!
The references are now too transparent to need clppeelt•
35 Milhous, ’New Light oo Vanbrugh’s Haypaket Theatre Project’, T.S., 
vol.XVII, No. 2, 1976, pp. 147-8, is surprised by the seeming lack of 
'reaction or opposition' from Rich, but 1 would suggest that he had 
iiirtle to concern himself with whilst others were acting for hip.
See the Prologue to Bonoucrnc’s opera, Caaplla, for later continuation 
of this battle between the iwo companies.
56' C. Leslie, The Rehearsal of Observator, no. 41, 12 May 1705•
57 (Gibber, op. cit., pp. 519-520.
58 D. lalbach, The Kilt;’s Theatre 3/704^1807, 9772, P • 4»
Nalbach although he quotes Defoe’s lines from elsewhere in The Review 
he completely ignores Garth's Prologue published adjacent to that of 
Defoe’s parody, choosing oatheo io follow Leslie's attitudes. He 
only superficially covers iirsl years relying heavily on the Survey 
of London, foo his basic information.
59 Cibber, op. cit., vol.1, p. 320.
40 Narbach, op. cit., p. 3»
4 P. Fitzgerald, A New History of the English Stage, vol.1, 1882, p. 258,
was the first to publish the notice of this discovery but uptt’’ She
first sentence in the Times article WiiLch is important regarding the 
actual position of the stone.
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4 Survey of London, vol. XXX, 1960, p. 242, ant for a general survey 
of the arcaitec0ur-l developments over the last years of the 18th 
century -’0 early 19th century.
43 Thd e:rd’dnt m-tlger of Her IM-esty's Theatre aau no knowledge of 
0aese articles ant presume’ th-e they are lost.
Hlultingto’ Library, H.L. 4O829.
45 Appendix, Subscribers' Biographical Notes, also noted by R.J. Allan, 
R.E.S., vol, 7, 1931, p. 58.
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That 'lady H-G-n' was in error is bornd out by evidenoe draht from 
HoL, Snyder, The Halboropga - Godolphin Corraspotdence, vol.1, 1975* 
Snyder discussed this ittdrerdeation of the reference to Lady Hariet 
Godolphin when annotating, pp. 441-2, (Blenheim MSS E 20), letter 445, 
to the Duchess of Mr^bodouga from Godolp]h.n, 4 Juna 1705, Owo months 
nfeer the articles published by Leslie and Defoe. This letter lppears 
to be a reply to one from the Duchess regarding the p;rolo)gu/ in WaLca 
he placates her.
As to the verses you sent nee, 1 can only say 1 ‘-0 then 
before. . . . The proooguie is zmpertine’t and. thought so 
(it seemed by the players, for they would not speak dL-fc, 
ant consequently you ndeO not Wear it. . . .
This is the only suggestion thut tadre was controversy in the company 
regarding the errplallitieu or the references to the Mrlborougau or 
that it was hi.eh0rahnL Suppression seens to ened extended only as 
far as the stags. 1t is only Snyder's supposition that relates this 
latter to the Garth prologue.
Lady H-rlet's -ase’Cd from the stone laying ceremony -nt latar the 
opening of the th/atra my be deduoed from this correspondence. First, 
on tin WirsO occasion she would hia^e been ed^ght months pregnant and 
she was residing v/wth her mother out of London, Letter 305, P« 292.
The child was bom 24 IMy - 4 June 1704. The second occasion, the first 
night of the Queen's Theatre, camd during an outbreak of smllpox which 
struck once again -0 the Godolphi’ household, c-using considerable 
concern reflected in the notes passing bdthedn the auici ‘the Duchess anO 
GodolpihLn. Her medical ldvisdr was Dr Garth ohd auealr of 0hd prologue
i’ question. Letters over this pe;rioO, 2J Feb 1705 to the 31 M^rch 1703, 
letter 422, p. 411J letter 440, p. 428, 28 Apr-9May 1705, especially 
indicate the state oW her health ant that she ms residing in St. Albans. 
The first public engagement of Lady Hrridt would hlva been her visit to 
the Queen 19 June 1705, Letter 467, p= 451, 20 June 1705, Godolphi’ to 
LMrlborough,
Lady Hr rye 0 caee to the backstairs yesterday with her 
sister, -nd having been saen th/rd by the Duchess of 
Somerrett and ey Lady Hyd’ 1 supposa she need not bea 
nice herd -ftdr to any body else.
Snyder, W.n. 6, states ee-e this was her first visit to the Queen af0dr 
her illness; Lady Hariet -nd her ’isOer, the Comtes’ oW Sunderland, 
were both Ladies of the Bedchamber. .
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474‘ earth Prologue, Appendix-
HuSington Library, H.L- 40829, and Defoe, op. cit.
4^ B.C. IMulir, 'The Queen's Theatre, Huem.aket5 Vaalbetueles Op^ara House*, 
h.S-, voloVIII- no. 2, 1967, p- 86, f.n. 5, quotes R. Wilkinson, 
do^ndirn Illustrata, vol.II, 1808, Sop-
49 IMlhous, h.S., vol.XVII, so. 2, I976, p- 155­
50 ibid-, p- 153.
51 Cmgreve' s Letters ard DoctumnSs, letter 19, p- 34»
52 Portland (Holies) 1IS- Pv V975-
H-MC.. Ormonde, US., vol-VIII, pp. 148-9»
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Pig. 33, Thv Queen1s Theatre, in the. Haymaaket, 1705-1709,
Showing the theatre with its ancillary ■bbuldisgs 
and adjacent houses is the Heaymaket. '
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The. Queen's Theatre in She IHatmnOie, 1703-1709
The Architectural Design, exterior and interior, stage and auditorum 
and additional facilities.
The subject of this chapter is a projected oe constraction of the
first Queen’s Theatre. The state of the theatre after 1709 has been
ihoooughly examined by 1soo.^ When discussing She early form of the 
2 5Queen’s Theatre before that date both lalbach and MQ1in have relied 
to a greater or lesser extent on 1slo* Resorting to the same evidence
Leacroft^ has worked up olconstrucSioti of She theatre, pl.jX1W*
But none of these authorities has researched anew Veaibinujh’s 
original design Which survived from 1705 dov/i to 1709 in the face of
such considerable adverse critrcipm that alterations were effected to
both the stage and audit orum. These alterations are recorded and will
be used io establish the initial form of She theatre which has been
deduced from recently found evidence amoin>st the work of Sir James
Th©!?]:'^!. The reconstruction will concentrate primarily upon the stage
and auditorum. for it seeps Shat the other parts of the house remained 
5little changli over She years.
There is no dispute regarding the basic iiructelre or shell of the 
theatre. 1t is aroeed that Dupoi's plan, pl.XL1X, 17^4, is an nckurnte 
representation of the skole of She building* This plan is further sup­
ported by thai drawn in the Edward Vanbrugh ’’’’ of 1776, pl.L. These 
plans, in conjunction with She land leases discussed above, have beeo 
used in drawing the whole site plan, fig.33, and She detailed plan aod 
longitudinal section of the theatre, figs.34 and 33. The site, the 
combined plots previously leased to WoHey and Holford io Phoenix Yard, 
aas, north to south 132'0" and 145'0" east to west.
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With regard to ths visual reerdsdnt-tiot of the exterior of the 
theatre it is suggested here ealt Kip’s aerial view from the west, 171O, 
pl. XLVII, shoult hs lccepted and thaO one ’aould reject Huuiin’s notion 
Oh-e the original 17O3 roof was domed and its removal was part of the 
1709 alterations.6 The dome mentioned in Ohe verses describing the 
theatre was itternll -’0 was not reflected externally. The gabled roof 
with thr/s lanterns or lights as saoh’ by Kip would seem perfectly accee-
t-ble -nt adequate.
Viewed fro on the east side, for the north -nd south ’ids’ were adjoining 
existing building’ a.nt taerdOlre oWO/red no aspect, oaede -re two reliable 
-nd corroborating illustratoon’, first, Hogg-rh’’ 'The Bad Taste of the 
Tom’, 1724, pi.XXXII, in which the theatre is depicted on the ldf0 side
oW the engraving -nd s^^ws Heidegger, the mnager, leaning out of the
window on the WirsO floor; mO ’eolndlyL Capon’’ 1783 colourful water 
coLour, plLLIL Both s^^w the Piazza in the H^^aal^^'0 -nd the entrance 
into the theatre, a aa’dsome brick -’0 ’tons -rchdi undercroft Oo the box
office and the rooms over, which in the document’ already cited referred
to this are- outside the main four walls of the Oh/aere as ’Mr Srniih’s
office’. Tha office block was 48*6" deep with a 35*0” wide frontage. The
measurements supplied by Capon in hi’ ddlwi’g match well wLth thlsd in the 
7
Dumont plan. This Piazza entrance is saohn in the large scale decrn-
stiucOio’, fig.36, -nd also in the plot plan, Wig.33, in haLca is noOed 
Vanbrugh’’ stone paeement th-O vas laid over what ‘-0 aeet previously 8’6” 
oW garde’ standing before the house’ on the Hty]e.-ketL Behind these houses 
was the residue of the olt inn yard now called the Queen*s or Yard
since it eroeided access to ths royal boxes in the theatre.
The whole theatre structure was built in brick anO stone on -’
excavated foundation. The main boty of the theatre was designed in ten
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bays; She walls 3*6” thick increasing io 3*6" over the ■three centre
bays. 1t was probably constructed in this manner to bear the thrust
of She pooscenim arch structurne as well as contain the internal staio-
ccsis.
Sitelnted in the piddle of what had been Phoenix Yard over She pond
ntd pump, was the theatre, fig.34* Thu dressing rooms, goeeo room and
ikene dock, aashil'isl and w^cs. and caretaker's flai were llaked in a
block 36'0” x 34’6h, ot She western iede of She theatre at the south
clrnlo of the plot adjacent io She stage, with access from Ma^O^^'S Lane.
To She northern end of She plot on the west side was the koverld vay or
staircase 32’6" x 15*0”, which led from LMrket Lane into the theatre.
Between these two struTturns aas built She Long Room or Assembly Room,
859*0" x 32*6". The daie of the building of this saloon is uncertain.
Beneath this long room there were sub-let stables and possibly a slaughter 
9house.
One Sipe part of Unicorn Yard, the slutirro extension, 60'0" x 30,0", 
a featum shown on the Dumont plan, nni not discussed here because it was
built in 1719 ? ore the rooms on the south of tho theatre adjacent to the 
stage providing scenic ielth as well as extra rlkrptioo rooms that were
used during She masquerades. The ooop beyood the stage is seen through 
the aoch illustrated in pls.LHa and LIIb, by Orisoni in 1724? nni pl.LI11 
by Egbert van Heempkerck itskoibed 1724*^
On She north gable end was Horse 1nn Yard which was overlooked
from She wincLows in the gallery."^
The theatre, stage and auditorim, occupied the central area vith 
the external measurements north and south io length approximately 132*0" 
and in breadth east io west, approximately 62*0". The interior meas-iure- 
nents of the theatre were approximately 124*0" in length aod 55*0" io
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breadth. ho ths north vas the auditoruim to the far north of which
was a corricOorltnoElesnds running ths width of the house, 10*6” wide, 
asi the distance from the forestags to ths rear of the boxes was 45’6't.
Ths distance from the fonstage to the frost of the boxes was 35* 5”- ho 
the south, the stags and forsstags, the forsstags to ths back vail measured 
58*9"* This general scheme is shown is fig,34* hhe height of the theatre 
from the basement to the saves was 52*6", ths roof rose to a further 16*0”, 
figs* 35 ari 37* These measurements are deiucsd from both the Dumont and 
Edward Vanbrugh plans ani the process of this tealnstruetion.
Within this structure ths projected reconstruction will bs placsd- 
Before entering upon ar explanation of ths tselnstrucOior shown in figs,
34 ard 35, a brief account will follow of the description of the building 
before the 1709 alterations took placs, the scops of those alterations 
_iven by Collsy Cibber ard thv evidence provided by the D'uooti■t pinns of 
those alterations. A^g-inst ths background of this evidence, which cannot 
bs ignored, ths design of ths reconstraction will bs rsetncilsi. Additional 
eviisrcs will thss bs brought forward of a more specific satur. when arti­
cular areas of the theatre are under iiscussion-
Ohs fullest description of the building before and after the
alterations comis from Cibber- His description wll be giver in full
ani his statements will be supported by evidence from other witnesses
which for the sake of brevity here will be elaboratei upon in the rotes
to ths Cibber extracts. Cibber recorded that -
As to their other dependence, ths house, they hai not yet 
discover*i that almost every proper quality ard convenience 
of a good theatre had bess sacrificed or neglected to show 
the spectator a vast 0^rumlhal pisce of architecture! Asd 
that ths best play, for ths reasons I am going to offer, 
couli not but be under g;rsa't disadvantages, ard be less 
capable of delighting the auditor hvi^e than it couli havs 
been is the plain theatre they came from. For what could 
their vast columns, their gilds a cornices, their immlevate
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high roofs avail, when scarce one word in ten could he 
distinctly heard in it?® por ‘-0 it then the form it
now stands in, which necessity, two or three years after, 
reduced it tos at the first lpetitg it, the flat ceiling 
thaO is now over tha orchestra was the’ a sam!.-oeal -dca 
ten0 ’prung fifteen feet higher from -boee the no;rm.ine:^3 
ths cailiig over the pit too, was still more raised, being 
ons level line from the highest back part of the upper 
gallery to the front oW the s0age:14 tha front boxes were 
a continued semicircle to the bars of the house o’
each side:15 this extra-ordinary -nd superfluous space 
occasioned such an undulation from the voice of dvedy 
actor, thaO generally wlet they saii sou’dsd like the 
galbling of so many people in the lofty -isles in a 
cathedral - the tone of a trumpet, or the swell of an 
eunuch's holding note, ’true, Sight be sweetened by 
it, but the articulate sounds of the speaking voice were 
0roemet by the aolloh^ reeeraerltion’ oW one word upon 
another.®
And after discussing the admirable qualities of Drury La’/ beflrd Rich
altered 0‘at Oheatrs, Cibber noOeO ehl0 ths alterations put in hand were
to snuuate t‘a0 theatre but as tins was short,
they reads t‘sir best use oW it; they did something to it: 
they contdaotet its wideness by three ranges oW boxes on 
1-^ site, and brought doert its dnormouu high ceiling 
within so proportionable a com]pxsu tene it eWfdctullly 
curei those hollow undulations of the voice formerly com­
plained of.® The remedy ‘-0 its eWWect; their nutiences 
exc/eO/i their expectation.®
1’ this Oescription, oW ths defects -nd corrections to those defects
Cibber touched on ths particular elements that will be considered in this 
reolnstduoeio’ oW that 'vas0 and trueiphal piecs of -rcai.tecture'• The
foil owing lcoount of ths 1705 building Hl accommodate the fe-tpdds
mentioned, ths vast columns, the gilded cornices, the immororate high 
roof’, i.e., the tome over the fore’tage -nt orchestra, as well as the 
ceiling over the semi-circular pit -nt gallerias, and ths introduction of 
the tiers of boxes against tha nils in the auditorum; all of which was
done to improve the nnoustin of ths theatre.
The description of the recmstraction will consider first, tha 
proscenium arch st:iu.ctura; secondly, its relationship with the auditorum 
’eating -nd ceiling -’0, after returning to oompeete the details of the
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prosceniim aokh and forestage, She stage Wll he related, to the forestage.
The Reconcsruction of the Fore stage and Prosceniim of the Queen’s Theatre.
The first dmaitg to he considered is the key to the whole oeclnstric-
tion. This rough sketch, pl.LV, comes from She Thornlhll Sketchbook,
19page 46 recco. 7 In the interest of both clarity and brevity it Will here­
after be referred io as 'Sketch 46'. There is nothing refined about its 
execution and it appears to be a rough note entry of information that would 
iaieo be transferred to She drawing board and a pore perfect reporsentntioo 
worked up. 1t is a pen and ini: ioawiog of a large archway set io a wall 
giving on to a spC^io archway, the aoki of which is supported by wl^t 
appear io be Corinthian columns. ArchitecturaLly the capitals and the 
enta'ilnSure, which links She foreground aoch with that ai She rear, are
incorrectly ordered but this would seen io be pore to She rapidity of
She executi on than io ignorance in ihese maters. The seller arki, io
the rear, is crowned by a cartouche supported by tao loosely drawn rlciiniinlg 
figures. Across She centre of the ceil jug is another line aokhinr' from 
coroecl to cmpeke as if to enpph,size the fact Shat the ceilinig aas doped.
The data iodicaSing the dimensions of the sSru.ctir,e is minimi. The
wall of the building has the neasumnent ’54111 8 whole breadth' written
clearly over the top of the sketch. But ThorrOhll has made no note
regarding She overall height of the wll. 1t will be observed however 
ihai She lines that frame She arches suggest that there was allTwancl pade 
for wll spcci on both sides and over the top of the large archway. The
base is oot enclosed.
The remaining three dimensions that are given relate to the archways. 
The large arch has the total height of »40ftt’, but its breadSi is oot 
given. The lower arch is ’31ftt‘ high atd has a breadth of '26ftt’ between
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the columns. It would at first ssem that there is insufficient information
lrovtied hers that would permit a reconstruction of this figure, for example; 
first, there is no measurement giver for the distance between the supports 
of the large arch; secondly, the distance separating thv base line and that 
drawn between the upper columns is not indicated; ani thirdly there is no 
way of knowing the height of the columns in order to determine the position 
of ths spring of the arches since the arches appear to be depressed ari in 
all prlbahelity havs more than one centre- Newsthelsss, if one believes
that hhorrnall knew his business ani hai noted down all the relevant
information there doss arise a possible interpretation of this figure when
the last three dimensions ars applied. 1t is suggested that the result:Sig
structure represents the first prosceniim arch of the Queen's Theatre in
the layimaket- Osms first suggested that this sketch was of a prosceniim 
20arch, but without asy particular attribution, when, in his thesis, hs
catalogued the contents of the ThorrShll Sketchbook with the intention of
relating the early sketches found there to finished works- Additionally
there is a considerable boiy of svtisncs that can be brought to bear is 
support of both this present attribution ani reconstruction. Pact of this 
evtiesee will bv drawn from other sketches by Thornhill ani the other part 
from contemporary literary souraes- hhe projected reconstruction of the
prosceniim arch will be carried out is three phases, first, the recon­
struction of 'Sketch 46secondly, thv bare structure derived from 
'Sketch 46' will be related to further sceneogrnphic maerial that both 
supports the reconstruction and alInpletes a mors satisfying representation 
of the prosceniim arch that will bs compared, in ths third section, to the 
literary evidence-
Before undertaktrg ths reconstruction of 'Sketch 46' it is necessary
to establish that the described arch could enve beer contained within the
knows architectural framework of ths theatre- 1t was shown above that the 
site occupied by the theatre was 132'0” in length and 62'0” in breadth.
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This was substantiated not only by the land purchases but also by the
extant plans of the theatre building, which, though they were drawn
after the alterations of 1?09, clearly show the original structure of
the theatre. The plan by Dumont, ploXLIX, and that for Edward Vanbrugh,
pl.L, indicate that the breadth of the theatre, wall to wall, internally,
was approximately 54'8", and the Dumont elevation, when converted from
toises to feet and inches would permit of a proscenium arch at least 40'0”
in height. The general feasibility thus confirmed, a more detailed recon­
struction can be undertaken.
It is in the belief that Thornhill has put down enough information
for his own needs, which in all probability entailed building his own
model of this theatre in order to design scenery for it, that leads one
to suspect that the architect, Vanbrugh, when creating the building,
adopted a very simple module. Such a technique used by Vanbrugh would 
21not be surprising for, as Laurence Whistler has pointed out, Vanbrugh
was a master at bringing together simple forms harmoniously. In this
instance it will be shown that the proscenium arch, the forestage and
the auditorium were drawn together and unified by the adoption of an all
embracing sphere. That Vanbrugh did apply such a module when designing
the theatre becomes clear upon further analysis of Thornhill's drawing.
The principal dimension is the height of the larger arch, 40'0", for
it will be demonstrated that when a radius of 20'0" is applied, in order
to reconstruct 'Sketch 4&', everything falls into place, thus verifying
the fact that Thornhill had entered all the necessary data and the theory
that Vanbrugh's design was controlled by the discipline of a module.
The projected reconstruction is based upon the application of this
20*0" radius. It is illustrated in figs, 58a, b and c. Pig.58a is the
front elevation; fig.58b, a plan; and fig.58c, the .side elevation.
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1f one is guiili by the 20*0" radius pretkil1e it foiows that 'Sketch 46' 
is representing the front eievnSion of She lolscenilp nrkh having oot 
only a height of 40’0" but also a ioendti of 40'0* ; the first missing 
dimension. Wat actually supports She nokh at the ilwnsiage position Wll 
be discussed later but at this point it is lnoigh to state SinS the measure­
ment is an inside measurement. Pig058a shows the circle of the onieus 
20*0" describing the arch, supported by two tangents, AO and ED, resting 
ai right angles upon the base line AB.
The ilcond dimension io be ^110’ is ihai between She downstage arch
and that up stage. 1t would appear from She lines of the cornike connecting
the tao nrchls that Thomlh.ll was suggesting tint the side walls betam 
the arkili swept from front to back rather than moving in a straight
lion, diPLniihing between She openings from 40'0" to 26*0”. 1f She latter 
were to have been intended then the resulting ceiling would have been a
barrel vault with a rlducld radius describing She upstage arch. But had
that been the case, the upstage arch would have beet similar to ihai ioom- 
itnge* HOTwver, the drawing dlrs not bear ihis out. The tao nrcies are
not similar. The conclusion to be drawn from this fact is that She up­
stage aoch is She result of cutting a section through a dope, nnd fig.58b 
dlpouiirates this point.
^ving iete]pened Shat the plan of She forestage aoea was sepi- 
kirkular, the distance of the upper aoch from that dowistage was found by 
drawing a sem-circle with the radius 20*0", She diameter of the circle,
AB thereby ilcomei She downstage edrl of -he stage, fig.58b. The inside 
lige of the upper colemis aoiuid necessarily fall on this kircephloence if 
Vanbrugh had adopted the same priokel1e in this dimension as he had Wth 
She larger arch discussed above aod illustrated in fig.58a. The deter­
mining of the depth of She fooestage is illustrated in fig.58c. The plan.
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fig.38b, shows that if the verticals G^P and Hl\ are projected off 
the base line AB, 15'0" either side of the centre line, to strike the 
20'0" semi-circle at two points G and I 26*0" apart, the distance 
given by Thornhill between the columns in ’Sketch 46’, two crucial 
positions are deO/mineO. First, the point at which the columns rise, 
and secondly, the point at which the enclosing dome is cut. With regard 
to the position of the columns it will be noted that the point plotted
is the onstage surface of the column rather than its centre. This detail
will be discussed below in the following paragraph. It will be noted that
1 1the 26'0" cord, G I , intersects the circumference of the semi-circle
15’4" from the base line AB, that is, the speculative and temporary edge
of the forestage. Coupled with this diagram, fig.58b, the plan of the
reconstruction, is that of the side elevation, fig.38c which proceeds
from the deduction that 'Sketch 4b' had a domed ceiling which vas struck
from the same centre as fig.58a, and with the same radius 20’0".
In order to find the height K, to which the upstage arch rises when 
15'4" distant from the base line and 26'0tl wide, a vertical line vas
dravm off the base line Bl\ in fig.58c, 15'4" upstage of the 40'0" arch
1 111 at I , to intersect the 20'0" radius arc at K . That the height IK is 
55'0" does not accord with the Thornhill drawing, 'Sketch 46', can be
explained if one recalls the columns that support the arch at the rear
position, and the discrepancy between 53*0" and 51'0" that was noted above,
both problems can be resolved. This stage in the reconstruction is rep­
resented by the figure in which the dome meets the line that passes through
the intersection of the column and the forestage 20'0" radius, and not
that representing the upstage edge of the column. If one were permitted
an hypothetical column having a diameter 2'0", to match the 20'0" height
R.g. 4Q» sir James Thornhill, 'The Pastoral Scene*
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to the necking projected in the initial thesis, it would be seen that 
11 2 2the line K K , gives way to K I and the depth up and dovm stage, i.e.,
2 2to the proposed setting line, becomes 16*8”, whilst the distance G I
remains the same as GXI , the required 26*0", and the height of the up­
stage arch is 31*0". The upper arch as represented in both fig.38a and
fig.38c are scribed from the section provided by the model, thus proving
the original hypothesis that sufficient information had been provided by
Thornhill, and that the whole structure was conceived around a simple
basic form, a sphere having the radius of 20*0".
The architectural refinements and decorative features applied to
the basic forms illustrated in the figs.58a, b and c can be developed
further and this is shown in figs.39a, b and c. The sources drawn upon
in the reconstruction of the forestage are sketches drawn by Thornhill,
which have not previously been attributed to any particular theatre or
play, opera or any other commission. These drawings will be examined
first with regard to their appropriateness to the proscenium arch and
forestage illustrated in ’Sketch 46' and that partially reconstructed
above. The two drawings to be considered are TPhe Pastoral Scene' and
The 1st Great flat Scene', for they reveal features that suggest the
decorative elements applied in figs. 38a, b and c, The Pastoral Scene*
is shown in pl.LVI, and The 1st Great flat Scene' is shovm in pl.LVII.
The Pastoral Scene
Of the two sketches The Pastoral Scene’ will be discussed first for it
has not been published, nor has it been previously considered at any length.
22The 1st Great flat Scene' has been analysed by Richard Southern who
reached conclusions that are found to be unacceptable. It is therefore
felt that the latter should be discussed separately and necessarily at
greater length.
V
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23The Pastoral Scene' is a pen and ini; with wash drawing. The
scene, pl.LVIa and fig.40, depicts a pastoral landscape or grove which,
though of interest, is secondary to the present enquiry which concerns
itself primarily with the arch which surrounds the drawing. The scale
line, which has been almost obliterated by cropping the sketch for
mounting, is still visible on the bottom edge of the sheet. The design
was made to the scale to the foot. 'hen this scale is applied to the
sketch the scene within the arch measures 26'0" between the columns and
31'0" to the cross marked on the vertical centre line just beneath the
inked in curve of the arch. There is also, carried out in pencil, above
the inked arch, a moulding spanning the arch surmounted by loosely sketched
arabesques. The drawing still bears the evidence of early squaring up and
the careful pricking through of intervals on the columns and the ordering
of the entablature which, when they were inked in, assumed a freer style.
Although this is the only sketch so far to come to light with the dimensions
indicated, there is the hope that there are extant elsewhere further
drawings that were possibly designed within this common arch that had been
pricked off the surviving ’Pastoral bcene'. Unlike The 1st Great flat
Scene', there is no title or scene number indicated on either the recto
or the verso of this sketch.
The similarity between the dimensions of The Pastoral Scene' and
its accompanying decorative frame, columns, entablature, mouldings and
cartouche with those suggested around the upstage arch in 'Sketch 4^'?
seem to indicate that these two drawings represent the same arch. The
fact that the reconstruction of 'Sketch 46' set out to show that the
entablature was curving in a semi-circular fashion towards the upstage
arch and yet The Pastoral Scene' arch and entablature are draw as if
all were square, does not preclude their being identical. It is common
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practice amongst painters and architects to draw details according to
their relative importance to the work in hand. In this particular
instance it is argued that Thornhill was primarily concerned with the
design of the pastoral scene itself, and not its frame, indeed the pros­
cenium arch in fig.39a of the reconstruction gives exactly that same
impression. The columns are serving a secondary role, for they enhance
and frame the design. They allowed Thornhill to order the subject matter
within the frame and at the same time affora him the opportunity to suggest
the effectiveness of the design in the position in which it would ultimately
be seen. The arch therefore marks the physical limitations of the design
but it is not part of his, Thornhill's, contribution. It is for this
reason that he, possibly for the sake of the appearance of the sketch,
altered the curve of the arch, making it less depressed than in life. This
is probably an improvement when the sketch is considered as a work in its
ovm right, Neither did Thornhill spend time reproducing fully the archi­
tectural decoration which is over the arch. For the same reason it is
interesting to note that he did not vash in the shadow cast on the left
of the sketch which would have fallen on the landscape scene and there­
fore risk the scenepainter faithfully reproducing it on the cloth. But
he did indicate the shadof falling on the surround to the right of the
picture. The possibility arises therefore that if the arch in The
Pastoral Scene' is the same as that in 'Sketch 46', the details of the
arch, the columns and entablature, could be applied to that in 'Sketch 46 *
and thus clarify that which hitherto, has been uncertain and conjectural.
Before doing so the evidence offered in The 1st Great flat Scene' will
be considered in order that similar elements, with more justification,
may be drawn together.
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’The 1st Great flat Scene'.
This sketch, pl.LVII, is also without certain attribution to any
2Aspecific commission. The scene itself, fig.41, will be discussed below,,
for, as in the case of The Pastoral Scene', it is the architectural
framework that is of importance at this stage in the reconstruction. This
arch whilst it bears certain affinities to the two sketches examined above,
also exhibits several dissimilarities.
The shared characteristics are those, first, of overall style, and
secondly, of its dimensions. The arch has the same general appearance
primarily due to the undecorated Corinthian columns that support an
entablature according to that order. The spanning arch has the same
segmental curve and moulding over it that has been encountered in both
the previous arches. The common dimensions that link the two drawings
are those of the width of the columns and consequently the height of the
order, which is derived from the width of the column. But it is interes­
ting to note that this diameter requires, according to the ordering
adopted by Vanbrugh and Havrksmoor, a shaft rising to the height 20'0"
to the necking. That this measurement was of importance to Thornhill is
stressed by the line that was drawn across the sketch at that height. It
is my opinion, and it will be argued below,, that this line is indicative
of the architectural key to the design rather tian the stiucture of the
scenic decoration placed within the arch; a theory originally suggested
by Southern.
All three drawings have in common the height of this particular
element, yet there are details that are found in ’Sketch 46* and The
Pastoral Scene' that are not in The 1st Great flat Scene', although that
design has much in common with ’Sketch 46'- A minor sanaharaty is that
of the outer curving lines arching over the centre of the ceiling that
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are echoed in ’Sketch 46In 'The 1st; Greeft fLat Scene' this line 
is almost rubbed away but in the top right hand corner it is quite dis­
tinctly visible in pencil. Tire moss hrT^^oirtiant feature is that of the 
curving entablature that is cllaa in both ’Sketch 46’ and 'The 1st Great
flat Scene’•
Although there is little space given to the entablature, Thornhill
consistently copied the curving line of the horizontal members of the
cornice, pl.LVII, frieze, and architrave throughout both entablatures,
left and right, leaving no doubt that he intended it to be understood as
a curved rather than a casually represented but straight, and angled,
entablature. It is possible to go further in support of this reading,
for he indicated accurately all the members of the order with considerable
precision. Even the modallions were drawn showing their third dimension,
and this, in spite of the fact that it vas not the arch that was of the
first importance to him when finishing off the design. This may be
inferred from the cursory manner in which this architectural frame was
inked in; sufficient to clearly divide it from the real subject - Peace
symbolised in the form of Britannia seated upon the world carried on the
shoulders of Hercules. Although, it is admitted, the pedestals of the
Atlantes are not finished to the same extent as other parts within the
•masonry' arch, this does not, it is thought, weaken the above argument.
Significant discrepancies between this drawing and the other two
previously discussed sketches are, first, the distance between the columns
and secondly, the height of the arch. It was demonstrated above that in
the scale reconstruction of ’Sketch 46' and The Pastoral Scene' that the
distance between the columns was 26’0", and that the height of the arch
was 51’0". The measurements for the corresponding parts of The 1st Great
flat Scene' are, respectively, 28’0" and 32’0", fig.41.
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It is argued that Thornhahl took liberties with the basic structure
illustrated in ‘Sketch 46' in order to offer his design in a favourable
light, and on this occasion more accurately, in some respects, than The
Pastoral Scene', and he with more flair, avoided the flat frontal presen­
tation, conscious that he would run into problems and anconsistancies0 
The problems arise from the square, frontal, representation of the columns
that causes the entablature to rest uneasily upon them as it curves round
the fouastage. This is apparent in the ground plan of this area of the
proscenium arch, fag.39a. The second problem arose for Teornhalh when he
started to draw the soffit to the arch. His first thoughts remain quite
clearly regarding the difficulty of representing this area perspective^/
without disturbing the basic design of the inner decoration. The pencil
line, pl.LVII, rises not from above the frieze as does the ink hana, but
is set out, springing from, a point just set back from the edge of the
cornice and similar to that which I have set out in the curve of the dome
in the reconstruction of ’Sketch 46'. Thornhill could have placed this
pencilled curve to represent the soffit perspectivel^-, for at the position
in which the soffit sits on the cornice, it las the thickness which does
diminish as it rises to the centre. This is because the ceiling was domed.
To represent this complicated structure may have dananishad the clarity
of the inner design and have placed emphasis in the wrong quarter.
It is suggested therefore that Thornhill drew the inner decorative
scheme to the sire he required it to be reproduced and then appropriately
framed it. This necessitated the distortion of the basic arch. Indeed,
if this is acceptable it reveals Thornhill's experience as a theatre
designer, for if the columns were to be moved onstage I’O" on both sides
and the arch lowered I’O", this would bring the overall picture size down
to the height and width of ’Sketch 46' and The Pastoral Scene’, i.e.,
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26*0" wide and 31'0" high. Such a correction of these dimensions would
also cause two effects, both of which would be banelicial scenically.
First, it reduces the weak architectural frame surrounding the Olympian
group. This surrounding masonry arch is then understood to have been
employed solely to enable Thornhill to combine the 'scene* with the real
architectural framework of the proscenium arch, for without it, it would
be dallilult to tar^oanate the design satisfactorily as it ran off behind
the columns. This is a problem that has to be solved by scenic designers
faced with an audience that views the scene not only from a position
directly in front of the cloth, but also from very acute side angles. By
adopting these very simple means both problems were solved by a 'flat
scene' of these dimensions, for it will be realised that when the columns
move in I’O", the 28'0" cloth then meets the centre and deepest, receding
edge of the columns. In all probability this scene was a foot or two
wider but the slanac artist could carry out any further extension in the
confidence tbat the designer had given eam enough information to paint
all that would have been in sight from any position in the theatre. Con­
sequently although the design has the dimensions 28’0" x 32’0", it is not
necessary for the arch in which it is placed to be of identical dimensions,
indeed the arch in question could have measured 26’0" x 31’0".
That Thounhihh did not adopt the same technique in 'The Pastoral
Scene' can be explained by reference to the subject matter that aid not
require it. Phe trees and their foliage could be developed quite freely
lo the necessary limits and the same treatment would also apply to the
sly and clouds. Additionally, as will be suggested below, it is probable
that The 1st Great flat Scene' was a separate undertaking and in some
respects a more important piece of scenery.
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Au interesting feature that is of importance to the argument that
this scene, The 1st Great flat Scene', relates to the proscenium arch
and dome in 'Sketch 46is the alcove that accommodates Heracles, It
will he noted that the architectural frame of the domed recess is of the
same structural design as that over the forestage, i.e., it is a similar
segment of a sphere, rising not from above the line of the frieze, but
springing from the projection of the cornice. Both the scenery and the
theatre share the same design features. This detail vdll arise again
2 6when another design, The State Bedroom Scene’, pl.LXXVI, is considered.
By adopting snoihau design features it would appear that Thornhill was
attempting to relate the scenic designs and settings to the architectural
setting in which they were placed.
It is at this point that the above interpretation of The 1st Great
flat Scene' should be defended against cuatilisms that might arise from 
27Southern's account of this drawing;.
As the dimensions of the scene are as important as the composition
of the parts, it may be more profitable to deal first with the question
of the scale line. Southern queried Thornhill's marking of the scale he
had adopted. The difficulty concerns the placing of the numerals centrally
over the divisions 'of the scale line rather than over the calibrations. On
further inspection there is no doubt that Thouneahl has marked the scale
line correctly, for what has become, over the years, slightly rubbed are
the pencil marks that divide the line into four’ equal sections each rep­
resenting 6'0". The problem has arisen because Thornhill made ink marks
at 6, 9> 12, 15, 18, and 21, of equal value, but for him and his painters
in 1704-5 the pencil lines would have been clearly evident shoving the
major divisions 6, 12, 18 and any doubts would have been clarified by
the figures set centrally above each interval. Purthermic^i^e, if there
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were any remaining uncertainty, Thornhill wrote beneath the line
’24 ftt Sc'. Thornhill never even bothered to ink in either the numerals
or the ’24 ftt Sc*. The line was, and is, self explanatory.
Southern hesitated before accepting the *tt’, objecting that it may
be a capital >H’, but there can be little doubt in this matter for
Thornhill always wrote a double *t’, when there were more than one foot
in the line - hence l2* fft'. Thornhill's use of this form has already 
been met in ’Sketch 46' where ii was foirnd that every measurement had been 
indicated in that manner leaving no doubt regarding Thornhill's annotation.
Since ’Sc’ follows *24 ftt', and both notes are found beneath the scale
line, it is unlikely that they refer to anything else but the scale. It
would be ambiguous and confusing if Thornhill had given two titles to the
identical piece on the same sheet of paper, for at the head of the sheet
is written 'The 1st Great flat Scene'o
However, the scale line agreed at to I’O", it is the immediate
application of 24’0" to thh inOhce)PeChthin of the drawing which is ques­
tionable. Southern oomluee i ttht because the scale line represented 24 
feet in length and the distance between the inner masonry arch in the
sketch measured 24*0" that the whole scene was 24'0" wide. This I would
dispute, believing that the length of the scale line need not bear any
relation to the length or breadth of the work to which it applies, and
that the total painted area of the scene is 28*0" wide which embraces
therefore the outer masonry arch. The design is consequently, as pointed
out above, that surface enclosed by the Corinthian columns and their arch,
fig.41* If the scale is applied it gives the scene the dimensions 28*0"
side and 32*0" high, not as Southern suggested, 24*0" x 29*6". He goes
on to claim that the masonry arch and the columns were wing flats.
Additionally he read the horizontal line at 20’0" as an indication of the
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height at which the central decoration breaks in two, the bottom, half
consisting of tvm flats each 20*0" x 12’0", which would draw off as
shutters, and the top half samalauhy operates in two sections dividing
down the centre. A slightly different interpretation of the nature of
the drawing and application of the scale line would produce very different
results.
When one considers the base line of The 1st Great flat Scene’ it
becomes clear that the separation of the elements, flat scene and wings,
or, as has been suggested above, solid columns, occurs not at the masonry
arch, but at the columns. This suggests that the masonry arch is painted
on the flat scene and not, on the profile edge of a wing flat, which
anladentahhy, would be very unantauestang since it is given no variety of
profile. However, if the flat scene did lie behind the masonry arch the
base line of that arch is clearly drawn behind the bases of the columns,
thus indicating that it was set behind from that point. If there were a
cloth or if the main decorative feature were independent of the masonry
arch one would expect to see a base line inked in linking the bases of
the pedestals and traversing the base of the central alcove, but there
is no such indication.
The case for the side columns being part of the fabric of the building
or theatre and the masonry arch being the masking edge of the scene has
been made above and does not need to be repeatea here, but the suggestion
that the line at 20’0" indicates the point at which the scene is broken
horizontally in two needs some additional examination.
An alternative possibility exists for the line at 20’0n and it is
this consideration that ties together not only The 1st Great flat Scene’
but also both The Pastoral Scene’ and the proscenium arch and forestage
sketch ’Sketch 46’. The common factor which links these three sketches
is that if this proscenium arch is reconstructed with only the information
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that is provided in ’Sketch 46’, the resulting structure discussed above
would show that 20’0" is the radius of the caulle that encompasses the
plan and elevation of the whole structure, and that 20’0" is consequently
the height of the horizontal diameter which is also the spring of the
arch that rises, not from that point as might well be expected, but from
above the entablature some 8’0" higher, lag.38a. The line at 20’0" in
’The 1st Great flat Scene’, but absent from The Pastoral Scene’, could
indicate therefore the underlying geometry of the architecture of the
building of the proscenium arch and indeed of the whole theatre, rather
than a structural note to an incompetent carpenter. This line at 20’0"
in the finished drawings is also present in the Thornhill rough sketch,
50 recto, pl.LIX, in which place it is again used, it is suggested, as
a compositional guide.
The aomadaata conclusion to be dravm from this proposition is that
The 1st Great flat Scene' is the front cloth or a dowm stage flat scene
for the proscenium arch depicted in ’Sketch 46hut this fact will emerge
with more certainty later, for the moment the conclusion dravm from this
analysis is that the line at 20’0” vas used by Thornhill to control the
design in order to harmonize its architectural features with those of the
surrounding framework. The line was not related in an^r way to the struc­
ture of the carpentry behind the canvas. Consequently, this fact, in
conjunction with the title, and the statements regarding the flat scene
leads to the conclusion that this flat scene is nothing other than a very
large cloth.
When Southern analysed this sketch, pl.LVnn, he considered that the
line dravm horizontally across the scene at 20’0” from capital to capital,
established a structural guide to the carpenters, indicating that at 20'0"
was the height of the lower groove system, but in a very similarly pro­
portioned design, pl.LVIa that might also have been constructed in the '
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manner Southern suggested, no such line occurs to guide the carpenters.
The design, ’The Pastoral Scene’, was probably designed by Thornhill at
the same time as The 1st Great flat Scene’. Furthermore, there is no
strong pen or pencil line at the centre of-the drawings running vertically 
that might indicate that they were made in two halves. One can hardly 
argue for the absence of lines in one place on the grounds that the prac­
tice was common enough for the designer to ignore the inclusion of the
line and yet insist that when a line is strongly drawn it clearly indicates
a break in the scene. Some occasions on which one might find a definite
line placed centrally and vertically, further study reveals that it was
used for scaling or proportioning parts ofthe design, or that the artist 
had worked up one side of a symmetrical essinn and had then folded the 
sketch over to press off the image, or again, that the original sketch was
pounced off and traced on to the other side. In such cases the centre line
is vital for the control of the pounce. But in answer to Southern’s
interpretation it might be sui'i’cshee that if it is injurious to the design
to indicate the vertical break in the shutter, it is no less obtrusive in
the case of the horizontal break. Indeed if The Pastoral Scene’ had been
a shutter, this point is borne out, for Thornhill hholihh fit to leave
out all guide lines.
Should the above argument not satisfy all criticism there is a stronger
defence to be found on two other counts, first, of p.rachicabihihy^, and
seconehy, of definition. First, allowing that the argument so far presented
that this scene is for the Haymarket and that ’Sketch 48’ is indeed of that
theatre and that the 1776 plan for E. Vanbrugh, pl.!, is accurately drawn,
then the breadth of the theatre is known to have been 54*8"• Even if one
accepts Southern’s figure for the breadth of The 1st Great flat Scene’ as
24’0", the flat would have been slightly larger in order to mask at the
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outer edges and also it would need an additional fillet to mask the
centre join when the two sides cane together. This would, at the very
least, require a further I’O” to be added to the whole breadth, making
overall 25*0”. When fully opened therefore this flat would require a
total width of 50’0”, thereby permitting only 2’4” per side for free
movement. Yet it has been argued above that the width of this flat is
more likely to have been 28’0”, plus the extra operating additional I’O”
if it were a shutter. A 28'0” structure would require 56*0” in which to
operate, which would be totally impossible to manipulate in a theatre
only 54'8" wide. Additionally all access to the forestage entrances would
be prohibited. On these grounds alone such an interpretation of the scene
is untenable. It should also be recalled that the same treatment should
be accorded The Pastoral Scene' which is actually marked 26*0” wide.
In the case of The Pastoral Scene' there is neither a vertical line
nor an horizontal line indicating the break points in the carpentry.
Indeed, whereas the design of The 1st Great flat Scene’ does give some
justification for considering the 20’0” height to be a satisfactory break
point, in that the drapery and the clouds would present an interesting
and lively profile, and the subject matter is certainly in two parts, thus
making a join at that point in the composition acceptable. No such possi­
bility is built into The Pastoral Scene’, unless one were prepared to
accept a leafy border profile that would cast hideous shadows on the ’trees’
beneath. If this had been necessary I would hazard the guess tlmt Thounh^ahh
would have submitted a design that would have taken this hamatataon into
account.
The second area of debate is that surrounding the definition of a 
28’flat scene’. Southern argued the case for the renaming of parts by 18th
century designers and stageEanagers, suggesting that, for unaccountable
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reasons, from I669 or the published version of Boyle’s Guzman, (LIP I,
1669}, 1695» they called some shutter scenes ’flat scenes’, and that the
distinction was being made between scenes of relieve, shutter scenes and 
29cut scenes, not to mention frontispieces.
Without any doubt a scene 26*0" - 27’0" wide and at least 52*0" high,
is a great scene. Unforhunahchy we have no qualification regarding The
Pastoral Scene*, but doubtless this was a ’great* scene if not the first
scene. It will be argued later that this great flat scene was the ’1st*
because it did duty as a front curtain or frontispiece, and therefore it
was placed first behind the proscenium arch. However?, taken on its own,
if a flat scene cannot be operated as a shutter, as demonstrated above,
the only other possibility is that it was flown. Although one cannot find
evidence earlier than 1705 for the manipulation of a flat scene in this
manner Thornhill supplied the answer himself, ten years later, which can
be used in evidence.
In Thornhihl’s diary, hhc.h which he kept during his visit to Paris
in 1717 ? he made notes of his visit to L^otd de Bourgogne. On p. 64 he
made four entries. At the head of the page are two notes, first,
*fc ll nThe front cloth wel painted w gold foliage,
and following a short pencil stroke,
30Plat scene of a pavil dropt down easy.
The importance of these comments arises from their application to the
interpretation of the note scrawled by Thornhill over 'The 1st Great flat
Scene *•
In Clhingeable Scenery Southern defined the curtain, drop and act 
51drop,n and he attempted to distinguish these curtains and cloths from
each other and the flat scene. In the same work he proceeded to discuss
the flat scene and the frontispiece and in particular Thornhill*s sketch
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for The 1st Great flat Scene'. He concluded that a flat scene, whether
great or small, was operated in a system of grooves and that if it were
a ’Great’ flat scene the upper part of the design, was, in all puobabahaty,
of two parts divided down the centre, each half capable of being drawm 
52off to the wings after the style of a clouding.
Returning to the quotations from Thornhill's 1717 Diary cited above
regarding the front cloth, nothing arises to dispute Southern’s inter­
pretation of a cloti that falls downstage, behind the front curtains, and 
that does duty for a house emblem that is more specific than the house 
tabs, and can be used also to conceal changes made upstage during intervals 
or action. There is a description of such a cloth at L’Hotel de Bourgogne 
and this particular cloth was probably seen by ThomLhhll in 1717*
Such a cloth vas all of a piece and removed from sight either by a
roller or tumbled out in sections into the low grid of the contemporary
theatre. The fact that Thounhahh did not mention this cloth suggests
that the cloth and flat scene in the notes were scenic rather than house
decorations.
It is however the second note that is of more importance when con-
sadarang The 1st Great flat Scene' which may or may not also be a front
cloth as will be discussed below. But function aside, the point at issue
is its structure, that is, whether it is a cloth, all in one piece, or a
composite of four pieces of which the lower portion divides and moves in
a set of lower grooves and the upper section, sa^oaharhy divided in the
middle, is drawm off but in suspended grooves or on a track for cloudings.
Southern argues for the second possibility on the grounds that flat scenes,
since the time of Inigo Jones, were related to shutters and uahaawa scenes
and were a framed out representation of the scene and that they were
changed by the utilisation of the groove system. This implies that the
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scene with which one is dealing required, according to my mcasurenenh
of the scale and its application to the sketch, at least 56*0" in which
to operate. Whether this was feasible in any particular theatre in London
at the time will be discussed, for clearly the scene requires a backstage
of considerable width if it were to work in the manner suiiestcdo
Should the design have been for a shutter and groove of the dimensions
suggested above one must consider its practicability in any of the contem­
porary London theatres, not forgetting that Thornhill designed the theatre
and scenery for a short season of plays presented in the Great Hall at
Ha^phon Court in 1718, A comparison of stage widths of theatres extant in
1705 is shown in fig.l3 abov-e.
Hearing considered the practicability of the use of these two designs
in the light of the contemporary stages, the importance of Thornhihh’s note
is that even though the theatre, L’Kotel de Bourgogne, was French,
Thornhill the stage designer, recorded the scenery in his own terms and
stated, obviously admiringly, for there is no other point made in the entry,
that the ’flat scene of a pavil dropt down easy*. Regardless of the subject
matter of this piece of scenery, the important information is that this
flat scene ’dropt down’. This particular flat was not, in other words,
operated in a groove system, oblique or parallel, moving on and off stage,
but was dropped from the flys, that is, either rolled or taken out in
bights, moving vertically and, what is more, ’easy*.
Therefore if one accepts that Thornhill was experienced in theatre
matters and did not make verbal blunders, and that he understood what he
saw, for him, a flat scene and a cloth were almost synonymous. The only
distinction he made in the two notes between the two scenes mentioned was
that one was set dovn.-stage of the other. That is, he could have described
the first cloth as a front flat scene or the second flat scene as an upstage
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cloth; unless he reserved the term ’cloth’ for the function of a flat
scene that operated ammadaatehy upstage of the curtain, or does duty as
the curtain.
This information clearly suggests that The 1st Great flat Scene’
could have been a large cloth, precisely where it was hung on the stage is
the subject of consideration below, but it certainly need not have required
the cumbersome equipment suggested by Southern, or the lateral space
required for such a ’Great flat Scene’. On the other hand the space required
would be determined by its hoisting system, that is, either a roller, which
would require two to three feet of free space or, a tumble system, in wkLCh
case it could be operated in as little as one foot, i.e., six inches either
side of its upper hanging batten.
YYith regard to the placing of The 1st Great flat Scene’ on any stage,
it becomes clear that it was designed to hang behind an arch similar to that
shown in the sketch, similar because of the argument pursued above. Thus
the conclusion is that since this arch corresponds to that reconstructed
from ’Sketch 46' and that arch was shown to represent the proscenium arch
of the Queen’s Theatre, The 1st Great flat Scene’ was a front cloth
designed for that theatre. First, its size makes it acceptable and secondly,
the subject matter is such that it would be appropriate as a permanent House
cloth relating the auditorium to the stage in both its arlhatactuuah design
and its symbolism..
The conclusions drawn from the evidence set out above are first, that
’Sketch 46’ does represent the first proscenium arch of the Queen’s Theatre
in the Haymarket, secondly, that when the skeleton fig^O, derived from
’Sketch 48’ is fleshed out with evidence from The 1st Great flat Scene’ and
The Pastoral Scene’ in fig^^ not only are there seen to be clear relation­
ships between these drawings but that collectively they produce an
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architectural feature that represents the original design by Vanbrugh.
Before offering up this reconstruction to contemporary literary 
evidence in order to justify the above conclusion, new evidence will be 
presented that relates the prosceniim. arch and forestage of the theatre 
to the auditorumi. The work in question that provides this new infor­
mation is Thornhill's ’Queen Arnie’s Patronage of the . This drawing,
it will be argued, was intended as the design for the ceiling of the Queen’s 
Theatre before the 1709 alterations. After that date if it was not ru.in.ed 
in the alterations it must have been severely muuilated.
The Design, of the Fore stage and the Auditoriim of the Queen’s Th^Ore.
’ Queen Ame’ s Patronage of the Arts’
The discussion of this sketch, which until now has received no specific 
identification, is undertaken to demonntrate that it should be considered 
as part oo the ooiginal 1705 decorative scheme, namely -the ceining, pnanned 
for the Queen’s TTeatrr in the Haymarket. The sketch is shown in pl.LX and
it is redrawn to the common scale in fig.42.
The design is in the keeping of the Huntington library, San karino, 
California. It is reproduced, with notes, by Robert R. Wark, in his Early
British Drawings in the Hilt-Lngtot Collection 1600-1750. The only account 
1 have found concerning this sketch is that by Wark in the work mentioned
above. 1 quote it in full for the note supplies information beyond that 
of mere description, much of it relevant to the following exaimirntion.
Thomhill, Sir James (1675/6-1754)
H. Queen Anne 1 s Patronage of the Arts.
Pen and brown nkk wihh geey wash; ’ x 9 7/8“
Verso: a sketch of the area covered by the drawing 
on the recto, with measurements.
Exh: Old Jester Drawings. (Colrnaghi, London, Jan-Feb 1952), No.19: 
Sir James Thornhill. (Gnuldlhll, London, 1950), No.135»
Prov: Sir Bruce Ingram (lugt 1405a) ■
Acq: 1965 (Acc No. 65.52.256).
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The decorative scheme to wthLch this drawing belongs 
has not yet been identified. The measurements on the 
verso of the drawing indicate that the room was 5^*8" 
wide, it also seems probable from the verso sketch 
that the three small circles were part of hhe archi­
tecture of the room, either as windows or wall recesses; 
the distance of each from the edge of the space is given.
The design night possibly be for the proscenirm. arch of 
a theatre.33
It ii in the belief that the decorative scheme can now be identifeed that
a fuller analysis of the sketch is pursued in terns of its uubject matter,
dimensions and architectural details.
The current title is partially acceptable, for in the flower framed 
vignette in the lower central region of the design Queen Arnie, emblematically 
depicted as Britannia, reclines upon a shield bearing her cypher. It is
therefore reasonable to speculate that the work was created for an important 
public building of considerable proportions during the reign of Quuen
1702-1714.
But this title neglects, on three counts, to consider the importance 
of the other figures that are represented, thus diverting attention from
subjects that my later be considered more important. First, fig.43, these 
other figures are slightly larger than the Queen, secondly, they are com­
positionally in stronger positions, and lastly, they are more interestingly 
engaged. One cannot at the moimnt discuss the colour eapbisis, but clearly
Apollo, (16), placed with Mercury, (25), hovering over his right shoulder 
and cupids, (24), over his left, is compositioim.Hy more coan.nhing. Apollo,
enthroned upon a cloud, surveys the Fuses of the Arts and Sciences ranked 
on either side. Additionally, Thornhill introduced Fame, on the left, and 
Time on the right. All is confined within a mssive frame, a frame that
indicates the orientation of the design within its intended structure, for 
34the base is surely abutting the principal wall of the building.
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The composttion, above the semi-circular molding, depicts therefore, 
Apollo with his messenger, in a glory consisting of the nine muses and 
kindred sciences, all of whom are inevitably subject to the mobility of 
Time. It will be seen that, with the exception of Thulia, the mu^^s are 
grouped on Apooio’s right hand. The placing of Thulia amongst the sciences 
and apart from the conventional nine becomes clear when their respec­
tive symbooic functions are considered further, beyond that is, the compo­
sitional requirements of controlling a large number of characters balanced 
round a central figure. There appears to be a selective force at work 
which could be related to the function of the design. Melpomene represents
and Thulia com^iiy, Both of then share corresponding and dominant 
places on each side of Apollo in the deeiggi. IFurher, whilst these two 
principal elements of drama hold this stroing posiiion, music, dancing, 
singing and other species of poetic drama are not forgotten when the icono­
graphy is interpreted, for Euterpe, Erato, Terpsicore, Polyhymnia and Clio 
with Calliope are the guiding geniuses of these forms. All are ordered by 
Urania's force of cosmic measure and harmony. Urania's corresponding genius, 
MllheLmlics, gives his laws of order and proportion to architecture and
painting. All these arts and sciences combine in the activities of the 
theatrical production of the two ppincijpLl gennes - tragedy and comeey - 
especially when they are brought togeeher in opera.
Not surprisingly Thomltill used throughout, with certain, liberties, 
the iconographical scheme set out by Cesare Ripa. In several instances the 
omission of some attributes in the drawing could be a ratter of scale, or 
one might surmise that Thornltill did not concern himself with certain details 
at -tHe sketch stage and intended to add the conventional properties later in
the oil model or in situ.
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If some of the emblenntio attributes of a certain muse seem lacking 
in the principal area of the picture, Thomhhll remedied this within the 
semi-circular panel which frames Queen Anne and upon which the muses sit.
On this panel, like trophies, the emblems of the Muses and Sciences lie in 
confusion and are joined by further attributes of IMjesty - the crowned 
lion, (2), and the unicorn, (3). The crown itself rests upon pal^ms at the 
centre of the lover' frame. This crown my have been combined with the 
gueen’s Arms and additional main ling winch would have been carried out in 
relief at the centre of the arch beneath. Such a termination seems likely 
for the design in this area appears to be partially inctmpOete. The only 
remming symbol is set in the central void. This star could be the Garter
Star, (25), and so it joins the regal emblems as attributes of the Crown, 
and links the terrestrial mjesty with the divine, vertically, through the 
co]apotStitn. There is, therefore, undeniably and regardless of the omssions, 
a strong case for considering, on the grounds of subject mtter alone, that 
this sketch is a design for, first, a theatre and secondly, a theatre per­
forming under the patronage, patent or licence of the Queen.
If this argument regarding the decorative scheme is acceptable, there 
remL^.n considerations of a practical nature that must be resolved and the
three smdl circles that occur in the decoration must be accomaotated within
the scheme.
It is at this juncture that the inOcJ?mvtioh supplied by Thornhhll on
the verso of the design is of importance, pl.IXI. The dimensions on the
verso of the sketch show that the length was 54'8" and thus, by proportion,
the breadth, which is not marked, is 45'8”. That the verso sketch relates
to that on the recto is clear when the measwremnts are checked against each
drawing and this wll be discussed below together with the circular recesses, 
35thereby establishing the correspondence.
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It has been suggested previously that the design was possibly for a
proscenium arch but it becomes apparent that this is an unlikely function
for a design of such proportions. Given the breadth of the proscenium arch
wall to be 54’8" the design would then in some way be placed vertically
above the proscenium arch. Even if one considered the modest height of such
an arch to be l6’0" and that of the stage level only 4*6" off the auditorium
floor, the total height of the proscenium wall would be 66*2* and there is,
as yet, no structure superimposed upon it to carry the roof. A vast wall
would have been raised, the most important area of which would be the frame,
rather than the opening itself. There must be another purpose for this
design; clearly it is not for a wall above a proscenium arch.
If, on tie other hand, one considers tie dimensions 54*8" x 45*8" 
reasonable for a ceiling then a design of such proportions would fit the
audit orum. of Vanbrugh’s Queen’s Theatre. Although this first house was
altered several times on no occasion was the original shell redesigned before
it was burnt dovm in 1795* The Dumont plan, pl.XLIX, 1764, gives the internal
breadth as 54*8" and this is corroborated by that drawn for Edward Vanbrugh,
pl.L, 1776. The elevation of this theatre drawn by Dumont shows the ceiling, 
36as one might have expected after attending to the description by Cibber^ 
of the changes wrought in 1709* Cibber’s account of the alterations is 
verified, for Dumont shows one ceiling in a straight line from the prosceniim 
wall to the rear of the circle and another, which was inserted later, raking 
from a lowered prosceniim opening to meet the original ceiling midway between 
the prosceniim arch and the back wall of the auditoruim. This modification 
was effected that the acoustics for the spoken word might be improved. If
the distance from the prosceniim arch to the rear wall is measured on both
plans, Diumorut and Edward Vanbrugh, the resulting dimension is 45*8".
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The sketch ’Queen Arnie's Patronage of the Arts’ ia not only appropriate 
in terms of its subject mater to be the crowning glory of the Queen’s 
Theatre but, also its dimensions correspond wth those of the auditorum. of 
that theatre. The argument that this design is for the ceiling of that par­
ticular building does not rest solely upon this evidence but upon several 
other grounds.
The radius of 20’0" controlling the band of moou.ding for the semi­
circular frame within the design of the ceiling is in harmony with the 
prosceniim arch and auditoriim. Although the centres are not common, the 
radius for scribing the arcs for the audit;orum and seim-circular fniettagc 
is the same. This underlying construction of the decoration combines in an '
artistically comprehensive mamer the physical arrangements below with the 
decorative scheme above. This is clear if a tracing that shows these curves
in the ceiling, fig.42, is placed upon a plan of the auditorium, fig.54* It
will be noted that though the curve does not follow exactly the line of the 
seats, it does mintain the circular design scheme. Addetinnally, the curve 
on the molding of the seim-circle, if continued, would strike the inside 
edge of the supporting columns of the downstage prosceniim. arch. Thus 
giving the effect, on the plan, of giving an almost perfect circle. These
details with regard to the audit orum were examined above, but the linking
of auditorium to stage wll be discussed more fully below. Here one must 
take account of the recesses which are ine-cated in the design and in the 
verso sketch, pl.ILI. However, it is apparent that attempts were made to 
combine decoratively and structurally the two parts of the theatre, the
stage and auditorium, into one organic whole.
Skilfully Thorit:lill incorporated these recesses in his eet-en, allowing 
the clouds about Fame and Time to drift through those to the left and right 
and consequently soften their profile. It was these voids that caused
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Thornnhil, I believe, to shift his centre into the frame of the ceiling 
itself, rat; her than adopt Vanbrugh * s axis. TihLs he had. to do for had he 
used the common centre, his arc would have cut through those circular
recesses about to be considered. The circles would have been to uncomfor­
tably close to the semi-circular moouding. I would suggest that they were 
fixed before Thomli.ll could have anything to say about them. The accuracy 
with which he measured the ceiling for the design wouLd seem to support this 
opinion. The measurements 10*5" and 14*4” would suggest that they are 
dimensions that occurred during the building and were not necessarily 
planned. But for these recesses the encircling moulding might well have
been scribed from the same centre as that of the auditorum.
The voids in the semi-circle have been described as 'windows and
recesses’. It now becomes clear that, if the design is of a ceiling;, they
were air vents, fulfilling also the function of positions from which the
chandeliers over the auditorium could have been raised and lowered. This
is especially likely from the central ’Garter Star’ position. The diameter
of the circles, before any decoration encroaches, is 5*9"; which is quite
large enough to cope with this function. Perhaps the lights could not have
been drawn completely out of sight but they would have been lit, or lowered
for lighting, by means of winches situated in the roof above.
The perspective of the ceiling design suggests that it was drawn to
be seen at its best from the centre circle box. That the figures grouped
around Apollo are all set out on circles described about a point set on
Apollo’s navel, links them with the other circular elements of the design.
The overall circular composition drawn beneath the Olympian scene reinforces
the statement made by an early visitor to the theatre that nothing in the
theatre was designed on the square.
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It is also necessary, in conclusion of this particular discussion,
to point out that no other theatre was built or refurbished to any con­
siderable extent, either in London or in any of the Queen's establishments
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during this period.
Consequently it is for all tjhie reasons suggested above, that an identi­
fication is proposed for this sketch, *<ueen Arnie's Patronage of the Arts’, 
and the decorative scheme for which it was prepared, namely the ceiling of 
Vanbrugh's ^iueen's Theatre in the Hynmaket. The areas in which it has been
shovm to satisfy the requirements of such an attribution are those of the 
subject matter, the overall dimensions of the work, and the co-ordinating 
features of its design and the functional elements contained within it. If
this argument is acceptable it follows that the 'work can be dated as from 
between I704 and early I705.
Further information that may possibly bear on the design of the ceiling 
is found T^omn^^ll's work. It ^s suggested above that the title
of the sketch might have been subsequent to its designing and that when first 
prepared an alternative title, 'Apollo and the Nine Mues', could have been 
in his mind. Should this be thought possible, there is a page in ^011^11*s
Sketchbook, page 65, which is of special interest in this respect.
Sketchbook p. 63, ploLXII, is primarily a sheet of accounts. It has 
entries in Thoonhill'e hand written in ink and pencil. But those entries 
that touch upon this maater are in ink. These notes, quite haphazardly 
scattered on the page, are cohcernsi with Thoonhill’s accounts for several
commissions but of importance are those related to his theatrical under­
takings and are not, it would seem, circled in order to exclude them from 
one another. At the head of the page are items that obviously relate to
theatre work and these are discussed elsewhere, but there is also another 
group of notes further down the page. It will be observed that they deal
with the prices to be charged for, or the rates for, several decorative '
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architectural features. The second item is ’Ap and 9 -msc - 30£’, hence 
the labouring over establishing an alternative title, for study this 
abbreviated, almost shorthand jotting, is related to a decoration which
Thomhill himself considered to be Apollo and the Nine It might not
be too cavalier to suggest that Thornhhll was not attempting any precise 
naming which included all the characters depicted in the sketch. The purpose 
of thc entry reveals Thonitill,s preoccupation with costs not cataloguing. 
Should this entry relate to the ceiling the rough account furnishes onc with 
the expense to which Vanbrugh vms put for at least part of thc decoration of
his theatre.
£50 seems extremely cheap for a painting of the proportions discussed, 
especially when comjpired with the price of the scenic decorations at thc top 
of the page. However even if ThomMll undertook this work at the lowest 
possible rate, as low as the ^^2X1-6 25s per yd. at Blenheim, thc ceiling 
would have earned £550 on the assumption that the ceiling- was roughly 2/0 yds 
square. One can account for the relationship between the ceiling and the 
£30 however if the current price of clnvlt was roughly 2s per square yard.
That the three elements were gathered together and entered, apparently 
at the same time, could seem to indicate that they were related, to this
coenissinn. Should all the foregoing; arguments be correct then it follows 
that the 1^x10-110^ and panels, mentioned as the other items, were closely 
connected with the sane decorative scheme. Where and how 89 eoneiliott, 
presumably feigned architectural features, and I5 ’panels under thee, were 
placed mist remain pure speculation. But the note docs show the expenses 
incurred by Thornhill with which Vanbrugh and his colleagues were charged 
to decorate part of their audit orum.
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Item i, 853 modil at 9d each 5. 6. 9.
ii, Ap & 9 crnse 50.
iii, ye panels -under them 1£ 10s each
15 ----------------------------------------- is 22, 10, 0.
£55. 16. 9*
’Charge: 20£ pr moneth looking over it & all wages & expenses’, -
unfortunately it is not possible iso establish the time to bring the work to 
its conclusion but the engagement could not have lasted, longer than a year.
One can imagine the colour scheme of the work and, with some justifi­
cation, recreate it, if the information regarding the colour iconography of 
the muses and other characters is carefully interpreted, for this is controlled 
by convention. The surviving modees, works and sketches indicate clearly the 
marner in which TlhroinLill would have rendered the figures, drapery and clouds. 
The inner semi-circular frame holding the trophies, I suggest, would have been 
gold, as might well have been the lion, unicorn and crown. Britannia sur­
rounded by golden garlands of flowers would revert to the naturalistic 
rendering found elsewhere. The missive frame would probably have been feigned
gold also.
Actual finished works having similar ct]apotititns can be seen in the 
Painted HU and Upper Hll, Greenwich HotpOtal, the Sabine Room at Chatsworth 
and the pages 106 verso and 107 recto of Thoornnhll’s Sketchbook. There are 
three models in the Victoria and Albert Museum indicating both tone and
treatment.
58It was this ceiling that, in 1709» was lowered, as Cibber recounted.
No longer did it run in a straight line from the proscenium arch to the back 
of the auditorum. The elevation of 1764 by shows this reconstruction.
Wheeher or not the decoration, was in some way retained in spite of the altera­
tions, or was obliterated, there is no evidence. The emblhlisianent of the 
ceiling mLght well have suffered the same fate as other exciting and dramatic
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features of the new theatre that Vanbrugh had proudly claimed was ’very 
different from any Other House in being’.
All the evidence argues that this ceiling should be recognised as one 
of Thornnill’s earliest works. Since the theatre opened in I705 this design,
and possibly others that were intended for the theatre but now lost or un­
identified, must have been developed during the early months of I704. The 
sketch brings to light therefore, his first large scale public commasion 
that has not previously received any docu]iishatidn and which undertaken
simtulLtaneously with his private work at Foley House, Stoke Edith and Ch^ijs- 
worth. Other theatrical work at this time was the designing of the settings 
for Arsinoe, Queen of Cyprus at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane.
The Reconntructed Prosceniim Arch, Auditoriim and Contemporary References
Drawing together the contemporary descriptions of the stage and 
auditoruim that were summaized above, the graphic evidence provided by 
Thornth-ll and the projected reconstruction, the following analysis will 
discuss briefly, in turn, each significant feature.
Following the reconstruction of 'Sketch 46* with the assistance of 
'The 1st Great flat Scene* and 'The Pastoral Scene', the projected recon­
struction of the Queen’s Theatre, fig.39, certainly provides a prosceniim 
arch that might be described as a vast triumphal piece of architecture; not 
unlike a temple or a church for which Defoe vms pleased to mistake it. But
it will be realised that Defoe must have been bold enough to enter the
auditorium. in order to know of these and other features he mentioned in his
article.
The shafts of the columns, diameter 2'0", which are set on low bases 
rising to a height of 20*0”, and carry 5*0" Corinthian capitals supporting 
a deep 5*0" cornice, are all decorative features that could have been lavishly 
gilded in typical baroque mun^c^iro .
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Since the forestage area was covered by a dome, or a section of a 
dome, the columns and cornice must form a semiiCircle in order to support
it. The height of the dome over the Otnhstage is 40*0" and rises 12*0"
over the cornice - not quite as high as Cibber recalled.
The Diverting Post, 14 April 1705, commntee upon the relation of the 
fore stage to the auditorum noting that,
When I their, Pit and Stage did see.
Their Muuick Room and Middle Callery,
In Semi Circles all of them to be,
I well perceiv’d they took especial care 
Nothing to mke, or do upon the square.
The serniicircularity of the forestage was clearly projected into the audi­
torum. The reconstruction in the auditorum, unlike that of the fore stage, 
does not require such extreme reorganisation of the theatre as drawn by 
Du^^^I;. Vith the subtraction of the side tiers of boxes the original pi­
ses ting can be re-established. The arcs of the semi-circular classical 
seating pattern have been continued to the wlls, thus reinstating the con­
ditions that gave rise to the impression of great width, 54’8H> an open 
space that then gave on to the boxes and galleries winch curved, at the 
front, in an arc 27*0”, from will to wll in seim-circles both before and 
after the I709 alterations. This shmi-circularity was reflected in the 
ceiling design drawn up by Thorrniill in *Queen An^^’s Patronage of the Arts'
Above the auditorum was this high ceiling which rose over the pit 2*0" 
higher than the sumndt of the dome, and as Dumont indicated, pl.XLIX, it 
ran in a level line to the rear of the gallery, 45*8".
In conclusion, therefore, in t^^:ms of the general description, style 
and dimensions it is proposed that 'Sketch 46’The 1st Great flat Scene' 
and 'The Pastoral Scents' combine with 'Queen Arne's Patronage of the Arts’ 
to provide the essential information that with Dimmon's plan and elevation, 
show the tr-g-nal form of the Queen’s Theatre in the A theatre
designed around a central sphere having the radius of 20’0".
Fig. 44.
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Although the 1709 alterations swept away Vanbrugh's original conception 
of a new prosceniim arch, the semi-circular structure with its dome, it is 
possible that the columns with parts of the box furniture, were cannibalized 
in the reconstruction. The columns, cornice and boxes are seen reconstructed 
in places other than Dumont and Grisoni, namely pls.XXVa and LlVb.^O
In spite of the discrepancies and sometimes contradictory evidence these 
illustratoons provide, they make it still more difficult to accoImmoc-dts the 
current acceptance of the subject of the following chapter.
Before proceeding to a review of the state of the whole theatre between 
the years 1705-9, this projected reconstruction of the prosceniim arch mist 
be defended against critCcesms that might arise from a contender - that 
represented in a sketch from the Burney Collection.
The Thoomhh■ll 'Sketch 46’ and the, Burney Collection Sketch U.597
A defence of ’Sketch 46' against the claim that a sketch in the British 
Museum, Burney Collection, represents the prosceniim arch of the Queen’s 
Theatre in the Haaymaket, 1705-1708.
Because this Burney sketch, pl.LXIII and fig.44, has been the subject 
of several commntaaors’ analyses when touching upon either the Queen’s 
Theatre or 18th century staging techniques, it and the claims made for it 
require examirntion. These claims, it must be tdmittei, m^de with some 
scepticism, have over the years raised possibility to the level of proba­
bility when in a recent exhibition of 18th century theatre designs this
drawing was claimed to be, in the catalogue, the proseeniim arch of the 
Queen's Theatre in the Hayimaket. The drawing now bears this attribution
upon its mount in the B.M. Print Room, and in the B.M. catalogue is des­
cribed as Burney Collection, Vol.IX, 101, 1972 U.597, 'Prosceniim and Stage 
of the Queen’s Theatre in the Hammrkee*, Anon., Draughtsman, perhaps .Italian 
working early XTIIIc. The catalogue of the 1975 exhibition The Georgian 
Playhouse described the sketch as follows in note 284,
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There is no date on the work and the artist is unknown. Stylistically
Ur Edward Croft-Murray suggests that it is the work of an early 18th century 
Italian. The nationality of this attribution clearly mkes for more diffi­
culties since there are so few Italians lmpm to have been working in London 
at the tme. With regard to the dating, the style of setting was in fashion
over too nany decades to be of service.
Although the style is said to be 'Italian* it might be the work of an 
English or French painter who had studied to cultivate such a fashionable 
technique. Of the few known scenic designers who were working in London 
before the arrival of Pellegrini and Ricci in I708, none is Italian but 
several had made contact with continental painters who were working in 
England, for example, Verrio, La^guerre and Cheron, from whom they could 
have learned something of this lighter treatment of both architecture and 
colour. The coloured photograph reproduced by Southern as his frontispiece 
to Changeable Scenery gives the work a much more elegant appearance than 
the original possesses. The figure drawing in the statuary and the glory 
around the arms over the arch is loose and lacking in fim anatomical arti­
culation. The architectural structure and details are carried out with
both '.knowledge and facility.
If the claims for the sketch are tempooarily accepted one can set at
least a limiting terminal date on its design, for the Queen's Theatre lost 
its arched prroscenim opening during the structural alterations of 1709. 
After that date it woidd not seem to any designer's advantage to sketch a 
setting in a frame that had now been changed after several years uniapoy 
existence. Furthermore there are two oil sketches by Crisoni, pls.LIIa and 
LUb, 1724, that show the proscenim arch constructed at that peri^od of 
alteration. This point does not help the claims made for any Italians 
working in England after 1709, or that the sketch represents the prosceniim 
arch after that date.
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.ROYAL arms
Fig. 45 .
A,
1st and 4-th Quarters,
France - England quartered,
2nd, Scotland,
3rd, Ireland.
Charles II ) r
i- 1660-1689; Awe., 1702-7
Jnmea I1 X
let an d 4t h Quaatom,
France and England quartered,
2nd, Scotland,
3rd, Ireland,
Ineseutcheoned - Nassau,
William III, 16S9 - 1702.
1st and Z;th, England and Scotland, 
2nd, France,
3rd, Ireland.
/mne^ I707 - I4
George I«> 1714.
1st, England and Scotland,
2nd, France,
3rd, Ireland,
4 th, i, Brunswick lions; ii, Lime burg li on 
and hcar-t si comcc,
iii, Horse of Hanover,
incscucdiooned. over all, Oaui'lema^g^c*’s c povai
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In order to suggest a period rather than a year during which the 
work was produced it would seen that the only element in the design that 
could possibly help would be the arms over the prosceniim arch. This
point has not been discussed previously in any analysis, but again this 
feature does not provide unambiguous information.
Of those English, or long resident foreigners such as Verrio or 
^guerre, who might have been engaged in theatrical work over the suggested 
period it is unlikely that they woiuLd imke an error in the quarterings of 
the Royal Arms, for many of them were, from tme to ttae, also engaged in 
the design. and decoration of royal palaces. Add^^^Hy, if it were a
design for Vanbrugh's theatre it is unlikely that a painter would provide 
the Clarenceux Herald with an inaccurate device. It only re^^i-ns to suggest 
that a foreigner not totally familiar with the theatre in question might 
make an error in this department. Howwver, although the royal arms are not 
easily iiecerhibls to the naked eye, due to rubbing, and the fact that only 
parts of the decoration are coloured, with a glass, it fairly aasy to 
make out the original design.
The arms, supported by a galaxy of heavenly bodies, are surrounded by 
what appears to be the Garter ribbon which is carried out in blue. It is
surmounted by a crown touched in in yellow-gold. The quartering of the 
arms is, 1st and 4th quarters, France and England quartered; 2nd qiuarter,
Scotland; and the 5rd quarter, Ireland, fig.45&. There is uncertainty as 
to whether or not this reading is complete for there is the suspicion that 
the arms of Nassau are superimposed, fig*45b. In spite of the lack of 
definition it is quite clear that the arms are not those of Queen Anne after 
1707, fig*45c, nor those of the Hanoverian moonirchs after 1714, fig.45d.
These possibilities imply that the design could be for any production 
mounted from the Restoration down to 1707, with the exception of the years
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1689-1702 if one is unconvinced about tie presence of tin Nassau arms 
of Orange William III and Lay. But with these arms the period must be
limited to the thirteen years of William and IvIalay^. IjO the aaeer were
correct this design was not intended for the Quuen’s Thenare and could not
show that theatre’s proscenim arch. Alternatively three possible locations 
could be suggested, either LIF II orjbefore 1698, the Great Ho.11 Yeettmuter, 
or again, St James’s Palace. On the grounds of scale alone it would seem
that the first two of these possibilities is morn likely than the third.
If, on the other hand, the arms are definitely those of the Stuarts before 
1707, and it can bn showm that tie proscenim arch shown is not that of the 
Queen's Theatre, there remain two further possibilities, that of thn Theatre 
Royal Drury Lane and of Dorset Caraen. With regard to the ccahe of thn 
design it could be placed in either of thnsn theatres, but with regard to 
Drury Lane there is only the Wren ’Playhouse’ des-gh, pi-XXIX, as guidance 
and in this case, if one accepts the Yren drawing to bn for Drury Lane, thn 
arch shown in that drawing bears little resemblance to anything illustrated, 
in the Burney sketch. Dorset Carden has been more accurately depicted in 
DoUe's engravings for Thn Empress of Morocco pL-^XV, The proscenim arch 
in that place, whilst sporting the Royal Arms before the Muuic Room, cer­
tainly has the width and height to accoaacIate the Burney design if it were 
a frontispiece set behind the existing permanent arci. This solution to the 
problem does however strain the evidence and the possibility of acceptance.
There seem to be on balance therefore tirne possible l oca 111 ons according 
to one’s interpretation of the aims over thn proscenim in thn Burney sketch, 
the second theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields would be the only public theatre, 
and the (Creat Hll, WYetum-nter, a probable private theatre, with thn possi­
bility of the St James's Palace theatre rem-ining an outside chance.
If there is any characteristic that distinguishes one theatre from 
another it is its proscenim arci and it is to this area of thn Bumny sketch
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one now turns. To avoid subsequent repetition of certain points in the 
defence of ’Sketch 46’j evidence will be drawn from other ecurcee, both 
literary and graphic contemporary records, as well as more recent inter­
pretations of the material*
There are several conditions that any reconstruction of the Queen’s 
Theatre must fulfil and although they are of a general nature they are no 
less imcx^rite^nt and must be taken into account. First, it is undisputed that 
Vanbrugh designed the theatre. But this may be interpreted more widely to
include his colleagues in the Office of Vooks, Wren and ^wksmcor. Secondly, 
Vanbrugh stated of the design that ’it was like no other’. And thirdly, 
teecriihl to the notice in The Diverting Post, I4 April I705,
... I well perceiv’a they took especial care 
Nothing to make, or do upon the Sciu^3?s.
The reconstruction of 'Sketch 46', fig.58, was carried out with these 
qualifications in mind. Nothing was introduced that seemed inconsistent 
with the early style of Vanbrugh and Indeed subsequent study of
the auditoruimi rni.ll show that the treamment of the staircase and other details
were carried out in a similar manner to that which the two architects were
adopting in ecm:lissione undertaken, at tshie sane tine as the building of the 
Queen's Theatre. Secondly, regardless of the fact that the design did not 
fall out according to any preconceived notion of the typical Restoration 
stage, no effort was made to make it conform, believing that when Vanbrugh 
wrote that his theatre was TiLk^e no other, he knew wlhat he was writing about. 
There is no need to elaborate upon his already extensive acquaintance with 
the theatre and particularly Lincoln's Inn and Drury Lane. And finally, I 
do not believe with Nalbach that,
The author, bound by the rules of meerics, may have meant 
seim-ellipsoidal, 42
when referring to the benches in the pit, the edge of the fcreetale, the 
music room, the balconies and the apron stage. He, the versifyer, wrote,
’In Seim-CCrcles all of tlnm to ie', and one presumes that that is exactly 
wihat he meant, not suffering any inhibitions regarding either style or 
sense. But the Bumey sketch does not measure up to such critccimni when 
its p^ts or architectural features are examined in the light of s-mLlm 
evidence. In fact the squareness of the design is accentuated by the treat­
ment of the s pandr iis, and the marner in which they arn related, to the frame 
■' suggests that the forestage area and the accoao^1hZ:-hg doors were indeed 
as square as the implied squareness intmuted by the feigned architecture.
Richard Southern suggested that the actual proscenium arci columns were
i-dde’ in the Burney sketch by tie employment of lpn^on flats. Tie evidence
he brought to this suggestion was drawn from the stage directions related.
45to productions at Dorset Carden. Montague Sumers had also made reference
to this very slan techninue.^ It is surmised that it was this interpretation 
that influenced Leacroft to remove this supporting stmc-ure from the dns-gn 
in iis reconstruction of the uuuen’s Theatre, and to substitute those columns 
drawn by Dumont, ifLs.XIV and XLIX, respectively. These columns he adopted 
to support the Burney ieni-ehlipticll arci to give an impression of the first 
state of the proscenium arch.
Encouragement for this point of view stems in part from the designer.
In spite of the tightness of iis rendering oo' the architectural elements in 
the setting, ie failed to bring the sane qualities to the definition of tie 
proscenium arch. Tie looseness is to be found at the spring of the arci 
over the concave pedestal. But a close inspection of thn sketch reveals 
that the under drawing is tight and accurate, and it is only the looseness 
of the unfinished painting of the arci that gives ti-s impress-on. It is
only an impression. It is the itOtheis in the drawing that has suggested 
to some that the arch falls some way upstage of thn projecting pink columns, 
set on iigi pedestals which also carry the gilded statuary. It is this
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cluster of architectural elements that the above mentioned authorities
have considered to be strictly scenic and of no structural importance.
The examination of this thesis leads one into a rather convoluted argument.
First, accepting the possibility that it is apron flats that are under
discussion, it then becomes necessary to examine whrat they were placed 
45a°ainst. If Leacroft’s reconstruction is accepted, the Atlantes cor balling
the soffit above the arch, pl.LXIII, were both real and trompe I’oeil, although 
in the Burney sketch they seem to be only troupe I'oeil. On the other hand, 
it would appear that there is not enough space between the real proscenium 
columns and the scenic elements to allow a continuation of the feigned cor- 
balling. Surely, if there were a reasonable distance between the two, more 
side wall of the apron and more of the ceiling would be visible, because 
unless the square soffit seen over the arch were feigned, the glory supporting 
the royal arms mist be at an angle of at least 25° and projecting some eight 
feet over the forestage under the flat: ceiling. Additionally, this is not 
to be too demanding in this area, for, as far as is known, all the contem­
porary theatres had two, possibly four, doors of entrance on the apron as 
well as two boxes, and space must be allowed. for them; possibly also space 
for an orchestra pit.
But the painting in this area does not assist such an argument. The 
artist did not show any supporting wall between the real arch and this 
scenic wing. In other words he did not draw the complete apron stage - or
the drawing has at some time been cropped, but the line of the co^alling 
would then lie outside the apron flats if that were so. Reference should
be made on this point to the Bolle engravings, pl.UCV, for Dorset Garden.
If the apron flats were considered on their own, there appe^irs, stage 
left and right, through the space between the pilasters and the disengaged 
round columns a suggestion of foliage which would indicate that the trees 
in the vista sweep round the whole stage from one side to the other. It.
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is possible to argue that the early eighteenth century profile flats on 
the apron and elsewhere would not he fretted out to allow vantage beyond 
the plane of the wing, but this is doubtful. If this flat were offering
a plain painted surface to the audience suggesting distant trees between 
its ccL^umne then, in spite of the various comlintatore who would have us 
believe that the audience at that time accepted everything that was put 
before them, I suggest that there should be a glimpse afforded of the shaft 
of the column that supports the proscenium arch appearing through the space. 
One solution to the problem is to conclude that the1 said ’apron flats’ are 
in reality the columns supporting the proscenium arch. If not, why did not 
the designer show the full apron stage in order to set off his own contri­
bution? And further, if these flats were introduced on the forestage where 
exactly were they placed in order to allow effective entrances and yet not 
mask too much of the stage in the days before the side boxes were erected
in the semi-circular auditoruumi? To such questions there are as yet no
satisfactory answers.
It is agreed that at the Queen’s Theatre there were three columns of 
a giant order on both eiiee of the stage. Clearly from the evidence of the
Burney sketch these flats were not placed upstage of the proscenium arch, 
but must have been set either downstage of the second column, or upstage or 
downstage of the column, adjacent to the pit. Laacroft seems to have placed 
his flats as far downstage as he possibly could, for he would accept that 
all evidence of the permanent structure was hidden. One dcse not know there­
fore the manner the designer adopted in order to mrry satisfactorily his 
profile flats vHth the theatre, both with regard to the visual combilnafcfdh. 
of decorative features, and the more practical problem of the carpentry, for 
surely there must have been as much profile on the offstage edge of the flats 
as there was on the other. Further, if Vanbrugh*s truumlhal arches, columns
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and dome were as remarkable as all accounts claim, one really wonders 
wlrat any designer was doing when he was alOo-„-d to hide them. There is 
also the practical problem of interfering with the audience in the 
onstage boxes, particularly the Queen’s, if the flats are placed against 
the dowustage columns of the apron. Further, the orc he stra pit does not 
appear in the sketch surrounded by the superimposed arch if the flats were 
placed at its furthest extremity from the upstage proscenium arch.
Adddtionally there is the aesthetic consideration of the congg-uity of 
these apron flats attached to either LeacroOt’s reconstruction, pi.XIV or 
fig.59* It w^uuLd seem to me that, in either situation, they are totally
unsatisfactory.
Another detail neglected by the Burney sketch is the dome. For a dome
to have been possible would have required the columns to have been placed 
in a sem-circular fashion. This would have caused an even greater masking 
problem to the designer of the Burney sketch for the columns would have been 
spread further apart than if the proscenium walls were splayed, thereby 
assisting the perspective of the apron and stage. Alternatively they could 
have been set up and down stage which is the solution adopted by Leacroft. 
Neither of which possibilities answer the general descriptions that have 
come down, for neither of the reconstructions w^uld comply with the stricture 
that the theatre vas unlike any other in being. The contemporary forestages 
were either splayed or square, not sem-circuLar.
The suggestion lias been made above that the Queen’s Theatre proscenium 
arch must have been semicircular both in its plan and its section to w^ch 
the reconstruction of ’Sketch 4°’ clearly compHes. But as has been pointed 
out, the plan of the Buurney sketch in the area of the fore stage wo-ifld not, 
nor wouuLd any reconstruction of the upper portion of that drawing as is 
clearly shovm in LeaccoOfs isornttric drawing, pIlMIV, to which reference
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has already been made. In that drawing Leacroft follows faithfully thin 
Burney sketch, interpreting the ceiling as being arched over the upper bay 
of the forestage, the soffit treated with coffering; downstage, tie bay 
has similar treatment but cami^^d out horizontally, pa^nHel with the stage, 
and linking with the ceiling over the auditorum. Because of the reasons 
cited above, this interpretation is found to bn unacceptable, for if tin 
attribution suggested for the design ’Queen Arne's Patronage of the Arts’ 
is accepted as the ceiling of the uiue^r^’s Theatre, then Thornhill surely 
would have considered as part of his design thut dow-stage bay over thn 
stage apron if the whole ceiling were to receive an integrated co]ipptitith• 
V/hen discussing this design, pl.JX, it vas pointed out that the marner in 
which the details at the centre base of the dns-gn. iad been composed clearly
indicated that it was intended to link with some nmbehlislment over an arci
or some i-nilar feature, but it is hardly likely tint Thorrnill would iavn
abutted that heavy frame surrounding thn design, to a coffered soffit as
rendered by the dei-ghhr of the Burnny sketch. It vvill be noted also that 
Leacroft was forced to shrink the size and scope of thn glory over thn p^os- 
cenirn arci, pL-LXIV, for in was confronted, one suspects, wl'fci the very 
problem suggested above; that such a feature, as represented in the sketch, 
wouLd flow forward over the eo^wlstlge bay. Adddtionally there is the con­
sideration that, aesthetically the Burney sketch must satisfy. It should 
integrate ilnaorh.ously the proscenim and foresing. with the sem-circular 
auditorum and show that they were concn-vnd as onn unit. A glance at the 
two plans is enough to convince that the reconstruction according to 'Sketch 
46' is far more satisfactory in solving this problem than that wJiLci emerges 
from thn Burney sketch superimposed upon the Dumont plans. Onn would also 
like to suggest that it was this feature of iis design that pleased Vanbrugi 
more than its vastness - sufficiently for iim to claim that it was like no 
other. In some respects it was iis solution to this most difficult ontllea
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that involved him in ultmately creating such a grandiose structure, for if 
the radius that was to describe the foreslaige were to be employed to set 
out the auditorum, then it necessarily SHowed that it woouLd have been 
pressed into service when iete3mihi.nl the height of the building. It was
for this reason that the arch did not rise in a perfect seim-circle above 
the cornice but rose from the necking' of the shaft of the column. Indeed
to have risen above the cornice would have caused the dome to have been even
higher by the height of the capita.ls and the cornice, 5*0’* and 5*0" respec­
tively.
The arch shown in ’The 1st Great flat Scene’, ’The Pastoral Scene’ and 
the reconstruction of ’Sketch 46’, fig.59, is a segmental arch as described 
above, however the arch in the Burney sketch is de sc.ribbed from three centres; 
the pricks of the comjpass are obvious in the actual sketch and may be noted
in fig.44.
If the eomplets scenic structure, the false proscenium-frontispiece of 
the Bumey sketch could not be placed vith ease or edngluity in the domed 
prosceniim of the Queen’s Theatre before I709, and after that date the pro­
portions are inconsistent, it could be that only the cdllmhe in the design 
were scenic additions to the permanent structure. But this possibility 
founders very quickly on further consideration.
It might be argued that all this is attempting to relate the architec lure 
of the Queen's Theatre to the decorative vocabulary of the Thomhill ’Sketch 
46’, rather than through the design styles of Vanbrugh and Hawksmoor for 
similar stylistic characteristics to those found in the Bumey sketch. How­
ever before proceeding further with the rejection of the Burney sketch, at 
this point the speculation concerning the broken entablature can be brought 
into the argument. This particular feature, occurring in the cornice in 
Duninh,e longitudinal section, pl.XLIX, has caused architects in the past
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some concern. Ison projected one theory but admitted liLt^'fc^Le confidence in 
it4° and Leacroft, accepting the Burney sketch and combining it with 
found a neat solution to the problem, pl.dXIV. The researches that have 
given rise to the reconstruction of ’Sketch 46’ have now prompted another 
solution to the explanation of the broken entablature. It should be stated 
at the outset that this present reconstruction need not accommodate this 
particular idiosyncrasy but that if pressed it could do so without any 
embarrassment. The reason for its introduction into the design is due to 
the influence of the D^emoeL■t plans of 1764 upon interpretations of the theatre 
after the 1709 alterations, pl.MIV.
Ison, when comT-nring the Burney sketch and the Dumont plans, argued 
that there were several difficulties in the acceptance of the sketch 
especially in the area concerning the columns and that,
clearly shows a profile break in the entablature 
over the second column, and this suggests t]ht -fche third 
coJ^umn might have been added in I709 when the side 
were formed and the semi-oval arch was replaced by the 
lower flat ceiling. 47
This seems a reasonable explanation if one accepts the Burney sketch, even 
with the reservations held by Ison. But, by doing-- so Ison put himself in 
the position of having to accept the columns in the Burney sketch as the 
ce]^emnc that supported the proscenium arch itself, and consequently that 
which appears to me as one vast pedestal upon which are set the pilasters, 
columns and statuaray-, is, for him, at ground 1 evel, two independent pedestals 
that allow an entrance between them once the statuary is removed. These
columns, Ison suggests, ultimately rise to the cornice which, w/hen the 
alteration took place, had to be elongated downstage to be supported by the 
columns in the Dumont plans adjacent to the new boxes. This theory is not 
a happy one. Too many unsupportable elements are involved, and as will be 
shown below more fully, the architectural features used in these forestage
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flats or prosceniim. eclumne are undhaaactristic of Vanbrugh and lHaTiksiooo? 
at this period, if not at any other, in their development. Leacroft, on 
the other hand, is able to adopt this break in the cornice with every con­
fidence for it oecuce exactly at the point at which the arch rises above 
the centre column. In this instance Leacroft has to make no apologies for 
he accepts that there alv/ays had been three columns on each side of the 
stage and that they had always been in the position indicated by Dumont, 
Consequently he suggests that the arch was buttressed against the core of 
the column rising to the roof and was set out a little on the entablature 
but in the downstage bay no buttressing had to take place and therefore the 
entablature could be cut back in order not to give a too exaggerated profile
Furthermore one supposes that it could be argued that it assisted in some
smill way to point the arch and the entrance doors beneath. Acceptable as 
Leaceodt,e use of this stylistic feature is, it depends upon the adoption 
of the Burney sketch and the fact that the apron flats or frontispiece
obscure the actual collmne of the theatre. As will have become obvious it
will be suggested finally that when the alterations were undertaken they 
were far more extensive than Cibber’s few words and expression w^tuLI lead
one to suspect.
Although it is agreed that the break in the cornice in the Du^oo^-fc plan 
is indeed vestigial, it ^s net the result cf adapting the bits and pieces 
lying around once the curved triumphal dcrneu. prosceniim arch vaas torn iovt.o 
It is conceivable that it vas also present in the original design and that 
structure suggested in 'Sketch 46’. It has been stated, that this feature 
is unusual and possibly idiosyncratic and also that if one is to accept any 
reconstruction of the queen’s Theatre, it must be consistent with the charac 
teristics to be found in the work of Vanbrugh. CoIWLintatore on the work of 
Vanbrugh have never doubted that tc some degree he delsniei upon Hwksrmor, 
and Kerry Downes has recently shown that during his early ccm.mfsichs that
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debt vas considerable. In the light of these researches into the
relationship} between the two architects, it might be more easy to accept 
the possiioilii^y tint Hawksmoor contributed more to the building of this 
theatre than his signature on one of tin early documents related to the 
pure liasn of Phoenix Yard*
Viti this in mind it wll bn argued tiat while it is to Vanbrugh, that 
one should attribute the idea of the design, it was, as in many other 
instances, to that ie turned to realise the details. Tin ordering
of the columns and the entablature details, it is suggested, were the result 
of a cta^ihee operation, if not the soln respons shiUty of Hawksmoor in the 
on stage area. It wll be siovm that his hand can be seen in. the front of 
house arrangements. Tin broken profile to the entablature, this same p^sona! 
characteristic, can be found. in the work of Hawksmoor at Easton Heston, a 
comissitn that ie was carrying on simuLtaneously wti that of the Queen’s 
Tieatrn as Vanbrugi was occupied wti Castle Howard. But it was at Easton 
Heston. that used this particular technique, amongst others, that
was to appear not only in the building itself but also in thn scenic deco­
rations. In the Orangery at Kensington, a work to which the nmes of both
architects are lttachnee one can see the entablature broken in its profile 
in order to allow the continuity of the line of the column beneath. But 
at Easton Heston on the landing at the head of the great staircase and in 
the alcoved gallery are to be found examples of tie same treatment given.
the cornice in the theatre. At Easton Heston it seems to have been used
for exactly thn same reason as in the proscenim cornice, and that is to 
articulate the rhythm over tie length of the corridor, or, as in the case 
of the proscenim arci, to punctuate what would have benn a very rapid 
curving sweep into tin inner proscenim arci. Further, it points that 
upper portion of tie dome that was indicated at ground. level by tie central
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column. This upper bay was presumably more important than the lower for
the entrance of actors, and of course, it gave on to the scenic decorations 
beyond. There might w/ell have been another reason for its presence at that 
point that is suggested by the line that curves over the centre of the dome 
in ’Sketch 46’» discussion of this point wll be deferred to a more appro­
priate moment.
The argument pursued above vas not only to show that there may be a 
reasonable explanation for the broken entablature appearing in the 
longitudinal section of the theatre after the alterations of 1709» but also 
to draw attention to several other considerations. First, that such a 
feature could have existed before those alterations and that if so, it could 
be accoumoei.tnd in the reconstruction of 'Sketch 46’; secondly, that the 
explanation for this characteristic treatment was because of 1awOscleeels 
influence and to suggest that if the break in the profile was not used in 
the first building, it might be worth entertaining; the possibility that he 
was brought into the discussions when it became necessary to alter the 
original proscenium arch; thirdly, through consideration of the cornice, 
attention ms dravm to the fact that both Ison and Lsacroft, for different 
reasons, rejected the supporting apparatus cheon in the Buurney sketch 
preferring the columns in the Dumont plans; and in conclusion, that if 
the arguments for the uracceplabblity of the Burney sketch columns and 
comice are founded on practical considerations they can be reinforced by 
reference to the stylistic characteristics of both Vanbrugh and 
all of which gives rise to the ultimate rejection of the Bumey sketch 
theory.
Proceeding on the assumption that the Burney sketch does represent a
proscenium arch and not a set of proscenium arch flats that obscure the 
columns and entablature tlmt support that arch, there are two features that
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seem totally uncihaatCeristic of either Vanbrugh cr Hawksmoor. First, 
the pink, coupled, disengaged round columns standing on high pedestals j 
and secondly, the concave ornament over the entablature from which the 
arch appears to rise.
Taking the latter point first, it can be dsmoehSratsd by the exami­
nation of the drawings and the extant bluilifhLge constructed by both 
Vanbrugh and Hawksmoor that this foim cf decoration, cr means cf extending 
the supporting structure in order to achieve either an impression of growth 
or movement in the superstructure, is limited tc the isolated instances in 
which Hwksmoor adopted the tool, late in his career, ae a suitable finial 
tc the gate posts and pedestals designed fcr Castle Hocra.rd. If one con­
siders Vanbrugh’s use cf the echcave cornice the influence of Hawksmoor is 
ever present but its appearance is very hard to find unless it were argued 
that it is present in the vast decorative eonstruetiohe used to break the 
profiles of his later country houses or Blenheim Palace. In those instances,
as in the steeples of one could argue that they are organic forms
that 0we nothing to this particular feature under discussion. Certainly it 
follows from this argument that these who support the apron flat theory have 
this point in their favour, yet surely it can be countered that it is clear 
from the drawing that the depth of the entablature is obvieusly related to 
the depth cf the coffered eoffit cf the prosceniim arch. Adddtienally it
eeems to run against the argument for interpreting this whole element ae 
scenic when one considers the wing flats used upstage, for here one finds 
that the treatment given the pedestals and the urne is quite different from 
that found in the proscenium arch. This would suggest that the designer 
was not attempting to follow totally the architecture cf the theatre but 
was being selective and only reproducing the pedestals to the columns and
their entablature. If the designer cf the scenery also designed the apron
flats surely he would have continued the scenic design from the apron to the
. 49relieve scene.
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Moving on to discuss the appropriateness of the columns there is not 
only tie evidence to in drawn. from tie works of the two architects, the 
elevation provided by Du^c^t, and the support from tie imtenorelation of 
Thornhill enawings discussed and lttrlbuted above, but there is also a con­
siderable body of literary comm! and description. All of which suggests 
that not only were the columns shown in tin Thornhill drawings p^t of the 
or-g-nal fore stage construction but also were they those clmmi'lalisee in
the 1709 alterations. Tie clustering of columns in, the mnmer illustrated 
in thn Bumny sketch on high £5 ideals in exteriors and interiors does not
seem to be characteristic of either Vanbrugh or Hawksmoor.
Proceeding on the assumption outlined above, that tie er?awimg shows 
the actual proscenium arci of a theatre and that it is to scale, thin eiaem- 
sions of the Bumey sketch ill be considered. T1l£i±; the work was intended
for an English theatre would seen to be indicated for the work appears to be 
in imperial measuurements. The dimensions of tin sketch arn Yd" x 71" •
If thin scales 1" - IO" and -§■" - IO" were applied such rinutn stages 
would be created as to make those proportions unacceptable, and suci a scale 
was rarely used for suci a subject. Hotwver, if the scale - 1*0” is 
applied, a rhlsthlble sized structure emerges, that is a pL,0” wide pros­
cenium arci rismug from stage level to rhe ceiling at a height of 31*0", 
containing an opening, discounting tie oe<des^;^jli for the statuary, approxi­
mately 24'6" wide and 28’6” iigi. But at tie second column position in my 
nectnstnuctioh of the Queen’s Theatre the width of tie proscenium arci is
37,0”, and 38 ’0” wide at tie sane point in tie Dumont plan. This fact is 
recalled iern if it were suggested that the columns imd-dted in tint plm 
were as they iad been placed originally in 1705 • Clearly if this dimension, 
of 31'0" is applied to tie Dumont plan at tie two other possible positions 
up and dovan stage the sane result would occuuc. 1f it is loplied to ray re­
construction. it accords neither upstage nor dowistage; in the former
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position it is too wi.de, and in the latter not wide enough. To apply a 
scale of 1/8" - IO" to the drawing would obviously produce a structure 
too large to be contained within any theatre built in London at that time.
In defence of the hypothesis that a scale of -4-’' - IO" should be 
adopted in order to reconstruct the drawing, additional support can be 
found within the sketch itself. The bases of the supporting columns are 
set out 1/16" off the base of the drawing, thereafter all the important 
construction points are divisible by four; e.g., the base of the back scene 
is -y-*’ above the I/I6" line and the bottom edge of the cornice of the same 
scene is 2" above that line. These points are not arrived at by measuring 
only the planes at which they occur on the sketch, but also because these 
lines wem clearly marked out by pricking on the right hand side of the 
margin of the drawing. Two other pricks occur on that edge which seem to 
have been used to draw in perspective the tops of the cornice and pedestals 
above the cornice of the proscenim arch, for they fall on a line joining 
the pricks to the principal vanishing point, and as it happens, they are 
apart. But these are not the only controls in the drawing, for the arch 
itself vas described by using the princ-lal vanishing point for the crown 
of the arch, and there remain two pricks on each side that were used for 
the centre, hiving the radii 1" inside edge, 1" and approximtely 6/l6" the 
inner edge, and 1 II/16" (or 1 12/16") the outer edge. Additionally the 
top of the bases which fall on the horizon are consequently k" high and the 
edge of the onstage downstage column on the pedestal is on stage.
Collectively, I suggest that this evidence is conclusive regarding the 
scale of the drawing and consequently the interpretation of the drawing 
conveyed above, that it was not a design for the Queen’s Theatre.
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Description of the Interior of the Queen's Theatre in the Hanmaket
The Auditorium
This part ef the description is based cn a moedfication cf the 
Derail; plane in the light ef the presenn reconntruucion.
The auditorum. was entered, on the east side, from the Piazza in the 
Harnmaket, pls.XLIX, L and LI, and fig,54. The lobby of the Piazza wae 
gained through three 6’0" archwaye and up cne cr two steps. The reason for 
the variant in the number of steps is that the Hannarket elopes from the 
north to the south and therefore to the south the level was made up by an 
additional step, fig,56. The lobby of the Piazza was 29’5” % 20’9" x 18'0". 
Tc the south wae the paybox before the treasurer's office, 9*5*’ % 25’0" and 
te the north were two arches that led cn to a landing from wihLch staircases 
led into the auditorum. Of the two sets cf staircases, the first, that to 
the north, led by two sets of five risers 5”, 10’6" wide to the main corridor 
acrcse the rear of the theatre. The eeecni staircase, approxim-tely 3’O’* led 
up te the middle gallery and the upper gallery ae well ae to the upper rooms 
over the entry lobby. The lobby wae 18’0" high, the room on the first floor, 
15’O* high; and that on the top floor, 7’0". Steps in this well led down 
to the pit.
It is in this area of the design, the elegant short run of steps into 
the rear corridor by way of risers only 5” high, that an influence ef
Hwksmoor is suggested. This technique of ordering steps in a dignified 
manner have been well known but Hawksmoor used it to advantage at Easton
Heston which he wae building at the same time as Vanbrugh was engaged in con­
structing the theatre.
The Pit
The pit was gained by descending the 3’0" etairs, 9 etepe, from the 
Hanmaket entrance into the excavated basement, 5'6", and the archied corridor
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6'5“ wide that ran the width of tin 54’8” theatre. On tie morth side 
there were cellars 10'6" deep, and in thn south was is entrance beneath 
tie boxes to the pit. Although Dumont, pl.XLIX, shows three aisles, and 
the Edward Vanbrugi plam, pl.L, shows two aisles into the pit from box 
level after the I7O9 alterations, I suggest that there was originally only 
one entrance placed centrally at the rem of the pit which, by way of onn 
staircase rising by 7 steps, ,gave on to the centre of the at about row
five from the front of tie auditorium. The aisle might have been about 
6’0" wide which would relate to the division between the columns at the 
front of the boxes. There seems little opportunity of effecting am entrance 
into the pit from either side of the auditorum adjacent to tie forestage 
or tie orchestra as is most other theatres, but aisles might have bees 
miaiaghd in this place.
Tie only support for this opiniom, apart from the suggestion offered 
above, is that gained from am interpretation of the drawing on the verso 
of 'Tie 1st Great flat Scene1, pl.LVIII. TtrLs very roughly jotted sketch 
would seem to show a proscenium arch related to that on the recto, but 
viewed as if from a central entrance in the auditorum. The impression is 
that the proscenim arch is framed, over the top by a lcwr ceiling and on 
either side are rising staircases clad and decorated with panelling. Tin 
general feeling of the sketch is that of a ontices-Lm arci viewed from the 
frost of the house amd from a low ^vantage point such as that afforded at 
the rem of the reconstructed pit entrance. It will be moted that the arci 
shown is plLVIII has a high arched frame amd appears to bn filled by great 
swags of curtain.
Tie pit itself was designed in classical foam with eleven rows of 
bencies running is sem-circlns filing the pit from fore stage to the frost 
of the boxes. Tie pit, lcctreisg to Dum’ and reflected in fig.55, was
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raked at 10° and the intervals between each bench and space was approxi­
mately 2*0" except at the rear of the pit where 2*3" has been allowed. The
distance from the centre of the front proscenim lime to the box front is 
27*0" and therefore the rear benches encircle the pit, waLl to wall, over
the whole 54*8" width of the audit orum.
If there were only one central entrance into the pit the estimated 
maximum capacity in this area w^Tuld be 322, acknowledging that vision wouLd 
be severely imp-ired if seated in the extreme left or right corner of the
50pit as well as low down, close to the orchestra, at the centre of the pit.
Cemlent on the change in capacity brought about by the 1709 alterations
will be discussed below when each area of the audit orum has been described
according to the reconstruction.
The. Boxes
The boxes surrounded the pit. The box front was 27*0" from the centre
of the forestage front. The boxes at the centre were 10*6" deep and at the 
sides swept round to the proscenim wlls giving a depth of 37'6" to the
wills at the sides of the boxes. The boxes were reached from the Piazza
entrance by ascending the elegant staircase into the barrel vaulted main
corridor or promenade, 54f8" long, 10*6" wide and 19*3” high. The north
wall was decorated with recessed arches and,through seven corresponding 
arched doorways the box promenade 12*9" high, to the south, gave on to 
the back w,ll of the boxes. Here there were again seven arched doorways
and a step up into the rear of the boxes. The five min rows of box benches
were raked at 12°. There may have been a sixth bench on each side of the
house in the corners. A^pin, the interval between the rows was about 2*0".
The estmated capacity in the boxes, if there were five aisles, that at 
the centre 3’6" wide and those on each side reduced to 2*3", would be about 
182. Tins number allows for the limited vision seats created by the 12
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square section columns that were set at the front of the boxes and which 
supported the middle gallery abovei
The Middle Gallery
The middle gallery wae reached by ascending the 3*0" staircase in 
the Piazza entrance into a 8*0" high and 6*3" wide corridor that ran the 
width of the theatre. This gave cn to the middle gallery by eeven doorways 
ae in the boxes below but here there were twc etepe up to the rear of the
benches. The benches were set nut in a similar manner ae in the boxes but 
raked at 20°. The distance from the front of the middle gallery to the 
stage was the same ae that from the boxes, namely 27*0". Here too the 
capacity would approximate 182, although the eight columns that supported 
the upper gallery were set in the third rew of benches.
The. Upper Gallery
The upper gallery could be gained from either the Haynmaket entrance
by way of the 3'0" staircase or that flight of etairs built in the north
western, comer of the site in ferket Lane. It woiuld appear that these
staircases rose to the 10*6" wide corridor at the rear of the gallery ever
the one below which led to the boxes. In this region I share Ison’s doubte
51as to the maimer of entrance cnce in the corridor into the upper gallery.^ 
DuIiinh’e section does not clarify this point and no obvious answer arise 
during the drawing of this reconstruction. The only solution that has 
arisen is that there was a central entrance into the upper gallery, or 
pcssibly two doorways, which wouLd net appear on the Dumont section, through 
the rear partition wall at the upper corridcr level that gave cn to steps 
whLch in turn led into the centre of the gallery.
The front of the gallery was, at the centre, 32*3" from the centre cf 
the foreetage and the back wall 45*8" from the same point. The gallery
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was 13'5" deep at the centre and curved round at the front in a similarly 
semi-circular manner as the box fronts below; they are all struck from 
the same centre. The gallery would certainly contain six full benches and 
probably two additional sections in the corners on each side as indicated 
by D-urnot. The gallery was raked at 25°. If there were only one entrance
into the upper gallery an approximate capacity would be 250. In this area 
even if there wem two entrances into this gallery I do not doubt that the 
capacity would remain roughly as stated, for less room on the benches would
be iL.eowei here than else where in the house.
Directly above the rear of the upper gallery benches was the ceiling 
that originally ran in a straight line to the proscenim arch wall, deco­
rated in the manner suggested above when discussing Thoonnill’s drawing 
'Queen hnn's Patronage of the Arts*. After the alterations this ceiling 
is shown by Dumont to be raked at 12° from the revised proscenim arch and 
extending to a depth of about 27*0" over the pit area.
Before dealing with the general decorative features of the original 
audit orum the vexed question of the capacity of the theatre before and
after the alterations of I709 will be considered.
The total capacity of the Queen's Theatre between I705 and I709
according to the possibilities arising out of the present reconstruction 
would be as follows, pit 322; boxes 182; middle gallery 182; upper 
gallery 25O; which totals 956 places before the proscenim arch. To this 
total should be added the number of seats in the stage boxes. ThLs area 
will be considered below in greater detail but the seats estimated in this 
region are 64, though on occasion there may have been another 52. For the 
sake of this discussion the lower figure will be taken. The suggestion is 
that these two figures, 956 and 64, totalling 1000, give a good round sum 
with which to make cemppaicens with those calculated from the post 1709
period.
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Seating Ca]Qcity after tie Alterations of 1709
Tirne tiers of four boxes in each tier were introduced to the audi- 
52torum in 1709 according to Cibber, asd it is to be assumed that these
boxes are represented fairly accurately in Duiatt,i plan and section, 
pl.XLIX. Is as attempt to improve the acoustic by bringing the side walls
into tie auditorum by tie width of the box passage way, 2'5", and the angled 
fas shaped boxes, I estimate that 80 seats were placed in tie first two 
rlhghi of sew boxes amd that this number, because of bad sigh tUnes, was 
reduced to 72 in the upper two ranges. This gives a total of 152 sew seats
or places.
TihLs however was not a clear gain to the orig-sal capacity for seats
were obviously lost, is the pit 54J in the boxes 40» and in the middle
gallery 20. This is a conservative estimate, because one does not know
precisely iow some areas were reached, but probably itnh 1I4 seats were lost.
Thus the overall capacity gained in tie alterations was 58 seats.
Juditi IMlhous is a recently prepared article, as yet unpublished, in 
53Theatre History Studies, based upon a survey of all the latest imperial, 
suggests that the capacity of the Queen's Theatre after I709 was, not in­
cluding any seating placed on the stage during special oenfo:tmances•
Pit Front Boxes Side Boxes Stage Boxes 1st Gal. 2nd Gal. Tot-^1
217 158 40 52 206 70 724
to this sum should be added those seats 'witiin the rails in the pit' 55
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It will be moted that these figures are deduced primrily from accounts asd
not derived from an architectural study.
But Miss Milhous observes tint the total capacity, or takings, during 
the 17IO-11 season represented some 774 seats sold.
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After all considerations have been taken into account she offered 
the figures, nn the basis nf proven capacity, i.e., the total number nf 
seats actually sold, in the pit and boxes together, 482; with the side 
boxes, between 500-540; and the two galleries together, about 550; giving 
a total nf about, if the highest figures are accepted, 890.
There are considerable problems with regard to quantifying the gallery 
capacities from box office returns fnr sometimes they were put together, 
while nn other occasions the figures are incomplete because they show only 
the number nf seats fnr which payment was made, thus excluding the number 
nf seats given free to liveried servants nf the patrons sittzug below. 
Additionally there were in the boxes the seats occupied by the King, his 
family and any guests, as well as those subscribers who had a right to a 
seat nn any occasion nn which they attended the theatre.
Comppring my estimated capacity nf the theatre with the figures offered 
by Miss Milhous based nn actual attendance after I709, and drawing no 
obvious conclusions from the figures, the fell owing chart sumwaisss the
probable effect of the alterations made in I709•
1705-1709
Pit Front Boxes Side Boxes Stage Boxes 1et Gal. 2nd Gal. . Total
522 182 - 64 1S2 250 1000
1709-1778
Pit Front Boxes Side Boxes Stage Boxes 1et Gal.. 2nd Gal.. Total
252 138 40 52 206 103 791
The total derived from the highest receipt figures gives 89O.
The principal differences appear in the twn areas nf pit and boxes and in 
the second gallery. These may be partially reconciled in the following way,
1. I would suggest that the total capacity after 1709 should be about
1058, as the result nf the increase in the side boxes, 58.
2. 1705-1709, the pit and boxes connaamd................... 504 -
1709-1778, the pit and booces and side boxes . . 450
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In this instance I believe that Miss Milhous te records do not reflect
accurately the time capacity for if seats were lost in the pit and boxes, 
as is reflected in the figures, it is obvious that the side boxes could 
contain more than 40•
3. The stage box figures reflect one another closely enough but perhaps 
they represent the possible use of the upstage boxes for stage entrances on 
some occasions. There is also the additional problem here that my figures 
do include all the seats in the boxes, but Milhous’s figures do not show the 
King’s seats.
4. In the first gallery the difference my be due to less room being 
used in practice for the actual seating space on the benches than I estimated.
5. In the second gallery the difference I believe is due to, first, a 
misinterpretation of Diuaoofs drawing; and secondly, the accounting methods
used in this region are confused.
Additional Amenties
Behind the pit corridor there wem the basement cellars occupying an
area 10*6" x 54*8”• In the upper gallery region there were morn cellars
but the precise position of this clire is not clear, reference is made to 
54them however in Vanbrugh’s leases. Vanbrugh rented out these cellars and
this income was separate from that derived from the rental of the theatre
itself.
From Vanbnugh’s accounts from a later period, and there is no
mason to suppose that he operated in any different way in the early days of
the theatre, one finds that he also enjoyed an income from letting out the 
55Chocolate Room, which I presume to have been above the Piazza entrance
rather than in the Assembly Room, and from somewhere in the theatre the lady 
56who held the right to sell fruit touted her wares for a very nominal sum.
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The Decoration in the Auditorium
One imagines that tin hnncihs and the audit orim floors were ctvhnhd 
in baize and probably in the lower regions the benches were also m-ttrnssed
and similarly covered.
57 58From later periods there are letters, 1 mooirs and the works by
Grisoni that record certain vestiges of the original theatre that continued 
to impress the visitoro From Grisonifs paintings of thin masquerade when
tie pit was floored over level with the stage and the boxes, it may bn 
deduced that sconces were placed before the box fronts both on stage and 
around the theatre at all gallery levels. From tin roof, it was suggested 
above, there were three chandeliers hanging from tin vents in the Thornhill 
cnil-ing. These, as elsewhiee, wene probably managed by winches placed in
the roof sjace above the audetoriua. There are no iususarathons of the 
lighting over the fme stage, but again, on the basis of contemporary prac­
tice, it is likely that there were at least three chandeliers hanging before 
the curtain over the orchinsra and forestage. That the auditorium was or
could bn on occasioo brdliantly lit is clear from the extracts quoted above
Tin Dumont longitudinal section shows the box fronts decorated with
festoons but these may bn of either his own invention for want of better 
information, for they look very m^clh^i^j^c^^l and unimaginative, or they may 
bn part of a later redncoration. I would imagine that the original deco­
ration was a morn florid design painted in these paneis. However, with 
regard to the overall appearance of the auditorium, the do^irs^lting impression 
gained from cos temporaries was that of magiifichncn and richness - magifi- 
cencn derived from, the scale of the architectural features - the columns, 
arch with reclining figures supporting the cartouche bearing the royal arms, 
the drah and cmichs, the richness from the gilding of these and other 
features such as the great frame that surrounded the muses in the ceiling,
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the great curtain and the eimJler draperies in the boxes. The general 
atmosphere might well have been not unlike that experienced in the Upper 
and Lower Hlle at Greenwich, but perhaps slightly lighter in tone.
The decoration of the promenades and corridors with their recessed 
arches gave opportunities for the hanging of pictures, mus^^s or sculpture, 
but they were probably, because of expense, painted in feigned stonework. 
Perhaps it will be possible to attribute tc this playhouse further designs 
by Thornhill that were comImisionsd by Vanbrugh but possibly never executed.
This discussion will now turn from the front of house to the stage.
The ReconnSruction cf the Forestage, Boxes and Orchestra Pit
Over one hundred plays and operas were produced at the IcUcosIs Theatre 
59in the four seasons before the I709 alterations. If these 108 productions
only 28 were new works mounted for the first time at the Quuen's Theatre.
The remaining 80 plays had been performed previously at either LIF I, LIF II, 
Dorset Garden or Drury Lane. The implication cf these figures is that the 
yueen's Theatre was furnished technically and mechiahcally with all the 
facilities that had been developed and built into all the other three con­
temporary theatres. That is tc say that the Queen’s Theatre in I705 was 
the first cf the second generation cf theatres after these experimental
theatres built at or shortly after the Restoration. All Restcration expertise 
therefore came together with Vanbnugh's notions cf what a theatre ought to 
be if based on sound classical and Palladian precepts.
The facilities provided in this reccnstruction cf the stage are con­
sequently based not only on the requirements cf the new plays and operas 
but also cn those that were brought to it first from the LIF II, that is 
Betterton's repertoire, and secondly, those from the Drury Lane and Dorset 
Garden theatres that came with the Theatre Royal company of actors and Colley 
Cibber. The older plays incidentally appear to be more technically demanding
than the new works
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The Forestage
It was argued above that the ferectage was cn)ei-circular, fig.54*
The ie■wlstige forestage 'WLdti was 40*0" and upstage 18’0", was the 26*0" 
wide proscenim arch rising to 31*0" at its highest point. Encircling and 
framing the fernstagn were, on each side, three giant columns, diameter 
2’0H, and 23’0" high to the cornice, 5*0" deep, which sunorted the domed 
ceiling. The dome at the downstage point rose to 40*0" above the stage
level. Because of the line drawn over the centre of the dome in ’Sketch
46’, pL.LV, the possibility of the vestiges of the same line spanning ’The 
1st Great flat Scene’, pl.LVII, and the interruption in the cornice, the 
broken entablature, over the central column on each side, it is suggested 
that the circumference of the dome may have been slightly reduced at this 
point. Fig.35 includes the possibility of this eoeification which would 
have had the effect of producing a cove within the aarger dome?. Upstage
over the proscenim arch there mws a deep moiuLding euemourltid at the centre
by a cartouche supported by reclining figures, fig.39=
It is possible that from this conjectural arch spanning the centre of
the dome, a curtain wwi^lh a valence could have been hung, hhus nseervrng hee
first set of lines upstage of the proscenim arch for a great flat scene 
or cloth that would do duty as a house cloth. Such a cloth would be ’The
1st Great flat Scene’. The rurtiir itself would have been hung in great
swags and drawn up behind the swagged valence as irtmited in the rough 
sketch pL.L'VIII. Otherwise the curtain would hang in the more usual place
behind the proscenim arch.
Behind the columns were set the boxes and in the reconstruction the
boxes have been set out in much the same manner as they were drawn by 
Dumoon, pl.XLIX, but they have been slightly especially at the
third level where, in DuulOor’s plan they do not seem to be practicable.
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Consequunhly, the boxes are shows at three levels; the stage boxes are 
8'0" high, the middle or balcony boxes 7*9" high, and the upper boxes 
7’6" high to the cornice. The up- and donstage boxes were 6'9" wLdn asd 
approximately 4*6" deep. Those upstage my have bees deeper thas those 
down stage, levastage being taken of the space created by tie curving 
proscenim arch facade.
Tie capacity of these boxes is eitmatee at 96, but it might iavn been 
reduced by 32 according to the function of the upstage boxes. At stage 
level on tie stage right were tie Queen’s boxes, later they became the 
Kill’s boxes. Os stage left they were reserved for tie royal family. They
were reached at the higher levels by steps rising in thn box area having 
passed through either a passage beneath thn pit or what was later called
6)0the King’s entrance from the yard as indicated in tie Dumont plan, pl.XLIX.
Thn problem isitmated above with regard to estimating the capacity of 
the box seating is dun to uncertainty concerning tie use of the upstage 
boxes and those above at balcony level as, respectively, the actors’ doms 
of entrance and the famliar balcony or window over the fonestage entrances. 
Clearly there is the possibility of flexibility in their functions. Remem­
bering that the theatre was not designed exclusively as as opera house - 
although everything points to that being its oriscioa1 function - there woiuLd 
have been the necessity to provide the early 18th century actor coming from 
LIF 11, with a door on to the forestage in this position, and set above it 
a balcony from which to play to those below. Howwer, in spite of the fact 
that these boxes were, with regard to sight-linns, poorly placed in relation 
to tie upper stage they were well designed to introduce the actor on to tie 
forestage asd display those above in tie balconies to the audience. My 
opinion regarding these entrances is ambivalent. Tie cause of this hesitancy 
to adopt one particular stance towards the proUem is due to tie flexibility
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that may have been built into this area.
The problem resolves itself in two specific areas, first, the possible 
depth cf the fcreetags if the foreetage were an acting area over its entire 
depth and secondly, the repercussions en the foreetage act zing area if it 
were reduced by the area accoiIiiditing the orchestra. An acceptable 
solution to this complex problem is difficult to argue conclusively for 
there remain too many unknown factors.
It might be argued that cn some occasions, even when the stage was set 
up for a play, that the orchestra pit was not boarded ever and the actors 
made use of the foreetage entrances. 18*0" is a reasonable fcrestage by 
contemporary standards, but when half cf it was raised to house the orchestra, 
its functional working area wouLd have been considerably reduced to roughly 
8’0" x 36’0", allowing little room in which to permit the actor te advance 
into the body cf the house, and no space before that fcrestage area that in 
other theatres was liteered with traps cf one kind or another; and pro­
ductions at the Queen’s Theatre differed little in respect ef this require­
ment.
On the other hand it may be suggested that, fcr plays, the crchestra 
pit may have been covered. This would provide free access to the whole stage 
depth, with ease around the traps and a playing area down te the footlights 
placed adjacent tc the orchestra rail.
Alternatively it may be argued that in order to avoid this cramping of 
the acter, dorrs of entrance may have been set up behind the prosceniim arch. 
In other words there may have been built cn both sides of the stage a flexible 
prosceniim doorway, with a balcony above, behind the proscenium arch. Such
a false prosceniim arch doorway is drawn in the Edward Vanbrugh plan of 1778, 
pl.L, and it might have been present in the original design. In spite of
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this possibility not appealing aesthetically, for it detracts from the 
clarity and simplicity of w^-t it is imagined Vanbrugh would have designed, 
on purely practical grounds, it might have existed. This solution to the 
problem would certainly have satisfied. Christopher Rich for this ^s pre- 
r-cely the form into which he converted Drury tene, although. Vanbrugh, as 
if to reconcile Cibber’s crit^sm of Rich’s act of sacrilege, nn1a.:rnei. the 
possibility of a deep forestage*
On balance it seems to me that wlhlst the forestage entrances wouLd
have served their traditional function when the covered orchestra pit 
provided an ample forestage, if the whole orchestra were required in the 
pit, the fact that the forestage area had been so considerably reduced 
would necessitate the use of a temporary, flexible place of entrance with 
a balcony over it upstage of the proscenim arch. Wl/heiier or not a door
and a perch like that structure dnaon in the 1778 plan was employed must 
remain conjecture.
When however slight idjeLstoents are rn.de, on the authority of specu­
lation nerirding the theoretical structure of the Qieen’s Theatre as 
considered in the Conclusion below, the ooeification suggested there, if 
carried out in practice, would allow a slightly deeper 12’6" ternstagn that 
might have proved adequate, fig*47* This latter possibility is entirely 
speculative but I consider it more favourably than the former.
The Orchestra Pit
The dimensions of the orchestra pit before and after the alterations 
of 1709 need not have been the same. In the reconstruction the arni of the
pit is 58’0" wide between the columns and 9’3" deep from the projecting
front of the orchestra rail to a line drawn across the stage down stage of 
the second column, fig*34* This is roughly the same as that in both the 
Dumont and Vanbrugh plans, but as noted above, before I709, the orchestra 
pit may have been 6’0" deep. ■
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According tc the extant notes cf company budgeting and salaries,
Vanbrugh and others proposed and mintained orchestral forces fcr operas
that changed little before and after 1709* The lists of instIUienhalisti
and their salaries show that the standard orchestra was composed of eight
violins, two tenors, two hautboie, three bassoons, ene double bass, one
harpsichord, three bass viols, and one trumpet, totalling twenty one 
61musiciansn The accounts suggest that this number could be augmented to
about twenty nine musicians whe might be called should additional forces 
be required fcr a specific opera. Notably absent from this list cf instru­
ments is any percussion, but this gap seems tc have been filled on specific 
occasions by a freelance kettle drummer.^
The orchestra pit ^e reached from beneath the stage through doors and 
up steps beneath the down stage boxes. There was probably one door on each
side of the pit. The musicians’ green room or the music room ^s probably
below stage.
It is possible of course that there was a certain flexibility in the 
playing place of the musicians, for when plays were in production and a 
full orchestra was not required irhie pit might have been covered as it was 
during the msquerades. On these occasions the musicians would inhabit the
stage boxes. This, as explained above, w^hSLI afford a wLde and full fcre-
etage fcr the actors.
Such flexibility in both the use cf the fcrestage and the housing of
the musicians would have been almost forced upon, and may have been taken
advantage cf, by the mangers of the Queen's Theatre when restrictions were
placed upon them regarding the use cf wsical accoi3Ptn.wnto The periods
during which they were inhibited from performing operas or embeeiiehing 
63their plays with music are well documented by Milheus and Hume At that
time when the convention was to play well forward in the house the wide open
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pit dividing tin actors from the audience, especially at the Quuen’s, 
would have been a considerable asmoyasce unless utilised, as suggested
above.
The Footlights
If the orchestra pit were in use, a mechanist, trough would have 
been placed in a cut rumming on a line between tin two central columns.
If, on the other hand the orchestra pit were covered it woiuLd be placed 
dtes stage is. thn flexible rostming.
The Forestage Railings
Although no decorative spiked railing is sioen in asy drawing of the 
theatre it would sot be surprising to find that the ftrnitage was pntvieee
with such a last line of defesce for the actors after the riotous audience
had penetrated the guards who were on duty.
The Traps in the Forestage
WLth regard to tie traps os the forestage it was argued above amd 
shov/s is the light of the reconstructions of LIF 1, 11 and 111 asd the 
stage at Haptu Court that the forestage area carried traps both large 
and smU. Wither one can find textual evidence requiring traps in tie 
foreitage or sot, if tie apron ettrs of entrance were used, forestage traps
wotuid be in am awkward relatoonship with those doors. Howwvr, if ftreitage
entrances were mde from upstage of the proscenium arch I suggest that thn 
traps my iavn been distributed a little higher upstage tian those recon­
structed for LIF and shown is tie Hampton Court theatre plan, pl.XLII.
When plays were performed, and if tie ftrestagn extended over the orchestra 
pit, then these traps would be morn likely to be found in thn conventional 
position.
As analysis of the plays produced at the Queen’s Theatre during tie 
first four inasohi shows that few new plays were written for the theatre-,
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most of them cme from either Lincoln’s Inn Fields or Drury Lance. The
operas that were new and cenaesc^ierei for the Queen’s Theatre tended not 
to involve cpecticulir equipment in this down stage irei.
Ren;g,r-ilesc of opinion as to Vanbbugh's intention of building an opera 
house rather than a playhouse, it is clear that both forms were to be 
moeultnd and one cannot in£igigi! Vavirbnh, the business man, failing to equip 
his stage to cater for all. evenewJitiee aa^n. to build into his theatre all 
the latest stage machinery in positions in which it Imd been used previously. 
PerLiilc one can project that the forestage anei as well as that space between 
ceee flexible entrance doors upstage of the proscenim arch, was also equipped 
with traps.
Evidence for the use of the Forestage Facilities at the Queen’s 1705-1709
Aralysis of the plays and operas shows that of the total number of 
plays produced during this period, 108, 31 came from LIF II; 30 riee from
Drury Lane; I4 came from Dorset Garden and only 28 were premiered at the 
new theatre. Of this number 6 were operas specifically written for the 
Queen’s Theatre.
The use of entrances, balconies and traps in the foresaage will be 
discussed in the light ff textual evieTcee. Speecfic plays will be used, 
to illustrate the practical application of a particular feature.
Forestage Entrance Doors
In the following plays doors of entrance set either on the forestage 
or in an auxiliary substitute upstage of proscenim arch seem to be 
indicated. They are usually used to represent the front exterior of a house 
in a street, an interior door in a gallery or to provide down stage entrances 
and exits while scenery is prepared upstage for the following scene. The 
instances cited below might be considered typical.
3Q5.
In Vanbbcugh’s The Cocn'ederacy, (1705> premiered at the QusssIsJ,
Act I, scene 2, the street before Gripe’s house, Braes knocks at Gripe’s 
door and Flippanta enters from the house into the street. Flippanta con­
cludes the scene with ’See, there’s my lady, go in and deliver your letter 
tc her*. They enter as the street changes tc Clarissa’s parlour, Act I, 
scene where they join her fcr several lines after which Brass mikes his
exit.
Another Vanbrugh play in the same season ^s premiered, The Mistake♦ 
in Act III, the street before Alvarez’house, Lopez knocks at Alvarez’ deor 
and comic business revolves around, the knocking cf Lopez without and Alvarez
within.
Several plays in the Queen’s repertoire which had been previously 
moulted elsewhere show the adoption cf the established convention.
In Ccmgreve'e All for Love, (1695 LIP II, Queen’s I707), Act HI opens
with action in the gallery adjoining Prue’s bedchamber in which the scene 
takes place at her door. Another play in the I705 season at the Queen's in
which apron dccrs were used is Etherege’s She WouLd If She Could, (1668 
LIP I), and the controversial use cf apron doors in this play has been con­
sidered at length above. H<dwvvr, in both Vanbrughs new plays and those 
cf Rowe lrsishtsi at the Queen's Theatre, Ulysses, (1705); The Amities' 
Stepmother, (I7O6) and The Royal Conrert, (I707), the usual phraseology is 
that one actor or body of actors exits and the newcomers ’enter at the other 
door’. This does seem tc indicate that there was only one door on each side 
of the stage at the Queen's Theatre. In the I705 season Dryden's Spanish
Fryar, (1680 DGJ ^ e mrultsi in which the street scsis, Act II, scsis 2,
leads on into Elvira’s chamber, and Act IV, scene 1, takes place before 
Gommz’ door. A^ain in Vanbrughs The Provok'd Y/ife, (1695 DG, Queen’s I706),
Act IV, scene 3> opens in the street before the Justice's house, at the dee;?
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the constant knocks having Sir Join in custody. Is Farqiuthars Tie Beaux’ 
Stratagem, (Queen’s 1707), Act V, scene 2, C^^n^zry is in a fright amd runs 
across thn stage and knocks at the door. DUrf^nf’s Tin Fond Husband,
(1676 DG, Quern's 1707)j also employs door business.
Boors asd Bjlconins on the Forestage
Tie following plays include scents in UiLci there occur lively incidents 
that depend, upon balconies set above doors that am placed eovnstagn om thn
forestage.
Is Dryden's The Imdian Bmpotonur, (1665 DL, Queen's 1705)» Act V, scene 
2, Cydaria looks over the zoty. She later descends asd opens the door for 
Montezuma. Almeria thrusts her in asd later all tirne appear above is the 
balcony. 1m the same scene Cortnz and the soldiers break opts the door 
after Montezuma has stabbed himself. The soldiers enter above asd finally 
Cortez and the soldiers descend to the stage. 1m Dryden's ■AlaOhiryont 
(1690 DL, Queen’s I705), Act I, scent i, Jupiter appears briefly above is 
the balcony.
There is extensive use of the doors amd wihdtwi in balctniti in Tiuce’s 
The Adventures of Five Hours, (1663 LIF I, Quern's 1705), particularly in 
Act HI, the balcony scene, is whLch Csamil.a, Porcia and Flora appear at 
thn wisdow of Don Henriqut ’ s house asd the door is locked below. Act V 
contains considerable business around the door in the frenetic activity of
this scnnn. (pdaccost 0t Ins .SputUm ,
to|i FP, C, \Ziteer 77N., H VSL ),
Otway's The Orplhan, (l 68O DD, QQuetSs 1705), Act III, scene 1, has 
two instances of the use of thn doors and ihe balcony window. First,
Polyeorn is thn street comes to thn house, gives the sigma:!, and the m,ie 
unbolts thn door thus all owing him to enter is error for Satalio. Secondly, 
the late arrival of Castalio at thn door results in iis sot being received 
by the mid. At this point ie threatens to scale the window and cmt im.
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In Dryden’s Don Sebastian, (1689 DL, Queen's I705), the flute playing 
Antonio, Act II, scene 2, conjures Moraym, at the grated balcony. In
Act 17, scene 1, Joyaia stands in the balcony and reviews the action below.
Belm's The Rover, (1677 DG, Queen’s 1705), and The City Heiress, (1682 
DG, Queen's 17O7), both have extensive balcony business. The Rover, Act II, 
scene 1, enter two bravoes, and they hang up a great picture of Anggica's 
against the balcony, and two little ones at each side of the door0 ^ter 
Anglica and Mooetta enter in the balcony and draw a silken curtain and play 
a short scene there. In the same scene Anglica plays a lute and sings a 
song for Antonio. She is in the balcony and throws open the curtain and
bows to Antonio, who pulls off his v-zari, and bows and throws kisses,
Pedro unseen looks in his face. In Act III, scene 1, a street, Iioentti is 
above in the balcony and answers the knocking at the door below by Belville 
and Co. In The City Heiress there are two amusing incidents requiring the 
use of the balcony and door below. First, Act II, scene 2, the street,
Enter Lady Galliard and Closet, above in the balcony. Wilding reirr out, 
sees them, stops and reads a paper. Y/hen he mlces his exit Lady Galliard 
cries, ’He's going! Ah, Closet, my Fan!’ She lets fall her fan just as
he passes by; he takes it up, and looks up. Lady Galliard, ’Cry mercy,
Sir, I io sorry I must trouble you to bring it.’ Lady Gall:Lard and Closet
go out of the balcony. One assumes at this point that Wilding goes into
the house for in the next scene, a Ch^^!>^er, they are all together and 
Wilding delivers the fan. A^g.in outside Lady GaHiard’s House, Act V, 
scene 4» Vilding and Bresswell approach disguised to see Sir Charles cone 
into the balcony undressed. They rush into the house.
In Maley’s Aleara, (Queen's 1706), there is an elaborate plot of 
scenes and the use of apron doors and window. Act V, crini 2, the SuLtn 
ascends to the window, from this position he etches the strangulation of 
Aloyna, after which he iiscendc and enters below.
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There is an interesting use cf the balcony in Dryden and Lee’s 
Oedipus, (1678 DG, Queen's I706), in which at the close of the play Oedipus 
enters above. From this balcony he watches Jccasta kill herself and then
he hurls himself cff the balcony tc hie ovai death. Thunder accompanies 
the suicide and to conceal the body from the audience ’The Thebans gather
about his body'•
In FarqiShr’s The Constant Couple, (1699 DL, Queen's 1707), Act II, 
scene 4, there is a scene not unlike that described in Bein'e The City 
Heiress* And Dryden’s Sir Matin Ma-All, (1667 LIF I, Queen's 1707)»
Act IV, scene 1, and Act V, scene 1, have balcony scenes.
Ravenneroffe The London Cuckolds, (I68I DG, Queen's I706), also ssee 
the windows above and the trap is used as a cellar window ’even with the 
stage’. It will be seen in fig.34 that traps set before the apron entrance 
dorrs are well placed tc serve this purpose.
Jessica in Granvvlle’ s adaptation of SJhakesjpeare' s HerchEant of Venice, 
The Jew of Vem.ce, (17Ol LIF II, Queen's I706), Act II, scene 1, enters in 
the balcony and later descends tr enter at stage level - ’Shutting the
dorr behind her.*
Traps rn the Foreetage
Of the fellcwing selection of mocests that call for the see cf traps 
the first two would seem to be obvious candidates fcr playing on the fore­
stage. The other plays that are noted here chronologically in their appear­
ance at the Quuen’s, are thought tie have used traps in the forestage position 
because cf the grouping of the characters and the scope of the scenery 
occupying the principal part cf the stage.
In Otvwar’s Venice Freisrvsi, (1682 DG, Queen's 1705), Act V, scene 4* 
Belvedira enters in a distraught state after the execution and is confronted
by the ghost of Jaffeir which rises and swiftly descends in order te re­
appear a later, accompanied by the ghost cf Pierre.
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Typical of the ilpearinre of ghosts in prologues is that found in 
Granvvile’s Jew of Venice, (170I LIP II, Queen’s I706), in WhLri the ghosts 
of both Shakespeare and Dryden make their entrance by vay of two separate 
traps.
Fu^'ther ixinplic of the use of traps, probably in this de^olstage area, 
are to be found in the follcwing productions.
In Dryden'8 The Indian Emne?(eur, (1665 DG, Queen’s 1705), Act II, scene 
1, the mgrcian*c cave scene, an earthly spirit rises and descends folOowed 
by the ascent and descent of K,lib. Loiter in the sane scene the ghosts of
Traxalla and Acacia rise to be joined by the ghost of the Ind-in Queen who 
is set between the two of theno Thus in this case three single traps are 
in use simluLtanieusly.
Also in Diryden’s Aeeliiryen, (169O DL, Queen’s 1705), Act IV, Mercury 
stamps upon the ground; souc dancers cooc from ulierrroulnd and others from
the sides of thn stage: a song and a fanuastic dance follows. After the
song and dance new singers come up and sing a song.
In the 1706 ciacen the central double trap seems to have been meclhinised 
for there are several preductiLenc that call for such treatment. SlhLkespeare’s 
Julius Caesar required the apparition of Caesar to cIlIc on his exit in Act V, 
and there was the grave scene in Row ’ s adaptation of rHamet. Dryden and 
Lee’s Oedipus had an interesting use of this trap also. In Act III, scene 1, 
there was a peal of thunder, flashing of lightning, then groans below the
stage. The stage was wholly darkened, a song was sung against all the
cosmic effects until with a flash of lightning, the stage is made bright 
and ghosts are seen passing betwixt the trees when finally the ghost of 
Laius rises armed in his chariot, as he was slain. And behind his chariot, 
sit the three who wem m;ur^^:^id with him. After his speech he desceldc the 
way he ca^^^^. This scene has been described in some detail in order to
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illustrate ether stage effects that were used is conjunction with the use 
of traps. Laius r^ee another brief lopeacasce in Act V, scene 1, before 
vanishing with thunder.
A variation on this theme was worked in Cibber's Love's Last Shift,
(1696 DL, Queen's 1707), Act V, is which the scene ciamgne to an entry amd 
two or three ienvanti enter. Two of tie servants haul Snap and Ama^ha’s 
woman out of tie 'cellar'. In Shadwwll’s Tie Lancashire Witches, (1681 DG, 
Queen's 17O7J, Mooher Demmehe, Act I, rises out of the ground. Act 111 asd
1V the witches sink and vanish.
Tin reconstruction of the ftreitage in fig.54, sioei the possible 
placing of thin doors and traps. Pig.55 sioei more clearly the reconstruction 
of the balcony over the dotri of entrance. Both of these figures are draws
to reflect the situation if there were no flexible structure upstage of 
tiie proscenim arci but showing the position of traps if the forestage were 
covered over thn orchestra. Morefications to this fonestage could be accom­
modated coimortaHy is fig.47 if theory dtmrsjtee at thn construction stage 
of the theatre. 1f fig.47 is correct, then more extensive alterations were 
carriea out tins ment-osne by Colley Cibber but they were reflected is thn 
later plans from Dumont and that of Edward Vanbrugi.
Thn Projected Reconstruction of the Upper Stage
Beneath the upper stage was a large area stretching from the mis foce-
stage orchestra vail to the rear of the theatre 57*9" and 54*8" eLae• At
the aowlstlge wll the height to the stage above was 8’5" asd at the rear it 
was 9*6" iigi. This under stage area was reached from stage level by tin
staircase in the upstage left corner of the stage through a door into as
acel takes out of the sctse dock. There does not seem to iavn bees a s-mLlm
staircase os stage right according to Du^^i;. Beneath thn stage in this icoi 
were the trap mechanisms covering the ftreitage as suggested is fig.55* Here
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toe the floats were operated. In addition te these traps and cuts there 
were probably larger cuts that were mechialisei into lifts that ran the 
width ef the scenic space above. These wotSLI have hm used in productions 
such as, for example, Heideggga’e opera Amad^, 1715, which although after 
1709, may well have been employing machinery that had been installed in 
1705 that permitted such operations as the following stage direction indi- 
catee, ’The scene grows light on a 11^^, and there arises confusedly from 
the ground, vases, fountains and statueso* But of the earlier period the 
stage directions in Davenmat’s Habeth, (I)G 1674, Queen’s I707J, required 
in two traps that were probably placed further upstage than those ini.
the fcrestagso In Act III, irens 5, ^nquo’e ghost at the banquet first 
descends but later it rises at the feet cf Mcbeth. In. Act III, scene 8,
the cauldron descende, which cculd be dowistage but more spectacularly at
the cIoss of the scene, ’The Cave Sinks’. This suggests that the actual 
scenery is taken down into the basement by a lift.
Although the theatre seems to have been provided with adequate dressing 
rooms for the actors in the adjacent block of buildings there is the proba­
bility that the supernumtise in the plays and operas were found dressing
room acromiidition below stairs. These are nrt marked in the Junont plan
but it is likely that such dressing rooms shared the shdergroulhd space with 
muicians as well as chandlers, cil men, carpenters and all the stcres that 
are hidden away from sight along with the actual properties and scenery to
be sent through the traps.
One particular scenic spectacle used after 1709 was the fountain that
played during the performance. Recalling that the theatre was built upon
65a pond and that Vanbrugh had installed fresh river water ' there is a 
temptation to speculate that there was a pump situated beneath the stage 
wren it was first built, and that thise who came after adapted it to provide
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a novelty. Several plays of the period had settings that were described 
as gardens or court yards that boasted a felertaino Vheeher or not the 
author expected this feature to be practicable is, of course, another
mater.
The Stage
The stage was 49’6" deep from a Line upstage of the proscenium arch 
columns to the rear toII, and 54*8" wide toII to wall across the stage.
At the proscenium arch the height from the stage to the grid was 42 ’0"
ins upstage 41*3" to the grid. The reduction in height over the depth of
the stage is of course due to the rake of the stage which according to 
Dumont tos only some 15" over the whole distance. This seems a very slight 
gradient but for TOnt of another authority it has been accepted rather thin 
adopting the more conventional -g" for every foot of stage depth.
Dumont also shows upstage, pl.XLIX, two free standing columns, dimeter 
1'6” und 21*3" high overall. They are appreeim,tely 17*0" from the rear 
wall and stand 30’6" apart. They hiei been retained in the reconstruction 
and interpreted as part of V^urbrugi*s er-ginul structure. Their function 
is to support the upstage section of the fly floor. The fly floor has 
tiirefeni been drawn parallel to the toIIs rather than splayed from front 
to rear. Dumont’s plan in this upstage area is a little centusingo He
siee^■c wALt appears to be a landing at 21’ which presumably vas reached 
from the corner staircase. He suggests that this staircase then Led into
a large fly floor room ind so on to the fly floor by two steps; risers 
over 1*0" high. The fly floor is druol 11*0" wide and 27*6" high off the 
stage with a rail at 4*6".
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Beneath ihe fly floor thn wings is grooves have bnen set out os
thin stage.
Prose, to 1st groove 6’0”, wing 25*9" high, 5*0" wide, opening 25’0"
1st groove to 2nd . . 4*6”, wisg 23’9’ ’ high, 5’O' . wide, opening 23 *0 ”
2sd groove to 53?cL * * 4*3", wing 2^’^” high, 5t0‘ ’ wide, opening 21*0"
3rd groove to 4ti • . 4*0", wing 20**9’ iigi, 4*6' 1 wide, opening 19 * 6"
4th groove to 5ti • • 3*6", wing 19’3‘ * high, 3’6', wide , opening 18*0"
3*0" upstage of the 5th groove and ’0*0" upstage from thn proscenim arci 
the shutter has been set. The opening is 21*0" and thn aoj?rtxinate height 
of tie shutter op^uisg would be about 20*0’’. This shutter wotuid them serve
as the arch for a series of furl;her miniature scenes of relieve.
This scheme for tie distribution of the ving-s has bees reconstructed 
from a tomblmtios of elements, the reconstructed model of the ’Sketch 46* 
asd the application of a redraws ’State Bedroom Scene’, by
Thornhill. Although no case is mide here for tie particular attribution 
of this dcaeisg, because of the similarities is the architectural features 
tint are depicted is tie aesign asd those in ’The 1st Great flat Scene*, it 
is considered that these two drawings are nevertheless related to tie iann
theatre. Thn argument has been set out above cnglcaing the characteristics
tint relate ’Tie 1st Great flat Scese’ to both ’Tie Pastoral Scnnn* and
'Sketch 46’, and iern it wll be noted that there are several features that 
relate ’Tie State Bedroom Scene’ to those designs mentioned above.
Them are three ^;nticular similarities that link these three arawihgi 
and reveal their relattonship to one theatre if not to ose production.
First, the proportions of the proscenim arci in. ’Sketch 46’ and the dteh- 
stage archway acaeh im the ’State Bedroom Scese’ wri-ci is ctnsiaerea to bn 
a shutter. Secondly, the masier is which all three araeimgi show Thornhill
trying to enclose a three centred arch Hthis thn outer framework of a barrel
vault or a aonea ceiling. 1s the case of the ’Sketch 46’ it was shows that 
tiie inser arci was not three centred but a section cut through a aone•
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however, when transferring this arch to the inner stage decoration the 
simplest arch form to adopt wouULd have been the depressed three centred 
arch. This is clearly eesh in ’The 1st Great flat Scene1 in which the
inner msonry arch is stepped ahi ma^^s tr curve lees sharply than the 
arch in the reconstruction of ’Sketch 46'. A^giin in ’The State Bedroom
Scene' the ’downstage' arch is three centred and is enclosed within What
would be, if continued, a semi-circular barrel vault. Thirdly, there is 
a strong relationship betwesh. this maahpuUatioh cf the dome and the barrel
vaiULt in the scenic decorations with that in the actual structure cf the
theatre. If the theory that ’Sketch 46’ does represent the prosceniim and 
foreetage of the Queen’s Theatre, then both 'The 1st Great flat Scene’ and
’The State Bedroom Scene' duplicate this very structure within their com­
position. First, in 'The 1st Great flat Scene' the central arch framing
H^es^<^l,ee, the World and Queen Ahhs are surrounded by a domed alcove, the 
structure of which is identical to that civering the ferestage. Even
clearer is the alcove in the back wall of 'The State Bedroom SceneHere
again Thornhill seems to have included a replica of the prosceniim arch 
if the theatre for the arch of the alcove rises from the cornice in pre­
cisely the same manner as in the prosceniim arch. Adddtiemally, the w-lle
of the alcove are lined by pilasters that echo the columns on the fcrestage.
It only required Thorrnjll to make an arch in the centre of this covs to 
have reproduced VEanaugh’s design for the foreetageo Indeed this rear wall 
on the shutter, suggested here to be a rsdesiln of the proscenium arch w.11 
with its forestags beneath a dome, illustrates Thonnnill’e comppoitional 
sense of relating the scenic desflhL to that of the architecture that framed
it.
To return to the distribution of the grooves ever the stage, the 6’0” 
that has been estimated at the first opening is considered adequate to allow 
not only a wide and free entrance for actcre carrying large properties such
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as chairs and dead bodies but also, should it be necessary, to erect in 
this place another flexible tower that does duty us an entrance door wLth 
a balcony above. Such a structure w^iuLd not interfere with the operation
of either the curtain or the Large cloths that would hang beiild the pros- 
cenim opening. Cloths in this region wotuLd be flown out either on a roller
or taken out in sections. Here one is considering the use of scenes such 
as ’The 1st Great flat Scene’ and ’The Pastoral Scene*, for it is clear 
that they could not function in this urea were they constructed as shutters.
With nirird to other srel-c possibilities it stage level and especially 
the controversy renciimilg whether or not it was possible to have shutters 
placed randomly over the depth of the stage, it is clear from the ground 
plan fig.34? that such i shutter would be possible imneniitely upstage of 
the 2nd set of grooves providing that it vas no wider than 24’0". Any 
shutter wider thin that would require too much off stage space to be prac­
ticable in terns of wing spice when open, ind masking when it was in the
on and off stage position. In a simLlur way, and with the same qualifications, 
a shutter could be placed upstage of the 3^^. set of wings. There would be no
inhibition against u shutter of that or the required size being placed behind 
the 4th set of grooves. It is suggested therefore that ’flat’ scenic of
both varieties could be managed satisfactorily on this stage. It should be 
noted however, that all cloths would hive to be on rollers or aduptii to be 
taken out in sections; the grid was not high enough to allow any ciOp3.ir
treatment.
There are plays of the period in which stage directions indicate that
ccirec closed behind actors as they moved down stage or opened is they upp-
roached the shutter, indeed there ire examples in the pluys of Vanbrugh 
68written specifically for the Queen's Thhatre. hhe multiplicity of slots
in the grooves that were required may be deduced from the rapid change in 
scenes required in for example Cibber's The Careless Husband, (1704 DL, •
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Queen's I706)• Act V of this play optis on the terrace that has stood
throughout Act IV, hut thereafter it changes frequently to scese 2, Sir 
Clhales's Lodgings, scene 3> hack to the terrace, sctst 4» hack to Sir 
Chiales's Loid^ii^^s, but scene 5, still is Sir ClhrCes*i lodgings requires 
another set,
Tin scene optis and discovers Sir Climits without iis 
periwig and Edging by him, both asleep in two easy 
chairs. And them enter Lady Easy, who starts and 
trembles some time, unable to speak.
Scent 6, the scese changes to another rooneand sctse 7» yet another room.
1s the swift sctse changes in this act at least four different settings 
would bn required, the terrace is scenes 1 asd 3» Sir Clhales's Lodgings, 
scest 2, scene 4 nad possibly the same scene for scese 6, but a deeper 
setting is required in Sir Cihrles’s lodgings scest 5» asd another room is 
Sir Clhales's lodgings that was neither that in wiiLci ie was found with
Edging nor that to which Lady Easy retires after the discovery of them 
together. The upstage grooves seed not have been kept busy but down stage 
it would have bnes efficient if four slots were in thn groove to allw a
swift and smooth transition from one scene to another.
Tie Flys
Over each set of grooves would hang from the flys the border appropriate
to the sctse. In addition to this basic function of tht flys onn could aaa
that of flying any cloths that were required is tin down stage area where
shutters could sot operate. Tie other important area is which tht flys were
employed was that of spectacular ascents and descents for which there were 
frequent demands in the plays mounted at tht Queen's Theatre during the 
early selitis under review.
The following selection of scnses in WiLti the flying of chariots asd 
gods was called, fm reflect the capacity of the stage mhinery installed 
in tiie flys at the Queen’s Theatre.
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In Roww’s Ulysses, (Queen1s I705), Act III, the scsis opene above, 
and discovers Pallas in the clouds. Thunder arcom]ptnLee this transformation 
and the company kneeSn. iLttr, to more thiuldin, the scene closes above.
The cast rises, iliis rtucticul ar visi on smeiiis th have be en made possible 
hy using not inly a cloud m 0x^11 that descends but also ene that, ae it 
iescshds, opens to reveal its passenger. Menton’e speech dsrieg the first 
thunder suggests this,
• • • Aed behold!
The solid gloom of night is cent asunder,
Whjle floods of daz’ling, pure astie:rial light,
Break in upon the sShtles - She comes, She comes!
In addition it is clear tht there ^ws some flexibility in t^hie lighting to 
achieve these effects that accompanied this vision.
In Dryden's A[niPiiryon, (169O DL, Quuen's 1705), there occurs the 
simple flying in and out but also a morn complex moveminto In Act I, scene 
1, Mercury and Phoebus desrehd in several mchines. Jupiter follows them 
down. These moveIiinte and Phoebus’ exit seem to Is fairly straightforward, 
but although Night appears in her chariot without any rommnh, when she 
mikes her exit she goes etckw^.rdso Tr cesats this comic and unusual exit 
in reveres, mors must bs required than rising vertically in the normal vay. 
Hers it would seem that Night flew en a diagonal path both in her entrance 
and exit, otherwise there iO1uli have bsen no effect of going backwards and 
no point to the stage direction. In Act V Jupiter, after the escond peal 
of thunder, appears in a machine and shortly afterwards is carried back te
heaven.
Lee's The Rival Queens, (1677 DL, Queen’s 1705), Act II, dpnts emblema­
tically with a scene showing a battle if crows dr ravens in the air. Later
an eagle and a dragon fight in the air. The eagle drops ddvm with the rest 
if the birds, and the dragon flies away.
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During the second season at the theatre hhere were several fmther 
examples of flying. A scene similar to that in The Rvva 1 Quteenss , is the 
masque in Granvvile’s The Jew of Venice, (LIP II, Queen's 1706), Act II, 
scene 2, which is symbolic of the action. During Theeis’s speech - A clap 
of Thunder: Jupiter appears diccindinr upon his eagle. He descends to i 
full chorus of voices and instruments. Later, as the vulture drops dead 
at the feet of Prometheus, his chains fill off, and he is borne up to 
iiaeir with Jupiter to a loud flourish of all the instruments. In Mottiuec
opera The Temple of Love, Act II, Diana iiccinds in her chariot while the
satyr is sleeping. The scene changes to Diamls seat. Some of her atten­
dants enter and dance. Venus and Cupid descend. Diana flies up in her
chariot and Venus stageeanages the scene change.
Change the scene my gentle boy;
Show; the blessing we’ve in store;
Dreams, tho' false, give real joy,
Making sense can feel no more.
The scene changes to the Bower of Bliss; several lovers and a nymph enter
and dance, Venus and Cupid fly up; the scene changes to a grove again.
A singularly sentimental picture was created in Lee's Sophonisba,
(DL, 1673, Queen’s I706), Act IV, scene 1, in Bellorna's Tenple, for when 
Rosalinda rises in a chair pale v/dth i wound on her breast, two cupids 
descend and hung weeping over' her. ApuLo-t from the use of the flys here,
this di]ooorSratis the placing of special traps in the upper stage
area of the stage. Not unlike the emblemnc scene noted above in The 
Rival Queens, in Act II, scene 2, in the Carthaginian Camp, Hanibal asks 
to be Led to witness similar dreadful prodigies in action and the scene 
draws to discover a Heaven of Blood, two Suns, Spirits in Battle, and
arrows shot to and fro in the air.
Plying machines also appeared in two further productions in the I706
season, namely D'Trfey's Wonders of the Sun, Act I; and Granville's The
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British Eno tenters. 1s 1707 plays that had previously been produced at 
Dorset Garden is 1672 and 168I, reipectivtly, Lavenhlnts Laetlth, Act I, 
scenes 1 and 3> asd Act Ill, scene 8, and Stedwell’s Tie Lancashire Witches, 
Acts I, IV lia V, were noumtea and ltti required their witches to take to
the air.
In trdec that tie actors asd actresses who iad to make these flights 
might gain acctss to their vehicles or lines, there must have bees cat-walks 
higher thas the fly floor level russisg atcois the stage. These art not
indicated in the Dumont longitudinal section, but their existence is clear
from the texts cited above. Provision for these cat-walks is tht ^^1-
struction is mde in note f^^2m is fig. 55- 1t is not possible to be morn
precise.
Special Effects
Thunder and lightning were frequently used to herald ctiait inter­
vention, atmospheric disorders and above all, especially thunder, helped 
to cover the noise of the mchines as they 1adlourea and rumbled to deliver
the Gods from heaven or the devils from hell. It cannot be claimed with
any certainty tint inhere was a thunder rum over tie ceiling of the auditorum 
at the Queen’s Theatre but the effect could have been created by not only tie 
mchmery itself but also by a simple thunder sheet. This could also be aug­
mented by tiie orchestra asd a roaming kettle drummer.
Thunder aid lightning occurcea is many plays that have already bnes 
cited above, for example, in thin Shakespeare adaptations King Lear, Mcbeth 
asd Tie Jew of Venice, Dryden and Lee’s Oedipus, Dryden’s Don Sebastian, 
Shadow Il’s Lancashire Y/itches, asd C. DavenhaS’s Circe asd Row’s Taliihlaiit
asd Ulysses.
Invariably these effects were accompanied by lighting effects. The
texts note that the stage darkened and lightened up or the stage wholly
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iirkinid before the Lightning struck or light shone out of the iicrirding 
cloud car. Vheeher the iiooing of lights was to allow the apparitions to 
appear relatively brighter thin the stage or to cover the changes to reveal 
transparencies that suggested that ’the city is of a sudden a fire’ as in 
Circe, it is cLear that the Lights about the stage could be om,nr pula ted to 
give Light ind dark at will. The scene was, that is to say, not necessarily
painted is i night crini ind then fully L.ll'^o The lights behind the wings
must have been capable of being turned to an off stage direction or hooded. 
Similarly the chandeliers that one imagines were hung over the fenistagi 
and upper stage were retractable, ind the footlights could be oLnrhii d^v/m 
below stage level and back again when required.
Two further effects that required flexible lighting might also be 
mentioned hem, first, the dinkening of the slcy to make the moon apparent 
in Tihe's The Adventure of Five Hours, ind secondly, to assist the ascent 
of Night in Beaumont and Fletcher’s The Mid’s Tragedy, (1667 DL, Queen’s 
1706), Act I, scene 2, the masque, in which Night rises in mst, folOoY/ed 
by Neptune. Night m-^es her exit crying ’I’ll vanish into msts.’ Exit
Cyithiu ind Night. Ytet created the mst I hive no idea, but it was
probably lriplrid below stage and issued forth from open traps to cover
the entrance and the stage.
A General Note on the Scene Stock
In spite of the financial difficulties experienced by the rnnagers of 
the Queen’s Theatre in these first four years, the loss of any accounts
showing payment to iec-gners and the lack of any graphic ie-dinri, it is 
clear from the cunviy of pluys considered above that the Queen’s Theatre 
was well equipped ccinicalLy to noeent any conceivable play or opera. That 
much of this scenery mist hive been newly constructed specifically for the 
Queen’s is apparent from the scale of the sciriny required. Only Dorset
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Garden could have had in store scenery that would havs filled, the prosceniim 
ipenihg at ths Queen*s. This property was of course in the ksspttg of
Ctoietopher Rich who one imagines would havs been ths last to provide 
Vanbrugh with sceneey except at a vsey good price. ldditie3eeally, if the 
projected recinstruction of LIF II that has beee. carried out above is 
accurate, eceheey from that theatre would not have served at the Queen’s. 
Further it will he recalled that ths actcee returned to LIF II during July 
and. August and most if October during the first year of the Queen is. Con­
sequently they would have eeeh using a considerable part if their stock at
that theatre.
A survey of the plays moiULted in ths eeaeone considered ab1ee would 
suggest that the stock scenery would htvs consisted ef ths following, 
Exteriors i Streets, town squares and parks; Palaces and court yards; 
Terraces, gardens and bowers; City walls and gates; Temppes, Tents and 
battlefields; Pastoral groves aei sea shores. Occcsionlly, as in The 
British Encbanners, topographical,, special scenery was ciImwssioneio In 
that play there was a vista shewing the prospect of Bleehn:iw Palace. Prac­
ticable scenery wouLd ihcl^ui.n trees and fiUhtaieLi.
Interiors ; Temppes, Tombs and tents; Palaces, throne eeoms and saloons
and esd chambers; Domsiic chambers of all kinds; Prisons and torture
chambers; Maitietn’s cave and of course, Heaven and Hell.
Of special ie.tnrnst regarding whether or not all this scenery was 
changed at the Queen’s Theatre mnuully cr by the barrel and shaft meclhanism, 
is ths stags direction in D’UJkey’s Wooddre in the Sun. Discing Orpheus' ode
in the prologue the stags direction reads, ’Here the scene changes, imitating 
ths of trees and fountains. ’ DouShless it all depends on the inter-
lretatioh of ’the motion of trees and fountains’, hut since trees sway hack 
and firth in the wind, and water flowing from fountains rises and falls,
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perhaps the wings glided first to one side and then the other without
being totally withdrawn whilst the borders slowly rose and fell in sympathy 
However this effect was achieved, it does suggest that the wings in their
grooves were moved independently but in synchronisation, not necessarily
tied uniformly to a barrel.
The Grid
The grid must’have been approached by means of wall ladders off the
fly floors but there is no indication in the Dumont longitudinal section
or plan of these ladders or any other stairs into the roof space. He does
however show two doors into the roof. This is the only area in this recon­
struction that has been greatly altered from that shown in the Dumont plans 
Suspicion regarding the accuracy of Dumont* s measurements at the gallery-
level and the confidence in the projected reconstruction of the proscenium
arch has led to this decision.
Within the roof space over the auditorium thh posiiiin of the vents 
in the Thornhill ceiling have been indicated and it is suggested that over
these openings would have been placed winches that would have allowed the
raising and lowering of the chandeliers hung below. Mention has been made
above of the likelihood of there being a thunder-run placed over the audi­
torium or proscenium arch area, but this is pure speculation. For lack of
evidence, one is similarly inhibited from claiming with any certainty that
the roof space over the stage, as at LIF III, functioned as an extension
to the wardrobe or scenic workshop. Tints area wiitomu Poobt would have
served splendidly for a carpenter's oo^h^p o o o aiitO h^p - Tbit with 
regard to the other services this theatre seemed to have been well provided
with dressing rooms, wardrobe, tailors' and wig makers' rooms in that block
built adjacent to the stage on the west side. In the roof itself were
three lantern lights or vents.
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The Rooms Adjacent to Stage teft in Mrket Lane
This is not a reconstruction of these buildings but an interpretation 
of the Dumont plan to cempleti an overall cunviy of the theatre. There 
is no evidence Leading one to t^hink that these rooms were other thin those 
originally built by Vanbrugh*
The Scene Dock
Upstage left through a large archway, 4*3" wide and 21’0" high, which 
is sieon without just iii cation in the Dumont longitudinal section to be a 
Little wider, there was a scene dock 20’6" wide, 32’6" long iiI at least 
21’0" high. There was probably a basement to this whole block that ootuLi 
hive hid direct access to the understage machinery and working space.
The Dressing Rooms
Adjacent but separate from the ccini dock and entered from the stage
door in Miden or Mrket Lane, were the dressing roo^^. At ground floor
Level these consisted of four large rooms, 10’3" % 12*3", well equipped
with fireplaces but not always natural light. Two w.cs were also included.
These dressing roonc wem at stage level and one imagines that a simiar
Layout existed below and above stairs in this area. It is thought that
there were probably three storeys in this block if the rooms were kept to
a nodienati height. There might have been part of this block reserved for
69a resident caretaker. '
2^ Acsimh].y Reem
Sandwiched between the Mrket Lane entrance to the theatre and the
dressing room block was the Assembly Rom. This saloon was 32r 6" x 59 *0", 
ind probably the height would have cenferoii to ^^nn^mu^li’s notions of a 
handsomely proportioned chamber which wotuLd mike the ceiling almost as high 
as the width of the room. Although the Assembly Room may not have been
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finished at the first opening of tht theatre, it is thought tint it was 
conceivta as pa^t of the original structure, unlike thin Heidegger extension 
to tie south of the stage. ThLs is a controversial mtter asd sis.cn it 
lies outside the iaIniheate concern of this study, and nothing has come to 
light regarding it during these resnarcins, no solution cis bn offered iern. 
Oily one point arises asd that is that it is difficult to understand why 
tie Heemkerck drawing, pl.LIIl has been thought to represent the interior 
of this chamber rather tits. the stage of the theatre fitted, out for a 
msquerade, for the ,61x1118 is that sketch do not sees to be present in 
this saloon.70
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17O6—1715, 1982, documents, 94, 96, 97 and 99-
The Mildxeay Opera Account Books, MS 15 M 50/127, IH^.mmlhire Record Office.
Notthgham Uihversity Library, Portland MS. Pv^.B 95o
I am obliged tc Miss Milhous foe allowing me tc read her article 
hsfoee its publication.
54 Leases noting the cellars, P.R.O., Hl/282/290v, I3 Oct 1720, vaults 
under ths boxse of the said theatre and under the passages to the eatd 
boxes and also the gallery at the north snd cf the theatre aed w^cJ 
lie behind the eighteen petty gallery at the north end cf the satd 
theatre and which looks into ths yard belonging setc White Horse 1em. 
Similar description is fistd in LH/286/9-10, 19 I-ay 17536.
55 -55 ’Journal of all Receipts, Payments and other Transacttcne, 1715-1726',
Ed. Kerry Downes, Vanbrugh, 1977, PP» 180-233*
f. 4v. Memd. I hive 1st ths vaults under the Playhouse to Mr Maes 
and Partners for £30 a year, ths eemt to commence 25 Dec 1714-
f. 5» Rec’d of M? Portalles -g- year rent for ths vaults under the
playhouse to Midsummer last . . • £15. 0. 0.
Similar entries occur it f. 7v, 10 March 1715/16; f. 12, 5 Dec 1776;
5 Jan. 1716/17; f. 18, 8 Jan I7I7/l8, Rec'd of Mr Portalles to 
Christmas last . . . £52. 10. 0. It I7I8 Mr Portalles also took a 
lease on the Chocolate Roem ft addition to the vaults; f. 20, 9 July 
1718, Rec’d Rent fcr the vaults ltd ths1 Chocolate House in the 
IHiymiaket -J- a year to Midsummer last . . . £45. 0. 0. Sinmlar entrees 
follow, f. 24v, 6 Apr 1718/19; f. 27v, 7 Dec I7I8.
f. 29v, 25 Feb 1719/20. Mem'd. I this day signed a lease of the 
Chocolate House and VaaULts tr Mr Portalles for three years and a half 
to commence from Christmas last at £90 per atmum.
f. 30, 29 Apr. 1720, Rec’d of Mr Portalles rent to CCh'istmas last,
£45. 0. 0.
ibid., entries relating to Bowden lessee if the Chocdate House.
f. 4v, Mern’d. I let ths Chocolate Room etc to Mr Bewdem for £60 
pse ateum to begin from M.riaeleae 1714•
Rente received, f„5, 19 Aug 1715; f.llv, 23 Nov 1716; f.13, 4 Feb 
1716, f.l4v, 25 March 1716; f.!5, 24 Jue 1716.
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5 6J Ibid., Entries related to the selling of fruit in the playhouse.
f.25, 14 Apr 1719, Rec’d for 8 rights selling fruit ir the playhouse, 
£8. 8. 0.
f.55, 12 Nov 1720, Rec’d Mrs Smith on acct. of fruit money in 1718, £6, 6, 0.
f.33, 12 Nov 1720, Rec’d of Mrs Crawford in full for fruit money to 
Michaelmas last, £54* 12. 0O
P.R.O., EC 7/2, fol. 1, Vanbrugh-Swiney Agreement 14 Aug I7O6.
Orc of the conditions was that,
He [Swiney] shall have the advantage of the Fruit-money . . .
Inter-document, Milhous and Hume, Vice Chamberlain Coke's Theatrical
Papers 1706-1715, 1982, p. 7.
57 tetters of Baron Bielfeld, trans. M. Hooper, vol,IV, 1768, Letter XXII 
p, 105.
The floor of the pit is on this occasion [a ridotto] raised to a 
Level with the stage, ind the whole foms a grand and beautiful 
saloon. There is also another Lesser room behind this, Which is 
hung with a Light blue dim,sk, bordered with gold, and in a vnry 
clnguit feroo There are ro windows to be seen, which produces a 
singular effect. Thn whole is cllehdiily iiuimiiuted; the misic
is good, and in different ipirtnentc there arc pyramids adorned 
with the gifts of ^cchus ... to which everyone is entitled, by 
paying a guirna at entrance.
58 The Memoirs of Charles Lewis, Baron Poellintz, vol, 3, 1755, P« 295*
They have an Italian opera, which is thin best and most mughficint 
ir Europe. They pay a guinna for the boxes, half a guiiea for the 
pit, and a Crown for the gallery . . . The decorations are vnry fine, 
aid thn room is vnry large, aid much more beautiful than that at 
Paris. The company sit for the most part in the pit, where the 
lid-ns form semi circles, so that all their faces urn snni, which 
has a very good effect, I forget to till you that thn whole is well 
ile-minated with wax candles ...
Vol. 5, pp. 216-7,
The place where thn boxes arc, is in s mirier round. 'Tis smll, 
but very lofty and 1 thought the seats very well laid out. The 
whole company sits down, ever those ir the pit, ir which there are 
benches that form an ampliiheatre, WiLci is not very high but almost 
of a circulun tirere, so that every body ficns the stage. This 
place is so well lighted with wax candles, that it dazzles one’s 
eyes, which is a very great diminution to the lustre of the theatre. 
Thn King, who wis at the opera when I was there, sat in a box on 
the right side of the stage, without ary distinction, and reivercii 
all thn time with three ladies that were ir his box*
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59 These figures are taken from the number of plays moted in Tin London 
Stage, p^t 2, 1700-1729­
60 See note 50 above, for an advertisement concerning the entrance to 
tie later side boxes, Daily Coourist, 14 My 1720.
J. Mlious aha R. Hume, Vice ChambrlLaim Coke’s Theatrical Papers 
1706-1715, 1982, documents concerning the pcooosea ^^i^l^b^rs of the 
orchestra, musicians1 salaries and estimated nightly charges during 
thr years I706-I709, see documents 17, 18, 44? 50 amd 75*
M.]^c^1 Papers, Hanesim Record Office, MS 15 M 50/l27, crcocas 
frequent pnniiS-s to a frer-limicr kettle drummer, 5s. t.g., 10 Dec 
1716, perl. of Cleartts, asd. os 5 Jan I7I6/7 during a otcfornnnce 
of Rinaldo.
63' IMLlious and Hune, op. cit., pp. xvii-xxi, asd pp. 5-18.
J. Milhous, Thomas Bettnrtom, pp. 189-221 for a general background 
to thr disputes betwerm the Opera Company amd Drury Lane.
644 lM.ld.mty Papers, op. cit., record oalaexlti on several special occasions 
on which a Sergeant amd 16 Guards were required to be on duty, 18s 6d., 
or om other occasions there were Yeomen of tie Guard and aootnem im 
attendance at 10s. Sometimes tiny were both om duty at the theatre om
the sane night.
See also S. Rosenfeld, ’An Operu House Account Book’, T.N., vol.XVI,
No. 3? 1962, pp. 83-88.
65 P.R.O, CIO/507/78, 21 Jum 1704 asd C7/668/31, 12 Jan 1702.
//kH?h > t3- i7"l)
66 's-
For details of ’Tie State Bedroom Scene1 see notr 26 above.
67' Two scenic designs uttrlbuted to Thornhill arr worthy of consideration 
here, but it is not possible to claim that they were ensigned for the 
Queen’s Theatre.
’Tie Bower Scene’, pl.IXVII, and »A Design for a Vail’, pls.IXVIIIn und b.
’A Design for a Wll’, the recto is siows here in pl.IXVIIIu and the 
verso in pI.IXYII^^EI. This araeihg is attrlbuted to Thornhill, R. Wark, 
op. cit., p. 55? tsd is illustrated, tierr in plate ’Z’. It is a pen amd 
brows wash sketch, 4 5/8*’ x 5 1/8"• Provenance; Sir Bruce Ingram, 
HtuiSisgtos Coll. acqu. No. 65• 52. 298A. Tie mote states that this 
drawing was o:nrvious1l attrbbuted to Joseph Wilson, but it is closer to 
Thornhill amd night rvrs have sone connect-os with tiie Saloon at Blesitin,
1 would suggest, however, for three reasons, tint tils should be com- 
sidered u sctnic design. First, the profile of the arch bears strong 
sinLlarities with other ThomSh.ll designs and back shutters. It would bn 
foolhardy to make asy particular attribution to either the Theatre or tie 
pluy. Secondly, the measurements reinforce its practicability particularly
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when comjpired with 'The Bower Scene’ to hs discussed below. It would 
form a shutter scene about 21’0" wide 19’0" high. Thirdly, unlike 
other interior designs it is cut dowe the centre vertically as if it 
were a shutter. The maanier fm which the two halves hive besm pre­
served is shewn in pliLXIIIb, and it appears very like a scenic model 
that has survived the paint shop; im fact it is fae morn scenic than 
a design that has only a drawn centre line spot it.
'Ths Bower Scene’ or ’Arbour Scene’, pl.IXVII, bears certain simi­
larities tr the scshe discussed lhiee and those four designs knovm. to 
itave beem for Arsinoe, DL, 1705. First, the similarity in the profile 
cf the arch is striking. Secondly, ths dimensions of this actual painted 
surface is 21’0" x 15’6,,o The third point of interest is that it shows 
the way in which Thornhh 11 set cut im perspective, not a shutter scene, 
but a relieve scene upstage of a shutter. For there are three pieces 
if scenery drawn im this picture. The 1st arch is 21’0" x 15*6", the 
2nd arch 15’0" x 12’0" and the 5;?d backing flat 10’9" x 10’4“.
Ths leovemlnce if this deefge. is also of interest. Now in the keeping 
of the Victoria and Albert Museum, Deepaiitmeih-t of Prints amd Drawings,
D29 ’91> it was acquired with the Thornhill designs for Arsines amd 'The 
State Bedroom Scene’ in 1891 foe £11 from h.J. Smith Esq. These designs 
were im a scrapbook that included designs hy Vanbrugh.
Vanbrugh’s stage directions indicating that scenes r1esei behind the 
actors,
The ^ct^^^^, (1705), Act V, ecste 2, at the close if this 
sceme within the scene, Gripe replies tc Clip,
Ay, with all my heart, shut ths docr after ss —
[they come forward, and the scene shuts behfmd them]
WhSl, any mews?
The leverse, a discovery, occurs it ths close of Act V, sceme 1, when 
Act V, ecnmn 2, opsms in another room in Gripe’s house, Aramnta, 
Corinma, Gripe and Moene'trap ars discieersd at a tea-table, veiy gay 
and laughing.
A similar scene dieertiot occurs in Belhn’s The City Heiress, (1682,
DG, Queen’s 17O7), Act IV, scsts 1, a dressing room, Lady dlfard is 
discovered in at undress at her tails, glass and toilette, Closet 
attending; as soen ae the scsme draws off she rises from the table 
ae disturbed and out of humors?.
699 Among the Vanbrugh ’Accouuht’, Dowies, Vahbeugh, pp. 180—255» there occur 
regular receipts from Johm Barweei cf eemt, ' £0 p.a. foe a flat, amd pay­
ments to John and Mrs Daawiel for wething. These appear with other 
entries often related to the theatre which gives rise to the suppctOhn 
that perhaps Harwell was living in a flat over the dressing rooms ft the 
theatre and acted as, amootgt other duties, a caretaker. He ns mot ome 
ef the lessees of ths houses in the Hltearkee•
70 E. Croft -Murray amd H. Phillips, 'The Whole Humours of a Masquerade’, 
Comtry Life. 2 Sept 1949, P» 674•
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Conclusion
Background aid Influences; Theory ind Practice
I have drawn a iesi^rh for the whole disposition of 
the •iiciin, very different from ury Other House in 
being « • o
1
Vanbrugh to Tonson.
In concluding this study of the diviL^<^m<^:n,fc of the English playhouse 
from thn Restoration converted tennis court theatre to thn first opera 
house, this claim msdn by Vanbrugh for his theatre requires ee:aInirntieh.
It is clear from a comp^isor of the reconstruction carried out ubovn 
that the Queen’s Theatre was different in its internal rempleCtieh from 
both that Which hid gone before and that which feleowei not only in 
Lincoln’s Iii Fields, but also from what is kr.eem of the theatres in
Drury Lane and Dorset Garden, as well as that built liter in Covent 
Garden. ^£1^ such a cunppaisor cenfi-’n.s Venbrugh’s statement it will 
also bn realised, that it was those very singular characteristics that 
wem found wanting and were swiftly removed in an attempt to solve the 
technical problems that arose. These were resolved by mkilg the design 
relte:m to the neno - probably that established it Drury L-ane.
That Vanbrugh vas an architect of singular power, individuality and 
imagination is undisputed. That hn also had considerable knowledge of
thn theatre is unquestionable. Since ore does not believe thut Vanb;reri
was thoughtlessly iihovating, it is lecesciny, in thn light of these 
seeming errors to reassess Vanbrlarh•c achievement aid evaluate the forcis 
that influenced Vanbrugh to reject, with disastrous consequences, the 
contemporary structural form, of thn theatre and to devise his owr.
Vanbrugh closed this cune letter, at a time when hi had just rempleted 
his iecirh, requesting Tonson to pmcurn for him a copy of ^lludio, onn 
with the plans, aid a ground plan of the AnotercLam Scieuwberg. '
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Tie extravagant clam that the theatre was ’different from any 
Other House in being, suggests not only that it was uslikr asy other 
English theatre, but also that it was unlike asy other im Europe. This
suggests first that Vanbrugi was uenne of the structure of most continen­
tal theatres, tme tint secondly, ie iad gota theoretical reasons fm 
breaking is practi.ce from the established Oams. In other words, iis
was an infomed nnd conscious innovation. Howwer, although a coappaative 
survey of the plums asd the elevations of tin foremost costenporary theatre
is Europe bears out Va^i^mu^l^’s claim, it also reveals iis souccti of 
2
isspiratios. These influences cine not from thr latest public theatres
to be built in Hollumd, France or Italy, but from those clasiicalll 
lisp.1-red private theatres devised is the Palladlas nouLa, the meo-classicul 
form rejected by baroque architects.
Tie ground plan fm tiie Amterdam Scioueberg^ would have held little 
interest aor Vanbrugi unless it wis the organisation of the umcillary 
services around the stage and auditorum. But this hue bern developed im 
a similar, if less spacious musser by Bavenant at LIF 1. On the other
iane ie sted have sought mo further tian the accumuatea 1mowV.edge asd 
experience of iis colleagues, particularly Wren, Hawksmoor, Janes amd 
Bettnrtom, to have been aware of an alternative to the currest scient of 
theatre architecture. It iad bern developed in London by Inigo Jones asd 
vestiges still survived. This is assuming that it did not have access to 
all Inigo Jones's drawings. Whither he did or not (it wouLd be difficult 
to prove with asy certainty tint Vanbrugh had studied tin desighs of Jones 
influenced, by Palladio amd Scamozi, particularly those for tiie Cockppt- 
in-Coiurt Theatre), it is clear that it wis this Palladia’ meo-classical 
forn that influenced tht design. of the Queen's Theatre.
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The Inigo Jones plane for theatre architecture reflect hie oeh
understanding of the work of both Palladio and Scamozzi ae well as
their predecessor Serifo.^ Nowhere is this more apparent thae. in
Jones’s conversion of the hitelhiLl cockpit. Within the internal
octagonal structure Jones tran^omed the classical rectangular frome 
5
ecenae of the Teatre Olympico into a semicircle. With regard to the
seating, which for Palladio ^e necessarily elliptical, im the Cockpit- 
in-Court, Jomse we able in a modified way to retain a morn classical
ssmiiCirrular form. It could be claimed therefore that it was Joees
who wae the iemcvatcr who designed a theatre with its foreetage and
pit confined within a circular structure, that is, unless ome wishes 
to argss that the Cockppt-in-CoTurt was essentially an Elizabethan open 
air theatre with a roof upon it. The C^^^pH^-lm-Corset reflects Jones’s 
application of architectural theory ani practice to the problem of 
Jacobean theatre practice. Therefore, it is limited, that although 
Restoration theatre terimfcues were vastly different from those of the 
pesceditg period, nevertheless, this theatre, which was not totally un­
known to either Betterton or Wren, ani perhaps Vanbrugh, may well have 
hesn considered by Vanbrugh to havs qualities that had beet lost im those 
thsatess that were the result of converting tennis courts at the Restoration 
Particularly this may havs arisen when, he was considering the acoustic 
properties required im an opera house.
Having hrfsfly established ths influences upcm Vanbrugh of a long lihie 
of classical architects from Vitruvius to Serlio, Palliate ani Scamozzi 
ami down through 1migo Jones, there are two further pieces of work that 
hear spom Vanbrugh’s deeigm for the Queen’s Theatre. The first is Wren’s
drawing, Hl SoiULs College, Oxford, IV, No. 81, and the second is Andrea 
Pozzo’e treatise, Prospettiva de * putt oris- £ architetti.
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With regard to the Wren drawing, pL.LI1X, there is sene doubt as 
to its authorship ind attribution. Whilst agreeing in principle with 
Leacrolt*c reconstruction of the drawing,^ represented here in fig*46, 
p. 424, in the light of thn projected reconstruction of thn Queen*s Theatre 
offered in this work, it is suggested that the proverunci of this drawing 
is not by way of Inigo Jones deem. to Cli:-istopier Yrei for a conversion of 
a Tudor Ball, but, because of the centuc-en in the King*s Department of 
Wooks, this is a Vanbrugh drawing that was later gathered together vith 
those of Wren and subsequently thought to have been his* Taking this 
lrecncc one step further it will be argued bnlow that this is a project 
for the Queen’s Theatre. By reference to the L3£xa3c?c^;i't reconstruction it 
is clear thut the drawing bears too mny correspondences with the recon­
structed Queen’s Theatre described above and in fig.34 for this to be 
totally rejected is coincidental. Ever if attribution of the drawing to
Vanbrugh were denied it may bn acceptable that the drawiig was the work
of Wren sketched in thin ceurcn of ascictinr Vanbrugh in his project. Of 
thn two possibilities I am lersu^uied towards thn former.
Thn drawing, pl.HIK, is without a scale line aid ^acroft his deduced 
from thc measurement of the benches ind spaces between them that u scale of 
1//O)H - ID" was employed, thereby giving a width of 2’0” to the seats aid 
spaces. Wen applied to the whole plan this scale produces ar iuiitorelOl
and stage, to thc exclusion of thn absent walls, with ar area of 38’9" x 
89’ 6This suggested to Leacroft thut thc ieci.gn could relate to the Great
Hall in YWitelhLll before I698. Howwver, Leacroft admitted that inconsistnn- 
cins arise, for by his estimation this scale would pnev-ie barely 6’0" 
height to thc arched apron doors, that ire incidentally, only 3*6" wide, 
inclusive of ary supporting architrave or column. C consequently hn sunmicii 
that this arcs of the stage vas found to bn unsatisfactory and abardenid
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asd it was for tils reason tint tils part of tiie plam was mot carried
out is ink as tht auditorum had bets. Ose other inconsistency arises 
whem applying this scale to the side passages amd tht passage at tht frost 
of the pit for it measures an unlikely 1’9"*
A^antting tint this ’Wres’ plus -s a psroetcted ensign, there art 
similarities letwnes it asd the Queen’s Tlhnafcrt, not only is prtoo22''ti^on 
but also in design method. If L^acrofO’i scale proved unsatisfactory whem
applied to the uprom doors am alternative scale of l/16" - 1O" night be 
acceptable. Although creating satisfactory doors it does prove difficult 
when applied to tiie benches and spaces for they wouLd itve a combinne width 
of nearly 5’0" which wouLd be spacious by contemporary standards. Os the 
other iisi the overall area of tiie stage und auditorum would bn 62 ’ 0" x 
144’0", which is very t1tse to tin total 1^1, including tie walls, of 
tht original Queen's Theatre, fig.34•
It is suggested that amongst tin other modifications to tht Qieen’s
Theatre plan, because of tie actual site, tin 3’0" side passageways thut
were present in tin proeettei design, were rejected. This uliiimately gave
rise to the ltmcies spasnimg thr house nil to wall. Additionally, other
nordficatiomi imcluided those to the width oO thin benches amd spaces betwnrs
them but tht same number of rown from front to 1X11 were mintaimri, not
witilm the divisions of pit, box and gallery is im the proerci^e^i plan, but 
7over the depth of tht tieatrn.
Tie pit uni the boxes at tie Queen’s Theatre were nadt to conform to
thr regular patters by the removal of the central throne dais that appears 
is tht Wren drawisg, oeritos i vestige of tie CockpOt-in-CrUlrt ieslgm. At 
this point it nay be suggested that tht n^rks intwttm tht forestage arches 
tilt hitherto have 1x01 interpreted as oerilktoi ire tiie result of sketching 
two 1 lines beilni each urci. Thtse on the stage left are more accurately
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lined up thur those on the right. The two linns ire the result of first 
drawing sight lines from the foot of thc royal dais to the individual 
irchec, ard cecerdly, drawing a linn to mask the opening from thn upstage
edge of the arch to intersect the sight Line in each ^1. Thus, these
two lines combiied with thin third line defining the frons sceiae, appear 
to be perjaktoi. This region is siother that reveals imppructcalities 
for such an arraignment would rot allow access to the entrances at the 
down, stage doorways.
It is clear that once the ceInolexeticc of the unsatisfactory nitunn 
of thn five openings on each ddc of thin stage in the Wren drawiig were 
simplified srd reduced to thc two at thc Queen,c Theatre, that the thumb­
nail sketch ii thn Wren drawing, the iene ind all the other ihd-viiuil
characteristics, would relate morn cLoscly to the reconstruction of ’Sketch 
46’. All of which contributes to the belief that there is u clece relation 
ship between the Wren plar srd the Queers Theatre.
The nclateonship of orn part of the theatre to another in the Wren 
drawing is of internst when considered or plan in abstract terns of squares 
or circles. Indeed, thn cemJpass was used is much in the dnsirr of Wren’s 
drawing as it ^s in thc construction of the Queen’s Theatre.
From thc thumbmil sketch of the nLnvatior it would appear thut the 
height of the arched domed figure was approximitely equal to the width of 
the f onstage, providing in arch rot iicsimilar upstage or doTOistugi to 
those fourd in ’Sketch 46’ and reconstructed in fig.39* This part of the 
iecigi. is rot fully carried out ir the longitudinal section ind is row
very rubbed aid obscure.
But in terns of design method there ire further sidarities between 
thc two projects. First, the two parts of the house, f onstage and pit
arc constructed withih a circle. Thc precise extent of both parts are
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defined by striking the two common arcs from two centres. 1m the case
of the Wrem plam 3’0" apart, 3’0" being this width of the passageway at 
the front of the pit; amd 1m the Queen's reconstruction 1’0" apart,
1’0" being the width of the raiius of the dowistage prosceniim coeumlSo
WjIis'vi^:! the scale of the Wrem deawimg may have bsem in its plaemlmg 
ths following proportions were adopted. The rectangle was equally divided 
in two across the length of the plan ani the forestage was setablished, 
fig.46. To find the depth of ths pit from ths forestage the radius of
half the width of the building was described from centre ’I*. The same 
eaiiue reduced by the width of the side passageway was them applied from 
the centre of the firnetags to describe ths lieie of the frons ecenae. A
tangent to this semi-circle vas struck across the stage iso ietei^mime the
depth of the proscenim arch frons eceeae if it were continued in its full 
arc. This point is also reflected ft the section by a step that divided 
the f1restagn from the upper stags. From the auditorum centre, centre ’2',
ths width of the passageway into the auditorum, with the same reduced 
radfss, a semi-circle was described that established the pit. This aec 
touched the previously drawe. arc that established the depth of the pit 
from ths toreitage, centre ’1’. Consequently both pit ami frons scenae 
were drawn, with the same radius but the centres were separated hy the width 
of the front passage in the pit.
Having established that the required prosceniim opening should be half 
the width of the theatre, a cord of that measurement was drawn across the 
frome ecnnan circle. The distance from ths prosceniim arch settih^ lihie 
infinled hy this cold to the forse'fa.gn ^s them used to set ths position of 
the foot ef the royal iais by applying a eaitue of same measurement at 
centre '2’. Ae arc twice the distance from the toreetagn to the foot of 
the royal dais, ^e them used to establish the distance from ths centre
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Oocestagn, centre ’1’, to the galltry. This arc, whem reduced ly the 
width of the frost oaiiugeeay, described from centre ’2’, tiie arc of the 
gallery front. This same arc was them used, but from centre ’1’ to 
divide tht upper stage into a ntd ami rear stage acei. In the Wres 
drawing both urtas bear roughly sketched lines that indicate scemerlQ
This area is also reflected im tht section.
To establish the depth of tht stage from the reur of the gallery,
the distance from thr centre frost of tiie stage, centre ’1’, to tiie rein 
of tiie royal lox was ioublti and, as before, tint iiaensitm was reduced
ly the width of the frost passageway ami as urc struck from tiie auditorum
centre, centre ’2*. There is no corresponding mark im the upper stage
neOlectisLg this gallery position. 1t will be noted tilt the lints tilt
appear to be barriers between the boxes converge at the centre of tht 
upper pno^c^e^s^z^m inch.
With regird to the longitudinal section ,1^1^^ off the plan, a horizon­
tal line passes through the section nt the level oO the base of the loyul 
dais. Raised above this level is tilt of the stage. Tie height of tht 
stage off tht horizontal line was the sine is the width of the auditorum 
passageway. 1t would seem, ami it is mot totally cltic is the original
aming, tint the dimension oO tin height of the ceiling at the aocei■taLgt
was estmatei is tht sine is the width of the theatre. Therefore a circle
having tin sume raiius as the frons scenat was used to describe the iome
over the semi-circular froms sctmae. No comppaison of this aneu is the
Wres aming is possible with tint shows in tiie Diunont plums, but it will 
le recalled that the reconstruction of ’Sketch 46fig.$8, was listd upom
1 similar method.
Concerning the shupe humg over the auditorum at ceiling level, ose 
accepts thut it couli be a vent, a chandelier, or a tlnooy•
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In conclusion if the corridor at the rear of the audito-em ard 
thi working spice at thc rear of the stage are d-c^ceuhtii, it is found 
that the main parts of this ulnreInplicatni theatre were rentuirni, approxi­
mately, within, a double cube, or two cubes separated by u narrow passageway
If the rectangular shipis over the proscenim urch ard pit area at 
each side of the Wren plun were to bn accounted for, it might be suggested 
that these represent w]teat might have been the position of side boxes ii
the conventional Restoration theatre.
The geometry underlying the rempllCLiien of the Queen’s Theatre is 
equally simple and is cast in the same muLd as the Wren drawing. It will
bn noted that the procedure establishing thc key positions in the pirn. is 
simLlsr to that employed in thn Wren drawing. Additienally this an lysis 
suggests a noli-icatioh to the reconstruction ii fig.47, that would rnke 
the teristagi a morn practicable area than, that shown in the Dumont plun.
Such a moli£icatior would also tend to support a move away from the fon­
stage into the upper stage thut anecc as the 18th century progressed. 
Consequently it is suggested here that thc eriginul point of thc Vanbrugh
terectagc was thc centre line of thc theatre. This is cheoi in fig.47, 
aid it would permit actors sufficient space or the tenestage before thi 
alrer doors and also provide adequate accoolooli1ier for thc musicians in 
the orchestra pit.
Pig.47 shows that thc plot renta-ninr thin Queen’s Theatre, including 
the currouhd-rg walls was 65’6" x 151 *0", was divided in two equal parts. 
The difference between the Wren, and thi Vanbrugh drawings ir this instance 
is that the walls in thc Vanbrugh iecirh arc included in the overall plot
of the theatre. The distance from this dividing linn, hereafter temd the
terestage, to the rcur of the pit or the front of the boxes, ^s intermiied
  
 
 
 
by cutting the lateral centre line by an arc having a radius cP
width of the total plot, i.e., 52’9" from the centre of the
centre ’1’.
UihLike the Wrem drawing the Queen’s Theatre had no side 
nor one at the front ef the auditorum, but there was provisot mue (oc
am orchestra pit. Thn factor that seems theoretically to Jivi 
the width ef thn orchestra pit was conveniently, amd coinci&hhkiy - rtut 
width of the thickness of the side wall ef ths thnatie, i.e<^ This
width on ths other hand was morn 1 likely to hive beem decided by |>neot icof 
experience. eowever, im thin plannfhg this 5’6" pit replaced tji-i Wren 
passageway and in a mutter similar to the Wren irawimg, am arc InuXrtjf 
radius of half the width of the interior was applied from the ce^tree o^ 
the orchestra pit front, centre ’2’, to define the division between His 
pit amd boxes. By following this procedure Vanbrugh aciinvea a totally 
sem-circulai pit.
Comilehstiml for the lack of the Wren passageway im. the ^ue^n‘s 
Theatre deeigm the arcs sitting out the frone scnman were calculateM (e 
provide am opening of the required width as well as suttfciemt off stage 
space. 1n thn event, thn off-stage space was approximately 5,6n, thn
column 2'0" im. diameter, with am opening of OPO”. The arcs were drawn
from a point, centre ’5’, 1’0" upstage of ths centre '2', fjlj',4-U; kauiny 
a radii of 20’0" amd 22,0u. The proscenim. opening of the Queens Theotrm
of 26’0" between the coL^umne or 28’0" centes to centre, as it kb'
might have hesn plotted im a matter similar to that im ths Wr&n
since it ^e approximtely half the width of the interior of Hug-
The position of ths front of the middle gallery was deV&rtm<rin<A iftrwU-' 
tannously with, thn boxes below, amd this level iid mot appn^fic 
project designo
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Tie gallery frost however was established by the same method as 
tilt adoptee in the Wren iriwisg, i.e., the siting of tie l-he oO columns 
supporting the gallery tilt were set is the third, row of bemcies wis 
ieOimei by scribing in arc having the raiius of half the whole plot from 
the centre ’2’ position.
Tie distance from tin possible original Ooreitage, centre ’1’, to 
tiie lack oO tin gallery was determined by u slightly different technique.
Tie anc is this cast was dttentmimed by the distance between the setting 
lint of tht proscenim inch and the rear wll. This dimension wis them 
projected into the auditorum from the centre of tiie Oorestagr, centre ’1’.
The arcs Oor tin benches were them struck from centre ’2’.
Whireas is the Wren druwiig the important point dividing the min. 
upper stage into two parts, probably the position of an upstage siuttnn 
system, was ietenmlmni by applying tin same arc as that which tital1ishea 
tiie frost oO tiie gallery. 1m the Vanbrugh design this inpti wis achieved 
by applying tht reur gallery radius from centre ’2’ it centre ’1’. This 
narked a point is the region of the liiie between trim two upstage columns
in the Queen’s Theatre stage. As alternative method of m,rkimg the same 
point but calculated on thin cud-us from tie front of trim upper gallery to 
centre ’^’, was scribed upstage of the centre of the upper proscenim
urci, fig.47.
Coullaoaison of figs. 46, 47 usd 54» shows that tie system applied is 
the ieslgmlmg oO these two theatre plans was nemrkably similar, ami 
although the introduction, of u third centre from which to plot thn froms 
scenne in tiie Queen's Theatre night seem to le am aiiei comp01catltm, the 
overall plansing of trim Queen's Theatre was loti simpler in its application 
of tiie geomerical relationships and is its achieving, nore harmoniously, am 
integrated auditorum ani irons sctnat by virtue of u forn more closely
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approaching u circle than that shown. in the Wren plan, fig.46.
Regarded in thi Light of thi above analysis of thi underlying compo­
sition of the Queen1s Theatre aid that of the Vrei drawing it becomes 
abundantly clear that they were both planmni ir a c-mLlur und eetraerdina- 
rily s-irular fashion for thc time. Further, wlhat emerges from this
Vanbrugh iesi.rn. is that this work, that might well bn considered to bn his 
first large scale undertaking, rcvnals that he used theory in practice, not 
as a mclhnical crutch but is s spur to his imagimtion. Thn Queen’s
Theatre was indeed like ro other house in being.
No theatre might hive beer built subsequently nmuUat-rg the Queen’s 
Theatre but it is interesting to note that Saunders was cy]on>lthiCically 
i-spesid to the basic lr-iciplnc of its deci.rh nearly a hundred years liter
Q
when addressing himself to the problem of designing the ideal theatre.
Andrei Pozzo*s influence upon Vanbrugh wls probably morn oblique than 
that of Palladio or Inigo Jones. Drawing upon the work of the two later
architects Vanbrugh found the ideal forml arrangement of thn essential 
parts of■the theatre building itself. But neither of them hud hud to com­
bine the stage and the audit orim in precisely thi same murner as Vanbrugh. 
A compulson of the iec-rns for their theatres shows thut in those of 
Palladio ind Joins the frons scnrae wis the principle decoration ard that 
the scnnic contribution was secondary. Like them Vanbrugh devised a vast
frors scerun but the value of the scenic clement through thin proscenim 
urch was to be of equal not of minor importance. There consequently arose 
a problem but orc that was rot entirely insuperable. Additienally, in a
thcutre ir which the enpbhsic was upon the circular, and vas ’unliki uiy 
other’, it wotuLd have bnen interesting to have placed behind the proscenim 
arch, scchcrny that continued or echoed this circular theme. Aesthetically
such ar arrangement ootULi hive been extremely satisfying, that is morn so
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than adopting the rectangular setting that was used im the contemporary 
rectangular theatres. Speculation along these lines is not without some 
justification, and although ome catnot provide svfdnnce te prove this 
hypothesis, it this final section mterial wll he prnsnnted that per­
suades me te accept the preposition - whether or mot this type of ecstery 
was ever actually erected on the stage of this Queen's Theatre.
The cimbeihtiom of Vanbrugh, the architect, amd T^onh^l^:^, the 
decorator, is already acemeel.edged and iocsmenhed. That Thooenjll decorated 
ths Queen1e Theatre his beet argund above, and Thoenthll'e activities ae a 
scenic designer it Drury Lane, the Queen's Theatre and Hampton Corset are 
now recorded. But it is from a page of theatrical sketches im Thoenthll's 
Sketchbook, p.49» pl-XX, that sug^^sts there is a connection. between, on 
thn one hamd Thonhjll and Vanbrugh, and on ths other Andrna Pozzo.
9
^00111^11 *s ecemogrlpiie experience before 1704-5 is as yet smkmoeho He 
suddenly emerged as the deeigter of Arsimoe, Queen of Cyprus at Drury Line
in 1705. It is unlikely that this was hie first theatrical engagement and 
since there is much confusion around thn moositimg of Arsimoe, it could bn, 
if this opera were originally intended foe production at LIP 11, that 
Thonhjll did work occasionally in that theatre. If T^c^o?inj1.l designed 
for LIF 11 there is a clear justification for thdnking that, if Thonhjll 
amd Vanbrugh had not come together previously im thn seivice of aey other 
comission, that they became acquainted professionally im that thnatie.
From there Vanbrugh amd Thornljll worked together on the Queen's Theeatin
project.
There are extant few, tnm, theatre deelgme attributed to Thorehjfl, 
of these four are foe Areinon amd they have received sufficient attention 
nleeiff^he.^^ By thnii proportion ami rempiiition they arn generally 
accepted as being designed for thn Theatre Royal Drury Lane. Of thn other
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six, live have leen discussed at length nbove ami it is tin nenLinlmg 
set of iruwisgs that has, ns yet, received little attention. But is 
some respects this page oO drawings is the nost interesting of ill.
Tie first point to bn mde is tint of tire six tiumbrmil sketches 
os the page, five are withim proscenim accies of a similar proportion to 
that reconstructed fon the Quuen’s Theatre. The other sketch night rep­
resent the proportions of Drury Lane, sketch ’A’,^ Oor tiie shape is sot 
unlike tint im the Arsnot acuwLhgs. This sketch, a curving urcade bryoma 
thr ontice!nim acci that is itself divided ly three inches straddling the 
stage like a 0'rombis^pi.ece, seens to have brrs sketched Oor coappaat-ve 
purposes; perhaps representing tie scene us it might iavn been designed 
for Drury lane coa]olrei to tie way im WtLti a similar scene night le
treated nt the Queen’s Theatre.
Sketch ’B’ takes tin essential elements is Sketch ’A’ asd presses 
them into a new proscenim. anci shape. I suggest that thn first upstage 
anci represnsts an upper, false, proscenim with ltcomptasp:ing entrance 
dotri at each siae. This ties gives on to another arch through which is 
u back scese of tim curving arcade in sketch ’A’. Basically wliat is 
arranged in sketch ’B’ is a muuti-purpose set serving fon interiors amd 
exteriors with the poss^'Hity of ortvid-ng am embleimlic scest is the 
distance tint woiuLd specifically characterise the place. At the sine tine 
of course, scents could have lees disposed ietwerm these arches to ciasgt 
nore drmoriirabll the generalised into thr psartlculur*
Such scemes ane ims in sketches ’C’, ’D*, ’E’ ami ’P’, respectively 
a gtrirs with fountain, an unspecified terrace, a galleried saloon or ^prison, 
asd oentlos a tenple. Because three of these scenes have upstage arches im 
them giving om to further prospects, these designs could well be placti is 
the ni.a stage anea between the two mjjor anchts in sketch ’B’»
4'Xf
This scenic treatment of the acting aria would seem quit, unique
12were it not for the illustratOons thut accem3lariii Pozzo*s Pres1ettiea 
in w^ch was set out clearly the miner ii winch circular scenes might 
he created with very Little difficulty, providing orn fe^.eoo^ed his 
instructions. It is therefore the circularity of these designs that 
linEs them with thn circularity of thn Queen’s Theatre, ind simuLtaneously 
brings together Thornlnll and Vanbrugh in Pozzo.
There is ro rcisoi to doubt that Pozzo*s book was kneem to both
2h:onni.ll aid Veahbregi. Indeed it rsne from the press, 1695, and wis 
probably ir England by thc time tliat Vanbrugh was first thliinleing about
the future of LIP 1I und opera ir England. Even if Thorrhhll could not 
reid the work ii thc original, the plates must have benn clnar to iny 
artist who had been trained, is he hid, in decorative painting. Further, 
it is not kneon iee^ long John James took to prepare his translation thut 
was published in 1707, for which Wren, Vanbrugh urd Hawksmoor were sub­
scribers. Therefore it is not too fanciful to suggest thut they were well
acquainted with thn work of their colleague ii Greenwich before it went to
press•
There hud bnen earlier works on perspective painting but none developed
so clearly as Pozzo, the murner in winch the design was to be carried out in
relation both to thi theatre and to the method of applying his technique,
especially the one devised to create the effect of circular architectural
structures. His theatre plurs showed the theatre space divided in half,
primarily because of the geometry of perspective, but also his illustrations,
particularly thut of thc elevation of his projected theatre seem to have
affinities with both thc projected theatre in the Wren drawing and also thi
reconstructed Queen’s Theatre, for hern orcc agrii was the circular audi-
toreml rising like a coliseum with its galleries serround-ig the pit. In 
13its baroque form its classical origins are clear, pUlX^!.
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If Vanbrugh and ThomM!.!. were less symppthetic tov/ards ths oblique 
system of setting the grooves for their scenery, Pozzo's system for sett^g 
out cslesd architectural structures, for example, hie fig.45, a temple, 
pl.IXXEI, might have been attractive. For it is argued, it is fouhi ref­
lected. in sketches ’C, 'D', 'E' amd 'F' in p. 49 of Uhoonhill's Sketchbook, 
pi* XX. Indeed sketch 'E' morn closely resembles a copy of the elnvatiom 
im Pozzo'e fig.45; ani if Pozzo’s fig,42, pl.IXXIII, am ante-clamber, was 
not lifted for Act I, scene 5 in Arsimoe, amd again im 'The State Bedroom 
Scene’, pl,]XVI, it cam only he cemr1uded that the ecshic vocabulary of thn 
late 17th century ^s extremely limited.
Again, without labouring the point, there are featurns in Pozzo*e 
fig,41, a gallery, pi,XXIV, im which ths details of the imdfvfdsal profile 
wings vividly recall the proscenium aich in ths Bsrmey Sketch, pl.LXIII. 
Perhaps the Italian origime of the sketch lie im Pozzo'e figs.41 and 77# 
pls.XXIV and LXXV, amd where ths third project deeigm for thn Bteram Church, 
pi.XXVI, supplied the back scene.
Even if Thooithll’s sketches re awaited projected designs and they were 
never set up on the stage ef the Queen’s Theatre, the comjpiieom of these
sketches with Pozzo’s illustrations, hie attempted te show that there was a 
strong ^11601-01. linking them, not only togethee but also with the Queen’s
Theatre. Thn bond between them was ths circle.
For Pozzo, thn crowning achievement was the dssfgm amd execution upem 
thn stage of fig.44, pieXXVII, ths Coliseum im Rome, by the application ef 
his 1nmov^■tort perspective system. Unlike Inigo Jones’s desigh foi
Albion's Triumph, 1652, at thn Banqueting House, im wjlcJ thn illusion 
created ^s that a similar structure stood ae fimly hnhimd ae im front of 
thn spectator. 1m Pozzo’s theatre ths esrrosmdfmg architecture reflected 
morn closely the feigned architecture en the stage, thus cieating thn 
impressiem of being im a coliseum. Thereby the auditors' ^e united with
the stage.
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By cmbiisisg tiie work of neo-classical authorities with the innt-
vatioms of Pozzo, ^^i^rr^u^g^’ s theatre was also am innovation. This chapiter 
its attempted to show briefly the extent of that innovition. Vanbrugh’s 
achievement lay in iis constructing a theatre that cmbisea within its 
shell tie stage and auditorum im a totally harmonious way amd further ex­
tended this precision of relationship between these teo spaces leyoma the 
proscenim arch into tht scrmery, thus ■unifying the whole house. This is
wliat main the Queen*s Theatre different fron asy other house is Itlmg, 
fon the tnmsis court tieatrn, whilst it iai served its purpose, was mot 
purpose built. Drury Last and Dorset Garden, wlhtever tie in superior 
qualities as theatres, ani whilst they were integrated lecause of the 
perspective system employed tint would unite the auditorum wLth the stage, 
tiny were mot architecture us Vanbrugi understood it.
In the original Queen*s Theatre thn pa^s were not disparate. Tin 
geometry underlying thn ieilgm. unified the whole ttnstnuctiom• Perhaps,
as well ns a mrringe of tim classical amd tie baroque, there was hern tht 
influence of Wren nt work Oor wion m.the]oml.1ici was beauty, ani tin geometry 
of the circle became the beauty of the unifying sphere. Reason nnd Fancy
cine together, peniups Vanbnugh’s critics were right - in hai created a 
tenpin - lut it wis also a monmin.ial piece of ucchitecture indicated to
the Muses
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Notes, pp. 415-^-^^3.
Vanbrugh, Wooks, Letters, vol.^V, p. 9­
2
It is, of courcc, impossible to know the full extent of VunbIregll'c 
knowledge of European theatres or even lenhlups Inigo Jones's drawings 
such as those in Wolnrster College, particularly those for the CooCcplLk— 
in-Court and his Serbian theatre project. ’Works suci as F.C. MoOta's 
Trattuto Sopru Mr Strutturi De'Teatri E Scene. I6y6, were few ii 
lumber as is observed by E.A. Craig ir his introduction to the repub­
lished edition, 1972, in winch hn points to the difficulties of 
contemporary architects in Learning what their colleagues were building, 
pp. xii-xv, n.s 23 und 24. Foil owing E.A, Craig's ceooonts it becomes 
apparent that there were two parallel developments in the 16th - 17th 
centuries. Somi folOowed the form of the Palladium theatre bused upon
clacsical precepts, the others, Fontaro, Vi^garani uid Mottu, were 
developing u new ard totally different concept ii an attempt to build 
public rather than private theatres. Mower, Vanbrugh was in touch 
with cry aristocrats who were or thc continent, cither touring or in 
iiplomLtic embassies. Sec the Clh.tsworti Correspondence, Lord Tavistock's 
letters to his MoOher, from the Hague, 28 Oct 1697, after hsvihg sinn a 
performance of French C0X0111^8, (Letter 9^.3)j and 1 Feb 1698, after a 
visit te the opera ir Rome, (Letter, 75*9), aid again, 20 Sept 1698, 
prior to u special perfomance prepared in his honour by Cardinal 
Ottoboni, (Mtter, 73* 15 )• It will be recalled that the Duke of Mur- 
chester whilst acting as the <AoOarcSld«r ii Venice also acted as an 
ugert for the ergaging of singers for the Queen’s Theatre urd possibly 
he recommenced operas that night bc taken into thi repertoire. Vanbrugh, 
Wooks, voloIV, pp. 16-17, 20-21 and 24.
3
' Sce note above, rerunding the plans of thc SchouwT^<^rg Theater,
Amsterdam, The Queen's Theatre in the Haymarket, Land Purchase,
Subscribers and Controversy, r. 9*
I. Jones was in possession of Palladio's Quurtrl libri dell'Arclh-ttntura, 
wlhlst he wis studying in Italy, I613, sec Inigo Joies on Palladio, 
(furc3miee edition of Jones's copy), 1970. Inigo Jones's copy of Serlio,
D'Archiiettura, (ed. Venice, 1619), passed to John Yfebb then dlem tiroulri 
Mtthew Chuunhhil, Muter Carpenter to the Board of Wooks; James 
Thomniil, Peter Williims ind Nicholson, 1813, to the R.I.B.A. Library.
See also facsimile ed. 1964. Sec Wren Soc. vol.XX, pp. 74-77, for Sain 
Catalogue of Wren's Library which included the works discussed above.
3 For plais ani reconstruction of the Cockel--in-Cowrt sne G. Wickham, 
SlhLkespeare's Dramatic Heritage, 1969, pp. 131-162.
6 For Richard Leacrolt's nerlnstructior of the All Souls College, Wren 
drawing, vol.iv, No, 81, sen Leacroft, op. cit., p. 86, fig.38,,
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7 Tie number of rows, beseits asd voids, in the two plans acr us follows:
Wren
18-19
7
Quees1s
Pit
Boxes
Middle Gallery
Gallery
26
5
5
6
27
8 This is not to clam that Saunders knew tiie origimnl dtiigm or form of 
V^ibrrugh’s theatre lut tint the schemes ie pr^opousaei, mot vithout sont 
confusion nni contradiction, as inflected in iis plans foc a oroeectea 
ideal theatre ami operu house, were not vastly different from VaiSbnu5h*s 
orlgimal design om several couits. Tie plates clarify Saunders* ins­
criptions ani reference should le nude to A Treatise om Theatre, pis.
XI and XII, figs. 1 ami 2, fon tie theatre; ami pl.XIII, figs. 1, 2 ami 
5, fon tin opera house. These plans show a certain similarity with 
Vanbrugh*s underlying gtomeery. With negand to Saunders* elevations, 
LeacrorO,i ceconstnuctiom of Saunders’ theatre, op. cit., pp. 162-5, 
enphiiises und reinforces clearly the nrlation.shipi to both LmLCtota,i 
nettnstnuctiom of the auditorum of tin original Qieen’s Theatre 
as well as the reconstruction proerctei ubove fon both the stage and 
auditorum of Vni^inu^i^’s original ieslgm.
9
Biographical mterial on Sic Janes Thornhill, stt Oon general background:
E. Croft-Llurnay, Decorative Painting in England, 1557-1857,
1962, vol.II.
S. RoseinOeia amd E. CroOt-Miucray, ’A Checkkist of Scene Painters 
Workimg in Great Britain ani Ireland in the 18th Century (5)’,
T. N, vol. 20, No. 1, 1965, p. 59•
Sic Junes Thornhill oO Dorset, 1675-1754, Tercentenary EsdhLbitiom, 
Dorset Natural History amd Archeological Society, 1975» pp. 6-18.
J. Brrcklelime, ’Tie Childhood of Sir James Thornhill*, Soimrset asd 
Dorset Notes ami Queries, vol.XXX, 1975, 501.
E. de N. My hew, Sketches ly Thornhill in tin V. usd A. Museum,
1967, pp. 5-10.
0 Por discussion of Thornhill*s des-gis fon Arsine, ste:
J. Liver, ’Sont Unknown Theatrical Designs by Thornhill’,
Minus uni Logos, 1952.
R. Rosenfeld, Georgian Scene Painters nsd Scent Painting,
1981, pp. 71-72•
G. Barlow, ’Sin Junes Thom1i.ll and the Theatcn Rajul’,
The Eigitenmth-Century English Stage, nd. K. Richards ami 
P. Thomson, 1972, pp. 179-195.
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Ths letters have been introduced by this writer im order to distinguish 
the individual sketches*
12 Pozzo*e Prospettiva, im Eihglish translation, .
Johm James, RULne amd Examples of Perspective Proper foi Painters 
and Architects, 1707 ?
E. Croft-Murray, Desorative Painting im England, vol.I1, also notes 
the influence of Pozzo*s great vault of the Sant' Ignazio in Rome in 
Thoenem ’ s ieeigm for the ceiling of ths Great Hl, Geennwich Palace>
With regard to other imfluencne, particularly that of Juvarra, spom 
U^oorhilLL's design style 1m thnes drawings, in spits of the correspon­
dence bntwenm ^^brugh amd his colleagues who may have visited Cardinal 
Ottoboni’s operas, I now believe that there is mo connectfem betwnnm 
the two designers. Although U^oelhil1’s ie signs attempt to recreate 
semi-circular architectural settings, hs doss so by mintaiming the 
setablishei position of the flats in parallel sets of grooves, Juvarra*e 
architectural ami landscape settings differed fundameehally in that hn 
achieved his effects by organising hie flats not only im ths side w-ng 
positions hut also straddling the central stags area.
Additionally -t wotS-d seem that Thornhill1' theatrical activity wag 
hefoes Juvarra*s years, 1708-1714, with Cardinal Ottoboni amd the publi­
cation of nmgrle1nle of hie settings, c.1711. See V# and A. Library, 
Jsvarea Sketchbook, DT. 55*1.
1f these designs 1m Sketchbook p. 49, are considered to he later 
than 1705-6, then there is thn possibility that they aee rough sketches 
arising from either discussions with, or hie having ennn the work of, 
either Pellegrini or Ricci, who were smcounaged to come to England by 
the Duke of Mnhhister in 17O8. Simcn however these Italians piomiend 
to he, amd were, in direct c1mpieition with Thomhhfl, it is snl-ee1t 
that aey intimacy deesL.oied between them. Johm Devote eneme to iaee 
beem the first designer in Britain to emiSate Juvarra, see E. Croft- 
Musray, Johm DevOti, Society for Theatre Research Pampphet Series,
No. 2, 1952.
15' See Leacroft, op. cit., p. 100, fig.67, where he considers this same 
re:mlectiomo
14 Miyhew, op. cit., p. 10, totes Thornhill*s use of the design pattern, 
books of Daniel LMrot; see purtlsulaely decorative furniture designs,
Deaiiel Maot, Das Oma^^x^'t^^znk ies D. IMaot, 1892, p. 43.
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Cll/2662/1
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Rich v. Shepherd. 15 Mar 1733 Conp0aimt*
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British Museum
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Duke of Devonshire Library, ClhLtseortJ) Rich Registers, 1750-1773.
Garrick Club
Ms 'Playhouses, 
etc.', vol.
G0L.C.
MIR 1712/6/111
MLR 1715/2/1
MLR 1715/2/2
MLR 1712/5/115
MLR 1718/5/201
MLR 1719/2/234
theatres and other places of public Amusement in London, 
II, p. 90.*
C* Rich to R. Clarkn, 1 Mac 17IO.*
Rich & Clanks to MeScalf, 25 Apr 1713.*
Rich te MeScalf, 2$ Apr I713.*
Rich to Clarke, 6 Jan 1712.*
Indenture Rich & Slhareholdere LIP II1, 12 Dec 1718.* 
Indenture Rich & Shareholders LIP 111, 9 Dec 1719«*
Royal College of Surgeons of Ee^^Lamd
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16 Peb 1848, Copeland Oo R.C.S. of E*, Warehouse and
37 Lincoln*s Ien Pields. (Extract)*
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WenCI]nnhter Public Library
’At the Theatre Royal Lincoln's 1ii Fields’, ff. 792*9421. 
'Theatre Royal Lincoln's Ini Fields CoOlection'.
Deed, 114/1/1794, Lease, Srnole to Spode.
Doc-ueontc relatirT to the Queen's Theatre in the Hryeaket
P.R.O.
LC5/154, p* 33, Crown Licence to ^^b:^ugh ari Con-greve, 14 Dec 1704,*
LoC.C.R.O., E/WOO/l, WooOlcy to Vanbrugh, 4 Aug I705.*
C6/338/78, Vanbrugh v. HoOford, Comolalnt, 14 Aug 1703*
Answer, I3 Oct I703*
CIO/507/78, Holford Petition, 21 June 1704.*
C33/301, f. 421v & 422, Holfori v. Vanbrugh, 5 Jy 1100.*
LRRO 63/23, pp. 334-7, Vanbrugh Petition, 22 Apr 1705 - 8 Feb i^70(^/l.
LG7/3, 98 and 33, prolhLbitior of acting 22 ard 28 March 1703*
ID 7/2, Agreement Vanbrugh and Swiney, 14 Aug 1706.
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P.C.C. 84 Plymouth, will of Sir John Vanbrugh, 30 Aug 1723, 
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G.L.C.
MLR 1719/6/323 
MLR 1720/2/241 
MLR 1715/3/161) 
MLR 1715/6/125) 
MLR 1722/2/109)
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Potter Oo Woolborne, 6 Oct 1719-*
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British Museum
B.M., Cavendish Loan, 29/237, f* 71°*
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1Appendix
Biographical notes on the Ow^nrs of Lisle’s Tennis Ccourt 1636-1703 
Thoms Lisle (d, 1680?)
Nothing definite has emerged nbout Thorns Lisle before his involvement
with the building of the tennis court. Whhnever position he hnd held m n
1selvhnt to the King nt the tmie the project stmted, it was clamied that
he was in hard straits fislhncially. Aj&rt from the fnct thnt he m.ght thvs 
been ’obnoxious to the present poweras, nnd for wlat precise renson 1 hnve 
not discovered, his mri'inge to Arne, formerly Tyler, n widow, was kept 
secret; ngain no oarticulhl renson wns given - unless it ^^owed from the
previous situhtion. On the evidence hvailhble nt the moimnt it is uncertnin
whether or not the tennis court wns nhmed nftn Thomns Lisle or Anne, his
wife. Although he nppears to be the guiding nnd responsible fkrcs behind
the business transnctions 1 have the suspicion thnt this is becn-use legally
he stood before his wife’ but in reality it was she who was the power
behind the throne. Neither the date of his birth, nor of his manninge is
known. Search for his wil has proved fruitless nnd he wouLd seem to tnvs
died nt some tmie during ‘thm years 1679 und 1680, for it wns during this
period thint his n^e wns replaced by thnt of ’Squire Reeve’ in the St.
2
Clement Danes parish rate books.
1 P.R.O, 010/257/65• 11 the other personal details rsghrding 
Thomas Lisle nre drawn from this document.
2
W.P,L., St. Clement Danes Parish Rate Books, 1679 nnd 1680.
Anne Lisle (d. 1698?)
Wen Anne Tyler of Fetter Lane, London, mirried Thomas Lisle, probably 
in 1655» she was n widow, nnd of her decensed husband nnd past life little
is known. That little hmoku:lts to one daughter, nlso nnmed Atnie, who mcrried
22
one Horatio Moon in 1652. If one were to suggest fat at the earliest 
Anne the daughter mrried at the age of lightlen, ttis woTtuid place the 
first mrriage of Aooi Tyler, the mother, possibly in 1655 and ter birth 
date about 1615; but ttis is supposition. On the otter tand Anne Lisle 
was still alive in 1692» win-th wouiu givv her a ^lOniImil span of
seventy-seven years. Ste had probably die’ by 1668» for she does noo: 
appear in ter second sln-in-lau*s wil»4 but fis of course would not trve 
been necessary, and it is by no means certain evidence of demise. It was 
Anne Lisle, by the name of Anne Tder, who was the first of ttis group to 
take a lease on the land fat was ultimately to bear the tennis court, but 
there is nof ing to indicate fat fat was the original purpose stie tad in 
mind, for it was not until Horatio Moore took a lively interest fat its
function became clear#
1 P.R.O, 010/257/65.
2 ibid.
1 R.C.S. of E., Indenture 28-29 Dec 16^96^, Aimn ILsse waw spaty to the 
conveyance of 40 Portugal Row and the tennis coout in t:n.st to Sir 
Edward Abney, Kt and Wiiliam MItlm>le.
1 P.R.O, P.C.C., 25 June 1702, will of R. Reeve dated 11 My 1698.
Horatio Moon (l) (1622-1660)
About Horatio Moore (l) one can bring to bear, cl]OpparIively, con­
siderably more information. Tte son of Retard Moore of Htfield, HaIlOPthre,
pleb., te mIriculated as Horace, 8 June I658, at the age of sixteen; from 
1Blliol College te graduated B.A. 11 Peb 1640/1. As Horace Hi was aiMttld
as a student to fe Inner Temppe, November 164O, when tis father is stated 
to be of HoorkOeld, Hants, and te was called to the Bar, 11 February 1650/1.
5A year Inter he mrried, 15 Feb l63l/2,^ innbeenown to his fn/ther^
Ame Tyler, daughter of the Anne Tyler considered nbovsI HLs nhae nooears
nmongst those whose ctnmbers were to be seized for the use of the House,
25 June 1656, ‘by discontAunnce or otherwiseThis suggests thint by
that time he was preparing to leave the practice of law for n more ndven-
turous career, Horatio Moore nnd his wife Ane hnd two children, the first 
7
n son, Hooatio, nsd the second n daughter, Frances. Horatio was bom
during 1638/9 nsd Frances could not hhvs been more thnn two years younger 
thnn her brother for their fnttsl died in 1661, 1f Horatio Moore 1 hnd
made nny wll it hns not been found, indeed, there was n Grant of Acdmni- 
strntion to Anne his wife for the goods of Horatio Moore, lnte of the 1sner 
TeapOe, 16 April 166O.
J. Foster, Alumni Cxpose^es, 13QQ-1714, 1968, p. 1O25.
2
J. Foster, Students -bed to the 1sner Temppe, 1347-1660,
1877, p. 308.
3
J. Poster, A Calendar of the 1nner Temple vol. 2, 1898, p. 298.
4 Boyd's Marriage 1ndex, Register of St. Jn^^s, mereenweei,
(Hrleisin Soc., vol. 15, p. 87.)
5 P.R.O, CIO/237/65.
J. Foster, Calendar of 1sner Temple Recoorig’ 1605-166O, 1898, p. 320.
7
Frances Moore, it could be thnt Frances wns older thnn Horatio 11, for 
it is only from legal documents thnt one knows of her, nnd in those 
circ^msthnces he stands before his sister. The snms doubts surround 
the order in which children were born to Anne Moore in her second 
mrringe •
P.R.O, 07/257/86.
 4*
Richard Moore (d. 1662)
It was at the deatn of Horatio Moore I, 1660, that hit father 
1
Richard entered the action. Richard Moore ted not made any alloornce
2
to his son on discovering his marriage, presumably Hi disapproved, but
at HolkIio's deaf Richard Moore redeemed the mortgage on tis son’s touse 
5
in Portugal Row, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. ' Later Richard Moore went to law 
to defend the right and title of tis grandson, Horatio II, to tis inheri­
tance, Richard Moore’s will was dated 10 October 16621 and presumably te 
died shortly after miking it. This ioci.ment tts not been found but a 
considerable part of it is recited in the documentt considered above.
1 P.R.O, C7/237/86.
1 P.R.O., CiO/237/65.
1 ibid.
1 ibid. (Ba.ll of CommlaInt).
Anne Moore (1654-7-1714) and Richard Reeve (d. 1702)
Two years passed before Anne Moore, nee Tyler, widow, remarried and
to one Richard Reeve of Dargnll in BuckinglHnottre. This was certainly
by the year 1662 for Richard Reeve appeared as executor of Richard Mollk’s 
1
will in wH.ct Arne Moore was named as Reeve. By Richard Reeve, Aooi had
several more children whose names are known for they were beneficiaries of 
2their father’s w.11. Tte most prominent of the children as far as the
history of the tennis court is concernli was Thoms, who had two sisters,
3
Olivia and Coskshed. Richard Reeve having made tis will on 11 toy 1698
did not die until the middle of 1702. He had an address in New Windsor, 
Berks, and besides the tennis court-playhouse, he owned property Ln 
WaawOikshi^e and the leasehold on four houses Ln Sermon Vane,Vlniln.
5Ths wLll was provnd iy his wife, the sole executrix, on 25 June 1702.
Ante Reeve lived on until at least 1714, fc- he? eaae appears amooegst 
the moiety holders of the teimis court who leased the property to 
C]J■istopJnr Rich in that ysar.^ Rich-el Reeve founded four -las Ioisis 
in W±llllso1e) 1688.
Ane’s te1 sons, Horatio Moore I1 ami Thomas Reeve, both iistirgsished 
themselves, each in his own sphere of activity, Horatio in teunis ail
Thcwis ii thn law.
Richard Moore Will, parts recited in P.^C., dO/237/65*
5 Richard Reeve Vill, PoR•C.) P.C.C., 25 June 1702.
5
' Cockshed, probably the name if her husband.
5 Lease oO the playhouse to Cihistopher Rich notsi lm B.M., Add. Ch.
9305, 3 Dec 17I4 -s oO 51 Aug 1714.
5 Ths Gentlsmthe M-gaine, 1737, P- 60.
Horatio Moore 11 (I658/9-I7O8)
It would ssem that Horatio Moors 1I attended neither university ncr
Iim if Couu?t iut was sufficiently well educated privately and not without
Court cmnectioms, for a reversionary grant if ths royal tennis court at 
1Whiie^J,ll was wade to him om 25 November 1676. This was to omr in the 
2death cO a Captain Thoms Cooke, but efOorts were mule ot the part if 
%
Henry Barker,' a solicitor tc the Treasury, tr get Moore I1 passel over im
his 1ee favour. Barker was unsuccessful in his attempt tc securs thn
position and on 25 August 1698 Moore II was sworn in 'in the plicn ami 
5
quality oO Mater of his M-esties Ternis Consts*. The salary w.s
g
£152. 5s 4^ per -nmum. Ths inly other point if information regarding 
Horatio Moors II in his profnssl^onal capacity that has benn notsi was of
6nn occasion on 7 May 1700 when his ndvice was sought concerning repairs 
7
to be made to the Hrnpton Court Palnce tennis coitI. ' He sold his rights 
in the Lincoln's 1nn Fields tennis court-playhouse Oou £1723 on 6 Dec 17O5 
to one Thomas HLccocks. He died 9 February 1707/8 nnd his wife nlso died
shortly nOter him, without issue.
PROS 6/86, f. 166, PICICI A&miis, 171O (AIuelst)I
1710 Arugast 7 commission tssued to Hhrt minith, plLnciphl 
creditor of Horatio Moore , late of Plmp'fcoi1 in "he county 
of Nortthmpton, deceased, having property in more them 
one Diocise, nnd to hdminsster the just goods nnd credits 
of the snid decsntsd for the good of himself nnd nil other 
interested pur ties nnd he swore to do so by Orrcs of his 
nttomey . , . Anne Moore, widow, relict of snid deceased, 
having met her death before the stnrt of these proceedings 
for ndimnsssration.9
P.R.O, LR.1.64,33, see nlso Survey of London, vol.XIV’ part 111, p. 43* 
5 ibid.
5 Cal. S.P. Pom., 1697, P« 38.
4 p.r.o, T29/10, pp. 16-17.
5 P.R.O, W5/166, p. 10.
5 tohslhhl, op. cit., p. 93»
H.M. Colvin, History of the King s Wooks, V, p. 166, 7 May 1700
H. Moms involved in repiirs to the iHhi0bn CotI Panace
tennis cnrrt, for details, Wren Soc., vol.JV’ Board of Works Minute.
Q
Abstract of Title, R.C.S.of E., transnction of 6 Dec 1705 noted in 
indenture of 12 Oct 1733*
g
5 1 grateful to Dr G.C.R. Morris for this note nnd its translhtion.
Thomas Reeve (1673-1737)
Thomas Reeve, son of Richard Reeve, then of London, hlmige^, on 
25 November 1688 nt the nge of fifteen 1m,hriculhted from Trinity College,
7O^X^ozikd, grad‘d'ting Ln 16 He was called to the Bar of the Inner
2
Temppe, I698 and of the Middle Tmpple 1713* In the fowlowing year te 
was party to the sale of the lease of the thratre, LIT II, to CtnListppnkr 
RicH.1 In 1718 he became a King’s CouioCLlor, in 1728 a treasurer and 
attorney-general Duchy of Lancaster; Sergeant-at-law, 1723? a judge of 
common pleas 1733-6- He wit knighted 25 January 1736 and appointed Lord 
Chief Justice of the Coiurt of Common Pleas 1736.1 He died 19 January
c
1736/7 and was buried in Windsor. HLs will! was proved 20 January 1757»
Hi had mrried Amnbella Topham but left no children to enjoy an estate 
of £20,000 and land and houses in London. Hit cousin's son, Thomt Reeve,
inherited the title and his interest Ln the property on which now stood 
Rich's theatre. The ensuing lulorship of the mooeties held by the two 
brothers is to be found in the R.C.S. of E. Schedule Ln the Appendix.
A monument wit raised to Sir Thomas and Lady .Amabblla in Y/indsor
Parish Cltucch.
1
J. Poster, Alumni QtonOenses.
1 ibid.
1 B.M, Add. Ch. 9303­
1 J. Poster, op. cit.
' R.C.S. of E., amoloest the documents related to the tale of the warehouse 
and 57 Portugal Row there is a copy of Sir Thomas Reeve’s will.
6
D.N.B. and E. Foss, A Biographical Dictionary of Judges of England, 
which notes that £100 which wat the rent from the theatre wat left 
to one niece, but this is not supported by the copy of the wi.ll.
8.
Appendix
Ratepayers at the New Teanrns C court, LLj^OLe's Termis Comrt and
LIP I, LIF II and LIF III.
From the Surveyors and Overseers, Churchwardens and Scavengers Rate 
Books,
1657 arnnes Hooker
1658 Janes Hooker
1659 Jmnes Hooker & Mrs Moore, wddow
1660 Mrs Moore, widow
1661 Sir William Davenant
1662-7 "
1668-72 loady Davenant
1673 The Playhouse
1674-9 Mr Lisle for the New Tennis Court
1680-8 Squire Reeves, the Tennis Court
1688-94 Jomthan Clatpeani> for the Tennis Court
1695-1705 Mr Betterton for the Playhouse, (Two entries against Betterton’s 
name, i.e., one for the Theatre and the other for the house).
1705-6 No entry
1706 Pinkemwi (Pierce Armington appears in place for house).
1707- 8 P « Mannington and no entry for playhouse
1708- 9 Rich Esq., and P. Mannington
1709- 10 Pinkemui, &S P . Mannington
1710- 11 William Pinkenarn, & I5. Mannington
1711- 12 Rich Esq., and P. Mannington
1712- 15 Ricki Esq., & P. Mannington
1713- 14 Christ. Rioli, & P« Mannington
1714- 15 Chrisoppher Rich Esq., & P . Mannington. 2 quarter s, 1st yeyment
on theatre since 1705* The ’house’ pays regnaarly.
1715- 18 ohhn Rich
1718- 19 ohlm Rich & Chrisoppher Rich
1719- 21 ohlm Rich and Chrisoppher Buioock
1728-42 Jhhn Rich Esq.
1756 Jhhn UnCc , Beipiar • Assessed £3. 0. 0.; Rec'd £5• 0. 0.
1757 ohlm Unkc Esq., Previous raee £100 nov; oo ee 0200, 
against Which an appeal was lodged.
9054/4120/39 Cowper and Moore 26 Peb 1657/8
This indenture made the sixth and twentieth day of February Ln the year 
of the one Lord God according to the comppuation new used Ln England m 
thlitand tix hundred fifty and seven between Sir Williim Cowper of Ratling 
Court in the County of Kent Knight and Captain Jamet C^'^jp^er of Lincolns 
Inn in the Corurty of Mddlesex Esquire Robert Henley of the Middle Temple 
London Esquire and Willim Cowper of Hertford in the County of Hertford 
gent of the one part and Horatio Moore of the Inner Temple London Esquire 
of the other part witnesseth that the said Sir Willism Cow?®3? James Cowper 
RoToesT-t Henley and Wi.1^^ Cowper aflrlsaLi for and in consideration of the 
certain parcel of land being part of Picketts Field in the Parrish of St 
de^]^^ Danes in the said County of Mddlesex by the said Holatio Moore 
and Anne Tyler ’widow or one of them granted and conveyed or mentioned and 
intended to be granted and conveyed by several equal mooeties or half parts 
unto John Henley of the Inner Temple London gent hie executors udmniitratoks 
and assigns and unto the said WL.1^ Cowper his executors admniitratoks 
and assigns in trust severally and respectively for each of them the said 
James Cowper and Robert Henley and the executors adLmnOstratoks and assigns 
of each of them severally and respectively Ln and by one indenture tripartite 
bearing date with IHisi presents and mide between the said Horatio Moore 
and Aooi Trier of the first part and the said John Heinley of the second part 
and the said Willism Cowper of the third part and sealed for diverse other 
good causet and cmsiderations them thlreinal moving have aliened granted 
bargained sold enfeoffed and consigned and by these presents do alien grant 
bargain sell enfeoff and consign unto the taid Hooatil Moore hit heirs and 
assigns all that part or so much of a certain field called or known by the 
name Cup Field otherwise Copp Field lying and being in the several parishes
10
of St Giles in the Field nnd St Clement Danes or within one of t%m in
the snid County of Middlesex beginning or extending on the west part from 
the outermost eastern post of the rnils rsOkrs the brick house now or lute 
belonging* unto or now lnte in the tenure occup/bion or possession of the 
Lord Brudenell standing nt the east end of the Southern long row or range 
of buildings in the field, commonly called or known by the nhas of Lincolns 
1sn Field in the snid Comity of Middlesex nnd from thence is front extending 
seventy two foot of n^lze straight on ehstenld from the snid post of the
snid rails toward Lincolns 1nn nforesnid nnd from the nOorssnid front
southward hence unto the snid field called Ficketts Field containing by
estimation one hundred nnd thirteen foot of hs3izs or thereabouts north
nnd south by the tnae more or less nnd nil ways patsnget liberties privileges 
shseaents profits comiditiet ndvan'tnges nnd hopertilht.noes whatsoever to the 
snid parcel of land or to the said part of the snid field called Cup Field 
or Copp Field belonging or npp'Brtni^ni^ng nnd the reversion nnd reversions 
reminder nnd reminders rent nsd profits of the snid parcel of land before 
mentioned so set forth nnd described ns nOorssnid. nnd nil the esthte right 
title interest use trust claim property nnd demnhmnts wlhtsoever of them 
the snid Sir Willi^^m Cowper Jnaes Cowper Robert HenLey nsd WL.1^ Cow>er 
md of every nnd mch of them of in nsd to the snid parcel of land nnd 
p:leaisss to have nnd to hold the snid parcel of land hereby granted or 
mentioned to be granted nnd nil elh^t paths passnges liberties privileges 
ehseaents profits ties hdvantnges nooert:nannes elhtsrever unto the
snid parcel of land belonging or npperthibing or thereon to be hnd or taken 
nnd the reversion nnd reversions reminder nnd reminders rents nnd profits 
of the snae nnd nil the estnte right title interest use trust clams profits 
nnd demands wlhtsoever of them the snid Sir William Cowper Jnmes Cowper 
Robert HerbLey md William Cowper nsd of every nnd enct of them of in nnd to 
the snid parcel of land premises or nsy part or parcel thermf unto the snid
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Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns io their own proper use and behoof of 
him the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns for ever and the said Sir 
Williia Co’wper James Cowper Robert Henley and Willism Cow^r each of them 
singly by and for himself only and for his ovm several and respective heirs
executors adannstrators and not one of them for the other of them nor for
the heirs executors or ad]oOnwstrators of the other of them nor for the act
of any other than of himself only and of his own heirs executors and admin-i - 
strators doth covenant convey and grant to and With the said Horatio Moore 
his heirs and assigns and every of them by these presents and forms foilowing 
that is to say that they the said Sir William Cowper and James Cowper Robert 
Henley and Williem Covwper now are or that some or one of them now is and 
until the full execution of these presents and of the estate hereby mentioned 
to be conveyed shall and will continue to be lawfuLly seized in their some 
or one of their demesne as of a good perfect lawful and indefeasible estates 
of inheritance in fee simple of and in the said parcel of land and premises 
with the appe^im-noes hereby mentioned or intended to be granted and con­
veyed as aforesaid without any mamer of condition mortgage power of 
reversion limitation of any use or uses of any other mater or thing wh^afc- 
soever to alter defeat change evict determine or encumber the same and 
without any reversion reminder or other estate thereof or any part hereof 
in the now Lord Protector in the Comaonwealth or in the late King Charles or 
any other person or persons wtatsoever and that they the said Sir William 
Cow^r James Cowper Robert Henley and William Cowper or some or one of them
now have or hath and until full execution shall be had and mde of these
presents and of the estate hereby mentioned and intended to be granted shall 
and will continue to have good right full power and lawful authority to grant 
convey assign the said parcel of land and all and singular other the premises 
with the appertiranoes unto the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns for 
ever according to the purpose and time intent and mainng of these presents
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and that the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns shall and i^y from 
tme to t^:mie aod at all times hereafter quietly and peaceably have hold use 
occupy possess and enjoy the said parcel of land and all other the premiset 
hereby granted and conveyed or hereby mentioned or intended to be granted 
conveyed and every part and parcel thereof with the appertLOnmoes free and 
clear and freely clearly and absolutely acquitted exonerated and discharged 
of all and all manner of former and other gift grant bargain sales leases 
jointures dowers statutes merchint and of the staple rlooenisancls executions 
rents and arrearages of rents fines issues ammecementt Oorfitures delin­
quencies sequestrations and causes and causes of de1.nnqulnoy aod seques­
tration and of and from all other titles trusts charges and encumbrances 
whatsoever either in their titles or equity had made oom]Ottld done or 
suffered or to be had mde commtted done or suffered by them the said Sir 
Willism Cowper James Cowper Robert Henley and Willism Cowop]r or any or
either of them their any or either of their heirs or assigns or by any other
person or persons olH^,tsrever and the said James Cowper for timself his teikt 
executors and a&mnostratOks doth covenant grant and agree to and watt the 
said Horatio Moore tis heirs and assigns and every of them by these presents 
that at and upon the reasonable request and authority cost and charges Ln 
the law of the taid Horatio Moore tis heiks and assigns the said James Cowper 
and Anne his now wife and Shill and will within the space of six months next 
aOaek she the said Aone shall come unto aod attain ter full age of one and 
twenty years and in case te the said James Cowper shall not be then living 
that then she the said Aooi tis now wife upon suct request and at suct cost
and charges as aforesaid stall and will within six months after she shall 
attain unto the taid age of roe and twenty years acknowledge and levy in 
due form of law according to the statutes in that behalf mide and provided 
one fine kecogoance /..................../ come to court to the said Horatio Moon
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nnd his heirs of the snid part of the snid field called Gup Field otherwise 
G^jpp Field nforesnid hereby mentioned or intended to be granted w.th the 
hppertirhnoes hOnrssnid by such meets nnd rounds nnd by such description 
nnd descriptions nnd in such sort mnmer nnd form ns by the snid Horatio 
Moore his heirs or hssigns or by his or their counsel lenrmed in the law 
shall be rensonhbly ndvised nnd required so ns Oou hcknoeledging nnd levying
thereof the snid James nnd Anne his wife or either of them be not
required for the hcknoeledging• or levying thsleof to travel hbovs the sohcs 
of ten miles from the plncs of his or their hbnde nt the tms of such request 
to be made nnd wltich snid fines so to be hckbowledged nnd levied im]liniately 
from nnd nOteu the levying ncknowledging nnd executing thereof stall be nnd 
is tsreby declmed to be nnd to issuis to the only use nsd behoof of the 
snid Horatio Moore his heirs nnd nssigns for ever nsd to nnd Oou no other 
use hath intent or purpose wlhtsoever nnd the. said Sir William Covwer JEmes 
Gower Robert Henley nnd Williem Cowper nhct of them singly nnd separately 
by nnd for himself only nnd Oou his own several nnd respective heirs execu­
tors hdIinbstratus nnd every nnd ehct of them nnd not ose of them Oou ths
other of them nor Oou the heirs executors or ndImnsstratrus of the other of
them nor Oou the net of nsy other than of himself only nnd oO his own heirs 
doth covenant promise nnd grnnt to nnd with the snid Horatio Moors his heirs 
nnd nssigns that they the snid Sir Cowper Jhaes Cowper nnd Robert
HerbLey respectively nnd theiu respective heirs nsd hssigns nnd inct of them 
nnd nil nnd evsuy otter person or persons whatsoever tnve in or lawfully 
claiming or which nt nsy time or times hereafter wthin the sonce of seven 
years next nfter ths date oO thsss presents shall or my tnve or lawfully 
clam nsy estnte right title interest or demand wlhtsoever either in law or 
equity of in to or out of the premises hereby mentioned or intended to be 
granted or conveyed ns hOnusshid or nsy part or parcel ttsueof shall nnd w.ll
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upon the reasonable request and requests and at the cost and charges in 
the law of the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns levy and acLoiOoledeh 
such fine and fines suffer such recovery and recoveries and do suffer and 
execute such other further lawful and reasonable act and acts thing and 
things device and devices assurances and conveyances in the law o^h.tsoever 
for the further and better assuring sure-maCing and conveying of the land 
and premises aforesaid hereby granted and conveyed or hereby mentioned to 
be granted and conveyed and of every or any part or parcel thereof with the 
appei'timmes to the said Horatio Moore his heirs and assigns according to 
the true intent and meaning of these presents as by the said Horatio More 
his heirs and assigns or any or either of them or by his their or any of 
either of their counsel leaned in the law shall be reasonably devised 
advised and required so as such fine and fines recovery recoveries assurance 
and conveyance assurances and conveyances or any or either of them that 
shall be so required by virtue of these presents but only such of them as 
shall be required from the said Sir Y/illijmi Cowjpjr James Crn^jp^;^ Robert 
Henley and Willism Cowper or any or either of them or from the heirs of them
any or either of them do not nor shall not contain any other or further
warranty or covenants then only against him and them respectively and his 
and their own heirs and assigns respectively that shall hereby be required 
to acLllOoledee and levy suffer make do or execute the same . , . [four limes 
struck out here] • • • or any of them be not hereby compeeiable to craveth 
further for the same then the space of ten miles from the place or places
of this here and their respective abode and abodes at the tme of such
request and requests to be mde and it is hereby declared and agreed by and 
between all and every the said ear■iihs to these presents that all and every 
such further fine and fines recovery and recoveries conveyance and conveyances 
to the other assurance and assurances as shall hereafter happen to be had or
mide at aforesaid and the execution and executions of them and of every 
of them shall be and /....<>/ and shall be adjudged deemed construed 
and taken to be and enjoyett to the inly use and behoof of the said Horatio 
Moore his heirs and assigns forever and to none otter use or uses intents 
or purposes whatsoever and the said Horatio Moore for Him his heirs executors 
adminO stra tors and assigns and every and eact of them doth covenant aod 
grant and agree to and with the said James Cowper Henley and each of
them and to and with the heirs executors and adOniitrators of them and ’act
of them by these presents that te the said Horatio Moore his heirs or assigns 
nor any nr either of them shill or rn.ll erect build or set up or cause suffer 
or permit to be erected built or set up Ln nr upon the said p^arcel of land 
hereby granted and conveyed or hereby mentioned nr intended to be granted or 
conveyed as aforesaid and upon any part or parcel thereof any messuage tout’ 
edifice building mil or fence but uhat shall be persuant and agreeable unto 
a certain agreement nr contract or unto certain articles nr covenants mde
in writing between tte Society of Lincolns Inn in the said county of Middlesex 
or certain persons named as Tcustus by and for the said society rod the said 
James Cowper and Robert Henley by themselves nr together ovitH other owrrs 
of certain parcels of ground Ln the fields ciooonly called Lincolns Inn 
Field in the said County of Mddlesex in witness whereof the parties above 
said to their present indentures trve 1^6X0110^1017 set their hands aod 
seals the day and year first above written William Cowper James Cowper Robert 
Henley Wll:^ Cowper memorandum that the within names James Cowjp^ and 
William Cowper for and on behalf of themselves and of others wthio named 
Sir Willim Cowper by authority to them given by the sand Sir Wllim Cowper 
and the said Robert Heeney did on the day of the date of the said deed uittin 
written enter into the parcel of land uittio rnntimd to be granted aod 
after quiet possession thereof tad and taken did then and there mke livery
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nnd seizin of the snid parcel of land by delivery of n turf of the snid 
Innd unto tlwss within nsmed Horatio Moore nccording to the form nnd effect 
of the dssd within written in the presence of Jnnatthn Pistor Pears A 
Mtthew memorandum tint there was n letter of nn nttorney mnde by ths 
within n^^d Sir WJ.1;^ Cowper nsd Robert Henlsy to the within nnmed Jn^mes 
Cowper nnd W].l^ Cowper to make livery nsd seizin on tjt^e behalf of the 
snid Sir Willism Cowper nnd Robert ^ibLey of the within mentioned premisss 
unto the within nnmed Horatio Moore or tis htioISley in w.tness whereof we 
hnve ters-unto set our hnnd witness Willem Adderlsy junior Winter Hayler 
Willism Coworr Jnmes Cowwoir Rotoerc-t Henley Cowper senled nnd delivered
in the pusssncs of Josatann Pistor Pears A Mtthew Tho. Lisls
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054/5988/17 Moore and Emine 12 Nov 1658
(ex-tract)
Horatio Moore of the Inner Temple to John Emine Brickoaker for £110 . . . 
all that piece or parcel of ground situate lying and being in the north 
part or range of buildings and ground in Lincolns Inn Field in the parishes
of St Giles in the Fields and St Clement Danes or one of them in the said
county of Middlesex and containing in length from north to south one hundred 
and twenty seven foot of assize or thereabouts and in breadth in front from 
east to west twenty four foot of assize or thereabouts abutting upon a piece 
of ground of one (Richard) Adams on the east part upon a new bri.cC bui.lt 
messuage or tenement of Horatio Moore on the west part upon the said fields 
called Lincolns Inn Fields on the north and upon the blew pale within
four foot of the house on the north side of t;hie tennis court there on the
south part together with all ways passages easements p^ml'its com^odities 
e^(^].u^i^1:B hereditaments whatsoever to the said piece or parcel of ground 
belonging or in any wise appertaining and the reversion and reversions 
remainder and remainders of all and singular the before mentioned premises 
or any part or parcel of them and also all the estate right title interest 
inheritance use possession profits claim and demand o}h.tsdever of him the 
said Horatio Moore of in and to the same and all writings and evidence 
charters transcripts of fines court rolls and scripts and muuLeents what­
soever touching or concerning the said premises only or any part or parcel 
thereof together with true copies of all such deeds writings evidences 
charters transcripts of fines court rolls imuiimnts ohhl.t8oeve^ touching or 
concerning the said e3Iem.ses jointly with any other pa^rt or parcel of land 
and messuage and tenement or hereditament whatsoever and which the said 
Horatio Moore now hath or hereafter shall or my have or can come by without 
suite in law except and always reserved out of this present deed and grant
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unto the snid Horatio Moore his teius nnd nssigns or the tenants occupiers 
nnd otters coming nnd going from the snid tesnis court the use nnd liberty 
of n wy or pasthge to be lift nt the east or west of the snid piece of 
ground hereby granted to contain three foot three inches (between) within 
the wlls nnd of the height of the first story of the building intended 
upon the premises nnd to go through the snae building ns Onr ns the snid 
blew pales ... to hnve nnd to hold . . • etc.
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054/4053/42 Emine and WL^^:cingt 5 Dec 1659
This indenture made on the third day of December in the year of' our Lord 
according to the aceompt now used in England One thousand aod six hundred 
and fifty-nine be-tuem John Emine of the parish of St Matins in the Fields 
in the county of Middlesex briclmaker of the one part and William Withering’
of........................ in the aarish of Omne tumc h in the cunnty 0 f Essex Esq of
the otter part witnesseth that the said John Emine as well in part of 
performance of certain articles of agreement made between the said parts 
bearing the date four and twentieth of November last past before the date 
Hereof as for and in consideration of the sum if six hundred and fifty pounds 
if lawful money of England to Him paid and received and for his use and by 
tis appointing agreed to be paid by the said Willijm Withering’ Ln such 
manner as in tte said articles of agreement is mentioned and expressed where­
with te the said John Emine doth hereby acknowledge aod declare Himself to 
be fully satisfied and contented Hath granted bargained told enfeoffed con­
signed and by these presents doth grant bargain sell en0eof0 and confirm unto 
the said Wll:^ Withering’’ his heirs and assigns forever all ahaa part nr 
parcel of ground lately purchased by him the said John Emine of Horatio 
Moon Etq and situate and lynLng and being in the south part or range of 
buildings and ground Ln Lincolns Inn Fields in the parish of St Giles in the 
Fields St Clement Danes or one of them in the county of Middlesex containing 
in length from north to south one hundred and twenty seven foot of assize or 
thereabouts and in breadth in front from east to west twenty four foot of 
assize or thereabouts abutting upon a piece of ground of M Edward Greene 
mentioned to be the ground of one Richard Adam on which there is a messuage 
lately built by the said Edward Green on the east part upon a new brick 
messuage or tenement of 1v? Thoms Lisle or late of the said Horatio Moore 
on the Y/est part upon the sand fields called Vinoolot Inn Fields on the
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north part nnd upon the blew pales within four foot of the hnute on the 
north side of the tesnis court there on tte south part upon which snid 
parcel of ground hath been bargninsd nnd sold there is n messuage of brick 
newly erected which together with the snid parcel of ground were lntely 
mortgngsd Oor five hundred pounds by the snid John Emins to one Robert
Plunkenett Gent for thn term of ons thousnnd years /..................../ with nil
courts ynuds backsides wnuds passnges ense^^i^i;s profits nnd cnmiditiet 
nm^:^u^^z^l;s hereditaments which snid to the snid piece or parcel of ground 
nnd messuage thereupon srncted belonging or in nsy wise nppertn,ibisg nnd by 
reversion nnd reversions remainder nnd reminders of nil nnd singulnr the 
before mentioned premises hereby grnnted or mentioned to bs granted or nsy 
part thereof nnd nil nnd nil the sstnte right title interest inheritance 
power of redemption use possession profits claim nnd demand whatsoever of 
him tts snid John Emins oO in nnd to the s^me both in law nnd equity nnd 
nil deeds writings nnd evidencss scripts nnd muniments nnd whatsoever 
touching or containing the snid premises only or only nsy part thereof which
the snid John Emins now hath or tnd by without suit in law /..................../
nlwnys reserved one of the parts grant unto the snid John Emine his heirs 
nsd ns signs nnd ths tenants nnd occupiers nnd otters coming to nnd going 
from the snid tennis court the use nnd liberty of the wny nnd passngs on 
the west end side of the snid piece of ground ns nn nlley to pass into nnd 
from Lincoln’s Inn Fields to hnve nnd to hold the sn,id piece or parcel of 
ground nnd ths snid new brick messuage thereupon biULlt nnd nil singUlhl 
other the hpoertinannes hsusby granted bargained sold with theiu nnd evsuy 
oO theiu rights mesmers nnd hppe^timLnoet which /. . . . o / snid nnd befors 
snid unto the snid Willism Witherings his heirs nnd feigns to ths only uses 
nnd behoof oO him the snid Willem TOtherisgs his heirs nnd hssignsI
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07/237/86 Moore v. Lisle 4 Feb I66I
The Right Hon Edward Earl of Clarendon Lord High Chancellor of England
In all humble marner ooInpeaining shewe^th unto your lordships your orator 
Horatio Moore of WesStlOlwter in the county of Middlesex an infant of the 
age of three years or thereabouts to Richard Moore Esq his grandfather and 
next friend that whereas Horatio Moore your orators late father deceased on 
or about 29th February in the year of our Lord one thousand six hundred fifiy 
and seven by indenture of grant bargain and sale then made and dated did for 
a valuable consideration purchase to him and his heirs of Sir William Cooper 
Kt Bt James Cooper Robert Henley esqs and William Cooper Gent a piece or 
parcel of ground being pa^t of a certain field called or knovm by the name 
of Cup Field otherwise Cop Field lieing in the several parishes of St Giles 
in the Fields and of St Clement Danes or within one of them in the county 
of Middlesex and part of the fields called Lincolns Inn Fields part of Wh.ct 
piece of ground so purchased by your orators said father your orators said 
father sold to John Emblyn and on the other part he did erect two several 
houses the interest of and to one of whioh houses did belong to Thomas Lisle 
Esq and your orators said fathers name was only used therein in trust for 
the said Thomas Lisle which said Thomas Lisle hath since sold and conveyed 
the house to William Witherings Esq and your orators said father reserving 
to himself the third house did likewise reserve the original deed of purchase
to himself and his heirs for the maintenance of their title to the said third
house and afterwards your orators said father dying the said original deed 
aee1^:!rtainances for himself and his heirs for the maintlinlnee of their title 
to the said third house and aftevwards your orators said father dieing the 
said original deed appertained and belongs to your orator for the aintewawce 
of his title to the inheritance of the said third house but nov/ so it my
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plensn your lordships that the snid Thomas Lisls pretending thnt he tnd 
sold nnd was to convey this said houss to some person or persons desired 
hs might tnve the snid deeds t o show ii to cornwell to sse tlmt the tilhe 
wns good nnd to draw the cnnvsyhncs thereby who Oe snid was Jots a^owdl of 
Lincolns Isn in ths county of Middlesex Esq nnd upon such pretence p^svailed 
to anyd the snid deed delivered, to tim by snad person or persons who tnd ths 
shad in their custody nnd possession in trust Oou your orator nnd having got 
tOn snme in such m-isser possessed tim self thermO the snid Thomas Lisle 
coabbning himself with the snid Wi.l^ Witherings John nnd Anns
Moore they some or onn of them or some other by thnir somi or oni of their 
do/..,../oo intent or privily hnve ths snid snme deed do refuse to 
deliver ths shml to your orator or to discover whosi custody or possession 
the snme is nnd sometimes prstending tint they hnve not ever hnd the original 
deed in their or nny oO their u■hOnOdSha oo ponshehion and at other tmes tOnt 
the hnai original deed dodo not belaon to yoou oranor but tlmt it concemeth 
thi ehthte nnd inOeresO oO them the snid Thomas Lisle William Witherings or 
one oO them oO nnd in the ottir two houses nnd tint in such respect if they 
Ond the snae in theiu or nsy oO thnir custodies or possession they would not 
deliver the s^mi to your orator which doings nnd proceedings oO' the hndd 
Thomas Lisls nnd Willism Witherings John Howemi nnd Anns Moors nud contrary 
to justics nnd squity nnd law to tOe defeating of your orator of tis ividence 
which belongetO to him Oor mintinnnce oO his title to his said Oouse
/..................../ consideration whereof nnd for ns mmuh as your orator doth not
certninly know ngainst whom to bring Oils nction nt law for detnining ths snid 
deed by ulhsnn Os doth not know in whose cssstody or possession the snid is in 
nnd the shid died being delivered in o^rivnti mnsier to tiie said Thorns Lisle 
when no witnesses wers present or such ns either dead or in remote and
Oounign paarts bsyond the sin,s nsd cnnsot bi p^ssent nt nny trial nt law to
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be had toucHing the same your orator is altogether remedyless in the
premises by any other vay or course saving before your lordships in tHLs 
Honourable court where your orator hopett the said Thornt Lisle William 
Withering’’ John HooraH and Anne Moore or some or one of them upon oathes 
set forth rod discover the truth of the miter aforesaid being legally
called thereto to the end ahlrefirl that the said Thomas Lisle Willie
Witherings John HotoH and Anne Moore my set forth and discover whether 
they or any of them or any other person nr persons by or with their or any 
of their delivering privily consent or procurement of tteir or any of their 
use or uses trve Ln their or any of their hand custody or possession the 
said deed and in whose custody or possession tte same is in or hath been in 
since the death of your said orators father to their or any of theik knowledge 
and tow they came by the same and from wtom they trve received it and whether 
the said deed wat not reserved by your orators taid late father upon the sale
of the said houses for the use of him rod his Heirs and for the minteornce
of tis title the said third touse which he did not sell away and that they 
my shew cause if they can why the said deed should not be delivered to your 
orator and i^y answer all and singular the pkloites that so your orator my 
have such relief in the premiset rs shall be agreeable to justice- and equity 
my it please your lordshi.pt to grant unto your orator process of sub poeor 
to be directed to the taid Thorns Lisle Willism Witherings John HcrwH and 
Anne Moore thereby coeoadine' them at a certain day and under certain pain 
therein limited pertomlly to appear before your lordships in this honourable 
court then and there to answer the preoLtlt and to stand to rod abide such 
further order therein at to your lordships shall teem met.
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07/455/70 Hrris and Hrris v. Lisle et al 29 Jan l66l/2
Colmeaint
To the Right Honoouable Edward Earl of Clarendon Lord High CHncceior 
of England.
Humbly compeaining and sho^^-fch unto yomc lorddhip you? orators Jdoi Barrir 
and Richard Hrris executors of the laat wiwi and teettamnt of Ec^^ja^d Haris 
esquire deceased that whereas Sir David CuIWwinglam late Knight and Baronet 
deceased having heretofore that is to say about the month of November in 
the fourteenth year of the reign of our late sovereign Lord King Claries I 
of blessed memory occasioni to use the sum of six hundred pounds did take the 
same up at interest of the said Edward Hrris and for the security thereof 
with interest did become bound to the said Edwrd Hrris in one obligation 
of the penal sum of one thousand two hundred pounds and bearing the date on 
or about the eighteenth day of the said month of November in the said four­
teenth year of the reign of the said late King CJuries and the said Sir 
David Cunwinglae. failing to pay the ssid six hundred pounds with interest 
at the time in the condition of the ssid obligatiio lii^mtee and appointed 
for the payment thereof the said Edward Haris did thereupon afterwards put 
the said obligation in suit against the said Sir David Cunningham and there­
upon in Easter coming in the year of our Lord one thousand six hundred and 
forty four obtained a judgement in the court of Kings Bench at Weettenster 
for the sum of twelve hundred pounds debt besides costs of suit as by the 
persons of the said court (........ being thereunto had) my more
fully and at large appear and afterwards that is to say in or about the 
month of November in the year of our Lord I65I the said testator Edward 
Hrris having made his last will and testament and thereof appointed your 
orators executors died whereupon your orators did in or about the month of
25.
December 1651 prove the taid will and take upon them the burden of executing 
the same and your orators further t^r^w unto your lordships that the said Sir 
David Cunningtn in Hit lifetime after the obtaining the taid judgement that 
is to tay in or about the year of our Lord 1655 did become lawfully seized 
in his demesne rs of fee of and in a certain p^:rcel of ground lying and 
being in a certain field in the parish of St Clement Danes and St Giles Ln 
the Fields and St Durstant in the West nr some or one of them in the County 
of Middlesex fm^3.1y called or known by the name of Ficketts Fields con­
taining Ln length from a certain field formilly called Purse Field west 
towards Lincolns Inn YfeU east Iwi Hundred and sixty feet of attize aod in 
breadth from the north part of a certain field formally called Gup Field
southwards into the said field called Ficketts Field one Hundred feet of 
assize and being thereof so seized did thereof (as your orators are advised) 
die seized and the same Ls and ought to be liable to the said judgement to 
obtained by the taid testator against the taid Sir David Cunningham and your 
orators ought to be paid and satisfied their saLd due debts rod interest out 
of the rents and profits thereof and of the messuages tenements and edifices 
thereupon since bnui.lt and erected and accordingly to that intent your orators 
Have chosen to take a moiety of the said piece of ground messuages and tene­
ments Ln execution for their said debt rooording to tin statute in that cate 
mde and provided and have thereupon
forth a wit of sub poena out of the said court of Kung1’ Bench at Weetumioter 
to the Sheriff of the county of Middlesex directed whereby the taid sheriff 
is comImmdei to /•••••/ the Heir of the said Sir Da-vid Cunninglnm rod 
the tenants of suct lands tenements teredttfiments in hts bayliwickl as the 
said Sir Da-vid Cunningham wit seized of at the tme of the taid judgement 
given against Him or at any tme afterwards Ln his lifeim.e to appear at a
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certain day in the said court of Kings Bench to show cause why your
orators should not have execution of their said judgement on the said
lands tenements and hereditaments who hath thereupon returned that Thomas
Lisle and Anne his wife and Anne Moore widow are tenants of two messuages
and William Witherings esquire is tenant of two messuages more and that
Robert Henley Esquire and James Cooper Esquire are tenants of six other
messuages or tenements all which ten messuages or tenements are lately built
upon the said piece of ground of which the said Sir David Cunningham was as
aforesaid seized of a good and lawful estate of inheritance in fee simple
in or about the said year of our Lord 1655 and the said Thomas Lisle and
Anne his wife and Anne Moore and William Witherings and Robert Henley and
James Cooper do and must derive their estate which they severally claim in
the said respected parcel of ground whereupon the said respective messuages
are as aforesaid erected and built under the title of the said David
Cunningham since the time of the obtaining the said judgement so as afore­
said obtained against him the said testator Edward Harris and therefore the
said messuages and tenements ought to be subject and liable to the payment
of the said debt for which the said judgement was obtained as aforesaid but
now for it is may it please your lordships that the said Thomas Lisle and
Anne his wife Anne Moore and William Witherings Robert Henley and James
Cooper plotting and contriving how to hinder and debar your orators from
having their just execution of the said messuages and tenements have to
that end by combination and confederacy with William Lenthall Esquire Carew
Esquire Lord Morley Richard Adams Esquire Sir Richard Fanshaw Earl of
Westmorland Lord Strangeford Lord Coventry Horatio Moore (and diverse others
and to your orators unknown who when they shall be discovered your orators
pray that they be inserted into this bill with apt words and to charge them
as defendants) set on foot several pretended titles of and to the said
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messuages nnd ij^n^e^^i^'fcs nnd parts oO ground nnd ths hndd confederates 
by the combis-tim hOnushnid make several clams to the shdd premises 
dmniniahely under Jots Hirboims decsnhid Wiliam Newton dicinhed nnd 
TOo^s Newton nnd Humphrey Newton the elder nnd Humphrey Newton ths younger 
son or one of them who Ond hoas intsresO or estnte in ths snid piecs of 
ground nnd premises phlh,ao•lUit to ths title of thi snid Sir David Cun^^O^ 
nnd the snid cosfederatss do give out nnd pretend tint the snid John H^rborne 
was in or nbout the year oO our Lord I658 seized in his demesne ns of fee of 
nnd in tOe snid field called Ficketts Fisld nnd tint he being so theusoO 
seized did in the snid ysar of our Lord I658 dnmihe the hhid piecs or parcel 
of ground whereupon thi snid tin mess-sagis nun ns hOouesnid euncted nnd biU.lt 
to thn snid William Newton Oou n long team of years yet dn bring nnd do under 
the snid tem oO ysars set up to Oheaselveh or soms of them diverse titles 
nnd nsOntes for several terms of years whereas in truth if nny such lenss 
Oou nsy such term were m^dn to the sndd Willism Newton by the shdd Jots 
H,rbo:ms thnt is pretendsd yet the sndd John Hirborns (ns your orntols nus 
credibly informed) did nOte^ehudh convey unto ths sni^d William Newton thn 
fes nnd inheritance of the snid parcel of ground by him so leased dei3.hed 
to the snid Willism Newton ns nforesnid nnd thereby the snid term of years 
was nb!3olutely drcwnsd nnd extinguishsd ds law nnd no further use is or cnn 
be or ought to be mndn of the snmn nnd yet the hhid confederates do now set 
on foot the snid lense ngainst your orators upon prstence OtnO thn hnme wns 
nssign-ed over to soan other psrson or persons under wtom they now claimeth 
the /. . o o ./ fse of thi snid premises was conveyed by the hhdd John 
Hnrbome to the snid Wd.l^ Newton whereas in truth there was never nsy 
such nssi^nment of thi snid term by ths shdd Willem Newton to nsy person 
or nny underlense by Oim grnnted for nsy term ynt Ln being' nnd before ths 
Ose nnd inheritance of the snid premises was to Odum conveysd by ths hhdd
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John HrhoLme and if in. truth any such underlease or assignment there he
hearing /..................../ date before the conveyance of the fee and inheritance
of the said premises by the said John Harborne to the said Willism Newton
the same was ante-dated and not made nor executed at the time that the said
/.................../ aate hut in trut h ffte r the Wrne ff the owveoywsg the fe e nnd
inheritance of the said ereeiLSes to the said William Newton by the said 
John H-rbome and the said confederates do at other times give out that the 
said William Newton did about the year of our Lord 1659 demise the said 
parcel of ground whereupon the said tenements and messuages are erected and 
built to the said Sir David Cwnlinglam for one hundred years or some such 
long term without any or upon some L.nodnsiderlble rent and that the said 
lease is yet in being and unsurrendered but assigned over to them the said 
confederates or some of them or some other person or persons under whom they 
pretend to claim whereas in truth if any such lease were made to the said 
Sir David Cumlinglae as is pretended yet was the same afterwards wholly 
/..................../by reason of the accession /...................... /of the fee of inheri­
tance of the said erem.tet to the said Sir David Cwnwinglae. to otoe the 
same was afterwards that is to say in or about the year of our Lord 1655 
sold and conveyed by good assurances in the law by one Thomas Newton son 
and heir of the said William Newton who long before that tme died seized 
of the said premises and Hluooetrey Newton the elder and ]Humehreo Newton the 
younger or some or one of them as the said confederates do all very well 
know although they now sometimes pretend that the said lease so supposed be 
made to the said Sir David C■lunlinglJe and William Newton was before such 
tme as the fee or inheritance of the said premises was conveyed to the 
said Sir David C'^unwinglael as afore said assigned by the said Sir David 
C■^ulninglae to the said Anne Lisle or some other person or persons under 
whom they or some of them or some others in trust to them or some of them
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do now pretend to claim and at other times give out that the said Sir David
Cunningham had before his purchase of the fee and inheritance /........./
made and granted some under lease of the same to the said Anne Lisle or to
some others of them or some person or persons under whom they pretend some
title themselves or some person for some such term of years yet in being
whereas in truth the said Sir David Cunningham was at the time of the con­
veyancing of the fee and inheritance of the said premises to him as aforesaid
possessed of the said term of years and had not assigned the same nor made
any under lease of the said premises or any part of them to any person or
persons whatsoever for any term now in being and if any such there be the
same was made and executed after the fee and inheritance of the said premises
was conveyed to the said Sir David Cunningham as aforesaid and if the same
bear date before then were the same ante-dated and not sealed and executed
at the time of the date thereof but /•••••............. / purpose to
hinder your orators from having their just execution of the said premises
for the recovery of their said debt and said confederates the more to delay
your orators of their said just execution and of getting in the said just
judgement /............. .. ./ and give out that the said Sir Da^dLcl
Cunningham did in his lifetime convey the fee and inheritance of the said
premises or some part thereof to one Horatio Moore deceased late husband of
the said Anne Moore and that the same did by descent come to the aforesaid
Horatio Moore son and heir of the said Horatio Moore deceased who is now an
infant under age and by this means seeks to delay your orators said execution
until the said Horatio Moore the infant shall come to his full age which will
be many years whereas in truth if the fee of inheritance of the said premises
or part thereof was by the said Sir David Cunningham conveyed to the said
Horatio Moore deceased it was to him jointly under some other person or
persons to whom the said survived by the death of the said Horatio Moore
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or else the said Horatio Moore did in his lifetime make some conveyance
of the same to some other person or persons or grant or demise the same
to some person or persons for a long term of years yet in being or for a
term of life to some other person or persons at and under some considerable
/.......... . . . ./ any or any at all or so little the same as that the
same was by purchase or some remainder vested by or in the said Horatio
Moore the same did not descend unto the said Horatio Moore his son from his
said father Horatio Moore deceased by ... of descent at the common law
and yet the said confederators do now upon such pretences of the descent
of the fee and inheritance of the said premises to the said Horatio Moore 
seek to keep your orators from /...../ and levying of their said debt 
by the execution out of the said premises all which doings of the said con­
federates contrary to all law are a very great prejudice obstruction and
taiierang to your orators in getting in their said just debts /...../ 
consaihrabaoi whereof and for as much as your orators being wholly /........./
to the transactions of the said premises and cannot make possession of the
same for want of witnesses your orators witnesses thar should prove the
same being all beyond the seas or in places unknown to your orators nor
have no way to discover the true state of the premises and of the matters
and things aforesaid any otherwise than by the assurance of the said con­
federates in this honourable court where your orators hope they will set
forth the truth of the premises to the /...../ therefore that the said 
confederates and every of them may true witness make to all and singular
the allegations aforesaid and set forth what deeds leases assignments grants
conveyances or assurances to their or of their knowledge or with their or
any of their piavaleges or consent had been made granted and executed of
or out of the said premises or any part thereof and when made and executed
and by whom and to whom and for what consideration how paid or peifoimei
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and whether upon any and what trusts and of what date or dates and whether
ante-dated or not and for what term or who are witnesses thereunto and what
names in particular thereunto subscribed or thereupon endorsed witnessed and
in/......... / whether the said lease made by the said John Harbome to the
said William Newton (if any) such there were were not drowned and extinguished
in law by accession of the fee and inheritance of the said premises to the
said William Newton and whether there was not a conveyance of the fee and
inheritance of the sai: premises made to the said William Newton by the said
John Harboimie at such time as the said William Newton was possessed of the
said pretended lease and whether there were ever any and what lease made by
the said William Newton of the said premises or any part of them to the said
Sir David Cunningham and when the same was made and dated and whether the
same were ever assigned by the said Sir David Cunningham to them the said
Thomas Lisle and Anne his wife Anne Moore William Witherings Robert Henley
James Cooper or any and which of them or any other and whom and upon what
consideration the same was made and by whom the consideration money (if any) 
were paid and whether the same (if any) such there were were in writing or 
not and if in writing then when sealed and executed or when the same was
made and to what purpose it was made and what date it doth bear and whether
the same be not ante-dated and made after the time that it beareth date and
how long and who were witnesses thereto and what names in particular are
thereto subscribed or thereon endorsed as witnessed and in whose custody the
same now is in or since the making thereof hath been and whether the same
were for the purpose of the said Anne now wife of the said Thomas Lisle or
in trust for any and what other person or persons and may likewise set forth
whether the said Sir David Cunningham did in his lifetime before the assur­
ance and conveyance of the said fee and inheritance so to him made as
/............. / grant and to farm let the premises to the said Thomas Lisle
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and Anne his wife or to the said Anne Moore or any other person or persons
for any and what terms by what deed when dated and when made and executed
and may likewise set forth whether the said Sir David Cunningham did in his
lifetime make any grant or conveyance of the fee and inheritance of the said
premises or any and what part of them to the said Horatio Moore in his life­
time and whether the same were not jointly to him with James Hooker Gent or
with some other and whom and whether the same did not by the death of the
said Horatio Moore survive to the said James Hooker or some other joint
feefer grant or /••♦<, 0 / and whether the said Horatio Moore did not in 
his lifetime make some conveyance of his estate therein to his wife or some
other person or persons and whom and who and may make a true punctual and
plain answer to the said premises so that your orators may be able to examine
forth witnesses as they shall find to be material for the preservation of
their testimony and upon reports full discovery of all and singular the
matters aforesaid /....•/ there enabled at the common law to get their 
said debt may it please your lordship to grant your /. ..../to the said 
Lord Morley Earl of Westmorland Lord Strangeford and Lord Coventry of writs
of sub poena to the said Thomas Lisle Anne his wife Anne Moore Horatio Moore
William Witherings Robert Henley James Cooper William Lenthal /. . . * , / 
Carew Richard Adams and Sir Richard Fanshaw thereby commanding them and
every of them at a certain day and under a certain pain therein to be limited
personally to be and appear before your lordship in the high and honourable
court of chancery and to stand to and abide such order and /........./
therein as to your lordship shall seem most agreeable to justice and equity
and your orators shall daily pray . . •
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07/455/70 Hrris nnd Hrris v. Lisln et nl 2 April 1662
Answer
Thn joint nnd several nnswers of Tho^s Lisln Esq nnd Asse Ois wOs nnd 
Horatio Moors nn inOnnt by Asne Moors widow Ois mother nnd gua^dihn to 
part nnd tOeiu plens nnd disclamnr to other parts of the bill of complaint 
of John Hri-is nnd Richard Hnris complainants nnd ths nnswer nnd disclam
oO thi snid Anns Moore unto thi sndd bill the hndd deOendast Tho^s Lisle
nnd Asne tis wife nnd Horatio Moore by hnseer deny nil cnmbbLnltion by the 
bill ctaugsd nnd to the uest oO the bill by protsstntion not hcknneledging 
or confessing thi bill oO complaint nnd the mn^:erh therein contnined to 
be true in such sort mnmer nnd furm ns the hnae n,ue therein nnd thereby set 
forth nnd expressed they sny first these defendants Thomas Lisle nnd Asse 
Ois wife Oor plen thereon to sny tint Siu David CiusnisgOnim in the bill 
mentioned on or nbrnt the 9th dny oO' December Ln the fifteenth year of ths 
uiign of the lnte King Claries I wns possessed Oou ths term of ninety nnd 
snvsn years from thence nsxt ensuing nnd full to bs complets nnd ended of 
nnd in so much of n parcel of ground in thn bill mentioned formerly called 
nnd known by the nnme of Picketts Fields extending from one other field
called Purss Field west unto or towards Lincolns Inn Warn east ns crntninsd
in length tired hundred nnd sixty foot of nssize nnd in brendth nil nlong 
from the north part oO one other field cnlled Cup Field southward into ths
snid field called Picketts Field onn hundred foot of hhsize or near tisrs-
nbouts wi.th the nppertLimancss thereto belonging nnd being tiereof so possessed 
by his indentures nnd bearing date os or nrnut tie 22nd dny oO February Ln 
the ysar oO our Lord 1654 Oou nsd in consideration oO the sum of £650 well 
nnd truly paid unto him by this defendant Asse Lisle formerly Anss Tyler 
widow did givs grnnt bargain sell nssign nnd set over usto tids defendant
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Ame Lisle by name of Ann T7^-er widow her executors administrators and 
assigns so much of the said piece of ground called Picketts Field extending 
from t^hie aforesaid field called Purse Field west as did contain in length 
260' of assize all along from the north part of the aforesaid field called 
Cup Field southwards into Picketts Field aforesaid 100' of assize together 
with all the appertinances thereto belonging and all the estate right title
interest claim and demand wJhitsoever and all the term of years therein to 
come and unexpired which the said Sir Da-vid Cunningham then had right should 
or in any wise ought to have or claim of in and unto the same or any part 
or parcel thereof by force and virtue whereof she this defendant Anne Lisle 
became possessed of the premises so granted bargained sold and assigned to 
her as aforesaid and was possessed thereof and she and her assigns ought 
still to hold and enjoy the same for the residue and remainder of the said 
term of ninety seven years therein to come and unexpired and that at the 
tme of the said purchase made by her of the remainder of the said team of 
ninety seven years of and in the premises so granted to her for so great a 
valuable consideration as aforesaid she had not any notice of the judgement 
pretended by the said bill to be obtained against the said Sir David 
Cunningham in the Court of Kings Bench at Yfeesmnnter for the sum of £1200 
debt besides costs of suit or for any sum of money whatsoever and the said 
Anne Lisle doth upon her oath answer tliat the said £650 was truly paid to 
the said Sir David Cunningham for the purchase aforesaid and doth disclam 
all title and pretence to the premises aforesaid or any peart thereof other­
wise than aforesaid and this defendant Horatio Moore for plea saith that 
the said Sir Da-vid Cunningham on or about the 14th day June in the year of 
our Lord 1656 being seized in fee of the reversion of the said piece or 
parcel of ground before wntioned to be grant bargained and sold to the
said other defendant Anne Lisle otherwise Anne her executors admini­
strators and assigns as aforesaid from and after the end and expiration of
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the said team of 97 years did by good and sufficient assurance and con­
veyance in the law bearing date at the same tme for a valuable consideration 
in money grant and convey unto Horatio Moore Esq deceased this defendants 
late father and James Hooker their heirs and assigns and afterwards the said 
James Hooker released the said Horatio Moore and his heirs all his right 
and interest in the ereei.set whereby the said rQdatio Moore became the sole 
seized and afterwards the said rodatio Moore died thereof so seized by and 
after whose decease de reversion of the premises descended and came as of 
right the same ought to descend and come to this defendant Horatio Moore as
son and heir to the said Hratio Moore his late father and that his said
father and the said James Hooker or either of them at the time of the said
eurctlse made by them of the premises of the said Sir David 01X11:1:^110 had 
not any notice of the said pretended judgement and doth disclam my other 
title to all or any part of the premises wiLcI several mtters by all the 
said defendants respectively pleaded as aforesaid they do respectively 
(erasure) and will proove as this honourable court shall award and humbly 
pray the judgement of this honourable court whether they or any or either 
of them shall be comppeied to mike any further discovery or other answer 
to the said bill of odmpeaint or the maters therein contained and set forth
and this defendant Anne Moore for herself said timt she disclaimed to have
any right title or interest in and unto the parcel of land in the bill 
mentioned or any part thereof or to be concerned therein save only that she 
is advised and conceived that she had a title of dower to the e;reeites 
and ought to have de benefit thereof after de end or expiration of de 
said lease of ninety seven years WtLOt is before mentioned to be purchased 
by de said Horatio Moore her late husband deceased and James Hooker as
aforesaid and this defendant Anne Moore denied all combiin.tion ohere^eLtt
she is charged and all de defendants do humbly p^ay to be hence dismissed 
with their costs and charges in this behalf most wrongfuLly sustained.
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C7/1OO/68 Davernaat v. Witherings 15 Nov 1665
Dave:mait Complaint
The Right Hon Edward Eearl of Clarendon Lord High Clhnccllor of England
Humbly compdaining sheweth unto your Lordship your daily orator Sir Willfemi 
Davermnt of London Ku.gh't that your orator about the latter end of the month 
of Mrch in the twentieth year of his Majestys reign that now is having con­
tracted with another Thomas Lisle for a lease of the New Tennis Court in 
Lincolns 1nn Fields to be by your orator converted into a Theatre (and which 
is now used for the theatre of his Royal Highness the Duke of Yorks Servants 
your said orator did find that there were wanted room for the house of 
scenes in the ground belonging to the said tennis court and therefore for
accomlppration for the said scenes your orator did take a lease of John Carew 
gent of certain grounds which then the said Mr Carew held in lease adjoining 
to the said tennis court and for the purpose aforesaid the said John Carew 
by his indenture of lease bearing date the l6th January in the twelfth year 
of the said Mjestys reign did let unto your orator all that part of the 
garden of him the said John Carew situate and being on the east end of the 
then yard and backside of the said John Carew in the Portugal Row in Lincolns 
1nn Fields and four foot of ground from the said wall westwards into and part 
of the said garden or backside with free ingress egress regress for your
orator his workmen and assigns to enter into the same garden or backside to 
build upon the same will and four foot of ground and at the end of the said 
lea^se which was to continue for twenty years again to puLl down the same to
the intent to reerect the said w.11 and to make it as it was at the tme of
the making of the said scene building and paying every year your orator 
should use representations in the said theatre to the said John Carew his 
executors adimnnstrators and assigns four pounds per annum and he the said
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John ^^^w did agree and undertake to and with your dratdr at that same 
time that he had full power to demise the said premises in marner as the 
same are herein mentioned to have been demised and your orator farther 
shewed unto your L^ardsMep that the said Mr being aftewards infomed
that by means of the said lease so by hie let to your orator of the said 
wall and grounds that he had subjected himself to an action of waste to be 
brought against him by William Witherings Esq his lessor under otdm he held
the e:remiset /................... /of years he the said Mr did treat eitt the
said Mr W. Witherings for the preventing of any further differences betwixt 
him the said Mr and Mr Witherings or the said Mr Witherings and your
orator and at length the said Jur Witherings /• . . . * / an agreement w-th 
your orator and the said Mr Carew which was put into writing and signed 
sealed and delivered and is as fdllooett that is to say the said Willism 
Witherings did prom.se and agree to and with your orator and the said Mr 
Carew that neither he the said Willism Witherings nor his heirs or assigns 
should so trouble or molest your orator or the said Mr Careo their Executors 
admOnwltratort or assigns by reason of the waste or encroachment aforesaid 
and your orator all covenants and agreements on his part in the said articles 
to be performed and the covenant and agreement to be performed on your 
orators p^'t by the said articles was that your orator should w-Lthln three
years next ensuing /..................../of the said articles which was the 14
day of February in the 19th year of his ivtjestys reign throw down and remove 
the said wall as aforesaid by him erected and erect and build or cause to 
be erected a new house of office in the same place where the house of office 
formerly stood in such manner and as substantially as they were at the time 
of the said demodisling and in default thereof your orator should pay to 
the said William Witherings his heirs and assigns the sum of two hundred 
pounds within a month after the expiration of the said term of three years 
and your* orator is wlldnig to throw down and remove the said wall and erect
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n nsw house of office dn tin pln.cs where the old Oouse of office stood ns
substantinl ns ths snae was nt thi time of ths sndd demcntion nnd is so
doing your orator ought to be indembfied ngainst the sndd penalty of two 
hundred pounds nnd from holding the snid lense for nsy longnr teim thnn 
nccrnding to tis ngreement iodide with thi sndd W. Witherings ns nf me snid 
but now so it is my it olense your Lordship thnt thi snid Mr Carsw having 
since thi time of his lense andi to your orator ns nforesnid nssigsed the 
touss nnd garden to ths snae ndjoinsd /• • • . . / do bslong nnd nil his 
term therein to Williem Wa^cer Citizen nnd Goldsmith of London by combbLs.tdnn 
nnd ngueeaent between the snid Join Cariw WL.1:^ Witherings nnd Willem 
Wanker n contrivance is sit upon your orator nnd to subject tim to such 
penalty of pnyment oO Ois snid sum of two hundred pounds to the hhdd 
Wiiherings nnd tis heirs or otter hnleisg thi demised puiaiseh for ths tern 
first ngueed upon by him which the hnid Mr Carew Oou which purposi ths snid 
Ih? Wanker pretends tint in his purcOinse of the nssigiaent hi bad unsoect oO 
the four pounds per 1111X0 rent to continue for tin term oO one nnd twenty 
years nnd will not permit your orator to throw down ths wll nnd erect n
new tousn of office nnd your orator shall do it here /.................... / oo bring
his notion of trespass ngainst iia nnd nlso to sue hia Oou the usnt nnd if 
it bs not perfoimisd by ths time the snid dlr Witherings tOrsnteneth to taks 
ndvhnthgs of the forfeiture of thi two tusdrsd pounds nnd soactimes the 
snid Mr Witherings pre'bendeth that it is sot fit henhon in the year to 
dimonish nnd new build nnd saith 00h0 whether your orator do dsmonisO nnd 
unbuild or not hs will taks ndvhnthge of thi forfeiture ns by n letter by
him sent under his owi hnnd to your orator my nopear whereas your orator 
Oath yett three months spare to demonihO nnd rebuild by his ngreement with 
tin snid Mr Witherings nnd the snid Mr Calee being n party to the snme hath 
dispensed with the lensn by iia mde to your orator the snid Wa3.ker being 
his obsignnr ought to stand bound by the sndd contract in justice nnd equity 
nnd your orator ought to be dischhrgsd ngainst hLa nnd to hnve ths cont€^;irpart
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of the said lease delivered up to him in tender consideration whereof and 
for as much as your orators witnesses that should prove the truth of the 
premises are in places unknown or remote and so your* orator is disabled to 
defend himself or seek relief at Law but yet your orator desireth not but 
the said confederates wll confess the truth of the premises to be as afore­
said in their answer to the same in this honourable court upon their oathes 
and in such case it is most agreeable to conscience and equity this your 
orator should be relieved against the said lease mide by the said Mr Carew 
and the penalty of two hundred pounds demanded by the said Mr Witherings to 
the end therefore that your orator my be enabled by the said Court to return 
the said agreement by demooishing and rebuilding according to the intent of 
the same and that the said cnu^1^^:cp£art of the said lease my be delivered 
up and your orator perfoiming his agreement Mr Witherings my be relieved 
against the said penalty and that in all and singular the premises your 
orator my be relieved according to justice and equity may it please your 
Lordship the premises considered to permit unto your orator most gracious 
writ of sub poena issuing out of this honourable court to be directed to 
the aforesaid John Carew WilliEmi Witherings and Willism Waaker shortly
commmding them and either and every of them at fourteen days /................... /
pain therein to be limited personally to be and appear before your Lordship 
in his MJestys High Court of ChErniy then and there to answer all and
singular the premises upon their oathes and further to show /..................../
abide all such order and direction therein to your Lordships great wisdom 
shall seem most consonant to equity and good conscience and your orator as 
in duty bound shall pray for your Lordship.
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C7/100/68 Da-venut v. Witherings 25 Nov 1665
Careo Answer
The several answers of John Care?; Gent one of the defendants to the
Bill of 0011^1^ of Sir D£Lavema2n'i Knight ComoeaiInJnt
All advantage and benefit of exception to the imjprfections uncertainties 
and insufficiencies of the Od]opeaiInantt said bill of CdIopeailIt now and 
always to this defendant saved and reserved for answer thereunto or unto 
so mud thereof as m^riaHy oonceIeett this defendant to make answer unto 
He this defendant saith tlmt it is true it is he this defendant having taken 
j lease of a messuage or tenement and a yard or ground thereunto belonging 
from the other defendant Willism Witherings for one and twenty years he did 
it or about the time in the bill mentioned for that purpose mentioned demise
and lease to the oompeainant the back wall ind four foot of ground in the
bill mentioned parcel of the premises by the said Mr Witherings to this 
defendant demised as aforesaid to hold to the ooIopeainant for twenty years 
under the rent of four pounds imum payable for so long time as the
said odIopeainant should use representations in or upon the theatre in the 
bill mentioned and with free ingress egress and regress for the ooInpeainant 
his workmen and assigns ind liberty to build upon the said wall and at the 
end of the said twenty years again to pull down the same to the intent to 
reerect the slid wall and to make it as it was it the tuie of the miking 
the said lease and with other covenants as by the said bill of oo]opea.int is 
set forth ind expressed And this defendant also saith that after the said 
lease made as aforesaid some scruples ind doubts arose touching the liberty 
and power by this defendant to the said odmpeainant granted by the said 
lease for building demooishing and new erecting upon the wall and ground 
aforesaid And the oompeainant fearing as he said and having (is he affrmied)
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01^4 thhO the shdd other defendant Willem Witherings woiuLd bring his 
notion of wasts ngj^^Lnst this defendant if the hhid w.11 were pULled down
or demooisied Aid this defendant being likewise isfoand tint ths snid
Witherings intendsd so to do nnd thsreby tie shdd Sir Willism Davernunt toes 
fen,rOul he might be hindsrsd from enjoying the convenience hs purposed to 
Oimelf nnd Ond or might tnve by the use oO ths snid ground in marnier ns 
by the sndd lense he was to enjoy nnd use the ss^as ths complainant did 
0ogit0lr with this defendant trent with tie sndd Mr Witherings nnd it is 
ngunsd nnd nuticled in suci ansier between the snid complainant Mr W thi rings 
nnd tide defendnnt ns by the snid bill is thereof exprssssd nnd set forth 
Aid tids dsflndhnt further saith that nftnu the snid ngreement nnd nrOicles 
this defendant having before grnnOed nsd nssigsed nsd sit over unto Jsreainh 
Cooiier of London Gent nil his teia nnd intnusst in the sndd messuage or 
tenement ground nnd premises to this defendant by ths shdd Wi-li^m Wiiheringh
lensed in this defnndant the sn,id Jereainh CoHier nnd the other dsOendant
WL.l.^£a Wanker in the bill snaed did come to ns ngueeaent Oou the o'urcthhs 
of tin remaining teim And this defendant did then nGqisuLnt thi snid Willisa 
Wanker OtnO hi had ande such lense ns hfnuesnid to ths complainant under 
ths usnt nnd cov<^:s^3^-ts hOoussnid And thi snid Jsreminh Collier by nnd with 
this defendants consent wio bad nn equity of rsdemption oO the shdd teoa 
did on or nbout the 25 July 1662 nbsolutsly grnnt nssign nnd sit over unto 
the snid Willisa Wanker the snid originnl lensn nnd nil his tern intsrsst 
nnd estnte of nnd in the snid aessuagn or tenement nnd premises so by ths 
snid Willisa Witherings to this dsfsndant lensed ns hOnrssnid But this 
this dsfsndant doth utterly deny OtaO te hath ussd or endsnvoursd nsy way 
or means whatsoever to snsnnun the complainant or to bring him unto the 
danger of forfeiting thn two husdrsd pounds in the bill mentioned or tOnt 
Oe this defendnnt hath hindered or wll hinder the snid complainant from
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enjoying his said lease and the benefit aforesaid or the advantage he 
hath or may or might have by the said agreement made with the said Mr 
Witherings as aforesaid Although this defendant was instrumental in the 
said agreement and articles chiefly for and on the behalf and at the 
instance of the compXa^:^na;^'t and promised to be indemnified therein and 
therefore humbly hopath he this defendant hath not acted nor expressed 
any thing to the disturbance or hinderance of the comppainant in the 
enjoying the fruit of his said lease he shall not be subjected nor is not 
subject to any advantage to be had against him by the comppainant in this 
honourable court or elsewhere touching the same And this defendant denyeth 
all and all manner of confederation or combination against him in the said 
bill of comprint charged Without that that any other matter or thing in 
the said bill of comprint contained mterial or effectual in the law for 
this defendant to make answer unto and not herein or hereby sufficiently
answered unto confessed and avoided /................... /or denied is /...................... /
to the knowledge of this defendant all which maters and things this defen­
dant is and shall be ready to aver and proove as this hondrnrable court
shall /..................../ and humbly prays to be hence dismissed with his reasonable
costs and charges in this behalf most wrongfully ana vexatiously sustained
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07/100/68 Davemmt v. Witherings 25 Nov 1665
Walker Answer
The several Answers of Willism Walker Citizen and Goldsmith of London one
of the defendants to the bill of CoIooeaint of Sir William Davemmt of 
London aforesaid Knight co]opeainant ThLs defendant saving and reserving 
to himself ill advantage ind benefit of exception to the mnifold imperfec­
tions falsities and insufficiencies of the odmpeain£llts said bill of compeaint 
for answer thereunto or unto so much thereof is mlerially cdnce:mett this 
defendant to mike answer unto although by this defendants own shewing there 
is no equity in the Bill contained to be relieved for anything therein 
mentioned and against this defendant ind therefore this defendant as he is 
advised hath just and good /...,•/ unto the said Bill as against this 
defendant yet he saith that it may be true and he bc-Heveth that such a 
lease is in the slid Bill is mentioned was made by the said other defendant 
John Careo unto the said Comoeaiiwant of such pa^t of this brickwall and 
four foot of ground in the bill mentioned bearing the date and for the teim. 
and under the covenant ind rent of four pounds pe^r innum in t^hie bill ex­
pressed payable during the trne that the oompeainant should use represen­
tations upon the theatre therein specified is by the bill is amowed And it
be true although this defendant kndoeth it not but is a stranger thereunto 
that the said cdInpeainant the said Mr and William Witherings in the bill
named did article and agree in such mamer is by the bill is set forth but
upon what grounds /....................o or o'037 hit t ias.ee s reason or ownldhIaation
this defendant knooeth not but this defendant doth confess that true it is
after the time of such the said agreement between the said coIapeainant Mr 
Witherings ind Mr Careo if any such were is the same and it the tiie the 
same is mentioned in the said bill to be hid or agreed (vizt) the five and 
twentieth day of July in the year of our Lord God one thousand six hundred
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nnd sixty two Oe the snid Join having befous that tme by his
indentur’d duly executed granted nnd nssign-ed nnd set over the messungs 
or tenement with nopertinances by thn snid writings to Oim lensed whereof 
the shdd brick w,ll nnd four foot of grousd is nnd nre padroni unto Jereainh 
Collier of Losdon Gent Oou nil the tem to the snid Mr granted thsredn
to come nnd unexpiued he your shid orator did contract with the snid Jnreminh 
Collier nnd nlso with thn sndd John Caunw in Ond nn equity of uednaption 
Otnreof for the whole term this unexpiued nnd Oou nn hbsoluOe ngreeaent there­
of nnd nt thi time of trenty Oor suci his contract ths snid John Carew did 
ncquaint this defendant with the sni^d lense so by him ands to this complain- 
nnt nnd of the rent of four pounds per mmsa during the tme of the com- 
plninnnt noting Ulpresentn0ions on the theatre in the bill mentioned nsd this 
defendant in truth /...../ bn Ois purchase oO the sn^d lense nnd nssigsm- 
aent n oeculinr respect to the snid four pounds per 111X0 so reserved ns 
nOme snid And this defendant is consideration of fifty five pounds ten 
stillings paid the sndd Jireaint. Collier by tOds defendants having ngrssd 
with the snid John Cariw nsd paid unto hia Oou Ois Interest nbove the sum 
of sdghty pounds did purchase this snid lense so aide nnd grantsd to the 
snid John Carew by the sndd Wl.1^ Witherings nnd the nssi^ment thereof 
from the snid Jsreminh Collier nnd the snme nnd nil the interest right nnd
title of the snid Jereainh CoHier in nsd to thi snme nnd the residus of
the team therein to come was by him the snid Mr Collier hshigmld nnd set 
over unto this defendant tis executors ndianistrators nnd nshigss to hold 
Oou the residue of the snid teim by the snid lense froa the snid Minter 
Y/itherdngs to the sndd Join ^^re^w granted then to come nnd unnxpired And 
this defendant snith that it maybe true that he this defendant might or did 
sny thnt if the complainant did do iia nsy Orespnss upon the premises hi
wouLd bring Ois notion oO the shae but he did never tOrlhten to sue or
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molest him the said, comppl^ini^jnt for doing any thing in or upon the premises 
so to him demised which was or could he waarranted by the lease from the 
said John Carew to him the said coimp.ainant granted and this defendant saith 
that it doth not appear by the compeainants bill that this defendant was 
privy unto the agreement made between the said coInplainant and Mr Carew and 
Mr Witherings in the bill mentioned nor did this defendant in truth know 
anything thereof till long after the said agreement if any such were now
until about four months since Howwver this defendant doth not nor w.ll hinder
the compa inant for doing erecting demooishing erecting anything whatsoever 
in or upon or about the wall or four foot of ground afore said which by the 
said lease to the complainant made by the said John Carew he ^s impowered
or authorized to do erect demooish or act but under the rent and covenant
by the said lease reserved and made he the said coInplainant shall and may 
as against this defendant hold and enjoy the premises to him as aforesaid 
demised according to the demise aforesaid And he humbly hopeth that he shall 
not be compiled by the Hon ConuTt to deliver up the counter part of the 
complainants said lease but shall receive and have the said four pounds per 
annum rent hereby reserved according to the lease aforesaid not with standing 
any agreement or pretended agreement made or pretended to be made between the 
comppainant and the said other defendants he this defendant not being party 
or privy thereunto nor any wavs concerned therein and this defendant doth 
deny all and all marner of combbintion and confederacy with the said other 
defendants or any of them or with any other person or persons to deceive 
defraud or injure the compeainant or to subject him to the forefeiture of 
the two hundred pounds in the said bill mentioned or hinder him from the 
enjoyment of his said lease any way howsoever without that that any other 
matter or thing in the said bill of coIPpeaint contained maerial or effectual 
in the Law for this defendant to make answer unto and not herein or hereby
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sufficiently answered unto confessed ind avoided traversed or denied is 
true to the knowledge of this defendant ill wUlch miter ind thing this
defendant is and shall he reidy to /................... / ind /....................../a s tisi.s
Hon CoiuTt shall award and tuebly pray to /................... / with his reasonable
costs ind charges in this behalf most wrongfully and vexatlousay sustained.
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C7/100/68 Davenant v. Witherings 28 Nov 1665
Witherings Answer
The several answers of Willi*m Witherings defendant to the Bill of
cdmpea^int of Sir William Davemmt Knight ComolalLnllt•
The said defendant saving to himself now ind aftersales here and after
ind all maimer of benefit ind advantage of exception to the /..................../
of the said bill of ooIopeaaiwt for answer antd so mud there of as /. . . eth j
hLe he answered ind saith that possibly it may be true that /•......................../
knowledge that the ooIopeaimlnt it the trne in the bill mentioned hid contrac­
ted with Mr Thomas Lisle for the lease of the tennis oo^aIt the bill mentioned 
and that the oo]opeainant wanted room for the depth of scenes or long to
/...................j possibly it may be true but he ]knoeett it not of his own know­
ledge that John Carew did mike the indenture of lease in the bill mentioned 
bearing the date on the bill /...../ the coepeainant for the proposed
/................... / and ground in the bill mentioned at the /......................./ ind with
/•••••/ee provide /..................../is set forth or otherwise And this
defendant saith he Cndwett not that the said John did agree or under­
take to or with the co]opeainant that he hid power to demise the premises in
aaanler as the same is mentioned in the said bill to have been demised or
otherwise but this defendant confesseth that he did mike i lease bearing 
date the /......../ july in the year one thousand and sixty to the
said John of a house in Portugal Row in Lincolns Inn Fields with the
land and ippertiimances of etLCt the brick wll ind ground in the bill 
mentioned were and are pa^r't for one and twenty years to begin and from the
day of...,.........................leas e and said that ossst'lsly itayy he urne uut
he kndoeth it not of his own knowledge that the said John Carew after the 
miking of the lease in the bill mentioned to the compeainant was informed 
that by means of the slid lease so by him let he did subject himself to
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make de^aiuLt to be brought against him by this defendant his lessor And 
this defendant coinfesseth and saith that he finding that the compe^i^nt 
tos building upon the said ground in the bill mentioned he gave notice 
that he wodd bring an action of w,ste for the same or to that purpose and 
there upon then /••••••••/ indented bearing date the 14 th day of
February in the thirteenth year of the reign of our sovereign Lord King 
Claries made between the coInpeainant and the said John Carew of the one
part and this defendant of the other paxt renting /..................../ that
/................... / and as the compeainant had by and with consent of the said
John Carew thrown down and demdished the said part of the said brick wall 
and had likewise removed the house of office belonging to the said house 
and leased by this defendant to the said John Carew and had also encroached 
four foot more or less into the yard belonging' to the said house or tenement
/................... . . . / clInpeainant had erected t new brickwall which means the
said John Carew became and liable to this defendant in an action of waste 
it was /................................../ and agree d uonn by the said indnnture by md
between the coIppeainant and the said John Carew and this defendant and the 
compeainant and the said John Carew did by the said indenture for them their 
executors adm]^^t^:rators and assigns covenant promise and grant to and with 
this defendant his heirs executors tdErinnitrators that the co]ppeainant his 
executors tdmpnistrators and assigns should within three years then next 
ensuing throw down and remove the said will so as aforesaid by him or
/..................../ and build and erect or cause to be erected another brickwall
nine foot and a half high in the same place where the said wll set 
/................................../ house of office stood in such mimer and ts substantially
as the same about the time of the said demooishing or in defauLt thereof 
that the co]ppeainant and the said John Carew should pay or cause to be paid 
to this defendant his heirs and assigns the sum of two hundred pounds within
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one mcoith nftsu the expiration of the sn.id tem of tOusi years nnd this 
defendant did by the hnid indenture for Oimelf his' heirs nnd executors 
ndmnbstrators covenant promiss nnd grnnt to nnd with the complainant nnd 
the snid Join Cariw theiu executors n(diinistraOnus nnd nssi£nh thnt this 
defnndnnt his heirs nnd nssigns should not trouble or molest the complainant 
nnd the sndd Join Carew their executors ndianistrators nsd nssigms Oou nnd 
by rinson oO the snid notion of waste the complainant nnd the sndd Join 
Carew thniu executors nnd ndIanbstrhOouh Oou or by reason of the shdd en­
croachment or waste thi complainant nnd the snid John ^^r^e^w thnir executors 
ndIanbitratouh nnd nhsignh perOoiiaisg md keeping nil the hndd covenants on 
theiu parts to bn oeuO'omed nnd kept ns in nnd by one part of the snid deed 
oO h,gulement indented under thi hnnd nnd seal oO ths complaimnit nnd the shid
John Carew /..................../ the snid deed of ngreeaent being dnterchanglhb1y
subscribed hlh1ed nnd /...../ by the complainant nsd the snid Jots 
nnd this defendant And this dsfsndant snith OthO there was no other ngreeaent
by or between the hhdd John C^rew and the complainnnt or either of them nsd
this defendant ns this defendant; hath before set forth And this defendant
cosOesseth tint if the complainant do tOrrovr down the snid wall so by OLo
built nnd do build mother brick wall nnd n new Oouse oO office nccnrdimg to 
thi snid ngreement nnd by the time limited by the shdd ngreement but not 
otheuw.se the complainant ought to be dudea-nfied ngaisst the snid oe]m^3.ty 
But this defnndnnt denyeth tint by the snid ngreement or by my ngreeaent 
made with tids defendhnt the complainant ought to bn indeanfied from holding 
thn snid lense in the bill mentioned to be mnde by the snid John Cairew nnd 
the complainant Oou nsy longer thnn tie time limited by the shdd deed oO 
ngreement Oou the piULling dowa of tie said v«iH so built by the complainant 
building nnotter brick iwU and a new iouse oo' office or any ohhe r Weie this 
defendant not being cnnclrnld in or touching -the snid lense nsy otherwise
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is is before mentioned in the said deed of agreement touching the ooIopeain- 
ant pulling down the said wall ind building another bricky/all ind a new 
house of office in mamer and by the tme mentioned in the said deed of 
agreement And this defendant saith thit he knowe^ not that the said John 
Careo hath since the time of his lease mde to the ooImeHinant of the said 
wall ind ground or ill assigned the house and garden to ohiot the same
adjoined and do belong or all or iny part of his team therein to Mr Walker
ind this defendant den^eth iny cdebiLr,tlon contrivance or agreement between
the said John Careo and Williem Walker or either of them and this defendant
to menace the coInpeainant or to submit him to the penalty or payment of the 
said two hundred pounds to this defendant or his heirs or of holding the 
demLsed premises for the team first agreed upon by the cd]opeaainlnt and the 
slid John Carew But saith that is touching any agreement or lease for 
touching the eremiSet mde by or between the said John Carew and the com- 
plaiwant he is not at ill concerned or oTught to be prejudiced and if the
said Mr /..................../ not tapportira lease wihLch he hath mide to the
cdmpeainant or iny agreement which he hath made Alth him of or touching the 
premises the coIme&inant and ought to apply himself to the said John ^^a^e^w 
only for his reparation therein And this defendant saith he Cnooett wotting 
of the pretences in the bill set forth to be mde by the said Mr Walker that
in his purchase of the assignment in the bill set forth to be mde to him
he hid respect to the four pounds per innum rent to continue for the team 
of one and twenty years neither doth this defendant Cnoo that the said Mr
Walker will not permit the oompeL^inlnt to throw down the wall and to erect
a new house of office tha t if the /........................./ bring
his action of trespass against him or wt-ll sue him for the rent Neither doth
this defendant conceive that he is concerned therein the said Willism Walker
not being entitled to the eremLshs nor having iny assignment thereof or any
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lease thereof nor any part thereof by any act or consent of this defendant
And this defendant saith he never consented to the assignment in the bill 
mentioned to be made by the said John Carew to the said Y/illiam Walker nor 
did he ever accept the said Willkmi Walker his tenant to the premises or 
any part of thereof and if the said John Carew hath mide any assignment of 
the said lease made by this defendant unto him or of the premises or any 
part thereof to the said William Walker whereby he hath disabled himself to 
suffer the compeainant to throw down the said wll and build a new house of 
office by the tme limited by the said deed of agreement the colm:)eaimant is
tnd ought to apply himself to the said John Carew for recompense for any
loss or damage which he shall sustain by means thereof And this defendant 
coinfesseth that he doth give out (but not threaten) that if the coInpeainant 
do not throw dovm the said wll and erect another tnd a new house of office
by the tme limited by the said deed of agreement that he will take advantage 
of the forfeiture of the said penalty tnd saith that he hath reason so to do 
for that the said tme given by this defendant for the doing thereof ws 
/ ink smudged line obscured / consideration paid him and also for that 
this defendant did the last time desireth that the clmpeainant wouLd puLl
down the said wll and build a new house of office whilst the summe? season
lasted for that the winter season be no fit time for the doing of it sub­
stantially or to that /........................ / And this defendant crnfesseth that he
doth say that the winter is not a fit season of the year to demooish and 
new build tnd confesseth tlvit he did send a letter to the cum^ainant
I....................et h / t o 3mm a s the /......................./ that he did mind to take advantage
of the said penalty if things were not performed according to the aforesaid 
deed of agreement or to some such purpose but that in the said letter or 
any letter he did w?ite that whether the compeainant did demooish and new 
build or not he would take advantage of the said forfeiture this defendant
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believeth not /...../ theusdn usfsrrsth Oimself to the sndd letter 
the hnml being ns this defendant eonceiveth it nppeareth by the bill im 
the complainants custody but saith tint if the complainant shall piULl dovm
nnd the sndd /..................../ nnd. substantially new build ns /•.........................../
nnd house of office in nmnner and by the tdaie Laited. by the said agreement 
this defendant doth nso intend to takn ad^ntage if the said dorf/ituur 
And this defendnnt hhith tOnt the complainant Oath but till thi fourth dny 
of February next to demonst. nnd rebuild by the sn.id ngreement And this 
defendant dnsyeih nil coabbLW,tion nnd conflderhey lnid to iis charge /• . . 
by thn snid bill Asd /..................../ nnd snith without tOat tint nsy other
anter or thing /..♦••/ bill of complaint /..................../ mterinl or
lfOectuh1 for this defendant to make anse^2l unto nnd not herein nnd hereby 
by OLa /• . « . • / by answee and unto cnsOessed nnd nvoided /• . • . id / 
or denied in /• . o o •/ and. the knowledge oO' this dlO"endnnO All which
mnter or thing this defendnnt is nnd /••.••/bs/................................../
certnin nnd pioovi ns this honourable court shall nward nnd humbly prnynth 
to be Onnce dismissed with iis uehsnbhb1e costs nnd charges /...•••.
hustninld
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053/244/214 Reeve v. Lisle
Richard Reeve and Anne his vdfe Pltf
6 Feb 1674/5
Thomas Lisle Deft
1t is this day ordered by and with the consent of the said plaintif and 
defendant and their clerks in co^aIrt that the Rolls do forthwith pass in 
this cause to the end this cause my be speedily heard and detealined•
053/244/26Q & 260v 11 Feb 1674/5
Richard Reeve and Anne his wife adImnWstrators Horatio Moore
Thomas Lisle and George Perrier Horatio Moore and Frances Moore for
Gtaa?diant Defendants
Upon the hearing of the debating of the miter in question between the 
said parties this present day in the presence of the cd^alcil learned on 
both sides the substance of the defendants ind plaintifs bill appeared to 
be to have in agreement made between the plain'kifs ind the defendants on 
behalf of the defendants infants performed in Perrier and that the said 
plaintif Richard my enjoy the premises in question after the death of the 
said Anne his wife till he shall have £500 paid out by him about the premises 
and interest at 6 per cent i^um after his wifes death till his principal
sum of £5QQ and such interest be paid by /..................../of the receipts shall
be raised out of the said preeLtes and the plaintifs by this bill set forth 
that WJ.1^ Newton Esq by indenture dated the ninth December 15 Car I did 
demise unto Sir David Cwnllnglaa for much of a field called Ficketts Field 
extending from a field called Purse Field west unto Lincolns 1nn Walks east 
as doth contain in length three hundred and sixty foot of assize and in 
breadth from the north part of a field Cup Field southward unto Picketts 
Field aforesaid one hundred foot together with such licence to build on the
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same as was in any wi.se granted to him by one licence under the Great Seal 
of England, of the 1st of the same month of December in the same year to 
hold the same premises unto the said Sir David Cunningham his executors 
admpniitrato^s and assigns from the feast of All Saints the last past for 
the term of ninety seven years undeer a yearly rent of a pepper com tnd that 
the said Sir David Cunningham by his indenture dated 22 Feb 1654 made between 
him and one Anne Tyler (Tiler) now wife of the defendant Thomas Lisle and 
mother of the plaintif Anne did grant and assign unto the said Anne Tiler 
(before her intermarriage with the defendant Lisle) her executors admnl- 
strators and assigns all the said premises for all the remainder of the said 
term of ninety seven years and since Curnnii^lrtm grant as aforesaid diverse 
buildings have been made upon the said premises and the said Anne Tiler 
since intermarried with the defendant Thomas Lisle who since by their inden­
ture 15 January /..................../ have granted and assigned unto the plaintif
Richard Reeve and the defendant George Perrier one tenement in the lccu^pntlon 
of Sir PhhLlip Waarvick on part of the stid premises and also the miorety
or half part of one great messuage or tenement or building upon other part 
of the premises then or late in the occupation of Sir William Dae^^amt^-t or 
his assigns and then used for a playhouse by the name of the Duke of Yorks 
playhouse and all buildings and appertintunes thereunto of the term of ninety 
seven years upon trust tliat they suffer the plaintif Anne tnd her assigns to 
receive the rents and profits of the premises to her and their proper uses 
during so many years of the said term as she shall happen to live and after 
the decease of the plaintif Anne the said plaintif and Perrier to permit 
Horatio Moore son of the plaintif Anne to receive the profits of the premises 
during til the residue of the term winch shall be unexpired if he shall live 
to attain the age of twenty one years but if to dye before then to permit 
Frances Moore daughter of the said Horatio Moore deceased her executors and 
assigns to take the profits during all the residue of the said term of ninety
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seven years nnd wloLch the snid trustees sinuld disburse in ueferenee to 
their trust the hhal to be deduced out of the profits nnd besides the 
trustees to be liable to no w.ste but wilful only nnd tint since the trust 
ulpnses in the plaintiO Richard nnd the defendant Perrier the plaintiO 
Ricihud is mrried to the snid Ansi nsd thhO part of the pulolhes called 
thi Dikes olnyhouse is become void nnd the plnyers gone froa the shml for 
tint the premises must bs disposed of to somi ottir use but before the snae 
cnn bn done the puem.ses mist be ulphired in some parts nnd new bmlt Ln 
nOilr parts nsd the plaintiO Richard, nnd tis m.fe tnving the oresent sOnte
herein nnd but Oor ter life which is uncerthLs it ids nso reasonnlbe for
thea to lay out moneys to repair and new build the pnemsse in juft Oor
other use when the dnOendants well know thniu sOnte therein to bn not greater 
then bsfors mentioned nnd to repair or rebuild the poeeasss to nake the seme
fit Oor n tessis court ns formaly wiwi cost a grain Sim of money to do it
wOLct if it bn dons it mil nOter the deoense of the plaint if Asse prove 
very hdvantnglous nnd beneficinl to those defendants thnt shall be concerned 
herein upon due consideration whereof the defendants Horatio Moore nnd 
Francis Moore ngreed with the plaintiOs the 27 I'Mrch Inst fou the melioration 
nnd improvement oO the pllmiseh tOnt thn plaintiOs should lay out the ssa oO 
£500 towards repairs nnd new building the premises nnd make the s^e fit for 
n tennis court nsd the plaintiO Richard Reeve not to have nsy in0lres0 for 
tis money during Oor ns long t^e ns thi snid plaintiO Asse should live nnd 
tint in consideration OhlrloO it should be lawful fou the plaintiO R.ctard 
Reeve his executors ndIinbitraOols from nnd imaedately nOter the death of 
his snid wifi ns nfnulshdd to reosivs nsd enjoy to his nnd theiu proper uhl 
nsd uses thi profits of the premises till the principal sum of £500 lnid 
out ns nOorlhhid bs rspndd to the plaintiO Richard his executors nnd hdJOisl- 
strntouh wfth im0lUls0 nt six per cent ns nfnulshdd nsd Ls pursuhncl of this
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agreement the said plaintif Richard Reeve hath expended in and about the 
premises in repairing part and in rebuilding other part and making the
same fit for a tennis oourt the said £5QQ ind more and that now the defen­
dants seeing it done for the beat advantage the plaintif Richard titt layed 
his money upon trust of their performance of the agreement (which otherwise 
he would not have done pretend a dislike thereto and threaten to avoid the 
agreement therefore to be relieved in all and singular the premises is the 
end of the plaintifs suit And the plaintifs counsel insisted, that it appeared 
in the proofs of in this cause that the plain'tlf Richard hath expended £500 
ind more about the peem0sse accorcLidl to the agreement where unto the odulsel 
for the defendants insisted, thah all ttn said defendants having answered the 
bill do confess the said agreement ind believe it to be very advantageous to 
those thit are ind shall be concerned in the e:reeLses after the death of the 
said Anne the ela■i^■tlfs mfe ind ire satisfied that the said £500 hath been 
paid out is aforesaid and submit to do therein as the court shall direct 
This court thereupon ind upon debate of the miter ind reading the proofs 
taken in this cause and hearing of what could be alleged on all sides is 
well satisfied that the said agreement is and will be very advantageous to 
the defendants who aie to stucoed. the plaintif Anne after her death ind 
after the £5QQ and interees sasislied di aforesaid and doth therefore think 
fit and for Order ind Decree thit the said agreement dated 27 Murd last 
past do stand ratified and confirmed by order authority and decree of this 
court to be observed ind perfomed by all parties to all interests ind 
purposes therein expressed and thit the said plaintif Richard Reeve his 
executors and adIadwstratdrs do after the death of the said eLa:Ln■tif Anne 
receive issues and profits of the said premises until the said £5QQ laid 
out as aforesaid be paid and satisfied with the interest thereof after the 
rate of six per cent from the death of his wife the plaintif Arne.
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010/257/65 Lisle v* Moore 10 Hov 1689
To the Right Honoouable the Lords Conmmssianers for the custody of
the Great Seal of England
Hummiy clmpeainina shewed to your Lordships your daily orators and
oratrixes Anne Lisle widow Richard Reeve Esq and Anne his wife and Thomas 
Reeve an infant son of the said Richard Reeve Esq his father and prochein 
amy that William. Newton heretofore of Biddenlam in the county of Bedford 
Esq long since deceased being seized of a good estate of inheritance in 
fee simple of and in a certain field in the parish of St Clement Danes in 
the county of Middlesex compplilb called Ficketts Field by indenture bearing 
date on or about the nineteenth day of December in the year of our Lord 
Clhist one thousand six hundred and thirty-nine did for and in consideration 
of the sum of one thousand pounds of lawful money of England therein mentioned 
to be paid by Sir Da-vid Cuinin^g^ia^m of the city of London Knight and Baronet 
dem.se grant bargain sell and farm let unto the said Sir David C-turningf-omi 
his executors admnnsisrrators and assigns all that and so much of the field 
called Picketts Field extending from a field called Purse Field west unto 
or to Lincolns Inn Wll east as did contain in length three hundred.ind three 
score foot of assize or thereabouts and in breadth all along from the north 
part of a field called Cup Field southwards into Ficketts Field as aforesaid 
one hundred foot or more thereabouts together with such licence liberty 
privilege and authority to build upon the said premises as was in any wise 
granted or authorised unto the said William NeWon by virtue of one licence 
grant under the Goceat Seal of England bearing date the fifth day in the 
month of December made by the Kings Ma-esty to hive hold and enjoy so much
of the said field called Ficketts Field as was therein ind is herein before
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mentioned to be deaLssd pueoisss with thniu nnd every of their hpperOiinnols 
unto the sndd Sir David Cu^zii^g^O^ his executors ndIonSst^aOouh nnd nssigns 
froa the first dny of All Joints Inst past before the date thereof for nnd 
during nnd unto the full end nnd team. oO Lour score nsd seventeen years from 
thenoe next ensuing nnd fully to be complete nnd ended nt nnd unde:! the 
yearly rent of obi pepper com payable nt the Feast oO St M±c]oael the Arch- 
nngel if it should - be lawfully demanded nsd the sndd Newton did
thereby covenant promise grnnt nnd ngree to with the snid Sir David CuwiingOna. 
iis executors nd]onSstratnus nnd nssi^gns tint ts the snid WJ-lina Nevrton thin 
was nnd stood lawfully seized or posslshld of so much of the hhid Picketts 
Field ns hfouehnid nnd of nil other the mentioned to be demised premises 
their nsd every oO theiu hppertishm.nls of nnd in good sure perfect lawful 
nnd indlflnshbll sstnte of inheritance is thi law in fee simple or nt ths 
1ehsteisl fou n larger nnd longer tera tins is thereby gunntsd nnd tint 
there was not nsy ulvllhion or rem^zisaer of the snme or nsy part thereof 
in tie Kings LMnesty nor nny sandier of condition or conditions use or uses 
or limitntion or nny otter mntir or thing to cOnnge niter or determine the 
snon Ourtheu tint he the snid William Newton Ond full power lawful nuthority 
right nnd interest to demisi grnnt bargnin sill nsd Oano let the beOous 
demised or mentioned to be deo.sed ounotses nnd every purt nnd parcel thereof 
unto the snid Siu David CunningOno iis executors hdLmndstraOol's nnd nssigms 
fou nnd during the team nnd tie hforesnid Ln a^rs^^^zr nnd form nfoueshid ns 
by thi snid indenture ready to be produced to this honourable court mny 
nppear Aid your orators nnd matrixes further shew thnt thi snid Sir David 
CubbingOnm being by virtue of ths snid recited indenture pnshehsld oO nnd 
interest ds tie hhid parcel of ground thereby to tio demLsed or grnntsd ns 
nfnulsnid hi the snid Siu D^-vid CuwiingOnm by indenturs bearing date on or 
nbout the two nnd twentieth dny oO February dn thi year of our Lord 1654 
nnd made or mentioned to bs made between thi snid David Cwsdisghno,. of the
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one part and ydUI oratrix Anne Lisle by the name Anne Tyler of Fetter 
Lane in the parish of St Dwistan in the West London widow of the other 
part writing the said herein before recited indenture of lease it is there­
in mentioned that the slid Sir David C^awwiwth:aa for ind in consideration of 
the sum of six hundred and fifty pounds of lawful money of England to h^ 
in hand paid by Odar said oratrix Anne Lisle by the name of Anne Toler ind 
which was really paid hath given granted demised bargained sold assigned 
and set over unto your oratrix Arne Ltsle by the waee of Arne T/ler her 
executors adInOnwitrators and assigns so much of the said field called 
Picketts Field before mentioned extending from the aforesaid field called 
Purse Field west; and doth contain in length two tandred and three score 
foot of assize ind in breadth ill along from the aforesaid field called Cup
Field southwards into Picketts Field aforesaid one hundred foot of assize
together with all aep6rtinandet o]ta,tsde,ver thereunto belonging and ill such 
licence liberty and authority to build before mentioned and all right title 
possession claim and demand whatsoever and all the tme ind term of years 
to come and unexpired WtLCt he the said Sir David Cunningham then had right 
should in iny wise ought to have or claim of to or so much of the said field 
called Ficketts Field as aforesaid ind other the premises with the apper- 
tiranees and every and iwo part or ps-rcel thereof by the aforesaid virtue 
of the said indenture of lease or any other way whatsoever to have ind to
hold so mud of the said Ficketts Field is is before mentioned with such
licence and liberty to build is aforesaid and all the estate right title 
interest time ind term of years ind ill ind singular other the premises 
with iepertinanoes in and by the so recited indenture bargained sold and 
demised assigned and set over and every part and parcel thereof unto your 
said oratrix Anne Lisle then Anne Tyler her execiutors adImnw strators ind 
assigns from the date thereof for ind during all the residue ind number of 
years then to come and unexpired of the said tern of four score ind seventeen
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years in and by the said indenture of lease granted in such like marnei 
to all intents and purposes as the said Sir David Cu^d^g^lim then had 
right or ought to have hid and enjoyed the premises by force and virtue 
of the said therein recited indenture of the lease or by force and virtue 
of any lease or leases way or means wlhitsoever and the said Sir David 
Cunningham, did thereby covenant to and with your oratrix Anne Lisle then 
Arne Tyler her executors adlm^istrators and assigns that he the said Sir 
David Cmni^r^g^^h^m was then seized or possessed of and in the said bargained 
premises which appeareth for and during til the residue of the said tern of 
fot%' score and seventeen years by the said indenture of lease demised or 
mentioned without hiving done any acts thing or things wlhitsoever to alter 
change defeat or determine the same and that it should and might be lawful 
to and for your oratrix: Anne Lisle then Arne T^er her executors admini­
strators assigns ind every of them from time to t:me and at all tmes there­
after for and during the residue of the said team of four score and seventeen 
years then to come and unexpired or for and during the residue of any other 
tern of terms of years wJhtsoever which he the said Sir D^'vzLd Cunningham 
then had or might should or might have hid of in or to the said demised 
premises quietly and peaceably to have hold occupy possess and enjoy the 
said premises with their appertirnmes and every part and parcel thereof
without any lawful let suit trouble /..................../ mooestation clam or
interruption of or by the said Sir David C■un^LnailP his executors admini­
strators or assigns or any of them or any other person or persons wlhtsoever 
lawfuLly claiming by from or under his their or any of their estate right 
title act means consent or /. . , • ./ or of or by iny other person or 
persons whatsoever and that free and clear and freely ind clearly ind 
/...../ acquitted exonerated and discharged or well and sufficiently 
saved and kept harmless of and in duration by the said Sir David Cunningham
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his heirs executors and adI]enwstratdrs or some of them and from all maimer
of former and other bargains sales gifts grants leases mortgages debts 
upon record statutes Merchant and of the Staple recognlnoes judgements 
extents executors outliweries ind of and from ill other estates rights 
titles trouble charges burdens and Lncaeberances elhtsdever be co]eet■^ed or 
done or to be hid made ooaetted suffered or done by the said Sir David
and the said William Newbon or either of their heirs or either
of their heirs executors idImnwstratdrs assigns by any other person or 
persons w]h,tsdever laef•aLly clammed or what should or what might lawfully 
clam by from or under him them or iny of them or from by or with or through 
his their or ana of their act or acts in assent or promisement or by ana 
other person or persons whutsoever is by the list said recited indenture 
ready to be produced to this honoiurable cCTuct more at large appear And
your said orators and oratrixes further shew to your Lordships that inden­
ture bearing date on or about the six and twentieth day of May in the year 
of our Lord 1655 William NeWbon late of Biddewlla^m in the county of Bedford 
son ind heir of Willd-m Newton of Biddenham aforesaid Esq deceased and 
rlaopprea Newton of Caldwell in the said county of Bedford gent and son ind 
heir of Humphrey Newton late of Caldwell aforesaid Esq deceased executor
of the list Oil and testament of the said Willie Newton then deoeited
for the consideration therein mentioned did grant demise in lease quLt clam 
and cdnfi^Ia unto the said Sir David Gmml^l^ ill that land so much of the 
said field called Ficketts Field extending from a field called Purse Field
west into or towards Lincolns Inn Wall east is contained two hundred and
sixty foot of assise or thereabouts and in breadth ill along
the north part of a field called Cup Field southwards into Ficketts Field 
aforeslid one hundred foot of assize or thereabouts ind abutting east upon 
a piece of ground pa:rcel the preeLtes then lately demised by the said Sir
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David CumiingOno to ths snid Willism Newton /...../ preoi:Slh nil 
ways pahsnges profits coioodities nnd nppert:inhnoes thereunto belonging 
situnte lying nnd bring in the parish of St Giles in the Fields nnd St 
Clement Danes or one oO them in tie county oO Mdulesex Ongltier with such 
licence nnd liberty privileges nnd nuthority to build upon tin hhid oueoi.sss 
ns wis grnnted nnd nuthorised unto the snid William Newton by virtue of n 
licence under the Gnea-t Seal of Englnnd bearing date on or nbout the fifth 
dny oO December 1659 mde by the lnte King Ci^3^1lh thi first nnd by virtue 
oO nsy other grant or licence wlhtsoever nnd nil nnd nil the ehtnte right 
title interest team nnd tie inheritance property /•••••/ clam nnd 
demand wltLtsoever whLch they ths snid Thorns Newton nnd Huo>tuey Newton or 
either of them nnd or might should or oO right might or title eltLthOlver
to tnve nsd to hold so much oO the shdd field called Ficketts Field ns is
therein beOoue mentioned together with suci licence nnd liberty privilege 
or nuthority to build ns hfoueshid nil other the oul0Lhes before mentioned 
with the nole:rtimsolh unto the snid Siu David CumiingOno his heirs nnd 
nssigns fou ever ns in nnd by ths snid lnst mentioned indenture duly en­
rolled in this honourable court nnd ready to be produced im tids honourable 
court ns may nppear And your snid oratrix Asne Lisls bring nt nbnut tint 
■time mrried to Thoms Lisle Esq /«,••••/ the snid amrdage was for 
soae time concealed in regnud the snid Thoms Lisle wns obnoxious to tie 
powers nnd fou tint rinson nnd beonuhl thi team of years nforesnid wis 
oulehhsed in thi nnoe of your oratuix Asse Tyler the snid Asse Lisle nnd 
your snid oratrix did pulcinhl the indenture of tie snid parcel of ground 
part of the snid Ficketts Field of the snid Sir David Ciussinghna. nnd took 
the cnnvlyhnoe thereof in the suoi oO Horatio koore Esq who was then 
mrrisd to your oratuix Adds Lisle her only child to wit your ori^'tuix Asse 
the wife of your oratou RLohnud Reive nnd your oratrix Anne Lisle nnd her
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said husband or one of tluni attcoiuned. to the said goranis of the /*••••/ 
And your said orators and oratrixee oheo that by indenture bearing date on 
or about the fourteenth day of June in the year of our Lord 1656 the said 
Sir David is well for and in consideration of t comppeent sum of
money to him in hand paid by the said Holatil Moore and James Hooker or one 
of then the receipt whereof is acknowledged as also for diverse other good 
causes and considerations him the said Sir David ^11X11.^11® thereunto 
especially /• • • • ♦/ hath granted aliened bargaiaed and sold. uoto the 
said Horatio Moore tad Jaims Hodor theer hiers and assigns forever all
that tad so much of tie said field called Ficketts Field aforesaid as is
hereunto set forth to contain in length two hundred and sixty foot of assize
or thereabouts and ia breadth one hundred foot of assize or thereabouts w.th
tie apeertinanles together with the aforesaid licence and liberty privilege 
and authority to build upon which indenture is t memorandum endorsed that 
your said oratrix Anne Lisle by the nnam d Anne Tyier yld agree to the 
said grant bargain tad sale and did altouum testament to the said Koratio
Moore tad James Hooker as ia and by the list mentioned ia^deature and endorse 
pent ready to be produced to this honourable court may more at large appear 
And your said orator tad oratrixes further show tilt by ano tier indenture 
bearing date on or about the said fourteenth day of June in the year of 
our Lord 1656 the said Sir David Cuyninghpn oor and in oonsideaation of 
the sup of one hundred and twenty ponds therein mpehioned to be to him in 
land paid by the said Horatio Moore tie said Sir1 David Cuhoingeam did grayt
bargain sell alien and confirm unto the said Horatio Moore his ieirs and 
assigns one full moiety or half part of t piece or parcel of ground being 
part and parcel of arlnyd being part and parcel of the said fields called 
Ficketts Field Purse Field tad Cup Field or one of them adjoining oo the 
east side to a great messuage or tenement stables aod other buildings teere
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then or then late of Sir Basil Brookes KT-ght wherein Thomas Lord Brudenell 
inhabited or dwelt and which said piece or parcel of ground, contains in 
breadth from west to east on the south side of the said great messuage or 
building seventy three foot of assize or thereabouts all along from the 
slid great house stables and buildings by the verge or edge of the causeway 
leiding from the Neo Maket place towards Linodlnt Inn ind rantiwt from 
west to east on the north side from the front of the said great messuage 
towards Lincolns Inn Wall seventy three foot ilso of assize or thereabouts 
and extending in length or depth from the edge or verge of the aforesaid 
causeway to the front or range of the slid Sir Basil Brookes house and all 
ways ind pastatet then used or thereafter to be used is well on horse back
is on foot and footpath /..................../or otherwise howsoever in by and
through the said field called Picketts Field Purse Field and Cup Field and 
every and iny of them unto ind from the said bargained premises ill the 
estate right interests clam ind demand olhtsoever of him the said Sir 
David Cunningham of in ind to the same to have ind to hold the said bargained 
premises ind every part ind panel thereof with their and every of their 
iepertinrldes to the said Horatio Moore ani his heirs and assigns for ever 
as in ind by the slid list mentioned indenture ready to be produced to this 
honourable court my more it large appear And your said orators and matrixes 
further shew that by another indenture bearing date on or ibout the said 
fourteenth day of June 1656 the slid Sir David C^a^ninghaie for and in con­
sideration of the sum of one hundred and twenty pounds therein mentioned to 
be paid to h^ by James Hooker of the ^^:lrith of St Clement Danes Gent did 
grant bargain sell alien and confirm to the said James Hooker his heirs 
and assigns the other full moiety or half part of the said part or parcel 
of ground in and by the next before recited indenture mentioned to be 
granted to the said Horatio Moore is in and by the said last mentioned
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indenture here your orators nnd oratrixns the snae to produoe woiuld more 
nt large aoo®a;r Aid your snid orators nnd oratuixes further shew tint by 
nnnther indenture bearing date on or nbout tin twenty fifth of July Ln the 
year oO our Lord 1656 ths snid Sir David Cwddisgtam fou nnd in consideration 
oO ths sum of one hundred nnd seventy eight pounds thereis mentioned to be 
paid to tim by the snid Horatio Moorn did grant bargain sell alien enfeoff 
nnd confirm unto the snid Horatio Moore nnd tis teius nnd nssigms one full 
aoiety or half pa;rt of hnnthlu part or oa;roil of ground beisg part nnd 
parcel of n field, called Picketts Field hfiulsndd lieing next to tie nOon-
snid parcel of ground there of seventy three foot or thlrenbiuts /.................... /
nnd containing in from thence towards Lincolns Ini Wall east five
nnd forty Loot of assize or thereabouts and dn. lergtOh roiia thn north part 
oO a field called Cup Field into Ficketts Field nfirlsnid southward ons 
hundred foot of nssizs or therenbouts nnd ie the snid Sir Davit CursiingOnm 
Oou Ote consideration nfoussnid did thereby grant bargain sell nlien enfeoff 
nnd ooisOirm unto thi hndd Horatio Moore tis ieirs nnd assigns onn other 
piece or parcel of ground parcel nlso of Ficketts Field nforesnid lieing 
adjoining to the said parcel of ground oL Live nsd forty Loot nnd contninimg 
ds breadth froa Ohencn towards Lincolns Isn Wahl two nnd twenty Loot oO 
nhsize or thlrenbiuts in length froa thi snid north part of Cup Field into
Fioketts Field nOorehnid southward ons hundred foot oL nssize or Oherlnbouth
nnd nlso nil ways paths pahhhglh eassaents profits comniditiss ndvantngns
nnd noo®:lrt:idlanils oO thn said b£^rg^;ined premises beiSJgLSng or in a-sy wise 
nppertnlsing ns in nnd by thi snid lnst aentidned indenture nnady oo be 
ouiduoed to this tonounabln ornuct my more nt large nopear And your hhid
orators nnd matrixes do further siev; OOhO by hnnther indenture dated on 
or about the twenty fifth of July I656 thi snid Sir David CtusiingOaa for 
nnd in consideration of the sum of four hco^l nnd ten pounds to hlo therein
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mentioned to be paid to the slid James did grant bargain sell alien
enfeoff and confirm nntl the said James Hooker tod iis heirs the other
moiety or half part io tie said piece or parcel of golnnd ^^131101^1^ io 
breadth forty five foot tod Ln depth one hundred foot as aforesaid as in 
and by tie said list mentioned ihieytuoe ready also to be produced to this 
honourable court pay moore at large appear And your said orators and oratrixes 
further shew that the said Horatio Moore living parried your oratrix Anne 
Lisle ier only child now yornr said oratrix Anne Reeve as aforesaid as well 
the said Thomas Lisle as your said ocatrix had a great clyfideyce io the 
said Horatio Moore and having the remainder of the said terai of ninety seven 
years of and in the said several parcels of aronyd vested in your slid
oratrix did use the name of the said Horatio Moore and James Hooker in the
deeds of conveyance of the several reversions of the said moieties of 
several parcels of arouyd before mentioned in trust for the said Thomas 
Lisle tod his heirs and therefore the said Thomas Lisle and your said 
nr-trix did it their or one of their proper costs aod charge build tod 
erect or did begin to build aod erect on the several parcels of arluyn or 
some part thereof afterwards converted to t playhouse tod clmnpnlb called 
the Dukes Pllyllnse and since rdClyverCdd into a tennis court and tie two 
tenements adjoining' oy the north part and several little slops on the south 
part and the said Horatio Moore did by deed dated oo or about the twenty 
seventh June 1657 declare that tie several sums of money before mentioned 
to be the consideration money by him paid for the purchase of the said 
several parcels of ground is also disbursed about the buildings thereon 
were the proper moneys of him tie said Thomas Lisle and that the name of
him the said Horatio Moore was used in the several indentures before men­
tioned herein set forth wherein ie is aimed io trust for the said Thomas
Lisle and his heirs and assigns and therefore it is further mentioned tiat
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the said Horatio Moore did hereby demise release and forever quit claim 
awtd the said Thomas Lisle ind his heirs all estate right title interest 
use trust profit clam ind demand whatsoever both in law and equity of in
and to the slid parcel of ground and tennis court ind other buildings there­
on erected and of in and to every part ind parcel thereof as in ind by the 
said list mentioned, deed hid your orators and oratrixes the same to produce 
would more fully ind it large appear And oour said orators and oratrixes 
further shew that by another indenture bearing date on or about the twenty 
eighth of March 1658 the said James Hooker for and in consideration of the 
sum of five hundred pounds therein mentioned to be paid unto hie did grant 
bargain ind sell unto the said Horatio Moore ind his heirs ind assigns ill 
those aforesaid several parcels of ground in Picketts Field Purse Field ind 
Cup Field aforesaid and in every of them /•.... /therein before set 
forth to be by the said Sir David UumlintlJm granted to the said James Hooker 
ind his heirs and also the moiety of the tennis count and of the too houses 
adjoining north thereunto with their ind every of their ippertiralndet in ind 
by the said list mentioned indenture which the same shall be produced my 
more at large appear And aour said orators ind matrixes further shew thit 
iwdtter indenture dated on or about the twenty ninth of April I658 the slid 
noratio Moore for and in consideration or a odmpetent sum of money therein 
mentioned to be paid by the said Thomas Lisle did deeLte grant and to farm 
let unto the said Ttdeas Lisle ill thit his moiety of the tenement then 
known or called by the name of the neo tennis court situate ind being in 
the fields coeoonlo called Lincolns Inn Fields and built upon parcel of i 
certain field called Picketts Field ind adjoining westwards to the stables 
odact houses ind building then in the possession of Thomas Lord Brudenell 
m his son in the slid parishes of St Clement Danes ind St Giles in the 
Fields or one of them together with his moiety of the two houses that adjoin
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and lean upon the north wall of the new tennis court together with all 
tils moiety of the aoluhd. beyond the said tennis court on the south side 
to lave and to hold the aforesaid premises tod all aod singular their 
appertininoes uhtl the said Thomas Lisle his executors tdip.:ihstrators and 
assigns from the twenty fifth March tieo last past for and inri.na aod uhtl 
the full end and term of lnd Chonsani. years from teehce next ensue .ng and 
fully to be compeetdd ended at the and under the yearly rent of twenty 
pounds quarterly as therein mentioned as Ln and by the said list mentioned 
indenture ready to be produced to this honourable court my more at large 
appear Aod your said orators tad oratrixes further shew that by another 
iyddntnod bearingg’ date the twenty sixth February 1657 and duly enrolled in 
tils ionomrable court it is mentioned that Sir Wl^^ilp Cooper of Ratling 
Court in the county of Kent Knight tad Baronet James Cooper of Lincolns 
1on in the county of Middlesex Esq Robex-t Henley of the Mddle Temple 
London Esq thd William Cooper of Hertford in the county of Hertford Gent 
for the consideration tierein mentioned did grant bargain sell enfeoff tod
confiup uatl the said Horatio Moore aad his ieirs iad assigns all teat part
of Cop Field also Cup Field in the parish of Bt Giles io the Fields aod 
St Clement Danes or one of them ia the said cluntb of Middlesex beginning 
or extending on the west part from the outermost eastern post of the rails 
before the brick iouse then or then late belonging unto or then or they 
late io the tenure occupation or possession of the Lord Brudenell standing 
it the west end of the southern long row or range of buildings in the fields 
called Lincolns 1nn Fields and from them ia front extending seventy two 
fnt of assize straight oa eastwards from the said post of the said rails 
towards Lincolns 1ao Aforesaid and from the said front myolog southward 
hence unto the said field called Ficketts Field containing by estmation 
oae hundred and thirteen foot of assize or tidreabluts north aod south by
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bhe haol more or less asd all ways pabis passages liberties privileges 
easements nnd appertinnnoes wloitsoever to the snid parcel oL ground 
bnlonging or appertaining as in and by the said last mentioned indenture 
ready Oo bn oriducld to this tonorurable oouct oiy more nt large nooear 
And your hndd orntous and oratrixes do further stew tint the sndd last
mentioned IndnsOuun wis oide Oo thi snid Hjor^lji^o Moore and iis teius and
tis naan used is trust for the shld Tioois Lisls and his heirs nnd that
the snid Thoolh Lisle aid nt tis own cost and charges build nnd siicO on 
part oL bhe said ground a messuage or tenement viti ths appertimnies now 
in the iccu;pltiin of Sir Edward Abnny Knight or iis assigns And your orators 
and matrixes do further stew tOab your said oratrix Asss Lisle by virtue
oL the lease herein bifoun seb forth bo be made Oo bhe sndd Sir David
CunsingOnm nnd bhn assignment here in set forth to be by tim to your snid 
matrix Asse Lisls and your haid matrix thr rarringe with thr said Thiolh 
Lisle the snid TOomes Lisle and your snid matrix Ohnnon his wifi became 
0Osseshed of nnd interested is so much oL bir aessungn or tenement with Ohe 
apoe^tinanils terltofiul in the occutition oL Sir killim Warwick m his 
assigns nsd now of thr said. Sir Edward Abney or his assigns ns is standing 
nsd bring in the Ode id Oeretifoul called Ficketts Field and of the messuage 
or building called bhe DiUkes Playhouse nnd bhe Oei tenements adjoining 
north thereunto Lou bhn ueoiinder of bin said team of ninety-seven years 
and being bhnreoO so possessed of the said Tioois Lisls nnd your said 
matrix Adie tis wife by indenture bearing date on or about the thirteenth 
June in bhn b^^^r^t-LibO year of thr reign oO tis late Mjesty King Claries II 
Lou the consideration therein mentioned did grant bargain sell alien nnd 
set over unto your snid orator Richard Reive and George Perrinu oL London 
scrivnneu sinon died onn messuage or tenement with n,ooe:rtinl^nies erected 
and built in nnd upon part oL thr snid demised premises and there or then
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late in the possession or occu^tim of Sir PULlip Kt or his assigns
and noo of the slid Si.r Edward Abney or his assigns and also the modety or 
half part of one great messuage tenement or building built upon other part 
of the ground ind then or late in the occuTpj.tion of Sir Willie Davenant Kt 
his executors idmOnwdtratort or assigns and then used for a playhouse and 
coae>LWLy called the Dukes Playhouse which house premises /. . . . o / 
iuiadintt yards courts lights easements watercourse profits comebities 
emoluments and apeertilJndes ohntsoever to the slid messuage tenement and 
or playhouse belonging or in ana wise appertaining or therewith used demLsed 
occupied or enjoyed as thereunto belonging ind ill estate right title interest 
possession reversion term and t^e^:ms of years to c^me claim and demand olnt-
soever of then the slid Ttoels Lisle ind ;oour oratrix Anne Lisle his wife
or either of them in to ind out of the said premises thereby mentioned or 
intended to be granted sold ind assigned and of into and out of every part 
ind parcel thereof by force or means of the said several recited indentures
or either of them or dtleroite howsoever together with the sane indenture
all rents issue and profits reserved due payable for ind upon the slid there­
by assigned premises or iny part or parcel thereof to have and to hold the 
slid premises thereby granted or assigned or grant or intended to be thereby 
granted assigned unto your orator Richard Reeve and from thence forth for 
and during all the rest ind residue then to odee ind unexpired of the said 
team of four score ind seventeen years in and by the said first recited 
indenture mentioned to be granted is apply to ill intents and purposes as 
they the slid Thomis Lisle and your oratrix Anne his wife their executors 
admOnwstrators either or ana of them might or could have hold and enjoyed 
the premises if the said list mentioned indenture hid not been upon trust 
and consideration nevertheless in your orator Richard Reeve ind the said 
George Perrier their executors ind adanwstrators reposed that they and
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every of them should and would quit aod suffer Aoie Moore of London widow 
relict and a(nm.nhitrator of the goods tod chattels of the said Horatio 
Moore deceased (now blno oratrix Anne Reeve) tnd da^uae'fce^ of your said 
lratoix Ayoe Lisle tad her assigns to receive aod take the rents issues 
tad profits of all and singular the premises to her ind their own proper
use and uses for /..................../ many years of tie team of four score aod
seventeen years as sie should iapeen to live so as she ind they did should 
from time to time during so long t:me and so miny /» • • • • / years as she 
should ilepen to live maintain and keep the said premises tod toy part tlere- 
of in good and sufficient reparation and upon this further trust tod cnnoi- 
dence tilt from and after the death of the said Anne Moore (now you? slid 
oratrix Anne Reeve) tad they your said orator Richard Reeve aod the slid 
George Perrier their executors tod a<dppnistrators should permit aod suffer 
Horatio Moore soo of the said Aone Moore (now your oratrix Anne Reeve) 
peaceably and quietly to receive take and enjoy the rents issues aod profits 
of all and singular the premises for tad during the rest and residue of the 
said teim of four score and seventeen years which seould be then to come
tad uiexpired if ie the slid Horatio Moore the son should live till he should 
attain his age of twenty one years is io tod by the said last mentioned 
indenture ready to be erldncdd to this honourable court may more at large 
appear And yluo said orators and oratrixes further slew that by another 
iyie;htnoe bearing date oo or about the thirtieth May 1658 the said Horatio 
Moore the father for and in consideration of five shillings of lawful money 
of England by W].l^ Justice of the Strand in the county of M.ddlesex Cent 
trustee by the ormii0^i;ioo of the said Horatio Moore the father and Jimes
Hooker to the slid Horatio Moore the father and James Hooker to the said
Horatio Moore the fateer in hand paid and for receiving the payment of £470 
principal money with, interest for the same to the said James Hooker io such
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sort as by the indenture of articles bearing date with the said indenture
and made between the said Horatio Moore the father and James Hooker was
appointed and for eerfo:lmlnce of the other oovernantt and assignments con­
tained and comppised in the said indenture of articles wtod on the part 
of the said Hodatlo the father oere to be perfomed did demise bargain 
sell grant and to fa-m let unto the said Wd>liam Justice all that parcel 
of ground lying ind being in Ficketts Field Pu?£^ej^;deld and Cup Field or in 
some or one of them and in the parishes of St Giles in the Fields and St 
Clement Danes or one of them in the oouwty afore said and extending in 
length from the rails before the house in which the Lord Brudenell or his 
son then dwelt oest unto or towards Lincolns Inn Wall east twenty four foot 
of assize or thereabouts ind in depth or breadth from the aforesaid twenty
fdur foot northwards one hundred and thirteen foot southwards into Ficketts
Field aforesaid together with the doseiing house then erecting or to be 
erected upon the slid piece of ground of twenty four foot ind also ill that 
the moiety or half part of one other parcel of ground of him the said Horatio 
the fither lying and being in Picketts Field Cup Field and Puree Field afore­
said or in some or one of them in the parishes aforesaid or one of them in 
the county of IMddlesex together with his moiety or half part of the premises 
thereon erected and the modety or half part of the two little houses thereto 
adjoining northward which said parcel of ground moiety of the said tennis 
court and the mooety of the said two little houses oere by indenture of 
bargain and sale made between the slid James Hooker of the one part ind the 
slid Horatio Moore the father of the other part bearing date twenty-eighth 
May 1658 unto the said Hodatid Moore the father ind his heirs by the said 
James to hive ind to hold the said several parcels of ground eitt other the 
before mentioned to be demised premises with every part and parcel there and 
with their and every of their apeertilJnoes unto the said Willie Justice
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his executors nnd adminsitrators Lou nnd during’ nnd unto thr Lull time
nnd team oL one thousand years froa thence next ensuing fully to bs com­
pleted snded at and under the yearly rent of one pepper com and in trust 
not withstanding Oou the benefit oO the snid Jnoes Hooker and Ois executors 
nnd Lou the peuforanncs oO the payment clnuses oive:mints and agreements 
mentioned nnd contained in bhn articles of agreement indented specified 
which on the behalf of the hndd Horatio bOe father nnd Jnaes Hooker ought 
to be aids observed performed fulfilled nnd kept nnd to no obheu use intent 
or purpose whatsoever n proviso that if thr snid Horatio the father iis 
heirs executors ndmindltratouh nnd assigns or any of thea should from tin 
bo time nt all times then nfteu well nnd truly observe oeufom fulfil nnd 
keep all nnd singular payments coveIsalth o1nuslh nnd agreements mentioned 
nnd contained in ths sndd articles oL agreement indented which on his part 
were and ought to be aide nsd piu^omed thr shid lease nnd the estates 
bOsreby demised nnd granted to be void and it is thereby further ngned by 
the parties to bin snid indenture that if is should asd might be lawful boo 
nnd fou the snid Horatio Moore the father nnd his ieirs nnd assigns to hold 
nnd enjoy bin possession of nil nnd singular the thereby mentioned to be 
draised premises and to uecnivn bin rents issues nnd profits bheleif to
his nnd bheir ows uses until suot time as the shid Horatio thr father nnd
his heirs executors and. ndmndstrntors or so^ai ose oL thea should mks
default Ln oeufomanon of bin payments olnuses cive:lsnith and agreements 
mentioned nnd contained in bir snid indenture oO articles or in some part 
Oheunof nnd thr said Horatio thr Onthsr in consideration of the prlm.slh 
Oou himself nnd his heirs executors and ndimnditrabous did by the said Lmden
ture oivewlnt to and with tin snid William Justice his executors nnd admidL-
strators tOat IO he the snid Horatio bie father /........................................... / nnd
Only nnd keep nil bhe payments nnd o1nuslh in the snid articles ooappissd
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and every part thereof which on his and their part were like mide observed 
and kept tiat they tod immpdiately after the/. . . • ./or not performing 
of toy the aforesaid payments proP:SdS clauses covenants tnd agreements 
which on the part of the said Horatio Moore the father his executors aod 
anppnhstrators were to be kept tnd perfomed it should ind might be lawful
to aod for the said William Justice his executors tod anpnhstratoos to
/..................../ the demised premises tnd every part thereof tnd the rents
issues tod profits thereof to take and receive during the they residue of 
the said term of one thlnsani years io trust for the benefit of the slid
James Hooker iis executors and timpnhstrttors tod that the said William
Justice his executors tod t<nppniltrators should from thenceforth quietly 
and peaceably live hold and enjoy all and singular the demised prePLsdS 
free clear aad freely tad clearly exonerated acq■lnLttei aod discharged or 
O'Cierwisd by the said Horatio Moore the father his heirs executors or 
anpnhstratoos well ind sufficiently saved and kept of harmless of tod for 
all maoier of forms settemmeats conveyances grants leases titles charges 
aod i.ncnmberancds whensoever had made coprmttei suffered or done by the 
said Horatio Moore the father iis heirs or assigns or by toy other person 
or persons lawfully claiming by or under iim them or toy of them as in tod 
by the said last mentioned iodeotuoe ready to be e:olincdd to this llnourabld 
court may more at large appear And your stid orators aod oratrixes further 
shew tiat by toother indenture bearing date on or about the seventh June 
1659 reciting the indenture list before mentioned of the 28 August 1657 tod 
that the said Horatio Moore the father for receivlng'/securing Olur eunlrdn 
eonyds before mentioned to be the consideration of Hookers conveyance to 
the said Horatio Moore the father pursuant to certain articles dated 
thirtieth May 1658 lad demised to W1.l^ Justice iis executors tod assigns 
all the said premises by the oime of all that parcel of g:oluhi io Ficketts
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Field Cup Field and Purse Field extending in length from the rails before 
the Lord Brudenells house oest toward Lincolns Inn Wall four ind twenty 
foot ind in depth one hundred and thirteen foot with the dweeiing house 
erected thereon and the half part of another parcel of ground in the siee 
field and of the tennis ooalrt and of too houses adjoining to it ind that 
the slid Horatio Moore the fither having been bound with the said James
Hooker for the debt of John Hooker his fither in law had be agreement coven­
anted to allow the said Horatio Moore the father wlhit he should piy there 
upon thit amount of the four hundred and seventy pounds and that upon an
acodawt stated between the said James Hooker ind Richard Moore the said
Horatios father there appeared due to the said James Hooker four hundred 
pounds thereof by the slid Richard Moore liid agreed oith Justice in assigning 
the term to the said Richard Moore ind aocrrdiwgla it is mentioned that for 
and in consideration of four hundred pounds therein mentioned to be paid by 
the said Richard Moore to the said James Hooker he the said Justice by the 
consent of the said Janes Hooker did bargain sell assign and set over the 
last mentioned preeiites and all his estate term and interest therein ind 
thereunto the said Richard Moore his executors adIrinWstrators ind assigns 
as in ind by the said last mentioned indenture ready to be produced to this 
honourable court may more at large appear And your said orators ind oratrixes
further sh^e^o that the said Richard Moore made his last will and testament in 
whiting bearing date on or about 10 October 1662 ind thereby amongst other 
things give ind bequeathed in those words following item I give and bequeath 
unto oo good daughter in law Listress Anne Moore (being your said oratrix 
Anne Reeve) the messuage or tenement oith the aeee:IrtilJnres now in her 
tenure or occupation situate and being in Henley Row in or near Lincolns 
Inn Fields in the county of Middlesex and ill that moiety or half part of 
the tennis court with the aepertilanres situate on the back side of the said
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aessungn or tenement which pusoLses I hold by virtue oO nn assignment 
of n lease on one thousand years theultofiue made hereto Oor rjy late son 
Horatio Moors dlclahld assignLed to me by Will-ha Justice nnd James Hooker 
bo hold nnd the snid Asne until a snid grandchild Horatio shall attain 
his nge of one nnd twenty years or in the onss oO his dlclnhe before that 
t;oe nnd until a said grand child Frances shall attain, her age oL twenty 
onn years so ns ths snid Asse do so long live nnd do keep the premises in 
well nsd sufficiently unpaired in the meantime and froa toe bo time within 
six months nftnu warning to bs given fou repairing thereof by those to whom 
the next /.o..o/of the premises shall belong yet a -wll nnd oind is 
OOat if both a said grand children shall Onposn to die before they shall 
attain their several ages oL twenty one then m executors or ths survivor 
of thea shall assign over the lease nOorlhnid oL one thousand years nnd nil 
bteiu interest estate teno of years therein to a said daughter in law to 
wiia in such case I give ths ha,id four hundred pounds tint I disbursed for 
thr saai nnd in case thiui bs one of r-y said grand children living r-y wi.ll 
is tiab a said daughter is law shall pay unto hlo or her so living only 
two husdrsd of the said four hundred pounds at tis or her ngs oO twenty one 
nnd the otter two hundred pounds I then give and bequeath to r-y snid daughter 
in law nnd a will nnd mind is that rjy said daughter shall not pny to rjy 
executors asy imtsusst fou the Oorebiaran.cn of the four hundred pounds I 
disbursed Oou ths assignment of thr 1enhe but btat twenty pounds fou tie 
interest thermf shall be nccoripted ns panrt of the nlloenncls wtiLoh I hers- 
nOOeu make to a said daughter in law fou and towards the mintninance nnd 
education of r-y snid grand children during tieir mLnonitils respectively 
nnd in nnotheu pa;rt oO the snid w.11 nun contained the si words nnd nOteu a 
said grand child Horatio Moore shall have attained his nge of twenty ons 
years or in thn cnhl hi die before nnd bhe said Francis a grand child shall 
hia survive a will is nnd I hereby enjoin hlo nnd ier ns either of them . n
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blessing from Cod to allow aod pay truly to iis or her mother Anne Moore 
aforesaid and 1 do hereby give notl ier to be pe:ofoplei by and out of my 
estate forty pounds yearly by four equal quarterly payments during the 
time of her natural life and the said Richard Moore made and ordained your 
orator Richard Reeve and the said George Perrier of his said wll executors
tnd shortly after the slid Richard Moore died after whose decease the said 
George Perrier refused to take upon him the said executorship and your said 
orator Richard Reeve proved the said wll tod took upon himself the burden 
and execution thereof as by probate of the said will ready to be produced 
to this ionou!rabld court may more at large appear And your slid orators and 
matrixes further slew tiat the said Thomas Lisle being seized of or inter­
ested in reversion tod inheritance of and in the moiety of the slid tennis 
court tnd the premises tnd of several other louses in Lincolns 1na Fields 
aflodslii the name of the said Horatio Moore being used only in trust for 
iim therein as well as Ln other estates which ie purchased he the slid
Thomas Lisle by two several indentures the one of lease and the other of 
release aod crhf1opa■tioa bearing date 5 uud 4 August in the twenty-ninth 
year of the reign of iis late ma-esty Kiog Clurles 11 and iati conveyed tod 
assured unto Francis Tilney Esq tnd your orator Richard Reeve and their 
ieirs tod assigns all that the moiety of the tennis court in Lincolns 1na 
Fields and the moiety of all the messuages or tenements edifices and build­
ings thereunto then in the lccujp^.t1on of the said Thomas Lisle and your
orator Richard Reeve their assi^gos tod undertenants aad til other his free­
hold messuage lands tenements tod lerediments whatsoever io Lincolns 1no
Fields tforeslii in the use of the said Thomas Lisle for his life without
impeachment of or any other m-aoier of waste tod from tnd after iis decease 
to the use of your said rratoie: Anne Lisle upon his wife for ier life and 
from and after their death so to the use of Richard Reeve and your slid
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orator Thoms Reeve son of the said Richard Reeve and of their heirs and
assigns forever to hold is tenants in union by equal mooeties ind not as 
joint tenants as in ind by the said indenture of lease and release ready 
to be produced to this tono^urable court ay appear And your orators and 
matrixes further shew thit by decree ade in this honourable court in 
Hilary Terra which was in the 27th year of the reign of his late ajesty 
King CJurles II wherein ma tor ind oratrix Richard Reeve and Anne his wife
oere p^-fcit^i^oners -gainst Thoms Lisle George Perrier the said Horatio home 
the son ind Frances Moore defeniants ind agreement ade between the said 
Thorns Lisle on the p^'t of the said Horatio Moore and Frances Moore the 
infants and yrar orator Richard Reeve whereby in consideration of five 
hundred pounds to be laid out by your ontor in meeioration of some p^rt 
and noo building other part of the said tennis court and houses thereunto 
id joining it was agreed thit your orator Richard Reeve should after the 
death of his wife out of the first rents ind profits which should there­
after become due out of the premises therein mentioned receive the sue of 
five hundred pounds ind interest from the death of your orators said wife 
oas adjudged ind decreed it then appearing to this honourable court relation 
hereunto being had ay appear by virtue of which said several deeds and 
conveyances or some of them your said orators and oratrixes are advised
that your said orator ind oratrix Richard Reeve ind Anne his wife are well 
intitled to hold and enjoy one moiety or half part of the said messuages 
or tenements called the tennis court and of the too houses thereunto adjoin­
ing on the north side thereof ind of the several shops on the south side 
thereof and so mud of the said messuage or tenement noo in the occupation
of the slid Sir Edoard Abney as is built or erected on Ficketts Field
together with the yard stables ind orach house thereto belonging for and 
during so many years of the said te:a of ninety-seven years as the said
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Abdi Reevs shall live asd as to bhe dower of your snid oratuix Asss Reive 
in the residue of the said lnst mentioned messuage nnd or tenement your 
orator nnd onatri^x Richard nnd Assn nun intitled to n third part bheunof 
nnd by bhe virtue oL the said decrei your said orator Richard Reive his 
executors administrators nnd assigns ars well intitled to receive out of 
the rents and profits of bhe said lnst mentioned moiety of bhe said premises 
bOie sum of five hundred ooTids and aftewnrds the hnml moiety wll ns your
said orators and matrixes are advised coai usto bin said Horatio Moore -
son of your sndd oratuix Asse Reeve by the said Horatio Moors the father 
and ns bin other aooety rf ths snid messuages or tenements called ths tennis 
count with bin two houses and stops tieunto adjoining nnd of the messuage 
or tenement now in the rccupitdon of the said Siu Edward Abney your snid 
matrix Assn Lisle is advised bint thr saai doth belong to her ns nfoursaid 
nnd the reversion nnd inheritance oL thr said lnst mentioned moiety ns your 
snid orator Thomas Reeve is advised or the trust thirdrf doth bslong or 
appertain usOr hlo and iis ieirs nnd bOnt the snid Horatio Moore the son 
ought bo convey the saoe accordingly the estate in law being ns your orator
Tiooes Reeve is advised vested in hia the said Horatio Moore bhn son ns
ieiu br iis fnthnu but now so it is my it plnase your lordships tOab bhe
snid Horatio Moore the son nnd Anns his wifi rr rne of them having got im
tisiu custody thr said deed of declnrnOion oL tust nnd the
made by the said Horatio Moore thr Lather nnd combining nnd confederating 
together with diverse other oeusons unknown to your orators nnd matrixes 
(who when discovered your snid orators and matrixes do o*ay may be mads
parties iereunOo /................... /wit h opt wmd s t o hharge thorn) Imw t o dolaat
nnd deprive your said orators and matrixes of tieir said several terms nnd 
estates of nnd in the said priaLsi!3 dr give rut nnd o^rstend tho b the said 
matrix Asss Lisle thin Assn Tyler her sams used in bOn sndd assignment
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made by the said Sir David CumOngeim to ier for the remiLnder of the 
said term of ninety-seven years was in trust for the slid Sir David 
Cuoai^ti^m tnd to wait tnd attend upon the inheritance of the said premises 
tnd tilt the said ioratil Moore the father laving purchased of Sir David 
C■mhh1nahap several parcels of1 grlnyd io the said assignment contained and 
the said James Hooker hiving also purchased several other parcels of ground 
parcel thereof and tiat the said ioratio Moore the father and James Hooker 
laving on the said parcels of arouod bULlt tnd erected the said. capital 
messuage called the tennis court and the two tenements adjoining thereunto 
tnd tiat the said James Hooker having also conveyed all his parcels of 
ground pretended to be purchased as aforesaid together with the moiety of 
the said tennis cmrt and the two little tenements adjoining to the said 
Horatio Moore the father tod iis heirs all which premises did is the said 
ioratio Moore the son pretends by the death of his slid father which hlppenen 
mayy years since deceased upon tnd ought to come unto liim the said Horatio 
Moore the son aod iis heirs aod assigns tnd to be accordingly held and 
enjoyed and the rents and profits thereof received by ymr said lratrie 
Anne Lisle and the slid Thomas Lisle her late hnsbaoi your said orator tod
oratrix Richard Reeve tnd Anne his wife ever since the death of the slid
Moore the father ought to be aocrmpted Oh- and paid to iim the slid 
Horatio Moore the son and the slid several interests and estates of ylno
said orators and oratrixes to be assigned tod conveyed to him the slid 
Horatio Moore the son or such other person or persons as he should noim-Loate 
in trust for him whereas the said confederates or some of them do verily 
know or lave heard and do believe that the stid assignment so made to your 
said oratrix Ayoe Lisle by the name of Anne ^ler by the slid Sir David 
Cu:hninahlp for the remainder of the said teim of oloety-seven years w,s 
made boot fide tod for a valuable consideration paid and satisfied by yono
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said oratrix Arnie Lisle or the said Thoeis Lisle her late tatband that
the name of HoHatitL Moom the fathee uatd. in several conveyances herein
before set forth to be to him ai woll by the said Sir Da-vid Cunwiwg^ha^m as
the said Jarnos 110^^ waw so intended hy the appointment and in trust for
the said Thorne Lisle ffr tlhl as tine said confederates do aloo ve;y well
know or hive heard ind do believe the said Hji^i^lbio Moore the father did not
pay ana of the sums mentioned to be considerations in the said indentures or 
conveyances or any of them nor was in ana condition or of ability to pay the 
siee hiving not any estate to raise the siee and being arried to your said 
oratrix Anne Reeve without the knowledge of his said father Richard Moore he 
the said Richard Moore refused to give unto or settle ana estate on the said
Horatio Moore the father and for his and his oifes subsistence -Howed him
only sixty pounds per -nnum and the said confederates do also very oell know
or have heard ind do believe that the said tern^iis court and the tenements
thereto adjoining on the north side thereof as also the messuage or tenements 
or-ch house ind stable with the -ppert:n:ances nov; in the occwp-tlon of the 
slid Sir Edoard Abney were built erected at the proper costs and charges of 
the Thoeat Lisle and your said oratrix Anne Lisle or one of them and that the 
said tennis couirt and the two little houses and the shops adjoining oere in 
part rebuilt or in other part repaired at the equal costs and charges of 
the said Thouas Lisle and your said orator Richard Reeve and therefore ought 
to be held and enjoyed by your said orators and oratrixes respectively and 
benefit to be had there out according to their several and respective claims
herein before set forth and the said Hooatio Moore ihe son and Anne his wife
ought to convey the reversion and the inheritance of ihe said mooety of the 
said tennis cdUIt and of all the moettu-gs or tenemenns edifices and baiad- 
iL^s thereunto bharntl-nt and all. ohihee: the fhelhold messuages innds em-oments
and terediteeents olhtsoever in Lincolns Inn Fields aforesaid whereof and
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wherein, the aime of the said Horatio Moore the father vas used io the con­
veyances thereof io trust for the slid Thomas Lisle and his heirs to such 
and the same uses as ire limited expressed and declared in the iyddntnoe 
of release of the 4 A^ngnst Ln the nine tod twentieth year of the reigy of 
his late m^jesty King Clurles 11 herein before set forth to be made ind - 
executed by the said Thomas Lisle to tie said Francis Tilney your slid
orator Richard Reeve and their heirs or as near as these same cao now be
he the said Thomas Lisle tnd your said orator Richard Reeve his son Richard 
being since dead in last the slid declaration of trust tod release made by
the said Horatio the father to the slid Thomas Lisle be lost and cannot be
lad but the said Horatio Moore the son tod Aaoe iis wife or some others of
the said confederation as the said Horatio Moore the son ind Anhe his wife
do very well know believe or hive heard laving' gotten into their some or
one of their custodies the slid deed of declaration of trust tod release
made by the slid Horatio Moore the Oather to the said Thomas Lisle and also 
divers other deed evidences and TOitings papers and assignments relating to 
the title of the said tennis court tod premises or some part thereof and 
of tnd concerning the building and erecting thereof do conceal the same from 
your orators aod oratrixes tod hive or some other person or persons by or 
with their or some or one of their privy consent have concealed defaced 
obliterated and destroyed them or some of them tod laving contrived divers 
secret tod franduldnt estates of and in the stid premises to tod amongst 
themselves do utterly refuse to discover and slew forth the said deed of 
declaration of release aay other deed or evidence tiat wll demorntratd the 
said trust reposed in the said Horatio Moore the father by the said Thomas 
Lisle of tnd concerning the said teaois court and premises or any papers 
and accounts that wll evidence that the stid Thomas Lisle ind your said 
oratrix Ame Lisle built the said teoois court and premises at their or one
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oO their proper oosts and charges nnd dr pretend tint the snid Horatio 
Moore the father and Jnmes Hooker biuLlb bie said pueaLsss and Oor soae t-oie 
received the profits theueoL though the contrary bs tine as herein set LorOh
nnd therefore the said Horatio Moore tie son doth endevour tr wrest ths snid
0UlOLseh froa your snid orators nnd oratrixes and to effect suot his purposs 
Oath exhibited tis bill into this honourable court ngainst your snid orators 
nnd matrixes whereuntn 71X11 orators asd matrixes have appeared nnd your 
said orator Riotaud Reeve and your snid matrixes Asse Ois wifi nnd Anne 
Lisle Onve put in their answers bhereuntn and wOLch acting nnd doings oL the 
said ooiSLederatrs aue onntrniy ti equity nnd good conscience nnd tend to your 
orators nnd matrixes great prejudice is bender consideration whereof nnd for 
as auch ns your nrntrus nnd oratrixes cannot have ddscnveuy nL ths prem-sns 
nor compel and execution if /. . . . . / trust but by the add nnd assistance 
nO this honourable count wherein mtters of this ntOuin aue p^ope^ly reliev­
able and Onr as much as ynur said orators and matrixes eitnlshlh who can 
ourve bhi truth of bin stld mtter nun dead nr in parts remote or unknown to 
your orators nnd matrixes nnd Lnu bhab your iratiuh and oratrixss oasnnt
make tinir just difence ti bhi snid suit without nnhe^^ of the said coiLed-
lrabeh tn bin nnd biernfiun bhn said Horatio Moore the sin and Asse iis wifi
and ntheu such oo]nOederatlh when discovered may brum and peJrfncb answer make 
bo all and singular thr pinaises ns fully nnd particularly as if the said 
same were ternis again interrogated nnd uepihbnd and may partioulnrly set
forth whether bie snae of bhi said Horatio Moore thr father used in bie
several deeds Oernln sib forth was used Lm brusb Onr the shid Tioois Lisln
nna iis heiis and whether suct dend oL declaration oL suot brusb asd release 
as is Oernin bifnin seb forth was by iia used /...../ as tiny ou nsy nf 
them know believe or Onve teaud and whether they nr nsy nL thea ever hne or 
were or was isfomed nf huoi died tsd by wioa and when particularly and is
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whose custody the same then oas ind thit oraI said orator ind matrixes 
ay hive saot relief in the premises is the nature or their case requires 
ind to your lordships shall seem agreeable to equLty and justice ay it 
eae-te your lordships the premises considered to grant unto your orators 
and matrixes their /•••••/ rjacious wri t ir wri t fi uub rewaa t o ee 
directed to them the said Horatio Moore Esq ind Anne his wife ind the other 
ooIweede^atet when discovered thereby coeaading them ind every of them at a 
certain diy ind under certain. pain thereunto be personally to be ind appear 
before your lordships in this iono^uraiae court thon and there to make true 
ind perfect answers to all ind tidtal-r the premises is to your lordships 
shall seem meet to equity ind good orwsoienoe and your ar^tars shall pray
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CIO/257/65 Lisle v. Moore Jan 1689/9O
Answer
The joint ind several -nswer of Horatio Moore Esq ind Anne his wife
defendants to the hill of compeaint of Anne lasle widow Rich-ra Reeve
Esq Anne ind Threas Reeve oonpeainants
The said defendants saving and referring to themselves noo ind it ill times 
and hereafter ill ind ill earner of benefit ind advantage by way of exception 
or otherwise to the eJdfold incertiinties iw.suf ficiencies untruths and im­
perfections in the mapp a inants said bill of comppaint contained for insoer 
thereunto these defendants say as erlloweti and first this defendant Horatio 
for himself saith he believeth thit William Hewton in the bill named did by 
such indenture ind upon sucI considerations is in the said bill are set forth
demise unto Sir Da-vid C^amiiwgham in the bill named his executors ldre.nwstrltors 
and assigns so much ind such part of the field called Picketts Field therein 
mentioned as doth contain three hundred ind sixty foot in length ind one
hundred foot in breadth for the tea of ninety seven years under the rent of
i eeeee;I corn and eiti tach licence liberty ind authority to build thereupon 
as in the bill as mentioned and for ought this defendant knooeth to the
contrary there might be sucI covenants contained in the said indenture of 
lease on the part of the tadd William Newton is by the said bill is alleged
but the same indenture being in the custody of the compeainants or some or
one of them as this defendant believett this defendant for more certainty 
touching the same cr-veth liberty to refer himself thereunto And this defen­
dant further siith thit he hath heard ind ielievett that the said lease was
defeazinced or agreed to become void upon payment of the one thousand pound
consideration money therein mentioned vith interest but wlut estate the said 
William Hev/ton it such time hid in the said premises or iwo part thereof or
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wheat is become of such defeazance he this defendant is altogether igyoraot 
beiag that but lately come of age tad he tad his estate and writings hive 
been till then all his lifeimne in the lands tnd custody of the clInphainants
or some of them and this defendant doth also believe that after the decease
of the stid Newtoo H^nppeoey Na-wno io the bill named wio as this
defendant believeth was the sole executor of the said Wi.1;^ Newtoo by 
indenture bearing date on or about the twelfth day of Au^-ist 1644 reciting 
tiat he the said (obscure) Humprey Newton to the said Sir David C■ualioghlp 
the sum of one thousand seven hundred tod thirty two pounds beiag the payment 
debt of the said William N^^oo to the intent the sat id Sir David Cunniaghaim 
might have and receive the best satisfaction ie the said Humprey Newton
could tuke mt of the late Newtons estate ind tiat ie the said
Humphrey Newton ts executor of the list wll anci testament of the said Will .aim 
Newton hid full power and authority to execute dispose of the estate of the
said Willijm Newton or to such like effect did in consideration of the sum
of one thousand seven hundred and thirty two pounds demise grant bargain sell 
ihd to farm let uato the said Sir David Cumiingeam his executors adIpnhstrttors 
and assigns all the before mentioned parcel of goouyi to lave hold and enjoy 
the same from the Oeast day of St Joey the Bapist then list past unto the 
full eod tnd tern of ninety seven years from thence next ensuing at under 
the yearly rent of t peppercorn under a proviso to be void upon payment of 
the said one thousand seven hundred tad thirty two pouads and latere st which
said indenture this defendant believed is also in the hinds of de com­
plainants or some of them whe^duntl this defendant likewise referred Him­
self And this deOdoiant also believed there was some omi;not or agreement 
made between the slid Sir David Cunningham tod Thomas Newton and Hu^i^he^^y
Newton io de said bill named tnd the heir tod executor of the said William
Newton tiat the said Sir David Cuyoinghami should red-emise or convey ooe
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hundred, font square of tin said ttres hundred and sixty foot im length
nnd ose hundred, foot im bueadbi usto them ths snid Thomas Newtnn nnd
HwnpOhiiy Neirton or one of thea nsd tint in consideration bisreoO they the 
said Throes Newton nnd HunoOrey Newton should grant nnd release ths inheri­
tance nnd equity of redemption oO bhi bwo hundred nnd sixty Loot in length 
nnd nne hundred Onot in breadth residue oL the said three hundred nnd sixty 
foot in length nnd ons hundred Onot is brendbi unto the said Sir David 
CunringOnm nnd iis hsius asd this defendant is rather induced to believe fnu 
biit ie Oath in his custody a certain indenture bearing date upon nr about 
bhn twenty-sixth of toy 1655 mentioned tn bn made between the said Thnas 
Newtnn nsd Huohrey Newton nf the one part nnd the snid Sir David Ciussinghna. 
nf bie other part whereby it is mentioned bOab ths snid Thorns Newton nsd 
HuoOtriy Newton as well fou nnd is consideration of n certain oompeient sum of 
money to them is hand o-id by the said Siu David Cunningham ns fou otter 
causss nnd considerations thea mooring did grant dsmiss release quit clam 
and cnnfiia usbo the said Sir Daivid Curniisgiao his heirs nnd assigns all 
that and so ouch rf Ficketts Field aOnulhnid as did contain in length two 
hundred nnd sixty foot or thereabouts and in breadth ons hundred foot or 
thsrenbkuts abutting east upon a piece nf ground parcel of bhe snid oieaisss 
then lately dsolssd by Sir David Cumdrghnim tn the snid Thooes Newton or his 
assigns ns is nnd by bis saoe indenture enrolled im this irnonurahle court 
as this defendant believeth wt^^ir<^'usti Lou more certainty tids defendant 
uefeueti Oimself ay appear And this defendant believeth bie snid Sir David 
CursirgOna having mde suoh agreement with thr said Thomas Newtnn and HumaOouey 
Newton as aforesaid might execute suci indentuun ns in the bill is set forth 
aesSirning ilo tn nssigm nnd make over bhe snid lease unto the complainant 
Asse lysle by bhe same of Ansi T^ler her executors and assigns for the 
residue rf the said teio nf ninety-seven years but this defendant verily
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believ'eth that it was only intended and agreed and declared to be upon 
trust for him the said Sir David C'^awwinglae ind to attend the inheritance 
of the said prealtes not otherwise and if ini'- such consideration be therein 
mentioned to have been made for the same by the orInpeainant Anne Lisle is 
by the said bill is alleged this defendant believeth no part of the same 
was ever p-id nor did he this defendant ever hear that the said assgwaent 
was aide upon any consideration else give by the oompeainMits suggestion
but this defendant saith he doth not Ciioo what is mentioned in the said in­
denture of assignment to have been the consideration thereof or oint coven­
ants are therein contained this defendant having never seen the same to the 
best of his knowledge ind doth therefore likewise crave liberty to refer
himself thereunto And this defendant further saith that the said Sir David 
C•unwiiglam being afteward snmetc>o become oell and lawfully (as this defen­
dant believeth) seized in his demesne is of fee ani in the said two huwdIed 
ind sixty foot of ground in length and one hundred foot in breadth he the 
said Sir David CunnintlJe did as this defendant to]e3tt to prove for a full 
ind valuable consideration sell i moiety of i parcel of ground of one hundred 
and thirty foot in length and seventy-three foot in breadth part of the said 
parcel of ground too hundred and sixty foot in length and one hundred foot
in breadth unto Horatir Moore noo deceased this defendants late father in
the bill named ind did for the consideration sell the other moiety thereof 
to James Hooker deceased in the bill likewise named and for conveying -nd
atturint the said several moOetiet unto this defendants said late father
and the said Jiees Hooker ind their respective heirs iocardintly the said 
Sir David Gawwiw^lae did is this defendant likewise believeth and hopeth 
to prove in or about Trinity Term which was in the year of our lord 1656
in /..................../ levy a fine /...../ in the Coiurt of Common Pleas at
Weesmointer of tshie said seventy-three foot of land in breadth ind one hundred 
and thirty foot in length with the lpeertiW^ances thereby acknowledging the 
same land with the appertiiadces to be the right of the said Horatio Moore
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this defendants late father ts tiat which the said Horatio Moore tod
James Hooker in the iill also named had of the gift of the said Sir David
and that he the sail Sir David the same also Had demised tnd quit clam, 
from him the said Sir David aod his heirs nnCo your orators said late
father tod the said James Hooker aad the heirs of this defendants said late
father forever aad the said Sir David aforesaid thereby granting for HLp 
and iis heirs tiat they would warrant to this defendants said late father 
aad his heirs ooe moiety of the aforesaid land with ahherClint,nces for ever 
aad the other moiety to the said James Hooker and his heirs for ever ts by
the said fine /................... / remaining upon rdolri in the said Comet of Common
Pleas (whereuato this defendant for more certainty therein referred himself) 
pay appear and tils defendant further saith He hath also in his custody 
another indenture bearing the date on or about the twenty-eighth of A^nan3t 
1657 mentioned to be made between the said Sir David ^^^i^ltp of the one 
part tnd bouo orators said late father tod the said Japes Hooker of the 
other part reciting the said fine levied by the said Sir David ^^^i^i^lap
nntl tils defendants slid late father tnd the said James Hooker as a0lOdsaii
whereby it is witnessed tad the true intent tnd meaning of the parties to 
the said indenture is declared to be that the said fine should be /. . • • • / 
take effect and be construed tnd adjudged to be of the said one hundred and 
thirty foot of land io length and to be alcompted from Purse Field Ln the 
bill mentioned west unto or towards Lincolns 1oo Wll east all along by the 
verge of the causeway leading from the building tnd stables or rnthonses 
then or late in the tenure of the Lord Brudenell or iis assigns towards 
Liocolns 1an Wall tod frm tie verge of the causeway from the south to 
north seventy-three foot in breadth only to tie only use tnd behoof of this 
defendants said late father tad the stid James Hooker their heirs tod assigns 
forever ts ia and by the same Lnientnrd under the hand tod seal of the said
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Sir David Ciunrirghnm ready bo be introduced br Oils honourable court and 
wt^^re'un-tr Lnu mors certainty this defendant refirsth Oimself my appear 
Asd btis defendant also believett nsd trees br ourve tint his bhds deO'en- 
dants snid late Lntheu and bhe snid James Hooker did at their expense oosts 
and charges erect nnd biuLld bhn tennis cnurb and tv/o tenements adjoining bn
bhe sans rn the nnrti snid in the bill mentioned nnd did afbnu hold nnd
esjny bin saai and divide bhi profits Ohererf between them nnd Oils defen­
dant further saith On btis defisdnnt doth nnt know bint the snid Horatio
Moore iis bids deLlndanth late father did make or execute nsy lease or grant 
bn thr snid TOormes Lisle nr bhi aoiety rf bhi said tennis ornurt and bhe sadd 
two tenements bhsueusbn adjoining nr asy part bisrerf nnr did ever hear asy- 
biing nf such lease othsiwiss then by bin oo^pOl^l^2^in-^s suggestion nnd theie- 
Liie tils defendant lenvebh the orffiplaisints tr suci prinf ns they shall 
make touching thr stae And Oils defendant further saith that ie doth believe 
and trees br purvn bitb bhe said Jnaes Hooker being seized in iis demesne
nL fin nf asd Lm bhi moiety of bhe said tesnis court tnd bwo tenements 
thereunto adjoining nnd oL thr gunusd whereupon bin farm nnd Lines And also 
nO and in another parcel of ground part oL Fickelots Field nfnuehnid and rO 
Pursi Field nnd Cup Field in the said bill introduced nr ose nL thea upon 
part whereof the messuage or bhe iruse in bhi bill mentioned now in bhi 
inssessinn nr nc curie tins. rL bir Edward Abney Knight in bin bill ntaed hath 
bnen sis on elected aio builb tnd the snid James Hooker by indenture duly 
executed with livery nnd seizin (bk which ts btis defendant hnpeth bn prove 
the same rL Tirmih Lisle is Ohr bill ntaed late husband rf the onrnplainant 
Anne Lisle is sib as t wL•tnehs) in consideration rf five hundred pounds 
tieinin mentioned tr be paid by this defendants said late OatOru unto him 
the hald James Hooker did grant bargain nnd sell alien enfieO nnd cnnOiioi 
usbn btis def-ndnnts said late fatter bhe sail premisis with bhe aooert:ibnnceh
and bOe reversion and inversions remainder tnd reo. infers tisrerO and nil
estate right title claim and demand whatsoever br hia ths sa.dd James Hooker
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in ind to the slid premises to have ind to hold the same unto this defen­
dants said late father his heirs and assigns forever to his ind their only 
use ind behoof is in ind by the said, indenture under the hind and seal of 
the said James Hooker ready to be produced to this tono^a’able court and 
whereunto this defendant for more certainty refereth hie3elf eay appear
And this defendant further saith he believeth the said Horatio Moore this
defendants late father did by such indenture as in the bill is set forth 
grant and demise the said premises so to hie sold and conveyed by the said
James Hooker as aforesaid unto Wi.3^:^ Justice in the bill named for such
terms in such earner or for and upon such considerations ind subject to 
sucI eareote or condition of redemption as in the bill is set forth and 
thit the said William Justice did iftewirds by sucI indenture as therein 
is likewise set forth by and with the consent ind direction of the said
James Hooker for ind in consideration of the sue of four hundred pounds 
(which this defendant believeth was reilly ind. bona fide paid by Richard 
Moore deceased in the bill named this defendants grandfather ind the other 
considerations therein mentioned) assign and make over the said last men­
tioned indenture of lease and the premises thereby demised uwtr the said 
Richard Moore ydar orators grandfather his executors adJmOnWstrltors ind 
assigns for ind during the rest of the residue of the term of years therein 
then to come ind udexpired is in ind by the same indenture of lease and 
atsi^neent (to both et.oh is this defendant hopeth to prove the name of 
the said Ttoeas Lisle is set also is witness) reidy to be produced to this 
honourable court whereunto this defendant for more certainty referett him­
self eay appear And this defendant further saith he believeth. the said 
Richard Moore his this defendants late grandfather did mike and sucI Oil 
as in the bill is set forth ind the ormpeainant Richard Reeve and George 
Perrier in the bill named executors thereof ind that the said oompeainant
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Richard Reeve alone proved the stid wll by virtue aod /. . . , . / of 
which said wll tnd of the said, several conveyances jmj-de! unto him this 
defendants slid late father by the said Sir David. Cmnoinglaim tod the said 
James Hooker as aforesaid this defendant believed only soa and heir of his 
said late father is advised and doth humbly insist ie this defendant is 
become lawfuLly tnd rightfully entitled uoCo de said tennis court and the 
two tenements adjoining to the north side of the sime iyi the shrhs adjoining 
to the south side of de said tennis court tad to the said messuage or louse
in the rccu;p,t1ro of de said Sir Edward Abney tad the stables and other
building's belonging to the samm with its appertijiyices (except the said 
comphainint Anne Reeve and this defendants mmders right of dowwr therein 
tad therefore ought to live to account of two dlrd parts of the profit 
tHereof since the death of iis this defendants said late fader [erasure 
and lbscnrd two words] stid lease pretended to be made by this defendants 
stid late father uatl de stid Thomas Lisle shall not appear to be real aod
sufficient io law and /................ / odd aHowjgg t o the said ^1110^010113
Richard Reeve and his wife so much ts de iaterest of the said four hundred 
plnnis paid by this defendants said late grandfather ts aOlrestid /...../ 
the sum of twenty pounds per annum appointed by the said wll of the defen­
dants said late grandfather to be part of de Plintentncd of this defendant 
and his sister until this defendant did attain of ooe tad twenty years And 
this defendant further saith he believeth tie said Sir David Cmnni^lip did 
by suci indenture bearing date on or about the OlnrCeenth of June 1656 io 
the bill is set forth in consideration of the sum of one Hundred and twenty 
hlnods which this defendant believed ^s truly tod boos fide paid by this 
defendants said late father grant and convey uato this defendants said late 
father and his heirs t moiety of toother parcel of aoouod lying next to the 
said parcel of aoonhd last before mentioned containing Lo breadth towards
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Lincolns Inn forty five foot and in length from Cup Field aforesaid into 
the said, field, called Ficketts Field one hundred foot ind also a moiety 
of another parcel of troadd lying next the said last mentioned parcel of 
troadd containing in breadth towards Lincolns Inn aforesaid twenty-too 
foot and in breadth from the north part. of Gup Field aforesaid into Ficketts 
Field aforesaid one hundred foot oith the iepertinances ind did by mother 
indenture of the slee date in consideration of ninety pounds oULch this 
defendant believe-h was paid by the slid. James Hooocer grant ind convey the 
other moiety of the said parcel of ground of too ind twenty foot in breadth
unto the said James Hooker and his heirs which said too last mentioned in­
dentures this defendant believeth are in the custody re, the oolopeaiinants 
or of some or one of them ohereunto this defendant also for more certalnta
or on such behalf refereth himself And ttlt defendant doth likev/ise believeth
that the said Sir David Cwwwii:glaa did for full v-lu-ble consideration like­
wise paid by this defendants said late fither grant convey on the i^zirfc of 
the slid parcel of ground of too hundred and sixty foot in length and one
hundred foot in breadth unto this defendants said late father ind his heirs
ind that the said Jimes Hooker did upon like considerations to hie p-id 
this defendants said late father grant -nd convey unto this defendants 
slid 1-te father -nd his heirs the said ejoie-ty of the said two several 
parcels of grradd of seventy-three foot in length and toenty-two foot in 
breadth before mentioned to be conveyed unto ha the said James Hooker and 
his heirs by the said Sir David Cwwwiiglaa as aforesaid which ornveyinoe 
the defendant suspects and hath tord re-son to believe did since the death 
of this defendants said late father come to the hinds of the oompeainants 
or some of them and that they hive by them some or one of them been aide 
away or however been concealed so that this defendant cannot yet discover
the same And this defendant further saith that he ^th heard and believe-h
that by indenture bearing date on or -bout the twenty-sixth of February .1657
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this defendants said late father and the comphailaint Ahhe Lisle by the aime 
of Arnie ^ler reciting the said ioidntnoe of assignment herein before men­
tioned to be made by the said Sir David Cuniingeam to the said cnappainant 
Anne Lisle by the name of Aaoe Tyler tnd Lo consideration of the conveyance 
hereafter mentioned to be made by Sir Willim Cooper James Cooper 
Henley now Sir Robert Henley tnd William Cooper in the bill named tnd of 
the sum of one hundred honads which this defendant believeti was wholly paid 
to this defendants said father ind a part thereoO to the copPa ioant Anne 
Lisle assigns tod set over uato one Join Henley tnd the said Willim Cooper 
their executors assigns a parcel of arluyd part of Ficketts Field aflreslL.n 
containing one Hundred and eighty-elgHt foot in length from the house then 
ia tie possession or occu;pltiln of the Lord Brudenell eastward tod from the 
utmost south-bounds of Cup Field aforesaid to the pales then before the said
tenais court tni from the east end of the said teaois cmrt one hundred foot
beiag part of the said two hundred tod sixty foot in length tnd one huldrdn 
fnt in breadth so demised by the said William Newton to the stid Sir David 
Cunningham as iforesaid tod to him granted ind released by the said Thomas 
tnd Hupperey Newton as aforesaid for tie residue of the term of hiydty-seven 
years in trust for the said William Cooper James Coo;pc^:r and Robert Henley 
now Sir Robert Henley And that your orators said lite father did by another 
inidhtnod bearing date on or about the day next after the day of the date of
the last mentioned indenture for the consideration last bdflrd mentioned
likewise grant and convey the reversion tnd inheritance of the stid list 
mentioned parcel of grluyd into or ia trust for the said Sir Willim Coopezr 
and Sir RDTo^r^’t Henley and their Heirs which two last mentioned indentures 
as this defendant is informed tad believeth are now in the hands or custody 
of the said Sir Robert Henley whereunto for more certainty on this behalf
this defendant refereth himself And this defendant is likewise informed and
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belinveth that bin said William Cooper Sir Robee?’0 Henley Williimi Cooper 
nnd James Cooper in the bill snaed by indinburn bearing dabr upnn nr about 
thr bwenty-sixti nL February 1658 is consideration rf Ohe assignment and 
ornveyancn last biLnun mentioned, did grant sill onnvny nnd confirm unOn 
this defendants snid la.te father tnd his heiis part rO Cup Field nfnrnsaid 
nxbnnddng Lroa thr uttermost eastern prst oo1 the rails beLrie the Lord 
Hmdenells iruse eastward towards Lincolns Isn seventy-wwo font or tieue-
abnuth asd southward into Ficketts Field aLniesnid onn hundred and thirteen
font or bherenbnuts as is the bill is alleged but this defendant doth not
know or believe btat bhn last mentioned grant was so oide to this defen­
dants late father in brusb Lni thr sa.id Tinmes Lisls ns by bhn bill is 
pretended And this defendant further saith On hath heard nnd believeth that 
Ohr said Tiroes Lisle and the onaplaisant Ansi Lisle did execute such inden­
ture as is bhe bill is set forth mentioning Ohea br assign a moiety rO the 
snid tesnis court nnd bhe tenements tieieunOn adjoining tnd the said messuage 
with its nooertirnnoss in ths rccunetdnn rO bhn said Siu Edward Abney umbo 
bin complainant Riotaud Reeve and the said George Perrier upns such trusts 
ts in thr bill aue for OOab puronhl ientlnsnd asd bitt Ohr said Tirnis Lisle
hid also execute suci indm turns nL lease tsd release ns in thr nil aus sit
Lrrti mentioning hia br grant asd orsvny OOr other moiety nO thr snid tennis 
court and tenements btrueudbr adjoining asd til nttir his freehold lands 
and tenement in Lincolns Isn Field in the bill mentioned ustr Francis Tilnsy 
is the bill named tnd bin complaisant Rioisud Reeve br Ohr uses in Ohr bill 
expressed to which indenture ynt On this deOentant also Onr more oertninty
nn suct behuLf doth also reLeu iinself but this defendant is advised nnd
drbt humbly insist the said Tiroes Lisle asd bie complainant Anne Lisle not 
having any nsO-te rr inblilhb in bie stid orlaihlh or nsy part Oinrerf rther- 
v/ise in Orusb fou as nLounsaid suct as^fsi^narirt (iO any be) ought also bn
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attend the inheritance of the slid premises vested in this defendant is
aforesaid And this defendant further sidth he hath heard -nd believeth
the said Ttoals Lisle was heretofore a servant of his 1-te a-jesty King 
CJuries 11 -nd eight be obnoxious to the lite /....«/ powers but 
whether he did ake use of this defendants seid late fathers name in the
conveyance of any lend, by hie purchased in truLt for him the said Thom-s
Lisle or not this defendant doth not know nor does this defendant know
nor hath ever heard tttereise than by the orEpe£^eddu^1;s suggestions thit 
the said Sir David Cunningham did aake -wo such giant or conveyance unto
this defendants said 1-te father and the said James Hooker of the said too
hundred and sixty foot of ^fomd in length and one hio^c^red foot fn breadth 
as in the bill is alleged oo tihl the ssid Thomas Liole ane ine cl]epCrinent 
Arne Lisle or either of them did attorn to sucI gr-nt (if any vas aide) 
this defendant having never seen any such grant or conveyance to the best 
of this eefendants knovrledge end in case iny such was mde this defendant
doth not lodOo or believe the seae vis mde in trust for the said Thoeis
Lisle and the ct]opeainant Anne Lisle or either of them but doth rather believe 
if the seae vis aide upon ana trust it was in trust for the slid Sir David
C^awnidth^n -nd as to the decree in the bill mentioned to have been obtained
by the oompeainantt Richard Reeve -nd his wife this defendant saith he is - 
stranger thereunto end knoveth nothing thereof or of the agreement in the 
bill mentioned to bb fotaWdlt.on thereof ott^err^eit^ that by the compeainantt 
suggestion -nd in case any ssah ddecee wwi bed or ede this defendant being
then in inf-nt -nd under the /..................../of the oonpeainants Richard Reeve
and his wife -nd wholly gaieee -nd governed by them -nd ignorant in alters 
of tlat nature this defendant humbly hopeth he shall not be banned or 
obliged thereby ide the rather for that decree (if ana such be) is as this 
defendant is advised end hopeth to shew he appear to this honourable oo'^a]It
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unjust and unequal and not Olt to be conntdhtnced by this honourable cmirt
And this defendant further saith that he doth admit tiat tils defendants
said late father did about the time io the bill for that purpose mentioned 
inter-marry with the comphainant Anne Reeve the defendants mother the only 
child of the comphaihant Anne Lisle tnd doth believe such marriage was Hid 
without the consent tnd privity of the said Richard Moore this defendants 
grandfather tnd this defendant doth aot know wleat estate his this defendants 
said late father then Had or wleat allowance was made unto him by the said 
Richard Moore for his pinteoince but this defendant doubts and hopes to 
prove tiat this defendants said late father did then tod aftewlrns /• . . . / 
the tPe of the decease Have and plentiful Maoier and in gold credit and 
reputation and Had the compand of very considerable sums of money tod tilt 
the said Tiomas Lisle tod the clmphainant Anne Lisle were then tnd until 
after his slid late p-estys restoration io a low and mean condition ind
were supported by this defendants slid late father and this defendant doth
not know or believe that the name of this defendants said late father or
the said Japes Hooker was or were used in the conveyance in the bill set 
forth or soy other of them io trust for the stid Thomas Lisle the comphainant 
Ano Lisle or either of them or tiat the said Thomas Lisle tnd the comphainant 
Aone Lisle or either of them did erect or build all or any part of the said 
tennis court aod two tenements idjoining thdrduytr or the said house in 
the occujp.t1oo of the said Sir Edward Abney or the buildings bd1ongioa to 
the same or any part thereof or pay or disburse any of their or either of 
their owi money about the same in the lOfelPe of this defendants slid 
late father nor did this defendant hear iny suci thing or otherwise thin 
by the comphainants own suggestion and in case of the money disbursed about 
the said buildings was paid by the said Thomas Lisle aod the comphainant
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Anne Lisle or either of them this defendant believeth the same was the
/......./ money of this defendants said late father and was so paid by
them for and on the behalf of this defendants said late father and not upon
their or either of their own accounts but this defendant believeth that
since this defendants said late fathers death the said Thomas Lisle and the
complainant Richard Reeve or one of them did repair the said tennis court
and rebuild one of-the said two tenements adjoining to the same northward
and the sheds or shops adjoining to the said tennis court southwards but
whether any part of the said tennis court was rebuilt by them or either of
them or what repairing were done unto or what the same cost or whether the
same was done at the equal cost of the said Thomas Lisle and Richard Reeve
or not or how the same was apportioned or paid this defendant is utterly
ignorant and both these defendants Horatio Moore and Anne Moore his wife
severally and respectively say they do not know or believe that the said
Horatio Moore this defendant Horatios late father did by any deed or declare
that all or any part of the said tennis court or the tenements thereunto
adjoining or the said house in the occupation of the said Sir Edward Abney
or the buildings belonging to the same or any part thereof stand or for the
building of the said tennis court or tenements thereto adjoining or the
said house in the occupation of the said Sir Edward Abney or the buildings
thereunto belonging or any part thereof was the said Thomas Lisles money or
that the said Horatio Moore this defendant Horatios father did upon any such
or other account demise release or quit claim and any estate right title or
interest in or to the same or any part thereof with the said Thomas Lisle as
by the said bill is pretended nor have these defendants or either of them or
at any time had in their or their custody or have ever seen any such deed or
writing to the best of their respective knowledge or remembrance nor did
these defendants or either of them ever hear of any such deeds or writings
otherwise than upon and by the complainants own suggestion but these
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defendants say they have and made diligent search for the writings which
concern the said premises and amongst other writings delivered unto this
defendant Horatio Moore by the complainant Richard Reeve did some time
since find the said indenture of grant and release made by the said Thomas
Newton and Humphrey Newton unto the said Sir David Cunningham and the said
indenture declaring the use and of the said fine and the said indenture of
feoffment made by the said James Hooker unto this defendant Horatios said
late father the said indenture of assignment made by the said William Justice
and James Hooker and the said indenture of the fourteenth of June 1656 men­
tioned to be made by the said Sir David Cunningham to the said James Hooker
but these defendants or either of them cannot find any deed or writing
which doth any way concern or relate to the title of the premises in the
bill mentioned or any part thereof save only the said five deeds last men­
tioned certain either of these defendants find nor do or doth oheo tr eioher 
of them know or believe that they or either of them iave hath or ever had 
any other deed or writing in their or either of their hands or custody any­
way relating to or concerning the same and any part thereof nor do these
defendants or either of then know where any other deeds or writings touching
or concerning the title of the said premises or any part thereof is unless
the same be in the custody of the complainants or some of them who have
made away or do conceal several of the same as these defendants have good
reason to believe and this defendant Anne Moore further saith she this
defendant is a mere stranger to all the matter and transaction in the bill
set forth and knoweth nothing of the same of her own knowledge and therefore
humbly craves liberty to refer therefore to the answer of the said defendant
her husband which she believeth to be true and thro domenOovO Horatio Moore
doth deny that he this defendant hath made any sseree 02? other grant or con­
veyance of the said premises any part thereof whereby the complainants their
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or any of their title thereunto (if any) may be otherwise prejudiced and
both these defendants do deny all and all manner of unlawful combination
and confederacy charged against them in and by the said complainants said
bill of complaint without that that any other matter or thing in the com­
plainants said bill of complaint containing material or effectual in the
law for these defendants or either of them to make answer unto and not herein
and here /........  / and sufficiently answered unto confessed or advoided
traversed or denied is /........ / all which matters and things these
defendants are ready to avow maintain and justify and prove as this honour­
able court shall award and humbly pray to be heard dismissed with their
reasonable costs and charges in their behalf most wrongfully sustained
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Chancery Decrees and Orders
C53/274/55v 8 Nov 1689
Horatio Moore P.
Anne Lisle Richard Reeve Anne wife Thomas Reeve infant son of Richard Reeve D
The defendant the infant this day appeared before the Right Honourable the
Master of the Rolls and prays that the said defendant Richard Reeve may be
assigned his guardian to answer and defend this suit which is ordered
accordingly.
033/274/278 0 Apr 1690
Horatio Moore P.
Anne Lisle Richard Reeve his wife Anne et al D.
Upon consideration this present day had by the right hnnnuevhke Master of
the Rolls of the defendants humble petition showing that the defendants
have examined one Mary Morris (Norris?) and Thomas Cooke Esq as witnesses
in this cause and have since discovered that they are witnesses to several
deeds which the defendants are advised to show before the hearing of this
cause and publication not being yet passed wherefore ana for that the
defendants cannot re-examine the said witnesses viihout an order it was
prayed treaty the defendants may be at liberty to examine them to prove
such deeds as they order witnesses unto and have not vs yet been examined
which is ordered accordingly whereof the defendants clerk in court or agent
is first to have personal notice,
C33/274/407v 10 May 1690
Horatio Moore P,
Anne Lisle Richard Reeve Anne his wife et al D,
Upon consideration this day had of the defendants humble petition preferred
to the righteous Master of the Rolls setting forth that the said petitioners
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having examined some witnesses in this case and are such discovered they
are witnesses to such deeds and witnessings which these said petitioners
were advised to prove hut could not re-examine them without the order of
this court for that purpose it was therefore prayed that the said peti­
tioners might he at liberty to examine such witnesses to order the said
deed and writings which is ordered accordingly the defendants first giving
personal notice to the plaintiffs clerk in court7
C$3/276/8 133 Oot I69O
Horatio Moore P.
Richard Reeve D.
/o . . . . . / this day /. . o . . / and unto this court by Mr Jennings
being P. and D. it was alleged that this cause stands in the day tomorrow
to he heard but in regards the said defendant would not be then ready it
was arrayed that the same might be put off to some other day whereupon it
is ordered that the said causes be put off till tomorrow fortnight and do
they stand to be heard the first in the day for hearing.
033/276/701 7 Nov 1690
Horatio Moore P.
Richard Reeve Anne his wife Anne Lisle Thomas Reeve D.
These causes coming this present day to be heard and debated in the presence
of counsel learned on all sides forasmuch as the matters in variance appeared
to be long and intricate by reason of the several conveyances which are in
issue in the cause and differences are between parties nearly related both
to other and therefore think fit to be accommodated in an amicable way this
court therefore does not think fit to deliver them judgement thereon but do
by and with the consent of all parties referred it to Edward Jennings and
Samuel Twyt Esqs to treat between the parties and endeavour an amicable
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composure thereof if they can and in case they can not agree the same
then it is ordered that the said Mr Jennings and Mr Twyt agree and state
a case in writing 02? the pleadings and the sererao convecemces in issue 
and other matters in controversy in the aain causes and if they cannot and 
the said differences or agree o o o , / as before directed then it is
hereby referred to Samuel Kirk Esq and to settle the same and after a case
settled by the said counsel or /. o • . . / them default by the said Master
This court being attended thereunto will consider thereof and appoint some
one for delivery of their judgement therein,
R.GoSo of E,, Item 45» Bundle *E'. 28 and 29 December 1692
Abstract of Title to (a) Warehouse etc., (b) No. 37 Lincoln's Inn Fields.
28 and 29 December I692,
Indentures of lease and release (Marginal note: We are told these deeds 
were not produced when Copeland bought the premises) between
(1) Anne Lisle
(3) Richard Reeve and Anne his wife
(3) Horatio Moore and Anne his wife
(4) Thomas Reeve only son of Richard
(5) Sir Edward Abney Kt and William Masemore the younger
reciting that (l), and Horatio Moore or one of them 'stood seized in fee
simple of and in all that Capital Messuage situate in Lincoln's Inn Fields
in the parish of St Giles in the Fields and St Clement Danes Middlesex and
also of one other great Messuage then lately used for a Playhouse called
the Dukes and then used for a Tennis Court' that there had been several
suits in Chancery between these parties about these premises, which were
'referred agreed and confirmed by Order of Court'; and that Sir Edward
Abney had agreed with Horatio Moore for the purchase of the said Capital
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Messuage: witnesses that, as to Horatio Moore, (2) and (l) in pursuance 
of a certain Award or Order, and for £850 paid to Horatio Moore by Richard
(sic) Abney and 5/- to (2), Horatio Moore, (2) and (l) hereby convey to 
(5) and their heirs
(i) The said Messuage or Tenement then used for a Tennis Court’, to be
held by (5) in trust as to one moiety for the use of Anne Lisle and her
heirs for life, with remainder to Thomas Reeve absolutely, as to the other
moiety for the use of Anne Reeve and her heirs for life, with remainder to
Horatio Moore absolutely
(ii) The 'said Capital Messuage’, to be held by (5) in trust for the use
of the said Sir Edward Abney and of his heirs and assigns for ever (sc.
absolutely).
R.C.S. of E., Item 1, Bundle *E’. I692
1692 (4 Wm & Mary) Hilary Term, Fine:
Anne Lisle, widow, Richard Reeve, Esq. and Anne his wife, Horatio Moore
and Anne his wife (Bef.) yield to Sir Edward Abney, Kt and William Masemore
the younger, gent (Pl.) two messuages and appurtinances in the parishes of
St Clement Danes and St Giles in the Fields.
R.C.S. of E., Item 5, Bundle ’E’. 11 May I698
Will of Richard Reeve of New Windsor, Berks., Esq.
To wife Anne (inter alia) 1ll that my Messuage or Tenement situate and
being near the Playhouse in Little Lincoln’s Inn Fields in the Parish of
St Clement Danes in the County of Middlesex now in the Tenure or Occupation
of Mr Thomas Batterton (sic) . . . for all such term, time Interest, Claim
or Demand which I now have in or to the same Subject Nevertheless to the
Rent and Covenants [by which] I have held and Enjoyed the same for her life,
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then to son Thomas absolutely; other leasehold property (in War-wks) to
son Thomas; four leasehold houses in Sermon Lane, London, to daughter
Olivia Reeve; daughter Cockshed 40/-; niece Mrs Frances Reeve £5»
nephew Mr Richard Reeve 40/~; residue real and personal to wife Anne,
who sole executrix.
Proved P.C.C, 25 June 1702 by Anne Reeve, the relict.
MLR 1712/6/111 1 March 1710
C. Rich to Rupert Clarke
Indenture of mortgage 1 March 1710
For £250 Christopher Rich hath bargained sold assigned . . . all the share
part proportion benefit advantage claim and demand • . . all that piece or
parcel of ground commonly called or known by the name of Gravel Pit Field
also Gravel Pit pasture containing eight acres in the parish of St Andrews
Holtom and all houses, buildings etc. for several terms, sixty, eighty and
nineteen years, or redeemed for £250 and interest 2 September next ensuing
Christopher Rich
6 September 1712
Witnesses: George Griffin, James Pemberton
Signed and sealed in the presence of John Prince and George Griffin
Registered: 10 o/c, 3 February 1712/3
MLR 1712/5/115 Christopher Rich to Rupert. Clarke 6 Jan 1712
Indenture 6 January 1712 Rich mortgaged to Rupert Clarke two shares oo the
Theatre (part of thirty-six shares) in consideration of £250, term of four­
teen years therein mentioned and yet to come and unexpired and also the term
of twenty one years fully to be complete and ended under the rent and covenant
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lo the said indenture mentioned subject nevertheless to t proviso tiat the 
same shall be void a payment of £250 and interest oo the seventh July 1715
Wilnesses: Sipel Robinson, Joey Prince.
Stamped with two sixpenny stamps in presence of John Rich tod alHo Prince, 
Registered: 3 o/c, 29 Jlnntry 1712
MLR 1715/2/1 23 April 1713
CLi^ke and Christopher Rich ... I
John Medcalf .  ....................................................I!
R^3p^d7-t Clarke and Christopher Rich sold to Join Medcalf eight acres of 
Gravel Pit Field in the parish of St Andrews Holboip Oor the sup of £400.
Witnesses: Joeo Rich, Henry Rich (lyons Ioo), Join Prince.
Joeo Medcalf 
18 March 1715
Stamped in the presence of John. Prince aod Joio Medcalf.
MLR 1715/2/2 Ctoistopher Rich to J. Medcalf 23 April I7I3
Indenture 23 April I713,
Rupert Clarke tnd Christopher Rich ... I
Joio Medcalf and Daveraant Medcalf (spinster) ... II
Sale of t messuage or tenement with appurtinances in Gray’s Ian Line, in 
the county of M.ddlesex to the said Daveiamt Medcalf for the remmaiyder of 
a term of fifty-five years thia to come and uidxpirdi for the consideration 
of £300 paid between the said Rxpeir-C Clarke and Christopher Rich
Witnesses: Joio Rich, Henry Rich tnd Join Prince
Davenant Medcalf 
30 March 1715
Sealed and delivered stamped . • . Joeo Prince and Joio Medcalf.
Registered: 13 March 1715*
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B.L., Add. Ch. 9503 5 Sept. 1714
This indenture made the third day of September in the 1st year of the 
reign of our Sovereign Lord George by the Grace of God of Gt Britain 
France and Ireland and King Defender of the Faith eto. A.D. 1714 Between 
Christopher Rich of the parish of St Matin in the Fields in the County 
of Middlesex Esq and Rupert Clarke of Lyons Inn in the said County of 
Middlesex Gent of the one part and the Rt Hon Lionel Earl of Dorset and 
Middlesex John Shaw of Elthm in the County of Kent Esq son and heir 
apparent of Sir John Shaw Bt James Graggs the younger of the Parish of
St James in the Liberty of Weetimnster Charles Mie of Grays Inn in the 
said County of Mddlesex Esq John Eyles of the City of London and Thomas 
Gilpin of the Middle Temple London Esq Henry Collins of the said parish of 
St James Weesminster Esq Gent Edward Periam of the City of London Gent 
Daniell O^ttridge of London Gent Samber of Lions Inn aforesaid Gent
Thomis Scott of the Customs House London Gent John Rich of Grays Inn in 
the said Cacuity of Middlesex Gent Thomas Knight Citizen of London John 
Heydon of the said Parish of St Matin in the Fields Gent James Grascom of 
Foresthill in the County of Oxford Gent and Christopher Mosyer Rich of 
London Gent of the other part.
Whereas by indenture of Lease bearing date of the last day of Aiugist next 
before the date of these presents and made or mentioned to be made between 
Asss Reeve of Kensington in the said County of Middlesex widow and Deochtus 
Champion of Plumpton in the County of Northampton Gent and Thomas Reeve of 
the Inner Temple London Esq of the one part and the said Christopher Rich 
and Rupert Clarke of the other part, They the said Asne Reeve Deocditus
Champion and Thomas Reeve for the consideration therein mentioned have asd 
each of them hath demised granted to farm letten. or are therein mentioned 
to have demised granted and to farm letten unto the said Christopher Rich
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and Rupert Clarke their Executors Administrators and Assigns All that
great and lately new erected Messuage Tenement Theatre or Playhouse upon
the ground and in the roome of all that great messuage or Playhouse and
building which before such new erection was commonly called Lisle's
Tennis Court or the Theatre or Playhouse in Little Lincoln's 1nn Fields
and the same is intended hereafter to be called the New Theatre or Brittish
Theatre Together with all the Erection and Buildings thereupon and on the
North side thereof and upon any part or parcel thereof all which premises
are situate lying and being or near Little Lincoln's 1nn Field aforesaid
in the parish of St Clement Danes in the said County of Middlesex Together
also with free liberty of Ingress Egress and Regress for the said Christopher
Rich and Rupert Clarke their Executors Administrators and Assigns and all
other person and persons [erased] or to resort to the premises in by and thro 
the entry way or passage from Great Lincoln's 1oo Fields to the said Messuage
Theatre or Playhouse and [any □ • o • « o] Vaults Rooms Yards Pumps Dressing
Rooms Passages Lights Easements profits privileges commodities advantages
appurtioaoces [........ • ] unto the said new Erected Messuage or Tenement
Theatre Building and Premises on all part or parcell thereof belonging or
in any wise app'or^ining To have and to hold the said great and new erected
messuage or tenement Theatre or Building and premises with their or any of
their appurtinances unto the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke their
Executors Administrators and Assigns from the feast day of the Nativity of
St John the Baptist last past before the date of these presents for and
during and unto the full and and [sic] term of thirty nine years and a half
year from thence ensuing and fully to be complete and ended yeilding and
paying therefore yearly and every year during the svOO term by the said
Christopher Rich his Executors AdmOnosteatnes and Assigns The rent or Sum
of One Hundred Pounds of lawful money of Great Britain without any deO^a^^s
or abatement out of the same for or in respect of any parish duty charge or
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imposition whatsoever (Parliamentary Taxes Imposed or to he imposed on
Landlords only Excepted) at the four most usual feasts or days or times
of payment in the year (that is to say) at Michaelmas, Christmas, Lady
Day and Midsummer Day or on and equal portions as hy the said lease
relation being thereunto had may at large appear, which said indenture of
lease was so made and taken as is thereby declared and agreed by the said
Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke to be made and taken in the manner of
them the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke in trust and for the
benefit and behoofe as well as of the said Earl of Dorset, John Shaw, James
Graggs, Charles Hale, John Eyles, Thomas Gilpin, Henry Collins, Edward
Periam, Daniell Outridge, William Samber, Thomas Scott, John Rich, Thomas
Knight, John Heydon, James Grascom and Christopher Mosyer Rich, as of them
the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke according to their several and
respective shares proportions and interests hereinafter respectively men­
tioned and declared Now this Indenture witnesseth that the said Christopher
Rich and Rupert Clarke in performance of the trust in them reposed do here­
by acknowledge testify and declaim that the aforesaid messuage tenement
Theatre Building and premises with the appurtinances in or by the said
indenture of lease demised or mentioned to be demised by the said Anne
Reeve Deodatus Champion and Thomas Reeve to them the said Christopher Rich
and Rupert Clarke was and is soe leased to them to the intent that they
the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke their Executors Administrators
and Assigns should or might stand and be possessed and they shall stand and
are possessed thereof for and during all the said term of thirty nine and a
half years and by the said recited indenture of lease granted 1 part for to
in trust for the Earl of Dorset, 1 pt J.S., 1 pt J.C., 1 pt C.H., 1 pt J.E.
and T.G., 3 pts H.C., 1 pt E.P., 1 pt D.O., 2 pts W.S., 2 pts T.S., 1 pt
J.R., 1 pt T.K., 1 pt J.H., 1 pt J.G., 1 pt C.M.R., 17 held jointly by
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Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke.
Repairs and taxes to he paid by the subscribers,,
N.B. Sawyer states that on the verso of this deed is the sale price of
the shares bought by Clarke but 1 have not recognised it.
1t does seem that there was another deed accompanying this indenture
but the reference to the document that will be referred to is legal
phraseology and might not necessarily mean that this was an indenture of
the A.R., D.Co and T.C. lease to C.R. and R.C. attached to this document.
MLR 1718/3/201 Lincoln's 1nn Fields 111 12 Dec 1718
Reciting ^denture of 3 September 1714
Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke . . . 0 o 1
Lionel Earl of Dorset and Middlesex, John Shaw, James
Craggs, Charles Hale, John Eyles, Thomas Gilpin, Henry
Collins, Edward Periam, Daniell Outridge, William Samber,
Thomas Scott, John Rich, Thomas Knight, John Heydon,
James Grascom and Christopher Mosyer Rich .... o o . 11
concerning in the words or to the effect following all that Great and 
lately new erected messuage tenement theatre or playhouse and buildings 
which before such new erection was commonly called Lisle's Tennis Court 
or the Theatre or Playhouse in Little Lincoln's 1nn Fields and the same is 
intendeO to be called hereafter the New Theatre or Brittish Theatre Together 
with all the erections and buildings thereupon and on the north side thereof 
and upon any part or parcel thereof All which premises are situate and lying 
and being or near Little Lincoln's 1nn Fields . . . with the liberty of 
Pngress Egress and Regress for the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke 
their Executors Administrators and Assigns and all other person and persons 
resorting or to resort to the premises in by and through the entry way or
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passage from Great Lincoln's Inn Fields to the said messuage Theatre or
playhouse and all Cellars Vaults Rooms Yards Pumps Drains Ways passages
Lights Easements Profits privileges commodities Advantages.
• o • • • Indenture sealed tad delivered by the said Christopher Rich, 
Rupert Clarke, Edward Periam and Daniell Outridge in the presence of Henry
Rich (then living in the Middle Temple but now Gray’s Inn) John Prince then
living at the sign -of the Black Jack near the said theatre and now deceased
John Gyles and also a memorial of the deed poll endorsed in the said before
recited Indenture bearing the date 4 September I714 under the hand and seal
of Christopher Rich Rupert Clarke and made from them to the said Edward
Periam concerning in the words or to the effect following 1 part (the whole
into thirty six parts in shares to be divided) of all that great messuage
or tenement theatre and building and of all and singular the premises with
the appurtenances within mentioned to be demised to us the said Christopher
Rich and Rupert Clarke by the within named Anne Reeve, Deodatus Champion
and Thomas Reeve.
Witnesses Henry Rich, John Price, John Gyles and said memorial are by the
said Edward Periam required to be registered, witnessed 6 November I7I8
Edward Periam signed and sealed and stamped etc, in presence of Edward
Periam, Samuel Clark and Henry Rich.
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MLR 1719/2/254 Lincoln’s Inn Fields III 9 December 1719
Reciting August I714 lease between Anne Reeve, Deodatus Champion 
and Thomas Reeve to Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke,
and reciting indenture purporting and declaring of trust 5 September 17I4
made between C.R, and R.C. et als for term of thirty nine and a half years
etc., as to or concerning nineteen shares thereof the whole being divided
into thirty six equal parts or shares in trust for the several persons
therein mentioned and as to the seventeen parts remaining of the thirty
six in the said last indenture, and reciting that five of the seventeen
shares were sold by the said Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke in the life
time of Christopher Rich, and further that the said Christopher Rich is
since dead having made his will in writing and thereby appointed the said
John Rich and Christopher Mosyer Rich his sons executors . . • . these
shares by survivorship in trust to Rupert Clarke and his name used in trust
for Christopher Rich and Rupert Clarke since Christopher Rich’s death . . .
Robert Chandler 1 of the remaining 12 shares
James Dobson ” •'
John Watts ” "
Thomas Knight ” ’’
John Farmer ’• ”
Thomas Hudson ” "
Thomas Smith ” ”
John Fellows ” ”
William Himes ” ”
Three shares of the remaining twelve remain unsold and assigned by which
mortgage in consideration of £280 to them the said John Rich and Christopher
Mosyer Rich paid by the said Robert Incledon
signed Rupert Clarke
9 December 1719
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Christopher Rich
FCC registered, copy wills, PROB 11/5>43» f« 228
3 November 1714» Christopher Rich, of the parish of St Martins in the 
Fields, Middlesex, Es<q», Bury in St Andrew, Holborn, in vauLt with late 
wife. Son John Rich and his heirs three fourths of all my interest and
right in 'certaine Letters Patent Granted by his late Majesty King Charles 
the Second to Sir Wm Pavement his Heii^'s and Assignes* and of all ’Profitt 
Cloathes Scenes &c’ arising therefrom. Son Cluistopher Mosyer Rich the 
remaining fourth part of the same absolutely. Residue, real and persojnaL, 
equally between said sons,, They and Mr Rupert Clarke of Kensington and 
Mr Thomas Scott of Custom House, London, executors, asking Rupert Clarke 
and Thomas Sooitt to help sons.
Signed and sealed, Chr: Rich, Witnesses, Henry Rich, Richard Lovelace,
Simon Suren.
Proved (London) 26 November 1714 hy John Rich and Christopher Mosyer Rich, 
the sons and two of the executors named, reserving power to the other two
to do likewise
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Cll/2661/8 Rich v. Hervey 28 Nov 1750
C omplaint
(Extract)
Regarding a Bill of £450 for scenes and other decorations at the playhouse
in Lincoln’s Inn Fieldso
Hervey offered to hhve work conniiered by other painters rather than 
cultivate a difference between Rich and Herey*
A Mr Deveau a painter who painted for hoth Drury Lane and the Opera was
agreed. He valued the work at £511*
And the said John Hervey did not then or at any other time object thereto
hut informed your orator that to put an end to that affair he would take
fifty pounds from the bill which he had delivered to your orator and that
he would paint foo ycou onrton on entire set of toenec nee tue h uenpth of 
the stage with tt^h Poo^cLe2?s ond. oil and -that your y^ro^ ohoued ullow him 
four huneked pounds for the remaining part of his bill and to have no further
dispute with your orator . • • and Rich entered into a bond to pay £400.
On 19 April 1725 Rich paid £550 hut Hervey had not painted the scene . . *
Rich has had to employ others to paint the scene for a sum of [blank]*
Rich v, Hervey 12 Dec 1750
Answer
Hervey had been ’painting Scenes Decorations and o0hek things for him (Rich)
at the Playhouse in Lincoen’e Inn Fields ever since the said House had been
erected*•
Between 1722 and 1724 Hervey had been engaged at Linooen*s Inn Fields and
since he had been engaged so many years it was not necessary for Rich to go
to anybody in order to know Hervey’s work * . . Hervey did not agree to
Deveau and would not ever have his work valued by him. He did enter into a
bond with Rich . . * and has received £550 but at no time during the period
of the drawing of the htnd did he unlerstnnd that he was to provide any
scenes as abatement? or condition on his side. He has not painted the scenes
. . . and has received no instructions from Rich to do so whether under this
pretended agreement or otherwise since entering into the bond.
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P.R.O, Cll/2662/l,
J. Rich Bill of Complaint, 15 Mar 1753»
E. Shepherd Answer, 5 W 1734*
Excerpts relating LIP III to the new Covent Garden Theatre.
that there should Hi a pllnt on the fronts of the side boxes to raise 
them higher as at LIP as also a otph1og oo the partitions of the boxes . •
the passages on each side of the theatre to hsvi a aord wall up to the
plaCis of the roof a brick and a half thick with arches lift for lights
next Sir James Thornhills only which ylno orator should direct ...
that there should be two rails and a skirting board round the area over
the stage between the painting room and the wardrobe as at LIP as likewise
a skirting board in every room where the walls were only plastered . • *
wanted turned bannisters as at LIP • • .
because the cellars unsatisfactory at Covent Garden still has to melt his
tallow at LIP • • •
Answer: Shepherd.
no reason to lower at the north end of the upper flying as by his last
letter, i.e. Richies, that the upper flying was made of the same highness
as the upper flying in the theatre of LIP ...
every thing is done in a much better and stronger than that at LIP . . «
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scene room and door is as large as L1P in fact he widened it to make it
larger than but Rich said no just as at L1P • • •
that it is morally impossible that the same work could be carried on
without some settlement and this Defdt. says that • • • the settlements
were not occasioned by the said brickwork not being performed in a workman­
like manner and that there are greater and more settlements in the brickwork
of the said LIP than in the brickwork of the said new erected theatre • • «
stairs in the roof larger than those at L1P • • .
in general Rich will ever be changing as is his bent and genius ... he is
too much influenced by fancy and strangers . . .
Additional notes in the Rich Complaint,
Two rooms in the roof for barber and tailor with chimney in each • • •
partitions in L1P whole deal while in Covent Garden were whole and split
deal grooved . . •
at L1P v skirting board and a board railed high with turned bannisters for
all the stairs which was not done at Covent Garden theatre . . •
balcony and boxes over the stage boxes to be lowered to 7' and the pigeon
holes in proportion, in the Answer Shepherd claimed that they were • . »
the partitions at the back of the side boxes to be parallel with the walls
and that there be as many benches in each box as Drury Lane and that they
are not arranged to see the stage properly. Shepherds Answer claimed that
the boxes are arranged to see the stage and that already several changes
had been made to the seating of the boxes by Rich • • •
that there should be as many vaults to the out passages for calls, melting 
of tallow and stores as made under the street in L1P of which the voOcL
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Edward Shepherd had had repeated notice • . o
that there should he partitions to divide in the centre of each box on
the right hand and the left of the King’s front box at LIP • • •
Bill of Comphailit 24 ftM.y 1734? Shepherd v. Rich, no extant Answer in P.R.Co
General burden of the bill is that the work has been carried out as instruc
ted and ^instructed and that all was better than the work done at LIF and
that if he had been left alone and without the interruptions of John Rich
the whole theatre would be still better and finished on time.
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C53/37O/pt II, 254v 22 April 1758
John Rich and Christopher Mteork Rich, pits.
Frederick Sedier and his wife, defts.
Upon motion this day made unto this court hy Mr Idle being pits council
It was Pledged OhnO by the order made on the hearing of this cause it
was referred to Mr Edwards........ to take the account thereby directed
that for the better clearing of the said account the Defts have . . . . ,
before the said Master for the executor of Benjn Woo^yer gent who was
Oormekey examined as a witness in the cause on the part of the Defts and
who has been examined therein according and has deposed to several . • . .
deposed by him before the hearing without any order for the purpose which
the pits are advised is irregular. It is . . • and examined certify
whether the same be irregular or not.
282v. 19 May 1758
Further discussion of admissibility of Moodyer's deposition which is
considered not admissible.
564c.
/Sadier/ now the deposition of I9 May last will be argued before Rt Hon.
the Ld High Chancellor of G.B. (Lord Mansfield)
452r. 17 )ct 1758
Ruling accepts some questions and answers of the Woo^yer statement but not
all ........  states Ohnee either way.
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Report 26 Mrch 1759
Joeo Rich tnd ChHistopier Mooyer Rich Pits 
P, Sadiir aod wife Elizabeth, 1^110 of Join Ewns dcd Dofts.
Order made of thi hearing 17’th day July 1754
Dbt of Evins to Riches of £70* 15# 84* dud to overpayment by thi Riches
to Evans by way of pay for work dooi by allowing rent on houses in Playhouse
passage Drury Laoe aod Russell Street - Reels*
Repair work done by Evans
1721
Feb 13 Mending a hole in the tilora> of the New Plsy-housd 12* 6.
Ma 7 Mending more tileing there 11. 9.
Aug 9 Lathing up hole over the stage ... LLths and nails 2. 6
For shist to lay them 7- 6.
For 2 men 2 days 10. 0.
Aug 12 18 Hods of mooter shisf to mend the wals aod stairs 13. 6.
Laths, nails and 6 hods of fine shist 7. 6.
Two plastdOdos tnd pan 5 days and -g- 2. 4. 0.
Mending thi piers next the Fields 12. 6.
18 hods of mooter to mend thi tileing 12. 6.
Mths and oails 7o 60
400 plain tiles 12. 6.
For 2 men 7 days 1. 15. Oo
Aug 24 About the cross walls aod drains 16 hods of mooter 80 0.
For 450 bricks 9. 6.
2 men 4 days and -g 1. 2. 9o
Sep 12 About paving the vaults 550 bricks tod 5 hods of mooter 9. 6.
2 meo a diy tnd 7.6.
1724
May 7 Mending the tileing at the Playhouse 420 pantiles 12. 6.
For 56 hods of mooter 18. 0.
2 men 8 days and -g 2, 2. 60
My 15 Mending some more plastering of the vaiuLts 2. 6.
Lathes and nails
Six hods of lPe aod Hair and 220 bricks 9. 0.
For 21 hods of morter tnd whitlog tnd size 12. 0.
For 2 men 5 days 1. 5. 0.
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R.C.S. of E. 29 Nov 1714
Articles of Agreement 29 , November 1714
between Henry Tasburgh, of Great Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Esq*, and John Rich 
and his brother Cluistopher Mosyer Rich, both of the Parish of St Clement 
Dales, gents, executors of their late father Christopher Rich, Esqo, deceased.
For better completing of ’the New Theatre or Playhouse' in Little Lincoln’s 
Inn Fields, in the Parish of St Clement Danes, 'lately erected by’ the late 
Cluistopher Rich, lying on the south side of Tasburgh’s house in Portugal 
Row, Great Inn Fields, and for 40 guineas in gold to Tasburgh from
Rich and Rich:
Tasburgh will convey to Rich and Rich (who will pay all legal charges) the 
freehold of that little piece of ground ’Between the outermost Line or 
Extent of the Ground towards the North belonging to the New Theatre • • • 
and the Door Post of the House of Office’ of Tasburgh’s house, being in length 
East - West 24 or 25 feet or a little more or* less, in breadth North - South 
3 feet 7 inches; with liberty to the Riches and their successors to build a 
wll 10 feet high next to Tasburgh's back yard, and above 10 feet a pro­
jection towards that yard of about 2 feet 4 inches in breadth on whole lone 
of the said 24 or 25"y feet, with a ’Handsome Ccnreing under such Projection 
and Paint such Coveing prettily as Mr Boswell and Mr Evans Bricklayers shall 
direct*, building the projection no higher than the upper eaves of the Play­
house already erected, and arranging to carry wilier off clean without exten­
ding the eaves; Riches wll give Tasburgh and his wife (or any future wife)
free entry to ’Plays Operas and all Theatricall representations’, to sit 
anywhere ’Except the Kings Box so caieed or on hee saage or in the Boxes
thereon or behind the scenes', on aie eeccepb the first days of new or revived
performances or on Subscription or Benefit days; if Tasburgh does not make
use of the privilege, his wife can take another with her; if he moves to
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the country, whoever is the mster of his house in Portugal Row has his 
rlights of free entry; these rights to last for 592" years from Midsummer 
1714» end if the Riches renew their lease on the Theatre these rights will 
he extended accordingly; if not his wife, Tasburgh can take another with 
him; if the Theatre is converted to other uses, Riches will give Tasburgh. 
first refusal of buying back this piece of ground; they will not ’prejudice 
the Closett in the Backhouse’ of Tasburgh by taking down any brick or timber 
work; they will remove the wooden spout that carries off water from the
backhouse, by the door of the house of office, to Boswell and Evans
think proper; Tasburgh wll allow Riches ’to open the two lights that have 
been mid by the late Christopher Rich 'and are now Stopt up in the Staires’ 
of the New Theatre, looking towards Tasbucgh’ s backhouse, but so as not to 
overlook or be offensive to him, by use of ’Blinds Curled or Crimp Glasse*, 
and only for as long as the new 'Fabrick shill continue to be a Playhouse’; 
Tasburgh binds himself with £200 penalty to Riches, Riches likewise to 
Tasburgh, for true performance of agreement.
Signed and sealed by John Rich and Christopher Mooyer Rich (both seals of 
the same arms )
Coomter-part of Conveyance 9 June 1715
from Henry Tasburgh, of Great Lineoln’s Inn Fields, Esq., to John Rich and 
his brother Christopher Mosyer Rich (as before), of the parcel of ground 
defined in the Agreement 29 November 1714, for 40 guineas in gold (£41* 10«3); 
permission to build 10ft wall and projection above, 'All which they . . . 
have already done’; to hold for ever at the annual rent of one peppercorn, 
if demanded; Tasburgh affirms his full right to convey this ground, declares
it free of all encumbrances, and in particular of the annual rent-charge of
£8. 10. 0. payable out of his house to Sir Ro^eer-t Guldeford, Bart.
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Signed tnd sealed by Jno Rich and Chr * M. Rich. (JR seal a monogram,
CkR seal armorial, diOOeriot from tho si on Agreemenh).
The armorial seal used by C.M. Rich on the 1715 Conveyance would fit, 
'Azure, t chevron or between two lions passant argent. Crest: out of
t ducal coronet argent, t dip-lion issuant, tail forked ermini'o
These appear io Visitation of London 1568 (Hrldiio Soc. I, p. 27) aod 
io London Visitation Pedigrees 1664 (Hrlelao Soc. 92, p. 115) for a 
fap.ly starting from Thomas Rich of Maston, Beds, that doss oot include 
Clwistophdr Rich, thlngh he could Have belongid to it.
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Schedule of Title Deeds etc* relating to the premises purchased of 
Mr Aldn. Copeland by The Royal College of Surgeons of England.
Hilary Term 4 Mary 16R2 
50th May 1776
4th April 1781
1st June 1782
11th May 1698
10th July 1734
12th & 15th October 1753
5th June 1756
One moiety
Official Extract of Pine
Two parts of Indenture between Elizabeth
Abrahams alias Meddalf of the 1st part The
Revd Edward Seagrave Thomas Walford and Elisha
Heydon of the 2nd part Joshua Peart of the 5*8 
part and Edmund Esteourt of the 4th part.
Indenture between the said Joshua Peart of the
1st part the said Edmund Estcourt of the 2nd
part and Anthony Dickins of the 3rd- part.
Indenture of Feoffment between the said Joshua
Peart of the one part and John Miler of the 
other part
The other moiety
Attested Copy W.3.1 of Richard Reeve
Attested Copy Will and Coddcils of Thomas Reeve 
Attested Copy Indentures of Lease and Release 
the Release between James Mead of the 1st part 
Thomas Reeve of the 2nd part Edmund Browne of 
the 5*8 part and John Locke of the 4th part. 
Attested Copy Release between Sir Thomas Reeve 
of the 1st part the said James Mead and John Lock 
of the 2nd part Jane Gregor of the 5*8 part Sir 
John Mooesworth Bart and Joseph Moyle of the 4th
part Mary Jeffreys and Ann Mooice of the 5th part 
Humphrey Morice and Clharles Grave Hudson of the 
6th part
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6th & 7th May 1766
7th My 1766
22nd & 24th June 7782
23rd & 24th June 1783
24th June 1783
Attested Copy Indenture of Lease and Release 
between the said John Lock of the 1st part the 
said Sir Thomas Reeve of the 2nd part the said 
Humphrey Morice Ann Morice and Richard BilLI of 
the 3rd part
Attested copy Indenture between the said John 
Lock of the 1st part the said Humphrey Morice 
Ann Morrice Richard Bull of the 2nd part and the 
said Sir Thomas Reeve of the 3rd peart.
Both mooeties together
Indenture of Lease aadd. Release the Release bet­
ween the said Humphrey Momd and Richard ML1 
of the 1st part An Maria Reeve and Jane Reeve
of the 2nd part the said Edmund Estcourt of the
3rd part the said Anthony Dickins of the 4th part 
the said John Miller of the 5th part the said 
Joshua Peart of thn 6th part and Dame Jane Reeve 
of the 7th part
Indentures of Lease and Release the Release bet­
ween the said Humphrey Mn";ice and Richard Bull 
of the 1st part the said Ann Maria Reeve and Jane
Reeve of the 2nd part the said Edmund Estcourt of 
the 3i’^7l part the said Anthony Dickins of the 4th 
part the said John Miler of the 5th part the 
said Joshua Peart of the 6th part and Capel Lofft 
of the 7th part
Bond to perform covenant from said Joshua Peart
to the Misses Reeve
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Mich. Term 24 Geo. Ill
21st March 1789
13th & 14th July 1789
25Ch June 1794
14th January 1797
26th & 27th Feb. 1802
14th March 1765
1st tnd 2nd April 1771
2nd April 1771
Official Extract of Fine
Deed poll 1adorsIi on last Indinturis of Lease
tod Release
Iodinturi of Lease tod Release the Release bet­
ween the said Capel Lofft of the 1st part Che 
said Edmund Estcomrt of the 2ad part the said 
Aon Mitria Reive of thi 3r<8 part John Cluxtoo 
Darel Trelsoy Frtocis Gregor tnd WilliiP Gregor 
of the 4th part the said Anthony Dickios of the 
5th part the slid Joshua Peart of thi 6th part 
George Darby of the 7th part aad alHy Darby of 
the 8th part
Indeat-uri of Lease between Joshua Scrope of the 
one part tnd Josiah Shlde of the other part 
Deed poll under thi hand tod seal of the said 
Joshm Scoopi
Iodenturi of Lease and Release Che Release bet­
ween Willip Thomas St Quintin of the 1st part 
the slid Joshm Scrope of the 2nd Part the said 
Josiah Spodi of the 3^d part thi said Joeo Darby 
of the 4th part tod Thomas Fenton of Che 3th part 
Plain Copy Wll tod Coddcil of Richard Edwards
Indenturi of Lease tod Release the Release bet­
ween Timothy Edwards of the 1st part Che said 
Joshua Peart of the 2nd part Roger Griffith of 
thi 3rd part tnd JoHo Hllett of Chi 4th part 
Bond from the said T Edwards tod another to the
said Joshua Peart
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23rd & 24th June 1780
Hilary Term 21 Geo. Ill
24th June 178O
6th February I78I
4th February I788
25th May 1795
24th & 25th March 1802
25 th torch 1802
15th July 1802
Indenture of Lease and Release the Release bet­
ween Pe^iarinh Bertie and the said John Hllett 
of the 1st part the said Joshua Peart and Mary 
his wife of the 2nd part and Thomas Conway of 
the 3rd part
Indenture of Fine Conway Pltf and Peart and Wife
defs
Deed poll under the hand and Seal of the said 
Thomas Conway
Indenture between the said Thomas Conway of the 
1st part the said Joshua Peart of the 2nd part 
and Philip Burton of the 3rd part
Indenture between the said Philip Buxton of the 
1st part the said Joshua Peart of the 2nd part 
and Catherine Dorothy Bertie of the 3rd part
Indenture of Lease between the said Joshua
Scrope of the one part and the said Josiah Spode 
of the other part
Indenture of Lease and Release the Release bet­
ween Joshua Scrope of the 1st part Thomas Henry 
Someeset Conway of the 2nd part Thomas Bertie and
Catherine Dorothy his Wife of the 3rd part the 
said Josiah Spode of the 4th part the said John 
Hallett of the 5th part and the said Thomas Fen­
ton of the 6th part
Bond of Indemiity from Joshua Scrope to Josiah 
Spode
Deed poll under the hand and seal of the said
T.H.S. Conway
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8th Aiugist 1827
6th & 7th March 1835
23rd June 1834
15th July 1845 
30th October I809
25th December 1847
15th January I848
16th February I848
16th February 1848
4th October 1841 
19th April I845
Attested. Copy Indenture of Lease and Release the 
Release between the said Willism Harnersley of 
the 1st part Hugh Henshall Willismson and Thomas 
Fenton of the 2nd part Mary Spode of the 3^'d part 
John Toiminson of the 4th part and Robert Fenton 
of the 5th part
Indenture of Lease and Release the Release bet­
ween the said Willim Hameesley of the 1st part 
the said Hugh Henshall Williamson and Thomas Fen­
ton of the 2nd part the said Mary Spode of the 
3rd part Williem Taylor Copeland, and John Capper 
of the 5th part
Copy Will of the said Will am Haneesley
Copy probate Will of Elizabeth. Bree
Attested Copy Settlement on the marriage of Mr
George VWtieldon with wife Saba Spode
Attested copy Release of the £10,000 George 
Whheldon Esq and others to the said Williem Taylo: 
Copeland
Declaration of Frederick Wright Toiminson and 
Margaret Toiminson as to identity of Saba WM-eldor 
Conveyance from Mr Aldn. Copeland to The Royal 
College of Surgeons of England
Mr Aldn. Copeland to The Royal College of Surgeone
of England Covernrnt to produce Deed of 25th
December 1847
Certificate of biurial of William Harrison
Certificate of biurrial of Elizabeth Bree
Plan of kr Aldn. Copeland’s premises in Portugal
Street and Lincoln's 1nn Fields
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16th February I848 Thi Royal College of’ Surgeons of England tod
Mr Aldo. Copeland 2 parts of Deed of Covenant 
Abstract of Title of Mr Aldn. Copeland to 
premises io Portugal Street tnd Lincoln's Ioo
Fields
Instructions for Mr Bevii to advise upon Abstract
of Title tnd his Opinion thereon
Fmrthir instructions to Mr Bevie to advise tod
his Opinion Chireon
Further Instructions to Mr Bevii to advise on
Title tod His Opinion thireoo
Eurtiir Instructions to Mr Bevie Co advise upon
Title and His Opinion thereon
Wide Rees Huppery Wide
Io custody of Hone's Bank, Fleet Street.
Package 'E' in Packing Case.
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R.C.S. of E., Item 6, Bundle 'E*
10 July 1754
Will of Thomas Reeve, Justice of Court of Common Pleas
Late wife’s wll left residue (after legacies hereby confirmed) to Dr 
Richard including stock in name of her brother Richard Topham, now
deceased, and the house I live in in New Windsor; as executor of the late 
Richard Topham, the goods in his house in Pescod Street, New Windsor, to 
Lord Sidney Beuclerk; niece Anne Place £100 p.a. for life; niece Olivia
Place £4,000; residue real and personal to nephew Edward Place.
28 Aiugist 1756
Coddcil to wll of Sir Thomas Reeve Kt, now Lord Chief Justice of Court 
of Common Pleas.
Revoking all to nephew Edward Place, instead he to have £160 p.a. for life; 
revoking £4»000 to niece Olivia Place, instead executors to hold £5,000
South Sea Co. anmuity stock for incom to hor, her fatter, brother aid 
sister having no part oO it; al 1 raal estaee (ctegged with eiiluit:Let of
wll and codicil) to friends James Mead (brother of Dr Richard Mead) and 
James Pearse of Exchequer Office as Trustees for Tho^s Reeve, only son of 
late cousin John Reeve of Birmingham, attorney, and his tail male (or his 
daughters equally), with power to settle jointure on any wife of Thomas 
Reeve at £100 p.a. for every £1,000 she brings him, and to mintain Thomas 
Reeve until he is 21; Sarah, sister of Thoms Reeve, £200; Arne, daughter 
of late cousin Francis Reeve, £200; James Mead and James Pearse executors.
51 December 175*
Further codicil; because certain copyhold estates wll go to nephew Edward 
Place as heir at law, revoke his £i60 p.a., substitute £120 p.a.
Will and two codicils ppoved P.CG. 20 Jm-iarry 1736/t hy executors.
(sir Thomas Reeve died 19 January 1736/7) .
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R.C.S. of E., Item 7, Bundle »E». 12 & 15 Oct 1755
Indentures of Lease tod Release between
(1) James Mead
(2) Thlpa,s Reeve
(5) Edmund Browne
(4) John Locke? the moOeicy of messuage copllprny called New Theatre and 
House (lately dressing rooms) adjoining it on the oorth side tod entry way 
from Great Lincoln's Ioo Fields tod sheds &c., morn harticnlao‘ly described 
io Indenture of Lease 5 December I705 between (l) Ahoe Reeve of Kensington, 
widow, Horatio Moore of Plumptoo, Nortleuits., Esq., Thopss Reevi of the 
Inner Temphe, Esq. (li) Willisp Peykethpan of St Bride's, London, gent., 
whereby premises leased to (ii) for term not yit expired, which prdmi.sds 
now occupied by JoHo Rich Esq. as tenant tod assignee; (l) is surviving 
executor of Sir Thomas Reevi who at death iild one moiety of premises; 
pursuant to certain Chancery Orders (l) hiriby cooveys that moiety (inter 
alia) to (3) oo Trustee for (l) & (4), who ari Trusties for (2) for life 
tod his tail pile (etc.).
Extract describing thi premises:
all tilt ooe moiety or half part of all that great messuage or playhouse 
ormm:r0Ly called tie New Theatre together with til tlaC house or tenement 
lately used Oor dressing rooms adjoining on the north slide of the stid great 
messuage or playhouse aod therewith til usually occupied tod enjoyed together 
with the entry way or passage from Great Lincoln's Ino Fields to the said 
messuage or playhouse tod also all those slids or shops rooms coffee houses 
tnd the shed then lately used for t passage into the said playhouse adjoining 
to thi south side of thi great messuage or playhouse ill which premises ire 
situate lying tod beiaa in Little Lincoln’s Ina Fields in thi Parish of St
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Clement Danes in the county of Middlesex all of which said premises are 
more particularly mentioned and described in a certain indenture of lease 
bearing date 5 Dec 1705 . . . between Anne Reeve of Kensington in the county 
of Middlesex widow Horatio Moore of Plumpton in the county of Northampton 
Esq and the said Sir Thomas Reeve by the name of Thomas Reeve of the Inner 
Temple London Esq of the one part and Willism Penkethman of the parish of 
St Brides alias St Bridgets London Gent of the other whereby the said premises 
were demised to the said Williem Penkethman for a term of years therein men­
tioned and not yet expired and which said premises are now in the tenure of 
or occupation of John Rich Esq as tenant and assignee* . . •
R.C.So of E., Item 2, Bundle »E». 50 May 1776
Indenture between
Elizabeth Abrahams alias Meecalfe of Lincoln’s 1nn Fields, spinster (l) 
the executors of John Welchman of Brackley, Northants, gent (2)
Joshua Peart of Lincoln’s 1nn Fields, Esq (5)
Edmund Estcourt of Portugal Street, Esq (4)
Extract
Reciting that by indenture 6 December 1705 between Horatio Moore (i)
Thomas Hiccocks (ii) Horatio Moore sold to Thomas Hiccocks (inter alia) 
his moiety of the messuage therein described for one thousand years, unless 
£1,725 and the interest repaid, which it was not. . . .
that by diverse acts (l) owns half that mooety, John Welchman at his death 
(1775) owned the other half, which his wll dated 26 Aug. 1775 described as 
’his 4th part of the house commonly called Lincoln’s Inn Fields Little Play­
house in Portugal Street’ and left to (2) for sale; (l) has agreed to sell 
her half for £650 to (3) and (2) their half for £630 to (3), who wants the
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freehold, so remainder of 1000 year term is to be assigned to (4) lo
trust for (5); (1) & (2) Hereby convey to (4) their moiety of 'All that
Messuage or Building olmiinly called Lincoln's Ion Fields P1ayhLlnsd situate 
io Portugal Street • • • thdrdtlOloe called Lisle's Tennis ComTC or the 
Theatre or Playhouse in Little Lincoln's Ioo Fields aod thio converted into 
tod used ts a Dwiling house' for remainder of 1000 years; claIaant by (l) 
that she tod her father Henry Abrahams alias MedcalOe sod his uncli Thomas 
Abrahams alias Meicalfe tnd uncli' s wife Miry Had not encumbered except by 
lease 5 November I765 Oor 21 years from St Joey the Baptist 1758 between 
(i) John Looke (isl) Sir Thoips RReve, John Wedchpai and. Elizabeth Abrahams 
alias Meicalfe (iii) JoHo Trotter, George Smith Bradshaw tod Cletrlds Smith. 
Memo on Indintnri says tiat £630 pooaidii. by Anthony Dickens of Lincoln's 
Inn Fields, Esq.; when (5) buys freehold it wll be to hip tod
Dickens as tenants io crPIiOliJ (4) is to hold the 1000 year term Oor these 
two,
R.C.So of E., Item 4> Bundle 'E'. 1 June 1782
Extract of Iadent-ure
Indiot-uri by which Joshua Peart conveys his moiety to John Miler of Cook's 
Comt, Cariy Street, gint, as trustee Oor Joshm Peart; premises defined ts 
Great Messuage formerly Playhouse, called New Theatre, io Portugal Street 
tod house once used for Dressing Rooms, adjoining it oo the north sidi, tod 
'all those buildings or apartments Chiritoflri used as Sheds or Shops or 
Coffee Houses tnd thi Shed thlioetoOooe used for t Passage ioto thi said 
Playhouse adjoining to the South side thereof', in tenure or occupation of 
Joshua Pesart, Edmund Estcomt, Joey Miller, David Pike, John Frnlkes, Hn^ihhry 
Bowles Esq., Messrs Turner & Gallimore china psLonesCcucers, Harris
Chinaman, Willism Garth nphoOsterIr, Trotter upholsterer, ind the
large Cellar under the slid premises aod all baris, ways &c.
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R.C.S. of B., Item 11, Bundle ’E’. 22 & 24 June 1782
and
Item 12, B^^ielh ’E*. 23 & 24 June 1785
Indentures between,
(1) Humphrey Mcuice and Richard Bull
(2) Ann Mria Reeve and Jane Reeve of Hooiiport, Berks., spinsters, 
only surviving;; children of the late Sir Thomas Reeve of New Windsor 
and later Hooliport, Kt, and his wife Jane
(3j Edmund Estcourt
(4) Anthony Dickens
(5) John Miller
(6) Joshua Peart
(7j Dame Jane Reeve, widow of Sir Thomas Reeve and mother of (2);
Sir Thomas Reeve died in 1777 leaving three daughters co-heiresses of whom 
(2) now ooee 21 (the third, OOivia Albinn, dded urnmrried ulieh 22), whh 
are selling their moiety to (6) for £1,400, which he wll borrow from (7), 
while other moiety held by (5) for (6), subject to £700 due to (5) for (4),
is ttsigmhe to (7) as security for the loan: so conveyance to (7) of All
that great Messuage « . . (described as in Item 7) is contracted, with coven­
ants for Fine to (7) &c.
Item 12:
Indenture between (l) to (6) as previous and (7) CapeZ Lofft;
Dame Jane Reeve died in February 1783> intestate, before transactions of 
Item 11 crmpletee; now agreed to compete with (7) as mortgage holder, in 
trust for (2)
This indenture bears the deletion of the earlier reference to the northern
passage way to the theatre but it is not initialled, recitation of former 
description then follows deletion of ’together with the ground heretofore
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used as an entry way or passage from Great Lincoln’s 1nn Fields to the 
said messuage or playhouse' and further describes, ’and now converted 
into dweeiing houses offices warehouses chambers stables and other con­
veniences in the several and respective tenures and occupation of the said
Joshua Peeact Edmund Estcourt and John Miler David Pike John Foulkes
Humpri?ey Bowles Esq Messrs Turner and Gallimore china wnuuacturers ... 
Harris chinaman. Wl.1:^ Garth upholsterer and John Trotter upholsterer and 
their undertenants and also all that large cellar under the said premises 
together with all and singular other buildings. ...
' 1H 
to 
w
to > »■»
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R.C.S of E., Item 17, Brndle 'E’. 25 June 1794
Indenture of Lease between Joshua Scrope on the one pant 
and Josiah Spode of the other part.
This indenture ^^(de the twe^y-fifth day of June in the thirty-fourth year 
of the reign of our sovereign lord George III by the g^ace of God of Great 
Britain and Prance and Ireland king defender of the faith and so forth and 
in the year of our Lord one thousand seven hundred and ninety-four between 
Joshua Scrope of Lincoln's Inn Fields in the county of Middlesex Esquire on 
the one part Josiah Spode of Fore Street in the city of London Staffordshire 
potter of the other part that for and in consideration of the rent and coven­
ants herein after recited and contained and by and on the part of and behalf 
of the said Josiah Spode his executors aeleenistrators assigns to be paid 
kept done and performed by the said Joshua Scrope hath demised leased let 
and to farm let and by these presents doth demise lease let and farm let unto
the said Josiah Spode all that warehouse or tenement and rooms which is or 
are part of a certain capital messuage or building commonly called or known 
by the iaeh of Lincoln's Inn Fields Old Playhouse situate lying and being in 
Portugal Street in the ParStt of St Clement in the said county of
Middlesex as the same late were in the tenure or occupation of Thomas Turner
and Amr ose Gallimore and are now in the tenure or occupation of the said.
Thomas Turner and Shore or one of them as tenants to the said
Joshua Scrope and also all that the coach-house and stables and the rooms 
or place thereto adjoining; on the back or north part thereof formerly used 
as a stable but now used for storing hay and straw (the door at the back or 
north part thereof being intended to be bricked or stopped up as high as the 
windows over the same which windows are to be stopped or fitted up with 
ground glass in order to prevent any insight into the yard and premises of
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the said Joshua Scrope) and also all that long narrow room adjoining to 
the stable of the said Joshua Scrope on the east side thereof late in the 
occupation of Mr John Miler attorney and by him used as a clerks office 
but now in the tenure or occupation of The Society for the 1mprovement of 
Naval Arc hi tec ture together with such part of the cellar now in the occupation 
of Meesrs Stevenson and Company under the premises hereby demised as extend 
eastward as far as a partition wall intended to be budLlt perpendicular to 
and parallel with the eastern boundary or partition of the said long narrow 
room (that part of the cellar on the east side of such intended partition 
wall together with the passage and rooms over the same as high as the roof 
of the said premises as also the private arched wine cellar now in the 
occupation of the said Joshua Scrope under the above mentioned room or 
place on the North part of the said premises now used as a place for storing 
hay and straw being reserved out of their present demise or lease) which said 
warehouse or tenement and premises hereby demised or intended so to be 
abutt towards south on Portugal Street aforesaid and contain on the South 
or front part thereof eighty-nine foot of assize or thereabouts and at the
West end thereof abutting on the premises belonging to John Way Esquire 
contain in depth from South to North forty-seven foot and six inches of 
assize or thereabouts hence turning Eastward on the North side or back 
thereof forty foot of assize thereabouts and abutting on the premises of 
Anthony Dickens Esquire then running northwards five foot and six inches 
of assize or thereabouts then turning Eastward one foot of assize or there­
abouts then running further northward nineteen foot of assize or thereabouts 
and abutting also on the premises of the said Anthony Dickens thence turning
backwards the north twelve foot and three inches of assize or thereabouts
abutting on the premises belonging to the Reverend Doctor Hamiton then
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extending southwards five foot tod six inches Chen returning westward 
fonr foot of assize or thereabouts and then running further southward 
tirie foot of assize or thereabouts thio ounniaa eastward twenty-me fllt
of assize or thereabouts thia further southward nineteen foot and six inches
of assize or thereabouts then further eastward nioitein foot aad six inches
of assize or thereabouts aad they returning southward it thi iastiro ex­
tremity therioO forty-four fooC of assize or thdoiabluts and bluldin ts to 
the several parts last described by the premises belonging to aad now io 
the occupation of the stid Joshm Scoohd ts the same premises thereby deplSdi 
tri now partitOonei oOO aod divided (or set out aod intended so to be from 
the other premises of the said Joshua Scnpi aow adjoining thereunto and 
ari more particularly delineated and described io Chi plan or aronod plot 
thereof drawn in thi mrgio of these presents) together with all ways paths 
passages lights easements waters w.ter courses profits coppditiis tod 
appurtinaoces wlhtsoever io thi stid messuage or tenement rooms and premises 
bIlonaing or in any wise appertaining or there w.th held occupied and 
enjoyed tad so all the fixtures tod things CieoeulyCo belonging more parti­
cularly mentioned sit forth io thi schedule eerduyier written or Hereunto
tonixed save tod except out of this present demise or lease the use of the 
doorway so intended to be bricked up and Che windows over the same intended 
Co bi stopped or fitted up with grluyd glass ts aforestid and the private 
wind cellar now in the occupa-tlon of Chi said Joshua Scropi to Have and to 
hold Che stid warehouse tenement tad rooms tod til thi singular other the 
premises Herein before mentioned intended Co be hireby demised with their 
tad every of Cheir ippurtainaacis unto the said Josiah Splie his executors 
adiPnistrators aod assigns from the twenty-fourth day of June instant 
olpmnly called midsupprs day for and during tnd until the full end aod 
term of Cwenty-oni years from thence next ensuing tnd fully to bi comphete
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and ended yeilding and paying therefore yearly and every year during the 
continuance of this demise unto the said Joshua Scrope his heirs and 
assigns the yearly rent or sum of two hundred and ten louies of lawful 
money of Great Britain by four even and equal quarterly payments at or 
upon the feast days hereinafter mentioned that is to say the feast of St 
Midhael the Archangel the feast of the Birth of our Lord Clhist the feast 
of the ArilnmiCa^irn of the Blessed Virgin Mary and the feast of the Nativity 
of St John the B.ptist in every year during the continuance of the said team 
the first payment thereof to begin and be mde on the feast day of St 
MxcJhael the Archangel now next ensuing and the said Josiah Spode for himself 
his executors ae]eenistratort and assigns doth covenant promi-se and agree to 
and with the said Joshua Scrope his heirs executors adm-nnstrators and 
assigns by these presents in mamer and form following (that is to say) that 
he the said Josiah Spode his executors adLenistrators and assigns shall and 
will during the continuance of this dem-se well and truly pay or cause to 
be paid unto the said Joshua Scrope his heirs and assigns the said yearly 
rent or sum or sum of two hundred and ten pounds on the days and the times 
and in the mamer and form heroin before mentioned for payment thereof accor­
ding to the true intent and meaning of these presents except as herein after 
mentioned and also that he the said Josiah Spode his executors ae]eenistratrrt 
and assigns or some or one of them shall and wll at his or their own support 
uphold and keep the said warehouse tenement rooms and premises the same having 
been first put into good and sufficient repair by the said Joshua Scrope to­
gether with the glass Wme.rwt pavements privys sinks eaves gutters and drains 
belonging to the said premises in by and with all and all manner of needful 
and necessary reparations and a^^ndj^^i^ljs whatsoever when where and often as 
need shall be or occasion require during the continuance of the present
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demise save and except the roof and tilirg of the said premises which is 
to he kept in repair by the said Joshua Scrope and save and except all 
casualties or damages happening by fire tempest or any other unavoidable 
accident and also shall be and wll during the said term keep and maintain 
all the said fixtures and furniture and all other articles and things parti­
cularly mentioned in the schedule hereunder written in good and proper repair 
all just and reasonable wear being allowed and except as before is excepted 
and also that he the said Josiah Spode shall not nor wll during the te3m 
hereby granted permit or suffer the window in that part of the premises which 
was formerly a stable and novr a store house for hay and straw and which said 
window is intended to be stopped up or fitted with ground glass as aforesaid 
to be kept or continue a window whereby the sm.ll yard of the said Joshua 
Scrope may be looked into and aforesaid but shall and wll keep and continue 
the same fitted up with ground glass as afore said and shall not nor wll 
permit the same or any window or aperture to continue whereby the said yard 
of the said Joshua Scrope my be in any maimer overlooked as aforesaid by 
the said Josiah Spode his executors ad!eeniltratr^s or his or their servants 
or assigns the great window on the staircase leading up to the said warehouse 
only excepted and the said warehouse or tenement rooms and premises being so 
well and sufficiently repaired and held supported glazed and amended as afore 
said and the said fixtures and furnitures and all other goods and things 
thereby demised so kept in good and proper repair except as aforesaid that 
the end of the said teim of twenty-one years of the said Joshua Scrope his 
heirs and assigns shall and wll peacefully and quietly leave surrender and 
yeild up except as aforesaid and further that it shall and may be lawful to 
and for the said Joshua Scrope his heirs and assigns and his or their agents 
with workmen or others in his or their comj»ny or comjpnies or without from
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Csme to time tod at all times during" the continuance of this ddP.se it
reasonable times in the day time to enter tad to comd ioto and upon the 
stid dimisid prdPLses or any part thereof Chire to view search aod see the 
state and condition of the reparations of the same and of all defects 
defaults aod wants of reparation thin or tierefouod to give or leave notice 
or warning in writing at or upon the said demised premises to or for the 
said Josiai Spode his executors admPnostrators assigns for repairing or 
-mending the same withlo thi time or spaci of three calendar months next 
aOter every tnd any such notice or warning within which said space or tPd 
of three calendar months next following every or any notice or warning to 
bi givio or left ts aforesaid he tie stid Josiah Spoid his executors admLni- 
strators assigns or some one of them shall and wll well and sufficiently 
repair tod amend any defects defaults tnd wants or reparation accordingly 
except ts before is excepted tnd likewise Chi said Josiah Spode his executors 
adminiiterators assigns shall not or aor wll at toy time or times Hereafter 
during the continuance of the sat id term Hereby granted convert or cause to 
bi converted the front of the said warehouse or tenement rooms aod premises 
next Portugal Street aeordsiid or any part thereof into a slop or shops Oor 
exercising or carrying on any retail trade except that of a potter or china 
man nor deP.se let transfer or assign thi same demised premises or any part 
thereof or any part of thi said term to toy person or persons who shall use 
exercise follow or carry oa thi Cradis of butcher biker slaughter min taHow 
chandler wax chandler medter of taHow soap piker tobacco pipi tobacco
pipe burner sugar baker fislmonger dyer common brewer distiller farrier black­
smith chemist upholsterer undertaker cabinet Piker carpenter vintner victualler 
of toy of them or any other nauseous or offensive trade or business w^htsrdver 
up&n thi said demised premises or any part thereof during thi continuance of 
this lease or term thereby granted nor shall nor wll assign or transfer
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this present indenture or demise or lease and the premises thereby granted 
to any person or persons whommoever without the licence and consent of the 
tase Joshua Scrope his heirs or assigns in writing that purpose first had 
and obtained provided always that if it shall happen the said yearly rent 
and sum of two hundred and ten pounds or any part hhereof shall be eefsmhe 
and unpaid by the space of thirty days next after eihher of the said feast 
or days on which the same ought to be paid as aforesaid iesig lawfully 
■demanded or if the ttsd Josiah Spode his executors admenistrators or assigns 
or any or either of them shall at any time during the continuance of this
demise use or exercise or cause permit or suffer to be used or exercised in
or upon the said hereby demised premises or any part thereof or either of 
the trades arts or occupations winch he and they are in or by these presents 
restrained from shall assign or transfer this present indenture of demise 
or release of the premises thereby granted to any pesom or ptritne omoni- 
tohier without the licence or consent of the said Johhua Scrope his heirs 
assigns afore said then and in either of the said cases it shall and my be 
..awful to and for the saSe Joshua Scr^ope his heirs or assigns into the said 
warehouse or tenement rooms or premises thereby demised or into any part or 
parcel thereof in the name of the whole wholly to re-enter and the same to 
have again retain repossess and enjoy as in his or their first or former
estate and the said Josiah Spode his executors adIaenistratrrt and assigns 
and all other occupiers of the said premises there out and from utterly to 
expell put out and remove anything contained to the contrary thereof in any 
wise notwithstanding and the said Joshua Scrope for himself and his heirs 
executors ae]einistrators and assigns doth covenant promise ana agree to and 
with the said Josiah Spode his executors admeniitratort and assigns by these 
presents that he the said Joshua Scrope and his heirs executors adImnistrators 
or assigns shall and wil and at all times hereafter during the continuance
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of this demise bear sustain pay and discharge the land tax and other taxes 
charges impositions rates and duties whatsoever parochial or otherwise 
which now is or are or shall or may be taxed charged imposed or assessed 
upon the said warehouse or tenement rooms and other the premises aforesaid 
or any part thereof or on the yearly rent hereby recited and that he the 
said Josiah Spode his executors adimnistrators and assigns paying the said 
yearly rent of two hundred and ten pounds except as hereinafter excepted 
and performing all and every the covenants and agreements herein before con­
tained which on his and their part or parts on behalf of or ought to be paid 
done and performed according to the true intent and meaning of these presents 
shall and lawfully may peaceably and quietly have hold and occupy possess 
and enjoy the said warehouse and tenement rooms and other the premises here­
by demised for and during the continuance of this demise without any lawful 
let suit trouble hindrance eviction ejection mooestation interruption or 
denial of or by the said Joshua Scrope his heirs or assigns or of or by any 
other person or persons whoimoever lawfuLly claiming or to claim by from or 
under him them or any of them and lastly it is hereby also declared and agreed 
by and between the said parties to these presents that until the said Josiah 
Spode his executors adimnnitorators and assigns shall be put into possession 
of the cellar underneath the said messuage or tenement and rooms hereby 
demised now in the occupation of the said Messrs Stevenson & Company that he 
the said Joshua Scrope his heirs and assigns shall and wll make an allowance 
or abatement to the said Josiah Spode in or out of the said yearly rent or 
sum of two hundred and ten pounds after the rate of thirty pounds per annum 
and so in proportion for and a greater or less time until possession thereof 
is given to the said Josiah Spode his executors admenistrators and assigns 
according to the true intent and meaning of these presents is witnessed 
whereof the said parties to these presents their hand and seals have hereunto 
set the day and year first above written. .
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The schedule to which thi above written indenture refers
Two pair of stairs
Room lift Hand, a stock lock and key to inside of the door ooi 
bolt aod two bolts to outside
Front room, a large draw back oock to dcoo no key, a latch tod a 
bolt to ditte, a ^clvde set io brickwork
Right hind room, a lock tod kiy Co door; loner room, an iron lock 
aod key Co door, a brass teak ana. key oo ditto
On sp.ll staircase, an iron grate fitted in brickwork
Closet on staircase, a lock and key te door, two shelves fixed 
with brackets
One pair of stairs
Room right hand., a lock and key to a door
a lock tod kiy to door oo ltodi^ng of smll staircase
Smll bedroom, t glass door with bolt, oock and Ic^yr oo small door 
Large , bedroom, a glass doOT with oock and keys te ditte, a double
door with ditto, and iron grate fixed io brickwork 
Front room, an iron grate tiief in brickworko a door with iron lock
aod key a brass knob lateh and Wwo bolts inside of ditto
Ground floor
Kitchen, iron tongs fieed , a draper with Wo o drawers add pootcrd 
four shevves over ditoo
a closit with lock and key and wwo shevves as Or ditte
t closet with lock and key and Wwo shevves 1idid Wwo dosets
over ditto With locks but oo keys, seven shelves fixed 
a dak lined with lead and a shelf over ditto, tod a glass 
door with Crats lock and kiy
Parlour, a grate fixed brass lock and kiy Co door
Passage, a door witi brast lock and kiy a glass door w/LCh cidtto 
Right hand oolm, a glass door with shutter an iron lock odd key to
ditto two bolts to ditto
Street door, a large lock aod key to ditto two bolts ditto and a
brass koocker
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R.C.S. of E., Item 19, Birndle »E* 26 & 27 Feb. 1802
Indentures by which Josiah Spode (now of Fenton, in the parish of Stoke, 
Staffs.) Esq. pays £2,600 (i.e. the £2,100 mortgage to John Darby and a 
further £500 that Scrope (formerly Peart, now of Bath) borrowed from 
John Darby) to buy the freehold of the whole Warehouse (formerly Playhouse) 
premises, including ground used as entry from Great Lincoln's Inn Fields 
but now built upon.
Extract, describing the premises,
all that great messuage or tenement formerly used as a playhouse called 
the New Theatre situate in Portugal Street Lincoln’s Inn Fields in the 
county of Middlesex now in the occupation of Josiah Spode or his under­
tenants or assigns and all that assuage or tenement heretofore used as 
dressing rooms adjoining to the north side of the said great messuage or 
playhouse and therewith usually occupied and enjoyed together with the 
ground heretofore used as an entry wy or passage from Great Lincoln’s Inn 
Fields to the said great messuage or playhouse but now built upon and also 
all those buildings rooms and apartments formerly used as sheds or shops 
or coffee houses and the shed heretofore used for a passage into the said 
playhouse adjoining to the south side thereof all which said premises are 
situate lying and being in Little Lincoln's Inn Fields in Portugal Street 
aforesaid and have been some time since converted into and used as eweelsia"
houses offices warehouses chambers stables and other conveniences and were
in the year 1782 in the several and respective occupations of Joshua Scrope 
Edmund Estcoiurt John Miller and David Pike John FowLkes Hummin^ey Bowles Esq 
Messrs Turner and Gall-ieore . . „ . o . together with all singular other
buildings chambers rooms warehouses shops cellars grounds yards ways
passages . «
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R.C.S. of E., Item 28, Bundle »E’ 25 May 1795
^denture of leases Joshua Soupe (formerly Peart) leases to Josiah 
Spode this house (No. 57 Portugal Row) and the ’Coachhouse and stable 
and the several rooms there adjoining or belonging on the back or south 
part (of it) abutting on Portugal Street . » • being part of wlhit was 
usually called the Old Play House’, late occupied by Scrope, which, with 
the other premises leased by Soupe to Spode 25 June 1794 comppieed the 
whole premises belonging to Scrope and the cellar under premises and all 
ways etc.
R.C.So of E., 1tem 29, Bundle ’E’ 24 & 25 March 1802
Spode pays off the mortgage (items 26 & 27 in Schedule) on No. 57 Lincoln’s 
1nn Fields (as he had done on Warehouse in 1tem 19, above, so now owns 
both properties together).
R.C.S, of E., 1tem 40» Bundle *E* 16 February 1848
Conveyance from Mr Aid W.T. Copeland to College of Surgeons of
England
Extract
Property described as follows,
All that freehold messuage dweeiing house or tenement situate in Portugal 
Row being on the south side of Lincoln’s 1mn Fields in the parish of St Giles 
in the county of Middlesex and No. 37 together with the court or area in 
front the said dweeH-ing house formerly in the tenure or occupation of Joshua 
Scrope since of Josiah Spode or Wi.1^ Spode his son aftewards the said 
Josiah Spode senior and now in the tenure or occupation of the said William 
Taylor Copeland and also all those warehouses buildings chambers and offices 
in the rear of the said messuages or dweeiing house and fronting Portugal
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Street bdlng partly io the parish of St Gilds and partly io Che parish of 
St Clement Danes in the county of Middlesex . • . used as thohs ind ware­
houses for the sale of chini etc. • . o and successively occupied by the 
dethJicCivi firms of Spoie and Copeland Shode Copeland ind Soo and Sprie 
and William Taylor Copeland together witi thi stable sod out '1x11.10^ aod 
all other conveniences and ahpur.'tinancdt to the slid list mentioned pdemitdt 
beloo^^log all which said messuage buildings premises lastly hereinbefore 
described ioi parts thereof were formerly nsei as a p1sr/hlntd called the 
New Theatre with dressing rooms coffee housi aad other buildings thereto 
appertaining and formerly korno aod described as all tilt g^iat messuage
or tenement used as the New Theatre ind all tiii house or tenement hereto­
fore used for dressing rooms adjoining to the north side of Chi said g^eat 
messuage or playhouse ind therewith usually occupied and enjoyed together 
with Chi gdouai heretofore used as an entry way or passagd from Gxea’t 
Lincoln’s Ioo Fid Ids to the slid messuage or playhouse Cut ouw buili upoo 
and also all those buildings rooms aod ahhartments formerly used as theit 
or shops or coOfie houses aod the shed heretoem used as a hatsaad into 
the slid ‘pliyhonse adjoining Co Che south side thereof all welch said 
premises situate lying and beiag io Little Lincoln's Ioo Fields io Portugal
Street afrrdtaid aod Have been nme time since converted into and used is
dwed1.iaa houses offices warehouses clambers stables aod other clovenidocet
and were ia the year 1782 in the several and respective tenures aad lccn- 
hatioot of Joshni Scrohd etc. . . „
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Garrick Club, 'Playhouses, theatres and other places of public Am^^iMe^^ 
in London etc.,’ Vol. II, p. 90 and p, 90vo
MS. Description of the Dune’s Theatre, Portugal Row, Lincoln’s Inn Fields, 
1757
This theatre which had, except for a few private plays been neglected from 
the time the building of Covent Garden was still inhabited by a man and his 
wife who were we presume placed there to prevent dilapidations and trespasses, 
the mai was a carpenter who occasionaLly had his work bench upon the stage 
and the mn used to dry her linen in the clouds: at the period we are 
speaking of, a period which we well remember, the interior of the house had 
suffered but little from the lapse of years in crmpl^itrn to what might have 
been expected. The stage was in its whole length and extent tolerably per­
fect, the traps w^TuLd still operate. Some of the w.igt were standing and 
one of the doors; the stage boxes were still to be seen, the flys were 
tolerably perfect, and even the thunder trunk, although probably broken in 
consequence of elementary concussions (which it had long endured) might be 
traced. The orchestra was except to seats perfect and many of the spikes 
which separated it from the stage were remaining. The benches of the pit
had been removed, the front and ^^6 boxes seemed to have suffered more 
than any other part of the house, they were indeed filled with lumber con­
sisting of old scenery, planks etc* The first and second galleries both 
of which were by the bye most admirably calculated to comm-nd a view of 
the stage were (except that mny of their
90v. benches had been removed) in a tolerable state in fact as far as we 
can recollect from the ge:n<2;3ral appearance of this theatre it seemed exactly 
in the state that it might have been supposed to have been in after a com­
plete riot or as we now say a ’row’, tho' we must observe that it was not 
near so much deranged as Covent Garden after the half-price de praetors had
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exerted their rage upon its beautiful interior, or as we have heard, that 
Drury Lane exhibited after the riot occasioned by the French dancers* 1n
the theatre in Lincoln’s 1nn Fields at the tmie the green room and dressing
rooms were still to be seen and another winch was we think called the mtted 
room [it] apart we believe for the reception of figure dancers, pantr- 
mum-sts etc. These rooms served as habitations for its few inmates. 1n
size altln’ it is difficult to judge of an empty theatre it did not seem 
larger than the present in the Haymarket but it was biu.lt upon the plan of 
Old Drury so much commended by Cibber that is to say that the stage stretched 
itself to nearly to the centre of the house greatly to the diminution of the 
pit but still more to the advantage of the audience and the actors.
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Nottingham University Library
Portland (Holies) ME. Pw 2.571, fo64» VanbbuggiSuSbcrkbers' Covenant
We whose Names are underwrit ten, do Promise to pay One hundred G■lSLneae 
each, towards the building a New Theatre in or near the HadMaket, at 
four eqiuJLl Paymen.is. Vizt: The first, upon the Signing the Lease
for the Ground; The Second, when the WaRs are Twenty Feet high; The 
Third, when they are carryed up to the Roof, and the Fo-tuTth, when the 
Building is Covee’d. And we do consent and Agree, Ttat if any One of 
us, Stall fail to mke the said Payments accordingly (or at farthest, 
within three months after the time meMim'd) He stall lose his Claim 
of Seeing all Plays and Operas Gratis & winch by an 1nst:umt: deliver'd 
to him by the Undertaker, he is Otherwise entitl'd to.
So]eesset, Devonihire, Richmond, Nesrcarele, Lindsey, Bolton, Carlisle, 
Darwennwwaer, Kent, Cholmonderey, Bedford, Halifax, Essex, P. Bertie, 
Manchester, Edw. Coke, Kingston, Grafton, Comnrallis, Edmd Dunch, Harvey, 
H^.rtingtln, Conwy, T/tarton, Abingdon, Ormond, ^^^^0^ Kildare,
Edm. Denton.
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BL Cavendish Loan MS 29/257 f, 7,
Article of Agreement, Vanbrugh & Duke of Newcastle.
Whereas I John Vanbrugh of Whitehall in the County of Middlesex Gent*
have purchased a certain piece or parcel of ground in the Parish of St
James's Westminster with intent upon the said ground to Erect and Build
a Theatre; And whereas . . . His Grace John Duke of Newcastle* . • •
hath agreed and subscribed to the payment of one hundred guineas to me
the said John Vanbrugh towards the building thereof, In consideration of
which said hundred guineas He the said ... Duke of Newcastle* ... is
entitled to ye liberty of the House when built (Tor himself only) to see
all Plays and Operas gratis, that shall be performed on the account of
the Company of Players or Musicians who shall rent it of the Undertaker
or his assignso
And it is also agreed upon the aforesaid condition of one hundred
guineas, paid to me the said John Vanbrugh, That the said House shall be
applyed to any particular use of Entertainment by Musiok or otherwise, for
the space of ten days each year, to be disposed of as by the Majority of
the Subscribers (or any number appointed by that majority) shall be direc­
ted. Notice being given to me the said John Vanbrugh or my assigns ten
days before they shall have occasion for the said Theatre. In pursuance
of which said Agreement and condition I the said John Vanbrugh do for my­
self my Executors Administrators and assigns promis and agree to and with
the said . . . John Duke of Newcastle* • • • That I will not let or demise
the said Theatre to any person or persons whatsoever wth out reserving to
the said • . . John Duke of Newcastle* . . . The liberty of seeing plays
and operas gratis as above mentioned, and the aforesaid liberty to the
subscribers or the Majority of them, of the ten days use each year of the
said theatre
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And for the True performance of all the covenants herein contained 
on my part I doe hereby bond mt® If my heirs Executors and Adeenistratrrt 
to the said ... John Duke of Newlattle•* . . » in the penal sum of Two 
hundred pounds In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal 
the • • • Eighth* • . • day of . . . May* ... in ye third, year of the 
Reign of our Sovereign Lady Anne by the Grace of God of England, Scotland
and France Ireland Queen defender of the Faith Anno Dom 170
Sealed and delivered, (this paper being 
stamped with two sixpenny stamps) in 
the presence of........................ ....
John Vanbrugfc 
(signature)
John Tidoombe ) (s- y ) (Signatures)
Willm Congreve)
BL Cavendish Loan, MS 29/257 f* 71 verso,
May the 9th 1704, Rec’d Five and Twenty Guineas for the first Payment 
of the within meniion,e Subscription
Pd
John Vanbrugh.
(Signature)
Note.
The article is witten in a clerk’s hand but the particulars 
added and marked here by an asterisk are in another ttid which
I suggest is that of Vanbrugh. The verso note is also in
Vanbbugh’s hand.
f. 72v.
Mr Vanbrook's Article Whereby he grants My Lord Duke of 
Newlaatle diverse privileges in the intended Theatre to 
be built in the EEtreeaket -
In Consideration of 100 Guineas
155.
Queen1 s . Theatre in the Haymmaket
A Short Biographical Account of the Subscribers named in the Covenant.
Abingdon, 1670-1743»
Bertie, James; 3rd Earl of Abingdon; Privy Counciilor,
1702-5; Constable of the Tower of London; all offices taken 
from him in 1705, re-instated 17IO.
Bedford, 16 SO-1 711;
Russell, Wriothesley; 2nd Duke of Bedford, succeeded 17OO;
1695 mide the Grand Tour after mrriage, income from the 
Drury Lane Theatre ground rent, £80 p.a,
Bertie, 1665-17 H;
Peregrine, son of Robert, 3r^ Earl of Lindsey; brother to 
4th Earl infra; Vice-Ch^bbrl^:in; ‘Vice* in the Vanbrugh 
correspondence; probably the treasurer to the subscribers;
P.C.
Bolton, 1661-1722;
Paulet, Charles; 2nd Luke of Bolton; succeeded to title 
1699» P»C.; Lord of the Household to Queen Mry,
1692; Vice-Admiral of Hunpshhre; Lord Justice of 1reland; P.C., 
Queen Anne ; Vice-A(d^pral, Lord Lieut, of Dorset and Southampton^
Carlisle, 1674-1738;
Howard, Clhrles; 3rd Earl of Carlisle, succeeded in 1692;
Earl Maaslhll of England, 17Ol-l7O6; P.C., 1701; 1st Lord 
of the Treasury, Dec 17O1 to May 1702; magnate and politician.
Brother-in-law to Essex infra, married Arne, daughter of Arthur 
Capel, 1st Earl of Essex. Vanbrugh began Castle Howard in 17OO.
Member of the Kit-Cat dub
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Choimondiey, 1665-1725;
Hugh, Viscount Choimondiey of Kells, 16S1; Baron Choimondiey 
of Nantwich, 1689: Viscount ^22^^ and Earl Cholmonddey, 1705: 
P.C., 1705; Comptrrner of the Queen's Household, 17O8; 1713
removed from offices, George I re-instated him. Vanbrugh 
involved in building Choimondiey House.
Coke, 1677-1707:
Edward, of Eolkham: father to the 1st Earl of Leicester.
Conway, 1679-1732:
Seymo^sr-Crnway, Edward: 2nd son of Sir Edward Seymour Bt:
Earl of Conway, 1685: took the nrms of Conway after Seymoour, 
created Bi iron Conway of Ragley, 17 March 1705, created Baron
Conway of Killultagh, 2S June 1705°
Cornwwllie, 1674-1722:
Charles, 4th Baron Corm/rallis of Eye, 1698: Lord Lieut, of 
Suffolk, 1689-1703: IMP.: politician: CoImeseione^ of 
Greenwich Holertal: Memmer of the Kit-Cat Club.
Darwennwaaer, 1670-1705:
Raddliffe, Francis: styled Viscount Rddciffe, 16SS-1697: 
succeeded 2nd Earl of Darweniwarer, 1697: mnrried IvMtry Tudor, 
daughter of Clhrles 11 and Mary Davis, actress.
D^i^iion,
Edmund, 1st Hronet: M.P. for Buckinghams toLr’ 17Ol.
Devonihire, 1641-1707:
Cavendish, Williem: succeeded 4th Earl of Devonihirs, 16S4: 
created Marquess of Hartington, 1694: Duke of Devonihire,
1694: maghte and politician; tou.lt Cliabeaorti decorated by 
Thomhhll: wife daughter of James, Duke of Ormond.
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Druich, 1657-1719;
Edmund, descendant of Oliver Cromwell, Master of the Royal 
Household under Queen Anne snd George I, politician. Kit-Cat
dub Member.
Essex, 167O-171O;
Capel, Algernon;
of England, 1705;
Earl of Portland.
2nd Earl of Essex, 1685; Deputy Earl ftM.aslhi,ll 
Soldier; wife, Anne, eldest daughter of the
Kit-Cat dub Member.
Grafton, 1683-1757;
Pitzroy, Charles; 2nd Duke of Grafton; grandson of Clhrles 11 
by Duchess of develand; succeeded Duke of Grafton, 9 Oct 169O; 
Captain of Troop of Horse, 1705; married Isabella, 1st daughter 
of the Earl of Arlington; went to Italy 17OO; returned 1704; 
Lord Lieut, of Suffolk, 1705. Member of the Kit-Cat dub.
Hlifax, 1661-1715;
Montague, Charles; 1st Earl of Hlifax; created Baron Halifax 
15 Dec 17OO; 1st Lord of the Treasury, 1697-1699; 1695-1698, 
President of the Royal Society; Cc^imm3si(^i^c^;r of Greenwich 
Hospital; financier and politician; patron of Congreve,
Addison and Prior. Kit-Gat-Club Membbr.
Hartington, 1675—1-72^^5
Cavendish, Y/illiam; styled Lord Cavendish, 1684-1694; 
Marquess of Hartington, 1694-1707; succeeded 2nd Duke of 
Devonshire, 1707; MP. Member of the Kit-Cat dub.
Hervey, 1666-1751;
Hervey, John; Baron Hervey of 1ckeorth, 1704; 1st Earl of
Bristol, 1714; held shares in Dorset Garden Theatre.
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1664-1740;
de Grey, Henry; succeeded to 11th Earl of Kent, 1702;
Lord Grey of Ruthyn, 1664-1702. Lord C^hLmPerlain of the 
Household, 1704-171O; Duke of Kent, 171O; brother-in-law,
Bentinck in 1729o
Kildare, 1661-17O7;
John, 18th Earl of Kildare, 1rish Peer; Protestant lived
in England near Oxford,
Kingston, 1665-1726;
Pierpont, Evelyn; succeeded to title 5th. Earl of Kingston,
169O; created Marquess of Dorchester, 1706; Duke of Kingston, 
1715; m-gnate and politician; mraried 5th daughter of Portland, 
1714; daughter, ^dy Mary Pierpont later Lady M.ry WorHey 
Monnague. Memmer of the Kit-Cat dub.
Lindsey, 166O-l725;
Bertie, Robert; succeeded to title 4th Earl of Lindsey, 8 My 
1701; succeeded Lord Willoughby de Eresby, 1666-17Ol; Marquess 
of Lindsey, 1706; Duke Ancaster and Kesteven, 1714» Lord Great 
Chh.mPerlain of England; P.C.; F.R.S.; Coim^^ss^^i^er for 
Greenwich Hosstital; Vanbrugh and Thorrnh.ll at Grimsthorpe, 1723; 
note in ThomCh.ll Sketchbook, p. 63 recto, could relate to work 
done in Lindsey House, Lincoln’s 1nn Fields, c, 17040
IMndiester, 1662-1722;
Moortague, Claries; 1st Duke of Mnnhhsser, 1719; styled 
Viscount Maner-vvll-e, 1671-1683; succeeded to title 4th Earl 
of MnchheSer, 1683-1719; P.C., 1693-1702; m^/gn^-te and diplomat, 
Vienna 1697-1698, Paris 1701, Venice 17O6-17O8. introduced 
Pellegrini and Mrco Ricci, Vanbrugh rebuilt Kimbooton. Mernmer 
of the Kit-Cat Club.
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Newaarele, 1665-17 H?
Holies, John: Earl of dare and Baron Houghton, 1666-1689: 
created Marquess of dare and Duks of Newalrele, 1692 :
Co]mlbseeoner for Greenwich Hoppia!: Lord Keeper of the 
Privy Seal, 1705: P.C.: family oened site of the Gibbons’
Tennis Ccout and the later Vere St. Theatre. Vanbrugh biu-lt
Nottingham Castle.
Ormond, 1665-1745?
Butler, James: 2nd Luke of Ormond, soldier; Governor Gen. 
of 1 s'eland, 1705 .
Richmond, 1672-1723:
Lennox, Clhrlss: 1st Duke of Richmond and Lennox: son of 
Cherles 11 and Louise de Kerouunie, (Duchess of Portsmouth): 
created Duke of Richmond, 9 Aug 1675: Duce of Lennox, Sept.
1675? Lord of the Bedchamber to George 1; inherited Kildare's 
land in 1707. Meimer of the Kit-Cat dub.
So]eerret, 1662-1748:
Seymoour, Chi.rlee: 6th Duks of Soimrset, 1679: C]h,nnlellr of 
ths University of Caimridge, 1689: Speaker of the House of 
Lords, 1690: Colmleseioner of Greenwich Hoopptal, 1695: Lord 
President of the Co^uill, 1702: Meter of Horss, 1702-1712.
Meimer of the Kit-Cat dub.
Whaton, 1648-1716:
Whhaton, Thomas: 1st MM.rquess: styled Hon. Thomis Whhaton Esq.,
1658-1689: succeeded to title 5th Baron Whiaton, 1696: Connrollsr 
of the Household, 1689-1702} CoIlmeseioner of Greenwich Hoopptalj 
politician. Meimer of the Kit-Cat dub.
vrooreeock, 1681-1726:
Bentinck, William Henry: styled Viscount Wooretock, 1689-1709: 
father was the Earl of Portland.
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P.R.O., LC 5/154, Po 55. 14 Dec 1704.
Anne R. Licence for a New Company of Comedians.
Whereas We have thought fitt for the better reforming the Abuses, and
Immorality of the Stage That a New Company of Comedians should be
Establish'd for our Service, under stricter Government and Regulation
than have been formerly
We therefore reposing especiall trust, and confidence in Our Trusty
and Wellbeloved John Vanbrugh and Willm Congreve Esqrs for the due
Execution, and Performance of this our V/ill and Pleasure, do Give and
Grant unto them the said John Vanbrugh, and Willm. Congreve full power
and Authority to form, constitute, and Establish for Us, a Company of
Comedians with full and free Licence to Act and Represent in any Con­
venient Place, during Our Pleasure all Comedies, Tragedys Plays,
Interludes Operas, and to perform all other Theatrical and Musical
Entertainments whatsoever and to settle such Rules and Orders for the
good Government of the said Company, as the Chamberlain of our Household
shall from time to time direct and approve of Given at our Court at St.
James this 14th day of December in the third year of Our Reign.
By her Maaestys Cornb^nd
Kent
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P.R.O., L.C.C.R.O. E/WOO/1 4 Aug 1705
Woolley to Vanbrugh
lo Francis Woolley, citizen and glover.
2. Wiiliam Woolley, citizen and haberdasher.
3. John Vanbrooke alias Vanbrugh of City of Westminster Esq.
4. Nicholas Hawksmore of Kensington, gent.
Reciting, 1. Lease of 21 June I69O by Edward Wayne, gent*, to Gervas Turner
coachman ... of a parcel 34’6" in front tovords the Haymarket east and
40’0" backwards towards the great coach house ... Market Lane south
adjoining a tenement lately built by Hugh Marchant west and to the White
Horse north being in a place called Phoenix Yard in the Haymarket in the
parish of St. James Westminster (with other premises) ... for a term of 
22 years as frorn nexe feaet of t ht na-fcivihy of John the Baptist
2. Assignment of 24 June 692e be Turnee oe Johe rrete apothecary 
of above premises with t he 1 iberty to eerot aan buiidings eet. dig vaults
etc. . . o
3. Lease of 28 June 1692 by William Woolley to John Brett the
above parcel with buildings erected or to be erected ... to hold from the
feast of the nativity of John the Baptist for 27 years at £24 p.a, rent.
4. Assignment of 25 Dec 1692 by John Brett to Gervas Turner the
two above leases and the messuages and eennements therein and those 3 new
erected houses lately built by John Brett on the premises.
5. Assignment of 30 Apr 1694 by Gervas Turner to Thomas Saunders
citizen and dyer the said lease and assignment of the messuages and buildings
thereby let also the 3 new erected messuages subject to condition for making
void the same on payment of £316. 10s 0. at certain times long since past
by which the mortgage becomes absolute
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6. Assignment JO Apr 1695 between (l) Turner, (2) Saunders,
(5) Wm and Francis Woolley, whereby the above lease, buildings etc,
were transferred to Francis Woolley
Now, in consideration of 5s to Francis Woolley from Hawkesmore the
former with the consent of William Woolley and at the nomination of John
Vanbrooke assigned to Hawkesmore all the above parcel and messuages for
the residue of the terms above . . . in trust for John Vanbrooke and
subject to rents acts etc, reserved in the indenture of even date made
between (l) Adam Woolley, (2) Wm Woolley, (5) John Vanbrooke & Carleton
Vanbrooke alias Vanbrugh,
Signed, Francis Woolley, William Woolley, John Vanbrooke,
Witnesses, Thomas Prince, Daniel Hall and W. Williams,
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C6/338/78 14 Aug 1703
Vanbrugh v. Holford
Vanbrugh Bill of Complaint.
Vanbrook or Vanbrugh having a design to erect a fabrick or building on the
ground called Phoenix Yard in the Haymarket in the parish of St James did
enter into a treaty with William Y/oolley, citizen and haberdasher for the
purchasing his interest in the said yard but your orator perceiving that the
said yard was not large enough for the buildings which your orator intended
to erect upon the same yard, and being informed that Thomas Holford citizen
and baker of London was possessed of an interest in for a long term of years
of certain houses buildings and grounds lieing between the said yard called
Phoenix Yard and the Haymarket part of the said houses buildings and grounds
of the said Thomas Holford being in the possession of ........ Brownn at the
yearly rent of £46 other part thereof in the possession of Vanskewes at the
yearly rent of £28 other part in the possession of Peter Duffey at the yearly
rent of £18 another part in the possession of Mrs Sells at £14 and another 
part ..... Brundy at the yearly rent of £14. All the said houses and 
buildings belonging to Thomas Holford being old and ruinous and in great decay
and not likely to stand any long time and Vanbrugh being informed that Holford
was assigning over or selling his interest in his said houses buildings and
ground at a yearly rent and. finding that the said ground was very convenient
for the design Vanbrugh in or about the month of May last past entered into a
treaty with Holford for taking an assignment or purchasing a lease of Holford's
interest the same promised at a certain rent and did deffer entering into any
agreement with William Wnolley for his interest in the ground called Phoenix
Yard until Vanbrugh should come to a perfect agreement with Thomas Holford for
his interest in the intended building upon the same whereupon Vanbrugh after
some time spent in a treaty between Vanbrugh and Thomas Holford (at which
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treaty Mr John Mould attorney at law being agent for Thomas Holford was
generally present did come at length to a full and complete agreement with
Thomas Holford concerning the said ground which agreement was reduced into
writing and was drawn by Thomas Holford’s own attorney he being entrusted
by Vanbrugh to draw the same and the said writing when drawn was signed by
both Holford and Vanbrugh and does consist of the words or to the effect here­
inafter mentioned to wit: that ... ». Mr Holford demise the premises to Mr
Vanbrooke for all his term except a month at £80 per annum That Mr Vanbrooke
give security for payment of £200 at the end of three years in case Mr Van­
brooke do not obtain a concurrent lease to make up Mr Holford’s term 99 years
that Mr Holford receive the quarters rent due at Midsummer next that Mr Van­
brooke get the tenants out at his costs Mr Holford doing his best assistance
towards it and allow towards it £10 out of arrears of rent of the four houses
that Mr Browne the present tenant may be made privy to this agreement that
hereby he may have more pretence on Thomas Holford but that matters may be
settled between Mr Vanbrooke and Browne and his lease be delivered up to Mr
Holford to be cancelled . . . . . 7th June 1703 witnessed John Mould as by
the said agreement now in Mr Vanbrook’s custody and to which Vanbrugh for
greater certainty doth in every respect refer himself may more fully and at
large appear and Vanbrugh further dependent upon the said Holfords perfor­
mance of this agreement so made by him with Vanbrugh and having no reason in
the least to suspect his compliance with Vanbrugh did thereupon proceed in his
treaty with William Woolley and others for the purchase of the said ground
and buildings called the Phoenix Yard and did at length come to full agreement
concerning the same and accordingly for and in consideration of £700 paid down
by Vanbrugh in manner following £600 part thereof unto William V/oolley and of
the yearly rent of £50 to be payable yearly out of the same premises by
Vanbrugh unto or in trust for the said William Woolley and to the said William
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Woolley and others interested in the said yard called Phoenix Did by good
covenants and assurances in the law convey over the same unto Vanbrugh as
by the conveyance now in Vanbrugh's custody may more fully and at large
appear and £100 residue of the said £700 Vanbrugh did truly and bona fide
pay unto Browne being an under tenant of part of OOo same premises in Phoenix
Yard for his surrendering unto Vanbrugh of an under lease so made to him of
the same premises which surrender was accordingly made and executed by the
said Brov/ie unto Vanbrugh Whereupon Vanbrugh having obtained such conveyances
of the said Phoenix Yard from William ’Woolley as aforesaid and the said
Thomas Holford having brought or caused to be brought before Vanbrughs council
the writing related to the title of the ground houses buildings standing and
being betwix the said Phoenix Yard and the Haymarket and which were agreed
to be demised to the said Vanbrugh by Thomas Holford Vanbrugh having been at
the charge of procuring draughts to be drawn by Vanbrugh's counsel for the
demising and conveying unto Vanbrugh the said ground houses and premises
included in the above written agreement (all which was done by the appro­
bation and direction of Thomas Holford who from time to time did desire and
direct that the draughts should be expedited He Thomas Holford and his son
and also his attorney often coming to Vanbrugh's counsel to give instructions
concerning the said draughts and often desiring that the same might be has­
tened) Vanbrugh had no reason to doubt but the said Holford would have long
before this time performed his contract so made by him with Vanbrugh But now
so it may please your Lordship that Thomas HJlOoed combining and confederating
himself together with diverse other persons as yet unknown unto Vanbrugh whose
names once known may be made defendants in a Bill aptly worded charging them
all for endeavouring to deprive and defeat Vanbrugh of his benefit of contract
and agreement so made by him. as aforesaid. He the aforesaid Thomas Holford
having by some measures or other gained some information that the said written
agreement was not delivered into Vanbrugh's hands or that the same was lost or
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mislaid and that it could not be produced in evidence by Vanbrugh against
him and having likewise discovered that Vanbrugh had bought in William
Woolley's interests in the yard and that Vanbrugh had paid his purchase
money from the same and likewise that such Vanbrugh purchase of the said
premises called Phoenix Yard would be entirely useless unto Vanbrugh and
altogether ineffectual for the carrying on of Vanbrugh's intended building
unless Thomas Holford would make such leases or conveyances unto Vanbrugh
of the said ground houses buildings situated between Phoenix Yard and Hay­
market pursuant to his said agreements He the Thomas Holford out of a design
and of an interest unjust and oppressive advantages of Vanbrugh as well as
the supposed loss of the said written agreement as also of Vanbrugh's honesty
of taking the said lease for the said Thomas Holford doth now refuse to stand
to his said agreement with Vanbrugh He Thomas Holford sometimes pretending
that he never made any such agreement as aforesaid with Vanbrugh and at other
times insisting that in case Thomas Holford hath made any such agreement with
Vanbrugh yet he is not bound thereby and doth absolutely refuse to perform
the same unless Vanbrugh will pay some extravagant and unreasonable sum or
sums unto the said Holford as a reward for his doing of that which he hath
by writing under his own already obliged himself to perform. By which unjust
dealings of the kind Thomas Holford Vanbrugh hath not only been prevented
beginning his building upon the premises this season and by that means has
lost one years rent of his said intended building which Vanbrugh doubts not
to prove but according to moderate computation will amount to the sum of
£1000 but Vanbrugh hath likewise left upon his hand a great purchase of
several old and rotten buildings being the said premises called the Phoenix
Yard aforesaid without knowing how to turn them to any advantage and at the
same time Vanbrugh is to continue liable to pay a considerable ground rent
for the same unto or in trust for the said William Y/oolley so that Vanbrugh
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hath been put to very great damages by reason of the said Holford’s non
performance of his said agreement and those damages will from time to time
be increased by how much longer the said Holford doth defer the execution
of a lease unto Vanbrugh pursuant to the agreement intended consideration
of the premises and for that Vanbrugh witnesses who could prove the truth
of all and singular the premises are either dead or beyond the seas or in
places so remote or unknown unto Vanbrugh so that Vanbrugh hath no means
to discover the truth of all and singular the premises without the corporal
oath of the said Thomas Holford and others the confederates whom discovered
and for that Vanbrugh hath no means otherwise than in a court of Equity to
compel a specific performance of the said agreement so made by Thomas Holford
and Vanbrugh and for that his premises consist entirely in matters of fraud
and oppression and are therefore properly shown and relievable in a court
of Equity to the end therefore that Thomas Holford and other confederates
when discovered may true and perfect answer make to all and singular the
premises and that as fully and. particularly as if the same were again repor­
ted and particularly interrogated is the prayer of Vanbrugh . • .
[He then proceeds to set out all the above points but in reverse order in
the form of an interrogation] . . o
Peer viiliams 
11th Aug 1703
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13 Oct 1703
Vanbrugh v. Holford
Hofor'd. Answer
He and his trustee Wm Hunt are possessed of the said, premises for a term
of years under leases held by Mr Browne £46 p.a. Mu Vanskews £27. 10. 0. p.a.
Mu Duffey £17. 10. 0. p.a. Mrs Sells £13. 10. 0. and Mr Brundy £14. 0O 0.
four messuages and a stable in Haymarket Street. Wm Woolley tenants late
in tenure, Martin Fogg Wm Jackson Ric. Turlington and Thos Grounds and so
much of 8^' ground which lies before the excepted premises next the Haymarket.
Agreed that Thomas Holford should lease premises to John Vanbrugh at £80 p.a.
John Vanbrugh to obtain a Ourehre lease of the premises from the ground land
lord, Lord St. Albans of the Crown, to Thomas Holford from the expiry of
Thomas Holford's present term to make up the term of 99 years or in default
of obtaining same within three years he was to pay Thomas Holford £200.
Thomas Holford ready to perform his covenant if John Vanbrugh gives security
for payment of £200 and also wants insertion in the lease of covenant that
John Vanbrugh shall keep premises 'in eentntable repair'.
Thomas Holford denies that the houses are ruinous and asserts that several
have been new built within the last 12 or 14 years.
Thomas Holford claims that John Vanbrugh by his own showing possesses the
agreement in despite of denial refusing to perform the agreement unless for
a large sum of money Thomas Holford has interest in the said premises in the
name of his trustee William Hunt the residue of 22 years from Michaelmas 169O
and in his own name the residue of 29 years from Michaelmas 1691 also an
entail future term of 20 years from Michaelmas 172O.
John Vanbrugh has told Thomas Holford that his brother, John Vanbrugh's,
would be security with him for the £200 but has not asked his brother to do
so and Thomas Holford would not accept his brother as security if offered
’being informed that the plaintifs said brother was a single man and noe
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house keeper and. no more than a lodger’. Furthermore John Vanbrugh ’hath
lately informed this defendant that he intended to pull down a great part
of this defendant’s buildings and houses and to convert the same into a
part of a playhouse and thereby alter the nature and estate and buildings
which this defendant is advised ought not to be done’•
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C10/507/78 21 June 1704
Petition of Thomas Holford. and Wm Hunt (Abstract)
Recites indenture of 1 Nov 1684 describing four messuages in the Haymarket
with a door leading out of one of the messuages into the Phoenix Yard with
liberty to put dust and ashes from the same 'upon a certain dunghill in the
said Phoenix Yard’, and access through a passage between the said yard and
Market Lane for residue of term of 29 and 20 years. On 10 Aug 1696 the same
were assigned to the petitioner in trust for Thomas Holford by the said Hugh
Merchant and Wickham (who had built the houses) at that time one of the
messuages held together with the stable and known as Phoenix Inn the occupants
of the said Inn always enjoyed the use of the said yard in common with the
occupants of other messuages, also of the dunghill, pond, pump, house of
office in the same. The Phoenix Yard has lately been granted or assigned to
John Vanbrook alias Vanbrugh, now the said John Vanbrugh confederating with
Thos Yeomans and Richard Billingshurst totally deprive Holford and his tenants
of the houses inn stables of the benefit and advantage of the said pond pump
dunghill and house of office in the said Phoenix Yard and also of the said
several easements passages and use of the Phoenix Yard for the better accom­
modation and enjoyment and improvement of the said Phoenix Yard and the said
passage over the said yard to the said stable and also the easement and
advantage of the said passage into Market Lane. The said pond pump and dung­
hill and the house of office being enclosed within the said new building and
the said ways and passages being totally obstructed and stopped up thereby.
The building they ’have lately begun to erect and build certain great buildings
of brick of a very excessive largeness by which all the said Phoenix Yard is
taken up and filled' . . . 'if building is erected to intended dimensions the
light of the four houses will be obstructed’, the houses becoming totally
useless and the inn will be utterly useless and no longer continue.
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The confederates claim right under agreement 7 June 1703.
They say that they will demolish the four houses and ’make a spacious
entrance or avenue or prospect to the said intended great buildings which
they pretend and give out they will fit up and convert into a playhouse.'
They have threatened the tenants causing one to leave his house which has
stood empty for a year, the other tenants say that they will leave, Thomas
Holford should not be bound by the said agreement because he is willing to
make a lease to John Vanbrugh but John Vanbrugh refuses to undertake to
keep the said messuages in repair and intends to demolish them,
John Vanbrugh has prolonged negotiations and meanwhile hastens the erection
of the building. Thomas Holford asks that John Vanbrugh may be required to
take repairing lease or that agreement may be cancelled and that the existing
building be demolished and the yard thrown open again.
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053/501, f. 421v & f. 422. 5 July 1704
Thomas Ho^ord. & Wm Hunt v. John Vanbrugh
Reciting that by indenture 10 April 1696 did for a valuable consideration
convey the Phoenix 1nn and other the premises in the said deed mentioned
unto your petitioners Holford and Hunt in trust for the plaint-if Holford
for the remainder of a long term of years (whereof about J6 years are yet
in being) and the petitioner Holford hath ever since enjoyed the said pre­
mises with a yard belonging to the said Phoenix 1nn yard until lately for
the defendant hath encompassed the said yard with a large brick building
which he intends for a playhouse by means whereof he hath taken away all
privileges belonging to the said yard and thereby greatly diminishing the
plaintf Holford of Ois said estate and the said defendant pretends that he
hath a title to the said premises by virtue of a contract by him made with
the petitioner Holford for all the said property term therein except one
month at the yearly rent of £20 p.a. whereas the said plaintif hath offered
to perform no contract or agreement on hoi spar and to execute a lease on 
usual covenants but the said defendant wiil ent accept thereof so the said 
contract is of no effect and the said Defendant hath not any legal right to
the premises. 10 was therefore prayed that an injunction may be awarded
against the Defendant for a stay of his further proceeding on his said
building wOereunto it was alleged by the Defendant' s counsel that he had in
persuance of a proposal heretofore made by his Lordship offered to buy in the
Plaintti’s interest and was willing to give hOii ehe same rate ait which the
said defendant had purchased OOo other hoo-use ether and that not withstanding 
the premises in question were greatly out of repair yet Oe was willing Oo buy
of the PlainOif for so much of the tern as is elapsed since the plaintii,s
purchase wOereupon and upon hearing of the defendant's counsel therewith was
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allowed on both sides, the court doth by consent of the Petitioner and
defendant be referred to Mr Keeper to settle and apportion the value of
the Petitioner Holford’s whole interest in the premises shall be so valued
at by the said Master of the Rolls and the defendant by consent to pay the
same unto the plaintif Holford and upon payment thereof it is ordered by
consent that the petitioner Holford and also Hunt his trustee do convey all
their right title interest in the premises unto the defendant or to whom he
shall appoint and it is hereby referred to the said Master to settle the
said conveyance in case the petitioners cannot agree the same between them­
selves.
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P.R.O. LRRO 63/25 pp. 354-7 22 April 1705
To the Rt Hon Lord Godolphin Lord High Treasurer of England
The humble petition of John Vanbrugh
Expiration of the lease belonging to Henry Late Earl of St Albans
Michaelmas 1740*
That on part of the said ground there has formerly been erected the Phoenix
1nn with several outhouses and buildings thereto belonging as also several
other messuages and tenements containing in the front to the Haymarket one
hundred and thirty-two foot, and in depth to Market Lane one hundred and
forty-five foot. That your petitioner has lately purchased the said part
of the premises and has been at very great expense in raising thereupon a
new theatre with several other buildings and does further intend to make
very great improvements on the same. Your petitioner does therefore humbly
pray that he may have further term granted him of the premises, whereby the
interest which he nov/ has may be enlarged to fifty years, upon such moderate
fine and rent as your Lordship shall think reasonable.
Subscribed note
The Rt Hon the Lord Treasurer of England is pleased to refer this petitioner
and petition to Samuel Travers Esq Her Majesty's Surveyor General (of Crown
Lands) who is desirous to consider the same, and to report to his Lordships
a true state and value of the premises together with his opinion . . . to be
done therein which in Mr Lowndes absence is by my Lords commanded.
Signified J. Taylour.
15 Mar 170%
Attorney General reply to the Rt Hon Sydney Godolphin L.H.T. of E.
1n obedience to your Lordships commands signified to me by Mr Lowndes 1 have
considered this the annexed petition of John Vanbrugh Esq., whereby he rep­
resents to your Lordships that Henry late Earl of St Albans was possessed
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of a parcel of ground called the Pell Mell Fields for several terms the
last of which will expire at Michaelmas 1740 ... I do humbly certify
your lordships that the greatest part of the yearly value of what is
desired to be leased consisting of the buildings thereon and they or great
part of them now wanting to be re-edified as the petitioner suggests to one
by the Act for the better support of Her Majesty’s Household and of the
Honour and Dignity - of the Crovai Her Majesty may if she so pleases lawfully
make an additionall lease to make up the present term thereof in being fifty
years, reserving a rent according to the directions of the Act for the Civil
List, and in such lease will be fit to have a covenant inscribed on the part
of the lessee forthwith to re-edify the same.
Edw. Northey.
Attorney General’s further report.
There are a great many more parcels of land granted to the Duke of St Albans
in the same lease with Hr Vanbrugh, all of them together at £50. 5s a year
rent. Mr Travers therefore desires an attorney will please to explain that
part of his report concerning the rent to be reserved by the Queen and declare
whether his opinion is not that she may reserve rent in proportion to that
part of the premises that she shall grant a further term in.
Surveyor's Report. 7 Aug 1706.
I am of the opinion Her Majesty may reserve a rent in proportion to that
part of the premises that she shall grant a further term in.
Northey
Commission of Crown Lands Entry Book 2, pp. 554*
Petition of John Vanbrugh.
Showing that on part of Pall Mall Field there has been formerly erected there
Phoenix Inn with several out houses and buildings thereunto belonging and
also several messuages and buildings containing in front to the Haymarket
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132'0" and in depth to Market Lane 145*0" and 'that your petitioner has
lately purchased the said part of the premises and has been at great expense
in raising thereupon a new theatre with several other buildings and does
further intend to make very great improvements upon the same’ ... he
requests a further term whereby his present interest may be enlarged to
50 years . . . Referred to the Surveyor General 22 Apr 1705
Report, p. 356, Abstract of title deeds, 2 deeds the first of which is dated
4 Aug 1703, Adam Woolley at the nomination of William Woolley who derived
his title by measure assignment from the Earl of St Albans' Trustees for the
remainder of their term did in consideration of £600 down and of securing
£150 to be paid by 1 Aug 1706 grant to the petitioners all that gateway
leading into Phoenix Yard in the Haymarket in St Martin in the Fields being
11’6" in height and 11'6" in breadth and a little room used for a hostelry
adjacent to the said gateway upon the north side under the house sometime
in the possession of Thos. Grounds and formerly taken out of the same and
also a certain piece of ground there with the messuages stables coach houses
etc. thereupon all which premises contain in front next the Haymarket 132'0"
and in depth 132*0" and also 12’0" of ground for a garden on the west side
next Market Lane and 8-|-' of ground railed in towards the Haymarket (except
out of the above bounded premises 4 messuages and stable in the Haymarket
Street then late in the tenure of Martin Frogg V/m Jackson, Ric Turlington
and Thos Grounds and so much of the 8^' ground as lies before the excepted
premises next the Haymarket) from Michaelmas then last past 1702 for the
term of 37 years 11 months and 20 years at £50 p.a. so that the petitioners
have the remainder of the several terms . . . granted ... to the Earl of
St Albans Trustees.
p. 357 The other deed of purchase is dated 20 September 1704 and thereby
Thomas Holford and trustee claiming also by measure of assignments under the
grants to the Earl of St Albans Trustees one of which was then divided into
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two and the stable and the 8*6" before the seme in consideration of £1120
paid down for the whole term granted to the Lord St Albans Trustees as 
aforesaid, without reserving any rent for the same so that the premises 
in the petitioners present possession doth contain a regular piece of ground 
of 152 *0" in front and about 145 *0" in depth as the petitioner mentions and 
8*6" more next the Hoynmaket, formerly railed in and now paved with stones0 
The petitioner hath erected a theatre and other buildings upon part of the 
premises and alleges he further intends to make very great improvements 
thereupon, and Mr Attorney is of the opinion that since the greatest part 
of the yearly value of the premises doth consist of the buildings thereon, 
and they a great part of them as suggested wanting to be re-edified Her 
Majesty may by the Act for the better support of her Household lawfully make 
an additional lease to fill up the terms in being to fifty years, and that in
such lease it wll be fit the lessee should covenant forthwith to re-edify
the same, and , . ,
By an estimate raised from the purchase money paid and rent of £50 p.a, 
payable by the petitioner, and by the best enquiry I could m^ce, I find the 
improved value of the premises at the tune of the said purchase was about
£250 p.a., after which rate I think it may be reasonable for the petitioner 
to purchase a reversionary term to mace up fifty years as desired, the fur­
ther improvements made and to be made at his own expense, and wlhit is finished 
is so substantial that ’tis likely to stand for the advantage of the Crown
after that term shall expire.
I am of the opinion that rent of about 5s per pound of the improved value 
may be a moderate ground rent to be reserved quite through the said Bayliwick, 
if it shall be thought fit to allow the present ouniers to fill up their leases 
to fifty years, of which many are desirous where the houses grow decayed to 
encourage the new building or better improving the present buildings, and
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after this rate the petitioner will have a rent of £34» 10s p.ao to pay 
to the Crown dwring the term desired, and then a fine of £200 I think
reasonable consideration for the lease desired to be paid to the Exchequer 
before the same passes the Seal, proper covenants being inserted for per­
fecting the new buildings according to Mr Attorney’s advice, and such 
others as shall be necessary for her IMjesty's service. , . •
Travers.
Surveyor General 8 Feb 1706/7
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C7/668/31 12 Jan 1710
Owen Swiney v. Robert Wilks, Thomas & Colley Cibber
Swiney Bill of Ccoaplaint.
o . . by indenture of lease bearing date the seventh diy of May then last 
past /1707/ witnessed by Samuel Cardell and Williimi Plummer and made between 
John Vanbrugh the said John Vanbrugh for the consideration there­
in mentioned did demise unto your orator all that new built brick theatre or 
playhouse containing in length 140* of assize and in breadth 6O' of assize
more or less as the same is enclosed within the four walls situate in a
certain street then called the Haynmaket and the room or office without the 
walls commnly called Mr Smiths office and the Piazza next the Haynmaket 
paved with stone and the covered passage between the theatre and a certain 
street or lane therein called IMrket Lane together with all rooms entries 
ways passages doors lights easements privileges coimmdities and appurtenances 
thereunto belonging also with six rooms even with the floor of the stage 
built on part of the ground lieing between the theatre and Market Lane and 
all rooms over the said six rooms and the yard with a large cistern and pump 
and the new river or Thames water laid in for the use of the premises and 
the two houses of office and all the plays operas clothes scenes machines 
and other things used in acting in the said theatre. ...
LU/282/32-33 26 Larch 1716
Letters Patent.
Lease to Sir John Vanbrugh all that piece of land and passage called a 
gateway leading from Haymmaket into the great yard called Phoenix Yard, being 
11*6" wide and 11*6" high and also all that little room used for an hostelry 
as the same was divided and adjoining to the said gateway on the north side 
thereof and being under part of the house now or late in the occupation of
Thomas Grounds
178.
And all that messuage or house great yard now or late in the occupation 
of John Harrison and the said John Harrison or their assigns on the west 
of the Hjymaket and abutting north to the house and yard and stable of 
Nicholas Baxter and on the south to the houses yards and stables of James 
Axtell and on the west by 18’0n of ground railed and designed for a high­
way upon which said several premises is now built a large theatre, and 
does contain 132'0n in front nett the Hjymaket and in depth 145*0” besides 
the 8*6" nett the Hayrnaaket formerly railed in all formerly part of Bailey- 
wick of St James leased to the Earl of St Albans from Michaelmas 1740 for 
25 years at a rent of £50 p.ao
G.L.C.,
MLR 1715/3/161 13 March 1715/6
Mortgages Willim Prince of the parish of St James Wessminster, Bricklayer to
Robert Moore of the parish of St Anne WeetminsSer, Yeoman of a parce
where , 00 a messuage pulled down by the said William Prince had lately stood, 
known by the sign of Prince Eugines Head in the parish of St James WesSminster, 
containing in front nett Pall IvYl from east to west 14*3" in depth 4O' 0" with 
parcel adjacent ettending from thence to Unicorn Yard containing in front nett 
the said yard 8*0" and in length from north to south 10’0" abutts south on 
Pall Mill west on a messuage being Mr Brunet, north on the said Unicorn Yard, 
east on a house is building by Mr Ingram and on a messuage letely built by 
Richard Ellis also a messuage then erected.
MLR 1715/6/125 3 Dec 1715
Mootgage: Richard Ellis, parish of St James WeeSrai:nster, Baker to
CHarles Gmuisell, parish of St IMagaret WeeSminsSer, Poulterer
of a new brick messuage now in building in the Haymrket, St James Parish, 
adjoining Unicorn Yard, in front on the Hmmaket, 20'0" in depth 36*6", 
excepting a plot at south west corner of 8’0" t 5 * 0".
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MLR 1719/6/323 16 March 1719
Indenture of lease, all that new built theatre or playhouse containing in 
length 140*0" of assize more or less and in breadth 60*0" of assize more
or less as the same is inclosed within the four walls and situate and
standing in a certain street called the Hy Maket . • » and the room or
office without the walls commonly called Mr Simth's office and Piazza next 
the Hy Mrket paved with stone and the covered passages doors lights ease­
ments privileges commodities and appm?tanciei together with also . . . six 
rooms even with a floor of the stage built by the said Sir John Vanbrugh 
upon part of the ground lieing between the said theatre and Mrket Lane and 
all rooms over the said six rooms and the yard with a large cistern and pump
and two houses of office Together with all the plays operas clothes scenes
machines and other things now belonging or com^c^o^ly used in acts in the said
theatre.
1. Sir William Vanbrugh (sic)
2, James Yarbrugh
3 o Thomas Yarbrugh
4o Sir John Vanbrugh
180.
MLR 1720/2/241 7 Oct 1720
Potter to Woolboome
of the houses in the Haymarket (assignment 10 Sept, 1720),
According to the lease of 6 Oct. last, [1719] between Sir John Vanbrugh 
and John Potter.
1. Messuage in breadth from north to south . . • 22*0”
in depth from east to west; . • o . • 27’Q”
abutting east on the Haymaket, west on the Yard. (Rent £20 p.a.)
2. Messuage southward from the playhouse of four messuages erected by
in breadth from north to south . « . 15*6”
in depth from east to wet . • . < . 27’0’’ (Rent £13 p.a.)
3o Messuage in breadth from north to south . • . 15*6"
in depth from east to wet.........27*0” (Rent £13 p.a.)
4* Messuage and also the two Roomm over the passage on the south side thereof
and the cellar under the passage
in breadth from north to south • . • 15 ’6”
in depth from east to wwet . . „ . . 27’0’ 1 (Rent £13 p.a.)
5. and house in the tenure and occupation of Thomas Fryer, 
in breadth from north to south . . . 21 *6"
in depth from east to wet . . . . . 40’0” (Rent £17 p.a.)
Assignment of five messuages in consideration of £1100 by John Potter to 
JV.ay Woooboome
101.
MLR 1722/2/109 23 June 1722
Indenture of lease between (l) Joseph Pearson
(2) J.Jo Heideger, ex. of wll of May Smith
(3) CHarles Vanbrugh.
All that piece or parcel of ground lieing in the middle part of a yard 
called Unicorn Yard situate and being between the Ha;yloaket and Mrket Lane 
in the parish of St James WesimOnster adjoining on each side to other ground 
in the said yard belonging to Katherine Hastings and leased to Prince
and containing from east to west on that part of the ground abutting south 
upon Pall Mil 6l’O" of assize or thereabouts on that part abutting north 
upon the Playhouse 69 ’0" or thereabouts and containing from north to south 
on that part of the said ground abutting west upon Mrket Lane 42 *0" of 
assize and on that part abutting east upon a house in the occupation of 
Thomas Fryer in the Haymaket 42*0" and the 3 messuages or tenements there­
upon erected and built and also all that piece or parcel of ground being 
that part of the yard called Unicorn Yard in the parish of St James West­
minster lieing next to the Haymarket containing north to south on that part 
of the said ground abutting the Hayimaket 18*2" of assize and in that part 
abutting west on the other part of the said Unicom Yard 13*4" and in depth 
east to west on that part abutting south upon the messuage or tenement in 
the occupation of Richard Ellis, baker, 36*6" abutting north upon the 
messuage in the tenure or occupation of Thomas Fryer 16*6" and containing 
north to south in some part of the said ground which forms the passage from 
the into the said yard 10*6" and in other part of the said passage
10*2" and the new messuage or tenement thereupon erected and built also all 
that piece or parcel of ground being part of the yard called Unicorn Yard 
. • • lieing next to Mrket Lane containing east to west abutting south upon
Pall Mil 41 *0" or thereabouts and on that part abutting north whereon a
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stable in the possession of Sir John Vanbrugh 41’0" and containing from
north to south on that part abutting west upon Maaket Lane 42*0" of assize
and on that part abutting east upon other ground in the Unicorn Yard also
leased to the said Willim Prince 42*0" of assize or thereabouts and the
three messuages or tenements thereupon erected and built together with all
ways passages etc., etc.
MLR 1722/2/109 25 June 1722
Financial considerations - 1st insert,
(1) in consideration of £556 52s to them pptid by (3) in full of all principal 
and interest due to them from (2) upon a mortgage the previous the mater 
mentioned bearing date 27 May 1719, did grant assign and set over to Claries 
Vanbrugh and the said J.J. Heidegger as well in consideration of the £556 5s 
paid to (1) of the further sum of £443 15s paid by (3) to (2) mking together 
the whole sum of £1000 did grant bar^gain release to (5) all that ground. in 
the middle part of Unicorn Yaad. ...
2nd insert,
To hold to Ch^3?lst Vanbrugh from the day nett before the day of the said 
indenture for the residue of a term of twenty-one years granted to Willim 
Prince of St James, Bricklayer by three several leases of 20 June 1717 and 
mde between (l) Katherine Hastings widow, Richard Hastings Esq, Dorothy 
and Elizabeth Hstings, spinsters and Frances Payroll, widow and (2) Willim 
Prince at rent of a pepper com and then at £20, £10, and £12 p.a., 
and all his the said J.JO Heidegger right and tttee thereto, subject to a 
proviso in making the said indenture void upon payment of the p^nci^l sum
of £1000 and interest
183.
P.C.C. 84 Plymouth 30 Aug 1725
Will of Sir John Vanbrugh
Smll legacies to his sisters, Mary, Victoria, Robina and Carenciere 
and to his brothers Charles and Phillip and to nieces Elizabeth and Robina
Vanbrugh and to niece Lucia daughter of Carenciere. To son Clhrles ’all
my houses at Greenwich and further give to my son Charles the tenement 
and vaults under or adjoining the Opera House, at present let to Mr James 
Portacles. He shall not enter these gifts and legacies till aged 21.
Proved 22 Apr 1'26
P.C.C. 182 Seymour 19 Feb 1742/3
W3.1 of Clhrles Vanbrugh
My mother Dame Henrietta my sole executrix 1 leave to her all 1 die 
possessed of, upon her but filing the following conditions ... (various 
smll legacies) • . . After my mother's death 1 leave to my cousin Edward 
Vanbrugh (if then living) that part of the Opera House now belonging unto 
me, viz., the Long Room, cellars and apartments, all these things to belong 
to my Mooher during her life.
Proved 6 June 1743
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U11/282/142V-143 17 Oct 1719
1ndenture tripartite between (l) John Vanbrugh
(2) Elizabeth Vanbrugh and Robina Vanbrugh
(3) C Charles Vanbrugh
A parcel of ground situate or lieing and being in a certain street called
the feaymaket in the parish of St James WesSminn■ter or of St Matins in the 
Fields Middlssst containing in front nett the Haaymaket aforesaid from the 
north to south 98*0" of assize or there abouts and upon part whereof lately 
stood five old messuages or tenements fronting the Haaymaket aforesaid and 
the rest of the said piece or parcel of ground being a yard lying behind 
four of the said messauges and between the same and the New Theatre or Play­
house there and a passage between two of the said messuages out of the Hy- 
mrket aforesaid into the said yard the further of winch messuage northwards 
adjoining the Piazza in the front of the said theatre or playhouse or some 
part thereof ana the furthest of the said messuages southwards is now in the
tenure or occupation of Thomas Fryer senior and adjoins on the south side 
thereof to a messuage or tenement of Katherine Matings now in the tenure or
occupation of the said Thomas Fryer senior for the remainder of a certain 
term of years whereof there will be forty five and three quarters of a year 
to come and unetpired at the feast day of the Birth of Our God nett ensuing 
the date of these presents and whereas the said Sir John Vanbrugh did some 
time since agree to let by lease or leases unto John Potter of the parish 
of St Margaret Westminster in the county of Middletst carpenter the said 
five messuages or tenements together with the use of the said yard behind 
the same and the said passage into the same from the feast day of St John 
the Baptist now last past for the term of forty-sit years two months and 
twenty days and the said John Potter has pulled down two of the said messuages
or tenements and in their room or stead thereof hath erected and built or is
now erecting or building there new brick messuages or tenements and is also
185.
erecting and building two rooms over the said passage and intends to erect
and build one or two messuages or tenements in the room or stead of two of
the said five old messuages next to the said Piazza now this Indenture wit­
nesseth that for and in consideration of the sum of £400 of lawful money of 
Great Britain paid by the said Elizabeth V^ibrugh and the further sum of 
£400 in like lawful money paid by Robina Vanbrugh and the sum of 5s of like 
lawful money paid by the said Clmrles Vanbrugh to Sir John Vanbrugh . . o 
hath bargained sold etc. ... all that the saia piece or parcel of ground 
described . . , together with all vaults passages easements erections and 
buildings „ • , except the use of all the ways passages into and through the 
said yard to and from the said theatre and Piazza and the vaults under the
said Piazza in such ranmer as the said ways and passages have been used at 
any times since the building1; of the said theatre and Piazza. . • •
186.
LR1/282/190V, 13 Oct 1720
Sir John Vanbrugh to Chh,rles Vanbrugh
• . . all that new built brick theatre or playhouse containing in length 
one hundred and forty four foot of assize and in breadth sixty foot as the
same is enclosed in four walls and the rooms or offices without the walls
commonly called Mr Smth’s office and the use of the piazza next to the 
Haymaket paved with stone for a passage only into and for the said theatre
and a certain street or lane called IMrket Lane and also the six rooms and
the two yards between the said theatre and Market Lane aforesaid with a 
pump two houses of office in one of them together with all entries ways 
passages doors lights easements privileges cummdities and appwritinanses 
whatsoever to the said theatre or playhouse and the other premises hereby 
bargained and sold • . • Except and always reserved out of this present 
unto the tenants of the time being of five messuages in the front of the 
said theatre next to the Haaymaket the use of the yard lying behind four
of the said messuages and between the same and the said theatre and of the
passage out of the Haymaket aforesaid between two of the said five houses 
into the yard (which are leased to John Potter carpenter) also excepted the 
vaults under the boxes of the said theatre and under the passages to the 
said boxes and also the gallery at the north end of the said theatre and
which lies behind the eighteen penny gallery at the north end of the said 
theatre and which looks into the yard belonging unto White Horse 1nn with 
free liberty way and passage to and from the same and saving and reserving 
also to and for such of the nine and twenty subscribers toward building the 
said house or theatre who are still living and also for the Hon. Albermirle 
Bertie Esq to have receive and enjoy the benefit of entry and seeing all the 
plays and operas gratis in the said house and of enjoying all other privileges 
during their respective lives in as full manner as by the articles agreed on
 187.
between them and the said Sir John Vanbrugh zhey are to have o . o To have
and to hold etc. . . o
191/ and also subject to one indenture of lease bearing’ date 18 April 1718
made or granted of the said premises or part thereof by the said Sir John 
Vanbrugh to John James Heidegger Gent for seven years and also subject to 
one indenture of lease bearing date 1719 made or granted of the said premises 
by Vanbrugh to J. Yarbrugh Esq and T. Yarbrugh Esq.
£6544 + £2000.
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Ll/286/9-10 19 May 1736
Baileywick Lease Book,
Crown Lease 19 My Geo. II to Charles Vanbrugh Esq.
Of all that now built brick theatre containing in length 144*0" and in
breadth 60‘0" as is enclosed within four walls of the said theatre.
And all that room or office without the said walls commonly called Mr 
Simth's office, together with the said Piazza next the Myma,ket paved 
with stone and an passage to the said theatre and the covered passage bet­
ween the theatre and Market Line.
And six rooms even with the floor of the stage, built upon part of the said 
ground lying between the theatre and Mrket Lane and all the rooms over the
said six rooms.
And also two yards between the theatre and Market Lane with a pump and two
houses of office in one of them.
Excepting five messuages in front of the theatre next the Mj^olket ...
and the yard behind four of these messuages and ... the passage out of the
^jym.a^r^c^-t between two of the five messuages in the said yard.
and also excepting the vaults under the boxes and under the passage leading 
to the boxes and the gallery at the north end of the theatre which lies 
behind the 18d. gallery and looks into the yard belonging to the V/hite Horse
Inn.
Wri-ch premises now demised are part of the ground containing 132*0'' in 
breadth and 143*0'' long demised by Sir John Vanbrugh 26 March 17II . . •
And afterwards the premises herein demised were assigned by Sir John Vanbrugh 
to Chharles Vanbrugh I3 Oct 1720 at the rent of £33* 6s. 8d. (parcel of the 
said rent of £50).
To hold to CMrles Vanbrugh for 19§ years beginning Michaelmas 1765
rent £33* 6s. 8d.
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Nottinglam University Library.
Portland (Hoiles) MS. PwV, 975*.
To Mr Congreve and Vanbrugh upon ye building of ye new
play-house in ye Hy-imaket.
By ys same
Touch’d by Amp-Lon ye attractive Lyre
Did List'ning stones with living souls inspire;
The heavy flints obey’d, ye mgick call,
Porgat their weight, and nimbly danced into a wall.
Now witt and harmony again combine
To raise new Trophys to ye sacred nine;
A^gain ye stones in beauteous order place,
And rising building with rich fancy grace.
The muses view ye work with ravish’d eyes,
And their long lov’d Pierian grove dispise;
To their new Temple with glad haste repair,
And fill’d with pleasure shed their influence there,
Harmonious pair! Well were you pointed out.
To bring wth art ye wondrous work about:
No Artist but ye son of mighty Jove,
Can make apartments fit for th’King above
None but the muses tunefull sons can raise
A worthy Temple to ye muses praise,
Deck’t with imnortall witt, and nneee dying baas.
These verses written on the side of a sheeS oo paaea alrea^ bearing’ two 
other poems, the first by L. Eusdsn, the second Mr Burch. There is a note 
above tts first line of the vesse oo the theaare ’IB yy same’s Thts I pre­
sume to be Mr Burch. Elstahe re in t hd domuments trie re is a Dr Birch and 1
wonder if this is not the same person.
This varse is written on the side of the sheet which 1 consider to be the
recto of Pw V 975j on the verso ars three more indifferent verses by as mane 
poets and in two different hands. Tte sheet is much folded but folded so
that it would seem that the ’recto’ was the first side to be usad.
D.NoBo, ^Turence Eusdsn, 1688-1730, poet laureate, scholar of 
Trinity Collage, Cambidge, 1706; M.A., 1712; Fellow,
1712. Given the laureates-ip in 1718 by the Duke of 
Newsdrtls, whose mrriags he tad celebrated 1717, rector 
of Coningsby; the ’L.E.’ of Pope and SwSft’s treatise on 
bathos.
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Prologue by Sir Samuel Garth, spoken at the opening of the Quuen’s 
Theatre in the Haymaket
Easter Monday, 9th April 1705
Such was our builder’s art, that soon as nam’d,
This fabrick, l:kce the infant-world, was fram’d.
The Architect must on dull orders wait.
But ’tis the poet only can create;
None else, at pleasure, can duration give,
When marble fails, the Muue’s structures live.
The Cyprian fane is nov/ no longer seen,
Tho’ sacred to the name of love’s fair queen.
Ev’n Athens scarce in pompous ruins stands,
Tho’ finished. by the leam’d Minerva’s hands.
More sure presages from their walls we find,
By beauty founded, and by wit design’d.
1n the good age of ghostly ignorance.
How did cathedrals rise, and zeal advance?
The merry monks said orisons, at ease.
Large were their meals, and light their penances; 
Pardon for sins was purchased with estates,
And none but rogues in ages dy’d reprobates.
But now that pious pageantry’s no more.
And stages thrive, as churches did before,
Your own m,gnrficsnce you here survey.
Majestic columns stand where d-ungiHls lay,
And cars t3;U^Plhal rise from carts of hay.
Swains here are taught to hope, and nymphs to fear, 
And big Alisons fight mock Blenheims here. 
Descending goddesses adorn our scenes.
And quit their bright abodes for gilt machines. 
Shou’d Jove, for this fair circle, leave his throne, 
He’d a lighting fiercer than his own.
Tho’ to the sun, his tow’ring eagles rise,
They scarce cou’d bear the lustre of their eyes.
Spoken by Mrs Bracegirdle,
’The Early Years of the First English Opera Houss’,
W.J. Lavwence, Muuical Qiiuarerly, vol.VII, 1921, p.107«
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Epilogue at the opening of the Quuen’s Theatre in the Haymaket, 
with an Italian Pastoral. Written by Mr Conggreve.
Whaever future fate our house may find.,
At present expect you shou’d be kind:
Inconstancy itself can claim no right,
Before enjoyment and the wedding night.
You must be fix’d a little ere you range,
You must be tine till you have time to change.
A week at least; one night is sure to soon:
But we pretend not to a honeymoon.
To novelty we know you can be true,
But wlhit alas! or who, is always new?
This day, without presumption, we pretend 
With novelty entire you’re entertain’d;
For not alone our House and Scenes are new.
Our Song and best ev’n our actors too.
Our Play itself has something in’t uncommon.
Two faithful lovers, and one constant woman 
In sweet Italian strains our Shepherds sing,
Of harmless loves our painted forests ring,
In notes, perhaps less foreign than the thing.
To sound and shew at first we make pretence 
In time we may regale you with some sense.
But at present were too great expence.
We only for the beaux may think it hard.
To be tonight from smuuty jests debarr'd:
But in good breeding, sure, they’ll excuse 
Ev’n m chesty, when in a stranger muse.
The day’s at hand when we shall shift the scene. 
And to yourselves shew your dear selves again. 
Paint the reverse of wlhLt you’ve seen today.
And in bold strokes the vicious town display.
j^wrence says - not found elsewhere save in a little book entitled 
'Prologues and Epilogues celebrated for their Poetical Merii’. 
Published in Oxford, no date. Muuical Quaterly, vol.VIII, p. 108.
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Os the New Playhouse in the Hy-LMaket 
From Defoe, A Review, Vol. 11, No, 26, Thursday 3 May 1705
A lay-stall this, Apollo spoke the Word,
And straight arose a Playhouse from a Turd,
Hers Whores in Hogstyes, Vilely blended lay,
Just as in Boxes, at our Lewder play;
The Stables have been Cleans’d, the Jakes made Clear, 
Herculean Labours, n’er vill Purge us here.
Some call this Meta]oorphosit a Jsst,
And say. We’rs but a Dunghtll still at best;
The Nastiness of all your Comon-Shtres,
Being far less Nauseous than our Beaus and WhhTes. 
Bless us! (said i) YWhat Monstrous Beast’s a ton?
Whom Rules can never Guide, nor Art make dean;
View but our Stately Pile, the Columns stand 
Like some Great Council Chamber of the Land:
When Strangers View the Beauty and the State,
As they pass by, they ask whit Church is that? 
ThLnkigh a Nation so Devout as ve,
Ne’r build such Dorms, but to some Deity;
But when the Salt Assembly once they View,
What Gods they Wooshd-p, how Blaspheme this True ;
How Vice’s Champions, UicooSi^i^uI’d within,
Roul in the every Excrements of Sin:
The Horrid Emblems so E:tact appear.
That Hell’s an Ass, to v/hta’s Transacted here.
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III. Detail of Hollar, pl. II, showing Lisle’s Tennis Court
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  IXa. Sir Charles Barry, plan for the extension of the
Royal College of Surgeons of England, 16 Dec 1833 
R.C.S.of E., Engineer’s Office, 92. 36/7.
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XXIII. Dedans and Quarree Tennis Courts, plans, from
de Garsault, Art du Paumier-Raquetier, 17b7, in
J. Marshall, The Annals of Tennis, 1878.
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east Tennis Court, T.H. Shepherd, 1840 
Westminster Public Library, f. 138.
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XLII. W. Hogarth, 'The Indian Emperor', 1731
 
XLIII. Plan, The Theatre in the Great Hall, Hampton Court, 
1718-1798, Thomas Port, -ook of Drawings, f. 22, c. 1724
P.S.A. Library.
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LVIb. Sir James Thornhill, 'Pastoral Scene' Sketchbook, p. 4 v
Oct. 31 1700.
LVII. Sir James Thornhill, ’The 1st Great flat Scene’, 
The Art Institute of Chicago, U.S.A..
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 Queen Anne’s Patronage of the Arts
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LXII Sir James Thornhill, Sketchbook, f, 63, accounts
LXII1. Possible Proscenium Arch of the Queen’s Theatre in the
Haymarket. B.K., Burney Collection of Theatrical Portraits, 
vol. LX, Ko. 101, p. 65. Foreign Artists in Britain.
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LXV, Dolle, Settle’s, The Empress of Morocco, 1673, at 
the Dorset Garden Theatre.
LXVI Sir James Thornhill, ’The State Bedroom Scene',
Victoria and Albert Museum, Dept, of Prints and Drawings, 
D28A - 1891.
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Huntington Art Collection, 63.52.298A.
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LXIX. Sir Gristopher Wren, Design for a theatre,AAll Souls CoOlege, Oxford, Wren Drawings, vol. iv, No.81
LXX Sir Janes Thornhill, Sketchbook, p.49
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Fig. 43.
1. Brittnnia
2. Lion
3. Unicorn
4. Fame
5. Melpomene
6. Thalia
7. Time & PiiUj-ti
8. Envy
9. Terpsicore
10. Calliope
11. Erato
12. Clio
13. Urania
14. Polyhymnia
15. Buteme
16. Apollo
17. Sculpture
18. Architecture
19. Painting
20. Support 17, l8 & 19
21. " "
22. Mathema-tics
23. Mercury
24. Putti
25. Garter Star
26. Crown
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